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Disclaimer  
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Metric Conversion Chart 

APPROXIMATE CONVERSIONS TO SI UNITS 

SYMBOL WHEN YOU KNOW MULTIPLY BY TO FIND SYMBOL 

LENGTH 

in inches 25.4 millimeters mm 

ft feet 0.305 meters m 

yd yards 0.914 meters m 

mi miles 1.61 kilometers km 

AREA 

in2 square inches 645.2 square 
millimeters 

mm2 

ft2 square feet 0.093 square meters m2 

yd2 square yard 0.836 square meters m2 

ac acres 0.405 hectares ha 

mi2 square miles 2.59 square 
kilometers 

km2 

VOLUME 

fl oz fluid ounces 29.57 milliliters mL 

gal gallons 3.785 liters L 

ft3 cubic feet 0.028 cubic meters m3 

yd3 cubic yards 0.765 cubic meters m3 

NOTE: volumes greater than 1000 L shall be shown in m3 

MASS 

oz ounces 28.35 grams g 

lb pounds 0.454 kilograms kg 

T short tons (2000 lb) 0.907 megagrams (or 
"metric ton") 

Mg (or "t") 

TEMPERATURE (exact degrees) 

oF Fahrenheit 5 (F-32)/9 
or (F-32)/1.8 

Celsius oC 

ILLUMINATION 

fc foot-candles 10.76 lux lx 

fl foot-Lamberts 3.426 candela/m2 cd/m2 

FORCE and PRESSURE or STRESS 

lbf poundforce 4.45 newtons N 

lbf/in2 poundforce per 
square inch 

6.89 kilopascals kPa 

*SI is the symbol for the International System of Units. Appropriate rounding should be 

made to comply with Section 4 of ASTM E380. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

E1. BACKGROUND 

Agencies are increasingly interested in measuring system performance and the impact of 

advanced technologies and strategies on existing and future year conditions. This interest 

increased with the MAP-21 and later the Fast-Act federal legislation emphasis on establishing 

performance goals focusing on seven areas: safety, infrastructure conditions, congestion 

reduction, system reliability, freight, environmental sustainability, and project delivery time. The 

federal legislations require states and metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs)/transportation 

planning organizations (TPO)/Transportation Planning agency (TPA) to identify performance 

measures and associated targets and including these targets in the state and MPO plans. For 

existing conditions, this estimation can be done based on data collected from multiple sources 

such as statistics office detectors, traffic management system detectors, incident and crash 

databases, weather agencies, and other sources of data.  For future conditions, there is a need to 

identify models and methods that can be used to support the estimation of system performance. 

These models will have to be supported by data from multiple sources to ensure their accuracy in 

estimating future conditions.  In 2008, the Florida Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) 

Evaluation (FITSEVAL) tool was developed for the Florida Department of Transportation 

(FDOT) to estimate the impacts of advanced strategies on system performance.  This tool has the 

potential to be used to forecast system performance with and without technology and strategy 

deployment and thus support transportation agency investment decisions. 

E2. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

The goal of this project is to support agencies in measuring and forecasting system performance 

and the impact of advanced technologies and strategies on existing and future year conditions by 

taking advantage of state-of-art models, methods, and parameters and available of data from 

multiple sources. The potential of using a tool as a basis for this support is explored.     The 

outcome of this project will allow a better selection of alternatives for implementation based on 

combinations of forecasted performance measures that are related to the state and regional goals 

and objectives. The specific objectives of this project are: 

• identifying a set of performance measures that can be used as a basis for assessing 

system performance and comparing improvement alternatives;  

• identifying methods to predict performance measures for use in performance and 

impact assessment; 

• identifying FDOT and MPO business processes that can benefit from the utilization 

of the project development; and 

• enhancing and extending existing models in FITSEVAL to allow the assessment of 

system performance and the impacts of additional advanced and emerging 

technologies 

E3. POTENTIAL TOOL SUPPORT OF BUSINESS PROCESSES 

Table E-1 summarizes the FDOT and MPO/TPO/TPA business processes and the corresponding 

potential support that can be provided by FITSEVAL.  It should be noted that only a subset of 
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these potential application will be implemented in the first version of the updated tool produced 

as part of this project.  Additional applications can be implemented in future versions as needed.     

Table E-1 Potential Support of FITSEVAL for Business Processes 

Business Process Potential FITSEVAL Support 

FDOT Planning Florida Transportation 

Plan 
• Assess the performance metrics that 

corresponding to each goal for existing 

conditions based on real-world data, travel 

demand model, or other modeling methods 

and tools 

• Compare alternative improvements and 

prioritize projects 

Strategic Intermodal 

System 
• Estimate the impacts of alternative 

improvement on SIS and prioritize projects 

Planning Studies • Estimate the impacts of alternative 

improvements and prioritize projects 

Interchange Access 

Request 
• Estimate the impacts of alternative 

improvements and prioritize projects 

Highway Capacity/LOS • Calculate LOS 

• Estimate the impacts of highway capacity 

improvement and advanced strategies and 

technologies 

Statistics, Measures, and 

Trends 
• Produce data-based statistics, measures, and 

forecasting 

Performance Measures • Produce data-based and model-based 

performance measures that are required by 

MAP-21, FAST Act, and state rules 

MPO/TPO/TPA Long Range 

Transportation Plan 
• Calculate performance measures that 

corresponding to each goal for existing 

conditions based on data and travel demand 

model 

• Compare alternative improvements and 

prioritize projects 

Transportation 

Improvement Program 
• Compare alternative improvements and 

prioritize projects 

Unified Planning Work 

Program 
• Calculate performance metrics for complete 

and ongoing projects  

• Compare alternative improvements and 

prioritize projects 

Congestion Management 

Process 
• Assess the benefits and costs of congestion 

management strategies  

Bicycle/Pedestrian 

Program 
• Evaluate the benefits and costs of 

bicycle/pedestrian projects  

Freight Program • Evaluate freight-related improvements 
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Business Process Potential FITSEVAL Support 

Transportation Alternative 

Program 
• Compare alternative improvements and 

prioritize projects 

Connected and 

Autonomous Vehicle 

Program 

• Add a new evaluation module for 

connected and autonomous vehicles in 

FITSEVAL 

Performance 

Measurement Program 
• Produce performance measures that are 

required by MPO/TPO/TPA 

Transportation 

Disadvantaged Program 
• Add a new module in FITSEVAL to 

evaluate the benefits and costs of 

transportation disadvantaged projects 

PD&E Study • Incorporate emission estimation for 

alternative projects 

• Compare alternative improvements and 

prioritize projects based on more detailed 

analysis such as Highway Capacity Manual 

procedures or simulation. 

FDOT Traffic 

Engineering and 

Operations 

(Focusing on 

planning for 

operations) 

Traffic Service • Estimate the impacts of alternative 

improvements 

• Compare intersection control strategies 

TSM&O • Assess the benefits and costs of TSM&O 

strategies by adding additional evaluation 

modules 

Traffic Incident 

Management/Commercial 

Vehicle Operations 

• Update the parameters for incident 

management evaluation module based on 

latest data 

As required by MAP-21 and FAST Act, planning is moving towards a performance-based 

process. In each transportation plan, performance measures are specified for each goal and 

objective. These performance measures are related to the safety, mobility, environment, 

economy, preservation, to collaboration and agency management objectives.  The current version 

of FITSEVAL focuses on mobility, safety, and reliability.   FITSEVAL can be upgraded as 

needed in to estimate performance measures related to other measures and show how these 

measures satisfy the federal and state requirements.   

E4. EXISTING PERFORMANCE FORECATING AND ASSOCIATED TOOLS 

Based review presented in this document, it can be concluded that there are a large number of 

metrics that have been identified and utilized at the national level, by FDOT departments, and by 

various MPO/TPO/TPA in Florida.  Some of these measures will be calculated in the initial 

version of the updated FITSEVAL.  Others, will be calculated in future versions as needed.   

Specifically, the following can be concluded: 
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• A wide range of performance measures have been selected, calculated, and reported by 

different FDOT departments for different purposes.  These measures will be considered 

to be calculated by the developed tool.  Examples of the measures are those identified in 

the FDOT Florida Transportation Plan (FTP), FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan, and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

• Metropolitan planning organization/transportation planning organization/transportation 

planning agency (MPO/TPO/TPA) in Florida have included performance management 

into their planning process. The performance measures used by MPOs/TPOs/TPAs vary 

with their specific goals and objectives. The safety performance measures are more 

consistent among MPO/TPO/PTAs, while there is a large variation in other performance 

measures. There is no standard regarding what performance measures should be reported. 

A number of MPOs/TPOs/TPAs have set up targets according to the required national 

performance measures.   

• The final rule of the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) 

MAP-21 have clearly specified the national performance measures in seven focus areas 

that need to be calculated by state and MPOs. The calculation method, data source, and 

reporting date for those performance measures are also provided in detail.   

• As MPOs/TPOs/TPAs place more emphasis on multimodal transportation system, it is 

recommended not only to calculate automobile-related performance measures, but also 

multimodal performance measures that are related to transit, trucks, pedestrians, and 

bicycles. The developed tool should be updated to allow the calculation of multimodal 

performance measures based on modeling, where possible. 

• A number of methods have been identified to calculate safety, mobility, reliability, and 

emission performance measures. These methods can be either data-based or model-based.   

E.5 ESTIMATION OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR BASE CONDITION 

Different methods are reviewed in this study for potential use in FITSEVAL to estimate the 

mobility, reliability, and safety performance for the base conditions before implementing 

advanced technologies.  The estimation can be based on real-world data, utilizing different 

analytical models or simulation.  Methods to estimate travel time and travel time reliability are 

assessed in this study by comparing the resulting estimates from applying these methods to those 

estimated based on real-world data.   Two corridors are used as case studies for assessing the 

accuracy of the estimates for freeways and urban arterial streets, respectively, as follows:  

• I-95 northbound between NW 32nd Street and NW 103rd Street in Miami-Dade County, 

FL (used as a freeway case study) 

• Sunrise Blvd. between US 441 and US 1 in Broward County, FL (used as an urban street 

case study) 
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Mobility Forecasting  

The accuracy of the following functions to forecast speed/travel time were assessed based on 

comparison with data-based estimates of travel time: 

• Bureau of Public Road (BPR) Curve with the parameters extracted from the S outheast 

Florida Regional Planning Model (SERPM) model. 

• Akcelik Equation with the parameters extracted from the Express Lanes Time-of-Day 

(ELToD)  software developed for managed lane toll assessment 

• BPR Curve with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by Florida State 

University (FSU) 

• Akcelik Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

• Modified Davidson Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

• Conical Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

• Freeway and urban street Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) procedures 

Based on the results presented in this study, the functions that produced the best results for all 

three periods are the FSU-calibrated Modified Davidson model, the Akcelik function used in 

ELTOD, and the HCM-based freeway facility procedure.   The SERPM BPR relationship 

worked well for congested conditions but was somewhat less accurate than other methods for 

uncongested conditions.   The other tested models were less accurate.  In general, the estimation 

is much more accurate for less congested conditions for all tested methods. 

The functions were also tested to estimate travel times during an incident conditions.  The lowest 

error again was observed when using the ELTOD Akcelik model and the FSU-Calibrated 

Davidson model.    The HCM procedure predicted higher travel time compared to the real-world 

measures. This model, however, performs well for the PM congested conditions, which raises 

questions on why this high delay is estimated during incident conditions.  Further examination 

indicates that the traffic in the HCM-based procedure takes longer time to recover from 

congestion caused by the incident.  This could be due to not considering diverted traffic in the 

analysis.    It should be noted her that all models, except the Queueing Analysis and HCM-based 

procedure show that the delay occurs during the incident lane blockage duration and do not 

include the additional delay during queue dissipation (recovery) after incident lane-blockage 

clearance. 

The findings suggest that the travel time forecasting methods are able to forecast travel time 

more accurately for freeways compared to arterial street facilities and for less congested periods.  

For the arterial street segment, the FSU-calibrated Modified Davidson model produced the most 

accurate results for the AM and PM peak periods. However, the BPR function in the SERPM 

model works better for the Mid-Day period.  Overall, it appears that, for the arterial segment, the 

FSU-calibrated Davidson model performed the best, followed by the FSU calibrated BPR curve, 

and ELTOD Akcelik equation. Utilizing lower capacity in the equations using a previously 

identified function (662 veh/hr/lane vs. the 900 veh/hr/lane in the SERPM model) produced 

much better results. 
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The HCM procedures have the advantage of considering the temporal and spatial impacts of 

congestion since they consider the spillbacks between the roadway segments including ramps 

and the extended queue from one period to the next.  However, these procedures require more 

time to prepare and fine-tune the model and the use of a software like FREEVAL, 

STREETVAL, or Highway Capacity Software (HCS). 

Mobility measurements as required by national, state, and MPO/TPO/TPA guidance and 

procedures can be forecasted based on travel time estimates calculated using the functions listed 

above.     

Reliability Forecasting  

The travel time reliability measures reflect day-to-day variation in congestion levels due to 

contributing factors such as demand and capacity stochasticity, incidents, adverse weather, and 

work zones.   Reliability can be estimated based on models that range from simple equations to 

HCM-based procedures to simulation-based procedures.   

In this study, forecasted reliability measures was compared with reliability estimated for both the 

freeway case study (I-95 in Miami-Dade County) and the arterial segment (Sunrise Blvd. in 

Broward County) based on real-world data.  The followings are the tested reliability forecasting 

methods in this project, all of which were developed as part of the Reliability Program of the 

Strategic Highway Research Program 2 (SHRP2): 

• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Poor Procedure 

• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Rich Procedure 

• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure with Default Parameters 

• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure Calibrated for Miami by Florida International University 

as part of the SHRP2 L38 project 

• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure 

• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure Calibrated for the Tampa Bay Region as part of a federal 

grant 

• SHRP 2 L08 procedures as adopted in the HCM and implemented in FREEVAL and 

HCS. 

When considering the three peaks, the models that produced the best forecasts of reliability 

compared to data-based reliability estimation for the freeway segment is the SHRP2 C11 model 

calibrated for the Tampa Bay Area and the SHRP2 L03 Data Poor Model.   The model that 

produced the best forecasts of reliability compared to data-based reliability estimation for the 

urban arterial study segment is the L07 original model followed by the SHRP2 L03 data poor 

and L03 data rich model.   
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Safety Forecasting 

This project identified two methods for predicting the safety performance - the Lookup Table 

method and the Florida Calibrated Safety Performance Functions (SPF). The Table Lookup 

method is based on the method used in the original version of FITSEVAL and presents the crash 

rate as a function of the volume to capacity ratio.  The second method utilizes the calibrated SPF 

developed for Florida based on roadway inventory data and crash data.  The updated version of 

FITSEVAL allows the user to estimate the safety for the base conditions using one of these two 

methods or estimate the base condition crashes based on real-world crash data.  

E.6 EVALUATION OF ADVANCED APPLICATIONS 

ITS evaluation tools require three types of parameters: 1) Outcome Performance Modification 

Parameters, 2) cost parameters, and 3) benefit dollar values.  A discussion of these items as 

related to the updated FITSEVAL tool is listed below.  

• Outcome Performance Modification Parameters:   These parameters were identified in 

this study based on a review of multiple resources.   For CV-based applications on arterials 

streets, the identified impact parameters were also in part based on a review of CV-based 

application that was conducted by the research team, as part of another research project 

sponsored by the FDOT research center.   

• Cost Parameters: Cost estimation is another required component to benefit-cost analysis.  

The cost estimation must consider the number and types of equipment required for each 

type of evaluated ITS deployment.  FITSEVAL includes initial cost, operation and 

maintenance cost, estimated interest rate, and equipment life-time.   The study team 

reviewed various cost data sources and identified cost estimates.  It should be pointed out 

that there is a lot of uncertainty in the cost of emerging technologies like those associated 

with CV and automated vehicle (AV)-based applications.  Thus, the provided values should 

be considered as a starting point and further information should be used if more accurate 

costs can be estimated.   

• Conversion to Dollar Values: An important component of benefit-cost analysis is to 

convert ITS impacts to dollar values. The original version of FITSEVAL has default 

parameters to convert the values of the estimated outcome performance measures to dollar 

values.  An effort by the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) District 5 

recommended updates to these parameters.   The transportation Benefit-Cost Analysis wiki 

(B-C Wiki) that is sponsored by the TRB Committee on Transportation Economics 

(http://bca.transportationeconomics.org/) presents a detailed set of recommended values.  

These and other sources were reviewed and updated values were selected for use in the 

new version of FITSEVAL.   

• Uncertainty Consideration: Benefit–cost analyses of ITS alternatives produce point 

estimates of the return on investment of ITS deployments. These analyses used default or 

user input values of the cost, benefit, and dollar values of the benefits.    However, there is 

a great amount of uncertainty associated with these parameters.  The values of the 

parameters as reported in previous evaluation studies vary widely. Decision makers may 

not be willing to accept an alternative that has an acceptable average or median benefit–

cost ratio but has a 25% probability of having a low benefit–cost ratio or if there is a 

relatively high probability that the budget of the project will be high. The uncertainty is 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__bca.transportationeconomics.org_&d=DwMGaQ&c=lhMMI368wojMYNABHh1gQQ&r=1ByUmiI7lBFqYcCTMHUTig&m=4htYMTK-MZotA3nzV3LqKxyu24rDbgB2BIViDq9nFNI&s=XFZJfJNWoIjOG2oIU0V-dsdxHHnVB5G4t4xg3LnjMR0&e=
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even higher when dealing with connected and automated vehicle technologies.      To 

account for the uncertainty, two approaches can be used: sensitivity analyses and risk 

analyses.   A risk analysis approach was selected in this study for implemented in a future 

version of FITSEVAL to account for the uncertainty in return on investment by expressing 

the input parameters as probability distributions rather than as fixed values and utilizing 

Monte Carlo simulation to vary the input parameters and identify probability distributions 

for each resulting performance measure.   

E.4 FITSEVAL UPDATE 

The original version of FITSEVAL was produced utilizing the Script language of Cube.  It works 

only as a processor to cube provided input and output files, in addition to analyst supplied 

parameters utilizing the user interface.   The new version of FITSEVAL is a standalone desktop 

tool that reads files from multiple sources as long as it is provided in an acceptable format.  The 

currently acceptable format are Cube files and Highway Capacity Software (HCS) file format.  

The source of the data can be any model or real-world data as long as it is converted to one of 

these two formats.  The software itself is coded in the C# language.  The user does not need to 

use the C# language to utilize the tool since it is compiled and used in an executable form.  The 

final product is an executable file which could be run on any windows platform. Thus, the user 

only needs to interface with the tool through the graphical user interface (GUI), input files, and 

output files.   Figure E-1 is an example of the screens of the updated FITSEVAL showing a 

comparison of the assessed mobility of a corridor with and without connected vehicle (CV)-

based adaptive signal control implementation. 
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Figure E-1: Comparison of Mobility with and without CV –based Adaptive Signal Control 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background Statement 

Transportation agencies are increasingly interested in measuring system performance and the 

impact of advanced technologies and strategies on existing and future year conditions. This 

interest increased with the MAP-21 and later the Fast-Act federal legislation emphasis on 

establishing performance goals focusing on seven areas: safety, infrastructure conditions, 

congestion reduction, system reliability, freight, environmental sustainability, and project 

delivery time. The federal legislations require states and metropolitan planning organizations 

(MPOs) to identify performance measures and associated targets and including these targets in 

the state and MPO plans. For existing conditions, this estimation can be done based on data 

collected from multiple sources such as statistics office detectors, traffic management system 

detectors, incident and crash databases, weather agencies, and other sources of data.  For future 

conditions, there is a need to identify models and methods that can be used to support the 

estimation of system performance. These models will have to be supported by data from multiple 

sources to ensure their accuracy in estimating future conditions. In 2010, the Florida Department 

of Transportation (FDOT) sponsored a one-day workshop with staff directors of Florida MPOs 

on the role of modeling in a performance measurement framework.  This workshop was 

conducted as a step to assist MPOs in the use of travel demand models for developing valid and 

reliable output to inform a performance-based decision-making process. The objectives of this 

workshop were to: define performance measures MPOs need the most and provide 

recommendations to enhance travel demand models and develop analytical tools to evaluate 

these performance measures. Ideally, such a tool should be able to identify the impacts of 

conventional improvements as well as advanced strategies and technologies on system 

performance on the identified measures.   

In 2008, the Florida Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) Evaluation (FITSEVAL) tool was 

developed to estimate the impacts of advanced strategies on system performance.  The tool has 

been used in at least two FDOT districts (Districts 1 and 5).  This tool has the potential to be 

used to forecast system performance with and without technology and strategy deployment and 

thus support transportation agency investment decisions. 

1.2 Goals and Objectives 

The goal of this project is to support agencies in measuring and forecasting system performance 

and the impact of advanced technologies and strategies on existing and future year conditions by 

taking advantage of state-of-art models, methods, and parameters and available of data from 

multiple sources. The potential of using a tool as a basis for this support is explored.     The 

outcome of this project will allow a better selection of alternatives for implementation based on 

combinations of forecasted performance measures that are related to the state and regional goals 

and objectives. The specific objectives of this project are: 
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• identifying a set of performance measures that can be used as a basis for assessing 

system performance and comparing improvement alternatives;  

• identifying methods to predict performance measures for use in performance and 

impact assessment; 

• identifying FDOT and MPO business processes that can benefit from the utilization 

of the project development; and 

• enhancing and extending existing models in FITSEVAL to allow the assessment of 

system performance and the impacts of additional advanced and emerging 

technologies 

1.6 Document Organization 

This section includes a description of the remaining chapters of this document.   

Chapter 2 reviews the experience with FITSEVAL and identifies the agency business processes 

that are expected to benefit from the developed environment including identifying the range of 

the business processes and the potential stakeholders of the tool. 

Chapter 3 starts with a review of the national and state guidance and practice on performance 

measurements, and then focuses on the methods and tools for calculating performance measures. 

Chapter 4 summarizes different methods to estimate the performance measurement including 

mobility, reliability, and safety has been described in this chapter.  

Chapter 5 describes methods to estimate the impacts of the transportation system management 

and operations (TSM&O) and ITS applications that are implemented in the updated version of 

the FITSEVAL tool, produced as part of this project.   
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2. POTENTIAL TOOL SUPPORT OF BUSINESS PROCESSES  

This Chapter first reviews the experience with FITSEVAL.  Then, it identifies the agency 

business processes that are expected to benefit from the developed environment including 

identifying these processes and the potential stakeholders of the tool. 

2.1 FITSEVAL  

2.1.1 Review of FITSEVAL  

The Florida ITS Evaluation (FITSEVAL) tool is a sketch planning-level Intelligent 

Transportation System (ITS) evaluation tool that was developed within the Florida Standard 

Urban Transportation Modeling Structure (FSUTMS)/Cube environment for FDOT by this 

research team in 2008. (Hadi et al., 2008). This tool can be used to assess the mobility, safety, 

environmental, and user-cost benefits as well as the costs of various ITS deployment as listed 

below.  

• Ramp Metering 

• Incident Management Systems 

• Highway Advisory Radio (HAR) and Dynamic Message Signs (DMS) 

• Advanced Travel Information Systems (ATIS) 

• Managed Lane 

• Signal Control 

• Emergency Vehicle Signal Preemption 

• Smart Work Zone 

• Road Weather Information Systems 

• Transit Vehicle Signal Preemption 

• Transit Security Systems 

• Transit Information Systems 

• Transit Electronic Payment Systems 

The evaluation methodology implemented in the FITSEVAL tool varies with the type of ITS 

deployments. The output of FITSEVAL includes the impacts of ITS on performance measures 

including mobility, safety, fuel consumption, emission, and other deployment-specific measures.  

FITSEVAL also outputs the benefits and costs in dollar values of ITS applications and the 

resulted benefit/cost ratio. These outputs can be used to assess the ITS deployment, prioritize 

alternatives, and support plan decisions. In an assessment conducted by the University of 

Virginia, twelve different existing tools were evaluated and FITSEVAL was recommended for 

use in Virginia (Ma and Demetsky, 2013).    
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2.1.2 User Experience with FITSEVAL Tool 

2.1.2.1 Application of FITSEVAL in FDOT District 4 

To justify the investments, FDOT District 4 traffic management center contracted this research 

team to evaluate the benefits and costs of a number of ITS components including the Road 

Ranger service patrol program, Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) camera subsystem, Severe 

Incident Response Vehicle (SIRV) program, fog warning system, and arterial Dynamic Message 

Signs (DMS) subsystem.   The purpose was to justify to the decision makers in the district, the 

investment made in these deployments.  To accomplish this, the incident management 

application in FITSEVAL was extended and applied to assess these ITS components. The 

number of incidents, reduction in incident duration, and diversion rate were updated based on the 

examination of related databases and interviews with agency personnel. The output of 

FITSEVAL was used to support the investment decisions of the FDOT D4 Transportation 

Management Center (TMC). 

The original version of FITSEVAL only has a module for the evaluation of dynamic message 

signs along freeways. To help the FDOT District 4 to evaluate the Arterial Dynamic Message 

Signs (ADMS) at I-95 and I-75 interchanges in Broward County, FL, a new evaluation 

methodology for ADMS was developed and implemented in FITSEVAL by this research team in 

2011. Similar to the ITS components discussed above, the benefits, costs, and benefit/cost ratio 

calculated from FITSEVAL were applied by FDOT District 4 TMC to justify the installation of 

ADMS. 

2.1.2.2 FDOT District 5 Experience with FITSEVAL Tool 

The FITSEVAL tool was applied to support the short and long range ITS planning of FDOT 

District Five by Leftwich Consulting Engineering, Inc. in 2016 (Leftwich Consulting Engineers, 

Inc., 2016a). The travel demand model used in FDOT District Five is the Central Florida 

Regional Planning Model (CFRPM), while FITSEVAL was originally developed based on 

Southeast Florida Regional Planning Model (SERPM). The variable naming in these two models 

is slightly different. Also, the CFRPM model consists of four time periods, that is, the AM, MD, 

PM, and night periods, while the SERPM model includes three time periods, the AM, PM, and 

Off-Peak periods. A number of conversions and modifications were first made such that the 

FITSEVAL tool can be applied to the CFRPM model.  Examples include utilizing variable 

renaming through a conversion function provided with the FITSEVAL tool and creating new 

network attributes for the off-peak period based on the attributes for the midday and night 

periods in CFRPM.  

In Phase 1 of this project, five Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs)/Transportation 

Planning Organizations (TPOs) were contacted by the Leftwich Consulting Engineering, Inc. 

regarding the application of the FITSEVAL tool. As the results of this effort, FITSEVAL tool is 

recommended to be used as part of MPO/TPO’s planning efforts, for example, long range 

transportation plan, state of the system annual reports, ITS master plans, and ITS/Congestion 

Management Plans (CMS)/safety alternative selection and prioritization. Also, based on 

stakeholder priorities, this study evaluated signal timing improvement strategies for 36 signalized 
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arterial segments within the regions of the five MPOs/TPOs in FITSEVAL. The results of 

benefits, costs, and benefit/cost ratios produced by FITSEVAL for these study segments provide 

reference for MPOs/TPOs to prioritize the signalized corridors for signal retiming. A number of 

updates to FITSEVAL were recommended by this study, as listed below.  

• Have the ability to use existing traffic data 

• Further review and enhance emission estimation 

• Expand the strategies that can be assessed in FITSEVAL including allowing comparison 

to roadway capacity improvement.  

• Consider corridor characteristics such as turn lanes, driveways, and round-about, and 

truck characteristics such as passing lanes and truck bypass lanes in the evaluation of 

signal timing.  

Meetings through phone calls or in person were also held by Leftwich Consulting Engineering, 

Inc. with FDOT Central Office, and FDOT District 5 ITS Operations, Planning, PD&E, and 

TSM&O staff. These meetings identify the potential usage of FITSEVAL as follows. 

• Use of FITSEVAL as a promising platform for individual MPO/TPO to review and 

prioritize ITS projects. 

• FITSEVAL use for congestion management solutions and not only for ITS strategies 

• Use of FITSEVAL as part of corridor analyses project as a tool for investigating the 

application of multi-modal solutions 

• Integration of FDOT’s Transportation Value to You (TransVaIU) spreadsheet, a tool for 

corridor-level economic and financial analyses for proposed transportation investment in 

FDOT District 5, with the FITSEVAL tool. 

Extensive review of TransVaIU was conducted by Leftwich Consulting Engineering, Inc. 

following the stakeholder meeting, but it was determined to keep FITSEVAL and TransVaIU as 

separate tools and having FITSEVAL tool to continue to focus on ITS with an integration with 

the regional demand model. 

In Phase 2, Leftwich Consulting Engineers, Inc. (2016b) focused on evaluating the 

methodologies and parameters used in FITSEVAL for 10 types of ITS deployments and updating 

them to be consistent with local conditions. A number of default values were recommended to be 

updated including the parameters for public transportation and emergency vehicle preemption. 

Instead of considering seven types of signal timing improvements, Leftwich Consulting 

Engineers, Inc. (2016b) suggested to combine some of the categories and only ask users to select 

between adaptive controller system and non-adaptive controller system. In addition, a user input 

of travel time reduction value due to signal timing improvement was proposed to reflect the local 

experience. It was also decided not to add safety as a benefit for signal timing improvements. 

In addition to the original 10 types of ITS deployments, the evaluation methodologies for two 

new types of deployments were added to FITSEVAL in Phase 2 by Leftwich Consulting 

Engineers, Inc. (2016b): the first is High-intensity Activated crossWalK (HAWK) that allows 

pedestrians to safely cross streets, and the second is roadway widening for the purpose of 

comparison with ITS alternatives. A default reduction of 25% in crashes was assumed for the 

safety benefits of HAWK. For roadway widening project, the reductions in delay, fuel 
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consumption and emissions are calculated based on the user input for the percentage increase in 

congested speed. 

Leftwich Consulting Engineers, Inc. (2016b) also examined the base FITSEVAL calculations of 

safety, fuel consumption, emission, road ranger service patrol benefit, toll, and public transit 

application benefits in Phase 2.   The study updated the default crash rates in FITSEVAL with 

the segment-based crash rate statistics reported by the Florida Crash Analysis Reporting (CAR) 

System for the Central Florida Region. With the continuous improvements in fuel efficiency, the 

study suggested a reduction in fuel consumption rates used in FITSEVAL to account for such 

improvements. A seven percent reduction for every five mph (Mile Per Hour) was recommended 

for fuel consumption rate when speed is greater than 60 mph. For emission rates, the study of 

Leftwich Consulting Engineers, Inc. (2016b) recommended to use the MOVES2014 program 

emission rate files when they are available. The costs of road ranger service patrol activities were 

inflated from the year 2008 to year 2016 by applying inflation rates. Since the managed lane 

post-processing tool, Express Lanes Time of Day (ELToD), have been developed by the Florida 

Turnpike, no changes were proposed for the managed lane in FITSEVAL since the module was 

not used. Only one change was made to the transit application benefit, that is, to change the 

default transit fare from $1.00 to $1.50.  

Leftwich Consulting Engineers, Inc. (2016c) updated the costs of each type of deployments 

based on the cost data from the FDOT District 5 TSM&O Office, the FDOT ITS Maintenance 

Workload Database, and online literature. An inflation factor was also applied to convert the cost 

from the year 2008 to year 2016. 

2.1.2.3 FDOT District 1 Experience with FITSEVAL Tool 

Traf-O-Data Corp (2016) tested the application of FITSEVAL to FDOT District One by coding 

10 types of ITS deployments in the District One Regional Planning Model (D1RPM). The 

review comments are summarized below. 

• Applications such as smart work zone and road weather information system are easy to 

use and seem to provide reasonable results. Environmental sensor stations are 

recommended to install along roadways with less highway patrol coverage to detect poor 

weather conditions. 

• A number of applications such as incident management and advanced traveler 

information system are also easy to use but are not useful to District One as dynamic 

message signs and highway advisory radios are already installed along the major 

corridors. 

• The applications of public transportation and bus priority are not useful for District One 

as the system has hourly headways. 

• The application of signal timing improvement is somewhat difficult to use but it provides 

reasonable results. Dynamic traffic assignment is recommended to be used for the 

evaluation of signal timing improvement. 

• Managed lane and ramp metering applications are difficult to use as they require a 

separated loaded network which is not easy to generate. Note that this evaluation is based 

on the updated version of FITSEVAL by the Citilabs, Inc. in which the evaluation 

procedure has been changed from the original FITSEVAL version that provides a way to 
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calculate the delays with ramp metering and managed lanes without re-running the 

model. 

• The application of emergency vehicle preemption is very difficult to use due to the 

required input that is not easy to obtain, for example, signal cycle length.  

2.1.2.4 Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) Experience with FITSEVAL Tool 

In order to help VDOT and the MPOs in Virginia to make planning decisions regarding the 

options of operational capacity improvement versus physical capacity expansion, Ma and 

Demetsky (2013) compared 12 different operational analysis tools for conducting benefit/cost 

analysis of intelligent transportation systems. Based on the literature review, FITSEVAL was 

recommended as the operational analysis tool for future sketch planning in Virginia because of 

its compatibility with the travel demand models in Virginia and also its sophisticated and widely 

used evaluation methodologies. Two strategies, incident management and managed lanes, were 

assessed for Hampton Roads area to demonstrate the application of FITSEVAL. The conclusions 

and recommendations based on the results are: 

• The two models of incident management and managed lane can be successfully 

integrated with the travel demand model, which provides a valuable tool for evaluating 

operational strategies. 

• Some level of manual integration is required during the integration process, including the 

definition of analysis period(s), facility and area type(s), link capacity, volume-delay 

function and operational strategy coding. Note that this study used an older version of 

FITSEVAL. The updated version of FITSEVAL provides a variable conversion function 

to help the automatic integration between different travel demand models with 

FITSEVAL. 

• A methodology was developed to re-estimate network flows resulting from the 

implementation of managed lane. 

• The default values of the parameters in FITSEVAL are applicable for most of cases.  

• Time-of-day modeling is recommended for evaluating operational strategies. 

• FITSEVAL should be applied by VDOT’s Transportation Mobility Planning Division 

and VDOT’s Operations Division as a part of travel demand models to analyze 

operational strategies. A pilot test in one volunteer district is recommended before wider 

implementations. 

• Existing local data should be collected by Virginia Center for Transportation Innovation 

and Research (VCTIR) for the application in FITSEVAL. 

• VCTIR should continuously work with FDOT on exchanging information regarding 

needed and developed enhancements to FITSEVAL.  

2.2 RELATED FDOT AND MPO BUSINESS PROCESSES 

The first step of this project is to examine the business processes of the FDOT, MPO/TPO/TPA, 

and other partner agencies that can be benefit from FITSEVAL. 
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2.2.1 FDOT Planning 

The FDOT Central Office Planning consists of four divisions: policy planning, system 

implementation, forecasting and trends, and performance. Below is a list of FDOT planning 

processes. 

Florida Transportation Plan (FTP): FTP is the statewide transportation plan that guides the 

planning and management of Florida transportation system. FTP includes three components: The 

FTP vision element, the FTP policy element, and the FTP implementation element. The FTP 

vision element outlines the look of the future Florida transportation system in the next 50 years, 

while the Florida policy element defines the Florida transportation system for the next 25 years. 

Developed as a web-based application, the FTP implementation element guides the state, 

regional, and local transportation agencies in implementing the short-term and medium-term 

actions and performance measures specified in FTP.  

Strategic Intermodal System (SIS): SIS is a statewide network that consists of transportation 

facilities with high priorities for capacity investments such as airport, seaport, rail, waterways, 

trail, and highways. The establishment of SIS is to enhance the mobility of people and freights 

and to improve the economy competitiveness of the state. SIS facilities are selected based on the 

criteria of transportation and economic measures. The FDOT System Implementation Office 

produces documents of SIS Funding Strategy that identify the potential SIS capacity 

improvement projects. 

Planning Studies: Planning studies aim at developing a strategic plan for a SIS corridor or a 

subarea. The studies examine the existing and future traffic conditions, identify the transportation 

issues, define the needs, and develop a range of multi-modal alternatives for the study area. 

Three types of studies are included in these planning studies, that is, corridor, alternative, and 

feasibility studies. 

Access Management: Access management balances the accessibility and mobility of roadways 

by coordinately planning, regulating, and designing access between roadways and their 

neighboring land development. A permit is required from the FDOT for the access to the state 

highway systems. Design standard and handbooks such as the median handbook and driveway 

information guide have been developed by the FDOT as a guidance for access management.  

This process may require more detailed analysis than the one that can be provided by a sketch 

planning tool like FITSEVAL. 

Interchange Access Request (IAR): To minimize the adverse impacts on interstate highway and 

non-interstate limited access facilities on the state highway system, IAR is required to 

demonstrate that a new or modified interchange is needed and viable that satisfies the 

requirements of traffic, environmental, engineering, and funding. An operational and safety 

analysis needs to be conducted to support such a request. This process may require more detailed 

analysis than the one that can be provided by a sketch planning tool like FITSEVAL. 

Highway Capacity/Level of Service (LOS): The LOS has been used as a primary measure of 

current and future mobility needs. The FDOT sets an acceptable level of service for the planning, 

design and operation of the state highway system. The target LOS for automobile mode during 

http://www.dot.state.fl.us/planning/systems/documents/sm/default.shtm#interchange
http://www.dot.state.fl.us/planning/systems/documents/sm/default.shtm#los
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peak travel hours is “D” for urbanized areas and “C” for outside urbanized areas. FDOT 

Quality/Level of Service (Q/LOS) Handbook and accompanying software (LOSPLAN) have 

been produced to assist the analysis of roadway capacity and quality/level of service for planning 

and preliminary level analysis.  Each FDOT district prepares and maintains the LOS information. 

Project Traffic Forecasting: Forecast of traffic count, turning movement, and various traffic 

count adjustment factors are required inputs for Planning and Project Development and 

Environmental (PD&E) studies and construction plans. Traffic forecasting can be conducted 

using travel demand model or based on historical trends. A Project Traffic Forecasting 

Handbook has been developed by FDOT to standardize the practice of traffic forecasting. Tools 

such as TURNS5 for turning movement analysis and traffic trends analysis tool were also 

developed to assist traffic forecasting.  

Site Impact Analysis: Site impact analysis is conducted to examine the traffic-related impacts of 

new developments. The FDOT develops Transportation Site Impact Handbook and TIPS (Trip 

Generation, Internal Capture, and Pass-by Software) to guide impact studies. This process may 

require more detailed analysis than the one that can be provided by a sketch planning tool like 

FITSEVAL. 

Shared Use Non-motorized (SUN) Trail Network: Sun trail network is a statewide system that 

consists of multiuse trails and shared-use paths but physically separated from motorized traffic. 

The creation of SUN trail network provides alternative travel mode for those origins and 

destinations with limited access to motorized vehicles. Financially feasible transportation 

projects on the SUN trail network are listed in the FDOT’s five year adopted work program. 

Statistics, Measures, and Trends: FDOT tracks the trends of transportation-related statistics and 

measures. The 2017 FDOT Source book provides a centralized source for these trend 

information. It covers the trends that affect transportation, for example, demographics, visitor 

numbers and travel modes, roadway inventory changes, characteristics of vehicle use and seat 

belt usage, international trade, emissions, and freight growth. The source book also documents 

the trends of mobility-related performance measures for different types of travel modes. It 

considers the four dimension of mobility, that is, quantify, quality, accessibility, and utilization. 

Performance Measures: Performance measures are integrated into three distinct levels of 

planning and programming process: to establish the goal and objectives at the strategic level, to 

support funding allocation at the decision-making level, and to monitor project effectiveness and 

efficiency at the project delivery level. To meet the requirements of MAP-21 and Fast-Act, the 

FDOT produces Performance Report annually. It covers five aspects of transportation system, 

including safety, preservation, mobility, economy, and environment, which are connected to the 

seven focus areas identified by MAP-21. A total number of 14 core measures and 73 supporting 

measures are reported in the Annual Performance Report. 

2.2.2 Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)/Transportation Planning Organization 

(TPO)/Transportation Planning Agencies (TPA) 

MPOs/TPOs/TPAs are the transportation planning organizations for metropolitan area mandated 

by the federal government, which develop and maintain the transportation plans that satisfy the 
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federal requirements and ensure the federal funds for local improvements. Currently, Florida has 

a total number of 27 MPOs/TPOs/TPAs. Below lists the business processes of 

MPOs/TPOs/TPAs in Florida. 

Long Range Transportation Plans (LRTP): Each MPO/TPO/TPA develops a LRTP for a 

metropolitan area that covers at least a 20-year planning horizon. The LRTP includes both long-

range and short-range multimodal-related actions and strategies that address the increasing travel 

demand. The LRTP developed by each MPO/TPO/TPA should be consistent with the statewide 

transportation plan. MPO/TPO/TPA is required to review and update the LRTP at least every 

five years (FDOT Office of Policy Planning, 2018). The latest adopted plan is the 2040 LRTP. A 

number of MPOs/TPOs/TPAs currently start to work on developing the 2045 LRTP.       

Transportation Improvement Program (TIP): TIP is a five-year program that reflects the short-

term transportation improvement projects with high priorities. Federal law requires TIP to cover 

a period of four years or more and to be updated every four years. The fifth year of TIP is 

considered as informational for planning purpose. MPO/TPO/TPA in Florida develops and 

updates TIP annually.  

Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP): Each MPO/TPO/TPA in Florida is required to 

develop a two-year UPWP that identifies the tasks that MPO will perform for the next two years 

and the associated costs and funding source. When developing UPWP, MPO/TPO/TPA needs to 

take Federal and State Planning Emphasis Areas (PEA) into consideration. The Florida Planning 

Emphasis Areas for 2018 is rural transportation planning, transportation performance measures, 

and ACES (Automated/Connected/Electric/Shared-use) vehicles.  

Public Participation Plan (PPP): MPO/TPO/TPA develops PPP that explicitly describes how 

MPO/TPO/TPA involves multi-modal stakeholders, affected public agencies, and individuals 

into planning process. The effectiveness of PPP is reviewed by MPO/TPO/TPA periodically.  

Congestion Management Process (CMP): The LRTP focuses on the capital investment 

solutions over a 20-year horizon, while CMP identifies current and short-term technology-based 

operational strategies that help reduce single occupancy vehicle travel and facilitates the usage of 

other modes of transportation such as transit services, community shuttles, bicycles and 

pedestrians. The CMP provides a standard approach to monitor and evaluate the performance of 

multimodal transportation system, identify the cause of congestion, identify and assess 

alternative strategies, identifies and assesses alternative strategies, provide information support 

for the implementation of actions, and evaluate the effectiveness of implemented actions.   

Bicycle/Pedestrian Program: Bicycle and pedestrian plan has been developed by a number of 

MPO/TPO/TPA (e.g., Miami-Dade TPO, and Palm Beach TPA) to identify major bicycle and 

pedestrian transportation improvements with a purpose of creating safe places for walk and 

bicycle. 

Freight Program: The three county MPOs (Miami-Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach Counties) 

in partnership with FDOT also developed South Florida Regional freight plan. 

Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP): TAP is a federal fund program that was 

established by the U.S. DOT to guide the development and growth of the country’s 
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transportation infrastructure. This program is intended to replace the previous programs such as 

Transportation Enhancements, Recreational Trials, Safe Routes to School, and several other 

discretionary program. 

Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Program: With the advancement in connected and 

automated vehicles, Miami-Dade TPO is working with partner agencies to plan for the new 

technologies of connected and autonomous vehicles.  

Performance Measurement Program (PMP): PMP ensures the investment and policy decisions 

to satisfy the performance measure requirements specified by MAP-21 for both highway and 

transit system. It emphasizes the performance-based planning. 

Transportation Disadvantaged (TD) Program: TD program ensures the availability of cost-

effective and efficient transportation services to those persons that are unable to transport 

themselves or purchase transportation services due to mental or physical disability or because of 

age or income status.  

Table 2-1 Examples of Main Focus Areas for Florida MPO/TPO/TPA’s Business 

Processespresents some examples of the main focus areas and activities of Florida 

MPO/TPO/TPA’s business processes. It can be seen from this table that the commonly focused 

areas for MPOs/TPOs/TPAs are multimodal improvements including transit, bicycle/pedestrian, 

freight in addition to highways, and congestion management through advanced demand and 

traffic management strategies. Some emerging areas for MPO/TPO/TPA are autonomous and 

connected vehicles including the autonomous vehicles for transit and freight, and safety 

improvements. 
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Table 2-1 Examples of Main Focus Areas for Florida MPO/TPO/TPA’s Business Processes 

MPO/

TPO/

TPA 

LRTP TIP UPWP CMP 
Pedestrian/Bic

ycle Program 
Others 

M
ia

m
i-

D
a
d

e 
T

P
O

 

• Transit improvements 

including six corridors with 

enhanced bus, one corridor 

with bus rapid transit, two 

park-and-ride facility, one 

transit terminal, and one 

intermodal terminal 

• Highway improvements by 

adding more managed lanes 

• Non-motorized 

improvements including 

on-road bicycle lanes, off-

road greenways/trails and 

sidewalk 

• Congestion management 

process involvement 

• Freight transportation 

improvements 

• Support 

facilities for 

Metrorail 

• Express bus 

service, express 

transit along 

managed lanes, 

and additional 

bus transit and 

paratransit 

improvements 

• Interstate 

highway 

projects 

• Congestion 

management 

• Non-motorized 

projects 

• Arterial street 

improvements 

• Aviation and 

seaport facilities 

• Construction of 

major 

intermodal 

facilities 

• Deployment of 

ITS 

applications. 

 

• The Strategic 

Miami Area Rapid 

Transit (SMART) 

Plan that advances 

six rapid transit 

corridors along 

with a network 

system of Bus 

Express Rapid 

Transit (BERT) 

service 

 

• Develop 

CMP 

strategy 

toolbox that 

include ITS 

and 

transportatio

n system 

management 

strategies, 

TDM, land 

use, parking, 

regulatory, 

transit, 

highway, 

bicycle and 

pedestrian, 

and access 

management 

• Update a 

number of 

trails and 

corridors for 

bicycles and 

pedestrians 

• Autonomo

us freight 
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MPO/

TPO/

TPA 

LRTP TIP UPWP CMP 
Pedestrian/Bic

ycle Program 
Others 

B
ro

w
a
rd

 C
o
u

n
ty

 M
P

O
 

• Transportation 

improvement program 

• Regional significant 

projects such as community 

shuttle service, Broward 

County signalization 

network, mobility hubs that 

serve as transit access 

points with frequent transit 

services, South Florida 

regional freight plan, and 

climate change research 

• Complete streets and other 

localized initiative program 

• Facilities extending beyond 

the MPO planning area 

such as strategic intermodal 

system 

• Transit bus 

capital 

improvement 

and operating 

expenses 

• Construction of 

sidewalks, bike 

lanes, 

greenways, and 

multipurpose 

paths 

• Road and bridge 

construction 

• Maintenance 

• Road drainage 

• Traffic 

signalization 

• Airport and 

seaport 

improvements 

• Regionally 

significant 

transportation 

projects 

Transportation 

system planning tasks 

covers  

• Long 

range/metropolita

n transportation 

planning 

• Regional 

transportation 

planning 

• Congestion 

management/livab

ility planning 

• Transportation 

improvement 

program 

• Freights and 

goods 

management/inter

modal planning 

• Transit planning 

and development 

• Complete streets 

and transportation 

related 

enhancement 

• Mobility 

hubs, 

location of 

stations, 

transit stops 

and other 

facilities, 

bike and 

pedestrian 

infrastructure

, and safety 

improvement

s 

• Multimodal 

congestion 

management 

• Mobility 

strategies 

such as 

signal 

coordination 

• Transportatio

n demand 

management 

 

• Complete 

streets 

• Being 

develop 

bicycle and 

pedestrian 

safety action  

• Complete 

streets and 

other 

localized 

initiative 

program 

for small 

local 

transportati

on projects 

• Emerging 

technologi

es such as 

automated/

connected/

electric/sha

red-use 

vehicles 

will be in 

2045 

MTP/LRT

P 
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MPO/

TPO/

TPA 

LRTP TIP UPWP CMP 
Pedestrian/Bic

ycle Program 
Others 

P
a
lm

 B
ea

ch
 T

P
A

 

• Premium transit service and 

new mass transit lines 

• Major roadway 

improvements and new 

interchanges 

• New bicycle facilities, 

sidewalks, and multi-use 

paths 

• New vehicular and 

pedestrian bridges 

• SIS capacity 

improvement 

• Operation, 

maintenance of 

roadways and 

transit 

• Major 

maintenance 

• Coordinated 

multimodal 

transportation 

system plan 

• Develop 

performance 

measures 

• Guide various 

jurisdictions to 

collaborate 

• Develop a 

regional approach 

to transportation 

planning 

• Develop a 

regional approach 

to provide 

guidance and 

ensure integrity in 

integrated 

transportation 

analysis. 

 

• Propose 27 

measures and 

developed 

mitigation 

strategies for 

each measure 

• Greenways 

and trails 

plan 

• Pedestrian 

and bicycle 

plan 

• Complete 

street 

• 5-year 

strategic 

plan 

• Transition 

plan 

• South 

Florida 

Climate 

Change 

Vulnerabili

ty 

Assessmen

t and 

Adaptation 

Pilot 

project 
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M
et

ro
p

la
n

 O
rl

a
n

d
o

 

• LRTP consists of 7 goals: 

safety, balanced multi-

modal system, integrated 

regional system, quality of 

life, energy and 

environmental stewardship, 

and economic vitality. 

Evaluation criteria, 

performance measures, and 

projects are developed 

around these goals  

• Highway 

projects: major 

capacity 

improvements 

with adding toll 

lanes; Surface 

Transportation 

Program 

projects for 

arterials streets 

• TSM&O 

projects 

• Bicycle and 

Pedestrian 

projects 

• Transit projects 

including 

“premium 

transit” 

• Transportation 

regional 

incentive 

program 

projects 

• Major focus areas 

are 1) and 2) 

Safety and 

security in the 

transportation 

planning process; 

3) Linking 

planning and 

environmental 

NEPA process; 4) 

TSM&O within 

the planning 

process 5) 

Consultation with 

local officials; 6) 

Enhancing the 

technical capacity 

of planning 

processes; 7) 

Coordination of 

human service 

transportation ; 8) 

Regional 

planning; 9) 

Public 

involvement; 10) 

MPO TIP project 

prioritization 

process; 11) 

Transit quality of 

service; and 12) 

Promote 

consistency 

between 

transportation 

• 15 objectives 

for CMP: 

Freight & 

goods 

movement; 

balanced 

system; 

bicycle and 

pedestrian 

systems; safety 

and security 

enhancements; 

system 

preservation; 

cost-

effectiveness; 

mobility 

enhancements; 

ITS; system 

function and 

performance; 

air quality, and 

others 

• Complete 

street policy 

report 

• Bicycle/Pede

strian 

manual and 

digital 

counts 

• Filling gaps 

in the trail 

and bicycle 

lane 

networks as 

well as 

pedestrian 

network 

• Bicyclist 

safety and 

education 

• Bike share 

program 

• Spot 

improvement 

for reporting 

safety 

hazards 

• Pedestrian 

safety action 

plan 

• Health 

impacts 

• Air quality 

• Safety 

(Crash 

database) 

• Transportat

ion 

disadvanta

ged 

program: 

Access 

LYNX and 

Medicaid 

transportati

on 

• Transit: 

buses, rail, 

and quiet 

zone 

• Regional 

freight 

plan: 

multiple 

solutions in 

infrastructu

re, 

operational

, and 

institutiona

l areas 
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MPO/

TPO/

TPA 

LRTP TIP UPWP CMP 
Pedestrian/Bic

ycle Program 
Others 

improvements and 

planned growth 

N
o
rt

h
 F

lo
ri

d
a
 T

P
O

 

• Transit investment to bus 

rapid transit, trolleys, 

commuter rail and other 

modes 

• Complete street 

• Safety projects 

• TSM&O alternatives such 

as integrated corridor 

management, arterial traffic 

management systems, bus 

rapid transit, ramp 

metering, and hard 

shoulder running 

• Autonomous and connected 

vehicles 

• Major projects 

are related to 

capacity 

improvement 

• Congestion 

management 

system includes 

transportation 

demand 

management 

strategies and 

traffic 

operations and 

access 

management 

strategies such 

as ITS and High 

Occupancy Toll 

(HOT) lanes 

• Transportation 

disadvantage 

projects  

• Planning priority: 

alternative 

fuels/vehicles; 

congestion 

management; 

freight; ITS; local 

priorities of a 

number of transit, 

traffic, and safety 

studies; 2045 

LRTP preparation; 

bicycle/pedestrian 

safety; regional 

transit system 

plan, and transit 

improvements 

• Included in 

LRTP 

• Some 

pedestrian 

and bicycle 

focus area 

study 

• Transit 

study 

• Regional 

freight 

logistic 

zone 

• Ridesharin

g 
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MPO/

TPO/

TPA 

LRTP TIP UPWP CMP 
Pedestrian/Bic

ycle Program 
Others 

H
il

ls
b

o
ro

u
g
h

 M
P

O
 

5 performance areas: 

• Preserve the system in 

terms of pavement, bridge, 

and transit fleet 

• Reduce crashes and 

vulnerability through safety 

enhancement projects and 

investments to reduce 

hurricane and see-level rise 

impacts 

• Minimize traffic for drivers 

and shippers by congestion 

management for drivers 

and freight including 

intersection, signalization, 

incident management and 

ITS projects  

• Real choices when not 

• The projects are 

prioritized and 

selected based 

on the five 

performance 

areas listed in 

LRTP 

System and corridor 

planning in addition 

to transportation 

planning 

management 

• ITS, congestion 

management and 

crash mitigation 

planning 

• Security and 

emergency 

preparedness 

planning 

• Complete streets 

and non-

motorized 

planning 

• Intermodal/freight 

• Included in 

LRTP 

• 

• 

Developed 

Comprehensi

ve Bicycle 

and 

Pedestrian 

Plan 

Maintain a 

Livable 

Roadways 

document 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Planning 

for health 

Demograp

hic and 

economic 

data 

production 

Land use 

comprehen

sive plan 

Tampa Bay 

Regional 

Goods 

Movement 

study 

Vision zero 

for safety 

Hillsborou
driving: transit/bus service 

and transportation 

disadvantaged service; 

trails and sidepaths 

• Major investments for 

economic growth: key 

economic spaces; strategic 

intermodal system; 

development based needs; 

and long range vision 

planning 

• Transit and TDM 

planning 

• Transportation 

disadvantaged 

planning 

• Corridor, sub-area 

and environmental 

studies 

• 

 

gh River 

protection 

plan 

ITS master 

plan 
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2.2.3 FDOT Project Development and Environment (PD&E) Studies  

Five steps are involved in a typical transportation development process: 1) Long range planning; 

2) Project development and environmental (PD&E) study; 3) Design; 4) Right-of-way 

acquisition; and 5) Construction. As the second step of this process, a PD&E study is conducted 

to ensure that transportation improvements comply with the requirements of the National 

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) or the state requirements regarding environmental impacts. 

The more detailed steps of the FDOT Project Development and Environmental (PD&E) studies 

may require more detailed analysis than the one that can be provided by a sketch planning tool 

like FITSEVAL.   More detailed modeling analyses such as those based on data analytics, the 

highway capacity manual facility procedures, or simulation are needed. During a PD&E study, 

the location and conceptual design of feasible build alternatives as well as their social, economic, 

and environmental impacts for transportation improvements are determined. The environmental 

conditions without build are also documented in the study. A PD&E study is finalized when the 

environmental documents are reviewed and approved by FHWA or FDOT District Secretary or 

Delegated Authority. To improve the efficiency of transportation decision making process, the 

PD&E study can be overlapped with design phase or conducted concurrently.  

The Project Development and Environmental (PD&E) Manual developed by FDOT provides a 

framework for consistent development of transportation projects that comply with federal and 

state laws and also ensures the uniformity in their quality and exactness. The PD&E manual 

consists of two parts. Part 1 provides the guidance regarding project development process and 

required documentations. Part 2 focuses on each topic involved in a PD&E study and associated 

analysis. Below is a list of those topics and analysis covered in the PD&E manual Part 2.  

 

• Project description and purpose and need  

• Traffic analysis: This includes traffic analysis objectives, level of traffic analysis 

assessment, performance measures of effectiveness, traffic analysis tool, type and 

duration of data collection, project traffic forecasting with and without travel demand 

models, traffic analysis when capacity exceeds traffic demand and vice versa, historical 

crash analysis and quantitative safety analysis, environmental analyses, and project traffic 

analysis report. 

• Engineering analysis: This includes the level of detail of analysis, project coordination, 

preliminary engineering analysis of existing conditions, alternative analysis (including 

no-action alternative, TSM&O alternative, multimodal alternatives, and build 

alternatives), engineering considerations of build alternatives ranging from multimodal 

impacts and strategies to construction, utility, and storm water management, 

environmental consideration for build alternatives, comparative alternatives evaluation, 

value engineering, recommended alternative, and documentation.      

• Sociocultural and aesthetic effects evaluation  

• Natural resources: Farmland, publicly owned parks, recreation area, wildlife and 

waterfowl refuges, wetlands and other surface waters, aquatic preserves and outstanding 

Florida waters, water quality and water quantity, wild and scenic rivers, floodplains, 
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coastal zone consistency, coastal barrier resources, protected species and habitat, and 

essential fish habitat.  

• Cultural resources: Archaeological and historic resources 

• Physical impacts: Highway noise, air quality, contamination, utilities and railroads 

• Project commitments and FDOT commitment tracking 

2.2.4 FDOT Traffic Engineering and Operations  

The mission of FDOT Traffic Engineering and Operations Office is to “improve safety and 

mobility through the efficient application of traffic engineering principles and practice” (FDOT, 

2018a). The implementation of this mission is carried out by providing the following programs 

and services: traffic services, transportation systems management and operations (TSM&O), 

Traffic Incident Management (TIM) and Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO), and traffic 

system.  

Traffic Services 

The traffic services provided by FDOT Traffic Engineering and Operations Office include traffic 

studies, intersection operations and safety, signing and pavement marking, signals, and aging 

road users. Traffic studies are conducted to evaluate transportation system. They typically consist 

of data collection, traffic volume projection, and identification of improvements for 

transportation system including intersection and non-intersection roadway segments, signals, and 

speed zones. A Manual on Uniform Traffic Studies was developed by FDOT to provide 

minimum standards for conducting traffic studies on the roads managed by FDOT. To improve 

intersection safety, FDOT focuses on Intersection Control Evaluation (ICE). In an ICE process, 

intersection control alternatives are quantitatively compared and ranked based on their impacts 

on operational and safety performance. FDOT is also responsible for providing a uniform system 

of traffic signal, signs, and pavement marking that comply with the national standards, and 

improving the safety and mobility of aging road users. 

FDOT Transportation System Management and Operations (TSM&O) Program 

Currently, FDOT TSM&O program focuses on six areas, including connected vehicle, ITS 

communications, managed lanes, management and deployments, software and architecture, and 

Statewide Arterial Management Program (STAMP). Below is a brief review of each program.  

Connected Vehicle (CV): Connected vehicle is a new FDOT initiative that aims at applying 

automated and connected vehicle technologies to improve safety and mobility for all modes of 

travel. Currently, there are one CV project in operation, 10 CV projects in design and 

implementation, and five CV projects in planning in Florida. Table 2-2 summarizes those 16 CV 

projects and their focus areas. 
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Table 2-2 FDOT CV Projects and Their Focus Areas 

Project Project Status Focus Areas 

Osceola County 

Connected Vehicle 

Signals 

In operation • Testing Dedicated Short Range Communications 

(DSRC) equipment and intersection processing 

equipment 

US 90 Signal Phase 

and Timing in 

Tallahassee 

In design/ 

implementation 
• Testing and implementation of Signal Phase and 

Timing (SPaT) 

I-75 Florida's 

Regional Advanced 

Mobility Elements 

(FRAME) in the 

Cities of 

Gainesville and 

Ocala 

In design/ 

implementation 
• Testing automated traffic signal performance 

measures and connected vehicle technologies such 

as roadside units and on board units for effective 

traffic operations 

• Transit signal priority 

• Freight signal priority 

• Disseminate real-time information to motorists 

during freeway incidents 

GAToRS in 

Gainesville 

In design/ 

implementation 
• Autonomous transit shuttle 

Florida's Turnpike 

Enterprise SunTrax 

in Polk County 

In design/ 

implementation 
• Large-scale test facility for toll equipment, CV 

and AV technology for vehicle-to-vehicle, 

vehicle-to-infrastructure, vehicle-to-everything 

communication 

THEA Connected 

Vehicle Pilot in 

Tampa 

In design/ 

implementation 
• Applications related to emergency electronic 

brake light warning, end of ramp deceleration 

warning, and forward collision warning 

• Wrong-way entry 

• Pedestrian safety-related applications such as 

pedestrian collision warning and pedestrian in a 

crosswalk vehicle warning   

• Pedestrian mobility 

• Pedestrian transit movement warning 

• Intelligent signal system 

• Intersection movement assist 

• Probe data enabled traffic monitoring 

• Transit signal priority 

• Vehicle turning right in front of transit vehicle 

City of Orlando 

Greenway/Pedestria

n Safety 

In design/ 

implementation 
• Pedestrian and bicycle collision avoidance 

• Optimization of traffic signal operations 

SR 434 Connected 

Vehicle 

Deployment in 

Seminole County 

In design/ 

implementation 
• Signal Performance Metrics (SPM) 

• SPaT 

• Transit signal priority 

• Signal preemption 
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Project Project Status Focus Areas 

Downtown Tampa 

Autonomous 

Transit Phase 1 

In design/ 

implementation 
• Low-speed, autonomous last-mile shuttle service 

out of mixed traffic 

Orlando Smart 

Community 2017 

ATCMTD 

In design/ 

implementation 
• Connecting three CV programs: PedSafe, 

GreenWay, and Smart Community 

• PedSafet program: Reduction of pedestrian and 

bicycle crashes by connecting advanced signal 

controller, CV technologies, and existing 

communication capabilities 

• GreenWay: Active management of traffic signals 

• SmartCommunity: Ridesharing and car-sharing 

UF Accelerated 

Innovation 

Deployment in 

Gainesville  

In planning • Passive pedestrian and bicyclist detection 

• Real-time notification to transit, motorists,  

pedestrians, and bicyclists 

• SPaT data broadcasting with active 

pedestrian/bicyclist detection using roadside units 

UF I-STREET in 

Gainesville 

In planning • Real-world test bed demonstration and testing of 

emerging technologies through partnership among 

different agencies 

Gainesville SPaT 

Trapezium 

In planning • Improve travel time reliability, safety, throughput, 

and traveler information 

• Pedestrian and bicyclist safety applications in 

terms of  web-based and smartphone-based 

applications 

Central Florida 

Autonomous 

Vehicle Proving 

Ground 

In planning • AV research and development across all modes of 

travel through Central Florida AV partnership 

Driver Assisted 

Truck Platooning 

(DATP) Pilot 

In planning • Impacts and feasibility of implementing driver 

assisted truck platooning 

ITS Communications: ITS Communications supports telecommunications that are related to ITS 

deployments and operations. The work conducted by ITS Communications includes: manage, 

maintain, and update the statewide ITS Wide Area Network, guide the deployment of statewide 

fiber optic network, manage the statewide radio license database of the Federal Communications 

Commission, and manage the Wireless General Manager Agreement.  

Managed Lanes: Managed lane is one of the high priority focus areas for FDOT TSM&O 

program. FDOT provides statewide guidance and procedures regarding managed lane 

implementation and operations. An express lane manual is being developed by FDOT Central 

Office and Florida Turnpike. FDOT is planning to provide additional express lanes that allows 

travelers to have more mobility choice, more accurate data collection for performance, and better 

decision making and planning for the future demand. 
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Management and Deployments: ITS management and deployment program manages the 

statewide funds on ITS deployments along five principal corridors with limited access in Florida. 

It provides technical, management, and administrative support to each aspect of ITS projects, 

including planning, architecture, standards, deployment, integration, operations, maintenance, 

telecommunication, and mainstreaming. 

Software and Architecture: The ITS software and architecture-related functions of FDOT 

TSM&O program include the management of the statewide ITS Architecture and the SunGuide 

software, coordinate ITS training, and the unification of traffic information and management 

system for the statewide ITS traffic data.  

Statewide Arterial Management Program (STAMP): The goal of STAMP program is to 

maximize throughput and provide a safe, reliable, and efficient arterial transportation system. 

The current focus of this program is to test Adaptive Signal Control Technology (ASCT) and 

provide guidance regarding the implementation of ASCT.    

It should be noted that each FDOT District has its own TSM&O program that customizes the 

TSM&O concepts and applications to their local needs.   

Traffic Incident Management (TIM)/Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO) 

Traffic incident management program explores ways to fast detect and respond to incidents 

through multi-agency collaborations. It also provides training for incident responders, free road 

ranger service to assist travelers, and Rapid Incident Scene Clearance (RISC) initiative (an 

incentive-based program) to help clear major incidents and truck crashes. In addition, as one of 

Florida’s innovative strategies, Emergency Shoulder Use (ESU) is planned to cover roadway 

sections along I-4, I-10, and I-75 during major hurricane evacuations. 

Commercial vehicle operations cover the activities such as fleet administration and maintenance, 

commercial vehicle administration, electronic clearance, weight-in-motion, roadside CVO safety, 

on-board safety monitoring, hazardous material planning and incident response, freight 

administration, freight in-transit monitoring, and freight terminal management.   

Traffic Systems 

The FDOT Traffic System division conducts the technical testing and evaluation of 

transportation devices, develops standards and specifications for all traffic control signals and 

devices sold or installed in Florida, and manages Florida approved product list. 

2.3 EXISTING TOOLS 

The section review existing tools, other than FITSEVAL, that have been produced to support the 

business processes identified in Section 2.2. 
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2.3.1 SHRP2 L05 Reliability Implementation Guidance 

SHRP2 L05 project recommended approaches to incorporate reliability measures into 

transportation planning and programming processes (FDOT, 2016d). This project recommends 

that travel time reliability measures to be considered in the following planning and programming 

products of FDOT.  This is an indication that FITSEVAL is a good tool to use for these 

applications. 

• State and metropolitan long-range transportation plan 

• Congestion management process 

• Studies that examine only portion of transportation system such as corridor, area, and 

modal studies 

• Transportation improvement plan 

• Plan for operations or plan for special events, adverse weather and other similar events 

• Project development processes such as planning studies, PD&E studies, and design 

• Environmental reviews 

• Construction and work zone planning 

• System operations and management 

2.3.2 Recommended FDOT Traffic Analysis Tools 

A Transportation Analysis Handbook was developed by FDOT to provide guidance and 

requirements for a uniform and consistent application of traffic analysis tools in Florida (FDOT 

System Planning Office, 2014). Within this handbook, a number of traffic analysis tools are 

summarized for different levels of analysis, as shown in Table 2-3. Table 2-4 lists the traffic 

analysis software by system element, while Table 2-5 summarized the safety analysis tools.  
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Table 2-3 Recommended FDOT Traffic Analysis Tools (FDOT System Planning Office, 

2014) 

Analysis Type Level of Detail 
Level of 

Analysis 
Analysis Tool 

Sketch Planning 

 

 

Analyzing system elements to obtain  

general order-of- 

magnitude estimates of performance 

based capacity constraints and 

operational control 

Generalized  

Planning  

 

GSVT, 

LOSPLAN, 

HCM/HCS 

 

Deterministic Analyzing broad criteria and system  

performance based on geometric and  

physical capacity constraints;  

operational systems such traffic 

control  

and land use 

Conceptual 

Planning & 

Preliminary 

Engineering; 

Design;  

Operation 

LOSPLAN,  

HCM/ 

HCS,  

Synchro,  

SIDRA 

 

Travel Demand  

Modeling 

Analyzing regional travel demand  

patterns, land use impacts and long  

range plans. Outputs of demand 

models  

are applied in analytical and  

microscopic analysis 

Conceptual  

Planning  

Cube  

Voyager 

Microscopic  

Simulation 

Analyzing system performance based 

on detailed individual user 

interactions; geometry and operational 

elements 

Preliminary 

Engineering;  

Design; 

Operation 

CORSIM, 

VISSIM,  

SimTraffic 
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Table 2-4 FDOT Traffic Analysis Software by System Element (FDOT System Planning 

Office, 2014) 
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Table 2-5 FDOT Levels of Analysis and Safety Analysis Tool (FDOT System Planning 

Office, 2014) 
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2.3.3 FDOT District Two Level of Service (LOS) Reporting Tools 

The FDOT District Two developed two web-based level of service reporting tools, one for 

highways, and another one for bicycle and pedestrians, as shown in Figures 2-1 and 2-2. Both 

LOS reporting tools provide interactive map functions that allow users to configure map layout, 

search location and attributes, and generate LOS reports. Figure 2-3 shows an example of LOS 

report generated by the LOS reporting tool. These two LOS reporting tools ease the annual 

update of LOS. 

 
Figure 2-1 User Interface Snapshot of FDOT District Two LOS Reporting Tool 
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Figure 2-2 User Interface Snapshot of FDOT District Two Bicycle and Pedestrian LOS 

  
Figure 2-3 Example of LOS Report Generated by the FDOT District Two LOS Reporting 

Tool 
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2.3.4 SHRP 2 C11 Post-Processor Tool 

The C11 sketch planning post-processor was originally developed by Cambridge Systematics, 

Inc. to help the Hillsborough County MPO in Tampa, FL, to estimate the safety and travel time 

reliability performance measures (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2016). This tool was further 

enhanced by implementing more robust technical relationships and re-programming for easy 

usage through a FDOT SHRP2 implementation assistance project. Figure 2-4 illustrates the basic 

structure of the C11 post-processor tool (Margiotta and Alden, 2016). As shown in this figure, 

the required input to the C11 post-processor tool includes crash data and loaded network from 

travel demand model. In the C11 post-processor, the number of crashes (including total crashes, 

fatalities, injuries, and PDOs) for each link are calculated based on based on the Florida-specific 

safety performance functions. The safety improvements resulted from countermeasures are 

captured through crash reduction factors recommended by FHWA’s Desk Reference and the 

CMF Clearinghouse. Different percentiles of travel time index, including 50th percentile, 80th 

percentile, and 95th percentile travel time index, are calculated as a function of mean travel time 

index. Such relationships are obtained through a regression analysis over multiple freeway and 

arterial corridors using the National Performance Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS) 

data. The mean travel time under normal conditions is derived based on the modified Davidson 

volume-delay function. The impacts of non-recurrent congestions on delays due to incidents are 

considered by applying a lookup table for incident-related delays. The costs for operations and 

ITS strategies are also provided by the C11 post-processor, which can be combined with the 

improvements in safety and travel time reliability to prioritize projects. 

 
Figure 2-4 Basic Structure of C11 Post-Processor Tool (Margiotta and Alden, 2016) 

2.3.5 Analysis Tools and Methods in Planning for Operations 

With the sponsorship of FHWA, Jeannotte et al. (2009) provided recommendation to help 

planners and operation personnel systematically use existing analysis tools and methods to 

analyze, assess, and report the benefits of transportation operation improvements.   It was 

mentioned that six methods and tools or their combinations are used in practice by planning and 
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operation agencies, including sketch planning tools, deterministic models such as HCM 

procedures, travel demand forecasting models, macro-, meso-, and microscopic simulation tools, 

archived operations data, operations-oriented performance measures/metrics, and signal 

optimization tools. Table 2-6 presents transportation planning needs and corresponding 

operational analysis tools recommended in this brochure.  Each of these tools has advantages and 

disadvantages, as shown in Figure 2-5. Agencies have to select analysis tools based on project 

characteristics and also available analysis resources and effort. This study identifies the 

challenge that there are only few established tools and methods for evaluating operational 

strategies at a regional scale. It also emphasizes the needs of additional guidance on using 

existing tools and methods for evaluating operations strategies within the planning process. 

Table 2-6 Transportation Planning Needs and Operational Analysis Tools (Jeannotte et al., 

2009) 
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Figure 2-5 Advantages and Disadvantages of Operational Analysis Tools (Jeannotte et al., 

2009) 
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2.3.6 Operations Benefit/Cost Analysis Desk Reference 

Sallman et al. (2012) developed an Operations Benefit/Cost Analysis Desk Reference for 

FHWA. This desk reference intends to introduce basic information regarding benefit/cost 

analysis, and also provide guidance on how to conducting benefit/cost analysis for operational 

strategies. Table 2-7 summarizes the existing available tools and methods for benefit/cost 

analysis and Table 2-8 maps these tools to the strategies that can be analyzed using these tools. 

Among these tools, Tool for Operations Benefit Cost Analysis (TOPS-BC) and SCRITS 

developed by FHWA and Cal-BC developed by Caltrans are spreadsheet-based sketch-planning 

benefit/cost analysis methods. These methods rely on generally available input data and apply 

static default relationship to estimate the impacts, so they provide a quick, simple, and low-cost 

estimation of benefits and costs. The benefit/cost analysis tools such as IDAS developed by 

FHWA and FITSEVAL developed for FDOT are post-processor methods that calculate benefits 

and costs based on travel demand model. These post-processor methods can assess the impacts 

and measure of effectiveness beyond travel demand model but they require more analysis efforts. 

In addition, multiresolution and multiscenario methods can also be applied for benefit/cost 

analysis, however, they require much more efforts than the previous two types of methods and 

tools.    

Table 2-7 Summary of Existing Benefit/Cost Tools and Methods for TSM&O (Sallman et 

al., 2012) 
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Table 2-8 Available Benefit/Cost Analysis Tools Mapped to Strategies Analyzed (Sallman 

et al., 2012) 

 

2.3.7 Tool for Operations Benefit Cost Analysis (TOPS-BC) 

TOPS-BC is an Excel-based sketch-planning level tool developed by the Federal Highway 

Administrative (FHWA) Office of Operation to support benefit and cost analysis, as part of the 

planning for operation initiative (Sallman et al, 2013). Figure 3-6 shows a snapshot of TOPS-BC 

tool. This tool provides four functions: 1) Investigate the potential impacts of various 

Transportation System Management and Operations (TSM&O) operation strategies; 2) 

Recommend evaluation methodology and tools based on use input criteria; 3) Estimate lifecycle 

costs of different types of deployments including capital cost, replacement cost, and operation 

and maintenance costs; and 4) Estimate the benefits of particular TSM&O strategies. Below is a 

list of TSM&O strategies that can be assessed in TOPS-BC. 
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 Traveler information  

• Dynamic Message Signs (DMS) 

• Highway Advisory Radio (HAR) 

• Pre-Trip travel information 

 Traffic signal coordination system 

• Preset timing 

• Traffic actuated 

• Central control 

• Transit signal priority 

 Ramp metering systems 

• Central control 

• Traffic actuated 

• Preset timing 

 Traffic incident management systems 

 Speed harmonization 

 Employer based traveler demand management  

 Hard shoulder running 

 High occupancy toll lanes 

 Road weather management 

 Work zone 

 Supporting strategies 

• Traffic management center 

• Loop detection 

• CCTV 

A typical range of impact values are summarized based on literature and recommended to users 

in this tool. One disadvantage of this tool is that the regional demand model network cannot be 

directed import to this tool and user has to manually input roadway attributes. 

file:///C:/Users/HADIM/Fall2014/Dr%20Hadi%20project/topsbc_std_ver1_0.xlsm%23'ATDM-Speed'!A1
file:///C:/Users/HADIM/Fall2014/Dr%20Hadi%20project/topsbc_std_ver1_0.xlsm%23'TDM-EB'!A1
file:///C:/Users/HADIM/Fall2014/Dr%20Hadi%20project/topsbc_std_ver1_0.xlsm%23'ATDM-Shoulder'!A1
file:///C:/Users/HADIM/Fall2014/Dr%20Hadi%20project/topsbc_std_ver1_0.xlsm%23'Weather%20Mgmt'!A1
file:///C:/Users/HADIM/Fall2014/Dr%20Hadi%20project/topsbc_std_ver1_0.xlsm%23WorkZone!A1
file:///C:/Users/HADIM/Fall2014/Dr%20Hadi%20project/topsbc_std_ver1_0.xlsm%23'Support-Loops'!A1
file:///C:/Users/HADIM/Fall2014/Dr%20Hadi%20project/topsbc_std_ver1_0.xlsm%23'Support-CCTV'!A1
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Figure 2-6 Snapshot of TOPS-BC Tool 

2.3.8 PLANSAFE 

PLANSAFE is a tool developed by Washington et al. (2010) to support regional and statewide 

safety planning efforts. It can be used to forecast the safety impacts of socio-demographic 

changes and safety countermeasures. Figure 3-7 shows the steps to evaluate safety projects. As 

shown in this figure, the core of this analysis is to estimate future baseline safety measures using 

safety performance functions. These safety performance functions include zone-based socio-

demographic variables such as population, number of houses per acre, density of k-12 children, 

number of schools, average household income, and so on. The impacts of safety countermeasures 

are considered by applying crash reduction factors. However, PLANSAFE framework is not 

enough to make project level or site level decisions regarding investment. 
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Figure 2-7 Flowchart of PLANSAFE 

2.3.9 MOVES 

Motor Vehicle Emission Simulator (MOVES) is an emission estimation tool released by the 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The MOVES model can estimate emissions at three 

different scales: national, county, and project levels (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 

2015). The national and county scales are usually used for a large or medium area while the 

project scale analysis is targeted for small to medium network. The project level is the finest 

level of vehicle emission estimation in MOVES.  It includes three different estimation methods: 

the average speed approach, the drive schedule approach, and the operating mode distribution 
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approach. The average speed approach is the simplest methods of the three approaches. It 

estimates emissions based on average speed and vehicle mile travelled by vehicle type. This 

approach can be integrated with various levels of modelling tools to estimate emission by using 

the link-based performance measures exported from these models as input. The drive schedule 

method estimates emissions based on second-by-second speed profiles of vehicles. However, this 

method only allows the input of one representative speed profile from traffic models. The 

operating mode distribution approach is a detailed emission estimation approach that requires the 

input of the distribution of each operating mode. Operating modes are defined based on Vehicle-

Specific Power (VSP), vehicle speed, and vehicle acceleration. This information can be 

generated from mesoscopic or microscopic simulation outputs.   

2.3.10 MOVES Lite 

As MOVES is a computational intensive emission estimation model requiring a large number of 

data input, Liu and Frey (2013) developed a simplified and light version of MOVES called 

MOVES Lite. In MOVES Lite, the parameters, such as temperature, humidity, air conditioning 

load, fuel properties, and so on, are considered to be constant as modeling and simulation 

scenarios usually represent a short period of time on a typical day. Such an assumption greatly 

reduces the computation effort required by the full version of MOVES and leads to a simplified 

estimation of cycle average emission rates for different operating modes. MOVES Lite has 

implemented in the dynamic traffic assignment tool, DTALite. Figure 3-8 illustrates the vehicle 

emission rates used in DTALite. 

 
Figure 2-8 Snapshot of Vehicle Emission Rates Used in DTALite 
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2.3.11 Mobility Needs Assessment Tool (MNAT)  

Miami-Dade TPO developed a mobility needs assessment tool (MNAT) to support the 

transportation needs assessment process (Gannett Fleming, Inc. et al., 2014). It can be applied to 

quickly to assess the mobility impacts of highway and transit improvements for a given corridor 

without running travel demand model. MNAT is a spreadsheet-based tool. It uses the output of 

full travel demand model as an initial input, and then estimates the benefits of various capacity 

improvements such as adding highway lanes, improving operations over existing lanes, and 

increase transit service in spreadsheets. 

2.3.12 Interactive Visualization Tools for Plans  

In addition to the previously reviewed analysis tools, interactive visualization tools for various 

plans, such as long-range transportation plan, transportation improvement plan, strategic plan, 

and so on, have been used by FDOT and multiple MPOs. These interactive tools not only shows 

the locations of the projects listed in transportation plans but also provide a description of the 

project, time frame, costs, and funding agencies. As an example, Figure 3-9 shows the snapshot 

of the interactive web-based tool for the Metroplan Orlando 2040 long range transportation plan. 

 
Figure 2-9 Snapshot of the Interactive Web-Based Tool for the Metroplan Orlando 2040 

LRTP 
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2.4 Summary of Potential Support of FITSEVAL 

This section discusses how FITSEVAL can be updated to better support for planning and 

planning for operations based on the reviews presented in the previous sections. Table 2-9 

summarizes the FDOT and MPO/TPO/TPA business processes and the corresponding potential 

applications that can be provided by FITSEVAL to support the decisions.   It should be noted 

that only a subset of these potential application will be implemented in the first version of the 

updated tool produced as part of this project.  Additional applications can be implemented in 

future versions as needed.     

Table 2-9 Potential Support of FITSEVAL for Business Processes 

Business Process Potential FITSEVAL Support 

FDOT Planning Florida Transportation 

Plan 
• Assess the performance metrics that 

corresponding to each goal for existing 

conditions based on real-world data, travel 

demand model, or other modeling methods 

and tools 

• Compare alternative improvements and 

prioritize projects 

Strategic Intermodal 

System 
• Estimate the impacts of alternative 

improvement on SIS and prioritize projects 

Planning Studies • Estimate the impacts of alternative 

improvements and prioritize projects 

Interchange Access 

Request 
• Estimate the impacts of alternative 

improvements and prioritize projects 

Highway Capacity/LOS • Calculate LOS 

• Estimate the impacts of highway capacity 

improvement and advanced strategies and 

technologies 

Statistics, Measures, and 

Trends 
• Produce data-based statistics, measures, and 

forecasting 

Performance Measures • Produce data-based and model-based 

performance measures that are required by 

MAP-21, FAST Act, and state rules 

MPO/TPO/TPA Long Range 

Transportation Plan 
• Calculate performance measures that 

corresponding to each goal for existing 

conditions based on data and travel demand 

model 

• Compare alternative improvements and 

prioritize projects 

Transportation 

Improvement Program 
• Compare alternative improvements and 

prioritize projects 
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Business Process Potential FITSEVAL Support 

Unified Planning Work 

Program 
• Calculate performance metrics for complete 

and ongoing projects  

• Compare alternative improvements and 

prioritize projects 

Congestion Management 

Process 
• Assess the benefits and costs of congestion 

management strategies  

Bicycle/Pedestrian 

Program 
• Evaluate the benefits and costs of 

bicycle/pedestrian projects  

Freight Program • Evaluate freight-related improvements 

Transportation Alternative 

Program 
• Compare alternative improvements and 

prioritize projects 

Connected and 

Autonomous Vehicle 

Program 

• Add a new evaluation module for 

connected and autonomous vehicles in 

FITSEVAL 

Performance 

Measurement Program 
• Produce performance measures that are 

required by MPO/TPO/TPA 

Transportation 

Disadvantaged Program 
• Add a new module in FITSEVAL to 

evaluate the benefits and costs of 

transportation disadvantaged projects 

PD&E Study • Incorporate emission estimation for 

alternative projects 

• Compare alternative improvements and 

prioritize projects based on more detailed 

analysis such as Highway Capacity Manual 

procedures or simulation. 

FDOT Traffic 

Engineering and 

Operations 

(Focusing on 

planning for 

operations) 

Traffic Service • Estimate the impacts of alternative 

improvements 

• Compare intersection control strategies 

TSM&O • Assess the benefits and costs of TSM&O 

strategies by adding additional evaluation 

modules 

Traffic Incident 

Management/Commercial 

Vehicle Operations 

• Update the parameters for incident 

management evaluation module based on 

latest data 

As required by MAP-21 and FAST Act, planning is moving towards a performance-based 

process. In each transportation plan, performance measures are specified for each goal and 

objective. These performance measures are related to the safety, mobility, environment, 

economy, preservation, to collaboration and agency management objectives.  The current version 

of FITSEVAL focuses on mobility, safety, and reliability.   FITSEVAL can be upgraded as 

needed in to estimate performance measures related to other measures and show how these 

measures satisfy the federal and state requirements.   
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It is also recommended to update FITSEVAL to allow it to read data from multiple sources to 

estimate the impacts.  As explained in this document, the range of the business processes of the 

FDOT and MPO/TPO/TPA that can be supported by FITSEVAL range from long range plans 

that require a very high-level analysis to more detailed analysis required in other business 

process.  Thus, it is recommended that the FITSEVAL is modified to base its analysis on other 

information sources, in addition to demand model outputs, as is done by the previous versions of 

FITSEVAL.  These additional sources can include real-world data and HCS facility procedure 

outputs.  This could even include mesoscopic and microscopic simulation model outputs in 

future projects, by writing a translator of the outputs of simulation models to the input file format 

accepted by FITSEVAL.    

Assessing the benefits and costs of transportation alternatives and prioritizing improvement 

project are important tasks conducted in the planning, planning for operation process, and PD&E 

studies. 13 ITS strategies can be evaluated in the previous version of FITSEVAL as follows: 

  

• Ramp Metering 

• Incident Management Systems 

• Highway Advisory Radio (HAR) and Dynamic Message Signs (DMS) 

• Advanced Travel Information Systems (ATIS) 

• Managed Lane 

• Signal Control 

• Emergency Vehicle Signal Preemption 

• Smart Work Zone 

• Road Weather Information Systems 

• Transit Vehicle Signal Preemption 

• Transit Security Systems 

• Transit Information Systems 

• Transit Electronic Payment Systems 

As new experiences with the 13 ITS strategies become available, the evaluation methodology, 

parameters, and costs used for these strategies can be updated accordingly. Also, with the emerge 

of new technologies and management strategies that are being considered or will be considered 

in planning and planning for operations, new modules can be added to FITSEVAL to assess 

them. The following additional strategies can be considered in new versions of FITSEVAL. 

 

• Roadway capacity improvement for comparison purpose 

• Lane control signals 

• Hard shoulder running 

• Variable speed limit 

• Automated, Connected, Electric, and Shared (ACES) vehicles  

• Emergency shoulder running 

• Transit-related strategies such as exclusive lanes, bus rapid transit, queue jumper, bus 

bulb-out, enhanced bus, fare pre-payment, and express transit on managed lanes 

• Commercial vehicle information system 
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• Bicycle facility and sidewalk improvement or dedicated bicycle/pedestrian facilities if 

bicycle and pedestrian data are available 

• Complete street 

• Advanced parking system 

Based on the analysis in this document, it appears like evaluating signal control, connected, and 

automated vehicles are high priority areas for transportation agencies in Florida.    
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3. EXISTING PERFORMANCE FORECASTING AND 

ASSOCIATED TOOLS 

Chapter 2 reviewed the agency business processes that are expected to benefit from the 

enhancements to FITSEVAL. This chapter starts with a review of the national and state guidance 

and practice on performance measurements, and then focuses on the methods and tools for 

calculating performance measures.    

3.1 National Guidance and Practice On Performance Measurement 

Transportation performance management has been defined by the Federal Highway 

Administration (FHWA) as “a strategic approach that uses system information to make 

investment and policy decisions to achieve national performance goals” (FHWA, 2017a). 

Recently, a strong emphasis has been placed on performance management through federal 

statutes and regulations. This section provides a detailed review of federal regulations and 

national experience with performance management. 

3.1.1 MAP-21 and FAST Act 

The Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) was signed into law in 2012. 

It aims at creating a performance- and outcome-based surface transportation program. The 

Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act was built upon MAP-21 and signed in 

2015. It provides a long-term funding for surface transportation infrastructure planning and 

investment. The MAP-21 and FAST Act focus on seven areas. Table 3-1 lists these seven areas 

and the corresponding national goals. The national highway performance program, metropolitan 

transportation planning (MPO), and statewide transportation planning are required to consider 

the national goals and the established performance measures in these focus areas. FHWA has 

published the final rules for each of the seven areas to establish national performance measures. 

All the measures except the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) measure was effective on May 20, 2017.  

On May 31, 2018, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) published a final rule that 

repeals the GHG measure.  As such, FHWA will no longer require State DOTs and MPOs to 

establish targets, calculate their progress toward their selected targets, report to FHWA, and 

determine a plan of action to make progress toward their selected targets of this measure, if they 

failed to make significant progress during a performance period. 
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Table 3-1 MAP-21 and FAST Act Focus Areas and National Goals (FHWA, 2013) 

Goal Area National Goal 

Safety To achieve a significant reduction in traffic fatalities and serious 

injuries on all public roads 

Infrastructure 

condition 

To maintain the highway infrastructure asset system in a state of good 

repair 

Congestion 

reduction 

To achieve a significant reduction in congestion on the National 

Highway System 

System reliability To improve the efficiency of the surface transportation system 

Freight movement 

and economic 

vitality 

To improve the national freight network, strengthen the ability of rural 

communities to access national and international trade markets, and 

support regional economic development 

Environmental 

sustainability 

To enhance the performance of the transportation system while 

protecting and enhancing the natural environment 

Reduced project 

delivery delays 

To reduce project costs, promote jobs and the economy, and expedite 

the movement of people and goods by accelerating project completion 

through eliminating delays in the project development and delivery 

process, including reducing regulatory burdens and improving 

agencies’ work practices 

A total number of 18 measures as shown in Table 3-2 were specified in the new Code of Federal 

Regulations (CFR) Title 23 Subchapter E Part 490 (23 CFR Part 490) (Cornell Law School, 

2018). Table 3-2 also shows the applicability of these performance measures. State DOTs are 

required to establish performance target within one year from the effective date of the applicable 

final rules, and MPOs have 180 days to set their performance targets after the determination of 

state targets. State DOTs and MPOs need to coordinate with each other as well as public 

transportation providers when setting those targets. Various plans also require performance 

targets, including metropolitan transportation plans, metropolitan transportation improvement 

program (TIP), Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP), state asset management 

plans under the National Highway Performance Program (NHPP), state performance plans under 

the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement program, and Statewide transportation 

plans. States are required to report their progress toward achieving performance targets, the 

condition and performance of the National Highway System (NHS), the effectiveness of 

investment strategies in the State asset management plan for NHS, and how the state is 

addressing congestion at freight bottlenecks. 
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Table 3-2 MAP-21 Focus Areas and National Goals (FHWA, 2013) 

Area Performance Measures Applicability 

Safety • Number of fatalities 

• Number of serious injuries 

• Rate of fatalities per 100 

million VMT 

• Rate of serious injuries per 

100 million VMT 

• Number of combined 

nonmotorized fatalities and 

nonmotorized serious 

injuries 

• All public roads covered by the 

Highway Safety Improvement 

Program (HSIP) 

Pavement 

Condition 
• % of interstate pavements in 

Good condition 

• % of interstate pavements in 

Poor condition 

• % of non-interstate NHS 

pavements in Good condition 

• % of non-interstate NHS 

pavements in Poor condition 

• Mainline highways on the 

Interstate System and on the 

non-Interstate NHS 

Bridge Condition • % of NHS bridges by deck 

area classified in Good 

condition 

• % of NHS bridges by deck 

area classified in Poor 

condition 

• Bridges carrying the NHS 

including on- and off-ramps that 

connect to the NHS and bridges 

crossing State borders 

National Highway 

System 
• % of reliable person-miles 

traveled on the interstate 

• % of reliable person-miles 

traveled on the non-interstate 

NHS 

• % change in trailpipe 

emissions CO2 emissions on 

the NHS as compared to the 

calendar year 2017 (this 

measure is later repealed) 

• Travel time reliability is 

applicable to all directional 

mainline highways on the 

interstate and non-interstate 

NHS 

• The Greenhouse Gas (GHG) 

measure is applicable to all 

mainline highways on the 

interstate and non-interstate 

NHS (this measure is later 

repealed). 

Freight Movement 

on the Interstate 
• Truck travel time reliability 

index  

• Freight movement on the 

interstate system 
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Area Performance Measures Applicability 

CMAQ • Traffic congestion 

• Annual hours of Peak 

Hour Excessive Delay 

(PHED) per capita 

• % of non-SOV travel 

• On-road mobile source 

emissions 

• Total emission reductions 

• All urbanized areas that include 

NHS mileage and with a 

population greater than 1 million 

for the first performance period 

and with a population greater 

than 200,000 for the other 

performance periods and that are 

at least part of nonattainment or 

maintenance areas for ozone, 

CO, PM10, and PM2.5 National 

Ambient Air Quality Standards. 

The following sessions provide a detailed description of performance measures in each focus 

area. 

3.1.1.1 Safety Performance Measures 

The safety performance measures are used by the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) 

and for State DOTs to assess serious injuries and fatalities per Vehicle Mile Traveled (VMT) and 

number of serious injuries and fatalities. The serious injuries are the injuries classified as “A” on 

the KABCO scale by using the conversion tables developed by National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration (NHTSA) before April 15, 2019 and are “suspected serious injury (A) as 

identified by the Model Minimum Uniform Crash Criteria (MMUCC) guideline after that 

(Cornell Law School, 2018). Conversion tables are provided by NHTSA to help state to match 

the injuries reported by state to the serious injuries as defined above (FHWA, 2017b). As shown 

in Table 3-2, five safety-related performance measures are established by FHWA, including 1) 

number of fatalities, 2) number of serious injuries, 3) rate of fatalities per 100 MVMT (Million 

Vehicle Miles Traveled), 4) rate of serious injuries per 100 MVMT, and 5) number of combined 

non-motorized fatalities and serious injuries.  

Each of these measures is calculated based on a 5-year rolling average. The number of 

motorized/non-motorized fatalities or serious injuries are calculated by summing the number of 

fatalities or serious injuries for each of the 5 consecutive years, dividing by 5, and then rounding 

to the tenth decimal place. The rate of fatalities or serious injuries are calculated by first 

calculating the number of fatalities or serious injuries per 100 MVMT for each of the 5 

consecutive years, averaging these 5 numbers, and rounding it to the thousandth decimal place. It 

should be noted that the ending year of the 5 consecutive years is the year when the target is 

calculated. 

The numbers of fatalities and serious injuries are obtained from the Fatality Analysis Reporting 

System (FARS) data. If Final FARS data is not available, the data from FARS Annual Report 

File (ARF) may be used.  The state VMT data is are calculated from the Highway Performance 

Monitoring System (HPMS) and the MPO VMT is calculated by MPO. 
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State DOTs are required to establish an annual performance target for each of performance 

measure for all the public roads within the state and report the targets in the HSIP annual report. 

The information of the 2018 safety performance targets for each state can be found in the FHWA 

website (https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/hsip/spm/state_safety_targets/). In addition to the statewide 

targets, additional targets can be established for portion of the state. MPOs need to establish 

performance targets by either agreeing to plan and program projects that help State DOT to 

achieve the performance targets or defining quantifiable performance targets for the metropolitan 

planning areas that they represent. State DOTs and MPOs should coordinate with each other to 

ensure the maximum consistency of the performance targets. The State DOT is required to report 

the targets to FHWA in the State’s HSIP annual report. The MPOs need to report their targets, 

baseline safety performance measures, progress toward the targets to the State DOT annually in a 

way that is specified by both State DOT and MPOs. 

The FHWA will evaluate whether a Sate DOT meets the performance targets first at the end of 

the calendar year after the targets are established and then annually. If at least four out of five 

safety performance measures met the targets or are better than the measures for the year prior to 

the establishment of the State’s targets, a State is considered to have met or made significant 

progress toward the safety performance targets.  

3.1.1.2 Pavement Condition Performance Measures 

As shown in Table 3-2, four national performance measures are specified to assess pavement 

conditions, that is, percentages of pavements of the interstate system in Good and Poor 

condition, and percentage of pavements of the non-interstate NHS in Good or Poor condition 

(Cornell Law School, 2018). In order to calculate these performance measures, State DOTs are 

required to collect data for the following four condition metrics, International Roughness Index 

(IRI), rutting, faulting, and cracking percent for pavement.  Since the development of this project 

are not anticipated to deal with these measures, no further discussion of these measures are 

presented in this document. 

3.1.1.3 Bridge Condition Performance Measures 

According to the final rules in 23 CFR Part 490, two performance measures are used to assess 

bridge conditions, including percentage of NHS bridges by deck area that classified as in Good 

condition, and percentage of NHS bridges by deck area classified as in Poor condition by deck 

area. Since the development of this project are not anticipated to deal with these measures, no 

further discussion of these measures are presented in this document. 

3.1.1.4 National Highway System Performance Measures 

According to the final rules in 23 CFR Part 490, three performance measures are used to assess 

National Highway System. Two of them (i.e., percentage of reliable person-miles traveled on the 

interstate and percentage of reliable person-miles traveled on the non-interstate NHS) are related 

to travel time reliability and another one is related to the GHG (the GHG measure was later 

repealed), as shown in Table 3-2. In order to estimate these performance measures, two 

performance metrics are needed, that is, the Level of Travel Time Reliability (LOTTR) and 
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annual total tailpipe CO2 emissions. The LOTTR for each HPMS segment is calculated based on 

one-year 15-minute travel time data between January 1st and December 31st for all vehicles either 

from NPMRDS or equivalent data set. The units for travel time is in seconds and the numbers are 

rounded to the nearest integer. Missing travel time data should not be replaced, and the time 

periods with road closure are also excluded from the calculation of LOTTR. Four LOTTRs are 

reported annually for each of four time periods: 6-10am, 10am-4pm, and 4-8pm on weekdays 

and 6am-8pm on weekends. The LOTTR is calculated as the 80th percentile travel time divided 

by the 50th percentile travel time and rounded to the nearest hundredth. The travel time reliability 

measures are calculated using the following expression. 

100 ×
∑ 𝑆𝐿𝑖×𝐴𝑉𝑖×𝑂𝐹𝑗
𝑅
𝑖=1

∑ 𝑆𝐿𝑖×𝐴𝑉𝑖×𝑂𝐹𝑗
𝑇
𝑖=1

       (3-1) 

where R is the total number of reporting segments with a LOTTR less than 1.5 during all of the 

four time periods and T is the total number of reporting segments. SLi is the length of reporting 

segment i to the nearest thousandth of a mile. AV is the total annual traffic volume to the nearest 

single vehicle, which is calculated by Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) reported to HPMS 

in June of the reporting year multiplied by 365 days. OFj is occupancy factor for vehicles in a 

geographic area j. The occupancy factor should be obtained from the latest data tables published 

by FHWA unless other allowable data sources.  The latest value of the average vehicle 

occupancy factor listed by FHWA (2018c) is 1.7 persons per vehicle for travel time reliability 

measure. 

3.1.1.5 Performance Measure for Freight Movement on the Interstate System 

Truck Travel Time Reliability (TTTR) index, which is also referred to as the freight reliability 

measure, is specified in the final rules of 23 CFR Part 490 to assess freight movement on the 

interstate system. Truck travel time reliability is defined as 95th percentile travel time divided by 

normal truck travel time (that is, 50th percentile travel time). The travel time data used for the 

calculation of TTTR can be obtained from NPMRDS or equivalent data set at 15-minute 

intervals for each reporting segment specified by the HPMS. The unit for travel time is in 

seconds. If truck travel times are missing or not reported, they can be replaced by the travel time 

for all traffic on the roadway during the same 15-minute interval. Also, if a NHS roadway is 

closed for a certain time period, this time period will not be considered in the calculation of 

TTTR. TTTR is calculated for five time periods, including 6-10 am, 10am-4pm, and 4-8pm on 

weekdays from Monday to Friday, 6am-8pm on weekends, and 8pm-6am on all days. The freight 

reliability measure, TTTR index, is calculated as follows. 

∑ 𝑆𝐿𝑖×max𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑖
𝑇
𝑖=1

∑ 𝑆𝐿𝑖
𝑇
𝑖=1

          (3-2) 

where T is total number of reporting segments and SLi is the segment length for segment i. max 

TTTRi is the maximum TTTR of five time periods for reporting segment i. The TTTR index is 

rounded to the nearest hundredth. 
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3.1.1.6 Performance Measures for Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) 

Improvement Program – Traffic Congestion 

Two measures are applied to evaluate traffic congestion based on the final rules in 23 CFR Part 

490, including annual hours of Peak Hour Excessive Delay (PHED) per capita and percent of 

non-SOV travel.  The matric of PHED is required to be reported by State DOT by June 15th of 

each year starting from 2018. In order to calculate PHED metric, a speed threshold is selected by 

using the value of 20 mph or 60% of the posted speed limit, and the corresponding excessive 

delay threshold travel time is calculated as follows. 

 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 = (
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑠

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑠
) × 3600       (3-3) 

where s refers to a reporting segment.  

The delay of a segment (i.e., Road Segment Delay, RSD) is then defined as the difference 

between the travel time at 15-minute intervals and the above excessive delay threshold travel 

time. The value of RSD is between 0 and 900 seconds as the maximum delay for a 15-minute 

calculation interval is 900 seconds. Converting RSD into the units of hour will produce the 

Excessive Delay measure. The total excessive delay for a one-year period between January 1st 

and December 31st can be calculated using the following equation. 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑠 = 𝐴𝑉𝑂 × ∑ ∑ ∑ (𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑠,𝑏,ℎ,𝑑 ×
𝑇𝐵
𝑏=1

𝑇𝐻
ℎ=1

𝑇𝐷
𝑑=1

(
ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑙𝑦 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒

4
)𝑠,ℎ,𝑑                                 (3-4) 

where TD is total number of reporting days in one year between January 1st and December 31st . 

TH is total number of hour intervals in a day with only the hours within the peak periods are 

considered. TB is total number of 15-minute intervals. The 15-minute volume is approximated as 

the hourly volume divided by 4. AVO is the average vehicle occupancy, which is estimated 

according to Equation 3-5. 

𝐴𝑉𝑂 = (𝑝𝐶 × 𝐴𝑉𝑂𝑐) × (𝑝𝐵 × 𝐴𝑉𝑂𝐵) + (𝑝𝑇 × 𝐴𝑉𝑂𝑇)                                 (3-5) 

where p refers to the percentage of share of AADT. AVO is average vehicle occupancy. The 

superscripts C, B, T represent cars, buses and trucks. Table 3-3 lists the latest values of the 

average vehicle occupancies published by FHWA (FHWA, 2018c). The annual hours of peak 

hour excessive delay per capita are calculated by summing the total excessive delays for all the 

reporting segments and divided by total population published by the U. S. Census, as shown in 

Equation 3-6. 

𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎 =
∑ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑠
𝑇
𝑠=1

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
   (3-6) 

Three methods can be applied to calculate the “percentage of non-SOV travel” measure. Method 

A relies on the American Community Survey and the percentage of non-SOV travel is calculated 

as 100% minus the percentage of SOV including cars, trucks, or vans. Method B is based on a 

local survey. Method C obtains this measure based on system use measurement by dividing the 

annual volume of person travel other than driving alone by the summation of annual volume of 
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person travel while driving alone and other than driving alone. The resulted percentage of non-

SOV travel is rounded to the nearest tenth of a percent. 

Table 3-3 Annual Average Vehicle Occupancy Factors for Cars, Buses, and Trucks for 

PHED Metrics (FHWA, 2018b) 

 

3.1.1.7 Performance Measures for CMAQ Improvement Program – On-Road Mobile Source 

Emissions 

Based on the final rules in 23 CFR Part 490, the performance measure to assess on-road mobile 

source emissions is total emissions reductions, which are calculated as the cumulative 2-year and 

4-year emissions reductions for all projects funded by CMAQ funds for each pollutant of 

Nitrogen Oxide (NOx), Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs), Carbon Monoxide (CO), and 

particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10) with designated nonattainment or maintenance areas. The 

emission reduction data comes from the CMAQ Public Access System. 
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3.1.2 Transportation Performance Management (TPM) Guidebook 

A TPM guidebook developed by FHWA provides a comprehensive view of transportation 

performance management principles and can be applied to assist agencies in implementing 

performance-based planning and programming (FHWA, 2018d). Figure 3-1 shows the ten 

components of TPM framework that are discussed in this guidebook, including 

• Strategic direction 

• Target setting 

• Performance-based planning 

• Performance-based programming 

• Monitoring and adjustment 

• Reporting and communication 

• Performance management organization and culture 

• External collaboration and coordination 

• Data management 

• Data usability and analysis 

A detailed description of definitions, principles, classifying terminology, relationship to TPM 

components, regulatory resources, assessing risks, and implementation steps is provided to each 

of TPM component. 

 
Figure 3-1 TPM Framework (Source: FHWA TPM Guidebook (FHWA, 2018d)) 

Chapter 2 of the TPM Guidebook provides examples of analytical tools and methods that 

agencies can use to forecast future performance, which is summarized in Table 3-4.  
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Table 3-4 Examples of Tools and Methods for Forecasting Future Performance (Source: 

FHWA TPM Guidebook (FHWA, 2018d)) 

Focus Area Tools and Methods 

Bridge • Bridge Management software (BrM) (formerly Pontis) 

• Deterioration models to predict future bridge condition based 

on past data and bridge age 

• Algorithms to process National Bridge Inventory (NBI) and 

Element data to establish targets 

• Forecasting tool that combines historic performance and 

historical funding level then predicts expected condition using 

expected funding target for the bridge program  

• Full life cycle (75 year) analysis of bridge condition combined 

with revenue projections and construction inflations used to 

maximize the investment’s impact on bridge assets  

• A deficit report based upon current investment and condition 

compared with future investment  

Pavement • Pavement Management System (PMS): model future pavement 

conditions on a set of criteria such as traffic levels, asset type, 

age of pavement, and resource constraints  

• GIS for data analysis and visualization  

• Business Intelligence and visualization tools  

• The graph that shows the predicted pavement performance 

versus age from 2012 Pavement Condition Report 

Safety • Linear regression, rolling averages, best-fit regression analysis, 

non-linear regression, time-series analysis  

• Safety trend line based on 5-year and 10-year rolling 

average and superimposed with safety target (for example, 

the safety trend line for the Washington State Department 

of Transportation (WSDOT) fatality forecasting through 

2030) 

System Performance • Travel demand models  

• Highway Capacity Manual  

• System transportation performance management systems  

• Model estimating the economic benefits infrastructure 

improvements (e.g., Highway Economic Requirement System 

(HERS), Transportation Economic Development Impact 

System (TREDIS))  

• National Emissions Inventory (NEI), Air Quality System 

(AQS) and Mobile 6.2 
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3.1.3 Performance Measures ATDM Recommended by FHWA  

A set of performance measures (also referred to as measure of effectiveness) was recommended 

by FHWA to capture the impacts of Active Transportation and Demand Management (ATDM) 

strategies on travel and congestion (Dowling et al., 2013). Table 3-5 lists those performance 

measures and estimation methods. 

Table  3-5 Performance Measures Recommended by FHWA to Quantify the Effectiveness 

of ATDM (FHWA, 2013) 

Performance Measure Estimation Method 

VMT-Demand The sum of the products of the vehicle trips in the input Origin-

Destination (OD) table with the shortest path between each OD 

VMT-Served The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length 

for the time period of interest 

Vehicle-Hours Traveled The sum of the product of the total link volumes and the average 

link travel times. The delay to vehicle that cannot enter the 

network due to traffic control such as ramp metering is added to 

the above Vehicle Hour Traveled (VHT) and included in the 

VHT total 

Vehicle-Hours Delay The difference between the VHT total and the VHT if all links 

are traversed at free-flow speed 

Average System Speed The sum of the VMT-served for all the scenarios divided by the 

sum of VHT for all the scenarios including vehicle entry delay 

Vehicle-Hours 

Delay/Vehicle-Trip 

The summation of vehicle-hours delay over all scenarios divided 

by the sum of the number of vehicles trips in the OD tables for 

all the scenarios 

80th Percentile Travel Time 

Index 

80th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 

Planning Time Index (PTI) 95th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 

3.2 Florida Statewide Guidance and Practices  

This section provides a detailed review of FDOT and MPO guidance and practice on 

performance measurements. 

3.2.1 FDOT Annual Performance Report 

The FDOT Performance Program publishes performance report each year. The latest 

performance report covers five areas, including safety, preservation, mobility, economy, and 

environment (FDOT, 2016a). Figures 3-2 to 3-6 list the FTP goal, objectives, and related 

performance measures for each focus area. As shown in these figures, a set of core measures as 

well as supporting measures are listed for each focus area. These measures are reported for a 

time period that spans for the past 10 years if data is available. The data sources are from 

different FDOT offices (for example, FDOT Safety Office, FDOT Office of Maintenance, FDOT 
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State Traffic Engineering Operations Office, etc.) and the previous statewide reports. The 

corresponding performance targets and a list of improvement strategies are also included in the 

performance report. The FDOT’s performance report also recommends potential measures that 

can be included into the future performance report. Below is a brief list of these potential 

measures: 

• Safety 

o Complete street-related safety measures 

o Transit performance-related safety measures 

o Pedestrian/bicycle related safety measures 

• Preservation 

o Consideration of vehicle condition and average fleet age for transit performance 

measures 

o Bicycle and pedestrian facility that facilitates access to transit 

o Bicycle and pedestrian facility maintenance measures 

o Percent system at risk/retrofitted for resiliency 

• Mobility 

o Measures for bicycle and pedestrian program impacts 

o Customer stratification and usage measures for bicycle/pedestrian network 

o ITS coverage of system 

o Automated vehicle technology usage measure 

o Average transit load factors 

o Transit access measures 

o Measure for extent of telecommuting over time 

o Measures for the benefits of complete streets 

• Economy 

o Number of transportation technology companies located in Florida and doing 

business 

o Travel time by mode 

o Delivery time trends 

o Shipping cost trends 

o Transportation sector job growth 

o DEO and Florida Chamber Economic 

o Connectivity measures including cost and time savings 

o Expanded and improved Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) investments 

o Freight bottlenecks reduction 

• Environment 

o Measures for community values and transportation preferences 

o Standard walkable index 

o Commuting time and costs 

o Percent of trips that are pedestrian and bicycles 

o Percent of electric vehicles and autonomous vehicles 

o Percent of people that drive alone 

o Measures for quality places in terms of transportation 
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Figure 3-2 Safety-Related Performance Report Measures (Source: FDOT, 2016a) 

 

 
Figure 3-3 Preservation-Related Performance Report Measures (Source: FDOT, 2016a) 
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Figure 3-4 Mobility-Related Performance Report Measures (Source: FDOT, 2016a) 
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Figure 3-5 Economy-Related Performance Report Measures (Source: FDOT, 2016a) 

 
Figure 3-6 Environment-Related Performance Report Measures (Source: FDOT, 2016a) 
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3.2.2 FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan 

The 2017 FDOT Transportation Systems Management & Operations (TSM&O) Strategic Plan 

sets three types of TSM&O program goals.  These include the goals applied to on-going 

operation and maintenance (O&M) performance of TSM&O system and strategies, the 

performance enhancement goals for the O&M of system that hasn’t reached the goals, and the 

project performance enhancement goals for outcomes of planned and future implemented 

TSM&O strategies and projects. Seven goals were specified for the on-going TSM&O system 

performance measures covering mobility, safety, and ITS/communication networks maintenance. 

Table 3-6 summarizes these goals, the corresponding performance measures for each of the 

goals, and the associated data source.  Table 3-7 lists the outcome performance metrics and goals 

for the planned FDOT TSM&O strategies. 

Table 3-6 Goal and Performance Measures in the 2017 FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan 

(FDOT, 2017a) 

Goal Application 
Performance    

Measures 

Performance 

Goal 
Data Source 

Mobility – 

improve 

travel time 

reliability  

• Limited access 

roadway segments 

managed from the 

district Regional 

Transportation 

Management Center 

(RTMC) 

• Non-controlled 

access arterials for 

which the districts 

are using Active 

Arterial Management 

and ASCT TSM&O 

strategies 

• Other routes 

determined by the 

districts 

• Perak period PTI 

(95th percentile) 

• Throughput 

• Delay reduction 

• Other metrics 

selected by 

districts to 

supplement PTI  

• PTI ranges 

from  1.1 in 

rural areas to 

4.0 or even 

higher in 

urban core 

areas by the 

end of FY 

18/19 

• RITIS 

• District 

probe-

based 

travel 

time 

systems 

• Traffic 

detectors 

Mobility – all 

lanes cleared 
• Limited access 

roadway segments 

managed from the 

district RTMC 

• Other routes 

determined by the 

districts 

• All lanes cleared 

time 

• A goal of 30 to 

60 minutes for 

all lanes 

cleared time 

for FY 19/20 

and beyond 

• SunGuid

e event 

log and 

database 

Mobility – 

throughput 

increase 

NA* NA NA NA 

Mobility – 

delay 

reduction 

NA NA NA NA 
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Goal Application 
Performance    

Measures 

Performance 

Goal 
Data Source 

Safety – 

secondary 

crash rates 

• Limited access 

roadway segments 

managed from the 

district RTMC 

• Other routes 

determined by the 

districts 

• Secondary crash 

rate 

• Determination 

of possible 

goal ranges 

after analyzing 

existing 

conditions 

• SunGuid

e event 

log and 

database 

ITS/commun

ication 

networks 

maintenance 

– district 

uptime 

availability 

• Limited access 

roadway segments 

managed from the 

district RTMC 

• Non-controlled 

access arterials for 

which the districts 

are using AAM, 

ASCT, or other 

TSM&O strategies 

• Other routes 

determined by the 

districts 

• Field equipment 

uptime availability 

in percentage 

• RTMC equipment 

uptime availability 

in percentage 

• Communication 

infrastructure and 

network uptime 

availability in 

percentage 

• Determination 

of possible 

goal ranges 

after analyzing 

existing 

conditions 

• District 

and/or 

maintena

nce 

contracto

r network 

and asset 

managem

ent 

systems 

ITS/commun

ication 

networks 

maintenance 

– statewide 

uptime 

availability 

• Statewide ITS Wide-

Area Network 

(WAN) 

• Public-facing 

elements of FL 511 

including website, 

phone system, and 

smartphone apps 

• Statewide data 

archival and analysis 

tools 

• Data Integration and 

Video Aggregation 

System (DIVAS) 

• Uptime 

availability in 

percentage 

• Secondary metrics 

such as number of 

times and percent 

of time WAN was 

operating on a 

back-up 

communication 

path 

• Ranged from 

95% to 99% 

before FY 

18/19 

NA 

Notes:  

* NA means not available. 
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Table 3-7 Project-Performance Enhancement Goals (P-PEG) (FDOT, 2017a) 

 

Appendix A of the TSM&O strategic plan provides a TSM&O strategy toolbox, which includes 

the definitions, performance metrics, and references for more than 50 TSM&O strategies or 

tools. Table 3-8 summarizes the performance metrics for the TSM&O strategies in this toolbox. 

As shown in this table, three categories of performance measures are commonly used to assess 

TSM&O strategies, that is, (1) safety measures of crash and secondary crashes; (2) mobility 

measures in terms of travel time, travel time reliability, and throughput; and (3) measures of 

system and agency efficiency. 

Table 3-8 Performance Metrics Provided in FDOT TSM&O Toolbox (FDOT, 2017a) 

Tool Type Strategy/Tool Performance Measures 

Facility-Centric 

Safety and 

Congestion Tool  

Freeway Management Systems (FMS) • Safety – secondary crashes 

• Mobility – travel time reliability 

• System/agency efficiency 

Traffic Incident Management (TIM) 

Program 
• Safety – secondary crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability 

• System/agency efficiency 

Ramp Metering • Safety – crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

Hard Shoulder Running (HSR) • Safety – secondary crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

Lane Control Signals (LCS) • Safety – secondary crashes 

• Mobility –travel time reliability, 

throughput 

Variable Speed Limits (VSL) and Speed 

Harmonization 
• Safety –crashes 

• Mobility –travel time reliability, 

throughput 
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Tool Type Strategy/Tool Performance Measures 

Countermeasures to Wrong Way Driving 

(WWD) 
• Safety –crashes 

Express Lanes • Mobility –travel time reliability, 

throughput 

Reversible Express Lanes • Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

• System/agency efficiency 

Advanced Signal Control Technology 

(ASCT) 
• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

Traffic Signal Interconnect or Traffic 

Signal Communication 
• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

• System/agency efficiency 

Traffic Signal Coordination • Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

Transportation Management Center 

(TMC) 
• Safety – crashes, secondary 

crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

• System/agency efficiency 

Regional Transportation Management 

Center (RTMC) Operation 
• Safety – crashes, secondary 

crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

• System/agency efficiency 

Road Ranger Service Patrol (RRSP) • Safety – crashes, secondary 

crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

Center to Center (C2C) Communication  • Safety – crashes, secondary 

crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

• System/agency efficiency 

Center to Infrastructure (C2I) 

Communication 
• Safety – crashes, secondary 

crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

• System/agency efficiency 

Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) 

Communication 
• Safety – crashes, secondary 

crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

Intersection Collision Avoidance • Safety – crashes, secondary 

crashes 

Routes of Significance (RoS) • Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 
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Tool Type Strategy/Tool Performance Measures 

Road Weather Information System 

(RWIS)  
• Safety – crashes 

Intersection System Detection • Safety – crashes, secondary 

crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, throughput 

Modal-Centric 

Tool 

Freight Advanced Traveler Information 

System (FRATIS) 
• Safety – crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability 

Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) • Safety – crashes 

• Mobility – travel time reliability, 

throughput 

• System/agency efficiency 

Dynamic Ridesharing • Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability 

Automated & Electronic Fare Collection 

(EFC) 
• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

• System/agency efficiency 

Transit Signal Priority (TSP) and 

Emergency Vehicle Preemption (EVP) 
• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

Active Parking Management • Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability 

• System/agency efficiency 

Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO) • Safety – crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability 

• System/agency efficiency 

Virtual Weigh-In Motion (VWIM) • Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability 

• System/agency efficiency 

Freight Tracking System • Mobility –travel time reliability 

• System/agency efficiency 

Walk Smart/Bike Smart • Safety – crashes 

• Mobility – travel time 

Truck Parking Availability System 

(TPAS) 
• Safety – crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability 

Grade Crossing Notification System • Safety – crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability 

Mobility-Centric 

Tool 

SunGuide® Software  • Safety –secondary crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

• System/agency efficiency 

Data Integration Video Aggregation 

System (DIVAS) 
• System/agency efficiency 
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Tool Type Strategy/Tool Performance Measures 

FL511 • Safety –secondary crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability 

Dynamic Detour System (DDS) • Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

• System/agency efficiency 

Active Arterial Management (AAM) • Safety – crashes, secondary 

crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

• System/agency efficiency 

Unified Payment System (UPS) • Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability 

• System/agency efficiency 

Integrated Corridor Management (ICM) • Safety – crashes, secondary 

crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

• System/agency efficiency 

Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) • Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

 

Connected 

Vehicle 

Mobility 

Traffic 

Signals  

 

EVP Application • Safety – crashes, secondary 

crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability 

Freight Signal Priority 

(FSP) Application 
• Safety – crashes, secondary 

crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability 

Intelligent Traffic Signal 

System (ISIG) 

Application 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

Pedestrian Mobility 

Application 
• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability 

TSP Application  • Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability 

Collision Avoidance Technology • Safety – crashes, secondary 

crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability, throughput 

Access Management • Safety – crashes 

• Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability 

Dynamic Pricing • Mobility – travel time, travel time 

reliability 

• System/agency efficiency 
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The Regional Integrated Transportation Information System (RITIS) collects real-time point 

traffic detector data as well as real-time traffic data from a third party private sector vendor. It 

reports a set of performance measures, which are also introduced in the FDOT 2017 TSM&O 

strategic plan, as shown in Table 3-9. 

Table 3-9 Performance Measures Used in the RITIS Performance Measurement Tools 

(FDOT, 2017a) 

 

3.2.3 Florida Multimodal Mobility Performance Measures Source Book 

The FDOT Transportation Statistics Office produced a multimodal mobility performance 

measures source book annually, which reports historical and current mobility performance 

measures results for state highway system including the strategic intermodal system (FDOT, 

2016b). Four dimensions of mobility are considered, which are quantity, quality, accessibility, 

and utilization. Table 3-10 Multimodal Mobility Performance Measures Matrix (FDOT, 2016b) 

summarizes the performance measures included in this source book. 
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Table 3-10 Multimodal Mobility Performance Measures Matrix (FDOT, 2016b) 
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3.2.4 Florida MPO Handbook 

One of the chapters in the FDOT MPO Handbook is performance management (FDOT, 2018b). 

In this chapter, a national transportation performance management framework as well as the 

national policies on state and MPO performance management are presented. States, MPOs, and 

public transportation providers must establish performance target for each performance measure 

identified by the final rules of the USDOT, reviewed earlier in Section 2 of this document. MPOs 

must include a description of the performance measures and targets in a Long Range 

Transportation Plan (LRTP). A system performance report is also required to be included in a 

LRTP to be compared with the system performance in the previous reporting period or baseline 

data. When MPOs develop multiple scenarios while preparing for LRTP, a system performance 

is also needed to demonstrate how the preferred scenario can help move toward the performance 

targets. Similarly, Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) is required to be designed such 

that when it is implemented, it can help achieve the performance targets. TIP also needs to 

document such anticipated impacts. In addition to the above requirement, MPOs are also 

required to coordinate with state and public transportation providers to ensure the MPOs’ 

performance measures and targets are consistent with state and public transportation providers’ 

plans. When developing LRTP and TIP, the states and MPOs need to meet the performance-

based planning and programing requirements no later than two years from the effective date of 

each performance measure rule or two years from the publication date of planning rule on May 

27, 2016. 

3.2.5 MPO/TPO/TPA Practice on Performance Measures  

This section discusses how performance measures are used in the business processes of 

metropolitan planning organization/transportation planning organization/transportation planning 

agency (MPO/TPO/TPA). 

3.2.5.1 FDOT/MPO Pilot for National Performance Measures 

As a FDOT’s pilot effort to collaborate with MPO on performance measures, national 

performance measures for four MPOs (including Hillsborough MPO, Broward MPO, Gainesville 

MTPO, and India River County MPO) were calculated and added to the FDOT statewide annual 

performance measure report (FDOT, 2016c). The MAP 21 performance measures that have been 

calculated and not calculated in this pilot are shown in Figure 3-7. It is seen from this figure, the 

only measures that were not calculated are the ones for pavement conditions. The measure of 

peak hour travel reliability in this effort was calculated as the percentage of freeway trips 

traveling at greater than or equal to 5 mph below the posted speed limit expect that a threshold of 

45 mph was used for seven counties. Since this effort was conducted in 2016, this measure is 

different from the measure of level of travel time reliability (defined as 80th percentile travel time 

index) specified in the final rules of MAP-21 performance measures. In addition, two FDOT 

mobility measures were also calculated for these four MPOs, including the percentage of heavily 

congested freeway miles at the peak hour and daily hours of vehicle delay. 
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Figure 3-7 Measures in MPO Pilot (Source: FDOT, 2016c) 

3.2.5.2 Miami-Dade TPO 

Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) 

Based on the national and state goals, eight goals were proposed for the Miami-Dade 2040 Long 

Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) to maintain the County’s status as a top-100 global city, to 

improve the County’s transportation system, and to meet the transportation service needs with 

the expected growth of travel demand (Gannett Fleming, Inc. et al., 2014). A weight was given 

to each of these goals based on the ballots collected from 15 community workshops and 

meetings. Below is the list of those eight goals. The number in the bracket is the corresponding 

weight. 

• Improve system and travel (25%) 

• Improve safety (8%) 

• Improve security (3%) 

• Support economic vitality (12%) 

• Preserve environment and quality of life (14%) 

• Improve connectivity (14%) 

• Employ sound investment strategies (12%) 

• Preserve the existing system (12%) 

To achieve the eight goals, 63 objectives were developed and a total number of 89 system 

measures were identified correspondingly. Table 3-11 lists these goals, objectives, and 

performance measures.  

The identified performance measures are divided into two groups based on the scope of 

performance measurements: system-level performance measures and project-level performance 

measures. System-level performance measures assess the County’s transportation system as a 

whole and were applied to four system-level scenarios, including base year 2010, existing-plus-
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committed 2019, needs plan 2040, and cost-feasible plan 2014.  Project-level measures are used 

to prioritize improvement projects during the development of a cost feasible plan. The evaluation 

of each needs plan project was conducted using three steps: goal elements analysis, congestion 

coordination, and implementing agency coordination. In the step of goal elements analysis, the 

proposed improvements for each project were matched to the specific elements of the goals and 

objectives of the 2040 LRTP. Table 3-12 lists the goal elements and the corresponding 

performance measures. Two types of performance measures are included in this list.  The first is 

geographical elements that can be assessed using buffer analysis in Geographic Information 

System (GIS).  The second involves qualitative measures which are evaluated by scores. A 

weighted score was calculated for each project by summing up the scores for all the goal 

elements.  

Table 3-11 Goals, Objectives, and Measures Identified in the Miami-Dade 2040 LRTP Plan 

(Gannett Fleming, Inc. et al., 2014) 
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Table 3-12 Goal Elements and Performance Measures in the Miami-Dade 2040 LRTP Plan 

(Gannett Fleming, Inc. et al., 2014) 
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Performance Management Program (PMP) 

The Performance Management Program (PMP) of the Miami-Dade TPO follows the 

performance measure requirements specified by the USDOT and the State. The highway- 

performance measures that are considered by the PMP are related to the seven focus areas of the 

MAP-21 and FAST Act. The transit performance measures used by the PMP are based on the 

requirement of Transit Asset Management (TAM) (49 USC 5626), which are listed below. 

• Percentage of non-revenue, supporting-service and maintenance vehicles that have either 

met or exceeded their useful life benchmark (ULB). 

• Percentage of revenue vehicles within a particular asset class that have either met or 

exceeded their ULB. 

• Percentage of track segments with performance restrictions for rail fixed-guideway, track, 

signals, and systems. 

• Percentage of facilities within an asset class with a rating below condition 3 on the 

Transit Economic Requirements Model (TERM) scale. 

Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan 

Five goals and 31 objectives were identified in the Miami-Dade 2040 Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan 

(Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc., 2013). Bicycle Level of Service (BLOS) and Pedestrian 

Level of Service (PLOS) were used as main performance measures to check the performance of 

bicycle and pedestrian travel on a given roadway network, respectively.  The methods to 

calculate the BLOS and PLOS are based on the FDOT Quality/Level of Service (QLOS) 

Handbook. The BLOS is calculated as follows. 

𝐵𝐿𝑂𝑆 = 0.507 ln (
𝑉𝑜𝑙15

𝐿
) + 0.199𝑆𝑃𝑡(1 + 10.38𝐻𝑉)

2 + 7.066(1/𝑃𝑅5)
2 − 0.005(𝑊𝑒)

2 + 0.76     

(3-7) 

where Vol15 is motorized vehicle directional volume in the peak 15-minute time period. L is 

number of through lanes. HV is percentage of heavy vehicles. PR5 is the FHWA’s five-point 

pavement surface condition rating. We represents the average effective width of the outside 

through lane. SPt is an effective speed factor, which is defined as  

𝑆𝑃𝑡 = 1.1199 ln(𝑆𝑃𝑝 − 20) + 0.81036                                     (3-8) 

where SPp is posted speed limit as a surrogate for the average running speed.  

Equation 3-9 gives the expression for the calculation of PLOS. 

𝑃𝐿𝑂𝑆 = −1.2276 ln(𝑊𝑜𝑙 +𝑊𝑙 + 𝑓𝑝 ×%𝑂𝑆𝑃 + 𝑓𝑏 ×𝑊𝑏 + 𝑓𝑆𝑊 ×𝑊𝑠) + 0.0091 (
𝑉𝑜𝑙15

𝐿
) +

     0.0004𝑆𝑃𝐷2 + 06.048                                                                                         (3-9) 

where Wol is the width of outside lane, Wl is the width of shoulder or bicycle lane, fp is On-street 

parking effect coefficient with a default value of 0.20. %OSP represents the percent of segment 

with occupied on-street parking. fb is the buffer area barrier coefficient. The value of fb is 5.37 

for trees spaced 20 feet on center. Wb is the buffer width in feet, which is the distance between 
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the edge of pavement and sidewalk. fsw is sidewalk presence coefficient, which is calculated as 

the difference between 6 and the sidewalk width multiplied by -0.3. SPD is the average running 

speed of the motorized vehicles traffic.  

The safety-related performance measures used in the Miami-Dade 2040 Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan 

include the number of bicycle-related crashes per square mile, the number of pedestrian-related 

cashes per square mile, and the number of pedestrian or bicyclists injuries and fatalities for the 

past 12 years. The time period of 12 years was used because of data availability. 

3.2.5.3 Broward County MPO 

LRTP 

The 2040 LRTP by Broward County MPO identified six strategic areas, including 

bicycle/pedestrian, public transportation, car, freight, air, and sea (Broward MPO, 2013). Three 

goals with measurable objectives were proposed for these areas, as shown in Table 3-13 to Table 

3-15. The measures in these three tables can be classified either as objective measures based on 

facts or subjective measures depending on opinions. 

Table 3-13 Objectives and Measures of Effectiveness for the Goal of Moving People in the 

Broward County 2040 LRTP (Broward MPO, 2013)   
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Table 3-14 Objectives and Measures of Effectiveness for the Goal of Creating Jobs in the 

Broward County 2040 LRTP ((Broward MPO, 2013)   

 

Table 3-15 Objectives and Measures of Effectiveness for the Goal of Strengthening 

Communities in the Broward County 2040 LRTP ((Broward MPO, 2013)   
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Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) 

Even though no specific performance measures have been mentioned in the Broward UPWP 

(Broward MPO, 2018a), the Broward UPWP listed the FDOT District 4 performance 

measurement/management-related activities in financial years 2018 to 2020, which include: 

• Provide technical support to implement the performance-based planning and 

programming required by MAP-21 and Fast Act. 

• Participate in the FDOT Mobility Performance Measures (MPM) program and maintain a 

district-level MPM program that address all modes. 

• Focuse on the use of performance measures by performing research, sharing information, 

and supporting collaboration. 

• Share knowledge of quality/LOS and other performance measures that agencies are 

currently use in their comprehensive plans. 

Performance Measurement Program (PMP) 

A performance measurement framework was developed by the Broward MPO in 2015 and was 

used to assess the baseline performances of the Broward region’s transportation system (Broward 

MPO, 2015a). The development of such a framework considered the following factors. 

• Broward MPO leadership focus 

• New state and metropolitan performance-based planning requirements 

• New national performance measures program 

• FDOT performance measurement activities 

• Industry-wide adoption of performance practices 

Based on the above factors, five sets of performance measures were proposed, which correspond 

to the five primary performance areas: mobility, connectivity and accessibility, asset 

management, safety, and project delivery. A performance scorecard was also created according 

to those measures as illustrated in Table 3-16. As shown in this table, the performance measures 

focus on not only vehicles but also multimodal transportations. 

Congestion Management Process/Livability Planning 

Congestion management aims at developing and implementing non-road widening strategies to 

improve road user safety and mobility while encouraging multimode transportation usage 

(Broward MPO, 2015b). The congestion management corridor/area studies are part of the 

congestion management process. Table 3-17 illustrates the project-level objectives and 

performance measures for the Hollywood/Pines Corridor study. The monitoring measures were 

applied to reflect how the project helps achieve the goals specified in the Broward LRTP.   
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Table 3-16 Performance Scorecard ((Broward MPO, 2015a)   
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Table 3-17 Project Objectives and Performance Measures in Hollywood/Pines Corridor Project (Broward MPO, 2015b)   
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Mobility Hub Program 

An evaluation framework was developed for mobility hub programs in the Broward 2035 LRTP.  

However, in the Broward 2040 LRTP, the mobility hub initiatives were not directly addressed 

but indirectly related to the goals (Broward MPO, 2018b). To reflect the current priorities of the 

Broward MPO for mobility hubs, a new methodology was developed by the Broward MPO, 

which is shown in Table 3-18.   

Table 3-18 Mobility Hub Market and Network Readiness Criteria (Broward MPO, 2018b)   

 

Complete Streets 

Complete streets have been one of the most important focus areas for the Broward MPO. An 

evaluation framework as well as a toolkit were developed to assist the assessment of complete 

streets initiatives (Broward MPO, 2015c). The evaluation of complete streets can be conducted at 

two levels, corridor-level and program-level. Tables 3-19 and 3-20 present the goals, objectives, 

metrics, performance measures, and corresponding tools for corridor-level and program-level 

evaluation of complete streets, respectively.  
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Table 3-19 Corridor-Level Complete Streets Evaluation Framework (Broward MPO, 2015c)   
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Table 3-20 Program-Level Complete Streets Evaluation Framework (Broward MPO, 2015c)   
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3.2.5.4 Palm Beach County MPO 

LRTP 

Five goals and nineteen objectives were created in the Palm Beach 2040 LRTP (Palm Beach 

MPO, 2017a).   The performance measures are included as a part of the objectives of the Palm 

Beach 2040 LRTP, as shown in Table 3-21. It can also be seen in this table that the goals focus 

on multimodal transportations. The current values of those performance measures and the target 

values for year 2025 and 2040 are also clearly specified in this table. Based on the values in 

Table 3-16, a scoring procedure was developed to prioritize the desired projects listed in the 

2040 LRTP, which is shown in Table 3-22.  

In the Palm Beach 2040 LRTP, the future population in year 2040 was forecasted based on the 

controlled total population retrieved from the Bureau of Economic and Business Research 

(BEBR). A tool, Population Allocation Model, was used to distribute the controlled total 

population to each individual traffic analysis zone. The growth rate of population was then 

applied to employment data to predict the employment in year 2040 with the consideration of 

land use. The predicted values of population and employment were used as the input values to 

travel demand model to study the impacts of improvements. 

The details of how the performance measures listed in Table 3-21 are calculated and the 

associated data sources can be found in the document of Palm Beach MPO Congestion 

Management Process (CMP) (Palm Beach MPO, 2016a). Figure 3-8 shows an example of the 

Palm Beach MPO CMP annual reporting card. 
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Table 3-21 Palm Beach 2040 LRTP Goal, Objectives, and Targets (Palm Beach MPO, 

2017a)   
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Table 3-22 Priority Scoring Procedure Used in the Palm Beach 2040 LRTP (Palm Beach 

MPO, 2017a)   
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Figure 3-8 Example of Palm Beach Congestion Management Process Annual Report Card (Source: Palm Beach County MPO, 

2016b) 
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5-Year Strategic Plan 

A 5-year strategic plan has been established by the Palm Beach MPO to be used as a guide 

toward achieving long-term vision and missions (Palm Beach MPO, 2017b). Aligned with the 

Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP), six goals were formed in this strategic plan, 

including: 

• Administer the agency 

• Engage the public 

• Plan the system 

• Prioritize funding 

• Improve the experience 

• Collaborate with partners 

The associated objectives and performance measures were identified for each goal. It should be 

pointed out that targets were also specified for each performance measure. An annual report card 

was developed to monitor the progress to achieve the goals. Figure 3-9 shows an example of 

such an annual report card. 
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Figure 3-9 Example of Palm Beach MPO Strategic Plan Annual Report Card (Source: 

Palm Beach County MPO, 2017b) 
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Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Study 

The Palm Beach MPO Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Study provides a list of countermeasures to 

reduce pedestrian and bicycle-related crashes (Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. 2017). In this 

document, the data sources for safety analysis include: 

• Strava for pedestrian and cyclist information 

• Florida Department of Health’s (FDOH) Florida Injury Surveillance Data System 

• Florida Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles (DHSMV) Traffic Crash 

Facts Annual Report 

• Palm Beach County crash system data 

• Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) Unified Basemap Repository (UBR) data 

The performance measures used are number of pedestrian/bicyclist fatalities or injuries by 

different categories, for example, year, month, day of week, time of day, lighting conditions, 

road surface condition, weather condition, age, etc. 

US-1 Multimodal Corridor Study 

Different from the traditional transportation studies, the US-1 multimodal corridor study utilized 

a Health Impact Assessment (HIA) evaluation procedure (Palm Beach TPA, 2018). This 

procedure consists of six steps: screening, scoping, assessment, recommendations, reporting, and 

monitoring and evaluation. It considered the impacts of proposed project on the health of a 

population and the distribution of these impacts within the population. Table 3-23 lists the 

performance indicators used in the HIA evaluation process. 

Table 3-23 Performance Indicators Used in the US-1 Multimodal Corridor (Palm Beach 

MPO, 2017a)   

Indicator Performance Measure 

Access to health Transit travel time along US-1 corridor 

Transit travel time from low health care access locations to 

nearest hospital /health care clusters 

Number of food desert tracts within 1 mile of corridor 

 

Physical health 

Percentage of adults with obesity (corridor-wide)  

Percentage of adults with diabetes (corridor-wide)  

Percentage of adults with hypertension (corridor-wide)  

Percentage of adults with asthma (corridor-wide)  

Percentage of adults with depression (corridor-wide)  

Bicycle and pedestrian 

safety 

Bicycle crashes (last 5 years)  

Pedestrian crashes (last 5 years)  

Bicycle and pedestrian fatalities (last 5 years)  

Bicycle and pedestrian fatalities occurring at night (last 5 years)  

Workers commuting by public transportation, walking, or 

biking  

Pedestrian activity  

 Bicyclist activity  

Economic health US-1 corridor population density  
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Average taxable land value of properties immediately adjacent 

to the US-1 corridor  

Average taxable land value within one (1) mile of the US-1 

corridor (excluding barrier island properties)  

Number of new businesses  

Workers commuting by transit, walking, or bicycling  

Household units within inclusionary zoning boundaries or 

Community Land Trust  

3.2.5.5 MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP 

The 2040 LRTP developed by the MetroPlan Orlando (the MPO for Greater Orlando, FL) 

consists of seven goals, 35 objectives, and 22 performance measures (MetroPlan Orlando, 

2016a). Table 3-24 lists the goals, evaluation criteria, and performance measures in the 

MetroPlan Orlando 2040 LRTP. 

Table 3-24 Goals, Evaluation Criteria, and Performance Measures in the MetroPlan 

Orlando 2040 LRTP   

Goal Evaluation Criteria Performance Measure 

Safety Evacuation capacity Lane miles of evacuation routes per 

thousand people 

System safety Crash rates (per million vehicle miles 

traveled) 

 

Balanced 

multi-modal 

system 

Miles of highway facilities Lane miles 

Lane miles per thousand people 

Vehicle miles traveled per 

capita 

Vehicle miles traveled per capita 

Vehicle hours traveled per 

capita 

Vehicle hours traveled per capita 

Miles of transit service Transit service miles 

Transit service miles per thousand people 

Transit hours of service Revenue hours of service per thousand 

people 

Integrated 

regional system 

System resources designated for  

freight, goods, and services 

movement 

Designated system lane miles/total system  

lane miles 

Transit system access Percent of population within ¼  

mile of transit service 

Transit access to employment Percent of employment within ¼ mile of  

transit service 

Access to intermodal stations Percent of population within five minute  

commute of intermodal stations 
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Goal Evaluation Criteria Performance Measure 

Access to activity centers Percent of population within 10 

-minute travel time of activity centers 

Access to international airports Percent of total employment within 30-

minute commute from international  

airports 

Quality of life Jobs-housing balance Seminole (job/house ratio) 

Orange (job/house ratio) 

Osceola (job/house ratio) 

Average speed during 

congested times  

(Mile Per Hour (MPH)) 

Freeway congested speed 

Arterial congested speed 

Other roadways congested speed 

All roadways congested  

speed (MPH) 

Level of delay Total daily hours of delay (vehicle hours) 

Daily delay per capita (min/day) 

Daily cost of delay per capita ($/day) 

Efficient and 

cost effective 

Cost effectiveness Annual cost of congestion in billions of 

dollars (user costs only) 

Efficiency Seminole (miles of roadways below 

standard) 

Orange (miles of roadways below 

standard) 

Osceola (miles of roadways below 

standard) 

Transit passenger miles Total transit passenger miles per capita 

Percent single  

occupancy vehicle 

Percent of person trips by single  

occupancy vehicle 

System daily VMT Average VMT per dwelling 

Energy and 

environmental 

Stewardship 

Air pollutants Total carbon monoxide (CO) emissions 

(kg) 

Total Hydrocarbon (HC) emissions (kg) 

Total Nitrogen Oxide (NO) emissions 

(kg) 

Fuel use Daily gallons of fuel per capita 

Percentage increase from base (2009) 

Economic 

vitality 

Jobs created Jobs created as a result of transportation 

investment 

Economic benefit Economic activity generated as a result  

of transportation funding investment 

(billions of dollars) 

Cost feasible Plan is financially feasible 

An updated congestion management process was included in the MetroPlan Orlando 2040 LRTP 

(MetroPlan Orlando, 2016a).  Figure 3-10 illustrates the steps used in the congestion 
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management process. As shown in this figure, the process consists of eight steps and the third 

step is to develop multimodal performance measures. Figure 3-11 shows the relationship 

between CMP performance measures and the identified objectives. It can be seen from this 

figure that the CMP performance measures cover the areas of mobility, safety, reliability, transit 

ridership and performance, shared ridership, bicycle/pedestrian facilities, signal retiming 

benefit/cost, and so on. 

 
Figure 3-10 Congestion Management Process (Source: MetroPlan Orlando, 2016a) 
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 Figure 3-11 Relationship between CMP Performance Measures and Objectives (Source: 

MetroPlan Orlando, 2016a) 
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ITS Master Plan 

An ITS Master Plan was developed by the MetroPlan Orlando to identify applicable ITS 

strategies that improves efficiency, safety, reliability of the region’s multimodal transportation 

system (Gannett Fleming, Inc. et al., 2017). Table 3-25 lists the goals, evaluation criteria, and 

performance measures used in this ITS master plan. A survey was conducted to prioritize the ITS 

strategies that are applicable to the MetroPlan Orlando stakeholders. Table 3-26 shows the 

survey results. It is seen from this table that the ITS strategies with the highest priority are traffic 

adaptive signals, information management, dynamic routing, and dynamic parking guidance and 

reservation. An ITS scoring methodology was also developed in the ITS master plan, which 

takes the following performance measures listed in the 2040 LRTP into consideration. 

• Percent of vehicle travel in generally acceptable operating conditions (peak hour)  

• Delay for vehicle 

• Travel time reliability for vehicle 

• Percent miles severely congested (based on Volume to Capacity (v/c) Ratio) 

• Combination of truck travel time reliability  

• Combination of truck delay  

• Combination of truck percent miles severely congested truck 

• Percent of congested roadway centerline miles with transit service transit 

• On-time performance transit 

• Signal retiming cost/benefit  

• Incident duration  

Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 

The MetroPlan Orlando Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan focuses on three areas:1) providing 

connectivity and completing missing gaps in the existing bicycle and pedestrian network; 2) 

serving areas potentially with high demand of bicycle and pedestrian; and 3) identifying 

improvements that could expand the bicycle/pedestrian network and make the network more 

user-friendly for commuter trips (MetroPlan Orlando, 2016b). To prioritize bicycle and 

pedestrian projects, the following measures are used as the scoring criteria: 

• Non-motorized trip demand 

• Type of accommodation 

• Connectivity 

• Intermodal 

• Local match 

• Local plans 

• Project readiness 

Among these measures, the type of accommodation and connectivity have higher weights. 
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Table 3-25 Goals, Evaluation Criteria, and Performance Measures in the MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan (Gannett 

Fleming, Inc. et al., 2017)   
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Table 3-26 Goals, Evaluation Criteria, and Performance Measures in the MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan (Gannett 

Fleming, Inc. et al., 2017) (Con’t)   
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Table 3-27 ITS Strategies Survey Results (Gannett Fleming, Inc. et al., 2017)   
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3.2.5.6 Hillsborough MPO 

LRTP 

The Imagine 2040 LRTP was developed by the Hillsborough MPO, the MPO designated for the 

Tampa urbanized area (Atkins North America, 2018). A set of six goals and corresponding 

objectives and policies were specified in the Imagine 2040 LRTP. To achieve these goals, a list 

of performance measures was determined based on five categories of needs. Table 3-28 

summarizes the needs categories and the corresponding performance measures listed in the 

Imagine 2040 LRTP. 

Table 3-28 The Needs Category and Performance Measures in the Imagine 2040 LRTP   

Needs 

Category 
Subcategory Performance Measure 

Preserve the 

system 

Pavement and bridges • Safety – wheelpath, rutting, friction 

• Preservation – cracking, potholes, 

raveling, patching, depressions 

• Ride – rippling, faulting, public 

complaints 

Transit fleet • Average vehicle age in fleet 

Minimize 

traffic for 

drivers and 

shippers 

Congestion management for 

drivers 
• Reliability – consistency or 

dependency in commute times 

through a travel time index 

• Travel time index (mean travel 

time/free flow travel time) 

Freight congestion • Percent miles of congested freight 

routes 

• Percent of freight hotspots mitigated 

• Planning time index 

• Buffer index 

• Cost of freight delay 

Reduce crashes 

and 

vulnerability 

Safety: crash reduction • Pedestrian death index 

• Fatality by category 

• Injury/fatality rate 

Security: vulnerability 

reduction 
• Travel time delay due to 

transportation network disruption 

• Lost trips due to transportation 

network disruption 

• Economic losses due to storm in 2014 

dollars 

Real choices 

when not 

driving 

Transit/bus service • Transit level of service based on 

number of buses per hour and wait 

time 

Transportation disadvantaged 

service 
• Transportation disadvantaged living 

outside of bus service area 
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Needs 

Category 
Subcategory Performance Measure 

Trails and sidepaths • The number of residents and workers 

with access to excellent or good 

pedestrian level of service and bicycle 

level of service 

Major 

investments for 

economic 

growth 

Key Economic Spaces (KES) • Number of jobs served 

• Delay reduced 

Strategic intermodal system NA* 

Development based on needs NA 

Long range vision NA 

Notes: 

* NA means not available. 

It should be pointed out that the types of improvement considered for congestion management of 

vehicles are as follows. 

• Geometric improvement at intersections (for example, adding or extending turn lanes) 

• Advanced coordinated signal control and management 

• Advanced traffic management system 

• Expansion of road ranger patrols and improved incident management 

• Freeway operational movement such as variable speed limit, lane control, and ramp 

metering 

Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) 

The Hillsborough MPO safety measures and targets were stated in its TIP, which are consistent 

with the national safety measures specified in MAP-21 and the state safety measures 

(Hillsborough MPO, 2018a). Table 3-29 lists these safety measures and the year 2018 targets for 

the State as well as the Hillsborough MPO. The safety targets for the Hillsborough MPO listed in 

this table were derived by using linear projection based on historical 5-year crash data on a 

rolling average.  

Table 3-29 The Safety Measures and the Targets for the State and the Hillsborough MPO   

Safety Measure 
Calendar Year 2018 

State Hillsborough MPO 

Number of Fatalities 0 184 

Number of Serious Injuries 0 1,618 

Nonmotorized Fatalities and Serious Injuries 0 243 

Rate of Fatalities per 100M VMT 0 1.40 

Rate of Serious Injuries per 100M VMT 0 12.35 

In coordination with the Imagine 2040 LRTP, the TIP projects were prioritized by a list of 

criteria ((Hillsborough MPO, 2018a). The corresponding performance measures are as shown 

below. 

• Preserve the system 

o Bridge repair and replacement 
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o Road resurfacing 

o Transit vehicle replacement 

• Reduce crashes and vulnerability 

o Total, fatal and bike/pedestrian crashes per centerline 

o Recovery time and economic impacts from flooding or major storm surge 

• Manage congestion for drivers and shippers. 

o Travel time reliability on heavily congested arterials 

o Peak period V/C ratio 

• Real choices when not driving 

o Density of jobs and population in 2040 within ¼ mile of proposed transit service 

o Density of jobs and population in 2040 within ¼ mile of proposed trail/sidepath 

• Major infrastructure improvements 

o Key economic spaces (that is, clusters with more than 5,000 jobs) 

o 2040 jobs served per mile of improvement 

o 2040 delay reduced per mile of improvement 

ITS Master Plan 

An ITS Master Plan was developed by the Hillsborough MPO in 2013 (URS Inc. 2013). This 

plan focuses on 1) Transportation efficiency and quality; 2) Safety and security, 3) Accessibility 

and mobility; and 4) Reliable and coordinated operations. As a basis for future plan, the existing 

transportation and roadway conditions were first examined. The following performance 

measures were analyzed. 

• Average incident duration per lane blocking incident 

• Number and type of incidents 

• Miles managed by ITS 

• Travel time index and buffer index 

• Level of service 

• Percentage of transit run delays caused by congestion 

• Total number of bicycle crashes 

• Total number of pedestrian crashes 

• Route location and associated multimodal element 

A stakeholder survey was conducted to prioritize ITS needs. Based on the survey results, a 

number of TSM&O and ITS strategies were proposed to meet these needs, as summarized in 

Table 3-30. Correspondingly, 28 ITS projects were identified. 
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Table 3-30 Summary of the TSM&O and ITS Strategies proposed in the Hillsborough ITS 

Master Plan (Source: URS Inc., 2013) 

Focus Area Objectives Strategy 

Traffic 

management 

Improve and implement 

strategies and technologies to 

mitigate congestion, improve 

travel flow and mobility  

Provide and/or expand arterial traffic 

management/traffic surveillance systems.  

Enhance and/or expand real-time traveler 

information. 

Continued a proactive traffic signal timing 

optimization program  

Provide active traffic management (ATM) 

Provide and/or enhance 

special event management 

capabilities  

Expand and provide ATMS capabilities 

along major event routes  

Provide portable Intelligent Traffic 

Management System  

Provide and enhance 

(optimize) traffic signal 

coordination and corridor 

system performance  

Systematically re-time traffic signals on 

priority network  

Upgrade and interconnect signals on 

priority network  

Provide active monitoring of traffic signal 

systems  

Provide upgrades to signal hardware 

equipment  

Provide Integrated Corridor 

Management (ICM) strategies 

and support systems 

Provide a regional ICM deployment plan  

Develop an inter-agency traffic control/ITS 

concept  

Develop and implement 

traffic control measures to 

enhance the efficiency, 

mobility, safety, and/or 

reliability of the 

transportation system  

 

 

 

Evaluate a ramp metering program for 

interstate on-ramps  

Implement congestion pricing programs, 

including HOT/managed plan  

Evaluate the feasibility of implementing 

ATM systems along the interstates 

including the following techniques  

• Speed harmonization measures  

• Queue warning systems  

• Hard shoulder running measures 

along the interstates  

Develop and implement advance parking 

management systems at major parking 

facilities  

Develop and expand TSP program  

Provide and/or expand EVP systems  

Support measures to mitigate 

and track regional 

environmental impacts and 

EPA compliance 
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Preserve ITS/Traffic signal 

equipment and infrastructure 

investments  

 

Incident/Emerg

ency 

management 

and safety 

Improve Incident detection 

and verification times  

Develop, implement and/or upgrade TMCs 

Expand and upgrade ATMS/traffic 

surveillance systems  

 

Provide the capability to share 911 and 

highway patrol Computer Aided Dispatch 

(CAD) information with City/County 

TMCs  

Improve incident response 

times  

Provide and/or expand enhanced reference 

location signs  

Provide AVL and identification for 

emergency vehicles/responders  

Provide the capability to share traffic 

information with emergency responders 

Evaluate and provide additional interstate 

median crossover points  

Improve incident clearance 

(duration) Times  

Provide freeway service patrol (road 

ranger) expansion and upgrades 

Develop policy and procedures to modify 

signal timings on detour routes and upgrade 

traffic controllers/field-to-center 

communication systems  

Identify and implement dynamic routing 

application for route diversions and 

evacuations  

Reduce crash rates and 

improve safety at signalized 

intersections (including 

vehicles, pedestrians, 

bicycles) 

Provide and expand red light running 

programs at intersections with high crash 

rates  

Provide, coordinate, and/or improve 

pedestrian/bicycle safety solutions  

• Infrared Detectors 

• Microwave Detectors  

• Count-down signals  

• In-pavement lights  

• The illuminated pushbutton  

Improve mobility and reduce 

vehicle crash rates related to 

weather and other low 

visibility events  

 

 

 

Develop and deploy a RWIS  
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Improve safety and 

coordination of intermodal 

conflicts (highway-rail 

interface/crossings)  

Provide crossing gate video enforcement  

Upgrade signal interconnect with traffic 

signals  

Provide an Active Advanced Warning 

System (AAWS) 

Evaluate and implement in-vehicle warning 

systems  

Identify and develop 

diversion routes and system 

strategies  

 

Identify and provide ITS 

strategies to support regional 

emergency evacuation plans 

and response  

Review regional evacuation plan and 

disaster response and recovery plan 

Expand and/or enhance the capability to 

provide regional emergency/traffic text 

alerts  

Traveler 

information 

dissemination 

Provide and/or enhance 

multi-modal information 

dissemination and trip 

planning tools that may affect 

roadway users and travel 

choices across all modes  

Provide real-time parking garage/lot space 

availability with map of Downtown Tampa 

as part of the 511 mobile app  

Provide commercial truck parking lot space 

availability as part of the 511 mobile app  

Provide and/or expand real-time travel-time 

data along arterials  

 

Expand and/or enhance en-

route traveler information 

systems  

 

 

Inter-agency 

coordination 

and 

communications 

Develop regional interagency 

operational and 

communications plan(s) 

Identify and enhance regional concept of 

operations, policies, and procedures 

involving transportation, emergency, and 

law enforcement stakeholders  

Freight System Performance Measures for the Tampa Bay Region 

After reviewing the national freight system performance measures as well as the existing freight-

related performance measures for the Tampa Bay region, a list of potential freight performance 

measures were recommended by for the Tampa Bay region (FDOT District 7, 2014), as shown in 

Table 3-31. This table also shows the assessment of these performance measures in terms of 

understandability, usefulness, potential for forecasting, ease of data collection, and data quality. 
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Table 3-31 Recommended and Potential Freight Performance Measures and Assessment 

for the Tampa Bay Region (Source: FDOT District 7, 2014) 
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Roadway Level of Service Report 

A 2015 level of service report for the city of Tampa and a 2017 roadway level of service report 

for the Hillsborough COUNTY wer produced by the Hillsborough MPO to reflect the current 

level of service of county roadways and state roadways within the area (Hillsborough MPO, 

2017; Hillsborough MPO, 2018b). Below is a list of information contained in these report for 

each roadway section. 

• Section description 

• Jurisdiction 

• Strategic intermodal system 

• Number of lanes per direction 

• Length 

• Current posted speed of the segment 

• Standard level of service (that is, the level of service that shall be maintained) 

• Local functional class 

• Average annual daily traffic  

• Peak hour peak direction volume that is calculated as the 100th highest hour traffic 

volume 

• Maximum service volume (that is, daily capacity) 

• Peak hour peak direction maximum service volume 

• Volume to capacity ratio 

• Current level of service as determined by using FDOT generalized LOS table 

State of the System Report 

A 2016 State of the System Report was produced by Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. (2016) 

for the Hillsborough MPO to demonstrate how transportation system addresses community needs 

and satisfies the goals specified in the long range transportation plan. In this report, a number of 

performance measures were calculated and they are summarized in Table 3-32. 
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Table 3-32 Performance Measures in the 2016 State of the System Report for Hillsborough 

MPO 

Focus Area Goal Performance Measure 

System 

preservation 

Maintain roadway pavement • Safety – wheelpath, rutting, friction 

• Preservation – cracking, potholes, 

raveling, patching, depressions 

• Ride – rippling, faulting, public 

complaints 

• Standardized Pavement Condition 

Index (PCI) 

Maintain and replace bridges • Total bridge counts and percentage of 

bridges in either good or poor 

condition 

Preserve the transit fleet • Average age of fleet 

Minimize 

traffic 

Reliable travel time for drivers 

and shippers 
• Peak hour travel reliability 

• Peak hour truck travel reliability 

• Travel speed, delay, and travel time 

index during AM and PM peak hour 

Safety and 

security 

Reduce crashes • Total number of crashes 

• Total number of fatalities 

• Total number of injuries 

• Number of auto, pedestrian, bicyclist, 

and motorcycle fatal crashes 

• Injury crashes per 100 million VMT 

• Fatality crashes per 100 million VMT 

Improve resiliency • Annual stormwater and flooding 

investment 

• Weeks of disruption 

• Economic losses of a typical category 

3 storm 

Real choices  People and jobs served by the 

bus system 
• Passengers per revenue hour 

• On-time performance (at time periods 

from -1 to 5+ minutes) 

• Countywide population and jobs 

within ¼ mile of frequent and 

somewhat frequent transit service 

• Transportation disadvantaged living 

outside of bus service area 

People served by the trail 

network 
• The miles of trails 

• The percentage of residents with 

access to trail 

Major 

investments  

Jobs served • Number of jobs 

• Percentage of roads having traffic 

volume that is greater than capacity 
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3.2.5.7 North Florida TPO 

LRTP 

The 2040 LRTP of the North Florida TPO consists of six goals that aim at enhancing economic 

competitiveness, livability, safety, mobility and accessibility, equity in decision making, and 

system preservation. Accordingly, a number of objectives and performance measures were 

proposed. Tables 3-33 to 3-37 list those objectives, performance measures, and benchmarks 

included in the North Florida MPO LRTP. 

Table 3-33 Objectives and Performance Measures to Enhance Economic Competitiveness 

in the North Florida TPO 2040 LRTP (Source: North Florida TPO, 2014) 

 

Table 3-34 Objectives and Performance Measures to Enhance Livability and Sustainability 

in the North Florida TPO 2040 LRTP (Source: North Florida TPO, 2014) 
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Table 3-35 Objectives and Performance Measures to Enhance Safety in the North Florida 

TPO 2040 LRTP (Source: North Florida TPO, 2014) 

 

Table 3-36 Objectives and Performance Measures to Enhance Mobility and Accessibility in 

the North Florida TPO 2040 LRTP (Source: North Florida TPO, 2014) 

 

Table 3-37 Objectives and Performance Measures to Preserve the System in the North 

Florida TPO 2040 LRTP (Source: North Florida TPO, 2014) 
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As measures of effectiveness, the Northeast Regional Planning Model, NERPM-AB, together 

with other tools were used to quantify the performance measures for the Cost Feasible Plan 

compared to the base no-build scenario. Table 3-38 shows the measures and how these measures 

satisfy the benchmark requirement set by the LRTP. 

Strategic Safety Plan 

A strategic safety plan was developed by the HNTB Corp. for the North Florida TPO (HNTB 

Corp., 2015a). It set up three safety-related goals, that is,  

• 5% reduction in fatality and injury crashes 

• 5% reduction in crash rate 

• Advance safety funding for projects located on corridors and intersections with high 

priority. 

These three goals were addressed by a number of strategies, which are quantified by the 

following performance measures. 

• Crash rate 

• Number of first responders who have participated in Time4Safety training or National 

Traffic Incident Management Training 

• Teen and distracted crash rate 

• Vulnerable roadway users’ fatal crash rate 

• Red light running crash rate 

• Impaired driving crash rate 

• Fatal crash rate 

• Lane departure crash rate 

• Intersection crash rate 
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Table 3-38 Summary of Measure of Effectiveness for the North Florida TPO Cost Feasible 

Plan (Source: North Florida TPO, 2014) 
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Congestion Management Process (CMP) 

The congestion management process of the North Florida TPO follows the eight elements of 

FHWA CMP elements (HNTB Corp., 2015b). As shown in Figure 3-12, the development of 

multimodal performance measures is the third step of this process after developing regional 

objectives and CMP network. The performance measures used in the CMP are the same as those 

listed in Tables 3-33 to 3-37.  

 
Figure 3-12 FHWA Congestion Management Process Element 

To address the congestion problem, a list of strategies proposed in the CMP plan, which are as 

follows. 

• TSM&O strategies 

o Surveillance and incident management systems 

o Access management 

o Congestion pricing 

o Integrated corridor management 

o Arterial management systems 

o Hard shoulder running 

o Reversible lanes 

o One-way streets 

o Ramp metering 

o Transit signal priority 

o Variable speed limits 
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o Dynamic detours 

o Queue warning systems 

o Traveler information systems 

• Traveler demand management strategies 

o High-Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) incentives 

o Park-and-ride lots 

o Multimodal transportation centers 

o Commuter assistance service programs 

• Transit improvements 

o Local bus service improvements 

o Express bus service improvements 

o Bus rapid transit improvements 

o Light rail transit improvements 

o Commuter rail improvements 

• Capacity improvements 

• Add new lanes 

• Add new managed lanes 

• Intersection improvements 

• Interchange improvements 

• Add auxiliary lanes 

It should be noted that high priority was given to TSM&O strategies and traveler demand 

management strategies, and less priority was assigned to capacity improvement projects. 

Annual Mobility Report 

An annual mobility report was produced by the North Florida TPO for year 2014 (HNTB, 2014). 

The mobility performance measures listed in Table 3-36 were reported on a five-year basis from 

2008 to 2012 in this document. The data source is the FDOT Mobility Performance Measures 

database for the year 2012. The data are from the statewide telemetered traffic monitoring 

system (TTMS). 

North Florida Regional ITS Master Plan 

The North Florida MPO developed a regional ITS master plan in 2010. In this plan, the existing 

ITS deployments and programed ITS projects within the region were summarized. Priority 

corridors for ITS deployment were identified by stakeholders through a project kickoff meeting. 

The ITS needs and cost estimates were then developed for the existing and programmed ITS 

projects along the prioritized corridors. Since this ITS master plan was developed in 2010, 

performance measures were not considered in this plan. 
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3.3 Performance Measure Estimation Methods and Tools 

3.3.1 Safety 

3.3.1.1 Roadway Safety Data Dashboards 

The office of Safety’s Roadway Safety Data Dashboards under the FHWA provides a web-based 

application that can create safety data dashboards at national, state, regional, and MPO levels 

(FHWA, 2018b). It is based on the data from NHSTA’s FARS database and the data has a range 

up to year 2015. The state and national VMT are obtained from the FHWA’s Highway Statistics 

Series, and MPO boundaries are derived from the FHWA’s HEPGIS tool. The tool allows users 

to select fatality type, collision type, collision location, and types of person involved in the fatal 

crashes. Figure 3-13 shows an example of roadway safety data dashboard produced by this tool 

for Miami-Dade County at the MPO level. 

 

 
Figure 3-13 Example of FHWA Roadway Safety Data Dashboard 

3.3.1.2 Florida ITS Evaluation Tool 

The Florida ITS Evaluation (FITSEVAL) is a sketch-planning tool that evaluates the benefits of 

ITS in the FSUTMS/Cube Environment (Hadi et al., 2008). The tool uses a predictive method to 

estimate crash rates similar to the one used in the ITS Deployment Analysis System (IDAS) 

Tool. Table 3-39 shows the crash rates of property damage only (PDO), injury and fatality for 

freeway and arterial segments used in FITSEVAL as a function of Volume to Capacity (V/C) 

ratio. The total number of crashes is then estimated by multiplying the crash rate with Million 

Vehicle Miles Traveled (MVMT). The safety impacts of ITS strategies are studied by applying a 

corresponding crash modification factors. 
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Table 3-39 Crash Rates Table Used in FITSEVAL 

V/C 
Fatality Injury PDO 

Freeway Arterial Freeway Arterial Freeway Arterial 

0.09 

0.0004 0.0072 

0.5156 

0.5757 

0.8551 

2.394 

0.19 

0.29 

0.39 

0.49 

0.59 

0.5757 
0.69 

0.79 
0.9953 

0.89 

0.99 0.7392 1.1591 

1.00 0.7329 1.2737 

3.3.1.3 Florida Specific Safety Performance Function 

Safety measures for past years can be directly calculated from historical crash data. However, for 

the future years, as data is not available, safety measures have to be estimated either from a crash 

rate look up table as describe in the previous section or from a safety performance function 

(SPF). SPF is defined in the Highway Safety Manual (HSM) as a regression model that can be 

applied to predict the average number of crashes on a roadway segment or at an intersection. 

Alluri et al. (2016) developed calibrated SPFs specifically for Florida based on roadway 

inventory data and crash data. Equation 3-10 presents the general form of an SPF function for a 

roadway segment and ramps. 

𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑒𝑎 × 𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑏                                                         (3-10) 

where Npredicted is the number of predicted crashes per mile per year and AADT represents 

average annual daily traffic. a and b are regression coefficients. 

Equation 3-11 presents the SPF functional form for an intersection. 

𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑒𝑎 × 𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟
𝑏 × 𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟

𝑐
                                (3-11) 

where AADTmajor and AADTminor represent the average annual daily traffic for the major and 

minor approaches of an intersection, respectively.  Symbols a, b, and c are regression 

coefficients. 

Alluri et al. (2016) also calibrated the default SPFs used in Safety Analyst, an advanced safety 

analysis tool, by application a calibration factor C for Florida. Tables 3-40 to 3-43 summarize the 

results of this calibration for arterial streets, freeways, intersections, and ramps, respectively. 
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Table 3-40 Florida-Specific SPFs for Arterial Streets (Alluri et al., 2016) 

 

Table 3-41 Florida-Specific SPFs for Freeway Segments (Alluri et al., 2016) 
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Table 3-42 Florida-Specific SPFs for Intersections (Alluri et al., 2016) 

 

Table 3-43 Florida-Specific SPFs for Ramps (Alluri et al., 2016) 
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3.3.1.4 Safety Performance Functions and Crash Modification Factors Used in the SHRP2 

C11 Post-Processor Tool  

The SHRP2 C11 post-processor tool was developed by Cambridge Systematics, Inc. (2016) to 

produce travel time reliability measures and safety measures for future years. This tool was 

produced as part of an effort funded by a grant awarded to FDOT for the reliability data and 

analysis tools proof of concept pilot study under the fourth round of the SHRP2 implementation 

assistance program in November 2014. The SPF functions used in this tool was originally 

developed by the University of Central Florida (UCF). Table 3-44 presents the SPFs for highway 

segments, while the equations in Table 3-45 lists the SPFs for intersections. The SHRP2 C11 

tool uses crash modifications factors to consider the impacts of safety improvements. Table 3-46 

shows the values of the crash modification factors used in this tool. These factors were 

determined based on FHWA references and other literature. 

Table 3-44 SPFs Developed by UCF and Used in the C11 Tool for Highway Segments 

(Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2016) 

Highway Type SPF Equation (annual segment crashes) 

2-lane undivided exp[-4.2842 + 0.5933 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 

Multi-lane undivided exp[-2.8471 + 0.5292 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 

Multi-lane divided exp[-6.1612 + 0.8374 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 

4-lane freeway exp[-11.9299 + 1.3092 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 

6-lane-freeway exp[-7.9867 + 0.9627 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 

8+lane freeway exp[-9.4829 + 1.1258 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 

Table 3-45 SPFs Developed by UCF and Used in the C11 Tool for Intersections (Cambridge 

Systematics, Inc., 2016) 

Intersection Type SPF Equation (annual intersection crashes) 

Signalized NO_SIGNALS * exp[-10.3764 + 0.8138 * ln(MEAN_AADT) +  

0.2606 * ln(MEAN_AADT/2)] 

Other types OTHER_INTERSECTION_COUNT * exp[-8.3872 +  0.5690 *  

ln(MEAN_AADT) +  0.2189 * ln(MEAN_AADT/2)] 

Where: 

OTHER_INTERSECTION_COUNT = NO_LINKS/2 –  

NO_SIGNALS 

Table 3-46 Crash Modifications for Safety Improvements (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 

2016) 

Improvement Type CMF 
Relevant Crash Types for Applying 

CMFs 

Bike lanes 0.99 Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 

Delineation 0.97 Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 

Lighting 0.93 Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 

Stop conversion to roundabout 0.65 Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 

Parking prohibition 0.90 Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 

Pedestrian crosswalks 0.96 Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 
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Improvement Type CMF 
Relevant Crash Types for Applying 

CMFs 

Pedestrian crosswalks + beacons 0.94 Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 

Add raised median  0.70 Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 

Road diet 0.80 Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 

Add turn lanes 0.75 Signal 

Complete Streets 0.50 Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 

Ramp Metering 0.80 Segment  

Dynamic Ramp Metering 0.80 Segment  

Dynamic message signs 
 

Segment  

Variable Speed Limits 0.85 Segment  

Incident Management (FSP, CCTV, 

detection) 

0.04 Segment 

Convert TWLTL to raised median 0.53 Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 

3.3.2 Travel Time 

3.3.2.1 Traffic Flow Models 

A number of traffic flow models (TFMs) have been used in the planning studies to estimate 

travel time based on demand and capacity. Below is a description of the most commonly used 

TFMs. 

Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) Curve 

The BPR curve has been widely used in travel demand models to calculate link travel time. 

Equation 3-12 shows the expression of the BPR curve. 

𝒕𝒊 = 𝒕𝟎 [𝟏 + 𝜶(
𝒗

𝒄
)
𝜷

]                                                             (3-12) 

where ti is congested travel time and t0 is free-flow travel time for link i. v refers to traffic 

volume on link i and c is link capacity.  and  are the BPR coefficient and the BPR exponential 

coefficient, respectively, whose values vary with the function class of links and are usually 

calibrated for local conditions. 

Akcelik Equation 

The expression for Akcelik equation is shown in Equation 3-13. 
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𝒕𝒊 = 𝒕𝟎 [
𝟏

𝒗𝟎
+ (𝒈𝒑𝒃 × 𝒈𝑻 × ((

𝒗

𝒄
+ 𝒈𝑨𝒌𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒌𝑶𝒇𝒇𝒔𝒆𝒕 − 𝟏) +

                                   √(
𝒗

𝒄
+ 𝒈𝑨𝒌𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒌𝑶𝒇𝒇𝒔𝒆𝒕 − 𝟏)

𝟐

+ (𝒈𝒑𝒂 × 𝒈𝑷 × (
𝒗

𝒄
+𝒈𝑨𝒌𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒌𝑶𝒇𝒇𝒔𝒆𝒕

𝒄×𝒈𝑻
))))] /(

𝟏

𝒗𝟎
)  

(3-13) 

where v0 is free-flow speed in mph. gpb and gpa are facility specific parameters. gT is the length of 

the time period in hours. gAkcelikOffset is an Akcelik offset parameter, which contributes to the 

shape of the volume delay curve by shifting the base of the curve from a travel time ratio of 1.0. 

Akcelik equation has been used in the Express Lanes Time of Day (ELToD) model, a tool 

developed by the Florida Turnpike Enterprise (2012) to evaluate a tolled corridor at a sketch 

planning level. 

Modified Greenshields Model 

Modified Greenshields model has been applied in a number of Dynamic Traffic Assignment 

(DTA) simulation tools including DynaSmart and DynusT. A single-regime modified 

Greenshields model is used for arterials, which is express as follows. 

                                                     𝒔 − 𝒔𝟎 = (𝒗𝒇 − 𝒔𝟎 )(𝟏 −
𝒌

𝒌𝒋
)𝜶                                 (3-14) 

where s is the speed. k symbolized the density and kj is the jam density. s0 represents the 

minimum speed, vf denotes the speed-intercept, and  is a coefficient in this model. For 

freeways, a dual-regime modified Greenshields model is used in DTA tools. The expression for 

the dual-regime modified Greenshields model is listed below: 

𝒔 = 𝒔𝒇               𝟎 ≤ 𝒌 ≤ 𝒌𝒃𝒑 

𝒔 − 𝒔𝟎 = (𝒗𝒇 − 𝒔𝟎 )(𝟏 −
𝒌

𝒌𝒋
)𝜶   𝒌 > 𝒌𝒃𝒑 

                                            (3-15) 

where kbp is the density at the breakpoint for two modeling regimes, and sf is the free-flow speed.  

The other variables are as defined above.  The speed given by the modified Greenshields model 

can be converted into travel time by using the segment length divided by the calculated speed. 

A Piecewise Modified Davison Volume-Delay Function 

A piecewise modified Daidson volume-delay function has been developed by Moses et al. (2013) 

in a study of SR 9/I-95 in Pompano Beach, Florida. This function was further used in the SHRP2 

C11 post-processor tools (Cambridge Systematics, 2016). Equation 3-16 shows this volume-

delay function. 
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𝑺 =  

{
 
 

 
 

𝑺𝟎

𝟏+
𝑱𝑫(

𝑽
𝑪
)

𝟏−
𝑽
𝑪

                                             𝒇𝒐𝒓 
𝑽

𝑪
≤ 𝝁

𝑺𝟎

𝟏+
𝑱𝑫×𝝁

𝟏−𝝁
+
𝑱𝑫(

𝑽
𝑪
−𝝁)

(𝟏−𝝁)𝟐

                               𝒇𝒐𝒓 
𝑽

𝑪
> 𝝁

                                  (3-16) 

where s is speed and s0 is free-flow speed. JD is a delay parameter. µ is saturation threshold 

parameter. 

3.3.2.2 Highway Capacity Manual Computational Engine 

Procedures have been included in the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) to calculate the time-

dependent traffic conditions along freeway facilities and arterial streets. The corresponding 

computational engines are called FREEVAL (for freeways) and STREETVAL (for urban 

streets), respectively, in addition to the commercially available Highway Capacity software 

(HCS). In freeway facility analysis, a freeway facility is divided into four types of segments, 

including basic, merge, diverge, and weaving segments. When traffic is under congestion, 

segments are analyzed independently. Depending on segment type, the corresponding HCM 

procedure is applied to calculate segment speed. When traffic is oversaturated, freeway facility is 

analyzed as a node-link system and a cell transmission model is utilized to track queue 

formulation and dissipation over multiple time periods and segments. The output performance 

measures include travel time, speed, delay, queue length, VMT, VHT, and LOS for each 

individual segment. 

In urban streets analysis, urban street facilities are coded as segments with boundary nodes that 

represent signalized or unsignalized intersections. The automobile mode performance of 

segments is determined by first analyzing the segment running time and through movement 

delay based on control type and segment free-flow speed, and then calculating the segment travel 

speed, stop rate, and level of service. The level of service of a signalized intersection is 

determined by control delay, which is a function of adjusted saturation flow and percentage of 

vehicles arriving on green. The travel time along a segment can be derived from segment travel 

speed. 

3.3.2.3 Macro-, Meso-, and Microsimulation Models 

Macro-, meso-, and micro-level simulation models can be applied to obtain travel time along a 

segment or a route. However, these models vary in terms of the details of network and driving 

behaviors. Macroscopic models (for example, regional travel demand models) consider vehicles 

as a whole and utilize traffic flow model to determine the traffic condition on a link or section. 

Microscopic simulation provides a detailed modeling of road network. Individual vehicle 

movements are governed by car-following, lane changing, and gap acceptance behaviors. 

However, microscopic modeling requires significantly more efforts to calibrate. Examples of 

microscopic models are VISSIM, CORSIM, PARAMICS, AIMSUN, and TransModeler. 

Mesoscopic simulation models are in between macroscopic and microscopic simulations. In 

mesoscopic model, vehicles are modelled either individually or as packets of a small number of 

vehicles. However, the movements of vehicles or packets of vehicles are determined by the 
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macroscopic traffic flow models. The queuing and queue spillback are usually captured by 

considering the constraints of capacity and link storage.  Compared to microscopic simulation, 

mescopic simulation requires less effort to calibrate and has a faster running time. Examples of 

mesoscopic simulations are Dynasmart, DynusT, Direct, Cube Avenue, AIMSUN, VISSIM 

meso, and Dynameq. 

3.3.3 Travel Time Reliability 

3.3.3.1 SHRP 2 L02 Method 

The SHRP2 L02 project provides a data-based travel time reliability estimation method (Institute 

for Transportation Research and Education et al., 2012). This method consists of three modules, 

that is, a data manager, a computational engine, and a report generator. The data manager 

assembles data from traffic sensors, weather data feeds, and incident reporting systems, and 

organizes them in a database. The computational engine classifies traffic into different regimes 

based on demand, incident, and weather. The probability density function (PDF) and cumulative 

density function (CDF) distributions of travel time rate for each regime are calculated from the 

collected and cleaned data. These two distributions allow the visualization and comparison of 

travel time reliability under various traffic conditions as well as the identification of contributing 

factors to unreliability. The report generator presents results based on user requests. 

3.3.3.2 Highway Capacity Manual Computational Engine 

FREEVAL-RL, STREETVAL-RL, and HCS reliability procedures apply modeling methods 

developed to estimate travel time reliability for freeway facilities and urban street facilities, as 

part of the SHRP 2 Reliability L08 project.   These tools have a scenario generator, which takes 

the input of demand, weather, incident, and work zone data, and generates a set of scenarios that 

represent different traffic conditions that are expected to occur within one year along the study 

facility. The impacts of incident, weather, and work zone events on capacity and speed are 

adjusted by using adjustment factors recommended by HCM. The conventional HCM 

computational engine for freeway or urban street facility is then utilized to calculate the travel 

time for each scenario. The measures of travel time reliability, including standard statistical 

measures (e.g., standard deviation, kurtosis), percentile-based measures (e.g., 80th and 95th 

percentile travel time, buffer index), on-time measures (e.g., percent of trips completed within a 

travel time threshold), and failure measures (e.g., percent of trips that exceed a travel time 

threshold), are calculated from the resulted distribution of travel time.  

3.3.3.3 SHRP2 L07 Method 

The SHRP2 L07 project developed a sketch planning-level tool for assessing the impacts of 

highway design treatments on travel time reliability (Potts et al., 2014). The method used in the 

L07 project was originally developed in the SHRP2 L03 project and updated in the L07 project 

to account for the effects of snow and ice. Equation 3-17 presents the general functional form 

developed in the SHRP2 L03. 

                            𝑻𝑻𝑰𝒏% = 𝒆(𝒋𝒏𝑳𝑯𝑳+𝒌𝒏𝒅𝒄𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕+𝒍𝒏𝑹𝟎.𝟎𝟓")                                            (3-17) 
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where TTIn% is nth percentile travel time index. Depending on the coefficients used in Equation 

4-8, different percentile of travel time index can be estimated. LHL is the lane hour lost due to 

incidents and work zone. This value is calculated as the average number of lanes blocked per 

incident or work zone multiplied by the average duration of incident or work zone and the total 

number of incidents/work zones within the study time period and study time slice. dccrit 

represents the critical demand-to-capacity ratio. Two methods were recommended to calculate 

demand. In the first method, when there is no congestion, the 30th-highest volume count during 

one-year weekdays is used as the demand. However, as traffic detectors measure volume counts 

instead of demand during the congested periods, a demand has to be either estimated by using a 

cumulative volume-based method proposed by the L03 project or by adding a field-observed 

number of vehicles in queue for congested periods. When there is only a single-day or multiple-

day collection of volume counts, these limited volume counts are converted to the counts in the 

peak month using a seasonal factor and a weekday adjustment factor. 

Table 3-47 Coefficients Used in SHRP2 L03 Project (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2016) 

N (percentile) 𝒋𝒏 𝒌𝒏 𝒍𝒏 

10 0.07643 0.00405 0.00000 

50 0.29097 0.01380 0.00000 

80 0.52013 0.01544 0.00000 

95 0.63071 0.01219 0.04744 

99 1.13062 0.01242 0.00000 

Mean 0.27886 0.01089 0.02935 

The parameter R 0.05” in Equation 3-17 is the hours of rainfall with a precipitation greater than 

0.05 inch during the time slice and study period. The remaining variables in Equation 3-17 are 

regression coefficients, whose values are listed in Table 3-47.  

A study by Jia et al. (2014) found that the TTI produced by the above equations are more 

sensitive to the number of incidents and incident duration than other factors such as demand and 

weather. The predicted TTI value using Equation 3-17 also has a large difference from that 

calculated based on real-world data. Therefore, a similar regression procedure was utilized by Jia 

et al. (2014) to derive expressions for travel time indices based on data for I-95 in Miami, FL. 

Equation 3-18 shows the final expressions and the parameters in this equation are listed in Table 

3-48. 

 𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑛% = 𝑒𝑏1∗𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡+𝑏2∗𝐿𝐻𝐿+𝑏3∗𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛+𝑏4∗𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ+𝑏5 + 𝑏6                            (3-18) 

Table 3-48 Coefficients Developed by Jia et al. (2014) 

Percentile R-square 𝐛𝟏 𝐛𝟐 𝐛𝟑 𝐛𝟒 𝐛𝟓 𝐛𝟔 

10 0.581 0.500 0.000 0.013 -0.075 -1.555 0.749 

50 0.864 17.445 0.000 0.000 -2.457 -15.568 1.071 

80 0.825 14.865 0.000 0.000 -0.658 -13.912 1.072 

95 0.827 10.477 0.029 0.000 -0.832 -9.139 1.105 

99 0.814 5.481 0.049 0.000 -0.894 -3.758 1.105 

Mean 0.884 14.020 0.000 0.000 -0.619 -13.470 1.058 
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3.3.3.4 SHRP2 C11 Method 

The SHRP2 C11 post-processor was developed to provide the capability to estimate the impacts 

of different strategies on travel time reliability and crashes (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2016), 

as mentioned earlier. In this post-processor, travel time reliability measures are calculated as a 

function of the mean travel time index, as shown below. 

For freeways, 

𝑇𝑇𝐼50 =   {10.4910 − 9.5867 ×  𝑒(−0.0142 × 𝑋2.2367)   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋 >  1.07
0.963𝑋 +  0.037                                               𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

}            (3-19) 

𝑇𝑇𝐼80 =   {7.3567 − 6.9965 ×  𝑒(−0.0910 × 𝑋2.0185)   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋 >  1.03
1.0                                                                      𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

}              (3-20) 

𝑇𝑇𝐼95 =   {11.7933 − 16.2178 ×  𝑒(−0.3855 × 𝑋1.0336)   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋 >  1.08
1.3737𝑋 − 0.3737                                              𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

}          (3-21) 

where X is mean travel time index. TTI50, TTI80, and TTI95 are the 50th, 80th, and 95th travel time 

index, respectively. 

For arterials, 

𝑇𝑇𝐼50 =   {
0.9333 ×101.7049+12.887 ×𝑋2.403

101.7049+ 𝑋2.403
                   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋 <  1.07

𝑋                                                                     𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
}      (3-22) 

𝑇𝑇𝐼80 =   
0.7266×26.26+9.6702 ×𝑋2.5698

26.26+ 𝑋2.5698
                                                          (3-23) 

𝑇𝑇𝐼95 =   21.1669 ×  𝑒−
2.9506

𝑋                                                                    (3-24) 

Equations 3-19 to 3-24 were obtained by using regression analysis for the freeways and arterials 

in a number of counties in Florida based on the National Performance Management Research 

Data Set (NPMRDS) for years 2014 and 2015. 

The expression for the calculation of the mean travel time index is given in Equation 3-25. 

𝑋 =   1 + (𝐹𝐹𝑆 ∗  (𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 +  𝐷𝑢))                         (3-25) 

where FFS is free-flow speed. RecurringDelayRate is the recurring delay rate in hours per 

vehicle-mile, which is estimated as follows. 

RecurringDelayRate  =  (1/Speed) – (1/FFS)                                         (3-26) 

where Speed is the calculated link or segment speed based on the piecewise modified Davison 

equation. 
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Du is base nonrecurrent delay rate due to incidents. The following regression equations are 

applied to calculate Du. 

𝐷𝑢 =  −
0.0111

1 −1471 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−6.8498 ∗
𝑣

𝑐
)
 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑠 ≤ 2               (4-20) 

𝐷𝑢 = −
0.0085

1 −1872 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−7.1381 ∗
𝑣

𝑐
)
  𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑠 = 3                (4-21) 

𝐷𝑢 =  −
0.0068

1 −1827 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−7.1090 ∗
𝑣

𝑐
)
 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑠 ≥ 4               (4-22) 

The implementation of an incident management strategy may reduce incident rate or duration, 

which results in a lower incident delay. The new incident delay rate Da is calculated as follows. 

 𝐷𝑎 = 𝐷𝑢 × (1 − 𝑅𝑓) × (1 − 𝑅𝑑)                                              (4-23) 

where Rf and Rd are the reductions in incident frequency and incident duration in fractions, 

respectively. 

3.3.4 Energy Consumption and Emissions 

3.3.4.1  MOVES 

The Motor Vehicle Emission Simulator (MOVES) is an emission estimation tool released by the 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The MOVES model can estimate emissions at three 

different scales: national, county, and project levels (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 

2015). The national and county scales are usually used for a large or medium area while the 

project scale analysis is targeted for small to medium network. The project level is the finest 

level of vehicle emission estimation in MOVES.  It includes three different estimation methods: 

the average speed approach, the drive schedule approach, and the operating mode distribution 

approach. The average speed approach is the simplest methods of the three approaches. It 

estimates emissions based on average speed and vehicle mile travelled by vehicle type. This 

approach can be integrated with various levels of modelling tools to estimate emission by using 

the link-based performance measures exported from these models as input. The drive schedule 

method estimates emissions based on second-by-second speed profiles of vehicles. However, this 

method only allows the input of one representative speed profile from traffic models. The 

operating mode distribution approach is a detailed emission estimation approach that requires the 

input of the distribution of each operating mode. Operating modes are defined based on Vehicle-

Specific Power (VSP), vehicle speed, and vehicle acceleration. These information can be 

generated from mesoscopic or microscopic simulation outputs.   

3.3.4.2 MOVES Lite 

As MOVES is a computational intensive emission estimation model requiring a large number of 

data input, Liu and Frey (2013) developed a simplified and light version of MOVES called 

MOVES Lite. In MOVES Lite, input parameters, such as temperature, humidity, air conditioning 
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load, fuel properties, and so on, are considered to be constant as modeling and simulation 

scenarios usually represent a short period of time on a typical day. Such an assumption greatly 

reduces the computation effort required by the full version of MOVES and leads to a simplified 

estimation of cycle average emission rates for different operating modes. MOVES Lite has been 

implemented in the dynamic traffic assignment tool, DTALite. Figure 3-14 illustrates the vehicle 

emission rates used in DTALite. 

 
Figure 3-14 Snapshot of Vehicle Emission Rates Used in DTALite 

3.4 Summary 

This section provides a summary of performance measures that have been reviewed in this 

document. Tables 3-49 to 3-55 summarize these performance measures based on the categories 

of mobility, reliability, safety and security, fuel consumption and environment, system 

preservation, freight, and livability and sustainability, which correspond to the seven focus areas 

of MAP-21. Note that a large number of performance measures listed in these tables are reported 

by the State and MPOs, however, no detailed calculation methods or data sources are explained. 

When available, the methods used in the calculation of the measures are reported.  
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Table 3-49 Summary of Mobility Performance Measures 

Performance 

Measures 

Source(s) Identified the 

Measure 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Annual hours of 

peak hour 

excessive delay 

(PHED) per 

capita   

• National (MAP-21) System • The excess delay is calculated as the 

difference between travel time and a 

travel time threshold defined using a 

value of 20 mph or 60% of the post speed 

limit as speed threshold. 

• The excessive delay for vehicles is then 

converted to personal excess delay by 

multiplying by the average vehicle 

occupancy. 

• The accumulated excessive delay over all 

segments and time periods is divided by 

total population to generate PHED per 

capita. 

• The data sources are National 

Performance Management Research Data 

Set (NPMRDS) or equivalent data set 

• Demand model/sketch 

planning 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Percent of non-

SOV travel 
• National (MAP-21) 

• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

Both • Method A: 100% minus percentage of 

SOV including cars, trucks, or vans 

• Method B: local survey 

• Method C: annual volume of person 

travel other than driving alone divided by 

the total number of persons 

• The data source is survey. 

• Demand model 

Percent of 

commute by SOV 
• MPO (Broward MPO 

PMP)  

Both NA • Demand model 

Percent of person 

trips by SOV 
• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando LRTP) 

Both NA • Demand model 

Number of 

registered 

carpools or 

vanpools 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando CMP) 

System NA • Demand model 
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Performance 

Measures 

Source(s) Identified the 

Measure 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

VMT-demand • National (FHWA 

ATDM Guide) 

System • The sum of the products of the vehicle 

trips in the input origin-destination (OD) 

table by the length of the shortest path 

between each OD 

• Demand model 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

VMT-served • National (MAP-21 and 

FHWA ATDM Guide) 

• State (FTP and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP, Palm 

Beach MPO LRTP, 

MetroPlan Orlando 

CMP, North Florida 

TPO LRTP, and North 

Florida TPO Cost 

Feasible Plan MOE) 

Both • The sum of the product of the total link 

volumes and link length for the time 

period of interest 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Vehicle miles 

traveled per 

capita 

• State (FTP) 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando LRTP) 

System • The sum of the product of the total link 

volumes and link length for the time 

period of interest divided by total 

population 

• Demand model 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

Average VMT 

per dwelling 
• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando LRTP) 

System • The sum of the product of the total link 

volumes and link length for the time 

period of interest divided by total number 

of houses 

• Demand model 

Person-miles 

traveled 
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book)  

• MPO (North Florida 

TPO LRTP, and North 

Florida TPO Cost 

Feasible Plan MOE) 

Both • Person miles traveled is determined by 

using vehicle traffic volume, segment 

length, and average vehicle occupancy for 

highway motor vehicles 

• Demand model 
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Performance 

Measures 

Source(s) Identified the 

Measure 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Vehicles per lane 

mile 
• State/MPO Both • The total number of vehicles divided by 

length 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Vehicle-hours 

traveled 
• National (FHWA 

ATDM Guide) 

Both • The sum of the product of the total link 

volumes and the average link travel times. 

The delay to vehicle that cannot enter the 

network due to traffic control such as 

ramp metering is added to the above VHT 

and included in the VHT total 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Vehicle-hours 

delay 
• National  (FHWA 

ATDM Guide) 

• State (FTP and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP,  and North 

Florida TPO Cost 

Feasible Plan*) 

Both • The difference between the VHT total 

and the VHT if all links are traversed at 

free-flow speed (FHWA ATDM Guide) 

• Delay is the product of directional hourly 

volume and the difference between travel 

time at “threshold” speeds and travel time 

at the average speed. The thresholds are 

based on LOS B as defined by FDOT 

(FDOT Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure Source Book) 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Person hours of 

delay 
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP and 

MetroPlan Orlando ITS 

Master Plan) 

Both • Person hours of delay is calculated as the 

product of directional hourly volume, 

average vehicle occupancy and the 

difference between travel time at 

“threshold” speeds and travel time at the 

average speed. The thresholds are based 

on LOS B as defined by FDOT 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Total daily hours 

of delay (vehicle 

hours) 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model 
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Performance 

Measures 

Source(s) Identified the 

Measure 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Delay per capita • MPO (Broward MPO 

PMP and MetroPlan 

Orlando LRTP and ITS 

Master Plan) 

System NA • Demand model 

Average  vehicle 

delay 
• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO System Report,  

and North Florida TPO 

LRTP) 

Both NA • Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Delay reduction 

per mile of 

improvement 

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO TIP) 

Both • The summation of delay divided by the 

total number of miles of improvement 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Average speed • National  (FHWA 

ATDM Guide) 

• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando ITS Master 

Plan, Hillsborough 

MPO System Report, 

North Florida TPO 

LRTP, and North 

Florida TPO Cost 

Feasible Plan MOE) 

Both • The sum of the VMT-served for all the 

scenarios divided by the sum of VHT for 

all the scenarios including vehicle entry 

delay (FHWA ATDM Guide) 

• Travel speeds are attained form a private 

vendor. Speeds are provided in 15-minute 

increments and gathered from fleet 

vehicles, Bluetooth signals, and 

navigational devices (FDOT Multimodal 

Mobility Performance Measure Source 

Book) 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Peak-hour travel 

speed 
• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando CMP) 

Corridor • Average speed during peak hour • Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 
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Performance 

Measures 

Source(s) Identified the 

Measure 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Average speed 

during congested 

times for 

freeways 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando LRTP) 

Corridor • Average speed when speed is less than a 

given threshold for freeways 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Average speed 

during congested 

times for arterials 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando LRTP) 

Corridor • Average speed when speed is less than a 

given threshold for arterials 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Average speed 

during congested 

times for 

roadways other 

than freeway and 

arterials 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando LRTP) 

Corridor • Average speed when speed is less than a 

given threshold for roadways other than 

freeway and arterials 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Average speed 

during congested 

times 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando LRTP) 

Corridor • Average speed when speed is less than a 

given threshold  

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Average travel 

time 
• State (FDOT TSM&O 

Toolbox) 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP, Broward 

MPO LRTP, and 

MetroPlan Orlando ITS 

Master Plan) 

Corridor • Average travel time  • Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Average Home 

Base Work travel 

time 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP) 

System • Average travel time for home-based work 

trip  

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 
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Performance 

Measures 

Source(s) Identified the 

Measure 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Vehicle-hours 

delay/vehicle-trip 
• National (FHWA 

ATDM Guide) 

System • The summation of vehicle-hours delay 

over all scenarios divided by the sum of 

the number of vehicles trips in the OD 

tables for all the scenarios 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Total hours of 

delay on highway 

facilities with 

transit service 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP) 

System • The product of volumes and the 

difference between travel and free-flow 

travel time for highway facilities with 

transit service 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Hours heavily 

congested 
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System • The vehicle hours heavily congested is 

the total number of hours during which a 

segment operates at LOS E and F, 

weighted by lane-miles 

• Demand model 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

Total hours of 

delay on highway 

facilities 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP) 

System Sensor data or third part data • Demand model 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

Delay on rural 

facilities 
• MPO (North Florida 

TPO Cost Feasible Plan 

MOE) 

System Sensor data or third party vendor • Demand model 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

Number of 511 

calls 
• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando ITS Master 

Plan) 

Both • 511 data NA 

Number of 

www511 visits 
• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando ITS Master 

Plan) 

Both • 511 data NA 

Person trips • MPO (North Florida 

TPO LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

Average trip time • MPO (North Florida 

TPO LRTP Cost 

Feasible Plan MOE) 

System May be estimated based on sensor data • Demand model 

• Mesoscopic simulation 
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Performance 

Measures 

Source(s) Identified the 

Measure 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Level of service • State (FTP) 

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO ITS Master Plan 

and Level of Service 

Report) 

Corridor • Calculation based on highway capacity 

manual LOS definitions 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Level of service 

on rural facilities 
• MPO (North Florida 

TPO LRTP) 

Corridor • Calculation based on highway capacity 

manual LOS definitions 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

% travel meeting 

LOS criteria  
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book ) 

Both • Summing the VMT on roadways 

operating acceptably and then diving by 

the total system VMT.  

• The term “acceptabley” is defined as LOS 

D (two-hour peak) for the urbanized areas 

of the 7 largest MPOs, LOS D (one-hour 

peak) for other urbanized areas, and LOS 

C (one-hour peak) everywhere else. 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

% system heavily 

congested 
• MPO (North Florida 

TPO LRTP and Cost 

Feasible Plan) 

System Sensor data or third party vendor • Demand model 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

Percent miles 

severely 

congested 

• State (FTP and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando CMP and ITS 

Master Plan) 

System • The percentage of miles heavily 

congested is determined by summing the 

miles of roadway operating at LOS E and 

F in the peak hour/peak period and then 

dividing by the total highway miles 

• Demand model 

• Mesoscopic simulation 
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Performance 

Measures 

Source(s) Identified the 

Measure 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

% travel heavily 

congested 
• State (FTP and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

• MPO (North Florida 

TPO LRTP and Cost 

Feasible Plan MOE) 

System • The percentage of travel heavily 

congested is determined by summing the 

VMT on roadways operating at LOS E 

and F and then dividing it by the total 

system VMT 

• Demand model 

Vehicles per lane 

mile 
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

• MPO (North Florida 

TPO LRTP and Cost 

Feasible Plan MOE) 

Both • The vehicles on a road segment divided 

by the number of lane miles on that 

segment 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Duration of 

congestion 
• MPO (North Florida 

TPO LRTP and North 

Florida TPO Cost 

Feasible Plan MOE) 

Both Sensor data or third party vendor • Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Number of 

thoroughfare 

intersections with 

critical sum>1400 

• MPO (Palm Beach 

MPO LRTP) 

Both Sensor data or third party vendor • Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Average incident 

duration per lane 

blocking incident 

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO ITS Master Plan) 

Both • Average of incident duration for lane 

blocking incident 

NA 

Number of 

incidents by type 
• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO ITS Master Plan) 

Both • Incident data NA 
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Performance 

Measures 

Source(s) Identified the 

Measure 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Peak period v/c 

ratio 
• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO TIP) 

Corridor • The ratio of volume to capacity for peak 

period 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Vehicle hours 

traveled per 

capita 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando LRTP) 

System • The sum of the product of the total link 

volumes and link travel time for the time 

period of interest divided by total 

population 

• Demand model 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

Percent of vehicle 

travel in generally 

acceptable 

operating 

conditions during 

peak hour 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando CMP and ITS 

Master Plan) 

System Sensor data • Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Person 

throughput 
• State (FDOT TSM&O 

Strategic Plan and 

FDOT TSM&O 

Toolbox) 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando ITS Master 

Plan) 

Both NA • Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

• Microscopic simulation 

Increase in 

vehicle 

occupancy rate 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando ITS Master 

Plan) 

Both NA NA 

Transit travel 

time 
• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP and Palm 

Beach MPO) 

Both • Transit travel time data • Demand model 

Transit travel 

time for key 

travel markets 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP) 

Both • Transit travel time data • Demand model 

Notes: 

*NA: not available  **MOE: measure of effectiveness 
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Table 3-50 Summary of Reliability Performance Measures 

Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

% of reliable 

person-miles 

traveled on the 

interstate 

• National (MAP-21) 

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO System Report) 

Both • The level of travel time reliability (LOTTR) 

is calculated as the 80th percentile travel 

time divided by the normal travel time (i.e. 

50th percentile travel time) 

• The travel time reliability measure is 

calculated as the ratio of segments with 

LOTTR is less than 1.5 for all four time 

periods to the all segments in terms of 

multiplications of segment length, segment 

volume, and average occupancy 

• The data sources are NPMRDS or 

equivalent data set 

• SHRP 2 L03, L07, 

C11 products 

• HCM-based 

reliability analysis 

procedure (SHRP 2 

L08-based) 

• Simulation-based 

SHRP 2 L04 

% of reliable 

person-miles 

traveled on the 

non-interstate 

NHS 

• National (MAP-21) Both • The level of travel time reliability (LOTTR) 

is calculated as the 80th percentile travel 

time divided by the normal travel time (i.e. 

50th percentile travel time) 

• The travel time reliability measure is 

calculated as the ratio of segments with 

LOTTR is less than 1.5 for all four time 

periods to the all segments in terms of 

multiplications of segment length, segment 

volume, and average occupancy 

• The data sources are NPMRDS or 

equivalent data set 

• SHRP 2 L03, L07, 

C11 products 

• HCM-based 

reliability analysis 

procedure (SHRP 2 

L08-based) 

• Simulation-based 

SHRP 2 L04 

80th percentile 

travel time index 
• National  (FHWA 

ATDM Guide) 

Corridor • 80th percentile travel time divided by free-

flow travel time 

• As in the above  
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Planning time 

index (PTI) (95% 

Travel Time 

Index) 

• National  (FHWA 

ATDM Guide) 

• State (FDOT TSM&O 

Strategic Plan) 

• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book ) 

Corridor • 95th percentile travel time divided by free-

flow travel time 

• As in the above  

Mean travel time 

index 
• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO LRTP) 

Corridor • Mean travel time/free flow travel time • HCM-based 

reliability analysis 

procedure  

• Demand model 

• Mesoscopic 

simulation 

• Microscopic 

simulation 

Buffer index • MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO ITS Master Plan) 

Corridor • The difference between the 95th percentile 

travel time and the average travel time, 

normalized by the average travel time 

• HCM-based 

reliability analysis 

procedure  

On-time arrival • State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book ) 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP) 

Corridor • For the urbanized areas of the 7 largest 

MPOs, on-time arrival is defined as the 

percentage of freeway trips traveling at least 

45 mph.  

• For all others, on-time arrival is defined as 

the percentage of freeway trips traveling at 

greater than or equal to 5 mph below the 

posted speed limit. 

• HCM-based 

reliability analysis 

procedure  
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Travel time 

reliability 
• State (FTP and FDOT 

TSM&O Strategic Plan 

and FDOT Multimodal 

Mobility Performance 

Measure Source Book) 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando CMP and ITS 

Master Plan,  

Hillsborough MPO 

LRTP, TIP, and System 

Report, and North 

Florida TPO LRTP and 

Cost Feasible Plan 

MOE) 

Corridor NA • SHRP 2 L03, L07, 

C11 products 

• HCM-based 

reliability analysis 

procedure (SHRP 2 

L08-based) 

• Simulation-based 

SHRP 2 L04 

Percentage of 

interstate and 

freeways 

providing for peak 

hour reliable 

travel times 

• MPO (FDOT/MPO 

Pilot) 

System NA • SHRP 2 L03, L07, 

C11 products 

• HCM-based 

reliability analysis 

procedure (SHRP 2 

L08-based) 

• Simulation-based 

SHRP 2 L04 

Notes: 

*NA: not available  **MOE: measure of effectiveness. 
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Table 3-51 Summary of Safety and Security Performance Measures 

Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Number of 

fatalities 
• National (MAP-21) 

• MPO (FDOT/MPO 

Pilot, Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP, MetroPlan 

Orlando CMP and ITS 

Master Plan, 

Hillsborough MPO 

LRTP, TIP, and System 

Report, and North 

Florida TPO Strategic 

Safety Plan and Cost 

Feasible Plan MOE) 

Both • 5-year rolling average (The data sources are 

Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System 

(FARS) data and FARS Annual Report File 

(ARF)) 

• Safety performance 

function 

• Lookup table used in 

FITSEVAL 

Number of 

serious injuries 
• National (MAP-21) 

• MPO (FDOT/MPO 

Pilot, Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP, MetroPlan 

Orlando CMP and ITS 

Master Plan, 

Hillsborough MPO 

LRTP, TIP, and System 

Report, and North 

Florida TPO Strategic 

Safety Plan) 

Both • 5-year rolling average (The data sources are 

Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System 

(FARS) data and FARS Annual Report File 

(ARF)) 

• Safety performance 

function 

• Lookup table used in 

FITSEVAL 

Rate of fatalities 

per 100 million 

VMT 

• National (MAP-21) 

• State (FTP) 

• MPO (FDOT/MPO 

Pilot, Broward MPO 

PMP, and Hillsborough 

MPO LRTP, TIP, and 

System Report) 

Both • Average of 5-year fatality rate (The data 

sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting 

System (FARS) data, FARS Annual Report 

File (ARF), Highway Performance 

Monitoring System (HPMS), and MPO 

VMT) 

• Safety performance 

function 

• Lookup table used in 

FITSEVAL 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Rate of serious 

injuries per 100 

million VMT 

• National (MAP-21) 

• State (FTP) 

• MPO (FDOT/MPO 

Pilot, Broward MPO 

PMP, and Hillsborough 

MPO LRTP and TIP) 

Both • Average of 5-year serious injury rate (The 

data sources are Final Fatality Analysis 

Reporting System (FARS) data, FARS 

Annual Report File (ARF), Highway 

Performance Monitoring System (HPMS), 

and MPO VMT) 

• Safety performance 

function 

• Lookup table used in 

FITSEVAL 

Number of 

combined 

nonmotorized 

fatalities and 

nonmotorized 

serious injuries 

• National (MAP-21) 

• MPO (FDOT/MPO 

Pilot and Hillsborough 

MPO TIP) 

Both • 5-year rolling average (The data sources are 

Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System 

(FARS) data and FARS Annual Report File 

(ARF)) 

NA 

Number of 

fatalities 

involving lane 

departures 

• State (FTP) Both Crash databases Based on review of 

historical proportions 

Number of 

fatalities 

involving 

intersections 

• State (FTP) Both Crash databases Safety performance 

functions 

Number of 

fatalities 

involving work 

zones 

• State (FTP) Both • 5-year rolling average over FARS data Safety performance 

function combined with 

historical proportions 

Number of 

fatalities 

involving 

impaired driving 

• State (FTP) Both Crash databases Safety performance 

function combined with 

historical proportions 

Number of 

fatalities 

involving 

speeding and 

aggressive 

driving 

• State (FTP) Both • 5-year rolling average over FARS data Safety performance 

function combined with 

historical proportions 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Number of 

fatalities 

involving 

distracted driving 

• State (FTP) 

• MPO 

Both • 5-year rolling average over FARS data Safety performance 

function combined with 

historical proportions 

Number of 

fatalities 

involving aging 

road users 

• State (FTP) Both NA Safety performance 

function combined with 

historical proportions 

Number of 

fatalities 

involving teen 

drivers 

• State (FTP) 

• MPO 

Both • 5-year rolling average over FARS data Safety performance 

function combined with 

historical proportions 

Number of 

fatalities 

involving 

pedestrians 

• State (FTP) 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO Bicycle/Pedestrian 

Plan, Broward MPO 

PMP and Hillsborough 

MPO System Report) 

Both • 5-year rolling average over FARS data Safety performance 

function combined with 

historical proportions 

Number of 

fatalities 

involving 

bicyclists 

• State (FTP) 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO Bicycle/Pedestrian 

Plan, Broward MPO 

PMP and Hillsborough 

MPO System Report) 

Both • 5-year rolling average over FARS data Safety performance 

function combined with 

historical proportions 

Number of 

fatalities 

involving 

motorcyclists 

• State (FTP) 

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO System Report) 

Both • 5-year rolling average over FARS data Safety performance 

function combined with 

historical proportions 

Number of 

fatalities 

involving 

commercial 

motor vehicles 

• State (FTP) Both NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Number of 

fatalities 

involving rail 

• State (FTP) Both Crash databases Safety performance 

function combined with 

historical proportions 

Number of 

fatalities 

involving public 

transit 

• State (FTP) Both Crash databases Safety performance 

function combined with 

historical proportions 

Number of 

fatalities 

involving 

aviation 

• State (FTP) Both Crash databases NA 

Safety belt usage • State (FTP) Both • Based on state survey Safety performance 

function combined with 

historical proportions 

Transit injuries • State (FTP) Both NA Safety performance 

function combined with 

historical proportions 

Transit accident 

per 100k miles of 

service 

• MPO (Broward MPO 

PMP) 

Both • The total number of transit-related accidents 

divided by 100,000 miles of service 

Safety performance 

function combined with 

historical proportions 

Transit revenue 

miles between 

safety incidents 

• State (FTP)  Both • Number of total annual revenue miles 

divided by the number of revenue vehicle 

system failures. It is an indicator of the 

average frequency of delays because of a 

problem with the equipment 

• Demand model 

combined with the 

information of transit 

incidents. 

Number of 

crashes 
• State (FDOT TSM&O 

Toolbox) 

• MPO  (Hillsborough 

MPO System Report  

and North Florida TPO 

LRTP and North Florida 

TPO Cost Feasible Plan 

MOE) 

Both Crash databases • Safety performance 

function 

Lookup table used in 

FITSEVAL 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Total crashes per 

centerline 
• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO TIP) 

Both Crash databases As above 

Number of 

crashes per 

centerline 

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO TIP) 

Both Crash databases As above 

Number of 

crashes involving 

heavy vehicles 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando CMP) 

Both Crash databases Based on safety 

performance functions 

and historical 

proportions 

Number of 

accidents 

involving elderly 

drivers 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP) 

Both • 5-year rolling average over FARS data As above 

Crash rate per 

million vehicle 

miles 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando LRTP and ITS 

Master Plan, North 

Florida TPO LRTP, and 

North Florida TPO 

Strategic Safety Plan) 

Both Crash databases Safety performance 

function 

Lookup table used in 

FITSEVAL 

Number of first 

responders who 

have participated 

in Times4Safety 

training or 

National Traffic 

Incident 

Management 

Training 

• MPO (North Florida 

TPO Strategic Safety 

Plan) 

System NA NA 

Vulnerable 

roadway users’ 

fatal crash rate 

• MPO (North Florida 

TPO Strategic Safety 

Plan) 

Both NA NA 

Red light running 

crash rate 
• MPO (North Florida 

TPO Strategic Safety 

Plan) 

Both Crash database NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Red light running • MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando ITS Master 

Plan) 

 Crash database NA 

Impaired driving 

crash rate 
• MPO (North Florida 

TPO Strategic Safety 

Plan) 

Both Crash database Historical data 

Lane departure 

crash rate 
• MPO (North Florida 

TPO Strategic Safety 

Plan) 

Both Crash databases Safety performance 

function combined with 

historical proportions 

Intersection crash 

rate 
• MPO (North Florida 

TPO Strategic Safety 

Plan) 

Both Crash databases Safety performance 

function combined with 

historical proportions 

Pedestrian death 

index 
• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO LRTP) 

System Calculated based on the rate of pedestrian deaths 

relative to the number of people driving to work 

in a given region 

NA 

Number of 

bicycle crashes 
• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO ITS Master Plan 

and MetroPlan Orlando 

ITS Master Plan) 

Both Crash database Historical data 

Number of 

bicycle crashes 

per centerline 

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO TIP) 

Both Crash database Historical data 

Number of 

pedestrian 

crashes 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP, MetroPlan 

Orlando ITS Master 

Plan, and Hillsborough 

MPO ITS Master Plan) 

Both Crash database Historical data 

Number of 

pedestrian 

crashes per 

centerline 

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO TIP) 

Both Crash database Historical data 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Number of bike 

and pedestrian 

serious injuries 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP) 

Both Crash database Historical data 

Number of bike 

and pedestrian 

fatalities 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO Bicycle/Pedestrian 

Plan, and Broward MPO 

LRTP) 

Both Crash database Historical data 

Average response 

time and 

clearance time 

for crashes 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando ITS Master 

Plan) 

Both Crash database Historical data 

Speed limit 

violation 
• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando ITS Master 

Plan) 

Both Crash database Historical data 

Preventable 

transit accidents 

per 100k miles of 

service 

• MPO (Broward MPO) System Crash database Historical data 

Secondary 

crashes 
• State (FDOT TSM&O 

Strategic Plan and 

FDOT TSM&O 

Toolbox) 

Both Crash database Historical data and 

models 
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Table 3-52 Summary of Fuel Consumption and Environmental Performance Measures 

Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Total emission 

reductions 
• National (MAP-21) Both • Calculated as the cumulative 2-year 

and 4-year emissions reductions for 

all projects funded by CMAQ funds 

for each pollutant of NOx, VOCs, 

CO, and particulate matter (PM2.5 

and PM10) with designated 

nonattainment or maintenance areas. 

• The data source is CMAQ Public 

Access System 

• MOVES 

• MOVES Lite 

Emissions of HC • MPO (Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP, and North Florida 

TPO LRTP) 

Both NA • MOVES 

• MOVES Lite 

Emissions of NOx • MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP and Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP) 

Both NA • MOVES 

• MOVES Lite 

Emissions of 

VOCx 
• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP and North Florida TPO 

LRTP) 

Both NA • MOVES 

• MOVES Lite 

Emissions of CO • MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP, Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP, and MetroPlan 

Orlando MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando LRTP) 

Both NA • MOVES 

• MOVES Lite 

Emissions of CO2 • State (FTP) Both • State carbon dioxide emission data • MOVES 

• MOVES Lite 

Emissions of NO • MPO (North Florida TPO 

LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP) 

Both Based on roadside or mobile (on-board 

sensors) 
• MOVES 

• MOVES Lite 

Percentage of fuel 

use from base year 
• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP) 

Both Based on mobile (on-board sensors) • MOVES 

• MOVES Lite 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Fuel consumption 

per capita 
• MPO (Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP, and MetroPlan 

Orlando LRTP and ITS 

Master Plan) 

System Based on mobile (on-board sensors) • MOVES combined 

with demand model 

• MOVES Lite 

combined with 

demand model 

Capita greenhouse 

gas emission from 

mobile sources 

• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

ITS Master Plan) 

System NA • MOVES combined 

with demand model 

• MOVES Lite 

combined with 

demand model 

Tons of ozone 

precursors and CO2 

produced that are 

less than those 

produced in 1990 

• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) Both NA NA 

Recycled pavement • State (FTP) System NA NA 

Alternative fuel 

vehicles 
• State (FTP) Both NA NA 

Miles of noise 

walls 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Designated scenic 

highways 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Roadside 

attractiveness 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Roadside kept litter 

free 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Water quality – 

wetland mitigation 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Wildlife crossings • State (FTP) System NA NA 

Transportation 

alternatives/transpo

rtation 

enhancement 

• State (FTP) System NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Transportation 

disadvantage trips 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Surface coverage of 

transportation 

system on acres of 

wetlands 

• State (FTP) 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 
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Table 3-53 Summary of System Preservation Performance Measures 

Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data Potential Modeling Method 

Pavement Conditions 

% of interstate 

pavements in Good 

condition 

• National (MAP-21) System • Based on the combination of condition 

metrics, International Roughness Index 

(IRI), rutting, faulting, and 

Crasking_Percent, or Present 

Serviceability Rating depending on 

speed limit 

• The data is collected by state DOT 

• Pavement Management 

System (PMS) 

% of interstate 

pavements in Poor 

condition 

• National (MAP-21) System • Based on the combination of condition 

metrics, International Roughness Index 

(IRI), rutting, faulting, and 

Crasking_Percent, or Present 

Serviceability Rating depending on 

speed limit 

• The data is collected by state DOT 

• Pavement Management 

System (PMS) 

% of non-interstate 

NHS pavements in 

Good condition 

• National (MAP-21) System • Based on the combination of condition 

metrics, International Roughness Index 

(IRI), rutting, faulting, and 

Crasking_Percent, or Present 

Serviceability Rating depending on 

speed limit 

• The data is collected by state DOT 

• Pavement Management 

System (PMS) 

% of non-interstate 

NHS pavements in 

Poor condition 

• National (MAP-21) System • Based on the combination of condition 

metrics, International Roughness Index 

(IRI), rutting, faulting, and 

Crasking_Percent, or Present 

Serviceability Rating depending on 

speed limit 

• The data is collected by state DOT 

• Pavement Management 

System (PMS) 

Percent lane miles 

resurfaced 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data Potential Modeling Method 

% of SIS roadway 

in good or better 

condition 

• MPO (North Florida 

TPO LRTP) 

System • The data is from FDOT condition rating 

system 

NA 

% of non-SIS 

roadways in good 

or better condition 

• MPO (North Florida 

TPO LRTP) 

System • The data is from FDOT condition rating 

system 

NA 

Standardized 

pavement condition 

index 

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO System Report) 

System NA NA 

Percentage of 

highway miles 

meeting or 

exceeding 

standards 

• MPO (Broward MPO 

LRTP and PMP) 

System NA NA 

Bridge Conditions 

Percentage of 

bridges in good 

conditions 

• National (MAP-21) 

• MPO (FDOT/MPO 

Pilot and Hillsborough 

MPO System Report) 

System • Calculated from the National Bridge 

Inventory (NBI) Items including 58 – 

Deck, 59 – Superstructure, and 60 – 

Substructure or the NBI Item 62 – 

Culverts 

• The data source is NBI 

• Bridge Management 

software (BrM) (formerly 

Pontis) 

• Deterioration models 

Percentage of 

bridges in poor 

conditions 

• National (MAP-21) 

• MPO (FDOT/MPO 

Pilot and Hillsborough 

MPO System Report) 

System • Calculated from the National Bridge 

Inventory (NBI) Items including 58 – 

Deck, 59 – Superstructure, and 60 – 

Substructure or the NBI Item 62 – 

Culverts 

• The data source is NBI 

• Bridge Management 

software (BrM) (formerly 

Pontis) 

• Deterioration models 

Bridges with 

weight restriction 
• State (FTP) 

• MPO (North Florida 

TPO LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Bridge that needs 

repair 
• State (FTP) 

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO TIP) 

System NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data Potential Modeling Method 

Bridge that needs 

replacement 
• State (FTP) 

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO TIP and North 

Florida TPO LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Total bridge counts • MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO System Report) 

System NA NA 

Percentage of 

highway bridges 

meeting or 

exceeding 

standards 

• MPO (Broward MPO 

PMP) 

System NA NA 

Maintenance 

Roadway 

maintenance 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Roadside 

maintenance 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Traffic service 

maintenance 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Drainage 

maintenance 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Vegetation 

aesthetics 

maintenance 

• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Transit System 

Average fleet age • State 

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO LRTP and 

System Report, and 

North Florida TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Average age of 

transit fleet -bus 
• MPO (Broward MPO 

PMP) 

System NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data Potential Modeling Method 

Average age of 

transit fleet -rail 
• MPO (Broward MPO 

PMP) 

System NA NA 

Transit state of 

good repair 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Percentage of non-

revenue, 

supporting-service 

and maintenance 

vehicles that have 

either met or 

exceeded their 

useful life 

benchmark (ULB) 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO PMP) 

System NA NA 

Percentage of 

revenue vehicles 

with a particular 

asset class that 

have either met or 

exceeded their 

useful life 

benchmark 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO PMP) 

System NA NA 

Percentage of track 

segments with 

performance 

restrictions for rail 

fixed-guideway, 

track, signals, and 

systems 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO PMP) 

System NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data Potential Modeling Method 

Percentage of 

facilities within an 

asset class with a 

rating below 

condition 3 on the 

Transit Economic 

Requirements 

Model (TERM) 

scale 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO PMP) 

System NA NA 

Transit vehicle 

replacement 
• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO TIP) 

System NA NA 

Intelligent Transportation System 

Miles managed by 

ITS 
• State (FTP) 

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO ITS Master 

Plan) 

System NA NA 

Florida 511 touch-

points 
• State (FTP) System • 511 Data NA 

Road rangers 

service assists 
• State (FTP) Both NA • Lookup table for the 

number of road ranger 

service assists per VMT 

State roadway 

clearance times 
• State (FTP) Both NA NA 

Rapid incident 

scene clearance  

(RISC) times 

• State (FTP) Both NA NA 

Incident duration • MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando CMP and ITS 

Master Plan) 

Both NA NA 

Incident response 

and clearance time 
• MPO Both NA NA 

All lanes cleared 

time 
• State (FDOT TSM&O 

Strategic Plan) 

Both NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data Potential Modeling Method 

Percentage of 

traffic signals 

connected to the 

central control 

system by fiber 

optic network 

• MPO (Palm Beach 

MPO) 

System NA NA 

Percentage of 

principal arterials 

covered by closed 

circuit TV cameras 

• MPO (Palm Beach 

MPO LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model 

Percentage of 

traffic signals with 

operable vehicle 

detection 

• MPO (Palm Beach 

MPO LRTP) 

System NA • NA 

Managed lane 

miles 
• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP) 

System • The total number of managed lane 

miles 

• Demand model 

Managed lane 

miles as a 

proportion of total 

lane mile 

improvement 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP) 

System • The total number of managed lane 

miles divided by the total lane miles for 

improvement 

• Demand model combined 

with signal optimization 

tool 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

combined with signal 

optimization tool 

Signal retiming 

cost/benefit 
• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando CMP and ITS 

Master Plan) 

Both NA • Demand model combined 

with signal optimization 

tool 

• Highway capacity manual 

• Mesoscopic simulation 

combined with signal 

optimization tool 

• Microscopic simulation 

combined with signal 

optimization tool 
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Table 3-54 Summary of Freight Performance Measures 

Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Truck travel time 

reliability index 
• National (MAP-21) Both • Truck travel time reliability is defined as 

95th percentile travel time divided by normal 

truck travel time (that is, 50th percentile 

travel time). 

• Truck travel time reliability index is 

maximum of truck travel time reliability for 

four time periods weighted by segment 

length 

• The data sources are NPMRDS or 

equivalent data set 

• SHRP 2 reliability 

procedures  

• Highway capacity 

manual reliability 

procedure 

Percentage of 

reliable trucks 

travels during 

peak hour  

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO System Report) 

Both NA • SHRP 2 reliability 

procedures  

• Highway capacity 

manual reliability 

procedure 

Combination truck 

travel time 

reliability 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando ITS Master 

Plan) 

Both NA • Highway capacity 

manual reliability 

procedure 

• SHRP 2 reliability 

procedures  

Truck percent 

miles heavily 

congested 

• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System • The percentage of miles heavily congested 

is determined by summing the miles of 

roadway operating at LOS E and F in the 

peak hour and then dividing it by the total 

highway miles. 

• Demand model 

• Mesoscopic 

simulation 

Truck vehicles 

per lane mile 
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

Both • The vehicles on a road segment divided by 

the number of lane miles on that segment 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic 

simulation 

• Microscopic 

simulation 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Designated system 

lane miles for 

freight, goods, and 

service 

movements/total 

system  

lane miles 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando LRTP) 

System Real-World data NA 

Percent miles of 

congested freight 

routes 

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO LRTP) 

System Real-World data • Demand model 

• Mesoscopic 

simulation 

Planning time 

index 
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO LRTP) 

Corridor • 95th percentile travel time divided by free-

flow travel time 

• SHRP 2 procedure 

• Highway capacity 

manual reliability 

procedures 

Buffer index • MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO LRTP) 

Corridor • The difference between the 95th percentile 

travel time and the average travel time, 

normalized by the average travel time 

• SHRP 2 procedure 

• HCM-based 

reliability analysis 

procedure  

Percentage of 

facilities 

designated truck 

routes that exceed 

capacity (v/c>1) 

• MPO (Palm Beach 

MPO LRTP) 

System • Based on v/c ratio • Demand model 

• Mesoscopic 

simulation 

Percentage of 

funding dedicated 

to SIS hubs, 

corridors, and 

connection by 

mode 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP) 

System NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Combination truck 

miles traveled 
• State (FTP and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando CMP) 

System • The product of combination truck traffic 

volume and segment length 

• Demand model 

• Mesoscopic 

simulation 

Truck miles 

traveled 
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book ) 

• MPO (North Florida 

TPO LRTP, and North 

Florida TPO Cost 

Feasible Plan MOE) 

Both • The product of a road’s VMT and the 

percentage of vehicles that are truck. 

• Demand model 

• Mesoscopic 

simulation 

Truck tonnage • State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

Both • Freight tonnage carried by trucks. 

• The Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) 

tonnage data is interpolated using a 

combination truck miles traveled factor and 

an average truck load factor to calculate 

truck tonnage. 

• Demand model 

combined with truck 

load factor and 

cargo value data 

Freight tonnage • MPO (Palm Beach 

MPO LRTP) 

Both NA NA 

Truck value of 

freight 
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

Both • The value of truck freight in dollar amount 

is obtained from the Freight Analysis 

Framework cargo value data, truck tonnage, 

and annual factors for CTMT and average 

truck load. 

• Demand model 

combined with truck 

load factor and 

cargo value data 

Combination truck 

ton miles traveled 
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System • The product of CTMT and average weight 

of the load 

• Demand model 

combined with truck 

load factor 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Travel time 

reliability 
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO) 

Corridor • For the urbanized areas of the 7 largest 

MPOs, on-time arrival is defined as the 

percentage of freeway trips traveling at least 

45 mph.  

• For all others, on-time arrival is defined as 

the percentage of freeway trips traveling at 

greater than or equal to 5 mph below the 

posted speed limit. 

• Demand model 

Combination truck 

hours of delay 
• State (FTP and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando ITS Master 

Plan) 

Both • Delay is as calculated as the product of 

directional hourly volume and the difference 

between travel time at “threshold” speeds (at 

LOS B) and travel time at the average speed 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic 

simulation 

• Microscopic 

simulation 

Combination truck 

average travel 

speed 

• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book ) 

Corridor • Travel speeds are attained form a private 

vendor. Speeds are provided in 15-minute 

increments and gathered from fleet vehicles, 

Bluetooth signals, and navigational devices. 

The free-flow speed is assumed to be lower 

than that for passenger vehicles. 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic 

simulation 

• Microscopic 

simulation 

Combination truck 

cost of delay 
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

Both • The monetization of combination truck cost 

of delay is based on combination truck hours 

of delay and the marginal cost of truck labor 

per hour. 

• Demand model 

• Highway capacity 

manual 

• Mesoscopic 

simulation 

• Microscopic 

simulation 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Truck empty 

backhaul tonnage 
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

Both • The Freight Analysis Framework tonnage 

data is interpolated using combination truck 

miles traveled data to calculate incoming 

and outgoing truck freight tonnage. An 

average capacity to average load ratio is 

calculated and applied to the difference 

between incoming and outgoing truck 

tonnage. 

• Freight/Demand 

model 

Combination truck 

percent miles 

severely 

congested 

• MPO (MetroPlan MPO 

CMP and ITS Master 

Plan) 

System Real-world data • Various modeling 

tools 

Percentage of 

interstate and 

freeways 

providing for peak 

hour reliable truck 

travel times 

• MPO (FDOT/MPO 

Pilot) 

System Real-world data Various modeling tools 

Cost of freight 

delay 
• MPO (Hillsborough 

MPO LRTP) 

System NA Various modeling tools 

Aviation tonnage • State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System • All air cargo handled by weight at public 

airports 

Freight modeling 

Aviation value of 

freight 
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System • Values of air cargo are extracted from 

Freight Analysis Framework 

Freight modeling 

Rail tonnage • State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System • Tons of freight carried by rail mode 

originated or terminated in Florida 

Freight modeling 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System 

or Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Rail Active rail 

access 
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System • Active rail access accounts for active rail 

serving intermodal logistic centers and 

seaports 

Freight modeling 

Seaport tonnage • State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System • International and domestic waterborne tons 

of cargo handled at both public and private 

terminals in port areas of Florida 

Freight modeling 

Seaport twenty-

foot equivalent 

units 

• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System • International and domestic waterborne cargo 

handled at both public and private terminals 

in port areas of Florida, expressed as twenty-

foot equivalent units 

Freight modeling 

Seaport value of 

freight 
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System • Value of international and domestic 

waterborne cargo handled at both public and 

private terminals in port areas of Florida 

Freight modeling 

Seaport active rail 

access 
• State (FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System • Seaport rail access accounts for the 

percentage of seaports served by an active 

railroad. An active railroad is determined by 

the presence of trains operating on the 

facility 

Freight modeling 

Local centerline 

and lane miles of 

roadways with 

high truck 

volumes 

• MPO (Miami-Dade 

TPO LRTP) 

System • Real-world data transportation system 

models 
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Table 3-55 Summary of Livability and Sustainability Performance Measures 

Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Jobs 

Jobs within ½ mile of 

a congestion 

management system 

facility 

• MPO (North Florida TPO 

LRTP) 

Corridor NA NA 

Number of jobs served • MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

LRTP and System Report) 

System NA NA 

Jobs served per mile 

of improvement 
• MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

TIP) 

System NA NA 

Job/house ratio • MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Number of jobs within 

30 minutes travel time 

by mode 

• MPO (Broward MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Number of jobs • MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

LRTP and MetroPlan 

Orlando LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Job Accessibility • State (FDOT Multimodal 

Mobility Performance 

Measure Source Book) 

• MPO (North Florida TPO 

Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 

System • Job accessibility reflects the total 

amount of jobs reachable by auto 

within a 30-minute travel time 

threshold.  

• It is calculated for each census 

block and the results are 

aggregated to provide a statewide 

average. 

• The calculation assumes a 

departure time of 8:00 am in order 

to represent job accessibility 

during the morning peak period. 

• Demand model 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Transit 
¼ mile walk 

accessibility to transit 

stops 

• MPO (North Florida TPO 

LRTP) 

Both NA • Demand model 

Households within 5 

miles of major transit 

centers or park and 

ride lots 

• MPO (North Florida TPO 

LRTP) 

Both NA NA 

Annual boarding per 

vehicle revenue mile 
• MPO (North Florida TPO 

LRTP) 

Both NA • Demand model 

Annual boarding per 

vehicle revenue hour 
• MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

System Report  and North 

Florida TPO LRTP) 

Both NA • Demand model 

Passenger trips per 

revenue hour 
• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

CMP) 

Both NA • Demand model 

Passenger trips per 

revenue mile 
• State (FTP and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

• MPO (Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP, and MetroPlan 

Orlando) 

Both • The ratio of annual transit 

passenger trips to total annual 

transit revenue miles of service 

• Demand model 

Transit ridership • MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando 

CMP, North Florida TPO 

LRTP, and North Florida 

TPO Cost Feasible Plan 

MOE) 

Both NA • Demand model 

Percentage of transit 

run delays caused by 

congestion 

• MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

ITS Master Plan) 

System NA • Demand model 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Percentage of 

transportation 

disadvantaged living 

outside of bus service 

area 

• MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

LRTP and System Report) 

System NA NA 

The number of 

residents and workers 

with access to 

excellent or good 

pedestrian level of 

service and bicycle 

level of service 

• MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Density of jobs within 

¼ mile of transit 

service 

• MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

TIP) 

System NA NA 

Density of population 

within ¼ mile of 

transit service 

• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

and Hillsborough MPO 

TIP) 

System NA NA 

Percent of population 

within ¼  

mile of transit service 

• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Percent of 

employment within ¼ 

mile of  

transit service 

• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model 

Percent of population 

within five minute  

commute of 

intermodal stations 

• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Percent of population 

within 10 

-minute travel time of 

activity centers 

• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Percent of total 

employment within 

30-minute commute 

from international  

airports 

• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Transit coverage • MPO (North Florida TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Transit load factor • MPO (North Florida TPO 

LRTP and North Florida 

TPO Cost Feasible Plan 

MOE) 

Both NA NA 

Transit on-time 

performance  
• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

CMP and ITS Master 

Plan, and  Hillsborough 

MPO System Report) 

both • Defined as time periods from -1 

to 5+ minutes 

• Demand model 

On-time transit trips • MPO (Broward MPO 

PMP) 

both NA • Demand model 

On-time rail trips • MPO (Broward MPO 

PMP) 

both NA NA 

Transit level of service • MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

LRTP) 

Both • Based on number of buses per 

hour and wait time 

• Demand model 

Transit service miles • MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP and MetroPlan 

Orlando LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model 

Transit service miles 

per thousand people 
• MPO (MetroPlan 

Orlando) 

System NA • Demand model 

Transit passenger 

miles per capita 
• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model 

Percentage of transit 

commuter mode 

choice 

• MPO (Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Number of park-n-ride 

spaces/multimodal 

facilities 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model 

Number of park-n-ride 

spaces 
• MPO (Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model 

Average ratio of 

transit travel time to 

auto travel time for 

fixed route system 

• MPO (Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model 

Transit revenue hours • MPO (Broward MPO 

PMP) 

Both NA • Demand model 

Transit revenue hours 

of service per 

thousand people 

• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP) 

Both NA NA 

Transit headway • State (FDOT Multimodal 

Mobility Performance 

Measure Source Book) 

• MPO (Broward MPO 

LRTP) 

Corridor • Calculated based on transit 

schedule 

• Demand model 

Average peak service 

frequency 
• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

CMP) 

Both • Calculated based on transit 

schedule 

• Demand model 

Transit service route 

miles within ¼ miles 

of major healthcare, 

reaction, education, 

employment, and 

cultural facilities 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Transit service route 

miles in corridors of 

regional significance 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Transit service route 

miles within ¼ miles 

of tourist attractions 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Transit service route 

miles within 0.5 miles 

of redevelopment 

areas 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Transit service route 

miles within 0.5 miles 

of major activity 

center 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Transit service route 

miles  within the urban 

infill area 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO) System NA NA 

Non fossil fuel 

burning daily transit 

service route miles 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Transit route miles per 

highway centerline 

miles 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model 

Percent of congested 

roadway centerline 

with transit service 

• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

CMP) 

System NA • Demand model 

Weekday span of 

service 
• State (FDOT Multimodal 

Mobility Performance 

Measure Source Book) 

System • It is determined by computing the 

number of hours between the time 

service begins and the time 

service ends for an average 

weekday. 

• Demand model 

Passenger miles 

traveled 
• State (FDOT Multimodal 

Mobility Performance 

Measure Source Book) 

Both NA • Demand model 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Transit passenger trips • State (FTP and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

• MPO (Broward MPO 

PMP) 

Both • Annual number of passenger trips 

on the transit vehicles. A trip is 

counted each time a passenger 

boards a transit vehicle. If a 

passenger has to transfer between 

buses to reach a destination, the 

passenger is counted as making 

two passenger trips. 

• Demand model 

Access to transit • MPO (North Florida TPO 

Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 

System • The percentage of the population 

within a half-mile of fixed route 

transit 

• Demand model 

Fixed route major 

transit incidents 
• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

CMP) 

System NA NA 

Bicycle and Pedestrian 

Lane mile with bicycle 

and pedestrian 

facilities at the quality 

of service standard 

• MPO (North Florida TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

% miles bicycle 

accommodations 
• MPO (North Florida TPO 

LRTP and North Florida 

TPO Cost Feasible Plan 

MOE) 

System NA NA 

% miles pedestrian 

accommodations 
• MPO (North Florida TPO 

LRTP and North Florida 

TPO Cost Feasible Plan 

MOE) 

System NA NA 

Percentage of 

pedestrian commuter 

mode choice 

• MPO (Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Percentage of bicycle 

commuter mode 

choice 

• MPO (Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Centerline mileage of 

buffered bike lanes 
• MPO (Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Centerline mileage of 

10-ft or wider shared 

use pathways 

• MPO (Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Centerline mileage of 

designated bike lanes 
• MPO (Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Centerline mileage of 

priority bike network 

operating at LOS C or 

better 

• MPO (Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Percentage of 

thoroughfare mileage 

near transit hubs that 

provides dedicated 

bicycle facilities 

(within 3 miles) 

• MPO (Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Percentage of 

thoroughfare mileage 

near transit hubs that 

provides dedicated 

pedestrian facilities 

(within 1 mile) 

• MPO (Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Miles of new bike and 

pedestrian facilities 
• MPO (Broward MPO 

PMP) 

System NA NA 

Changes in bicycle 

counts 
• MPO (Broward MPO 

Complete Street 

Evaluation) 

System • Pedestrian and Bicyclist Counts 

Field Data Collection and 

Worksheet Tools 

NA 

Changes in pedestrian 

count 
• MPO (Broward MPO 

Complete Street 

Evaluation) 

System • Pedestrian and Bicyclist Counts 

Field Data Collection and 

Worksheet Tools 

NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Bicycle level of 

service 
• State (FTP) 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan) 

Corridor • The summation of miles of each 

LOS letter grade 

• Demand model 

integrated with the 

calculation method 

of bicycle LOS. 

Pedestrian level of 

service 
• State (FTP and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan) 

Corridor • The summation of miles of each 

pedestrian LOS letter grade 

• Demand model 

integrated with the 

calculation method 

of pedestrian LOS. 

Bicycle and pedestrian 

facilities 
• State (FTP and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System NA NA 

Multimodal level of 

service 
• MPO (Broward MPO 

Complete Street 

Evaluation) 

Both NA • MMLOS Worksheet 

Tool 

Number of walking 

and biking trips 
• MPO (Broward MPO 

Complete Street 

Evaluation) 

Both • Pedestrian and Bicyclist Counts 

Field Data Collection and 

Worksheet Tools 

NA 

Number of bicycle 

trips 
• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP and North Florida 

TPO Cost Feasible Plan 

MOE) 

Both NA NA 

Number of walking 

trips 
• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP and North Florida 

TPO Cost Feasible Plan 

MOE) 

Both NA NA 

Number of gaps in the 

sidewalk and bike lane 

network 

• MPO (Broward MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Number of bicycle 

lane miles/number of 

roadway miles 

• MPO (Broward MPO  

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Number of miles of 

sidewalk 

miles/number of 

roadway miles 

• MPO (Broward MPO  

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Number of non-

motorized facilities 
• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Miles of non-

motorized facilities 
• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Percentage of 

population within 1 

mile of bike lane and 

shared-use path 

• State (FDOT Multimodal 

Mobility Performance 

Measure Source Book) 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO) 

Both • Ratio of population within one 

mile of bike lanes and shared-use 

paths to Florida’s total population. 

The bike lane and shared-use path 

miles include those on the SHS 

and a limited number of non-SHS 

miles deemed of interest to FDOT 

• Demand model 

updated with 

information of bike 

lane and shared-use 

path 

Percentage of 

sidewalk coverage 
• State (FDOT Multimodal 

Mobility Performance 

Measure Source Book) 

System NA NA 

Percentage of bike 

lane and shoulder 

coverage 

• State (FDOT Multimodal 

Mobility Performance 

Measure Source Book) 

System NA NA 

Percent of congested 

roadway centerline 

miles with pedestrian 

facilities 

• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

CMP) 

System NA NA 

Percent of congested 

roadway centerline 

with bicycle facilities 

• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

CMP) 

System NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Trail and Sidepath 

Density of jobs within 

¼ mile of 

trail/sidepath 

• MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

TIP) 

System NA NA 

Density of population 

within ¼ mile of 

trail/sidepath 

• MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

TIP) 

System NA NA 

The percentage of 

residents with access 

to trail 

• MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

System Report) 

System NA NA 

The miles of trails • MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

System Report) 

System NA NA 

Sidewalks and trail 

miles per highway 

centerline miles 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Aviation 

Aviation passenger 

boardings 
• State (FTP and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System • The total number of revenue 

passengers who board an aircraft 

at a Florida Airport. If a passenger 

has to transfer between planes to 

reach a destination, the passenger 

is counted as making two 

passenger boardings. 

NA 

Departure reliability • State (FTP and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System • Departure is deemed reliable if 

the flight departs within 15 

minutes after the scheduled time 

shown in the carrier’s 

Computerized Reservation 

Systems (CRS). 

NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Demand to capacity 

ratio 
• State (FTP and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System • The ratio of the annual 

operational demand to annual 

service volume. Annual service 

volume is determined by the 

quantity of airports’ runwasy and 

taxiways. 

NA 

Highway adequacy 

(LOS) 
• State (FDOT Multimodal 

Mobility Performance 

Measure Source Book) 

System • The ratio of the annual 

operational demand to annual 

service volume. Annual service 

volume is determined by the 

quantity of airports’ runwasy and 

taxiways. 

NA 

Rail 

Rail passenger trips • State (FTP and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System • Annual number of revenue paying 

rail passengers. Rail passengers 

include those riding on Amtrack, 

SunRail, and Tri-Rail.  

NA 

Departure reliability • State (FTP and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility 

Performance Measure 

Source Book) 

System • A train is considered on-time if 

arrival at endpoint is within a 

specified threshold timeframe of 

scheduled arrival time. The 

threshold timeframe varies based 

on the trip length. 

NA 

Highway adequacy 

(LOS) 
• State (FDOT Multimodal 

Mobility Performance 

Measure Source Book) 

System NA NA 

Seaports 

Seaport passenger 

trips 
• State (FTP) System • Annual number of passengers 

embarking on cruise ships at 

Florida’s seven cruise ports. 

 

Highway adequacy 

(LOS) 
• State (FDOT Multimodal 

Mobility Performance 

Measure Source Book) 

System NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Congestion Costs and Highway System 

Transportation costs 

per capita 
• MPO (North Florida TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model  

• Mesoscopic model 

Overall cost of travel • MPO (Broward MPO 

LRTP) 

System • Travel time * value of 

time+operating cost+maintenance 

cost)/(person miles of travel 

+truck miles of travel) 

• Demand model  

• Mesoscopic model 

Cost of congestion • MPO (North Florida TPO 

LRTP and North Florida 

TPO Cost Feasible Plan 

MOE) 

Both NA NA 

Delay reduced per 

mile of improvement 
• MPO (Hillsborough MPO) System NA NA 

Percent of corridors 

managed and 

monitored 

• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

ITS Master Plan) 

System NA NA 

Percentage of roads 

having traffic volume 

that is greater than 

capacity 

• MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

System Report) 

System NA • Demand model  

• Mesoscopic model 

Travel time delay due 

to transportation 

disruption 

• MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Daily cost of delay per 

capita 
• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model  

• Mesoscopic model 

Annual cost of 

congestion 
• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model  

• Mesoscopic model 

Lost trips due to 

transportation network 

disruption 

• MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Proximity to major 

transportation hubs 
• MPO (North Florida TPO 

LRTP and Cost Feasible 

Plan MOE) 

System NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Highway lane miles • MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP and North Florida 

TPO Cost Feasible Plan 

MOE) 

System NA • Demand model  

Highway lane miles 

per thousand people 
• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Highway centerline 

miles on SIS 

connectors 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model  

Miles of roadway 

below standard 
• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model  

• Mesoscopic model 

Highway lane and 

center line miles 

within ¼ miles of 

major healthcare, 

recreation, education, 

employment, and 

cultural facilities 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Highway lane and 

center line miles in 

corridors of regional 

significance 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Highway lane and 

center line miles 

within 0.5 miles of 

major activity centers 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Highway lane and 

center line miles 

within 0.5 miles of 

redevelopment areas 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Highway lane and 

center line miles 

within 0.5 miles of 

rural activity centers 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Highway lane miles 

within 1/4 miles of 

tourist attractions 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Highway lane and 

center miles within the 

urban infill area 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO) System NA NA 

New highway lane 

miles within historic 

site/district 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Highway lane miles 

within 0.5 miles of 

major freight origins 

and destinations 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Highway lane and 

centerline miles within 

the 100-year flood 

plain 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Time spent 

commuting 
• State (FDOT Multimodal 

Mobility Performance 

Measure Source Book) 

Both • The percentage of auto 

commuters with drive time less 

than 30 minutes 

• Data source: U.S. Census Bureau 

– American Community Survey 

• Demand model 

Commuting times 

greater than 30 

minutes 

• State (FTP) Both • The percentage of auto 

commuters with drive time 

greater than 30 minutes 

• Data source: U.S. Census Bureau 

– American Community Survey 

• Demand model 

Percentage of facilities  

that accommodate two 

feet sea level rise 

• MPO (Palm Beach MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Field equipment 

uptime availability in 

percentage 

• State (FDOT TSM&O 

Strategic Plan) 

Both NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

RTMC equipment 

uptime availability in 

percentage 

• State (FDOT TSM&O 

Strategic Plan) 

System NA NA 

Communication 

infrastructure and 

network uptime 

availability in 

percentage 

• State (FDOT TSM&O 

Strategic Plan) 

System NA NA 

Number of times 

WAN was operating 

on a back-up 

communication path 

• State (FDOT TSM&O 

Strategic Plan) 

System NA NA 

Percent of times WAN 

was operating on a 

back-up 

communication path 

• State (FDOT TSM&O 

Strategic Plan) 

System NA NA 

Global Economic Competitiveness 

Return on investment • State (FTP) 

• MPO (North Florida TPO 

LRTP and North Florida 

TPO Cost Feasible Plan 

MOE) 

System NA NA 

Construction projects 

completed on-time 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Capacity funds for the 

SIS 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Florida-originating 

exports 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Florida share of US 

trade 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Florida value of 

freight 
• State (FTP) System NA NA 
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Performance 

Measures 
Sources 

Scale (System or 

Corridor) 
Calculation Method Based on Data 

Potential Modeling 

Method 

Florida jobs by 

transportation-

intensive sectors 

• State (FTP) System NA NA 

Florida visitors • State (FTP) System NA NA 

System/agency 

efficiency 
• State (FDOT 

Toolbox) 

TSM&O System NA NA 

Special Events 

Economic losses due 

to storm in 2014 

dollars 

• MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Weeks of disruption 

due to storm water and 

flooding 

• MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

System Report) 

System NA NA 

Economic loss due to 

a typical category 3 

storm 

• MPO (Hillsborough MPO 

System Report) 

System NA NA 

Lane miles of 

evacuation routes per 

thousand people 

• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model 

Reduction in clearance 

times for evacuations 
• MPO (North Florida TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

Reduction in 

evacuation clearance 

times during 

• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando 

ITS Master Plan) 

System NA NA 

emergency events 

Total lane miles 

within evacuation 

travel corridors 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA • Demand model 

Percentage of funding 

allocated to 

maintenance and 

• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO 

LRTP) 

System NA NA 

rehabilitation of 

evacuation corridors 
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3.5 Conclusions and Recommendations 

Based on the literature review presented in this chapter, it can be concluded that there are a large 

number of metrics that have been identified and utilized at the national level, by FDOT 

departments, and by various MPO/TPO/TPA in Florida, as listed in Table 3-49 to 3-55.  Some of 

these measures will be calculated in the initial version of the updated FITSEVAL.  Others, will 

be calculated in future versions as needed.   Specifically, the following can be concluded: 

 

• A wide range of performance measures have been selected, calculated, and reported by 

different FDOT departments for different purposes.  These measures will be considered 

to be calculated by the developed tool.  Examples of the measures are those identified in 

the FDOT Florida Transportation Plan (FTP), FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan, and FDOT 

Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

• Metropolitan planning organization/transportation planning organization/transportation 

planning agency (MPO/TPO/TPA) in Florida have included performance management 

into their planning process. The performance measures used by MPOs/TPOs/TPAs vary 

with their specific goals and objectives. The safety performance measures are more 

consistent among MPO/TPO/PTAs, while there is a large variation in other performance 

measures. There is no standard regarding what performance measures should be reported. 

A number of MPOs/TPOs/TPAs have set up targets according to the required national 

performance measures.   

• The final rule of the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) 

MAP-21 have clearly specified the national performance measures in seven focus areas 

that need to be calculated by state and MPOs. The calculation method, data source, and 

reporting date for those performance measures are also provided in detail.   

• As MPOs/TPOs/TPAs place more emphasis on multimodal transportation system, it is 

recommended not only to calculate automobile-related performance measures, but also 

multimodal performance measures that are related to transit, trucks, pedestrians, and 

bicycles. The developed tool should be updated to allow the calculation of multimodal 

performance measures based on modeling, where possible. 

• A number of methods have been identified to calculate safety, mobility, reliability, and 

emission performance measures. These methods can be either data-based or model-based.   
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4. PERFORMANCE MEASURE ESTIMATION FOR BASE 

CONDITION 

Different methods are reviewed in this study for potential use in FITSEVAL to estimate the 

mobility, reliability, and safety performance for the base conditions before implementing 

advanced technologies.  The estimation can be based on real-world data, utilizing different 

analytical models or simulation.  Methods to estimate travel time and travel time reliability are 

assessed in this study by comparing the resulting estimates from applying these methods to those 

estimated based on real-world data.    

4.1 Mobility Performance Measure Estimation 

Mobility is the most important widely used performance measurement category considered in 

planning studies. Examples of mobility performance measures include annual hours of peak hour 

excessive delay (PHED) per capita and the percent of non-SOV travel as specified by MAP-21 

(FHWA, 2017), vehicle mile traveled (VMT), vehicle hour traveled (VHT), average speed, 

average travel time, throughput, level of service, and so on.  Many of the mobility measures can 

be derived based on travel time and volume estimates.   A complete set of mobility performance 

measures was presented in Chapter 2.   This section provides a detailed review of how mobility 

measures can be forecasted for future years. 

4.1.1 Estimation of Mobility Performance Measures based on Data 

This section presents a review the definition of the measures and methods of commonly used to 

estimate the mobility measures for the existing conditions based on data before moving onto the 

forecasting of these measures.  Table 4-1 presents this review. 
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Table 4-1: Mobility Measure Estimation Methods based on Data 

Mobility 

Measure 
Calculation Method Data Requirement 

Annual hours of 

peak hour 

excessive delay 

(PHED) per 

capita 

MAP-21(FHWA, 2017): 

• Annual hours of PHED is calculated as the 

total excessive delay divided by the total 

population. 

• The total excessive delay is the summation of 

each 15-minute excessive delay multiplied by 

the average vehicle occupancy.  

• Excessive delay is defined as the difference 

between the travel time at 15-minute intervals 

and the excessive delay thresholds travel 

time. 

• The threshold for excessive delay will be 

based on the travel time at 20 miles per hour 

or 60% of the posted speed limit travel time, 

whichever is greater, and will be measured in 

15-minute intervals. 

 

• 15-minute travel 

time 

• Population 

 

Vehicle hours 

delay 

Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure 

Source Book (FDOT, 2017b): 

• Delay is the product of directional hourly 

volume and the difference between travel 

time at “threshold” speeds and travel time at 

the average speed. The thresholds are based 

on Level of Service (LOS) B as defined by 

FDOT. 

FHWA ATDM Guide (Dowling et al., 2013): 

• The difference between the VHT total and the 

VHT if all links are traversed at free-flow 

speed 

• Hourly directional 

volume 

• Travel time 

 

Vehicle hour 

traveled (VHT) 

FHWA ATDM Guide (Dowling et al., 2013): 

• The sum of the product of the total link 

volumes and the average link travel times.  

• The delay of vehicles that cannot enter the 

network due to traffic control such as ramp 

metering is added to the above VHT and 

included in the VHT total 

• Volume 

• Travel time 

 

Vehicle mile 

traveled (VMT) 

FHWA ATDM Guide (Dowling et al., 2013) 

and Multimodal Mobility Performance 

Measure Source Book (FDOT, 2017b): 

• The sum of the product of the total link 

volumes and link length for the time period of 

interest 

• Volume 

• Road segment 

length 
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Mobility 

Measure 
Calculation Method Data Requirement 

Percentage of 

non-SOV travel 

MAP-21(FHWA, 2017): 

• Method A: 100% minus the percentage of 

Single Occupancy Vehicle (SOV) including 

cars, trucks, or vans 

• Method B: a local survey 

• Method C: annual volume of person travel 

other than driving alone divided by the total 

number of persons 

Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure 

Source Book (FDOT, 2017b): 

• Non-SOV travel including travel via carpool, 

van, public transportation, commuter rail, 

walking or bicycling as well as 

telecommuting divided by total travel within 

Florida using the data from U.S. Census 

Bureau-American Community Survey 

• Non-SOV travels 

and total travels 

Person Trips • Number of persons traveled • Number of person 

trips 

Average speed Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure 

Source Book (FDOT, 2017b): 

• Speeds are provided in 15-minute increments 

and gathered from private sector vendor 

based on fleet vehicles, Bluetooth readers, 

and other probe data. 

FHWA ATDM Guide (Dowling et al., 2013): 

• The sum of the VMT-served for all the 

scenarios divided by the sum of VHT for all 

the scenarios including vehicle entry delay. 

• Speed  

• Travel time  

•  volume 

Average travel 

time 

Average travel time • Travel time 

Level of service Calculated based on the highway capacity 

manual LOS definitions 
• Density for 

freeways  

• Speed or travel 

time for arterials 

4.1.2 Forecasting Mobility Performance Measures  

This section provides a detailed review of methods that have been used for forecasting travel 

time in the literature.  
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4.1.2.1 Traffic Flow Models 

As shown in Table 4-1, all the mobility performance measures listed in this table are derived 

from the travel time or speed values, which are usually obtained based on a traffic flow model 

(TFM) in travel demand models. A number of TFMs have been used in the planning studies to 

estimate travel time based on demand and capacity. Below is a description of the most 

commonly used TFMs. 

Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) Curve 

As part of the 1965 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) 

developed a relationship between speed and flow commonly referred to as the BPR curve.   This 

relationship has been widely used in travel demand models, including those in Florida, as a link 

capacity-based Volume-Delay Function (VDF). The curve suggests that if volume (or flow) 

increases relative to the capacity, the speed would decrease (or the travel time would increase). 

By definition, the BPR curve defines delay as a function of link length instead of the number of 

vehicles in the queue (NCHRP, 1999).   Thus, the shorter is the coded link with the high 

volume/capacity (V/C) ratio, the lower is the delay.  No spillback of congestion is projected to 

upstream links.  In addition, the model allows inputting v/c ratios higher than 1.0.  These are 

major deficiencies in the BPR curve and similar VDF relationships. 

In Florida, the BPR curve is widely used in the FSUTMS (Florida Standard Urban 

Transportation Model Structure) models to produce the congested time (or speed) in a capacity 

restraint route choice assignment.   Although the BPR curves are very popular in static route 

choice assignment as part of demand forecasting, it is often criticized for underperforming in 

congested traffic conditions where demand exceeds capacity. For instances, the Treasure Coast 

Regional Planning Model (TCRPM) used BPR curve to determine average travel speed (FDOT, 

2014). Researchers and practitioners often raised questioned on this kind of application as there 

are no situations where V/C is higher than 1.0 in the real world. Queue forms in the real world 

when demand exceeds capacity, while the passing volume on the congested link does not exceed 

the queue discharge rate, which is lower than capacity.  

Equation 4-1 shows the expression of the standard BPR curve. 

𝑡𝑖 = 𝑡0 [1 + 𝛼 (
𝑣

𝑐
)
𝛽

]                                                             (4-1) 

where ti is congested travel time and t0 is free-flow travel time for link i. v refers to traffic 

volume on link i and c is practical capacity.  and  are the BPR coefficient and the BPR 

exponential coefficient, respectively, whose values vary with the function class of links and are 

usually calibrated for local conditions. The traditional value for  and  are 0.15 and 4 (Martin, 

1998). However, the value of  could vary from 0.1 to 1.0 and value of  could vary from 4 to 

11 (Dowling, 1997). Different studies have calibrated BPR equation for various conditions and 

found different sets of values for the parameters (Dowling, 1997; Martin, 1998; Moses et al., 

2013; and Horowitz et al. 2014). Also it should be noted that, the practical capacity in equation 

(2-1) that is used in the demand model is often defined as 80% of the link capacity and the free-

flow travel time is often assumed to equal 1.15 times the speed at the practical capacity 
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(Dowling, 1997).  In this study the base 𝛼 and 𝛽 parameter values were obtained from a well-

calibrated regional model in Florida (e.g. the South East Regional Planning Model (SERPM)).  

Modified Davison Function 

Davidson (1966) developed a flow-travel time relationship based on the queuing theory concept. 

It was a widely accepted model in the late 1970s and the 1980s.  The main drawback of the 

Davidson model was that it does not work for oversaturated condition. Therefore, Akcelik (1978) 

has proposed a Modified Davidson Function, as shown in Equation 4-2. 

𝑆 =  

{
 
 

 
 

𝑆0

1+
𝐽𝐷(

𝑉
𝐶
)

1−
𝑉
𝐶

                                             𝑓𝑜𝑟 
𝑉

𝐶
≤ 𝜇

𝑆0

1+
𝐽𝐷×𝜇

1−𝜇
+
𝐽𝐷(

𝑉
𝐶
−𝜇)

(1−𝜇)2

                               𝑓𝑜𝑟 
𝑉

𝐶
> 𝜇

                                  (4-2) 

where s is speed and s0 is free-flow speed. JD is a delay parameter and µ is saturation threshold 

parameter. Note that, these parameters are location specific. Proper calibration need to be 

performed before using it for a local condition.  The Modified Davidson function was also 

further used in the SHRP2 C11 post-processor tools (Cambridge Systematics, 2016). 

Akcelik’s Equation 

Akcelik (1991,1996) further modified Davidson’s function as mentioned earlier and proposed a 

new equation is shown in Equation 4-3. 

𝑡 = 𝑡0 {1 + 0.25
𝑇

𝑡0
[(𝑥 − 1) + √(𝑥 − 1)2 +

8𝐽𝐴

𝑐𝑇
]}                          (4-3)                      

where, t and t0 are the average and free-flow travel time per unit distance, T is the flow period 

(typically 1 hour), x is the degree of saturation (v/c ratio), c is the capacity and JA is the delay 

parameter.  

Akcelik equation has been adopted by Florida Turnpike Enterprise (2012) as the traffic flow 

model used in the Express Lanes Time of Day (ELToD) model.  ELToD is used to evaluate a 

tolled corridor at a sketch planning level. It is also used to estimate travel time for freeway 

oversaturated conditions in the FDOT Multimodal Mobility Measures Source Book (FDOT, 

2017b). The modified form of Akcelik equation that has been used in ELToD is show in 

Equation (4-4) 

𝑡𝑖 = 𝑡0 [
1

𝑣0
+ (𝑔𝑝𝑏 × 𝑔𝑇 × ((

𝑣

𝑐
+ 𝑔𝐴𝑘𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 − 1) +

                                   √(
𝑣

𝑐
+ 𝑔𝐴𝑘𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 − 1)

2

+ (8 × 𝑔𝑃 × (
𝑣

𝑐
+𝑔𝐴𝑘𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡

𝑐×𝑔𝑇
))))] /(

1

𝑣0
)        (4-4) 
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where v0 is free-flow speed in mph, gT is the Akcelik T, gpb is the constant multiplied by the 

Akcelik T value to calibrate the curve to observed traffic condition, gP is the facility specific 

parameter, v/c is the volume to capacity ratio, and gAkcelikOffset contributes to the shape of the 

volume delay curve by shifting the base of the curve from a travel time ratio of 1.   

Conical Delay Function 

The Conical Delay function was developed by Spiess (1990) focusing on overcoming the 

inherent drawbacks of the BPR function. A typical form of Conical delay function is shown in 

Equation 4-5. 

                                  𝑡 = 𝑡0 (2 + √𝑏2 ∗ (1 − 𝑥)2 + 𝑎2 − 𝑏 ∗ (1 − 𝑥) − 𝑎)                        (4-5) 

Where t is the travel time, t0 is the free flow travel time, a is a calibration parameter (< 1), x is 

the v/c ratio, and a = (2b-1)/(2b-2).  The Conical Delay function is computationally efficient and 

overcome the limitation of BPR curve (Dowling, 1997).  

4.1.2.2 Calibrated Models for Florida  

As part of a FDOT research project conducted by Florida State University (FSU) (Moses et al., 

2013), different volume delay function has been calibrated in order to better utilize the travel 

forecasting models. Four different volume delay functions (VDFs), namely the Modified BPR, 

Modified Davidson, Akcelik, and Conical functions were calibrated for three different area types 

(rural, urban, and residential) of two different facilities (uninterrupted and interrupted flow 

facilities). For the uninterrupted facility type (freeways), the study selected a location on SR-9/I-

95 in Pompano Beach, FL. However, for the interrupted facility type, the study estimated the 

parameters based on simulated data, as none of the permanent detector data could provide the 

full range of v/c values. The model results show that for the freeways, the Modified BPR 

function fits the data the best, followed by the Modified Davidson, conical and Akcelik 

functions. For arterial, the Akcelik function and the BPR function fitted the data the best, 

followed by the modified Davidson and the conical functions. The calibrated models of FSU are 

presented in Table 4-2.  

Table 4-2: Summary of different Traffic Flow models 

Facility Type 
Area 

Type 

Fitted BPR Conical 
Modified 

Davidson 
Akcelik 

𝜶 𝜷 𝒃 𝒂 J μ J 

Freeway Urban 0.263 6.869 18.390 1.029 0.009 0.950 0.100 

Residential 0.286 5.091 18.390 1.029 0.009 0.949 0. 101 

Rural 0.150 5.610 15.064 1.036 0.010 0.951 0.099 

Toll Road Urban 0.162 6.340 18.390 1.029 0.008 0.940 0.110 

Residential 0.250 7.900 15.064 1.036 0.010 0.952 0.098 

Rural 0.320 6.710 15.064 1.036 0.010 0.940 0.097 

HOV/HOT Residential 0.320 8.400 18.550 1.028 0.009 0.950 0.090 

Urban 0.330 8.600 18.700 1.028 0.009 0.947 0.080 

Divided Arterial - 

Signalized, <35 MPH 

Residential 0.215 8.135 1.029 18.390 0.008 0.945 0.105 

Urban 0.240 7.895 1.033 16.599 0.010 0.951 0.099 
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Divided Arterial - 

Signalized, >40MPH 

Residential 0.250 8.460 1.028 18.550 0.009 0.950 0.090 

Urban 0.260 8.650 1.028 18.700 0.009 0.947 0.080 

Undivided Arterial - 

Signalized, <35 MPH 

Residential 0.215 8.135 1.029 18.390 0.008 0.945 0.105 

Urban 0.240 7.895 1.033 16.599 0.010 0.951 0.099 

Undivided Arterial - 

Signalized, >40MPH 

Residential 0.250 8.460 1.028 18.550 0.009 0.950 0.090 

Urban 0.260 8.650 1.028 18.700 0.009 0.947 0.080 

4.1.2.3 Highway Capacity Manual Procedures 

Procedures have been included in the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) to calculate the time-

dependent traffic conditions along freeway facilities and arterial streets. Examples of the 

corresponding computational engines are called FREEVAL (for freeways) and STREETVAL 

(for urban streets), respectively, in addition to the commercially available Highway Capacity 

Software (HCS), which has procedures for both types of facilities. In freeway facility analysis, a 

freeway facility is divided into four types of segments; including basic, merge, diverge, and 

weaving segments. When traffic is under congestion, segments are analyzed independently. 

Depending on the segment type, the corresponding HCM procedure is applied to calculate 

segment speed. When traffic is oversaturated, the freeway facility is analyzed as a node-link 

system and a cell transmission model is utilized to track queue formulation and dissipation over 

multiple time periods and segments.  The output performance measures include travel time, 

speed, delay, queue length, VMT, VHT, and LOS for each individual segment. 

In urban streets analysis, urban street facilities are coded as segments with boundary nodes that 

represent signalized or unsignalized intersections. The performance of segments is determined by 

first analyzing the segment running time and through movement delay based on the signal 

control information and segment free-flow speed, and then calculating the segment travel speed, 

stop rate, and level of service. The level of service of a signalized intersection is determined 

based on the control delay. The travel time along a segment can be derived from segment travel 

speed. 

4.1.2.4 Simulation Modeling 

Macro-, meso-, and micro-level simulation models can be applied to obtain travel time along a 

segment or a route. However, these models vary in terms of the details of network and driving 

behaviors, data requirements, and the effort required to develop and more importantly to 

calibrate the models. Macroscopic models (for example, regional travel demand models) 

consider vehicles as a whole and utilize traffic flow model to determine the traffic condition on a 

link or section. Microscopic simulation provides a detailed modeling of road network. Individual 

vehicle movements are governed by car-following, lane changing, and gap acceptance behaviors. 

However, microscopic modeling requires significantly more efforts to calibrate. Examples of 

microscopic models are VISSIM, CORSIM, PARAMICS, AIMSUN, and TransModeler. 

Mesoscopic simulation models are in between macroscopic and microscopic simulations. In 

mesoscopic model, vehicles are modelled either individually or as packets of a small number of 

vehicles. However, the movements of vehicles or packets of vehicles are determined by the 

macroscopic traffic flow models. The queuing and queue spillback are usually captured by 

considering the constraints of capacity and link storage.  Compared to microscopic simulation, 
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mescopic simulation requires less effort to calibrate and has a faster running time. Examples of 

mesoscopic simulations are Dynasmart, DynusT, Direct, Cube Avenue, AIMSUN, VISSIM 

meso, and Dynameq. 

4.1.2.5 Queuing Theory 

Queuing occurred when the number of arriving vehicle (e.g. demand flow rate) becomes greater 

than the roadway segment capacity within a particular time period. Queuing measures such as 

queue lengths and associated delays can be estimated using analytical models such as queuing 

theory based on the cumulative volume and shockwave theory. When comparing queuing and 

shock wave analysis, queuing analysis is used more widely to identify congestion impacts due to 

its simplicity. A study by Rakha and Zhang (2005) demonstrated the consistency in delay 

estimates based on queuing theory and shock-wave analyses and pointed out that queuing theory 

provides a simple and accurate technique for estimating delays and queue lengths at bottlenecks. 

Thus, this study will investigate the use of queuing theory to calculate the delay at locations 

when the volume exceeds capacity.   

The number of vehicles in queue can be estimated using Equation 4-6.   

(4-6) 

where Nqi is the number of queued vehicles at the end of period i. Vai is the number of arriving 

vehicles during period i. Vdi is the roadway segment capacity, and Nq(i-1) is the number of 

vehicles queued at the end of period (i-1).   

To estimate the queuing delay, there is a need to estimate the difference between demand and 

capacity for each time period where queue exists. Next, the average vehicle delay for each time 

period can be identified from the ratio between the area formed by cumulative demand vs. 

cumulative capacity curve and actual volume for that time period (a simple example is shown in 

Figure 4-1). Finally, the queuing delay can be accounted for to estimate actual travel time (or 

speed) for each time period.  

 

 
Figure 4-1: Queuing Delay Estimation Approach 
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4.1.3 Comparison of Traffic Flow Models for Travel Time Estimation 

Different methods to estimate travel time and travel time reliability were assessed by comparing 

the resulting estimates from applying these methods to those estimated based on real-world data.   

Two corridors were used as case studies for assessing the accuracy of the estimates for freeways 

and urban arterial streets, respectively, as follows:  

• I-95 northbound between NW 32nd Street and NW 103rd Street in Miami-Dade County, 

FL (used as a freeway case study) 

• Sunrise Blvd. between US 441 and US 1 in Broward County, FL (used as an urban street 

case study) 

4.1.3.1 The Freeway Case Study 

A 4.73 mile (24,977 feet) long freeway roadway segment along the I-95 Northbound (NB) was 

selected for use as a freeway case study. This segment is instrumented with six microwave point 

detection stations, starting from NW 32nd Street to NW 103rd Street, as shown in Figure 4-2. 

Prior studies suggest that NW 103rd Street on-ramp merge is a bottleneck to the I-95 NB traffic.  

Thus, this location was selected as the downstream capacity constrained location.  The study 

corridor was selected such that the detector on the upstream end remains uncongested during the 

study period to ensure that all queues and demands are accounted for as much as possible.  When 

the volume exceeds the estimated capacity of the segment, the demand at the queuing location 

was estimated by adding the queue length increment in a period to the volume in that period, 

since the volume by itself is constrained by the capacity and does not represent the demand in 

congested conditions. Figure 4-2 shows the detector number (green color) and the distance 

covered by each detector. As shown in the figure, Detector No. 2876 is located near NW 103rd 

Street and Detector No. 3016 is located near NW 32nd Street. The traffic flow direction is from 

NW 32nd Street (Detector No. 3016) northbound to NW 103rd Street (Detector No. 2876). 

 
Figure 4-2 Detector Locations and Coverage Along the I-95 NB (Freeway Corridor) 

4.1.3.2 The Arterial Street Case Study 

Sunrise Blvd. from US 441 up to US 1 in the Eastbound (EB) direction was selected as the 

arterial case study.   The length of this segment is around 5.3 miles and includes seven detection 

stations that provide volume and speed measurements. Figure 4-3 shows the detector number 

(green color) and the distance covered by each detector. As shown in the figure, Detector No. 9 

is located near US 441 and Detector No. 15 is located near US 1. The traffic flow direction is 

eastbound, from US 441 to US 1.   Bluetooth readers are also installed on this segment to derive 

travel time measurements. 
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Figure 4-3: Detector Location and Coverage Along the Sunrise Blvd. (Arterial Corridor) 

4.1.3.3 Data Collection and Preparation 

This study performed extensive data analysis to measure mobility and reliability based on real-

world data for comparison with the different utilized methods. To do that, one-year worth of 

volume and speed/travel time data were gathered for both the freeway and arterial facilities. 

Traffic incident and weather condition data for the corresponding year were also obtained for 

both facilities. 

Overview of Freeway Data 

Three important freeway parameters were required for this study to estimate the mobility 

measures based on data for the freeway case study, as follows: 

• Traffic parameters (volume and speed data), 

• weather data, and 

• incident data.  

Volume data was needed for this study to measure demand, while speed data was required to 

estimate travel time. This study gathered volume and speed data from the RITIS data warehouse 

(Regional Integrated Transportation Information System) website.  The weather data (rainfall 

intensity) was used in the estimation of reliability based on modeling.  The rainfall intensity 

information was collected from NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration). 

This study also obtained incident data for utilization in the estimation of reliability. Detail 

incident data were collected from the FDOT District Six database to calculate the number of 

incidents during a time slice, average number of lane blockage per incident, and average duration 

of each incident.   

For this study locations, three different time periods have been included in the analysis: 

• AM Peak (07:00 AM – 09:30 AM),  

• Mid-Day (12:00 PM– 02:30 PM), and  

• PM Peak (02:30 PM – 04:30 PM) 

Overview of Arterial Street Data 

To estimate different mobility measures, the following traffic measurements were obtained in 

this study: 

• Volume data from microwave point detectors (MVDS), 

• Travel time data based on Bluetooth readers installed by FDOT District 4 and two private 

sector vendors (Inrix and HERE), 
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• Turning movement counts from a previously well calibrated VISSIM network for use as 

inputs to the HCM procedure,  

• Traffic signal timing data from the well-calibrated network, and 

• Incident data.  

Similar to the freeway, this study also estimated reliability utilizing incident data. Detail incident 

data were collected from the FDOT District 4 SunGuide system to determine the number of 

incident during a time slice, average number of lane blockage per incident, and average duration 

of each incident.   The incident data was used as an input to the HCM procedure and to estimate 

the LHL required for SHRP2 L03 and SHRP2 L07 projects. 

Three different time period has been also considered for arterial corridor analysis: 

• AM Peak (07:00 AM – 09:00 AM),  

• Mid-Day (11:00 AM – 01:00 PM), and  

• PM Peak (04:00 PM – 07:00 PM) 

Volume and Speed/Travel Time Data 

Volume and Speed/travel time data were collected from the RITIS website for the selected 

freeway corridor.   For the freeway segment, the downloaded RITIS data includes volume, speed, 

and occupancy measurements using point detectors and travel time using HERE data.  For the 

arterial segment, travel time data from Bluetooth readers and two private sector data vendors 

(HERE and Inrix), in addition to volumes from microwave detectors, were also downloaded 

from RITIS. 

The investigation of forecasting travel times using different models was based on data for the 

period between January 1st, 2017 and December 31st, 2017. On the freeways (I-95 NB), only 

measurements based on the detectors on general-purpose lane and nly weekdays were used in the 

analysis.  Data for incident days was also collected but removed from the database when 

estimating mobility for recurrent conditions.    Incident day comparison was also conducted later.  

For the analysis purpose, this study aggregated the downloaded 5-minute data into three-time 

periods; the AM, Mid-Day, and PM periods. To better understand the model performance, the 

mobility comparison was performed for ten randomly selected days, instead of averaging the 

days over the full year.  

For reliability estimation on the freeway, the speed and volume data were gathered for the same 

freeway corridor from an earlier period (1st January 2012 – 31st December 2012) SHRP2 pilot 

test project and also for the Year 2017.   The reason for selecting the earlier period is that it was 

used for a detailed investigation of reliability estimation as part of a SHRP2 project conducted by 

the authors.   Like mobility, only weekday data was considered for reliability estimation. 

Incident day data was also included in the reliability analysis, as the incident is a key 

contributing factor in a reliability study.  
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Weather Condition Data 

This study requires weather condition data (e.g. rainfall intensity) to measure reliability. Rainfall 

intensity information was obtained from NOAA for the year 2012 as this study utilized 2012 data 

for reliability estimation and also for 2017.    

Traffic Incident Data 

Traffic incident data is also required in this study to estimate reliability. Since this study 

measured reliability for both freeway and arterial segments, incident data were collected for both 

facilities.  

Traffic incident data for the I-95 NB facility was collected from the FDOT District Six and 

RITIS website.  The traffic incident data for the arterial segment (Sunrise Blvd.) was collected 

from the FDOT District 4 SunGuide system database. Incident data was gathered for the same 

periods as those, for which the traffic and weather data were collected. The FDOT traffic 

incident data provides detailed incident information for every incident. From the incident 

database, the following information was extracted and utilized in this study.  

• Number of incidents  

• Average number of lanes blocked per incident 

• Average duration of incidents 

Since this study analyzed data in 3 specific time slices (AM, Mid-Day, and PM), each of the 

above information was estimated for each time slice.  

Traffic Signal and Capacity Data 

This study estimated mobility and reliability on arterial for which traffic signal timing and 

capacity data were needed.  A previously well-calibrated VISSIM network for Sunrise Blvd. was 

utilized in this study to obtain turning movement volume and traffic signal timing information 

(offset, green time, and cycle length). Traffic signal timing information for each of the 

intersection along the EB Sunrise Blvd. corridor was extracted from the VISSIM network. The 

cycle length was found to be 180 sec. for all intersections. The effective green times for the EB 

main street through movement on individual intersections vary from intersection to intersection 

between 93 seconds and 145 seconds.  The timing information was used as an input to the Urban 

Street module of the Highway Capacity Software (HCS) and also to calculate the capacity for 

use in traffic flow equation calculation of travel time on arterial streets.   The effective green 

time and cycle length information were utilized to derive arterial roadway capacity using 

Equation 4-7. 

                             𝐶apacity =  
Effectice Green Time

Cycle Length
 x 1700                                                        (4-7)                           

Five different capacity was used in the traffic flow functions (BPR curve, Akcelic equation, etc.) 

as follows: 

• 900 vehicles per hour per lane – this is the value used in the SERPM demand model for 

the Sunrise Blvd. 
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• 880 vehicles per hour per lane -  This value was obtained from Equation (4-7) by taking 

the minimum value of the effective green time to cycle length ratio among all the 

intersections along the EB direction of Sunrise Blvd. 

• 1,120 vehicles per hour per lane – This value was obtained from the Equation (4-7) by 

taking the average value of the effective green time to cycle length ratio among all the 

intersections along the EB direction of Sunrise Blvd. 

• 1,370 vehicles per hour per lane -  This value was obtained from the Equation (4-7) by 

taking the maximum value of the effective green time to cycle length ratio among all the 

intersections along the EB direction of Sunrise Blvd. 

4.1.3.4 Freeway Recurrent Conditions Analysis Results 

The accuracy of the following functions to estimate speed/travel time were assessed based on 

comparison with data-based estimates of travel time: 

• Bureau of Public Road (BPR) Curve with the parameters extracted from SERPM 

• Akcelik Equation with the parameters extracted from the ELTOD software developed for 

managed lane toll assessment 

• BPR Curve with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by Florida State 

University (FSU) 

• Akcelik Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

• Modified Davidson Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

• Conical Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

• Freeway and urban street Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) procedures 

Figures 4-4 to 4-6 present the speed estimates for the AM Peak period, which is a non-congested 

peak since the northbound traffic is the non-peak direction. The figures provide a comparison 

between the estimates obtained using different mobility estimation methods compared to real-

world measurements using detector data (referred to as Detector Speed in the figures) and HERE 

data (referred to as Prob Speed in the figures).   Please, note that a disadvantage with the probe 

data is that it does not differentiate between general purpose and managed lane speed.  Estimates 

from only three of the ten selected days since this is sufficient to discuss the findings.   The days 

were selected to represent different seasons of the year 2017; early year (February 7, 2017), mid-

year (June 22, 2017), and end of the year (December 12, 2017).  Tables 4-3 and 4-4 present 

goodness of fit statistics to illustrate the performance of different methods.  Based on the 

comparison, it appears that several methods predicted speeds reasonably well compared to real-

world mobility measures for the uncongested NB direction of the freeway in the AM Peak 

period. The Conical model did not perform well showing higher percentage error.   The methods 

with the highest accuracy were FSU-calibrated Modified Davidson FSU-Calibrated and ELTOD 

Akcelik function, highway capacity procedure utilizing FREEVAL, and FSU calibrated BPR 

curve.   It should be mentioned that for uncongested conditions, it is expected that the estimation 

accuracy improves by better estimation of free flow speed.  The free flow speed used as input to 

the models was calculated as the posted speed limit (55 mph) plus 5 mph. 
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Figure 4-4: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods - Travel Speed 

(Freeway, AM Peak, Day 01) 

 

 
Figure 4-5: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods - Travel Speed 

(Freeway, AM Peak, Day 02) 
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Figure 4-6: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods - Travel Speed 

(Freeway, AM Peak, Day 03) 
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Table 4-3: Speed Estimation Accuracy with Different Methods (Freeway, AM Peak) Compared to Detector Data 
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19th January 3.43 3.43 3.13 3.05 6.23 3.18 3.61 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.11 0.06 0.07 4.51 4.35 4.13 4.17 7.38 4.12 4.51 

7thFebruary 5.30 1.74 4.56 4.13 7.96 3.06 5.03 0.09 0.03 0.08 0.07 0.13 0.05 0.08 5.72 2.37 4.93 4.45 8.41 3.36 5.09 

30th March 8.64 5.41 7.64 7.48 12.41 6.11 6.94 0.14 0.09 0.12 0.12 0.20 0.10 0.11 8.94 5.81 7.87 7.73 12.94 6.28 6.96 

10th April 7.52 3.99 6.79 6.38 10.19 5.32 7.23 0.12 0.06 0.11 0.10 0.16 0.08 0.12 7.77 4.31 7.00 6.57 10.51 5.48 7.26 

9th May 6.58 3.06 5.61 5.33 10.12 3.99 4.93 0.11 0.05 0.09 0.09 0.17 0.07 0.08 6.93 3.67 5.88 5.65 10.67 4.26 4.98 

22nd_June 6.25 2.58 5.37 4.92 9.35 3.68 4.95 0.10 0.04 0.09 0.08 0.16 0.06 0.08 6.65 2.92 5.69 5.16 9.78 3.87 4.99 

20th July 5.37 1.69 4.54 4.07 8.27 2.90 4.36 0.09 0.03 0.08 0.07 0.14 0.05 0.07 5.65 2.00 4.77 4.25 8.61 3.04 4.41 

17th august 4.30 1.59 3.54 3.21 7.12 2.29 3.61 0.07 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.12 0.04 0.06 4.78 1.93 3.98 3.61 7.64 2.54 3.79 

6th December 4.98 1.33 4.18 3.74 7.82 2.61 4.24 0.08 0.02 0.07 0.06 0.13 0.04 0.07 5.28 1.97 4.42 3.98 8.22 2.81 4.26 

12th December 4.77 1.33 3.96 3.51 7.64 2.36 4.26 0.08 0.02 0.07 0.06 0.13 0.04 0.07 5.10 1.70 4.24 3.75 8.02 2.58 4.42 

Average 5.71 2.61 4.93 4.58 8.71 3.55 4.92 0.10 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.15 0.06 0.08 6.28 3.37 5.43 5.09 9.36 4.01 5.18 
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Table 4-4: Speed Estimation Accuracy with Different Methods (Freeway, AM Peak) Compared to Probe Data 
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19th January 4.27 5.26 4.28 4.40 5.52 4.79 4.53 0.08 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.09 0.09 5.18 6.44 5.08 5.39 7.31 5.68 5.09 

7thFebruary 4.03 1.90 3.35 2.90 6.42 2.27 3.49 0.07 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.11 0.04 0.06 5.07 2.89 4.38 3.95 7.49 3.15 4.20 

30th March 3.75 5.41 7.64 7.48 12.41 6.11 6.94 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.12 0.20 0.10 0.11 4.08 5.81 7.87 7.73 12.94 6.28 6.96 

10th April 4.11 3.99 6.79 6.38 10.19 5.32 7.23 0.07 0.06 0.11 0.10 0.16 0.08 0.12 4.45 4.31 7.00 6.57 10.51 5.48 7.26 

9th May 3.05 1.83 2.14 1.89 6.49 1.30 1.40 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.12 0.02 0.02 3.57 2.17 2.61 2.56 7.24 1.71 1.83 

22nd_June 3.93 1.07 3.04 2.60 7.02 1.40 2.63 0.07 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.12 0.02 0.05 4.40 1.35 3.47 2.96 7.49 1.77 2.82 

20th July 3.00 1.01 2.17 1.71 5.91 0.71 2.08 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.10 0.01 0.04 3.39 1.08 2.54 2.01 6.24 1.07 2.37 

17th august 2.71 2.85 2.31 2.28 4.53 2.09 1.94 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.03 3.49 3.26 2.94 2.77 5.88 2.51 2.24 

6th December 3.27 2.76 2.67 2.20 5.44 1.91 2.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.09 0.03 0.04 4.04 3.03 3.41 3.08 6.46 2.63 2.88 

12th December 4.89 6.29 4.88 4.89 5.21 5.55 4.78 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.10 6.11 7.93 6.29 6.44 6.18 7.00 6.09 

Average 4.53 3.24 3.93 3.67 6.91 3.15 3.71 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.12 0.06 0.06 5.50 4.39 4.91 4.75 8.06 4.26 4.60 
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Figures 4-7 to 4-9 present the speed estimation accuracy for the mid-day period, which is 

uncongested period.   As with the AM period, the figures present the results for three days of the 

selected 10 days. Tables 4-5 and 4-6 present goodness of fit statistics to illustrate the 

performance of different methods.  The accuracy analysis results in the mid-day appear to be 

very similar to that in the AM period, with most function perform relatively well.  The Conical 

model did not perform well.  The FSU-calibrated Modified Davidson, the default Akcelik used in 

ELTOD, highway capacity procedure in FREEVAL, and FSU calibrated BPR curve performed 

the best, as in the AM peak. 

 
Figure 4-7: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Speed 

(Freeway, Mid-Day, Day 01) 
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Figure 4-8: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Speed 

(Freeway, Mid-Day, Day 02) 

 
Figure 4-9: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Speed 

(Freeway, Mid-Day, Day 03) 
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Table 4-5: Speed Estimation Accuracy with Different Methods (Freeway, Mid-day) Compared to Detector Data 

  

  

MAE (mph) MAPE RMSE (mph) 
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19th January 5.68 2.17 4.35 4.30 10.56 2.56 2.98 0.09 0.06 0.08 0.14 0.21 0.07 0.10 5.89 2.55 4.63 4.44 10.65 2.77 3.16 

7thFebruary 5.38 1.70 4.33 3.79 9.43 2.44 3.61 0.10 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.19 0.04 0.05 5.67 2.02 4.56 4.03 9.58 2.58 3.61 

30th March 3.90 5.90 4.60 12.49 11.23 5.25 6.31 0.09 0.03 0.07 0.07 0.16 0.04 0.06 4.27 7.00 5.18 15.08 15.71 6.37 6.94 

10th April 7.88 4.47 6.56 8.12 13.72 5.18 4.82 0.09 0.13 0.11 0.32 0.30 0.12 0.15 8.02 5.17 6.66 10.33 15.08 5.76 4.85 

9th May 4.94 2.74 3.96 5.35 10.33 2.78 2.86 0.13 0.08 0.11 0.14 0.24 0.09 0.08 6.06 3.62 4.78 10.01 12.80 4.01 3.67 

22nd_June 3.99 1.15 3.51 2.64 7.44 1.94 3.79 0.10 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.22 0.06 0.06 4.30 1.75 3.67 2.78 7.57 2.07 4.35 

20th July 2.83 4.20 3.09 12.79 14.62 3.76 17.67 0.07 0.02 0.06 0.05 0.13 0.04 0.07 3.76 4.89 3.73 16.84 18.72 4.96 20.07 

17th august 4.90 3.17 4.03 6.25 9.20 3.51 3.95 0.06 0.09 0.07 0.32 0.36 0.08 0.36 5.08 4.65 4.53 9.21 11.54 4.64 4.74 

6th December 4.06 2.53 3.82 4.36 7.38 2.30 3.84 0.09 0.07 0.08 0.14 0.19 0.07 0.08 4.21 4.00 4.23 6.24 8.75 3.70 4.63 

12th December 4.00 1.17 2.90 2.50 7.63 1.33 1.37 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.15 0.05 0.08 4.17 1.81 3.06 2.74 8.14 1.66 1.63 

Average 4.76 2.92 4.11 6.26 10.16 3.25 5.12 0.07 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.14 0.02 0.02 5.29 4.09 4.60 9.45 12.36 4.75 7.59 
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Table 4-6: Speed Estimation Accuracy with Different Methods (Freeway, Mid-day Peak) Compared to Probe Data 

  

  

MAE (mph) MAPE RMSE (mph) 
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19th January 5.81 2.43 4.48 4.43 10.69 2.69 2.74 0.09 0.07 0.08 0.14 0.21 0.06 0.10 5.95 2.80 4.65 4.61 10.86 2.91 2.89 

7thFebruary 5.36 1.76 4.17 3.78 9.41 2.27 2.87 0.10 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.19 0.05 0.05 5.51 2.05 4.34 3.98 9.61 2.48 3.14 

30th March 1.61 5.90 4.60 12.49 11.23 5.25 6.31 0.09 0.03 0.07 0.07 0.16 0.04 0.05 2.06 7.00 5.18 15.08 15.71 6.37 6.94 

10th April 3.04 4.47 6.56 8.12 13.72 5.18 4.82 0.04 0.13 0.11 0.32 0.30 0.12 0.15 3.34 5.17 6.66 10.33 15.08 5.76 4.85 

9th May 7.21 4.67 5.79 7.90 13.11 4.79 3.81 0.05 0.08 0.11 0.14 0.24 0.09 0.08 10.50 8.11 9.05 15.17 17.78 8.86 6.44 

22nd_June 3.89 0.93 2.79 2.73 7.86 1.25 2.62 0.13 0.09 0.11 0.15 0.24 0.09 0.07 4.06 1.19 3.08 3.17 8.24 1.58 2.94 

20th July 2.60 4.73 2.75 13.03 14.43 4.44 18.69 0.07 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.14 0.02 0.05 3.57 5.13 3.52 17.03 18.81 5.09 20.07 

17th august 3.98 2.91 3.12 5.41 9.19 2.81 2.07 0.06 0.10 0.07 0.32 0.35 0.10 0.39 4.72 4.23 3.59 10.69 12.82 4.56 2.64 

6th December 3.29 2.33 2.29 4.31 8.79 2.14 1.92 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.11 0.18 0.06 0.04 3.76 2.88 2.64 8.61 11.33 3.05 2.29 

12th December 3.58 3.67 3.24 3.12 5.31 3.14 2.52 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.09 0.17 0.04 0.03 3.88 4.72 3.75 3.77 6.32 4.33 3.86 

Average 4.75 3.38 3.98 6.53 10.38 3.29 4.84 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.10 0.06 0.05 5.82 4.79 4.99 10.51 13.25 4.45 7.55 
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Figures 4-10 to 4-12 present the speed estimation accuracy for the PM peak period, which is a 

congested period.   As with the AM period, the figures present the results for three days of the 

selected 10 days. Tables 4-7 and 4-8 present goodness of fit statistics to illustrate the 

performance of different methods.  The figures and tables indicate that it is more difficult to 

predict the travel time accurately in the PM congested period.  Some of the tested functions 

produced high errors.    The functions that produced the best results are the FSU-calibrated 

Modified Davidson, the Akcelik function used in ELTOD, the default BPR curve used in 

SERPM, and the FREEVAL (freeway facility HCM-based facility procedure). 

 
Figure 4-10: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Speed 

(Freeway, PM Peak, Day 01) 
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Figure 4-11: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Speed 

(Freeway, PM Peak, Day 02) 

 
Figure 4-12: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Speed 

(Freeway, PM Peak, Day 03) 
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Table 4-7: Speed Estimation Accuracy with Different Methods (Freeway, PM Period) Compared to Detector Data 

  MAE (mph) MAPE  RMSE (mph) 
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19th January 4.83 5.34 4.36 12.27 13.45 4.17 2.61 4.86 0.24 0.22 0.24 0.63 0.68 0.31 0.18 0.31 5.65 6.49 5.43 14.47 15.25 5.57 4.10 5.39 

7thFebruary 3.47 3.52 2.03 21.20 22.55 3.85 5.43 8.90 0.16 0.20 0.15 0.49 0.52 0.15 0.08 0.18 4.25 4.09 2.47 21.73 23.11 4.12 6.45 9.65 

30th March 8.14 10.04 10.50 12.77 14.46 7.62 3.32 6.84 0.11 0.14 0.07 0.72 0.77 0.13 0.18 0.33 10.31 11.39 12.65 13.78 15.24 9.38 4.16 7.58 

10th April 5.39 2.35 3.59 20.08 21.95 3.27 7.06 7.85 0.38 0.46 0.49 0.53 0.61 0.36 0.14 0.29 6.34 3.12 4.30 20.41 22.28 3.73 7.69 9.08 

9th May 6.73 4.78 5.17 20.73 22.01 4.68 8.19 10.42 0.20 0.08 0.14 0.68 0.73 0.10 0.23 0.30 9.20 5.73 7.90 21.45 22.75 6.04 9.96 11.29 

22nd_June 5.60 2.54 4.62 20.00 21.43 2.06 6.57 9.13 0.24 0.18 0.18 0.74 0.78 0.16 0.26 0.40 6.73 2.76 5.54 20.07 21.49 2.62 6.71 10.16 

20th July 10.64 5.89 8.51 22.26 22.44 6.98 7.69 12.04 0.20 0.09 0.16 0.71 0.76 0.07 0.23 0.34 12.49 7.17 10.77 23.17 23.91 8.29 8.72 13.47 

17th august 8.51 5.51 8.45 19.20 20.33 6.02 5.43 10.06 0.34 0.17 0.27 0.72 0.74 0.21 0.25 0.41 9.99 6.80 9.31 19.94 21.01 6.45 6.38 10.76 

6th December 7.35 8.26 9.11 16.18 17.36 6.99 2.58 8.61 0.33 0.25 0.35 0.73 0.77 0.25 0.20 0.42 8.98 8.88 9.67 17.17 18.24 7.50 3.60 9.06 

12th December 2.70 5.51 4.03 8.80 10.79 4.04 4.20 1.45 0.31 0.40 0.41 0.68 0.73 0.33 0.10 0.38 3.80 6.29 5.36 10.56 12.52 4.63 5.17 2.24 

Average 6.34 5.37 6.04 17.35 18.68 4.97 5.31 8.02 0.25 0.22 0.25 0.66 0.71 0.21 0.18 0.34 7.77 6.27 7.34 18.28 19.58 5.83 6.29 8.87 

Std. Deviation 2.42 2.39 2.85 4.59 4.35 1.84 2.07 3.04 0.09 0.12 0.13 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.06 0.07 2.85 2.61 3.22 4.11 3.99 2.13 2.09 3.17 
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Table 4-8: Speed Estimation Accuracy with Different Methods (Freeway, AM Peak) Compared to Probe Data 

  MAE (mph) MAPE RMSE (mph) 
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19th January 5.21 6.90 5.53 11.67 12.87 5.63 3.43 4.28 0.27 0.23 0.25 0.66 0.70 0.32 0.24 0.36 6.80 7.80 6.81 14.63 15.31 6.93 4.44 4.77 

7thFebruary 4.94 3.93 2.79 22.68 24.02 4.52 6.48 10.37 0.18 0.28 0.22 0.47 0.51 0.22 0.12 0.16 6.10 4.81 3.97 23.34 24.71 5.54 7.42 10.95 

30th March 2.19 10.04 10.50 12.77 14.46 7.62 3.32 6.84 0.15 0.14 0.08 0.73 0.78 0.14 0.21 0.36 2.63 11.39 12.65 13.78 15.24 9.38 4.16 7.58 

10th April 2.04 2.35 3.59 20.08 21.95 3.27 7.06 7.85 0.09 0.46 0.49 0.53 0.61 0.36 0.14 0.29 2.26 3.12 4.30 20.41 22.28 3.73 7.69 9.08 

9th May 9.95 7.74 8.27 23.68 24.96 8.17 11.14 12.89 0.08 0.08 0.14 0.68 0.73 0.10 0.23 0.30 12.23 8.61 10.52 25.05 26.37 9.57 13.73 13.33 

22nd_June 6.56 2.21 4.92 22.18 23.62 3.18 8.17 10.58 0.30 0.26 0.26 0.75 0.79 0.25 0.31 0.45 8.03 2.59 6.05 22.30 23.72 4.06 8.27 11.51 

20th July 12.60 7.20 10.25 24.22 24.41 8.63 9.59 14.00 0.23 0.07 0.16 0.73 0.77 0.10 0.27 0.37 14.08 8.00 11.98 25.52 26.39 9.66 9.90 15.12 

17th august 9.55 6.47 9.00 20.48 21.61 7.06 6.71 11.34 0.38 0.20 0.31 0.73 0.74 0.24 0.29 0.45 11.03 7.31 10.03 21.46 22.53 7.43 7.93 11.70 

6th December 12.63 8.87 11.11 26.78 27.96 10.13 12.13 19.21 0.35 0.27 0.36 0.74 0.78 0.28 0.22 0.45 15.22 10.13 13.33 27.93 29.03 11.55 13.36 19.66 

12th December 7.16 8.68 7.93 14.81 14.58 7.60 8.49 6.89 0.34 0.26 0.32 0.77 0.81 0.29 0.34 0.57 8.53 10.84 9.30 15.81 15.65 9.98 10.22 8.37 

Average 7.28 6.44 7.39 19.94 21.04 6.58 7.65 10.43 0.24 0.23 0.26 0.68 0.72 0.23 0.24 0.38 8.69 7.46 8.89 21.02 22.12 7.78 8.71 11.21 

Std. Deviation 3.84 2.73 2.99 5.14 5.20 2.34 2.91 4.30 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.11 4.45 3.08 3.42 4.86 5.05 2.68 3.21 4.20 
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Based on the results presented in this section, the functions that produced the best results for all 

three periods for the ten days are the FSU-calibrated Modified Davidson model, the Akcelik 

function used in ELTOD, and the HCM-based freeway facility procedure.   The SERPM BPR 

relationship worked well for congested conditions but was somewhat less accurate than other 

methods for uncongested conditions.   The other tested models were less accurate.  In general, 

the estimation is much more accurate for less congested conditions for all tested methods. 

4.1.3.5 Calculation of Other Mobility Measures based on Travel Time Estimates (Freeway) 

Mobility measurements listed in Table 4-1, as required by national and state guidance and 

procedures can be calculated based on travel time estimates calculated as described above 

combined with demand model output. Table 4-9 provides a summary of such measurements for 

the I-95 corridor segment used as a freeway case study segment in this project.  

Table 4-9: Additional Mobility Measures Estimated for the Freeway Case Study Segment 

Mobility Measure 
AM Period 

Value 

MD Period 

Value 

PM Period 

Value 

Annual hours of peak hour 

excessive delay (PHED) per capita 
0.00 0.00 0.00 

Vehicle hours delay 0.12 0.43 2.98 

Vehicle hour traveled (VHT) 38.94 81.71 131.76 

Vehicle mile traveled (VMT) 112,870 224,281 206,068 

Percentage of non-SOV travel 79.81 74.60 80.31 

Person trips 15,947 32,406 29,508 

Average speed 45.25 42.79 24.85 

Average travel time 9.26 9.79 16.87 

4.1.3.6 Freeway Incident Conditions Analysis Results 

This study further investigated the predictive ability of the different methods in presence of an 

incident during the AM peak, which is uncongested in the NB direction of the freeway study 

segment during recurrent conditions.   A real-world incident that occurred on March between 

08:00 AM to 08:30 AM near NW 103rd Street was used in the comparison. The capacity due to 

the incident was adjusted accordingly based on the HCM procedure. Table 4-10 presents the 

performance summary of mobility estimation methods during incident. 

Table 4-10: Performance Summary of Mobility Methods during an Incident 
 MAE (mph) MAPE (%) RMSE (mph) 

BPR Curve 8.86 22 12.75 

Akcelik 5.06 12 7.15 

FSU BPR Curve 8.04 20 11.83 

FSU Akcelik 9.08 23 14.33 

FSU Conical 12.50 29 16.05 

FSU Davidson 5.74 14 8.02 

FREEVAL 10.63 20 13.73 

Queueing Theory 12.65 26 15.58 
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According to the Table 4-10, the lowest error was observed when using the ELTOD Akcelik 

model and the FSU-Calibrated Davidson model.    The HCM procedure predicted higher travel 

time compared with the real-world measures. This model performs well for the PM congested 

conditions.  Further examination indicates that the traffic in the HCM-based procedure takes 

longer time to recover from congestion caused by the incident.  This could be due to not 

considering diverted traffic in the analysis.     

It should be noted her that all models, except the Queueing Analysis and HCM-based procedure 

show that the delay occurs during the incident lane blockage duration and do not include the 

additional delay during queue dissipation (recovery) after incident lane-blockage clearance (see 

Figure 4-13).  However, both the Queueing Analysis and HCM-based procedure overestimates 

the time it takes for the queue to recover.   This may be due to underestimation of the queue 

discharge rate or an error in the incident duration estimation.  This issue is being investigated. 

 
Figure 4-13: Incident Impact on Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation 

Methods (Near 103rd Street) 

4.1.3.7 Arterial Recurrent Conditions Analysis Results 

For arterial recurrent condition analysis, the eastbound direction of Sunrise Blvd. in Broward 

County from I-95 intersection to US1 was used as a case study location for the analysis. A year 

worth of traffic data was utilized to generate the results.  Real-world travel time data from a 

private sector data provider (HERE) was used as the ground truth for evaluating the estimation 

performance of different predictive models. 

The free flow speed (Sf) for an entire corridor was calculated following the procedure mentioned 

by Dowling, R. (1997). The free flow speed (Sf) is a function of length of the analysis segment 

(L), posted speed limit (Sp), Number of signalized intersections along the corridor (N), and total 

signal delay per vehicle (D).  
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𝑆𝑓 =  
𝐿

𝐿

𝑆𝑚𝑏
+𝑁∗(

𝐷

3600
)
                        (4-8) 

𝑆𝑚𝑏 = 0.79 ∗ 𝑆𝑝 + 12          (4-9) 

𝐷 = 𝐷𝐹 ∗ 0.5 ∗ 𝐶(1 − 𝑔/𝐶)2       (4-10) 

where, C is the cycle length, g/C is the critical effective green time, cycle length ratio with a 

default value of 0.45, and DF is the delay adjustment factor (DF) which has the following default 

values: 

Uncoordinated traffic with actuated signals = 0.9 

Uncoordinated traffic with fixed time signal = 1.0 

Coordinated traffic with unfavorable progression = 1.2 

Coordinated traffic with favorable progression = 0.9 

Coordinated traffic with highly favorable progression = 0.6 

The capacity is calculated using following equation: 

Capacity (vph) = Ideal Sat *N*Fw*FHV*PHF*Fpark*Fba*FCBD*g/C*Fc   (4-11) 

FHV = 1/(1+HV)          (4-12) 

where, Ideal Sat is the ideal saturation flow rate. Dowling R. (1997) recommended a value of 

1900 for urban interrupted flow facilities. N is the total number of lanes. Fw is lane width factor 

which has a value of 0.93 for lanes width less than 12 ft otherwise 1. FHV is heavy vehicle 

adjustment factor, HV is the percentage of heavy vehicle, PHF is the peak hour factor with a 

default value of 0.9. Fpark is the adjustment factor (0.9) for on-street parking presence, Fbay is 

the adjust factor (1.1) for excusive left turn lane presence, FCBD is the adjustment factor (0.9) 

for CBD, Fc is the user specific calibration factor to match the estimated capacity to the observed 

capacity with a default value of 1.  

For this study location, the corridor has posted speed limit of 45 mph, length of the corridor is 

1.8 mile and the traffic is coordinated with unfavorable progression. It has three through lanes 

with a lane width of 11ft, no presence of on-street parking and exclusive left turning lanes. 

Therefore, the equations provide a free flow speed of 28.3 mph and capacity of 662.6 vphpl.   

This is lower than the default capacity used in the SERPM model, which was 900 vphpl. 

Figures 4-14 to 4-16 presents the travel time estimates for the AM Peak. Mid-Day, and PM Peak 

period for the urban street case study used in this project.  Table 4-11 presents the goodness of fit 

statistics that illustrate the performance of different methods. The figures and tables suggest that 

for the arterial street segment, the FSU-calibrated Modified Davidson model produced the most 

accurate results for the AM and PM peak periods. However, the BPR function in the SERPM 

model works better for the Mid-Day period.  Overall, it appears that, for the arterial segment, the 

FSU-calibrated Davidson model performed the best, followed by the FSU calibrated BPR curve, 

and ELTOD Akcelik equation.  
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Figure 4-14: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Time 

(Arterial, AM Peak, Capacity 662 vphpl) 

 

 
Figure 4-15: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Time 

(Arterial, Mid-Day, Capacity 662 vphpl) 
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Figure 4-16: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods - Travel Time 

(Arterial, PM Peak, Capacity 662 vphpl) 

Table 4-11: Accuracy of Different Travel Time Estimation Methods 

  
SERPM 

BPR 

Curve 

FSU BPR 

Curve 

ELTOD 

Akcelik 

FSU 

Akcelik 

FSU 

Conical 

Delay 

FSU 

Modified 

Davidson 

AM Peak 

MAPE 

(x100) 
0.230 0.252 0.225 0.215 1.495 0.202 

MAE (min) 0.759 0.836 0.756 0.714 5.129 0.662 

RMSE (min) 0.953 1.002 0.870 0.859 7.926 0.761 

Mid-Day 

MAPE 

(x100) 
0.101 0.142 0.194 0.216 0.276 0.145 

MAE (min) 0.288 0.419 0.569 0.630 0.817 0.424 

MAPE 0.400 0.510 0.637 0.696 1.808 0.511 

PM Peak 

MAPE 

(x100) 
0.178 0.131 0.163 0.184 0.987 0.129 

MAE (min) 0.522 0.391 0.491 0.549 2.959 0.382 

RMSE (min) 0.668 0.503 0.556 0.621 4.498 0.472 

The estimated capacity (662 vphpl) is much lower than value used as default in the SERPM 

model (900 vphpl). Therefore, the above procedure was repeated utilizing the capacity of 900 

vphpl. Figure 4-17 to 4-19 shows the actual travel time and model estimation travel time for the 

AM, PM, and Mid-Day periods. All the figures show that the use of 900 vphpl capacity under-

estimate the travel time especially during congestion. This appears to be mostly true when the 
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corridor is long with multiple signalized intersection within it.  The use of lower capacity 

accounts for the arrival on red.  Thus, the use of the lower capacity value of 662 vphpl is 

recommended. 

 
Figure 4-17: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Time 

(Arterial, AM Peak, Capacity 900 vphpl) 
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Figure 4-18: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Time 

(Arterial, Mid-Day, Capacity 900 vphpl) 

 
Figure 4-19: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods - Travel Time 

(Arterial, PM Peak, Capacity 900 vphpl) 
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4.1.3.8 Calculation of Other Mobility Measures based on Travel Time Estimates (Arterial) 

Mobility measurements listed in Table 4-1, as required by national and state guidance and 

procedures can be calculated based on travel time estimates calculated as described above 

combined with demand model output. Table 4-12 provides a summary of such measurements for 

the Sunrise Blvd. segment used as an urban street case study segment in this project.  

Table 4-12: Summary of Mobility Measures from Demand Model (Arterial, AM Peak) 

Mobility Measure 
AM Peak 

Value 

MD Peak 

Value 

PM Peak 

Value 

Annual hours of peak hour excessive 

delay (PHED) per capita 
0.00 0.00 0.00 

Vehicle hours delay 0.20 0.06 0.1 

Vehicle hour traveled (VHT) 15.74 16.76 13.84 

Vehicle mile traveled (VMT) 23,857 31,732 24,231 

Percentage of non-SOV travel 83 74.78 76.6 

Person trips 7,374 10,280 9,714 

Average speed 25.35 31.38 29.02 

Average travel time 8.86 7.15 7.68 
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4.2 Reliability Performance Measure   

The travel time reliability measures reflect day-to-day variation in congestion levels due to 

contributing factors such as demand and capacity stochasticity, incidents, adverse weather, and 

work zones.   This section describes different reliability measures, the methods utilized to 

estimate them, and presents a comparison of these method accuracy based on the project case 

study data.  

Table 4-13 presents the commonly used reliability measures. These measures are estimated 

based on travel time data.  The data should be for at least one-year period.  The contributing 

factors to the unreliability of the system requires the collection of volume, incident, weather, and 

work zone data.  Reliability can also be estimated based on models that range from simple 

equations to HCM-based procedures to simulation-based procedures.  The methods to estimate 

reliability based on data and models are described next. 

Table 4-13: Reliability Measure Calculation Methods 

Reliability 

Measure 
Calculation Method Data Requirement 

Level of travel 

time reliability 

(LOTTR) 

• 80th percentile travel time divided by 50th 

percentile travel time 

• Travel time 

80th percentile 

travel time index 
• 80th percentile travel time divided by free-

flow travel time 

• Travel time 

Planning time 

index (PTI) (95% 

Travel Time 

Index) 

• 95th percentile travel time divided by free-

flow travel time 

• Travel time 

 

Mean travel time 

index 
• Mean travel time/free flow travel time • Travel time 

Buffer index • The difference between the 95th percentile 

travel time and the average travel time, 

normalized by the average travel time 

• Travel time 

 

On time Arrival • Percentage of freeway trips travelling at least 

45 mph 

• Travel time 

In this study, the forecasting of reliability measures was compared with reliability estimations for 

both the freeway case study (I-95 in Miami-Dade County) and the arterial segment (Sunrise 

Blvd. in Broward County) based on real-world data from Bluetooth vendors and two data 

vendors (HERE and INRIX).  The followings are the tested reliability forecasting methods in this 

project, all of which developed as part of the Reliability Program of the Strategic Highway 

Research Program 2 (SHRP2): 

• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Poor Procedure 

• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Rich Procedure 

• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure with Default Parameters 

• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure Calibrated for Miami by Florida International University 

as part of the SHRP2 L38 project 
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• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure 

• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure Calibrated for the Tampa Bay Region as part of a federal 

grant 

• SHRP 2 L08 procedures as adopted in the HCM and implemented in FREEVAL and 

HCS. 

4.2.1 Forecasting of Reliability Performance Measures 

4.2.1.1 SHRP 2 L02 Method 

The Strategic Highway Research Program 2 (SHRP2) SHRP2 L02 project provides a framework 

and guidance for a data-based travel time reliability estimation method (Institute for 

Transportation Research and Education et al., 2012). The framework consists of three 

components, that is, a data manager, a computational engine, and a report generator. The data 

manager assembles data from traffic sensors, weather data feeds, and incident reporting systems, 

and organizes them in a database. The computational engine classifies traffic into different 

regimes based on demand, incident, and weather. The probability density function (PDF) and 

cumulative density function (CDF) distributions of travel time rate for each regime are calculated 

from the collected and cleaned data. These two distributions allow the visualization and 

comparison of travel time reliability under various traffic conditions as well as the identification 

of contributing factors to unreliability. The report generator presents results based on user 

requests. 

4.2.1.2 Highway Capacity Manual Procedure  

The SHRP 2 Project L08 developed reliability assessment methods and tools based on the 

Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) freeway and urban street facility procedures and 

computational engines (Kittleson & Associates et al. 2012).   These procedures were used a basis 

for reliability estimation in the latest version of the HCM.  The FREEVAL-RL, STREETVAL-

RL, and Highway Capacity Software (HCS) apply the above mentioned developed procedures to 

estimate travel time reliability.   These tools have a scenario generator, which takes the input of 

demand, weather, incident, and work zone data, and generates a set of scenarios that represent 

different traffic conditions that are expected to occur within one year along the study facility. 

The impacts of incident, weather, and work zone events on capacity and speed are adjusted by 

using adjustment factors recommended by HCM. The conventional HCM computational engine 

for freeway or urban street facility is then utilized to calculate the travel time for each scenario. 

The measures of travel time reliability, including standard statistical measures (e.g., standard 

deviation, kurtosis), percentile-based measures (e.g., 80th and 95th percentile travel time, buffer 

index), on-time measures (e.g., percent of trips completed within a travel time threshold), and 

failure measures (e.g., percent of trips that exceed a travel time threshold), are calculated from 

the resulted distribution of travel time.  
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4.2.1.3  SHRP2 L03 Method 

As a foundational study, the product of the SHRP2 L03 project defined reliability, presented 

recommended reliability measures derived from travel time distributions, highlighted the causes 

of congestion, explained how to build a database for estimating reliability prediction models, 

conducted before and after studies of operations and capacity improvements, and developed two 

sets of prediction models based on empirical data from numerous metropolitan areas (Cambridge 

Systematics et al., 2013). SHRP2 L03 gathered a year worth of readily available real-world 

detector-based travel time data from transportation agencies/private sectors for different regions 

of the United States. The study adopted a before-after study approach to build the relationship 

between highway improvements and travel time reliability. SHRP2 L03 developed two cross-

sectional statistical predictive models to capture the relationship in context of highway 

improvements; ‘data-poor model’ and ‘data-rich model’.  

Data-Poor Model 

The SHRP2 L03 produced a highly practical set of relationships to predict reliability, known as 

‘data-poor’ model. The data-poor model is a simpler model that can be applied in an 

environment with limited data. The calculation equations are provided below.  

Overall mean TTI= 1.0274*RecurringMeanTTI1.2204                      (4-13) 

95th Percentile TTI = mean TTI1.8834                                                            (4-14) 

90th Percentile TTI = mean TTI1.6424                                                             (4-15) 

80th Percentile TTI = mean TTI1.365                  (4-16) 

Median TTI = mean TTI0.8601              (4-17) 

10th Percentile TTI = mean TTI0.1524                                      (4-18) 

The above equations work when the mean TTI is less than 2. However, in many cases, the mean 

TTI may exceed 2. Equation 4-19 to Equation 4-21 should be used for mean TTI greater than 2.  

95th percentile TTI = 1+3.6700 *ln (Mean TTI)                                                (−) 

90th percentile TTI = 1+2.7809 *ln (Mean TTI)                                                (−) 

80th percentile TTI = 1+2.1406 *ln (Mean TTI)                                                (−) 

Data-Rich Model 

The project L03 quantifies the impact of incidents and work zones on reliability with respect to 

three key variables; a) lane hours lost, b) critical demand-to-capacity ratio, and c) hours of 

rainfall exceeding 0.05 inch. The relationship is provided below. 

                            𝑻𝑻𝑰𝒏% = 𝒆(𝒋𝒏𝒅𝒄𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕+𝒌𝒏𝑳𝑯𝑳+𝒍𝒏𝑹𝟎.𝟎𝟓")                                            (4-22) 

where TTIn% is nth percentile travel time index. Depending on the coefficients used in Equation 

4-22, different percentile of travel time index can be estimated. LHL is the lane hour lost due to 

incidents and work zone. This value is calculated as the average number of lanes blocked per 

incident or work zone multiplied by the average duration of incident or work zone and the total 
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number of incidents/work zones within the study time period and study time slice. dccrit 

represents the critical demand-to-capacity ratio. Two methods were recommended to calculate 

demand. In the first method, when there is no congestion, the 30th-highest volume count during 

one-year weekdays is used as the demand. However, as traffic detectors measure volume counts 

instead of demand during the congested periods, a demand has to be either estimated by using a 

cumulative volume-based method proposed by the L03 project or by adding a field-observed 

number of vehicles in queue for congested periods. When there is only a single-day or multiple-

day collection of volume counts, these limited volume counts are converted to the counts in the 

peak month using a seasonal factor and a weekday adjustment factor. 

The parameter R 0.05” in Equation 4-22 is the hours of rainfall with a precipitation greater than 

0.05 inch during the time slice and study period. The remaining variables in Equation 4-22 are 

regression coefficients, whose values are listed in Table 4-14.  

Table 4-14 Coefficients Used in SHRP2 L03 Project (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2013) 

N (percentile) 𝒋𝒏 𝒌𝒏 𝒍𝒏 

For Peak Hour 

10 0.07643 0.00405 0.00000 

50 0.29097 0.01380 0.00000 

80 0.52013 0.01544 0.00000 

95 0.63071 0.01219 0.04744 

99 1.13062 0.01242 0.00000 

Mean 0.27886 0.01089 0.02935 

For Peak Period 

10 0.01180 0.00145 0.00000 

50 0.09335 0.00932 0.00000 

80 0.13992 0.01118 0.01271 

95 0.23233 0.01222 0.01777 

99 0.33477 0.01235 0.02531 

Mean 0.09677 0.00862 0.00904 

4.2.1.4 SHRP2 L07 Method 

The SHRP2 L07 project developed a sketch planning-level tool for assessing the impacts of 

highway design treatments on travel time reliability (Potts et al., 2014). The product of the SHRP 

2 L07 is a design guide, consisting of a compendium of design treatments likely to affect non-

recurring congestion plus an Excel-based tool that designers can use to evaluate the effects of 

such treatments on delay, safety, travel time reliability, and lifecycle benefits and costs (Potts et 

al., 2014).   As stated earlier. SHRP2 L03 developed models for predicting a travel time index 

(TTI) at five percentiles (10th, 50th, 80th, 95th, and 99th) along the TTI distribution, but only for 

certain peak periods (e.g. AM Peak, PM Peak).  The SHRP2 L07 research team adapted a 

modification to the SHRP2 L03 data-rich models for use for one-hour time-slices, so that the TTI 

distribution could be predicted for each hour of the day.  The coefficients corresponding to the 

Equation 4-23 are presented in the Table 4-15. 
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𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑛 = {
𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑁𝑃,𝑛 ∗ 𝑒

(𝑐𝑛𝑅05"+𝑑𝑛𝑆01")          𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑 𝑐⁄ ≤ 0.8

𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑁𝑃,𝑛

𝑁𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
∗ [𝑁𝑁𝑃 + 𝑉𝐹𝐹 (

𝑅05"

𝑐1𝑛𝑉𝐹𝐹+𝑐2𝑛𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑁𝑃,𝑛
+

𝑆01"

𝑑1𝑛𝑉𝐹𝐹+𝑑2𝑛𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑁𝑃,𝑛
)] 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑 𝑐⁄ > 0.8

     (4-23) 

Table 4-15: Default co-efficient for L07 data-rich model 
 d/c < 0.8 d/c > 0.8 

N 

(percentile) 
an bn cn dn an bn c1n c2n d1n d2n 

10 0.014 0.00099 0.00015 0.00037 0.07643 0.00405 1.364 -28.34 0.178 15.55 

50 0.07 0.00495 0.00075 0.00184 0.29097 0.0138 0.966 -6.74 0.345 3.27 

80 0.11214 0.00793 0.0012 0.0031 0.52013 0.01544 0.63 6.89 0.233 5.24 

95 0.19763 0.01557 0.00197 0.01056 0.63071 0.01219 0.639 5.04 0.286 1.67 

99 0.47282 0.0417 0.003 0.02293 1.13062 0.01242 0.607 5.27 0.341 -0.55 

A study by Jia et al. (2014) found that the Travel Time Index (TTI) produced by the above 

equations are more sensitive to the number of incidents and incident duration than other factors 

such as demand and weather. The predicted TTI value using Equation 4-23 also has a large 

difference from that calculated based on real-world data. Therefore, a similar regression 

procedure was utilized by Jia et al. (2014) to derive expressions for travel time indices based on 

data for I-95 in Miami, FL. Equation 4-24 shows the final expressions and the parameters in this 

equation are listed in Table 4-16. 

 𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑛% = 𝑒𝑏1∗𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡+𝑏2∗𝐿𝐻𝐿+𝑏3∗𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛+𝑏4∗𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ+𝑏5 + 𝑏6                               (4-24) 

Table 4-16 Coefficients Developed by Jia et al. (2014) 

 Percentile R-square 𝐛𝟏 𝐛𝟐 𝐛𝟑 𝐛𝟒 𝐛𝟓 𝐛𝟔 

10 0.581 0.500 0.000 0.013 -0.075 -1.555 0.749 

50 0.864 17.445 0.000 0.000 -2.457 -15.568 1.071 

80 0.825 14.865 0.000 0.000 -0.658 -13.912 1.072 

95 0.827 10.477 0.029 0.000 -0.832 -9.139 1.105 

99 0.814 5.481 0.049 0.000 -0.894 -3.758 1.105 

Mean 0.884 14.020 0.000 0.000 -0.619 -13.470 1.058 

4.2.1.5 SHRP2 C11 Method 

The SHRP2 C11 aimed at improving the state of the practice in assessing the wider economic 

benefits of transportation capacity projects. Three classes of project benefits were addressed in 

project C11; a) travel time reliability benefits, b) intermodal connectivity benefits, and c) market 

access benefits.  The travel time reliability benefits were estimated in the SHRP2 C11 using the 

following steps: 

Step 01: Free Flow Speed Estimation 

For freeways and rural two-lane highways, 

𝑭𝒓𝒆𝒆 𝑭𝒍𝒐𝒘 𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅 = (𝟎. 𝟖𝟖 ∗ 𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅 𝑳𝒊𝒎𝒊𝒕) + 𝟏𝟒                                      (4-25) 
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For signalized highways, 

𝑭𝒓𝒆𝒆 𝑭𝒍𝒐𝒘 𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅 = (𝟎. 𝟕𝟗 ∗ 𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅 𝑳𝒊𝒎𝒊𝒕) + 𝟏𝟐                                      (4-26) 

Step 02: Travel Time per Unit Distance (Travel Rate) for the Current and Forecast Years 

𝒕 = {(𝟏 + (𝟎. 𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟓 ∗ (𝒗 𝒄)⁄ 𝟖
)))} 𝑭𝒓𝒆𝒆 𝑭𝒍𝒐𝒘 𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅,⁄ , 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝒗 𝒄⁄ ≤ 𝟏. 𝟒𝟎        (4-27) 

where, t is the travel rate (hours per mile), v is hourly volume; and c is the capacity. Please not 

that, the v/c value is capped at 1.4.  

Step 03: Delay Due to Incidents (Incident Delay Rate) in Hours per Mile 

  𝐷𝑎 − 𝐷𝑢 ∗ (1 − 𝑅𝑓) ∗ (1 − 𝑅𝑑)
2                                                               (4-28) 

where, Da is the Adjusted delay (hours of delay per mile); Du is Unadjusted (base) delay (hours 

of delay per mile, from the incident rate tables); Rf is Reduction in incident frequency expressed 

as a fraction (with Rf = 0 meaning no reduction, and Rf =0.30 meaning a 30% reduction in 

incident frequency), Rd is Reduction in incident duration expressed as a fraction (with Rd = 0 

meaning no reduction, and Rd = 0.30 meaning a 30% reduction in incident duration). 

Step 04: Compute the Overall Mean Travel Time Index (𝑻𝑻𝑰𝒎)  

𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑚 = 1 + 𝐹𝐹𝑆 ∗ (𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒)     (4-29) 
 

 𝑻𝑻𝑰𝟗𝟓 = 𝟏 + 𝟑. 𝟔𝟕𝟎𝟎 ∗ 𝐥𝐧 (𝑻𝑻𝑰𝒎)                                                                  (4-30) 
 

  𝑻𝑻𝑰𝟓𝟎 = 𝟒. 𝟎𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟒 {(𝟏 + 𝒆(𝟏.𝟕𝟒𝟏𝟕−𝟎.𝟗𝟑𝟔𝟕𝟕∗𝑻𝑻𝑰𝒎))(𝟏 𝟎.𝟖𝟐𝟕𝟒𝟏)⁄⁄ }                         (4-31) 

 

 𝑻𝑻𝑰𝟖𝟎 = 𝟓. 𝟑𝟕𝟒𝟔 {(𝟏 + 𝒆(−𝟏.𝟓𝟕𝟖𝟐−𝟎.𝟖𝟓𝟖𝟔𝟕∗𝑻𝑻𝑰𝒎))(𝟏 𝟎.𝟎𝟒𝟗𝟓𝟑)⁄⁄ }                          (4-32) 

The SHRP2 C11 Project reliability models predicts reliability measures as a function of the 

Mean Travel Time Index (MTTI) for a segment.  

Later, a SHRP2 C11 Post-Processor tool was developed under a Florida Department of 

Transportation (FDOT) (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2016) contract in conjunction with the 

Hillsborough County MPO in Tampa, Florida. To develop reliability prediction equations for 

Florida, the C11 Post-Processor tool mentioned above obtained travel data for the Tampa region 

from the National Performance Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS) for 2014 and 2015. 

In the analysis, the segments were defined based on the Traffic Message Channels (TMCs) 

location referencing scheme, which is the basic geographic reporting unit (link) in the NPMRDS 

data. 

The following equations were derived for Travel Time Index (TTI) for freeways:  

            𝑇𝑇𝐼50 =   10.4910 − 9.5867 ×  𝑒
(−0.0142 × 𝑋2.2367)   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋 >  1.07 
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                           =   0.963𝑋 +  0.037  𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                        (4-33) 

            𝑇𝑇𝐼80 =   7.3567 − 6.9965 × 𝑒
(−0.0910 × 𝑋2.0185)   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋 >  1.03 

                            =   1.0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                                               (4-34)     

            𝑇𝑇𝐼95 =   11.7933 − 16.2178 ×  𝑒(−0.3855 × 𝑋
1.0336)

  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋 >  1.08 

                          =   1.3737𝑋 − 0.3737  𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                          (4-35) 

where, X is Mean Travel Time Index (MTTI); TTI50 TTI80, and TTI95 are 50th percentile, 80th 

percentile, and 95th percentile TTI respectively.  

The following equations were used to derive TTI for signalized arterials:  

            𝑇𝑇𝐼50 =  
0.9333 ×101.7049+12.887 ×𝑋2.403

101.7049+ 𝑋2.403
  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋 < 1.07 

           =   𝑋  𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                                          (4-36)  

            𝑇𝑇𝐼80 =  
0.7266×26.26+9.6702 ×𝑋2.5698

26.26+ 𝑋2.5698
                                                     (4-37) 

            𝑇𝑇𝐼95 =  21.1669 × 𝑒−
2.9506

𝑋                                                                  (4-38) 

The following steps were used to calculate the MTTI: 

Step 01: Assign Free Flow Speed (FFS) 

Free Flow Speed (FFS) for freeway in Tampa was set at 60 mph, for arterial streets at 45 mph, 

for collectors at 35 mph, and for other types of road at 30mph.  

Step 02: Calculate the Recurring Delay Rate (hours per vehicle-mile) 

Recurring Delay Rate = (1/Speed) – (1/FFS)                                                               (4-39) 

Step 03: Calculate the Base Incident-Related Delay Rate (hours per vehicle-mile) 

Number of lanes <= 2:  

Du = -0.0111/(1 -1471 * exp(-6.8498 * v/c))                          (4-40) 

Number of lanes = 3:    

Du = -0.0085/(1 -1872 * exp(-7.1381 * v/c))                          (4-41) 

Number of lanes >= 4:  

Du = -0.0068/(1 -1827 * exp(-7.1090 * v/c))                          (4-42) 

Where,  Du is the base incident delay rate and v/c = volume-to-capacity ratio. 
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Step 04: Calculate the MTTI 

MTTI = 1 + (FFS * (Recurring Delay Rate + Du))                                                      (4-43) 

4.2.2 Comparison of Reliability Measure Calculation Methods 

This section provides the results of the application of the SHRP2 products (L03, L07, C11, and 

HCM-based procedure) to estimate reliability measures (e.g. travel time index) for both freeway 

and arterial facilities. The study considered three forms of the travel time index as reliability 

measures: the 80th percentile, the 90th percentile, and 95th percentile travel time indexes. This 

section also includes a comparison of these estimated reliability measures and the reliability 

measures estimated based on real-world.  Please note that the HCM-based analysis is on-going.  

Thus, only partial results from applying this procedure are presented in this memorandum.  

Additional details will be presented in a future deliverable. 

4.2.2.1 Freeway Reliability 

Figures 4-20 to 4-22 and Table 4-17 present the reliability measures (e.g. travel time index) for 

the freeway case study corridor during the AM Peak, Mid-Day, and PM Peak periods. As 

mentioned before, the study estimated three set of reliability measures (the 50th percentile TTI, 

80th Percentile TTI, and 95th percentile TTI) and compared the estimated measures with real-

world measures, as shown in the figures. As presented in the figures, the estimated reliability 

measures were found to be very close to the real-world measures for the AM Peak and Mid-Day 

periods. However, the estimated reliability measures were different than the real-world measures 

during the more congested PM Peak for all three indices (50th percentile TTI, 80th Percentile 

TTI, and 95th percentile TTI).  When considering the three peaks, the models that produced the 

best forecasts of reliability compared to data-based reliability estimation for the freeway segment 

is the SHRP2 C11 model calibrated for the Tampa Bay Area and the SHRP2 L03 Data Poor 

Model.   Please note that the Akcelic Equation was used to generate the mean recurrent travel 

time for the models that require the estimation of this value.  
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Figure 4-20: Reliability Measures on Freeways for AM Peak 

 

 
Figure 4-21: Reliability Measures on Freeways for Mid-Day 
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Figure 4-22: Reliability Measures on Freeways for PM Peak 

Table 4-17: Comparison of Reliability Forecasts of the Freeway Case Study  Using 

Different Methods and Estimates Based on Real-World Data 

 

4.2.2.2 Arterial Reliability 

Figures 4-23 to 4-25 and Table 4-18 present the reliability measures (e.g. travel time index) for 

the arterial street case study corridor during the AM Peak, Mid-Day, and PM Peak periods. As 

with the freeway case study, the study estimated three set of reliability measures (the 50th 

percentile TTI, 80th Percentile TTI, and 95th percentile TTI) and compared the estimated 

measures with real-world measures, as shown in the figures. When considering the three peaks, 

the model that produced the best forecasts of reliability compared to data-based reliability 

estimation for the urban arterial study segment The model that produced the best forecasts of 

reliability compared to data-based reliability estimation for the urban arterial study segment is 

the L07 original model followed by the SHRP2 L03 data poor and L03 data rich model.   

TTI50 TTI80 TTI95 TTI50 TTI80 TTI95 TTI50 TTI80 TTI95

C11 Calibrated 1.07 1.08 1.15 1.09 1.16 1.43 1.24 1.66 2.76

C11 Original 1.04 1.12 1.31 1.10 1.22 1.55 1.67 2.24 3.14

L03 Data Poor 1.05 1.08 1.11 1.09 1.14 1.21 1.38 1.66 2.02

L03 Data Rich 1.09 1.14 1.24 1.09 1.15 1.25 1.14 1.21 1.37

L07 Original 1.26 1.55 1.72 1.25 1.55 1.72 1.38 1.87 2.18

L07 Calibrated 1.07 1.08 1.11 1.07 1.09 1.12 1.07 2.37 1.93

Real-world 1.01 1.04 1.22 1.03 1.06 1.28 1.33 1.62 2.13

AM Peak Mid-Day PM Peak
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Figure 4-23: Reliability Measures on Arterial for AM Peak 

 

 
Figure 4-24: Reliability Measures on Arterial for Mid-Day 
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Figure 4-25: Reliability Measures on Arterial for PM Peak 

Table 4-18: Comparison of Reliability Forecasts of the Arterial Case Study Using Different 

Methods and Estimates Based on Real-World Data 

  AM Peak MD Period PM Peak 

  TTI50 TTI80 TTI95 TTI50 TTI80 TTI95 TTI50 TTI80 TTI95 

C11 Calibrated 1.33 1.39 2.33 1.38 1.39 2.33 1.38 1.40 2.33 

C11 Original 1.02 1.07 1.18 1.02 1.07 1.18 1.02 1.07 1.18 

L03 Data Poor 1.73 2.33 3.15 1.47 1.81 2.23 1.54 1.94 2.47 

L03 Data Rich 1.86 2.31 3.22 1.53 1.82 2.49 1.46 1.72 2.34 

L07 Original 2.12 2.69 2.81 2.02 2.48 2.55 2.28 3.01 3.23 

L07 Calibrated 1.10 1.90 2.00 1.07 1.86 2.08 1.07 1.86 2.12 

HERE 2.47 2.80 3.15 2.16 2.35 2.74 2.21 2.39 2.63 

INRIX 2.46 2.80 3.15 2.16 2.35 2.74 2.21 2.39 2.63 

4.3 Safety Performance Measure Estimation 

Two methods can be used to estimate the safety performance for the base conditions: the Lookup 

Table method and the Florida Safety Performance Functions (SPF). As described later in this 

document, the updated version of FITSEVAL allows the user to estimate the safety for the base 

conditions using one of these two methods or based on real-world crash data.  

4.3.1 Lookup Table 

The first method to predict the number of crashes is the Lookup Table along a corridor method, 

which is based on the same method used in the original version of FITSEVAL (Hadi et al., 

2008). Table 4-19 shows the crash rates per Million Vehicle Miles Traveled (MVMT) of 
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property damage only (PDO), injury, and fatality for freeway and arterial segments as a function 

of Volume to Capacity (V/C) ratio, utilized in the method. The total number of crashes is then 

estimated by multiplying the crash rate by the MVMT (which is a multiplication of segment 

volume and length).  The advantage of this method is that it can be directly applied to any period 

in the day as long as we know the average V/C ratio, the segment length, and the volume for the 

period.  The disadvantage is that these relationships have not been fully and formally calibrated 

for Florida. 

Table 4-19: Crash Rates per MVMT Used in FITSEVAL 

V/C 
Fatality Injury PDO 

Freeway Arterial Freeway Arterial Freeway Arterial 

0.09 

0.0004 0.0072 

0.5156 

0.5757 

0.8551 

2.394 

0.19 

0.29 

0.39 

0.49 

0.59 

0.5757 
0.69 

0.79 
0.9953 

0.89 

0.99 0.7392 1.1591 

1.00 0.7329 1.2737 

4.3.2 Florida Safety Performance Function 

The second method utilizes calibrated SPFs developed for Florida based on roadway inventory 

data and crash data (Alluri et al., 2016). Equation 4-44 presents the general form of the SPF 

function used for roadway segments and ramps. 

𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑒𝑎 × 𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑏                                       (4-44) 

where Npredicted is the number of predicted crashes per mile per year and AADT represents 

average annual daily traffic. a and b are regression coefficients. 

Equation 4-45 presents the SPF functional form for intersections. 

𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑒𝑎 × 𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟
𝑏 × 𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟

𝑐
                                                           (4-45) 

where AADTmajor and AADTminor represent the average annual daily traffic for the major and 

minor approaches of an intersection, respectively.  Symbols a, b, and c are regression 

coefficients. 

Tables 4-20 to 4-23 present the coefficients of the calibrated SPF functions to estimate the total 

number of crashes and to estimate fatal plus injury crashes (F+I) for arterial streets, freeways, 

intersections, and ramps, respectively.  The actual number of crashes are calculated by 

multiplying the results with crash modification factors that account for various segment or 

intersection attributes.   The advantage of this method is that i is that these relationship have been 
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fully and formally calibrated for Florida. The disadvantage is that the SPFs are functions of the 

AADT and thus does not account for the vriations in volumes during the day.  In the FITSEVAL 

application, a method was used to caculate the AADT based on the hourly volumes to allow the 

use of the SPFs as decribed next.   Please note that in the first version of FITSEVAL produced as 

part of this project, the SPFs are applied without utilizing location specific crah modification 

factors to account for the attributes of the facility since this will add a complexity that cannot be 

accomodated with this project resources.  This can be incorporated in a future update to the tool. 

Table 4-20: Florida-Specific SPFs for Arterial Streets (Alluri et al., 2016) 

 

Table 4-21: Florida-Specific SPFs for Freeway Segments (Alluri et al., 2016) 
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Table 4-22: Florida-Specific SPFs for Intersections (Alluri et al., 2016) 

 

Table 4-23: Florida-Specific SPFs for Ramps (Alluri et al., 2016) 
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To be able to use Equation 4-44, the AADT needs to be calculated from the link traffic hourly 

volume before utilizing the SPF equation. The user will have to provide a ratio of the analysis 

hour volume to the AADT (Rvolume/AADT) and directional factor (D), which is the ratio of traffic in 

the peak direction as inputs. The AADT is then calculated from the link volume using Equation 

4-41. 

𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇 =  
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒

(𝑅𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒/𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇)∗𝐷
                    (4-46)  

The number of crashes on the intersections along the corridor is calculated using Equation 4-45.   

Since cross street volumes are difficult to obtain based on Cube outputs, the updated version of 

FITSEVAL has defaults for the cross street AADT as percentages of the main street AADT.  

These defaults can be overridden by the user to calculate intersection crashes.  The following are 

the required variables: 

Total number of major signalized intersections on the = Imajor-sig 

segment  

(two major streets intersecting each other’s) 

Total number of minor signalized intersections on the =  Iminor-sig 

segment (one major street intersecting a minor street)  

Total number of un-signalized intersections = Iunsig 

Percentage of Cross Street AADT to Main Street AADT  = AADT_Ratiomajor-signalized 

for the Major Intersections (default 40%) 

Percentage of Cross Street AADT to Main Street AADT  = AADT_Ratiominor-

for the Minor Intersections (default 20%)  signalized 

Percentage of Cross Street AADT to Main Street AADT  = AAD-Ratiounsignalized 

for the Minor Intersections (default 10%)  

𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡_𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟_𝑠𝑖𝑔, 𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡_𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟_𝑠𝑖𝑔, and 𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡−𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑔 are the predicted number of crashes for 

the three types of intersections calculated using Equation 4-45.  Finally, the total number of 

crashes along the corridor is calculated utilizing Equation 4-47. 

             𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡−𝑐𝑜𝑟 =  ∑ 𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡_𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 + 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟_𝑠𝑖𝑔
𝑘
𝑖=1 ∗ 𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑔

+ 𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟−𝑠𝑖𝑔 ∗

              𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡_𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟_𝑠𝑖𝑔 + 𝐼𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑔 ∗ 𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡−𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑔                                                                    (4-47)  

The predicted number of crashes from the SPFs is for the whole day and both direction. 

Therefore, the peak hour directional crush number is calculated using Equation 4-48. 

           𝑁𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 =  𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡−𝑐𝑜𝑟 ∗   𝑅𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒/𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇 ∗ 𝐷                       (4-48)  

4.4 Summary  

Different methods to estimate travel time and travel time reliability were assessed in this by 

comparing the resulting estimates from applying these methods to those estimated based on real-

world data.   Two corridors were used as case studies for assessing the accuracy of the estimates 

for freeways and urban arterial streets, respectively, as follows:  
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• I-95 northbound between NW 32nd Street and NW 103rd Street in Miami-Dade County, 

FL (used as a freeway case study) 

• Sunrise Blvd. between US 441 and US 1 in Broward County, FL (used as an urban street 

case study) 

The accuracy of the following functions to forecast speed/travel time were assessed based on 

comparison with data-based estimates of travel time: 

• Bureau of Public Road (BPR) Curve with the parameters extracted from SERPM 

• Akcelik Equation with the parameters extracted from the ELTOD software developed for 

managed lane toll assessment 

• BPR Curve with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by Florida State 

University (FSU) 

• Akcelik Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

• Modified Davidson Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

• Conical Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

• Freeway and urban street Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) procedures 

Based on the results presented in this study, the functions that produced the best results for all 

three periods are the FSU-calibrated Modified Davidson model, the Akcelik function used in 

ELTOD, and the HCM-based freeway facility procedure.   The SERPM BPR relationship 

worked well for congested conditions but was somewhat less accurate than other methods for 

uncongested conditions.   The other tested models were less accurate.  In general, the estimation 

is much more accurate for less congested conditions for all tested methods. 

The functions were also tested to estimate travel times during an incident condition.  The lowest 

error again was observed when using the ELTOD Akcelik model and the FSU-Calibrated 

Davidson model.    The HCM procedure predicted higher travel time compared to the real-world 

measures. This model, however, performs well for the PM congested conditions, which raises 

questions on why this high delay is estimated during incident conditions.  Further examination 

indicates that the traffic in the HCM-based procedure takes longer time to recover from 

congestion caused by the incident.  An investigation is being done to determine the impact of 

reducing the capacity drop and/or increasing the queue discharge rate on improving the HCM-

based procedure.    It should be noted her that all models, except the Queueing Analysis and 

HCM-based procedure show that the delay occurs during the incident lane blockage duration and 

do not include the additional delay during queue dissipation (recovery) after incident lane-

blockage clearance. 

The findings from this chapter suggest that the travel time forecasting methods are able to 

forecast travel time more accurately for freeways compared to arterial street facilities and for less 

congested periods, as reflected by the MAPE values.  For the arterial street segment, the FSU-

calibrated Modified Davidson model produced the most accurate results for the AM and PM 

peak periods. However, the BPR function in the SERPM model works better for the Mid-Day 

period.  Overall, it appears that, for the arterial segment, the FSU-calibrated Davidson model 

performed the best, followed by the SERPM default BPR curve, followed by the ELTOD 

Akcelik equation. 
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The HCM procedures have the advantage of considering the temporal and spatial impacts of 

congestion since they consider the spillbacks between the roadway segments including ramps 

and the extended queue from one period to the next.  However, these procedures require more 

time to prepare and fine-tune the model and the use of a software like FREEVAL, 

STREETVAL, or Highway Capacity Software (HCS).  

Reliability Forecasting 

In this study, the forecasted reliability measures were compared with reliability estimated for 

both the freeway case study (I-95 in Miami-Dade County) and the arterial segment (Sunrise 

Blvd. in Broward County) based on real-world data.  The followings are the tested reliability 

forecasting methods in this project, all of which were developed as part of the Reliability 

Program of the Strategic Highway Research Program 2 (SHRP2): 

• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Poor Procedure 

• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Rich Procedure 

• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure with Default Parameters 

• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure Calibrated for Miami by Florida International University 

as part of the SHRP2 L38 project 

• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure 

• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure Calibrated for the Tampa Bay Region as part of a federal 

grant 

• SHRP 2 L08 procedures as adopted in the HCM and implemented in FREEVAL and 

HCS. 

When considering the three peaks, the models that produced the best forecasts of reliability 

compared to data-based reliability estimation for the freeway segment is the SHRP2 C11 model 

calibrated for the Tampa Bay Area and the SHRP2 L03 Data Poor Model.   The model that 

produced the best forecasts of reliability compared to data-based reliability estimation for the 

urban arterial study segment is the SHRP2 L03 Data Rich model.   It should be noted that the 

overall reliability of the arterial test corridor appears to be relatively good, which did not allow 

testing the model under congested conditions.  The performance under more congested 

conditions is being considered now. 
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5. ASSESSING THE IMPACTS OF ADVANCED 

TECHNOLOGIES 

This chapter describes methods to estimate the impacts of the transportation system management 

and operations (TSM&O) and intelligent transportation systems (ITS) applications that are 

implemented in the updated version of the FITSEVAL tool, produced as part of this project.  

These applications include adaptive signal control, transit signal priority, freight signal priority, 

Connected Vehicles (CV)-based support of speed adjustment to support arrival on green, CV-

based support of signalized safety, CV-based support of unsignalized intersection safety, CV-

based hazard warning, and the effect of automation. Please, note that there many other 

applications that could have been included.  The above applications were selected for the initial 

implementation. Additional applications will be added in the future as needed.   This chapter also 

presents an overview of the updated version of the FITSEVAL tool. 

5.1 Evaluation of Advanced Applications 

ITS evaluation tools require three types of parameters: 1) Outcome Performance Modification 

Parameters, 2) cost parameters, and 3) benefit dollar values.   The original FITSEVAL 

development effort as part of the original FDOT research project that resulted in the development 

of FITSEVAL (Hadi et al. 2008) identified methods to evaluate different ITS applications, based 

on an extensive review of literature.  Default benefit, cost, and dollar value parameters were 

identified for use in the conjunction with the developed methods.  The ITS applications that can 

be evaluated in the original version of FITSEVAL are: 

• Incident management  

• Ramp metering 

• Advanced traveler information systems 

• Smart work zones 

• Road weather information systems 

• Managed lanes 

• Signal control 

• Emergency vehicle signal preemption 

• Transit vehicle signal priority 

• Advanced public transit system 

• Highway advisory radio (HAR) and dynamic message signs (DMS) 

• Transit information system 

• Transit security systems 

• Transit electronic payment systems 

As stated earlier, a different set of ITS implementations are included in the updated version of 

FITSEVAL to focus the development effort as it is implemented in a new platform.   A strong 

focus in the updated version is on the impacts of connected vehicles (CV) and automated 

vehicles (AV).  However, the assessment of additional applications can be added to the tool as 

needed.  The following are the applications evaluated in the new version: 
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• Adaptive signal control with and without connected vehicle (CV) support  

• Transit signal priority with and without CV support 

• Freight Signal priority with and without CV support 

• Speed adjustment of CV to support arrival on green 

• CV applications to support of signalized intersection safety 

• CV applications to support unsignalized intersection safety 

• CV applications to support hazard warning 

• Vehicle automation 

Please, note that the above list should be considered as an initial list and other applications can 

be included by the FDOT in future efforts. 

5.1.1 Outcome Performance Modification Parameters 

Where applicable, the benefit parameters used in the original version of FITSEVAL are used as a 

starting point in this project.  These parameters were updated in this document based on the 

following resources: 

• A review of CV-based application benefits for arterials streets has been conducted, as 

part of an on-going research project conducted for the FDOT by the research team.  The 

review conducted as part of that project (Project BDV29 977-41, entitled “Connected 

Vehicle to Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Support of Active Traffic Management”) provides 

additional important inputs regarding the benefits of the ITS applications. 

• The benefit data reported in the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) 

Joint Program Office (JPO) benefit database (USDOT, 2019). 

• The benefit data utilized in the TOPS-BC tool developed by the FHWA (Sallman et al., 

2013) 

• The parameters reported as part of FDOT District 5 FITSEVAL Phase 2 Effort (FDOT, 

2016) 

Gaps in the available information was identified and additional review is conducted as part of 

this project with focus on AV applications since the impacts of the CV-based arterial 

applications has already been reviewed as part of the project mentioned above and AV 

applications.  

The parameters needed to assess the impacts of TSM&O/ITS application on mobility and 

reliability measures are required to modify the values calculated for the base conditions with no 

ITS applications.  These parameters are referred to as mobility modification factors (MMF) and 

reliability modification factors (RMF) and obtained based on the resources mentioned earlier.  In 

general, these parameters can be classified into: 

• Modification factors that are the proportion improvements in the mobility and reliability 

outcome measures.  The impacts of ITS in this case are calculated as the multiplication of 

the factors and the values of performance measures calculated using the procedures 

discussed in Chapter 3 including using speed-flow relationships, highway capacity 

procedure, reliability estimation equations, real-world data, and possibly simulation 

modeling. 
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• Modification factors that are applied to the inputs of the analytical models that allow 

calculating the outcome measures rather than to the calculated the measures themselves.  

Examples of these measures can be the reduction in incident duration, percentage 

capacity drop due to incidents and work zones, lane-hour lost due to incidents, and 

capacity increase due to automated vehicles.  This type of factors is preferred, if 

information is available to support it. 

With regard to safety, the crash modification factors (CMF) of ITS applications are also obtained 

based on the resources mentioned above.  These factors multiply the crash frequency for the 

highway segment with the base conditions assuming no ITS to obtain the crash frequency with 

ITS.   As described earlier, the crash frequency with no ITS can be calculated using based on 

real-world data, safety performance functions, or the look-up table.   It should be noted that, 

depending on ITS applications, the CMF may be applicable to all crashes, crashes of specific 

type (rear-end, sideswipe, pedestrian, left-turn, etc.), severity (fatal, injury, or property damage 

only (PDO)), or specific conditions (e.g., under incident or rainy conditions).  Thus, the crash 

frequency has to be calculated first for the affected crash category and the result is multiplied by 

the CMF to account for the ITS impacts. 

The ITS impact modification factors discussed in this document and as implemented in the 

updated version of FITSEVAL should be considered as initial values and should be updated 

when additional information become available.   An on-going FDOT research center project is 

expected to provide recommendations for mobility and crash modification factors for 

TSM&O/ITS. The ITS impact parameters reported in previous evaluation studies, the benefit 

data reported in the USDOT JPO benefit database, and the results of field deployments should be 

continuously monitored to determine the most appropriate factors.   The users shall be able to 

change the default parameters to reflect their reviews, judgment, and local conditions.  The 

default and user input values for the ITS impact parameters shall include minimum and 

maximum values to allow conducting sensitivity or risk analysis.  

The modification factors of different ITS applications as recommended in different sources and 

the values recommended for use as default in the new version of FITSEVAL are presented in the 

individual ITS Application sections, later in this document.  Please, note all default values can be 

overridden by the user if better information is available. 

5.1.2 Cost Parameters 

Cost estimation is another required component of benefit-cost analysis.  The cost estimation must 

consider the number and types of equipment required for each type of evaluated ITS deployment.  

FITSEVAL includes initial cost, operation and maintenance cost, estimated interest rate, and 

equipment life-time.   The cost information also includes low, high, and average values for each 

item.  

The study team reviewed the following cost data sources: 

• The cost data reported in the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) Joint 

Program Office (JPO) benefit database (USDOT, 2019). 

• The cost data utilized in the TOPS-BC tool developed by the FHWA (Sallman et al., 2013). 
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• The parameters reported as part of FDOT District 5 FITSEVAL Phase 2 Effort (FDOT, 

2016). 

• The CV deployment cost used in the Near-Term V2I Transition and Phasing Analysis 

Life Cycle Cost Model tool (USDOT, 2015). 

• Other data sources 

The cost values of different ITS applications as recommended in different sources are presented 

in the individual ITS Application sections in this document.  It should be pointed out that there is 

a lot of uncertainty in the cost of emerging technologies like those associated with CV and 

automated vehicle (AV)-based applications.  Thus, the provided values should be considered as a 

starting point and further information should be used if more accurate costs can be estimated.  

5.1.3 Conversion to Dollar Values 

An important component of benefit-cost analysis is to convert ITS impacts to dollar values. The 

original version of FITSEVAL has default parameters to convert the mobility, safety, emission, 

and fuel consumption to dollar values.  The FDOT District 5 FITSEVAL effort recommended 

updates to these parameters.   The transportation Benefit-Cost Analysis wiki (B-C Wiki) that is 

sponsored by the TRB Committee on Transportation Economics 

(http://bca.transportationeconomics.org/) presents a detailed set of recommended values.   

In addition to travel time cost, measures of reliability or variability has been used some times as 

part of the benefit dollar values.   The standard deviation of travel time and other measures such 

as the differences of percentiles.  The difference between the 80th percentile and median is used 

in this study.    Previous research has estimated the ratio of the dollar value of travel time 

reliability to the dollar value of travel time referred to as travel time reliability value ratio to be 

between 0.8 and 1.3 based on stated preference surveys (B-C wiki, 2019).  However, the decision 

to include this measure in the benefit-cost evaluation is left to the analyst since there may be a 

concern about double counting the benefits if both the travel time and travel time reliability 

values are included in the analysis. 

Table 5-1 shows the dollar values of mobility, reliability, and safety; recommended in different 

sources and the values recommended for use as defaults in the new version of FITSEVAL. 
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Table 5-1: Dollar Values of Mobility, Reliability, and Safety 

Parameter Source General Traffic ($/person-hr) 
Freight Traffic 

($/veh-hr) 

Travel Time FITSEVAL  13.45 71.05 

TOPS-BC 14 28 

2015 Urban Mobility 

Report (Schrank et al., 

2015) 

17.67 94.04 

District 5 Update 

(Based on Urban 

Mobility Report) 

17.67 94.04 

Default Values for the 

C11 reliability tool 

19.86 36.05 

TRB B-C Wiki According to Litman (2009) unit 

time value for commuters are 

calculated as 50% of average 

wage under level-of-service 

(LOS) A-C, but increase to 67% 

at LOS D, 84% at LOS E and 

100% at LOS F. For non-

commuters, San Francisco 

planning analysis use 0.32 of 

wage rate 

Various studies 

reported different 

values ranging from 

$36 to $196 

Utilized Values 17.67 

More detailed values can be 

derived locally based on the 

method presented in the TRB-BC 

Wiki 

$94 

Reliability TRB B-C Wiki Travel time reliability value ratio 

between 0.8 and 1.3  

(B-C wiki, 2019) 

Travel time 

reliability value 

ratio between 0.8 

and 1.3  

(B-C wiki, 2019) 

Utilized Values 0.8 multiplying the difference 

between the 80th percentile and 

median 

0.8 multiplying the 

difference between 

the 80th percentile 

and median 

Safety FITSEVAL Urban Street Fatal $2,771,48, Injury $66,397, PDO 

$1,776 

Urban freeway $3,079,351, $73,390, $1,776 

District 5 Update 1 Fatal [K] $10,230,000 

2 Incapacitating [A] $580,320 

3 Non-Incapacitating [B] $157,170 

4 Possible or Minor [C] $97,650 

5 Property Damage Only [O] $7,600 
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5.1.4 Considering Uncertainty  

Benefit–cost analyses of ITS alternatives produce point estimates of the return on investment of 

ITS deployments. These analyses used default or user input values of the cost, benefit, and dollar 

values of the benefits.    However, there is a great amount of uncertainty associated with these 

parameters.  The values of the parameters as reported in previous evaluation studies vary widely. 

Decision makers may not be willing to accept an alternative that has an acceptable average or 

median benefit–cost ratio but has a 25% probability of having a low benefit–cost ratio or if there 

is a relatively high probability that the budget of the project will be high. The uncertainty is even 

higher when dealing with connected and automated vehicle technologies.  To account for the 

uncertainty, two approaches can be used: 

Sensitivity analyses: This type of analysis involves separately varying the individual values of 

key input parameters of the return-on-investment analyses. This approach, however, does not 

allow the analyst to identify confidence limits and probabilities for the results of the analysis.  To 

apply this approach, a range is established for each input variable based on previous studies.    

The high, low, and most likely values are identified.   The next step is to calculate the benefit-

cost measures using the most likely values of all variables. Then, for each variable, the benefit-

cost measures are calculated with the high and low values of the variable, while fixing the other 

variable values at the most likely values. This will allow the identification of the range of the 

benefit-cost measure and how sensitive is the measure to the value of each variable. 

Risk analyses:  Risk analyses have been used to account for uncertainty in return on investment 

by expressing the input parameters as probability distributions rather than as fixed values.   

Usually, Monte Carlo simulation procedure is used as part of the risk analysis to vary the input 

parameters and identify probability distributions for each resulting performance measure such as 

the benefit-cost ratio or net worth value. An issue with this approach is that the distributions is 

that the distributions of the variables themselves are uncertain.  The lognormal distribution has 

TOPS-BC Fatality Cost - $6,500,00 

Injury Cost - $67,000 

PDO - $2,300 

TRB B-C Wiki Blincoe, et al. state that the value of a fatality lies in the 

range of $2-7 million, and assign a “working value” of 

$3,366,388. This suggests that a reasonable range is 

from about 40% lower to about 200% higher than their 

assigned values, at least for crashes involving 

significant non-market (quality of life) damages 

Highway Safety 

Manual 
1 Fatal [K] $4,008,900 

2 Disabling Injury [A] $216,000 

3 Evident Injury [B] $79,000 

4 Fatal/Injury [K/A/B] $158,200 

5 Possible Injury [C] $44,900 

6 Property Damage Only [O] $7,400 

Utilized Values $3,300,000, $75,000, $3,000 for fatal, injury, and PDO 

crashes; respectively 
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been used in estimating the evaluation of the benefits and costs in the project decision-making 

process.  In a previous study conducted by the FIU research team (Yang et al., 2007), a general 

procedure was used to perform risk analysis in the evaluation of ITS benefits and costs. The 

procedure utilized lognormal distribution as part of Monte Carlo simulation process to describe 

the random variations in the input parameter values.   The parameters of the lognormal 

distributions were estimated based on the highest and lowest values of the benefits reported in 

the literature.   The method used to estimate these parameters are estimated in that paper (Yang 

et al., 2007).  

The method recommended for the updated version of FITSEVAL is based on the risk analysis 

method described in Yang et al. (2007) paper.  The first version of FITSEVAL does not include 

this feature but this will be included in a future effort. 

5.2 Adaptive Signal Control with and without CV Support 

Adaptive Traffic Signal Control (ATSC) allows better control of the intersection allowing green 

time adjustment based on the arrival traffic pattern. Due to stochastic nature of traffic arrival, the 

green time needs to be adjusted from cycle to cycle. ATSC will be able to make this adjustment, 

providing improvement in system performance.  ATSC is one of the focus area for FDOT 

Statewide Arterial Management Program (STAMP) and the FDOT Transportation System 

Management and Operations (TSM&O) program. 

There are some limitations with existing ATSC systems.  In addition to the additional needs for 

sensors, these systems utilize aggregate traffic data from point detectors such as volumes and 

occupancies.    Existing adaptive systems and associated algorithms are still constrained by the 

low fidelity of data available from current point detection technologies.   These constraints limit 

the system awareness of the state of the traffic, which reduces the performance of adaptive signal 

control.  Thus additional benefits are expected to be realized due to the application of adaptive 

signal control system that is supported by CV technology. 

The following is a brief description of the method used to estimate the benefits of ATSC. 

Mobility:  A MMF is selected for the reduction in travel time and multiplied by the travel time 

estimated based on flow-speed relationship, HCM-based method, simulation, or real-world data.     

The MMF utilized previously and used in the updated version of FITSEVAL are shown in Table 

5-2.  Please, note that it assumes that the ATSC systems will provide more improvements in 

understated conditions. Also, please note that it is assumed that the benefits of adaptive signal 

control increases linearly with the increase in the market penetration of CV, if CV-based 

information are used to improve the control system. The market penetration growth rate that is a 

user input determines the number of connected vehicles for each year in the future but a default 

growth rate is used in the tool based on Iqbal et al. (2018).  

Reliability:  The reliability is calculated utilizing SHRP 2 L03 data poor model.  This is because 

the SHRP 2 L03 data poor model is a function of the recurring mean travel time that is estimated 

with and without ATSC when estimating the mobility impacts.    Therefore, the L03 model 

allows direct estimation of the reliability impact of the ATSC.   
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Safety: 17% reduction in property damage only crashes based on a previous study as shown in 

Table 5-2.  This benefit is assumed to increase linearly to 27%, as the market penetration of CV 

increases from 0% to 100%, if CV-based information is used to improve the control system. 

Table 5-2: The Benefit Parameters of ATSC 

Outcome 

Measure 
Source Congested Conditions 

Uncongested 

Conditions 

Mobility Existing FITSEVAL  10% 

On-Going FDOT 

Project 

Recommendation 

(BDV28 TWO 977-

41) 

-5% without CV. 

-15% with 100% CV 

MP  

-Linear interpolation 

between 5% and 15% 

for lower market 

penetration  

-10% without CV 

-25% with 100% CV 

MP.  

-Linear interpolation 

between 10% and 

25% for lower market 

penetration 

10th Street Corridor 

in Greeley, Colorado 

Evaluation (Sprague 

and Archambeau 

2012) 

9% improvement in travel time 

HCM Urban 

STREET ATDM 

Procedure Document 

(Hale et al., 2017) 

5.1% to 13.5% increase in speed on the major 

road (average 10.2 mph) 

1.2% to 5.4% increase in speed on minor road 

(average 4%) 

Utilized Values Same as BDV28 TWO 

977-41 

Same as BDV28 

TWO 977-41 

Safety Fontaine et al. 

(2015) 

17 percent reduction in total intersection crashes, 

although no significant change in fatal or injury 

crashes occurred. 

 Utilized Values 17 percent of PDO crashes 

 

Table 5-3 shows the cost parameters of ATSC in previous studies and what is utilized in the 

updated version of FITSEVAL. 

Table 5-3: The Cost Parameters of ATSC 

Source 
Estimated Cost (Dollars) per intersection 

Capital O&M per year 

Existing FITSEVAL  38,000  6,000 

TOPS-BC 78,770  12,540 

USDOT Cost Database 8,000 – 60,000 based on system 

(Curtis E., 2011) 

- 

Utilized value $75,000 per intersection without 

CV 

$100,000 per intersection with 

CV 

$12,000 per intersection without 

CV 

$20,000 per intersection with 

CV 
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5.3 Transit and Freight Signal Priority with and without CV Support 

Transit Signal Priority (TSP) and Freight Signal Priority (FSP) uses technology to realize 

approaching high priority vehicles and alter signal timings to provide priority control to 

transit/freight vehicles. The priority provisions are classified into two categories: conditional and 

unconditional. To get conditional priority, when detected, the transit/freight vehicle must meet 

the specified conditions, such as the number of passengers, freight category, route schedule 

adherence, or the time since last priority is awarded. Utilized priority strategies include green 

extension, early green, and to lesser extents actuated transit phase, phase insertion, and phase 

rotation.   The priority requests can be made at the central level through center-to-center 

communication such as between the traffic management center with the transit management 

center and/or the freight management center/Intermodal terminal.  It can also be made using a 

distributed (local) priority architecture. 

CV-equipped vehicles can be tracked at a relatively long distance upstream of the intersection.   

This allows downstream signals to recognize the need to provide the priority earlier than what 

can be done with existing distributed priority implementations.  This allows the controller to 

better prepare for the priority such as serves the phases with non-priority calls to reduce the 

delays for the vehicles served by these faces. Another example of the benefits of CV-based 

priority application is that it allows transit vehicles making a left-turn that are blocked by either a 

short left-turn pocket or long queue for the through movement which blocks the access of the 

left-turning bus to the left-turn pocket. When such a condition is detected, the system grants 

priority for the through movement to clear the queue to allow the transit vehicle to access the 

left-turn pocket sooner and grant priority for the left-turn movement to reduce delay of the transit 

vehicle. In addition, on-board CV units can be used to inform priority vehicle drivers that their 

priority requests will be met. Another challenge that faces existing TSP implementations that is 

uncertainty of dwell time associated with nearside bus stops.    The nearside stop issue can be 

addressed by including bus door open/close status in the priority request messages combined 

with location information on the nearside stop. The queue between the bus and the nearside stop 

can be also considered.  

The following is a brief description of the method used to estimate the benefits of TSP and FSP. 

Mobility: MMF of the impacts of signal priority on transit or fright vehicles is multiplied by the 

travel time estimated based on flow-speed relationship, HCM-based method, simulation, or real-

time data.  Additional delay is added to the cross street vehicles, as indicated in Table 5-4.  The 

agency may decide not to implement priority on all intersections.  In addition, the agency may 

decide to implement conditional priority (such as schedule adherence, number of bus passengers, 

type of freight shipment, and/or weight-to-power ratio of the truck). If the priority is conditional, 

the benefits are only calculated for the buses that meet the conditions (default 60%).  Thus, the 

benefits will be calculated as follows: 

𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ−𝑇𝑆𝑃 = 𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡−𝑇𝑆𝑃 ∗ (1 −% 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑇𝑇 ∗
%𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 ∗
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑛 𝑏𝑒 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑)                                                (5-1) 
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For TSP, the saving in travel time is converted to passenger hour saving per year based on the 

number of passengers per bus.  For freight, the saving in travel time is converted to truck-hour 

savings per year and then converted to dollar values considering the higher values of truck 

delays.   

Reliability:   The reliability is calculated utilizing SHRP 2 L03 data poor model.  This is because 

the SHRP 2 L03 data poor model is a function of the recurring mean travel time that is estimated 

with and without TSP when estimating the mobility impacts.    Therefore, the L03 model allows 

direct estimation of the reliability impact of the TSP.   

Safety: CMF is applied to transit PDO crashes based on a previous study, as shown in Table 5-4. 

Table 5-5 shows the cost parameters of priority implementation in previous studies and what is 

utilized in the updated version of FITSEVAL. 

Table 5-4: Benefit Parameters of Priority Implementation  

Outcome 

Measure 
Source Without CV With CV 

Mobility Existing FITSEVAL  12% reduction in travel time applied to buses 

that are not on time.  Increase in cross street 

delay by 6-15 seconds per vehicle depending 

on congestion levels 

On-Going FDOT Project 

(BDV28 TWO 977-41) 

12% decrease in bus 

travel time with 

increase in cross 

street delay by 6-15 

seconds per vehicle 

depending on 

congestion levels 

15% to 25% decrease 

in bus travel time 

depending on CV 

market penetration. 

Increase in cross street 

delay by 6-15 seconds 

per vehicle depending 

on congestion levels 

Utilized Values Same as BDV28 

TWO 977-41 

Same as BDV28 TWO 

977-41 

Safety Song and Noyce Study 

(2019)  

 

Reduction in property-damage-only crashes of 

10.0 percent 

Utilized Values 10% reduction in transit PDO crashes 

 

Table 5-5: Cost Parameters of Priority Implementation  

Source 
Estimated Cost per intersection 

Capital O&M per year 

Existing FITSEVAL  7,000 2,800 

TOPS-BC $33,000 $1,800 

District 5 Study $20,000 per intersection $7,000 

Utilized Values Infrastructure Unit $25,000 per intersection.  On-

Board Unit 7,000 per bus or truck 

$7,000  

https://arxiv.org/search/stat?searchtype=author&query=Noyce%2C+D
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5.4 Speed Adjustment to Support Arrival on Green 

Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory (GLOSA) is a CV-based application that involves 

providing information and guidance to drivers as they approach traffic signals to allow them to 

adjust their speeds to reduce the probability of stopping at downstream intersection. The speeds 

are calculated based on the vehicle’s location and Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) messages and 

communicated to the vehicle using dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) or cellular 

communications. A more advanced application, referred to as Glide Path, automatically adjusts 

the speeds of the vehicles to allow them to arrive on green. An extension of this application is to 

combine adaptive signal control with GLOSA optimize the signal control. 

The following is a brief description of the method used to estimate the benefits of GLOSA and 

Glide Path 

Mobility:  The travel time of connected vehicles is multiplied by a MMF factor that reflect the 

impact of the specific application (GLOSA or Glide Path), as shown in Table 5-6.   The market 

penetration growth rate that is a user input determines the number of connected vehicles for each 

year in the future.   A default growth rate is included in the tool based on Iqbal et al. (2018). 

Reliability: The reliability is calculated utilizing SHRP 2 L03 data poor model.  This is because 

the SHRP 2 L03 data poor model is a function of the recurring mean travel time that is estimated 

with and without the GLOSA and Glide Path applications when estimating the mobility impacts.    

Therefore, the L03 model allows direct estimation of the reliability impact of the GLOSA and 

Glide Path.   

Safety:  It is assumed that the PDO of CV with this application is reduced by the same 

proportion of the improvement in mobility. 

Table 5-6: The Benefit Parameters of GLOSA and Glide Path 

Outcome 

Measure 
Source GLOSA Glide Path 

Mobility On-Going FDOT Project (BDV28 

TWO 977-41) 

5% of CV travel 

time 

15% of CV travel 

time 

Utilized Values 3%-10% of CV 

travel time 

10%-20% of CV 

travel time  

Table 5-7 shows the cost parameters of GLOSA and Glide Path utilized in the updated version of 

FITSEVAL. 

Table 5-7:  The Cost Parameters of GLOSA and Glide Path 

Source Application 

Estimated Cost per intersection 

Capital ($) 
O&M per year 

($) 

Utilized Values Infrastructure Unit $40,000 per intersection.  On-

Board Unit 7,000 per bus or truck 
$7,000 
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5.5 CV Application Support of Signalized Intersection Safety 

CV-based applications have been proposed to provide solutions to address transportation safety 

concerns. A number of these applications have been suggested to support signalized intersection 

safety including Signalized Left Turn Assist (SLTA), Red Light Violation Warning (RLVW), 

and Pedestrian in Signalized Crosswalk Warning (PCW). 

The benefits of these applications are calculated as follows: 

Mobility:  Some safety applications, particularly the non-CV solutions may have adverse impacts 

on mobility.  For example, protecting a left turn to increase its safety will result in increase in 

intersection delay.  This adverse impacts can be calculated based on HCM-based or simulation-

based analysis. 

Reliability:  The reduction in crashes will increase the reliability of the traffic stream due to the 

reduction of non-recurrent delay.  The SHRP 2 L03 model cannot account for this since it does 

not account for the reduction in non-recurrent delay.  Thus, the SHRP 2 C11 model reliability 

model that estimate travel time reliability based on AADT and non-recurrent delay will be used.  

The non-recurrent delay in this model accounts for the reduction in the number of incidents due 

the safety applications. 

Safety: The base number of crashes for the evaluated intersection without the application is 

calculated based on actual real-world data, utilizing the table look-up method, or the Florida SPF 

functions. CMF were estimated for CV-based solutions and non-CV based solutions to the safety 

issues based on a review of what is available in the literature.   The base crash frequency is then 

multiplied by these CMF the predicted number of crashes with different safety applications. A 

summary of the identified CMF are presented in Table 5-8.  Depending on the application, the 

modification factors may be only applied to specific types of crashes such as pedestrian or rear-

end crashes or specific severity such as injury or PDO. 

Table 5-8: Summary of the Identified CMF for Safety Applications to Signalized 

Intersections 

Function Application CRF (%) Crash Type 

Left Turn  

Assist 

Without 

CV 

Change from permissive only to flashing 

yellow arrow permissive only (Simpson and 

Troy, 2015) 

10.8 - 

31.1 
All 

50.2 - 

65.1 
Left turn 

Change from permissive only to protected 

with permissive (Simpson and Troy, 2015) 

6.50 - 

34.6 
All 

40.2 - 

40.8 
Left turn 

Change from permitted or permitted-

protected to protected on major approach 

(Davis and Aul, 2007) 

99 Angle 

42 All 

Change permissive left-turn phasing to 

protected only 

55 All 

51 Rear end 
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(Chen et al., 2015) 77 Left turn 

64 HO/SS 

With 

 CV 

Signalized Left Turn Assist (SLTA) 

(BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
36 - 70 All 

Utilized Values 
Without CV 10- 35 All 

With CV 36 - 70 All 

Right 

Turn 

Assist 

Without 

CV 

Prohibit right-turn-on-red 

(HSM, 2010) 
2 All 

Install offset right turn lane 

(Maze et al., 2010) 
6.15 All 

With 

 CV 

Signalized Right Turn Assist (SRTA) 

(BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
25 - 50 All 

Utilized Values 
Without CV 2 - 5 All 

With CV 25- 50 All 

Red Light 

Violation 

Without 

CV 

Implement 

automated 

red light 

running 

enforcement 

cameras 

Hallmark et al., 2010; Haque 

et al., 2010; Persaud et al., 

2005 

20 - 40 All 

Persaud et al., 2005; Shin 

and Washington, 2007 
-24 to -45 Rear end 

Walden, 2011 24 Angle 

 

Installation of fixed combined speed and red 

light cameras 

(De Pauw et al., 2014) 

14 - 28 All 

11 
Angle/left 

turn 

With 

 CV 

Red-Light Violation Warning (RLVW) 

(BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
25 - 50 All 

Utilized Values 
Without CV 15- 40 All 

With CV 25 - 50 All 

Pedestrian 

Support 

Without 

CV 

Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon (RRFB) 

(Monsere et al., 2018) 
7 All 

Install pedestrian countdown timer 

(Kitali et al., 2017) 

4.8 – 8.8 All 

70 
Veh/pedes

trian 

Implement Barnes Dance 

(Chen et al., 2012) 
-10 All 

Install a pedestrian hybrid beacon (PHB or 

HAWK) 

(Fitzpatrick and Park, 2010) 

15- 29 All  

Increase cycle length for pedestrian crossing 

(Chen et al., 2012) 
45 All 

With 

 CV 

Pedestrian in Signalized Crosswalk (PSCW) 

(BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
50 - 100 All 

Utilized Values 
Without CV 5- 45 All 

With CV 50 - 100 All 
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The cost parameters of the safety applications to signalized intersection are presented in Table 5-

9. 

Table 5-9: Summary of the Cost Parameters of the Safety Applications to Signalized 

Intersections 

Source Application 

Estimated Cost per intersection 

Capital ($) 
O&M per 

year ($) 

Life 

Cycle 

Cost 

Model  

(LCCM) 

Red Light Violation Warning - 

DSRC (RLVW) 

$85,000 including RSU and 

integration 

$5,500 

Pedestrian in Signalized Crosswalk 

Warning - DSRC (PSCWT) 

$240,000 including pedestrian 

detection and integration 

$20,000 

Utilized Values Based on the above 

 

5.6 CV Application Support of Unsignalized Intersection Safety 

There are non-CV applications that can be used to increase the safety of un-signalized 

intersection safety. For example, flashing beacons can be used to warn drivers of a stop sign 

ahead. Another example is the modification of unsignalized intersection to J-turn intersection to 

increase the intersection safety.  

Reliability: The reduction in crashes will increase the reliability of the traffic stream due to the 

reduction of non-recurrent delay.  The SHRP 2 L03 model cannot account for this since it does 

not account for the reduction in non-recurrent delay.  Thus, the SHRP 2 C11 model reliability 

model that estimate travel time reliability based on AADT and non-recurrent delay will be used.  

The non-recurrent delay in this model accounts for the reduction in the number of incidents due 

the safety applications. 

Safety: The introduction of CV technology can provide safety benefits for unsignalized 

intersections. Two such applications have been suggested: Stop Sign Violation Warning 

(SSVW), and Stop Sign Gap Assistance (SSGA).   SSVW warns the vehicle driver if the vehicle 

is predicted to violate a stop sign.  This application will reduce crashes with the cross-street 

traffic and may also reduce the number of rear-end.  The SSGA provides advisory information to 

cross-street drivers at a stop-sign controlled intersection to support their gap selections at the 

intersection.  To estimate the benefits, the base number of crashes without unsignalized 

intersection applications is calculated based on real-world data or utilizing the table lookup 

method or the Florida SPF curve. CMF, identified based on the literature, are then multiplied by 

the base number of crashes to predict the number of crashes with the unsignalized intersection 

applications.  A summary of the identified CMF are presented in Table 5-10.    

The cost parameters of the safety applications to unsignalized intersection are presented in Table 

5-11.  
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Table 5-10: Summary of the Identified CMF for Safety Applications to Unignalized 

Intersections 

Table 5-11: Summary of the Cost Parameters of the Safety Applications to Unsignalized 

Intersections 

Source Application 

Estimated Cost per intersection 

Capital ($) 
O&M per year 

($) 

Life 

Cycle 

Cost 

Model  

(LCCM) 

Stop Sign Gap Assist - DSRC (SSGA) 

$260,000 including 

detection, 

integration, RSU, 

and DMS 

$15,000 

Stop Sign Violation Warning - DSRC 

(SSVW) 

$160,000 including 

road weather 

detection, small 

DMS, roadside unit 

and integration 

$9,000 

Utilized Values Based on the above 

 

  

Function Application CRF (%) 

Stop Sign 

Violation 

Warning 

Without 

CV 

Add centerline and STOP bar, replace 24-inch with 30-

inch stop signs (ITE, 1993) 
67 

Increase retro reflectivity of STOP signs (Persaud et al., 

2007) 
9.4 

Install double stop signs (ITE, 1993) 55 

Provide flashing beacons at stop controlled intersections 

(Srinivasan et al., 2008) 
13 

flashing LED stop sign (Xiong and Davis, 2012)  41.1 

With 

 CV 

Stop Sign Violation Warning (SSVW) 

(BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
50 - 100 

Utilized Values 
Without CV 10- 60 

With CV 50- 100 

Stop Sign 

Gap Assist 

Without 

CV 
- - 

With 

 CV 

Stop Sign Gap Assist (SSGA) 

(BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
28 

Utilized Values 
Without CV - 

With CV 28 
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5.7 Hazard Warning 

Existing safety solutions that assist drivers along a roadway segment includes warning drivers of 

unsafe speeds/ unsafe speeds on curves, warnings drivers of oversize vehicles, warning drivers of 

bad weather and pavement conditions, and railroad crossing warning. Different CV applications 

that assist driver on hazard warning are Reduced Speed Zone Warning (RSZW), Curve Speed 

Warning (CSW), Oversize Vehicle Warning (OVW), Spot Weather Information Warning 

(SWIW), and Railroad Crossing Violation Warning (RCVW).   

Reliability: The reduction in crashes will increase the reliability of the traffic stream due to the 

reduction of non-recurrent delay.  The SHRP 2 L03 model cannot account for this since it does 

not account for the reduction in non-recurrent delay.  Thus, the SHRP 2 C11 model reliability 

model that estimate travel time reliability based on AADT and non-recurrent delay will be used.  

The non-recurrent delay in this model accounts for the reduction in the number of incidents due 

the safety applications. 

Safety: The number of crashes without hazard warning is calculated based on real-world, 

utilizing the table lookup method or the Florida SPF functions.  CMFs are then multiplied by 

these numbers to predict the number of crashes with hazard warning.  The identified CMF for the 

hazard warning applications are shown in Table 5-12. 

The cost parameters of the safety applications to unsignalized intersection are presented in Table 

5-13. 

Table 5-12: Summary of the Identified CMF for Safety Applications for Hazard Warning 

Function Application CRF 

(%) 

Speed 

Warning 

Without 

CV 

Implement automated speed enforcement cameras (HSM, 

2010) 
17 

Individual changeable speed warning signs 

(Elvik and Vaa, 2004) 
41 

Install Variable Speed Limits (Pu et al., 2017) 29 

Install dynamic speed feedback sign (Hallmark et al., 2015) 5 

Implement mobile automated speed enforcement system (Li 

et al., 2015) 
14.5 

With 

 CV 

Reduced Speed Zone Warning (RSZW) 

(BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
50 

Utilized Values 
Without CV 5- 40 

With CV 50 

Curve 

Speed 

Warning 

Without 

CV 

Changeable Curve Speed Warning signs (Tribbett et al., 

2000) 
2 

With 

 CV 

Curve Speed Warning (CSW) 

(BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
20-30 

Utilized Values 
Without CV 2 

With CV 20-30 
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Table 5-13: Summary of the Cost Parameters of the Safety Applications to Unsignalized 

Intersections 

Source Application 

Estimated Cost per intersection 

Capital O&M per 

year 

Use the 

values 

from the 

FHWA 

Life 

Cycle 

Cost 

Model  

(LCCM) 

tool as a 

basis) 

Curve Speed Warning - DSRC (CSW) 

$200,000 including 

Road weather 

information sensor, 

small dynamic 

message sign 

(DMS), RSU, and 

software integration 

$10,000 

Oversize Vehicle Warning - DSRC (OVW) 

$150,000 including 

small DMS, RSU, 

and software 

integration 

$7,000 

Spot Weather Impact Warning - DSRC 

(SWIW) 
$200,000 $10,000 

Reduced Speed-Work Zone Warning - DSRC 

(RSWZW) 
$200,000 $10,000 

Utilized Values Based on the above 

 

Oversize 

Vehicles 

Warning 

Without 

CV 
Oversize Load signs  - 

With 

 CV 

Oversize Vehicle Warning (OVW) 

(BDV28 TWO 977-41) 

75- 

90 

Utilized Values 
Without CV - 

With CV 75-90 

Spot 

Weather 

Information 

Warning 

Without 

CV 
Improving Roadway Condition (Zeng et al., 2014) 15 

With 

 CV 

Spot Weather Information Warning (SWIW) 

(BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
50 

Utilized Values 
Without CV 15 

With CV 50 

Railroad 

Crossing 

Warning 

Without 

CV 

Install flashing lights and sound signals (Elvik and Vaa, 

2004) 
50 

Automatic gates (Elvik and Vaa, 2004) 45 

With 

 CV 

Railroad Crossing Violation Warning (RCVW) 

(BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
50 

Utilized Values 
Without CV 

45 - 

50 

With CV 50 
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5.8 Effect of Automation 

Automated Vehicle (AV) will play an important role both for increasing mobility and safety of 

the roadway. The updated version of FITSEVAL also incorporates the effect of automation on 

roadway as part of FITSEVAL tool.  The introduction of different levels of automation will 

allow the reduction of crashes and the severity of injuries and will improve mobility, reliability, 

and accessibility of the transportation systems. In this study, we have reviewed the reported 

mobility and safety impacts for these levels of automation that are capable to target different 

percentages of crash population depends on the level of automation or combined levels of 

automation. 

A technical report (Smith et. al., 2015) published by the USDOT titled “Benefits Estimation 

Framework for Automated Vehicle Operations” summarized a list of the following autonomous 

vehicle applications as shown in Table 5-14. 

Table 5-14: List of Automated Vehicle Applications (Source: Smith et al. 2015) 

Automation level AV function 

Level 0 Forward Collision Warning (FCW), 

Intersection Movement Assist (IMA), 

Blind Spot Warning (BSW) / Lane Change Warning 

(LCW)/ Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM), 

Road Departure Crash Warning (RDCW), 

Alcohol Detection Technology, 

Backup Assistant Systems (BAS), 

Lane Departure Warning (LDW), 

Pre-Crash Brake Assist (PBA),  

Pre-Crash Braking (PB);  

Level 1 Automated Roadwork Assistance 1 

Automatic Parking 1 

Pedestrian Crash Avoidance and Mitigation 

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) 

Electronic Stability Control (ESC) 

Automated Emergency Braking (AEB)/ Emergency 

Braking System (EBS) 

Level 2 Automated Roadwork Assistance 2 

Automatic Parking 2 

Traffic Jam Assist 

Lane keep/change/merge 

Level 3 Automatic Parking 3 

Platooning 

Emergency Stopping Assist 

Level 4 Automatic Parking 4 

Automated taxi/shuttle 
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Reliability: The reduction in crashes will increase the reliability of the traffic stream due to the 

reduction of non-recurrent delay.  The SHRP 2 L03 model cannot account for this since it does 

not account for the reduction in non-recurrent delay.  Thus, the SHRP 2 C11 model reliability 

model that estimate travel time reliability based on AADT and non-recurrent delay will be used.  

The non-recurrent delay in this model accounts for the reduction in the number of incidents due 

the safety applications. 

Safety: CMF was identified based on reviewing previous studies as shown in Table 5-15.  Such 

CMF can be used to multiply the base crash frequency estimated based on the real-world, lookup 

table, or SPF functions. Cooperative automated vehicles will also impact on the roadway 

capacity. A summary of the capacity improvement with different autonomous vehicle application 

is provided in Table 5-16. 

Table 5-15: Safety Benefits of Vehicle Automation 

Level of 

Automation 

Application 
CRF (%) /Safety Benefits 

Level 0   

BSM  (Jermakian, 2012) 22,000 tractor-trailer crashes annually 

IIHS (2010) 33% of annual crashes 

LDW ( Kusano et al. (2014)) 29.4 % of all road departure crashes 

LDW ( Blower 2014) 11 – 13 % Fatal and 2 – 9% Injury 

FCW (Kusano et. al., 2012) 3.2% 

FCW in heavy vehicles (Fitch et. al., 

2008) 

21 % of rear-end crashes 

FCW (Anderson et. al., 2012) 
20 – 40 % of all fatal crashes 

30 – 50 % of all injury crashes 

LWD (Penmetsa et. al., 2018) 
2.7% of all lane departure crashes by 

(2020) and 16.4% by (2045) 

FCW + LDW ( Kuehn et al., 2009) 25% of all crashes 

BSW/LCW + FCW ( Jermakian,2011) 
395,000 and 1.2 million crashes 

annually 

Utilized Values Based on the above 

Level 1  

IIHS (2010) 33% of annual crashes 

ESC (Blower, 2013) 7% in all crashes 

FCW + PBA (Kusano et. al., 2012) 3.6% 

ESC (Farmer, 2010) 

33 – 20 % of all fatal multiple 

Vehicle crashes, 49% for single 

vehicle crashes, 35% for SUVs, 30% 

for cars 

Speed Harmonization (Dowling et. al., 

2016) 

Reduced the 95th percentile highest 

speed difference up to 30 – 50 % 

FCW + AEB ( Sugimoto et al., 2005)) 44% of fatal rear-end collisions 

FCW + AEB, Adaptive headlights 

(Moore et al., 2007) 
10 - 14 % reduction in claims 

EBS (Cicchino, 2016) 41 % of rear-end crashes 

Utilized Values Based on the above 
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Table 5-16: Capacity Benefits of Vehicle Automation 

Author Automated Application Capacity Benefits 

Shladover et al., 2012 Cooperative Adaptive Cruise 

Control (CACC) 

50% and 80% increase in capacity at 

80% and 100% market penetration, 

respectively  

Tientrakool et al., 

2018 

FCW 43% at 100% market penetration 

FCW + V2V 

Communication 

273% at 100% market penetration 

Oila et al., 2018 CACC 300% at 100% market penetration 

Wang et al., 2017 CACC 150% at 70% market penetration 

Utilized Values Based on the above 

 

 

  

Level 2   

FCW + PBA + PB (Kusano et. al., 

2012) 
7.7% of all rear-end crashes 

FCW, ACC, and AEB ( Batelle, 2007) 23–28 percent of rear-end crashes 

Utilized Values Based on the above 

Level 3  Banerjee et al., 2018 20 to 4000 times worse 

Utilized Values Based on the above 

Level 4  Morando et al., 2018 

20% to 65% (Signalized 

Intersections) 

29% to 64% (roundabouts) 

Utilized Values 20% - 65% 

Level 5  NHTSA (nde) 94% 

Utilized Values 94% 
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5.9 FITSEVAL Update 

The original version of FITSEVAL was produced utilizing the Script language of Cube.  It works 

only as a processor to cube provided input and output files, in addition to analyst supplied 

parameters utilizing the user interface.   The new version of FITSEVAL is a standalone desktop 

tool that reads files from multiple sources as long as it is provided in an acceptable format.  The 

currently acceptable format are Cube files and Highway Capacity Software (HCS) file format.  

The source of the data can be any model or real-world data as long as it is converted to one of 

these two formats.  The software itself is coded in the C# language.  The user does not need to 

use the C# language to utilize the tool since it is compiled and used in an executable form.  The 

final product is an executable file which could be run on any windows platform. Thus, the user 

only needs to interface with the tool through the graphical user interface (GUI), input files, and 

output files.    

Figure 5-1 shows the assessment of the base condition mobility based on demand model outputs 

(FSUTMS model).  The user has the option to utilize the travel time estimated by the demand 

model or to override the travel times utilizing previously calibrated travel time-volume/capacity 

equations that were found in this study to perform well compared to other equations.  The 

volume and capacity used in these equation will be based on the demand model outputs.   The 

individual link performance is presented in tabulator format at the lower half of the screen.  The 

performance of the overall analyzed network is presented in the gauges at the upper half of the 

screen. The metrics estimated based on the demand model outputs are: 

• Speed 

• Excess delay 

• Vehicle-mile traveled 

• Vehicle-hour traveled 

• Vehicle-hour delayed 

• Vehicles per lane-mile 

• Vehicle occupancy 

• Percentage of Non-SOV 

• Person-Trips 

• Person-miles traveled 
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Figure 5-1: Mobility Performance Metric Estimation based on Demand Forecasting Models 

Figure 5-2 shows the same type of assessment but based on the HCS outputs.  Somewhat 

different metrics are calculated based on the outputs from the HCS model due to the availability 

of different types of information, as shown in Figure 5-2.  The metrics estimated based on the 

demand model outputs are: 

• Speed 

• Excess delay 

• Vehicle-mile traveled 

• Vehicle-hour traveled 

• Vehicle-hour delayed 

• Vehicles per lane-mile 

• Through Delay 

• Stop rate 

• Running Time 

A powerful feature is that the user can put two or more different assessments side-by-side for 

comparison purpose.  For example, in Figure 5-3, the mobility performance based on the HCS 

and that based on the demand model are compared.  If the mobility assessment is also dome 

based on real-world data, the comparison can also be made with this assessment.  Figure 5-4 

shows a comparison of the assessment of mobility with and without CV-based adaptive signal 

control.   Figures 5-5 and 5-6 show the reliability estimation based on the demand model outputs 

and HCS, respectively.  Figures 5-7 and 5-8 show the safety estimation based on the demand 

model outputs and HCS, respectively.   
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Figure 5-2: Mobility Performance Metric Estimation based on the Highway Capacity 

Software (HCS) 

 
Figure 5-3: Comparison of Mobility Assessment based on Demand Model and HCS 
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Figure 5-4: Comparison of Mobility with and without CV –based Adaptive Signal Control 

 
Figure 5-5: Reliability Estimation based on Demand Model Output 
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Figure 5-6: Reliability Estimation based on HCS Output 

 

 
Figure 5-7: Safety Estimation based on Demand Model Output 
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Figure 5-8: Safety Estimation Based on HCS Output 
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	E1. BACKGROUND 
	Agencies are increasingly interested in measuring system performance and the impact of advanced technologies and strategies on existing and future year conditions. This interest increased with the MAP-21 and later the Fast-Act federal legislation emphasis on establishing performance goals focusing on seven areas: safety, infrastructure conditions, congestion reduction, system reliability, freight, environmental sustainability, and project delivery time. The federal legislations require states and metropolit
	E2. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
	The goal of this project is to support agencies in measuring and forecasting system performance and the impact of advanced technologies and strategies on existing and future year conditions by taking advantage of state-of-art models, methods, and parameters and available of data from multiple sources. The potential of using a tool as a basis for this support is explored.     The outcome of this project will allow a better selection of alternatives for implementation based on combinations of forecasted perfo
	• identifying a set of performance measures that can be used as a basis for assessing system performance and comparing improvement alternatives;  
	• identifying a set of performance measures that can be used as a basis for assessing system performance and comparing improvement alternatives;  
	• identifying a set of performance measures that can be used as a basis for assessing system performance and comparing improvement alternatives;  

	• identifying methods to predict performance measures for use in performance and impact assessment; 
	• identifying methods to predict performance measures for use in performance and impact assessment; 

	• identifying FDOT and MPO business processes that can benefit from the utilization of the project development; and 
	• identifying FDOT and MPO business processes that can benefit from the utilization of the project development; and 

	• enhancing and extending existing models in FITSEVAL to allow the assessment of system performance and the impacts of additional advanced and emerging technologies 
	• enhancing and extending existing models in FITSEVAL to allow the assessment of system performance and the impacts of additional advanced and emerging technologies 


	E3. POTENTIAL TOOL SUPPORT OF BUSINESS PROCESSES 
	Table E-1 summarizes the FDOT and MPO/TPO/TPA business processes and the corresponding potential support that can be provided by FITSEVAL.  It should be noted that only a subset of 
	these potential application will be implemented in the first version of the updated tool produced as part of this project.  Additional applications can be implemented in future versions as needed.     
	Table E-1 Potential Support of FITSEVAL for Business Processes 
	Business Process 
	Business Process 
	Business Process 
	Business Process 
	Business Process 

	Potential FITSEVAL Support 
	Potential FITSEVAL Support 



	FDOT Planning 
	FDOT Planning 
	FDOT Planning 
	FDOT Planning 

	Florida Transportation Plan 
	Florida Transportation Plan 

	• Assess the performance metrics that corresponding to each goal for existing conditions based on real-world data, travel demand model, or other modeling methods and tools 
	• Assess the performance metrics that corresponding to each goal for existing conditions based on real-world data, travel demand model, or other modeling methods and tools 
	• Assess the performance metrics that corresponding to each goal for existing conditions based on real-world data, travel demand model, or other modeling methods and tools 
	• Assess the performance metrics that corresponding to each goal for existing conditions based on real-world data, travel demand model, or other modeling methods and tools 

	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 




	TR
	Strategic Intermodal System 
	Strategic Intermodal System 

	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvement on SIS and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvement on SIS and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvement on SIS and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvement on SIS and prioritize projects 




	TR
	Planning Studies 
	Planning Studies 

	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements and prioritize projects 




	TR
	Interchange Access Request 
	Interchange Access Request 

	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements and prioritize projects 




	TR
	Highway Capacity/LOS 
	Highway Capacity/LOS 

	• Calculate LOS 
	• Calculate LOS 
	• Calculate LOS 
	• Calculate LOS 

	• Estimate the impacts of highway capacity improvement and advanced strategies and technologies 
	• Estimate the impacts of highway capacity improvement and advanced strategies and technologies 




	TR
	Statistics, Measures, and Trends 
	Statistics, Measures, and Trends 

	• Produce data-based statistics, measures, and forecasting 
	• Produce data-based statistics, measures, and forecasting 
	• Produce data-based statistics, measures, and forecasting 
	• Produce data-based statistics, measures, and forecasting 




	TR
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	• Produce data-based and model-based performance measures that are required by MAP-21, FAST Act, and state rules 
	• Produce data-based and model-based performance measures that are required by MAP-21, FAST Act, and state rules 
	• Produce data-based and model-based performance measures that are required by MAP-21, FAST Act, and state rules 
	• Produce data-based and model-based performance measures that are required by MAP-21, FAST Act, and state rules 




	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 

	Long Range Transportation Plan 
	Long Range Transportation Plan 

	• Calculate performance measures that corresponding to each goal for existing conditions based on data and travel demand model 
	• Calculate performance measures that corresponding to each goal for existing conditions based on data and travel demand model 
	• Calculate performance measures that corresponding to each goal for existing conditions based on data and travel demand model 
	• Calculate performance measures that corresponding to each goal for existing conditions based on data and travel demand model 

	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 




	TR
	Transportation Improvement Program 
	Transportation Improvement Program 

	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 




	TR
	Unified Planning Work Program 
	Unified Planning Work Program 

	• Calculate performance metrics for complete and ongoing projects  
	• Calculate performance metrics for complete and ongoing projects  
	• Calculate performance metrics for complete and ongoing projects  
	• Calculate performance metrics for complete and ongoing projects  

	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 




	TR
	Congestion Management Process 
	Congestion Management Process 

	• Assess the benefits and costs of congestion management strategies  
	• Assess the benefits and costs of congestion management strategies  
	• Assess the benefits and costs of congestion management strategies  
	• Assess the benefits and costs of congestion management strategies  




	TR
	Bicycle/Pedestrian Program 
	Bicycle/Pedestrian Program 

	• Evaluate the benefits and costs of bicycle/pedestrian projects  
	• Evaluate the benefits and costs of bicycle/pedestrian projects  
	• Evaluate the benefits and costs of bicycle/pedestrian projects  
	• Evaluate the benefits and costs of bicycle/pedestrian projects  




	TR
	Freight Program 
	Freight Program 

	• Evaluate freight-related improvements 
	• Evaluate freight-related improvements 
	• Evaluate freight-related improvements 
	• Evaluate freight-related improvements 






	Business Process 
	Business Process 
	Business Process 
	Business Process 
	Business Process 

	Potential FITSEVAL Support 
	Potential FITSEVAL Support 



	TBody
	TR
	Transportation Alternative Program 
	Transportation Alternative Program 

	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 




	TR
	Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Program 
	Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Program 

	• Add a new evaluation module for connected and autonomous vehicles in FITSEVAL 
	• Add a new evaluation module for connected and autonomous vehicles in FITSEVAL 
	• Add a new evaluation module for connected and autonomous vehicles in FITSEVAL 
	• Add a new evaluation module for connected and autonomous vehicles in FITSEVAL 




	TR
	Performance Measurement Program 
	Performance Measurement Program 

	• Produce performance measures that are required by MPO/TPO/TPA 
	• Produce performance measures that are required by MPO/TPO/TPA 
	• Produce performance measures that are required by MPO/TPO/TPA 
	• Produce performance measures that are required by MPO/TPO/TPA 




	TR
	Transportation Disadvantaged Program 
	Transportation Disadvantaged Program 

	• Add a new module in FITSEVAL to evaluate the benefits and costs of transportation disadvantaged projects 
	• Add a new module in FITSEVAL to evaluate the benefits and costs of transportation disadvantaged projects 
	• Add a new module in FITSEVAL to evaluate the benefits and costs of transportation disadvantaged projects 
	• Add a new module in FITSEVAL to evaluate the benefits and costs of transportation disadvantaged projects 




	PD&E Study 
	PD&E Study 
	PD&E Study 

	• Incorporate emission estimation for alternative projects 
	• Incorporate emission estimation for alternative projects 
	• Incorporate emission estimation for alternative projects 
	• Incorporate emission estimation for alternative projects 

	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects based on more detailed analysis such as Highway Capacity Manual procedures or simulation. 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects based on more detailed analysis such as Highway Capacity Manual procedures or simulation. 




	FDOT Traffic Engineering and Operations (Focusing on planning for operations) 
	FDOT Traffic Engineering and Operations (Focusing on planning for operations) 
	FDOT Traffic Engineering and Operations (Focusing on planning for operations) 

	Traffic Service 
	Traffic Service 

	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements 

	• Compare intersection control strategies 
	• Compare intersection control strategies 




	TR
	TSM&O 
	TSM&O 

	• Assess the benefits and costs of TSM&O strategies by adding additional evaluation modules 
	• Assess the benefits and costs of TSM&O strategies by adding additional evaluation modules 
	• Assess the benefits and costs of TSM&O strategies by adding additional evaluation modules 
	• Assess the benefits and costs of TSM&O strategies by adding additional evaluation modules 




	TR
	Traffic Incident Management/Commercial Vehicle Operations 
	Traffic Incident Management/Commercial Vehicle Operations 

	• Update the parameters for incident management evaluation module based on latest data 
	• Update the parameters for incident management evaluation module based on latest data 
	• Update the parameters for incident management evaluation module based on latest data 
	• Update the parameters for incident management evaluation module based on latest data 






	As required by MAP-21 and FAST Act, planning is moving towards a performance-based process. In each transportation plan, performance measures are specified for each goal and objective. These performance measures are related to the safety, mobility, environment, economy, preservation, to collaboration and agency management objectives.  The current version of FITSEVAL focuses on mobility, safety, and reliability.   FITSEVAL can be upgraded as needed in to estimate performance measures related to other measure
	E4. EXISTING PERFORMANCE FORECATING AND ASSOCIATED TOOLS 
	Based review presented in this document, it can be concluded that there are a large number of metrics that have been identified and utilized at the national level, by FDOT departments, and by various MPO/TPO/TPA in Florida.  Some of these measures will be calculated in the initial version of the updated FITSEVAL.  Others, will be calculated in future versions as needed.   Specifically, the following can be concluded: 
	 
	• A wide range of performance measures have been selected, calculated, and reported by different FDOT departments for different purposes.  These measures will be considered to be calculated by the developed tool.  Examples of the measures are those identified in the FDOT Florida Transportation Plan (FTP), FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan, and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• A wide range of performance measures have been selected, calculated, and reported by different FDOT departments for different purposes.  These measures will be considered to be calculated by the developed tool.  Examples of the measures are those identified in the FDOT Florida Transportation Plan (FTP), FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan, and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• A wide range of performance measures have been selected, calculated, and reported by different FDOT departments for different purposes.  These measures will be considered to be calculated by the developed tool.  Examples of the measures are those identified in the FDOT Florida Transportation Plan (FTP), FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan, and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• Metropolitan planning organization/transportation planning organization/transportation planning agency (MPO/TPO/TPA) in Florida have included performance management into their planning process. The performance measures used by MPOs/TPOs/TPAs vary with their specific goals and objectives. The safety performance measures are more consistent among MPO/TPO/PTAs, while there is a large variation in other performance measures. There is no standard regarding what performance measures should be reported. A number
	• Metropolitan planning organization/transportation planning organization/transportation planning agency (MPO/TPO/TPA) in Florida have included performance management into their planning process. The performance measures used by MPOs/TPOs/TPAs vary with their specific goals and objectives. The safety performance measures are more consistent among MPO/TPO/PTAs, while there is a large variation in other performance measures. There is no standard regarding what performance measures should be reported. A number

	• The final rule of the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) MAP-21 have clearly specified the national performance measures in seven focus areas that need to be calculated by state and MPOs. The calculation method, data source, and reporting date for those performance measures are also provided in detail.   
	• The final rule of the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) MAP-21 have clearly specified the national performance measures in seven focus areas that need to be calculated by state and MPOs. The calculation method, data source, and reporting date for those performance measures are also provided in detail.   

	• As MPOs/TPOs/TPAs place more emphasis on multimodal transportation system, it is recommended not only to calculate automobile-related performance measures, but also multimodal performance measures that are related to transit, trucks, pedestrians, and bicycles. The developed tool should be updated to allow the calculation of multimodal performance measures based on modeling, where possible. 
	• As MPOs/TPOs/TPAs place more emphasis on multimodal transportation system, it is recommended not only to calculate automobile-related performance measures, but also multimodal performance measures that are related to transit, trucks, pedestrians, and bicycles. The developed tool should be updated to allow the calculation of multimodal performance measures based on modeling, where possible. 

	• A number of methods have been identified to calculate safety, mobility, reliability, and emission performance measures. These methods can be either data-based or model-based.   
	• A number of methods have been identified to calculate safety, mobility, reliability, and emission performance measures. These methods can be either data-based or model-based.   


	E.5 ESTIMATION OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR BASE CONDITION 
	Different methods are reviewed in this study for potential use in FITSEVAL to estimate the mobility, reliability, and safety performance for the base conditions before implementing advanced technologies.  The estimation can be based on real-world data, utilizing different analytical models or simulation.  Methods to estimate travel time and travel time reliability are assessed in this study by comparing the resulting estimates from applying these methods to those estimated based on real-world data.   Two co
	• I-95 northbound between NW 32nd Street and NW 103rd Street in Miami-Dade County, FL (used as a freeway case study) 
	• I-95 northbound between NW 32nd Street and NW 103rd Street in Miami-Dade County, FL (used as a freeway case study) 
	• I-95 northbound between NW 32nd Street and NW 103rd Street in Miami-Dade County, FL (used as a freeway case study) 

	• Sunrise Blvd. between US 441 and US 1 in Broward County, FL (used as an urban street case study) 
	• Sunrise Blvd. between US 441 and US 1 in Broward County, FL (used as an urban street case study) 


	 
	Mobility Forecasting  
	The accuracy of the following functions to forecast speed/travel time were assessed based on comparison with data-based estimates of travel time: 
	• Bureau of Public Road (BPR) Curve with the parameters extracted from the S outheast Florida Regional Planning Model (SERPM) model. 
	• Bureau of Public Road (BPR) Curve with the parameters extracted from the S outheast Florida Regional Planning Model (SERPM) model. 
	• Bureau of Public Road (BPR) Curve with the parameters extracted from the S outheast Florida Regional Planning Model (SERPM) model. 

	• Akcelik Equation with the parameters extracted from the Express Lanes Time-of-Day (ELToD)  software developed for managed lane toll assessment 
	• Akcelik Equation with the parameters extracted from the Express Lanes Time-of-Day (ELToD)  software developed for managed lane toll assessment 

	• BPR Curve with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by Florida State University (FSU) 
	• BPR Curve with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by Florida State University (FSU) 

	• Akcelik Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 
	• Akcelik Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

	• Modified Davidson Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 
	• Modified Davidson Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

	• Conical Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 
	• Conical Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

	• Freeway and urban street Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) procedures 
	• Freeway and urban street Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) procedures 


	Based on the results presented in this study, the functions that produced the best results for all three periods are the FSU-calibrated Modified Davidson model, the Akcelik function used in ELTOD, and the HCM-based freeway facility procedure.   The SERPM BPR relationship worked well for congested conditions but was somewhat less accurate than other methods for uncongested conditions.   The other tested models were less accurate.  In general, the estimation is much more accurate for less congested conditions
	The functions were also tested to estimate travel times during an incident conditions.  The lowest error again was observed when using the ELTOD Akcelik model and the FSU-Calibrated Davidson model.    The HCM procedure predicted higher travel time compared to the real-world measures. This model, however, performs well for the PM congested conditions, which raises questions on why this high delay is estimated during incident conditions.  Further examination indicates that the traffic in the HCM-based procedu
	The findings suggest that the travel time forecasting methods are able to forecast travel time more accurately for freeways compared to arterial street facilities and for less congested periods.  For the arterial street segment, the FSU-calibrated Modified Davidson model produced the most accurate results for the AM and PM peak periods. However, the BPR function in the SERPM model works better for the Mid-Day period.  Overall, it appears that, for the arterial segment, the FSU-calibrated Davidson model perf
	The HCM procedures have the advantage of considering the temporal and spatial impacts of congestion since they consider the spillbacks between the roadway segments including ramps and the extended queue from one period to the next.  However, these procedures require more time to prepare and fine-tune the model and the use of a software like FREEVAL, STREETVAL, or Highway Capacity Software (HCS). 
	Mobility measurements as required by national, state, and MPO/TPO/TPA guidance and procedures can be forecasted based on travel time estimates calculated using the functions listed above.     
	Reliability Forecasting  
	The travel time reliability measures reflect day-to-day variation in congestion levels due to contributing factors such as demand and capacity stochasticity, incidents, adverse weather, and work zones.   Reliability can be estimated based on models that range from simple equations to HCM-based procedures to simulation-based procedures.   
	In this study, forecasted reliability measures was compared with reliability estimated for both the freeway case study (I-95 in Miami-Dade County) and the arterial segment (Sunrise Blvd. in Broward County) based on real-world data.  The followings are the tested reliability forecasting methods in this project, all of which were developed as part of the Reliability Program of the Strategic Highway Research Program 2 (SHRP2): 
	• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Poor Procedure 
	• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Poor Procedure 
	• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Poor Procedure 

	• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Rich Procedure 
	• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Rich Procedure 

	• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure with Default Parameters 
	• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure with Default Parameters 

	• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure Calibrated for Miami by Florida International University as part of the SHRP2 L38 project 
	• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure Calibrated for Miami by Florida International University as part of the SHRP2 L38 project 

	• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure 
	• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure 

	• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure Calibrated for the Tampa Bay Region as part of a federal grant 
	• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure Calibrated for the Tampa Bay Region as part of a federal grant 

	• SHRP 2 L08 procedures as adopted in the HCM and implemented in FREEVAL and HCS. 
	• SHRP 2 L08 procedures as adopted in the HCM and implemented in FREEVAL and HCS. 


	When considering the three peaks, the models that produced the best forecasts of reliability compared to data-based reliability estimation for the freeway segment is the SHRP2 C11 model calibrated for the Tampa Bay Area and the SHRP2 L03 Data Poor Model.   The model that produced the best forecasts of reliability compared to data-based reliability estimation for the urban arterial study segment is the L07 original model followed by the SHRP2 L03 data poor and L03 data rich model.   
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	) presents a detailed set of recommended values.  These and other sources were reviewed and updated values were selected for use in the new version of FITSEVAL.   
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	E.4 FITSEVAL UPDATE 
	The original version of FITSEVAL was produced utilizing the Script language of Cube.  It works only as a processor to cube provided input and output files, in addition to analyst supplied parameters utilizing the user interface.   The new version of FITSEVAL is a standalone desktop tool that reads files from multiple sources as long as it is provided in an acceptable format.  The currently acceptable format are Cube files and Highway Capacity Software (HCS) file format.  The source of the data can be any mo
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	1. 
	1. 
	INTRODUCTION
	 

	1.1 Background Statement 
	Transportation agencies are increasingly interested in measuring system performance and the impact of advanced technologies and strategies on existing and future year conditions. This interest increased with the MAP-21 and later the Fast-Act federal legislation emphasis on establishing performance goals focusing on seven areas: safety, infrastructure conditions, congestion reduction, system reliability, freight, environmental sustainability, and project delivery time. The federal legislations require states
	In 2008, the Florida Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) Evaluation (FITSEVAL) tool was developed to estimate the impacts of advanced strategies on system performance.  The tool has been used in at least two FDOT districts (Districts 1 and 5).  This tool has the potential to be used to forecast system performance with and without technology and strategy deployment and thus support transportation agency investment decisions. 
	1.2 Goals and Objectives 
	The goal of this project is to support agencies in measuring and forecasting system performance and the impact of advanced technologies and strategies on existing and future year conditions by taking advantage of state-of-art models, methods, and parameters and available of data from multiple sources. The potential of using a tool as a basis for this support is explored.     The outcome of this project will allow a better selection of alternatives for implementation based on combinations of forecasted perfo
	 
	• identifying a set of performance measures that can be used as a basis for assessing system performance and comparing improvement alternatives;  
	• identifying a set of performance measures that can be used as a basis for assessing system performance and comparing improvement alternatives;  
	• identifying a set of performance measures that can be used as a basis for assessing system performance and comparing improvement alternatives;  

	• identifying methods to predict performance measures for use in performance and impact assessment; 
	• identifying methods to predict performance measures for use in performance and impact assessment; 

	• identifying FDOT and MPO business processes that can benefit from the utilization of the project development; and 
	• identifying FDOT and MPO business processes that can benefit from the utilization of the project development; and 

	• enhancing and extending existing models in FITSEVAL to allow the assessment of system performance and the impacts of additional advanced and emerging technologies 
	• enhancing and extending existing models in FITSEVAL to allow the assessment of system performance and the impacts of additional advanced and emerging technologies 


	1.6 Document Organization 
	This section includes a description of the remaining chapters of this document.   
	Chapter 2 reviews the experience with FITSEVAL and identifies the agency business processes that are expected to benefit from the developed environment including identifying the range of the business processes and the potential stakeholders of the tool. 
	Chapter 3 starts with a review of the national and state guidance and practice on performance measurements, and then focuses on the methods and tools for calculating performance measures. 
	Chapter 4 summarizes different methods to estimate the performance measurement including mobility, reliability, and safety has been described in this chapter.  
	Chapter 5 describes methods to estimate the impacts of the transportation system management and operations (TSM&O) and ITS applications that are implemented in the updated version of the FITSEVAL tool, produced as part of this project.   
	 
	  
	2. 
	2. 
	POTENTIAL TOOL SUPPORT OF BUSINESS PROCESSES 
	 

	This Chapter first reviews the experience with FITSEVAL.  Then, it identifies the agency business processes that are expected to benefit from the developed environment including identifying these processes and the potential stakeholders of the tool. 
	2.1 FITSEVAL  
	2.1.1 Review of FITSEVAL  
	The Florida ITS Evaluation (FITSEVAL) tool is a sketch planning-level Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) evaluation tool that was developed within the Florida Standard Urban Transportation Modeling Structure (FSUTMS)/Cube environment for FDOT by this research team in 2008. (Hadi et al., 2008). This tool can be used to assess the mobility, safety, environmental, and user-cost benefits as well as the costs of various ITS deployment as listed below.  
	• Ramp Metering 
	• Ramp Metering 
	• Ramp Metering 

	• Incident Management Systems 
	• Incident Management Systems 

	• Highway Advisory Radio (HAR) and Dynamic Message Signs (DMS) 
	• Highway Advisory Radio (HAR) and Dynamic Message Signs (DMS) 

	• Advanced Travel Information Systems (ATIS) 
	• Advanced Travel Information Systems (ATIS) 

	• Managed Lane 
	• Managed Lane 

	• Signal Control 
	• Signal Control 

	• Emergency Vehicle Signal Preemption 
	• Emergency Vehicle Signal Preemption 

	• Smart Work Zone 
	• Smart Work Zone 

	• Road Weather Information Systems 
	• Road Weather Information Systems 

	• Transit Vehicle Signal Preemption 
	• Transit Vehicle Signal Preemption 

	• Transit Security Systems 
	• Transit Security Systems 

	• Transit Information Systems 
	• Transit Information Systems 

	• Transit Electronic Payment Systems 
	• Transit Electronic Payment Systems 


	The evaluation methodology implemented in the FITSEVAL tool varies with the type of ITS deployments. The output of FITSEVAL includes the impacts of ITS on performance measures including mobility, safety, fuel consumption, emission, and other deployment-specific measures.  FITSEVAL also outputs the benefits and costs in dollar values of ITS applications and the resulted benefit/cost ratio. These outputs can be used to assess the ITS deployment, prioritize alternatives, and support plan decisions. In an asses
	2.1.2 User Experience with FITSEVAL Tool 
	2.1.2.1 Application of FITSEVAL in FDOT District 4 
	To justify the investments, FDOT District 4 traffic management center contracted this research team to evaluate the benefits and costs of a number of ITS components including the Road Ranger service patrol program, Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) camera subsystem, Severe Incident Response Vehicle (SIRV) program, fog warning system, and arterial Dynamic Message Signs (DMS) subsystem.   The purpose was to justify to the decision makers in the district, the investment made in these deployments.  To accomplish
	The original version of FITSEVAL only has a module for the evaluation of dynamic message signs along freeways. To help the FDOT District 4 to evaluate the Arterial Dynamic Message Signs (ADMS) at I-95 and I-75 interchanges in Broward County, FL, a new evaluation methodology for ADMS was developed and implemented in FITSEVAL by this research team in 2011. Similar to the ITS components discussed above, the benefits, costs, and benefit/cost ratio calculated from FITSEVAL were applied by FDOT District 4 TMC to 
	2.1.2.2 FDOT District 5 Experience with FITSEVAL Tool 
	The FITSEVAL tool was applied to support the short and long range ITS planning of FDOT District Five by Leftwich Consulting Engineering, Inc. in 2016 (Leftwich Consulting Engineers, Inc., 2016a). The travel demand model used in FDOT District Five is the Central Florida Regional Planning Model (CFRPM), while FITSEVAL was originally developed based on Southeast Florida Regional Planning Model (SERPM). The variable naming in these two models is slightly different. Also, the CFRPM model consists of four time pe
	In Phase 1 of this project, five Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs)/Transportation Planning Organizations (TPOs) were contacted by the Leftwich Consulting Engineering, Inc. regarding the application of the FITSEVAL tool. As the results of this effort, FITSEVAL tool is recommended to be used as part of MPO/TPO’s planning efforts, for example, long range transportation plan, state of the system annual reports, ITS master plans, and ITS/Congestion Management Plans (CMS)/safety alternative selection and
	arterial segments within the regions of the five MPOs/TPOs in FITSEVAL. The results of benefits, costs, and benefit/cost ratios produced by FITSEVAL for these study segments provide reference for MPOs/TPOs to prioritize the signalized corridors for signal retiming. A number of updates to FITSEVAL were recommended by this study, as listed below.  
	• Have the ability to use existing traffic data 
	• Have the ability to use existing traffic data 
	• Have the ability to use existing traffic data 

	• Further review and enhance emission estimation 
	• Further review and enhance emission estimation 

	• Expand the strategies that can be assessed in FITSEVAL including allowing comparison to roadway capacity improvement.  
	• Expand the strategies that can be assessed in FITSEVAL including allowing comparison to roadway capacity improvement.  

	• Consider corridor characteristics such as turn lanes, driveways, and round-about, and truck characteristics such as passing lanes and truck bypass lanes in the evaluation of signal timing.  
	• Consider corridor characteristics such as turn lanes, driveways, and round-about, and truck characteristics such as passing lanes and truck bypass lanes in the evaluation of signal timing.  


	Meetings through phone calls or in person were also held by Leftwich Consulting Engineering, Inc. with FDOT Central Office, and FDOT District 5 ITS Operations, Planning, PD&E, and TSM&O staff. These meetings identify the potential usage of FITSEVAL as follows. 
	• Use of FITSEVAL as a promising platform for individual MPO/TPO to review and prioritize ITS projects. 
	• Use of FITSEVAL as a promising platform for individual MPO/TPO to review and prioritize ITS projects. 
	• Use of FITSEVAL as a promising platform for individual MPO/TPO to review and prioritize ITS projects. 

	• FITSEVAL use for congestion management solutions and not only for ITS strategies 
	• FITSEVAL use for congestion management solutions and not only for ITS strategies 

	• Use of FITSEVAL as part of corridor analyses project as a tool for investigating the application of multi-modal solutions 
	• Use of FITSEVAL as part of corridor analyses project as a tool for investigating the application of multi-modal solutions 

	• Integration of FDOT’s Transportation Value to You (TransVaIU) spreadsheet, a tool for corridor-level economic and financial analyses for proposed transportation investment in FDOT District 5, with the FITSEVAL tool. 
	• Integration of FDOT’s Transportation Value to You (TransVaIU) spreadsheet, a tool for corridor-level economic and financial analyses for proposed transportation investment in FDOT District 5, with the FITSEVAL tool. 


	Extensive review of TransVaIU was conducted by Leftwich Consulting Engineering, Inc. following the stakeholder meeting, but it was determined to keep FITSEVAL and TransVaIU as separate tools and having FITSEVAL tool to continue to focus on ITS with an integration with the regional demand model. 
	In Phase 2, Leftwich Consulting Engineers, Inc. (2016b) focused on evaluating the methodologies and parameters used in FITSEVAL for 10 types of ITS deployments and updating them to be consistent with local conditions. A number of default values were recommended to be updated including the parameters for public transportation and emergency vehicle preemption. Instead of considering seven types of signal timing improvements, Leftwich Consulting Engineers, Inc. (2016b) suggested to combine some of the categori
	In addition to the original 10 types of ITS deployments, the evaluation methodologies for two new types of deployments were added to FITSEVAL in Phase 2 by Leftwich Consulting Engineers, Inc. (2016b): the first is High-intensity Activated crossWalK (HAWK) that allows pedestrians to safely cross streets, and the second is roadway widening for the purpose of comparison with ITS alternatives. A default reduction of 25% in crashes was assumed for the safety benefits of HAWK. For roadway widening project, the re
	consumption and emissions are calculated based on the user input for the percentage increase in congested speed. 
	Leftwich Consulting Engineers, Inc. (2016b) also examined the base FITSEVAL calculations of safety, fuel consumption, emission, road ranger service patrol benefit, toll, and public transit application benefits in Phase 2.   The study updated the default crash rates in FITSEVAL with the segment-based crash rate statistics reported by the Florida Crash Analysis Reporting (CAR) System for the Central Florida Region. With the continuous improvements in fuel efficiency, the study suggested a reduction in fuel co
	Leftwich Consulting Engineers, Inc. (2016c) updated the costs of each type of deployments based on the cost data from the FDOT District 5 TSM&O Office, the FDOT ITS Maintenance Workload Database, and online literature. An inflation factor was also applied to convert the cost from the year 2008 to year 2016. 
	2.1.2.3 FDOT District 1 Experience with FITSEVAL Tool 
	Traf-O-Data Corp (2016) tested the application of FITSEVAL to FDOT District One by coding 10 types of ITS deployments in the District One Regional Planning Model (D1RPM). The review comments are summarized below. 
	• Applications such as smart work zone and road weather information system are easy to use and seem to provide reasonable results. Environmental sensor stations are recommended to install along roadways with less highway patrol coverage to detect poor weather conditions. 
	• Applications such as smart work zone and road weather information system are easy to use and seem to provide reasonable results. Environmental sensor stations are recommended to install along roadways with less highway patrol coverage to detect poor weather conditions. 
	• Applications such as smart work zone and road weather information system are easy to use and seem to provide reasonable results. Environmental sensor stations are recommended to install along roadways with less highway patrol coverage to detect poor weather conditions. 

	• A number of applications such as incident management and advanced traveler information system are also easy to use but are not useful to District One as dynamic message signs and highway advisory radios are already installed along the major corridors. 
	• A number of applications such as incident management and advanced traveler information system are also easy to use but are not useful to District One as dynamic message signs and highway advisory radios are already installed along the major corridors. 

	• The applications of public transportation and bus priority are not useful for District One as the system has hourly headways. 
	• The applications of public transportation and bus priority are not useful for District One as the system has hourly headways. 

	• The application of signal timing improvement is somewhat difficult to use but it provides reasonable results. Dynamic traffic assignment is recommended to be used for the evaluation of signal timing improvement. 
	• The application of signal timing improvement is somewhat difficult to use but it provides reasonable results. Dynamic traffic assignment is recommended to be used for the evaluation of signal timing improvement. 

	• Managed lane and ramp metering applications are difficult to use as they require a separated loaded network which is not easy to generate. Note that this evaluation is based on the updated version of FITSEVAL by the Citilabs, Inc. in which the evaluation procedure has been changed from the original FITSEVAL version that provides a way to 
	• Managed lane and ramp metering applications are difficult to use as they require a separated loaded network which is not easy to generate. Note that this evaluation is based on the updated version of FITSEVAL by the Citilabs, Inc. in which the evaluation procedure has been changed from the original FITSEVAL version that provides a way to 


	calculate the delays with ramp metering and managed lanes without re-running the model. 
	calculate the delays with ramp metering and managed lanes without re-running the model. 
	calculate the delays with ramp metering and managed lanes without re-running the model. 

	• The application of emergency vehicle preemption is very difficult to use due to the required input that is not easy to obtain, for example, signal cycle length.  
	• The application of emergency vehicle preemption is very difficult to use due to the required input that is not easy to obtain, for example, signal cycle length.  


	2.1.2.4 Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) Experience with FITSEVAL Tool 
	In order to help VDOT and the MPOs in Virginia to make planning decisions regarding the options of operational capacity improvement versus physical capacity expansion, Ma and Demetsky (2013) compared 12 different operational analysis tools for conducting benefit/cost analysis of intelligent transportation systems. Based on the literature review, FITSEVAL was recommended as the operational analysis tool for future sketch planning in Virginia because of its compatibility with the travel demand models in Virgi
	• The two models of incident management and managed lane can be successfully integrated with the travel demand model, which provides a valuable tool for evaluating operational strategies. 
	• The two models of incident management and managed lane can be successfully integrated with the travel demand model, which provides a valuable tool for evaluating operational strategies. 
	• The two models of incident management and managed lane can be successfully integrated with the travel demand model, which provides a valuable tool for evaluating operational strategies. 

	• Some level of manual integration is required during the integration process, including the definition of analysis period(s), facility and area type(s), link capacity, volume-delay function and operational strategy coding. Note that this study used an older version of FITSEVAL. The updated version of FITSEVAL provides a variable conversion function to help the automatic integration between different travel demand models with FITSEVAL. 
	• Some level of manual integration is required during the integration process, including the definition of analysis period(s), facility and area type(s), link capacity, volume-delay function and operational strategy coding. Note that this study used an older version of FITSEVAL. The updated version of FITSEVAL provides a variable conversion function to help the automatic integration between different travel demand models with FITSEVAL. 

	• A methodology was developed to re-estimate network flows resulting from the implementation of managed lane. 
	• A methodology was developed to re-estimate network flows resulting from the implementation of managed lane. 

	• The default values of the parameters in FITSEVAL are applicable for most of cases.  
	• The default values of the parameters in FITSEVAL are applicable for most of cases.  

	• Time-of-day modeling is recommended for evaluating operational strategies. 
	• Time-of-day modeling is recommended for evaluating operational strategies. 

	• FITSEVAL should be applied by VDOT’s Transportation Mobility Planning Division and VDOT’s Operations Division as a part of travel demand models to analyze operational strategies. A pilot test in one volunteer district is recommended before wider implementations. 
	• FITSEVAL should be applied by VDOT’s Transportation Mobility Planning Division and VDOT’s Operations Division as a part of travel demand models to analyze operational strategies. A pilot test in one volunteer district is recommended before wider implementations. 

	• Existing local data should be collected by Virginia Center for Transportation Innovation and Research (VCTIR) for the application in FITSEVAL. 
	• Existing local data should be collected by Virginia Center for Transportation Innovation and Research (VCTIR) for the application in FITSEVAL. 

	• VCTIR should continuously work with FDOT on exchanging information regarding needed and developed enhancements to FITSEVAL.  
	• VCTIR should continuously work with FDOT on exchanging information regarding needed and developed enhancements to FITSEVAL.  


	2.2 RELATED FDOT AND MPO BUSINESS PROCESSES 
	The first step of this project is to examine the business processes of the FDOT, MPO/TPO/TPA, and other partner agencies that can be benefit from FITSEVAL. 
	2.2.1 FDOT Planning 
	The FDOT Central Office Planning consists of four divisions: policy planning, system implementation, forecasting and trends, and performance. Below is a list of FDOT planning processes. 
	Florida Transportation Plan (FTP): FTP is the statewide transportation plan that guides the planning and management of Florida transportation system. FTP includes three components: The FTP vision element, the FTP policy element, and the FTP implementation element. The FTP vision element outlines the look of the future Florida transportation system in the next 50 years, while the Florida policy element defines the Florida transportation system for the next 25 years. Developed as a web-based application, the 
	Strategic Intermodal System (SIS): SIS is a statewide network that consists of transportation facilities with high priorities for capacity investments such as airport, seaport, rail, waterways, trail, and highways. The establishment of SIS is to enhance the mobility of people and freights and to improve the economy competitiveness of the state. SIS facilities are selected based on the criteria of transportation and economic measures. The FDOT System Implementation Office produces documents of SIS Funding St
	Planning Studies: Planning studies aim at developing a strategic plan for a SIS corridor or a subarea. The studies examine the existing and future traffic conditions, identify the transportation issues, define the needs, and develop a range of multi-modal alternatives for the study area. Three types of studies are included in these planning studies, that is, corridor, alternative, and feasibility studies. 
	Access Management: Access management balances the accessibility and mobility of roadways by coordinately planning, regulating, and designing access between roadways and their neighboring land development. A permit is required from the FDOT for the access to the state highway systems. Design standard and handbooks such as the median handbook and driveway information guide have been developed by the FDOT as a guidance for access management.  This process may require more detailed analysis than the one that ca
	Interchange Access Request
	Interchange Access Request
	Interchange Access Request

	 (IAR): To minimize the adverse impacts on interstate highway and non-interstate limited access facilities on the state highway system, IAR is required to demonstrate that a new or modified interchange is needed and viable that satisfies the requirements of traffic, environmental, engineering, and funding. An operational and safety analysis needs to be conducted to support such a request.
	 This process may require more detailed analysis than the one that can be provided by a sketch planning tool like FITSEVAL. 

	Highway Capacity/Level of Service
	Highway Capacity/Level of Service
	Highway Capacity/Level of Service

	 (LOS): 
	The LOS has been used as a primary measure of current and future mobility needs. The FDOT sets an acceptable level of service for the planning, design and operation of the state highway system. The target LOS for automobile mode during 

	peak travel hours is “D” for urbanized areas and “C” for outside urbanized areas. FDOT Quality/Level of Service (Q/LOS) Handbook and accompanying software (LOSPLAN) have been produced to assist the analysis of roadway capacity and quality/level of service for planning and preliminary level analysis.  Each FDOT district prepares and maintains the LOS information. 
	Project Traffic Forecasting: Forecast of traffic count, turning movement, and various traffic count adjustment factors are required inputs for Planning and Project Development and Environmental (PD&E) studies and construction plans. Traffic forecasting can be conducted using travel demand model or based on historical trends. A Project Traffic Forecasting Handbook has been developed by FDOT to standardize the practice of traffic forecasting. Tools such as TURNS5 for turning movement analysis and traffic tren
	Site Impact Analysis: Site impact analysis is conducted to examine the traffic-related impacts of new developments. The FDOT develops Transportation Site Impact Handbook and TIPS (Trip Generation, Internal Capture, and Pass-by Software) to guide impact studies. This process may require more detailed analysis than the one that can be provided by a sketch planning tool like FITSEVAL. 
	Shared Use Non-motorized (SUN) Trail Network: Sun trail network is a statewide system that consists of multiuse trails and shared-use paths but physically separated from motorized traffic. The creation of SUN trail network provides alternative travel mode for those origins and destinations with limited access to motorized vehicles. Financially feasible transportation projects on the SUN trail network are listed in the FDOT’s five year adopted work program. 
	Statistics, Measures, and Trends: FDOT tracks the trends of transportation-related statistics and measures. The 2017 FDOT Source book provides a centralized source for these trend information. It covers the trends that affect transportation, for example, demographics, visitor numbers and travel modes, roadway inventory changes, characteristics of vehicle use and seat belt usage, international trade, emissions, and freight growth. The source book also documents the trends of mobility-related performance meas
	Performance Measures: Performance measures are integrated into three distinct levels of planning and programming process: to establish the goal and objectives at the strategic level, to support funding allocation at the decision-making level, and to monitor project effectiveness and efficiency at the project delivery level. To meet the requirements of MAP-21 and Fast-Act, the FDOT produces Performance Report annually. It covers five aspects of transportation system, including safety, preservation, mobility,
	2.2.2 Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)/Transportation Planning Organization (TPO)/Transportation Planning Agencies (TPA) 
	MPOs/TPOs/TPAs are the transportation planning organizations for metropolitan area mandated by the federal government, which develop and maintain the transportation plans that satisfy the 
	federal requirements and ensure the federal funds for local improvements. Currently, Florida has a total number of 27 MPOs/TPOs/TPAs. Below lists the business processes of MPOs/TPOs/TPAs in Florida. 
	Long Range Transportation Plans (LRTP): Each MPO/TPO/TPA develops a LRTP for a metropolitan area that covers at least a 20-year planning horizon. The LRTP includes both long-range and short-range multimodal-related actions and strategies that address the increasing travel demand. The LRTP developed by each MPO/TPO/TPA should be consistent with the statewide transportation plan. MPO/TPO/TPA is required to review and update the LRTP at least every five years (FDOT Office of Policy Planning, 2018). The latest 
	Transportation Improvement Program (TIP): TIP is a five-year program that reflects the short-term transportation improvement projects with high priorities. Federal law requires TIP to cover a period of four years or more and to be updated every four years. The fifth year of TIP is considered as informational for planning purpose. MPO/TPO/TPA in Florida develops and updates TIP annually.  
	Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP): Each MPO/TPO/TPA in Florida is required to develop a two-year UPWP that identifies the tasks that MPO will perform for the next two years and the associated costs and funding source. When developing UPWP, MPO/TPO/TPA needs to take Federal and State Planning Emphasis Areas (PEA) into consideration. The Florida Planning Emphasis Areas for 2018 is rural transportation planning, transportation performance measures, and ACES (Automated/Connected/Electric/Shared-use) vehicles
	Public Participation Plan (PPP): MPO/TPO/TPA develops PPP that explicitly describes how MPO/TPO/TPA involves multi-modal stakeholders, affected public agencies, and individuals into planning process. The effectiveness of PPP is reviewed by MPO/TPO/TPA periodically.  
	Congestion Management Process (CMP): The LRTP focuses on the capital investment solutions over a 20-year horizon, while CMP identifies current and short-term technology-based operational strategies that help reduce single occupancy vehicle travel and facilitates the usage of other modes of transportation such as transit services, community shuttles, bicycles and pedestrians. The CMP provides a standard approach to monitor and evaluate the performance of multimodal transportation system, identify the cause o
	Bicycle/Pedestrian Program: Bicycle and pedestrian plan has been developed by a number of MPO/TPO/TPA (e.g., Miami-Dade TPO, and Palm Beach TPA) to identify major bicycle and pedestrian transportation improvements with a purpose of creating safe places for walk and bicycle. 
	Freight Program: The three county MPOs (Miami-Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach Counties) in partnership with FDOT also developed South Florida Regional freight plan. 
	Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP): TAP is a federal fund program that was established by the U.S. DOT to guide the development and growth of the country’s 
	transportation infrastructure. This program is intended to replace the previous programs such as Transportation Enhancements, Recreational Trials, Safe Routes to School, and several other discretionary program. 
	Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Program: With the advancement in connected and automated vehicles, Miami-Dade TPO is working with partner agencies to plan for the new technologies of connected and autonomous vehicles.  
	Performance Measurement Program (PMP): PMP ensures the investment and policy decisions to satisfy the performance measure requirements specified by MAP-21 for both highway and transit system. It emphasizes the performance-based planning. 
	Transportation Disadvantaged (TD) Program: TD program ensures the availability of cost-effective and efficient transportation services to those persons that are unable to transport themselves or purchase transportation services due to mental or physical disability or because of age or income status.  
	Table 2-1 Examples of Main Focus Areas for Florida MPO/TPO/TPA’s Business Processes
	Table 2-1 Examples of Main Focus Areas for Florida MPO/TPO/TPA’s Business Processes
	Table 2-1 Examples of Main Focus Areas for Florida MPO/TPO/TPA’s Business Processes

	presents some examples of the main focus areas and activities of Florida MPO/TPO/TPA’s business processes. It can be seen from this table that the commonly focused areas for MPOs/TPOs/TPAs are multimodal improvements including transit, bicycle/pedestrian, freight in addition to highways, and congestion management through advanced demand and traffic management strategies. Some emerging areas for MPO/TPO/TPA are autonomous and connected vehicles including the autonomous vehicles for transit and freight, and s

	 
	Table 2-1 Examples of Main Focus Areas for Florida MPO/TPO/TPA’s Business Processes 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 

	LRTP 
	LRTP 

	TIP 
	TIP 

	UPWP 
	UPWP 

	CMP 
	CMP 

	Pedestrian/Bicycle Program 
	Pedestrian/Bicycle Program 

	Others 
	Others 



	Miami-Dade TPO 
	Miami-Dade TPO 
	Miami-Dade TPO 
	Miami-Dade TPO 

	• Transit improvements including six corridors with enhanced bus, one corridor with bus rapid transit, two park-and-ride facility, one transit terminal, and one intermodal terminal 
	• Transit improvements including six corridors with enhanced bus, one corridor with bus rapid transit, two park-and-ride facility, one transit terminal, and one intermodal terminal 
	• Transit improvements including six corridors with enhanced bus, one corridor with bus rapid transit, two park-and-ride facility, one transit terminal, and one intermodal terminal 
	• Transit improvements including six corridors with enhanced bus, one corridor with bus rapid transit, two park-and-ride facility, one transit terminal, and one intermodal terminal 

	• Highway improvements by adding more managed lanes 
	• Highway improvements by adding more managed lanes 

	• Non-motorized improvements including on-road bicycle lanes, off-road greenways/trails and sidewalk 
	• Non-motorized improvements including on-road bicycle lanes, off-road greenways/trails and sidewalk 

	• Congestion management process involvement 
	• Congestion management process involvement 

	• Freight transportation improvements 
	• Freight transportation improvements 



	• Support facilities for Metrorail 
	• Support facilities for Metrorail 
	• Support facilities for Metrorail 
	• Support facilities for Metrorail 

	• Express bus service, express transit along managed lanes, and additional bus transit and paratransit improvements 
	• Express bus service, express transit along managed lanes, and additional bus transit and paratransit improvements 

	• Interstate highway projects 
	• Interstate highway projects 

	• Congestion management 
	• Congestion management 

	• Non-motorized projects 
	• Non-motorized projects 

	• Arterial street improvements 
	• Arterial street improvements 

	• Aviation and seaport facilities 
	• Aviation and seaport facilities 

	• Construction of major intermodal facilities 
	• Construction of major intermodal facilities 

	• Deployment of ITS applications. 
	• Deployment of ITS applications. 


	 

	• The Strategic Miami Area Rapid Transit (SMART) Plan that advances six rapid transit corridors along with a network system of Bus Express Rapid Transit (BERT) service 
	• The Strategic Miami Area Rapid Transit (SMART) Plan that advances six rapid transit corridors along with a network system of Bus Express Rapid Transit (BERT) service 
	• The Strategic Miami Area Rapid Transit (SMART) Plan that advances six rapid transit corridors along with a network system of Bus Express Rapid Transit (BERT) service 
	• The Strategic Miami Area Rapid Transit (SMART) Plan that advances six rapid transit corridors along with a network system of Bus Express Rapid Transit (BERT) service 


	 

	• Develop CMP strategy toolbox that include ITS and transportation system management strategies, TDM, land use, parking, regulatory, transit, highway, bicycle and pedestrian, and access management 
	• Develop CMP strategy toolbox that include ITS and transportation system management strategies, TDM, land use, parking, regulatory, transit, highway, bicycle and pedestrian, and access management 
	• Develop CMP strategy toolbox that include ITS and transportation system management strategies, TDM, land use, parking, regulatory, transit, highway, bicycle and pedestrian, and access management 
	• Develop CMP strategy toolbox that include ITS and transportation system management strategies, TDM, land use, parking, regulatory, transit, highway, bicycle and pedestrian, and access management 



	• Update a number of trails and corridors for bicycles and pedestrians 
	• Update a number of trails and corridors for bicycles and pedestrians 
	• Update a number of trails and corridors for bicycles and pedestrians 
	• Update a number of trails and corridors for bicycles and pedestrians 



	• Autonomous freight 
	• Autonomous freight 
	• Autonomous freight 
	• Autonomous freight 


	 




	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 

	LRTP 
	LRTP 

	TIP 
	TIP 

	UPWP 
	UPWP 

	CMP 
	CMP 

	Pedestrian/Bicycle Program 
	Pedestrian/Bicycle Program 

	Others 
	Others 



	Broward County MPO 
	Broward County MPO 
	Broward County MPO 
	Broward County MPO 

	• Transportation improvement program 
	• Transportation improvement program 
	• Transportation improvement program 
	• Transportation improvement program 

	• Regional significant projects such as community shuttle service, Broward County signalization network, mobility hubs that serve as transit access points with frequent transit services, South Florida regional freight plan, and climate change research 
	• Regional significant projects such as community shuttle service, Broward County signalization network, mobility hubs that serve as transit access points with frequent transit services, South Florida regional freight plan, and climate change research 

	• Complete streets and other localized initiative program 
	• Complete streets and other localized initiative program 

	• Facilities extending beyond the MPO planning area such as strategic intermodal system 
	• Facilities extending beyond the MPO planning area such as strategic intermodal system 



	• Transit bus capital improvement and operating expenses 
	• Transit bus capital improvement and operating expenses 
	• Transit bus capital improvement and operating expenses 
	• Transit bus capital improvement and operating expenses 

	• Construction of sidewalks, bike lanes, greenways, and multipurpose paths 
	• Construction of sidewalks, bike lanes, greenways, and multipurpose paths 

	• Road and bridge construction 
	• Road and bridge construction 

	• Maintenance 
	• Maintenance 

	• Road drainage 
	• Road drainage 

	• Traffic signalization 
	• Traffic signalization 

	• Airport and seaport improvements 
	• Airport and seaport improvements 

	• Regionally significant transportation projects 
	• Regionally significant transportation projects 



	Transportation system planning tasks covers  
	Transportation system planning tasks covers  
	• Long range/metropolitan transportation planning 
	• Long range/metropolitan transportation planning 
	• Long range/metropolitan transportation planning 

	• Regional transportation planning 
	• Regional transportation planning 

	• Congestion management/livability planning 
	• Congestion management/livability planning 

	• Transportation improvement program 
	• Transportation improvement program 

	• Freights and goods management/intermodal planning 
	• Freights and goods management/intermodal planning 

	• Transit planning and development 
	• Transit planning and development 

	• Complete streets and transportation related enhancement 
	• Complete streets and transportation related enhancement 



	• Mobility hubs, location of stations, transit stops and other facilities, bike and pedestrian infrastructure, and safety improvements 
	• Mobility hubs, location of stations, transit stops and other facilities, bike and pedestrian infrastructure, and safety improvements 
	• Mobility hubs, location of stations, transit stops and other facilities, bike and pedestrian infrastructure, and safety improvements 
	• Mobility hubs, location of stations, transit stops and other facilities, bike and pedestrian infrastructure, and safety improvements 

	• Multimodal congestion management 
	• Multimodal congestion management 

	• Mobility strategies such as signal coordination 
	• Mobility strategies such as signal coordination 

	• Transportation demand management 
	• Transportation demand management 


	 

	• Complete streets 
	• Complete streets 
	• Complete streets 
	• Complete streets 

	• Being develop bicycle and pedestrian safety action  
	• Being develop bicycle and pedestrian safety action  



	• Complete streets and other localized initiative program for small local transportation projects 
	• Complete streets and other localized initiative program for small local transportation projects 
	• Complete streets and other localized initiative program for small local transportation projects 
	• Complete streets and other localized initiative program for small local transportation projects 

	• Emerging technologies such as automated/connected/electric/shared-use vehicles will be in 2045 MTP/LRTP 
	• Emerging technologies such as automated/connected/electric/shared-use vehicles will be in 2045 MTP/LRTP 






	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 

	LRTP 
	LRTP 

	TIP 
	TIP 

	UPWP 
	UPWP 

	CMP 
	CMP 

	Pedestrian/Bicycle Program 
	Pedestrian/Bicycle Program 

	Others 
	Others 



	Palm Beach TPA 
	Palm Beach TPA 
	Palm Beach TPA 
	Palm Beach TPA 

	• Premium transit service and new mass transit lines 
	• Premium transit service and new mass transit lines 
	• Premium transit service and new mass transit lines 
	• Premium transit service and new mass transit lines 

	• Major roadway improvements and new interchanges 
	• Major roadway improvements and new interchanges 

	• New bicycle facilities, sidewalks, and multi-use paths 
	• New bicycle facilities, sidewalks, and multi-use paths 

	• New vehicular and pedestrian bridges 
	• New vehicular and pedestrian bridges 



	• SIS capacity improvement 
	• SIS capacity improvement 
	• SIS capacity improvement 
	• SIS capacity improvement 

	• Operation, maintenance of roadways and transit 
	• Operation, maintenance of roadways and transit 

	• Major maintenance 
	• Major maintenance 



	• Coordinated multimodal transportation system plan 
	• Coordinated multimodal transportation system plan 
	• Coordinated multimodal transportation system plan 
	• Coordinated multimodal transportation system plan 

	• Develop performance measures 
	• Develop performance measures 

	• Guide various jurisdictions to collaborate 
	• Guide various jurisdictions to collaborate 

	• Develop a regional approach to transportation planning 
	• Develop a regional approach to transportation planning 

	• Develop a regional approach to provide guidance and ensure integrity in integrated transportation analysis. 
	• Develop a regional approach to provide guidance and ensure integrity in integrated transportation analysis. 


	 

	• Propose 27 measures and developed mitigation strategies for each measure 
	• Propose 27 measures and developed mitigation strategies for each measure 
	• Propose 27 measures and developed mitigation strategies for each measure 
	• Propose 27 measures and developed mitigation strategies for each measure 



	• Greenways and trails plan 
	• Greenways and trails plan 
	• Greenways and trails plan 
	• Greenways and trails plan 

	• Pedestrian and bicycle plan 
	• Pedestrian and bicycle plan 

	• Complete street 
	• Complete street 



	• 5-year strategic plan 
	• 5-year strategic plan 
	• 5-year strategic plan 
	• 5-year strategic plan 

	• Transition plan 
	• Transition plan 

	• South Florida Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment and Adaptation Pilot project 
	• South Florida Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment and Adaptation Pilot project 






	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 

	LRTP 
	LRTP 

	TIP 
	TIP 

	UPWP 
	UPWP 

	CMP 
	CMP 

	Pedestrian/Bicycle Program 
	Pedestrian/Bicycle Program 

	Others 
	Others 



	TBody
	TR
	improvements and planned growth 
	improvements and planned growth 
	improvements and planned growth 
	improvements and planned growth 




	North Florida TPO 
	North Florida TPO 
	North Florida TPO 

	• Transit investment to bus rapid transit, trolleys, commuter rail and other modes 
	• Transit investment to bus rapid transit, trolleys, commuter rail and other modes 
	• Transit investment to bus rapid transit, trolleys, commuter rail and other modes 
	• Transit investment to bus rapid transit, trolleys, commuter rail and other modes 

	• Complete street 
	• Complete street 

	• Safety projects 
	• Safety projects 

	• TSM&O alternatives such as integrated corridor management, arterial traffic management systems, bus rapid transit, ramp metering, and hard shoulder running 
	• TSM&O alternatives such as integrated corridor management, arterial traffic management systems, bus rapid transit, ramp metering, and hard shoulder running 

	• Autonomous and connected vehicles 
	• Autonomous and connected vehicles 



	• Major projects are related to capacity improvement 
	• Major projects are related to capacity improvement 
	• Major projects are related to capacity improvement 
	• Major projects are related to capacity improvement 

	• Congestion management system includes transportation demand management strategies and traffic operations and access management strategies such as ITS and High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes 
	• Congestion management system includes transportation demand management strategies and traffic operations and access management strategies such as ITS and High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes 

	• Transportation disadvantage projects  
	• Transportation disadvantage projects  



	• Planning priority: alternative fuels/vehicles; congestion management; freight; ITS; local priorities of a number of transit, traffic, and safety studies; 2045 LRTP preparation; bicycle/pedestrian safety; regional transit system plan, and transit improvements 
	• Planning priority: alternative fuels/vehicles; congestion management; freight; ITS; local priorities of a number of transit, traffic, and safety studies; 2045 LRTP preparation; bicycle/pedestrian safety; regional transit system plan, and transit improvements 
	• Planning priority: alternative fuels/vehicles; congestion management; freight; ITS; local priorities of a number of transit, traffic, and safety studies; 2045 LRTP preparation; bicycle/pedestrian safety; regional transit system plan, and transit improvements 
	• Planning priority: alternative fuels/vehicles; congestion management; freight; ITS; local priorities of a number of transit, traffic, and safety studies; 2045 LRTP preparation; bicycle/pedestrian safety; regional transit system plan, and transit improvements 



	• Included in LRTP 
	• Included in LRTP 
	• Included in LRTP 
	• Included in LRTP 



	• Some pedestrian and bicycle focus area study 
	• Some pedestrian and bicycle focus area study 
	• Some pedestrian and bicycle focus area study 
	• Some pedestrian and bicycle focus area study 



	• Transit study 
	• Transit study 
	• Transit study 
	• Transit study 

	• Regional freight logistic zone 
	• Regional freight logistic zone 

	• Ridesharing 
	• Ridesharing 






	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 

	LRTP 
	LRTP 

	TIP 
	TIP 

	UPWP 
	UPWP 

	CMP 
	CMP 

	Pedestrian/Bicycle Program 
	Pedestrian/Bicycle Program 

	Others 
	Others 



	Hillsborough MPO 
	Hillsborough MPO 
	Hillsborough MPO 
	Hillsborough MPO 

	5 performance areas: 
	5 performance areas: 
	• Preserve the system in terms of pavement, bridge, and transit fleet 
	• Preserve the system in terms of pavement, bridge, and transit fleet 
	• Preserve the system in terms of pavement, bridge, and transit fleet 

	• Reduce crashes and vulnerability through safety enhancement projects and investments to reduce hurricane and see-level rise impacts 
	• Reduce crashes and vulnerability through safety enhancement projects and investments to reduce hurricane and see-level rise impacts 

	• Minimize traffic for drivers and shippers by congestion management for drivers and freight including intersection, signalization, incident management and ITS projects  
	• Minimize traffic for drivers and shippers by congestion management for drivers and freight including intersection, signalization, incident management and ITS projects  

	• Real choices when not driving: transit/bus service and transportation disadvantaged service; trails and sidepaths 
	• Real choices when not driving: transit/bus service and transportation disadvantaged service; trails and sidepaths 

	• Major investments for economic growth: key economic spaces; strategic intermodal system; development based needs; and long range vision 
	• Major investments for economic growth: key economic spaces; strategic intermodal system; development based needs; and long range vision 



	• The projects are prioritized and selected based on the five performance areas listed in LRTP 
	• The projects are prioritized and selected based on the five performance areas listed in LRTP 
	• The projects are prioritized and selected based on the five performance areas listed in LRTP 
	• The projects are prioritized and selected based on the five performance areas listed in LRTP 



	System and corridor planning in addition to transportation planning management 
	System and corridor planning in addition to transportation planning management 
	• ITS, congestion management and crash mitigation planning 
	• ITS, congestion management and crash mitigation planning 
	• ITS, congestion management and crash mitigation planning 

	• Security and emergency preparedness planning 
	• Security and emergency preparedness planning 

	• Complete streets and non-motorized planning 
	• Complete streets and non-motorized planning 

	• Intermodal/freight planning 
	• Intermodal/freight planning 

	• Transit and TDM planning 
	• Transit and TDM planning 

	• Transportation disadvantaged planning 
	• Transportation disadvantaged planning 

	• Corridor, sub-area and environmental studies 
	• Corridor, sub-area and environmental studies 



	• Included in LRTP 
	• Included in LRTP 
	• Included in LRTP 
	• Included in LRTP 



	• Developed Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 
	• Developed Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 
	• Developed Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 
	• Developed Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 

	• Maintain a Livable Roadways document 
	• Maintain a Livable Roadways document 



	• Planning for health 
	• Planning for health 
	• Planning for health 
	• Planning for health 

	• Demographic and economic data production 
	• Demographic and economic data production 

	• Land use comprehensive plan 
	• Land use comprehensive plan 

	• Tampa Bay Regional Goods Movement study 
	• Tampa Bay Regional Goods Movement study 

	• Vision zero for safety 
	• Vision zero for safety 

	• Hillsborough River protection plan 
	• Hillsborough River protection plan 

	• ITS master plan 
	• ITS master plan 


	 




	Metroplan Orlando 
	Metroplan Orlando 
	Metroplan Orlando 
	Metroplan Orlando 
	Metroplan Orlando 

	• LRTP consists of 7 goals: safety, balanced multi-modal system, integrated regional system, quality of life, energy and environmental stewardship, and economic vitality. Evaluation criteria, performance measures, and projects are developed around these goals  
	• LRTP consists of 7 goals: safety, balanced multi-modal system, integrated regional system, quality of life, energy and environmental stewardship, and economic vitality. Evaluation criteria, performance measures, and projects are developed around these goals  
	• LRTP consists of 7 goals: safety, balanced multi-modal system, integrated regional system, quality of life, energy and environmental stewardship, and economic vitality. Evaluation criteria, performance measures, and projects are developed around these goals  
	• LRTP consists of 7 goals: safety, balanced multi-modal system, integrated regional system, quality of life, energy and environmental stewardship, and economic vitality. Evaluation criteria, performance measures, and projects are developed around these goals  



	• Highway projects: major capacity improvements with adding toll lanes; Surface Transportation Program projects for arterials streets 
	• Highway projects: major capacity improvements with adding toll lanes; Surface Transportation Program projects for arterials streets 
	• Highway projects: major capacity improvements with adding toll lanes; Surface Transportation Program projects for arterials streets 
	• Highway projects: major capacity improvements with adding toll lanes; Surface Transportation Program projects for arterials streets 

	• TSM&O projects 
	• TSM&O projects 

	• Bicycle and Pedestrian projects 
	• Bicycle and Pedestrian projects 

	• Transit projects including “premium transit” 
	• Transit projects including “premium transit” 

	• Transportation regional incentive program projects 
	• Transportation regional incentive program projects 



	• Major focus areas are 1) and 2) Safety and security in the transportation planning process; 3) Linking planning and environmental NEPA process; 4) TSM&O within the planning process 5) Consultation with local officials; 6) Enhancing the technical capacity of planning processes; 7) Coordination of human service transportation ; 8) Regional planning; 9) Public involvement; 10) MPO TIP project prioritization process; 11) Transit quality of service; and 12) Promote consistency between transportation 
	• Major focus areas are 1) and 2) Safety and security in the transportation planning process; 3) Linking planning and environmental NEPA process; 4) TSM&O within the planning process 5) Consultation with local officials; 6) Enhancing the technical capacity of planning processes; 7) Coordination of human service transportation ; 8) Regional planning; 9) Public involvement; 10) MPO TIP project prioritization process; 11) Transit quality of service; and 12) Promote consistency between transportation 
	• Major focus areas are 1) and 2) Safety and security in the transportation planning process; 3) Linking planning and environmental NEPA process; 4) TSM&O within the planning process 5) Consultation with local officials; 6) Enhancing the technical capacity of planning processes; 7) Coordination of human service transportation ; 8) Regional planning; 9) Public involvement; 10) MPO TIP project prioritization process; 11) Transit quality of service; and 12) Promote consistency between transportation 
	• Major focus areas are 1) and 2) Safety and security in the transportation planning process; 3) Linking planning and environmental NEPA process; 4) TSM&O within the planning process 5) Consultation with local officials; 6) Enhancing the technical capacity of planning processes; 7) Coordination of human service transportation ; 8) Regional planning; 9) Public involvement; 10) MPO TIP project prioritization process; 11) Transit quality of service; and 12) Promote consistency between transportation 



	• 15 objectives for CMP: Freight & goods movement; balanced system; bicycle and pedestrian systems; safety and security enhancements; system preservation; cost-effectiveness; mobility enhancements; ITS; system function and performance; air quality, and others 
	• 15 objectives for CMP: Freight & goods movement; balanced system; bicycle and pedestrian systems; safety and security enhancements; system preservation; cost-effectiveness; mobility enhancements; ITS; system function and performance; air quality, and others 
	• 15 objectives for CMP: Freight & goods movement; balanced system; bicycle and pedestrian systems; safety and security enhancements; system preservation; cost-effectiveness; mobility enhancements; ITS; system function and performance; air quality, and others 
	• 15 objectives for CMP: Freight & goods movement; balanced system; bicycle and pedestrian systems; safety and security enhancements; system preservation; cost-effectiveness; mobility enhancements; ITS; system function and performance; air quality, and others 



	• Complete street policy report 
	• Complete street policy report 
	• Complete street policy report 
	• Complete street policy report 

	• Bicycle/Pedestrian manual and digital counts 
	• Bicycle/Pedestrian manual and digital counts 

	• Filling gaps in the trail and bicycle lane networks as well as pedestrian network 
	• Filling gaps in the trail and bicycle lane networks as well as pedestrian network 

	• Bicyclist safety and education 
	• Bicyclist safety and education 

	• Bike share program 
	• Bike share program 

	• Spot improvement for reporting safety hazards 
	• Spot improvement for reporting safety hazards 

	• Pedestrian safety action plan 
	• Pedestrian safety action plan 



	• Health impacts 
	• Health impacts 
	• Health impacts 
	• Health impacts 

	• Air quality 
	• Air quality 

	• Safety (Crash database) 
	• Safety (Crash database) 

	• Transportation disadvantaged program: Access LYNX and Medicaid transportation 
	• Transportation disadvantaged program: Access LYNX and Medicaid transportation 

	• Transit: buses, rail, and quiet zone 
	• Transit: buses, rail, and quiet zone 

	• Regional freight plan: multiple solutions in infrastructure, operational, and institutional areas 
	• Regional freight plan: multiple solutions in infrastructure, operational, and institutional areas 






	2.2.3 FDOT Project Development and Environment (PD&E) Studies  
	Five steps are involved in a typical transportation development process: 1) Long range planning; 2) Project development and environmental (PD&E) study; 3) Design; 4) Right-of-way acquisition; and 5) Construction. As the second step of this process, a PD&E study is conducted to ensure that transportation improvements comply with the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) or the state requirements regarding environmental impacts. The more detailed steps of the FDOT Project Development an
	The Project Development and Environmental (PD&E) Manual developed by FDOT provides a framework for consistent development of transportation projects that comply with federal and state laws and also ensures the uniformity in their quality and exactness. The PD&E manual consists of two parts. Part 1 provides the guidance regarding project development process and required documentations. Part 2 focuses on each topic involved in a PD&E study and associated analysis. Below is a list of those topics and analysis 
	 
	• Project description and purpose and need  
	• Project description and purpose and need  
	• Project description and purpose and need  

	• Traffic analysis: This includes traffic analysis objectives, level of traffic analysis assessment, performance measures of effectiveness, traffic analysis tool, type and duration of data collection, project traffic forecasting with and without travel demand models, traffic analysis when capacity exceeds traffic demand and vice versa, historical crash analysis and quantitative safety analysis, environmental analyses, and project traffic analysis report. 
	• Traffic analysis: This includes traffic analysis objectives, level of traffic analysis assessment, performance measures of effectiveness, traffic analysis tool, type and duration of data collection, project traffic forecasting with and without travel demand models, traffic analysis when capacity exceeds traffic demand and vice versa, historical crash analysis and quantitative safety analysis, environmental analyses, and project traffic analysis report. 

	• Engineering analysis: This includes the level of detail of analysis, project coordination, preliminary engineering analysis of existing conditions, alternative analysis (including no-action alternative, TSM&O alternative, multimodal alternatives, and build alternatives), engineering considerations of build alternatives ranging from multimodal impacts and strategies to construction, utility, and storm water management, environmental consideration for build alternatives, comparative alternatives evaluation,
	• Engineering analysis: This includes the level of detail of analysis, project coordination, preliminary engineering analysis of existing conditions, alternative analysis (including no-action alternative, TSM&O alternative, multimodal alternatives, and build alternatives), engineering considerations of build alternatives ranging from multimodal impacts and strategies to construction, utility, and storm water management, environmental consideration for build alternatives, comparative alternatives evaluation,

	• Sociocultural and aesthetic effects evaluation  
	• Sociocultural and aesthetic effects evaluation  

	• Natural resources: Farmland, publicly owned parks, recreation area, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, wetlands and other surface waters, aquatic preserves and outstanding Florida waters, water quality and water quantity, wild and scenic rivers, floodplains, 
	• Natural resources: Farmland, publicly owned parks, recreation area, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, wetlands and other surface waters, aquatic preserves and outstanding Florida waters, water quality and water quantity, wild and scenic rivers, floodplains, 


	coastal zone consistency, coastal barrier resources, protected species and habitat, and essential fish habitat.  
	coastal zone consistency, coastal barrier resources, protected species and habitat, and essential fish habitat.  
	coastal zone consistency, coastal barrier resources, protected species and habitat, and essential fish habitat.  

	• Cultural resources: Archaeological and historic resources 
	• Cultural resources: Archaeological and historic resources 

	• Physical impacts: Highway noise, air quality, contamination, utilities and railroads 
	• Physical impacts: Highway noise, air quality, contamination, utilities and railroads 

	• Project commitments and FDOT commitment tracking 
	• Project commitments and FDOT commitment tracking 


	2.2.4 FDOT Traffic Engineering and Operations  
	The mission of FDOT Traffic Engineering and Operations Office is to “improve safety and mobility through the efficient application of traffic engineering principles and practice” (FDOT, 2018a). The implementation of this mission is carried out by providing the following programs and services: traffic services, transportation systems management and operations (TSM&O), Traffic Incident Management (TIM) and Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO), and traffic system.  
	Traffic Services 
	The traffic services provided by FDOT Traffic Engineering and Operations Office include traffic studies, intersection operations and safety, signing and pavement marking, signals, and aging road users. Traffic studies are conducted to evaluate transportation system. They typically consist of data collection, traffic volume projection, and identification of improvements for transportation system including intersection and non-intersection roadway segments, signals, and speed zones. A Manual on Uniform Traffi
	FDOT Transportation System Management and Operations (TSM&O) Program 
	Currently, FDOT TSM&O program focuses on six areas, including connected vehicle, ITS communications, managed lanes, management and deployments, software and architecture, and Statewide Arterial Management Program (STAMP). Below is a brief review of each program.  
	Connected Vehicle (CV): Connected vehicle is a new FDOT initiative that aims at applying automated and connected vehicle technologies to improve safety and mobility for all modes of travel. Currently, there are one CV project in operation, 10 CV projects in design and implementation, and five CV projects in planning in Florida. Table 2-2 summarizes those 16 CV projects and their focus areas. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Table 2-2 FDOT CV Projects and Their Focus Areas 
	Project 
	Project 
	Project 
	Project 
	Project 

	Project Status 
	Project Status 

	Focus Areas 
	Focus Areas 



	Osceola County Connected Vehicle Signals 
	Osceola County Connected Vehicle Signals 
	Osceola County Connected Vehicle Signals 
	Osceola County Connected Vehicle Signals 

	In operation 
	In operation 

	• Testing Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) equipment and intersection processing equipment 
	• Testing Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) equipment and intersection processing equipment 
	• Testing Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) equipment and intersection processing equipment 
	• Testing Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) equipment and intersection processing equipment 




	US 90 Signal Phase and Timing in Tallahassee 
	US 90 Signal Phase and Timing in Tallahassee 
	US 90 Signal Phase and Timing in Tallahassee 

	In design/ 
	In design/ 
	implementation 

	• Testing and implementation of Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) 
	• Testing and implementation of Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) 
	• Testing and implementation of Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) 
	• Testing and implementation of Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) 




	I-75 Florida's Regional Advanced Mobility Elements (FRAME) in the Cities of Gainesville and Ocala 
	I-75 Florida's Regional Advanced Mobility Elements (FRAME) in the Cities of Gainesville and Ocala 
	I-75 Florida's Regional Advanced Mobility Elements (FRAME) in the Cities of Gainesville and Ocala 

	In design/ 
	In design/ 
	implementation 

	• Testing automated traffic signal performance measures and connected vehicle technologies such as roadside units and on board units for effective traffic operations 
	• Testing automated traffic signal performance measures and connected vehicle technologies such as roadside units and on board units for effective traffic operations 
	• Testing automated traffic signal performance measures and connected vehicle technologies such as roadside units and on board units for effective traffic operations 
	• Testing automated traffic signal performance measures and connected vehicle technologies such as roadside units and on board units for effective traffic operations 

	• Transit signal priority 
	• Transit signal priority 

	• Freight signal priority 
	• Freight signal priority 

	• Disseminate real-time information to motorists during freeway incidents 
	• Disseminate real-time information to motorists during freeway incidents 




	GAToRS in Gainesville 
	GAToRS in Gainesville 
	GAToRS in Gainesville 

	In design/ 
	In design/ 
	implementation 

	• Autonomous transit shuttle 
	• Autonomous transit shuttle 
	• Autonomous transit shuttle 
	• Autonomous transit shuttle 




	Florida's Turnpike Enterprise SunTrax in Polk County 
	Florida's Turnpike Enterprise SunTrax in Polk County 
	Florida's Turnpike Enterprise SunTrax in Polk County 

	In design/ 
	In design/ 
	implementation 

	• Large-scale test facility for toll equipment, CV and AV technology for vehicle-to-vehicle, vehicle-to-infrastructure, vehicle-to-everything communication 
	• Large-scale test facility for toll equipment, CV and AV technology for vehicle-to-vehicle, vehicle-to-infrastructure, vehicle-to-everything communication 
	• Large-scale test facility for toll equipment, CV and AV technology for vehicle-to-vehicle, vehicle-to-infrastructure, vehicle-to-everything communication 
	• Large-scale test facility for toll equipment, CV and AV technology for vehicle-to-vehicle, vehicle-to-infrastructure, vehicle-to-everything communication 




	THEA Connected Vehicle Pilot in Tampa 
	THEA Connected Vehicle Pilot in Tampa 
	THEA Connected Vehicle Pilot in Tampa 

	In design/ 
	In design/ 
	implementation 

	• Applications related to emergency electronic brake light warning, end of ramp deceleration warning, and forward collision warning 
	• Applications related to emergency electronic brake light warning, end of ramp deceleration warning, and forward collision warning 
	• Applications related to emergency electronic brake light warning, end of ramp deceleration warning, and forward collision warning 
	• Applications related to emergency electronic brake light warning, end of ramp deceleration warning, and forward collision warning 

	• Wrong-way entry 
	• Wrong-way entry 

	• Pedestrian safety-related applications such as pedestrian collision warning and pedestrian in a crosswalk vehicle warning   
	• Pedestrian safety-related applications such as pedestrian collision warning and pedestrian in a crosswalk vehicle warning   

	• Pedestrian mobility 
	• Pedestrian mobility 

	• Pedestrian transit movement warning 
	• Pedestrian transit movement warning 

	• Intelligent signal system 
	• Intelligent signal system 

	• Intersection movement assist 
	• Intersection movement assist 

	• Probe data enabled traffic monitoring 
	• Probe data enabled traffic monitoring 

	• Transit signal priority 
	• Transit signal priority 

	• Vehicle turning right in front of transit vehicle 
	• Vehicle turning right in front of transit vehicle 




	City of Orlando Greenway/Pedestrian Safety 
	City of Orlando Greenway/Pedestrian Safety 
	City of Orlando Greenway/Pedestrian Safety 

	In design/ 
	In design/ 
	implementation 

	• Pedestrian and bicycle collision avoidance 
	• Pedestrian and bicycle collision avoidance 
	• Pedestrian and bicycle collision avoidance 
	• Pedestrian and bicycle collision avoidance 

	• Optimization of traffic signal operations 
	• Optimization of traffic signal operations 




	SR 434 Connected Vehicle Deployment in Seminole County 
	SR 434 Connected Vehicle Deployment in Seminole County 
	SR 434 Connected Vehicle Deployment in Seminole County 

	In design/ 
	In design/ 
	implementation 

	• Signal Performance Metrics (SPM) 
	• Signal Performance Metrics (SPM) 
	• Signal Performance Metrics (SPM) 
	• Signal Performance Metrics (SPM) 

	• SPaT 
	• SPaT 

	• Transit signal priority 
	• Transit signal priority 

	• Signal preemption 
	• Signal preemption 






	Project 
	Project 
	Project 
	Project 
	Project 

	Project Status 
	Project Status 

	Focus Areas 
	Focus Areas 



	Downtown Tampa Autonomous Transit Phase 1 
	Downtown Tampa Autonomous Transit Phase 1 
	Downtown Tampa Autonomous Transit Phase 1 
	Downtown Tampa Autonomous Transit Phase 1 

	In design/ 
	In design/ 
	implementation 

	• Low-speed, autonomous last-mile shuttle service out of mixed traffic 
	• Low-speed, autonomous last-mile shuttle service out of mixed traffic 
	• Low-speed, autonomous last-mile shuttle service out of mixed traffic 
	• Low-speed, autonomous last-mile shuttle service out of mixed traffic 




	Orlando Smart Community 2017 ATCMTD 
	Orlando Smart Community 2017 ATCMTD 
	Orlando Smart Community 2017 ATCMTD 

	In design/ 
	In design/ 
	implementation 

	• Connecting three CV programs: PedSafe, GreenWay, and Smart Community 
	• Connecting three CV programs: PedSafe, GreenWay, and Smart Community 
	• Connecting three CV programs: PedSafe, GreenWay, and Smart Community 
	• Connecting three CV programs: PedSafe, GreenWay, and Smart Community 

	• PedSafet program: Reduction of pedestrian and bicycle crashes by connecting advanced signal controller, CV technologies, and existing communication capabilities 
	• PedSafet program: Reduction of pedestrian and bicycle crashes by connecting advanced signal controller, CV technologies, and existing communication capabilities 

	• GreenWay: Active management of traffic signals 
	• GreenWay: Active management of traffic signals 

	• SmartCommunity: Ridesharing and car-sharing 
	• SmartCommunity: Ridesharing and car-sharing 




	UF Accelerated Innovation Deployment in Gainesville  
	UF Accelerated Innovation Deployment in Gainesville  
	UF Accelerated Innovation Deployment in Gainesville  

	In planning 
	In planning 

	• Passive pedestrian and bicyclist detection 
	• Passive pedestrian and bicyclist detection 
	• Passive pedestrian and bicyclist detection 
	• Passive pedestrian and bicyclist detection 

	• Real-time notification to transit, motorists,  pedestrians, and bicyclists 
	• Real-time notification to transit, motorists,  pedestrians, and bicyclists 

	• SPaT data broadcasting with active pedestrian/bicyclist detection using roadside units 
	• SPaT data broadcasting with active pedestrian/bicyclist detection using roadside units 




	UF I-STREET in Gainesville 
	UF I-STREET in Gainesville 
	UF I-STREET in Gainesville 

	In planning 
	In planning 

	• Real-world test bed demonstration and testing of emerging technologies through partnership among different agencies 
	• Real-world test bed demonstration and testing of emerging technologies through partnership among different agencies 
	• Real-world test bed demonstration and testing of emerging technologies through partnership among different agencies 
	• Real-world test bed demonstration and testing of emerging technologies through partnership among different agencies 




	Gainesville SPaT Trapezium 
	Gainesville SPaT Trapezium 
	Gainesville SPaT Trapezium 

	In planning 
	In planning 

	• Improve travel time reliability, safety, throughput, and traveler information 
	• Improve travel time reliability, safety, throughput, and traveler information 
	• Improve travel time reliability, safety, throughput, and traveler information 
	• Improve travel time reliability, safety, throughput, and traveler information 

	• Pedestrian and bicyclist safety applications in terms of  web-based and smartphone-based applications 
	• Pedestrian and bicyclist safety applications in terms of  web-based and smartphone-based applications 




	Central Florida Autonomous Vehicle Proving Ground 
	Central Florida Autonomous Vehicle Proving Ground 
	Central Florida Autonomous Vehicle Proving Ground 

	In planning 
	In planning 

	• AV research and development across all modes of travel through Central Florida AV partnership 
	• AV research and development across all modes of travel through Central Florida AV partnership 
	• AV research and development across all modes of travel through Central Florida AV partnership 
	• AV research and development across all modes of travel through Central Florida AV partnership 




	Driver Assisted Truck Platooning (DATP) Pilot 
	Driver Assisted Truck Platooning (DATP) Pilot 
	Driver Assisted Truck Platooning (DATP) Pilot 

	In planning 
	In planning 

	• Impacts and feasibility of implementing driver assisted truck platooning 
	• Impacts and feasibility of implementing driver assisted truck platooning 
	• Impacts and feasibility of implementing driver assisted truck platooning 
	• Impacts and feasibility of implementing driver assisted truck platooning 






	ITS Communications: ITS Communications supports telecommunications that are related to ITS deployments and operations. The work conducted by ITS Communications includes: manage, maintain, and update the statewide ITS Wide Area Network, guide the deployment of statewide fiber optic network, manage the statewide radio license database of the Federal Communications Commission, and manage the Wireless General Manager Agreement.  
	Managed Lanes: Managed lane is one of the high priority focus areas for FDOT TSM&O program. FDOT provides statewide guidance and procedures regarding managed lane implementation and operations. An express lane manual is being developed by FDOT Central Office and Florida Turnpike. FDOT is planning to provide additional express lanes that allows travelers to have more mobility choice, more accurate data collection for performance, and better decision making and planning for the future demand. 
	Management and Deployments: ITS management and deployment program manages the statewide funds on ITS deployments along five principal corridors with limited access in Florida. It provides technical, management, and administrative support to each aspect of ITS projects, including planning, architecture, standards, deployment, integration, operations, maintenance, telecommunication, and mainstreaming. 
	Software and Architecture: The ITS software and architecture-related functions of FDOT TSM&O program include the management of the statewide ITS Architecture and the SunGuide software, coordinate ITS training, and the unification of traffic information and management system for the statewide ITS traffic data.  
	Statewide Arterial Management Program (STAMP): The goal of STAMP program is to maximize throughput and provide a safe, reliable, and efficient arterial transportation system. The current focus of this program is to test Adaptive Signal Control Technology (ASCT) and provide guidance regarding the implementation of ASCT.    
	It should be noted that each FDOT District has its own TSM&O program that customizes the TSM&O concepts and applications to their local needs.   
	Traffic Incident Management (TIM)/Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO) 
	Traffic incident management program explores ways to fast detect and respond to incidents through multi-agency collaborations. It also provides training for incident responders, free road ranger service to assist travelers, and Rapid Incident Scene Clearance (RISC) initiative (an incentive-based program) to help clear major incidents and truck crashes. In addition, as one of Florida’s innovative strategies, Emergency Shoulder Use (ESU) is planned to cover roadway sections along I-4, I-10, and I-75 during ma
	Commercial vehicle operations cover the activities such as fleet administration and maintenance, commercial vehicle administration, electronic clearance, weight-in-motion, roadside CVO safety, on-board safety monitoring, hazardous material planning and incident response, freight administration, freight in-transit monitoring, and freight terminal management.   
	Traffic Systems 
	The FDOT Traffic System division conducts the technical testing and evaluation of transportation devices, develops standards and specifications for all traffic control signals and devices sold or installed in Florida, and manages Florida approved product list. 
	2.3 EXISTING TOOLS 
	The section review existing tools, other than FITSEVAL, that have been produced to support the business processes identified in Section 2.2. 
	2.3.1 SHRP2 L05 Reliability Implementation Guidance 
	SHRP2 L05 project recommended approaches to incorporate reliability measures into transportation planning and programming processes (FDOT, 2016d). This project recommends that travel time reliability measures to be considered in the following planning and programming products of FDOT.  This is an indication that FITSEVAL is a good tool to use for these applications. 
	• State and metropolitan long-range transportation plan 
	• State and metropolitan long-range transportation plan 
	• State and metropolitan long-range transportation plan 

	• Congestion management process 
	• Congestion management process 

	• Studies that examine only portion of transportation system such as corridor, area, and modal studies 
	• Studies that examine only portion of transportation system such as corridor, area, and modal studies 

	• Transportation improvement plan 
	• Transportation improvement plan 

	• Plan for operations or plan for special events, adverse weather and other similar events 
	• Plan for operations or plan for special events, adverse weather and other similar events 

	• Project development processes such as planning studies, PD&E studies, and design 
	• Project development processes such as planning studies, PD&E studies, and design 

	• Environmental reviews 
	• Environmental reviews 

	• Construction and work zone planning 
	• Construction and work zone planning 

	• System operations and management 
	• System operations and management 


	2.3.2 Recommended FDOT Traffic Analysis Tools 
	A Transportation Analysis Handbook was developed by FDOT to provide guidance and requirements for a uniform and consistent application of traffic analysis tools in Florida (FDOT System Planning Office, 2014). Within this handbook, a number of traffic analysis tools are summarized for different levels of analysis, as shown in Table 2-3. Table 2-4 lists the traffic analysis software by system element, while Table 2-5 summarized the safety analysis tools.  
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Table 2-3 Recommended FDOT Traffic Analysis Tools (FDOT System Planning Office, 2014) 
	Analysis Type 
	Analysis Type 
	Analysis Type 
	Analysis Type 
	Analysis Type 

	Level of Detail 
	Level of Detail 

	Level of Analysis 
	Level of Analysis 

	Analysis Tool 
	Analysis Tool 



	Sketch Planning 
	Sketch Planning 
	Sketch Planning 
	Sketch Planning 
	 
	 

	Analyzing system elements to obtain  
	Analyzing system elements to obtain  
	general order-of- 
	magnitude estimates of performance based capacity constraints and operational control 

	Generalized  
	Generalized  
	Planning  
	 

	GSVT, LOSPLAN, 
	GSVT, LOSPLAN, 
	HCM/HCS 
	 


	Deterministic 
	Deterministic 
	Deterministic 

	Analyzing broad criteria and system  
	Analyzing broad criteria and system  
	performance based on geometric and  
	physical capacity constraints;  
	operational systems such traffic control  
	and land use 

	Conceptual Planning & Preliminary Engineering; Design;  
	Conceptual Planning & Preliminary Engineering; Design;  
	Operation 

	LOSPLAN,  
	LOSPLAN,  
	HCM/ 
	HCS,  
	Synchro,  
	SIDRA 
	 


	Travel Demand  
	Travel Demand  
	Travel Demand  
	Modeling 

	Analyzing regional travel demand  
	Analyzing regional travel demand  
	patterns, land use impacts and long  
	range plans. Outputs of demand models  
	are applied in analytical and  
	microscopic analysis 

	Conceptual  
	Conceptual  
	Planning  

	Cube  
	Cube  
	Voyager 


	Microscopic  
	Microscopic  
	Microscopic  
	Simulation 

	Analyzing system performance based on detailed individual user interactions; geometry and operational elements 
	Analyzing system performance based on detailed individual user interactions; geometry and operational elements 

	Preliminary Engineering;  
	Preliminary Engineering;  
	Design; Operation 

	CORSIM, VISSIM,  
	CORSIM, VISSIM,  
	SimTraffic 




	 
	Table 2-4 FDOT Traffic Analysis Software by System Element (FDOT System Planning Office, 2014) 
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	Figure
	Table 2-5 FDOT Levels of Analysis and Safety Analysis Tool (FDOT System Planning Office, 2014) 
	 
	Figure
	  
	2.3.3 FDOT District Two Level of Service (LOS) Reporting Tools 
	The FDOT District Two developed two web-based level of service reporting tools, one for highways, and another one for bicycle and pedestrians, as shown in Figures 2-1 and 2-2. Both LOS reporting tools provide interactive map functions that allow users to configure map layout, search location and attributes, and generate LOS reports. Figure 2-3 shows an example of LOS report generated by the LOS reporting tool. These two LOS reporting tools ease the annual update of LOS. 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 2-1 User Interface Snapshot of FDOT District Two LOS Reporting Tool 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 2-2 User Interface Snapshot of FDOT District Two Bicycle and Pedestrian LOS 
	  
	Figure
	Figure 2-3 Example of LOS Report Generated by the FDOT District Two LOS Reporting Tool 
	2.3.4 SHRP 2 C11 Post-Processor Tool 
	The C11 sketch planning post-processor was originally developed by Cambridge Systematics, Inc. to help the Hillsborough County MPO in Tampa, FL, to estimate the safety and travel time reliability performance measures (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2016). This tool was further enhanced by implementing more robust technical relationships and re-programming for easy usage through a FDOT SHRP2 implementation assistance project. Figure 2-4 illustrates the basic structure of the C11 post-processor tool (Margiotta 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 2-4 Basic Structure of C11 Post-Processor Tool (Margiotta and Alden, 2016) 
	2.3.5 Analysis Tools and Methods in Planning for Operations 
	With the sponsorship of FHWA, Jeannotte et al. (2009) provided recommendation to help planners and operation personnel systematically use existing analysis tools and methods to analyze, assess, and report the benefits of transportation operation improvements.   It was mentioned that six methods and tools or their combinations are used in practice by planning and 
	operation agencies, including sketch planning tools, deterministic models such as HCM procedures, travel demand forecasting models, macro-, meso-, and microscopic simulation tools, archived operations data, operations-oriented performance measures/metrics, and signal optimization tools. Table 2-6 presents transportation planning needs and corresponding operational analysis tools recommended in this brochure.  Each of these tools has advantages and disadvantages, as shown in Figure 2-5. Agencies have to sele
	Table 2-6 Transportation Planning Needs and Operational Analysis Tools (Jeannotte et al., 2009) 
	 
	Figure
	 
	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 2-5 Advantages and Disadvantages of Operational Analysis Tools (Jeannotte et al., 2009) 
	 
	 
	2.3.6 Operations Benefit/Cost Analysis Desk Reference 
	Sallman et al. (2012) developed an Operations Benefit/Cost Analysis Desk Reference for FHWA. This desk reference intends to introduce basic information regarding benefit/cost analysis, and also provide guidance on how to conducting benefit/cost analysis for operational strategies. Table 2-7 summarizes the existing available tools and methods for benefit/cost analysis and Table 2-8 maps these tools to the strategies that can be analyzed using these tools. Among these tools, Tool for Operations Benefit Cost A
	Table 2-7 Summary of Existing Benefit/Cost Tools and Methods for TSM&O (Sallman et al., 2012) 
	 
	Figure
	Table 2-8 Available Benefit/Cost Analysis Tools Mapped to Strategies Analyzed (Sallman et al., 2012) 
	 
	Figure
	2.3.7 Tool for Operations Benefit Cost Analysis (TOPS-BC) 
	TOPS-BC is an Excel-based sketch-planning level tool developed by the Federal Highway Administrative (FHWA) Office of Operation to support benefit and cost analysis, as part of the planning for operation initiative (Sallman et al, 2013). Figure 3-6 shows a snapshot of TOPS-BC tool. This tool provides four functions: 1) Investigate the potential impacts of various Transportation System Management and Operations (TSM&O) operation strategies; 2) Recommend evaluation methodology and tools based on use input cri
	 Traveler information  
	 Traveler information  
	 Traveler information  

	• Dynamic Message Signs (DMS) 
	• Dynamic Message Signs (DMS) 

	• Highway Advisory Radio (HAR) 
	• Highway Advisory Radio (HAR) 

	• Pre-Trip travel information 
	• Pre-Trip travel information 

	 Traffic signal coordination system 
	 Traffic signal coordination system 

	• Preset timing 
	• Preset timing 

	• Traffic actuated 
	• Traffic actuated 

	• Central control 
	• Central control 

	• Transit signal priority 
	• Transit signal priority 

	 Ramp metering systems 
	 Ramp metering systems 

	• Central control 
	• Central control 

	• Traffic actuated 
	• Traffic actuated 

	• Preset timing 
	• Preset timing 

	 Traffic incident management systems 
	 Traffic incident management systems 

	 Speed harmonization
	 Speed harmonization
	 Speed harmonization
	 Speed harmonization

	 


	 Employer based traveler demand management 
	 Employer based traveler demand management 
	 Employer based traveler demand management 
	 Employer based traveler demand management 

	 


	 Hard shoulder running
	 Hard shoulder running
	 Hard shoulder running
	 Hard shoulder running

	 


	 High occupancy toll lanes 
	 High occupancy toll lanes 

	 Road weather management
	 Road weather management
	 Road weather management
	 Road weather management

	 


	 Work zone
	 Work zone
	 Work zone
	 Work zone

	 


	 Supporting strategies 
	 Supporting strategies 

	• Traffic management center 
	• Traffic management center 

	• Loop detection
	• Loop detection
	• Loop detection
	• Loop detection

	 


	• CCTV
	• CCTV
	• CCTV
	• CCTV

	 



	A typical range of impact values are summarized based on literature and recommended to users in this tool. One disadvantage of this tool is that the regional demand model network cannot be directed import to this tool and user has to manually input roadway attributes. 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 2-6 Snapshot of TOPS-BC Tool 
	2.3.8 PLANSAFE 
	PLANSAFE is a tool developed by Washington et al. (2010) to support regional and statewide safety planning efforts. It can be used to forecast the safety impacts of socio-demographic changes and safety countermeasures. Figure 3-7 shows the steps to evaluate safety projects. As shown in this figure, the core of this analysis is to estimate future baseline safety measures using safety performance functions. These safety performance functions include zone-based socio-demographic variables such as population, n
	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 2-7 Flowchart of PLANSAFE 
	2.3.9 MOVES 
	Motor Vehicle Emission Simulator (MOVES) is an emission estimation tool released by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The MOVES model can estimate emissions at three different scales: national, county, and project levels (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2015). The national and county scales are usually used for a large or medium area while the project scale analysis is targeted for small to medium network. The project level is the finest level of vehicle emission estimation in MOVES.  It incl
	approach. The average speed approach is the simplest methods of the three approaches. It estimates emissions based on average speed and vehicle mile travelled by vehicle type. This approach can be integrated with various levels of modelling tools to estimate emission by using the link-based performance measures exported from these models as input. The drive schedule method estimates emissions based on second-by-second speed profiles of vehicles. However, this method only allows the input of one representati
	2.3.10 MOVES Lite 
	As MOVES is a computational intensive emission estimation model requiring a large number of data input, Liu and Frey (2013) developed a simplified and light version of MOVES called MOVES Lite. In MOVES Lite, the parameters, such as temperature, humidity, air conditioning load, fuel properties, and so on, are considered to be constant as modeling and simulation scenarios usually represent a short period of time on a typical day. Such an assumption greatly reduces the computation effort required by the full v
	 
	Figure
	Figure 2-8 Snapshot of Vehicle Emission Rates Used in DTALite 
	2.3.11 Mobility Needs Assessment Tool (MNAT)  
	Miami-Dade TPO developed a mobility needs assessment tool (MNAT) to support the transportation needs assessment process (Gannett Fleming, Inc. et al., 2014). It can be applied to quickly to assess the mobility impacts of highway and transit improvements for a given corridor without running travel demand model. MNAT is a spreadsheet-based tool. It uses the output of full travel demand model as an initial input, and then estimates the benefits of various capacity improvements such as adding highway lanes, imp
	2.3.12 Interactive Visualization Tools for Plans  
	In addition to the previously reviewed analysis tools, interactive visualization tools for various plans, such as long-range transportation plan, transportation improvement plan, strategic plan, and so on, have been used by FDOT and multiple MPOs. These interactive tools not only shows the locations of the projects listed in transportation plans but also provide a description of the project, time frame, costs, and funding agencies. As an example, Figure 3-9 shows the snapshot of the interactive web-based to
	 
	Figure
	Figure 2-9 Snapshot of the Interactive Web-Based Tool for the Metroplan Orlando 2040 LRTP 
	 
	 
	2.4 Summary of Potential Support of FITSEVAL 
	This section discusses how FITSEVAL can be updated to better support for planning and planning for operations based on the reviews presented in the previous sections. Table 2-9 summarizes the FDOT and MPO/TPO/TPA business processes and the corresponding potential applications that can be provided by FITSEVAL to support the decisions.   It should be noted that only a subset of these potential application will be implemented in the first version of the updated tool produced as part of this project.  Additiona
	Table 2-9 Potential Support of FITSEVAL for Business Processes 
	Business Process 
	Business Process 
	Business Process 
	Business Process 
	Business Process 

	Potential FITSEVAL Support 
	Potential FITSEVAL Support 



	FDOT Planning 
	FDOT Planning 
	FDOT Planning 
	FDOT Planning 

	Florida Transportation Plan 
	Florida Transportation Plan 

	• Assess the performance metrics that corresponding to each goal for existing conditions based on real-world data, travel demand model, or other modeling methods and tools 
	• Assess the performance metrics that corresponding to each goal for existing conditions based on real-world data, travel demand model, or other modeling methods and tools 
	• Assess the performance metrics that corresponding to each goal for existing conditions based on real-world data, travel demand model, or other modeling methods and tools 
	• Assess the performance metrics that corresponding to each goal for existing conditions based on real-world data, travel demand model, or other modeling methods and tools 

	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 




	TR
	Strategic Intermodal System 
	Strategic Intermodal System 

	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvement on SIS and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvement on SIS and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvement on SIS and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvement on SIS and prioritize projects 




	TR
	Planning Studies 
	Planning Studies 

	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements and prioritize projects 




	TR
	Interchange Access Request 
	Interchange Access Request 

	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements and prioritize projects 




	TR
	Highway Capacity/LOS 
	Highway Capacity/LOS 

	• Calculate LOS 
	• Calculate LOS 
	• Calculate LOS 
	• Calculate LOS 

	• Estimate the impacts of highway capacity improvement and advanced strategies and technologies 
	• Estimate the impacts of highway capacity improvement and advanced strategies and technologies 




	TR
	Statistics, Measures, and Trends 
	Statistics, Measures, and Trends 

	• Produce data-based statistics, measures, and forecasting 
	• Produce data-based statistics, measures, and forecasting 
	• Produce data-based statistics, measures, and forecasting 
	• Produce data-based statistics, measures, and forecasting 




	TR
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	• Produce data-based and model-based performance measures that are required by MAP-21, FAST Act, and state rules 
	• Produce data-based and model-based performance measures that are required by MAP-21, FAST Act, and state rules 
	• Produce data-based and model-based performance measures that are required by MAP-21, FAST Act, and state rules 
	• Produce data-based and model-based performance measures that are required by MAP-21, FAST Act, and state rules 




	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 
	MPO/TPO/TPA 

	Long Range Transportation Plan 
	Long Range Transportation Plan 

	• Calculate performance measures that corresponding to each goal for existing conditions based on data and travel demand model 
	• Calculate performance measures that corresponding to each goal for existing conditions based on data and travel demand model 
	• Calculate performance measures that corresponding to each goal for existing conditions based on data and travel demand model 
	• Calculate performance measures that corresponding to each goal for existing conditions based on data and travel demand model 

	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 




	TR
	Transportation Improvement Program 
	Transportation Improvement Program 

	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 






	Business Process 
	Business Process 
	Business Process 
	Business Process 
	Business Process 

	Potential FITSEVAL Support 
	Potential FITSEVAL Support 



	TBody
	TR
	Unified Planning Work Program 
	Unified Planning Work Program 

	• Calculate performance metrics for complete and ongoing projects  
	• Calculate performance metrics for complete and ongoing projects  
	• Calculate performance metrics for complete and ongoing projects  
	• Calculate performance metrics for complete and ongoing projects  

	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 




	TR
	Congestion Management Process 
	Congestion Management Process 

	• Assess the benefits and costs of congestion management strategies  
	• Assess the benefits and costs of congestion management strategies  
	• Assess the benefits and costs of congestion management strategies  
	• Assess the benefits and costs of congestion management strategies  




	TR
	Bicycle/Pedestrian Program 
	Bicycle/Pedestrian Program 

	• Evaluate the benefits and costs of bicycle/pedestrian projects  
	• Evaluate the benefits and costs of bicycle/pedestrian projects  
	• Evaluate the benefits and costs of bicycle/pedestrian projects  
	• Evaluate the benefits and costs of bicycle/pedestrian projects  




	TR
	Freight Program 
	Freight Program 

	• Evaluate freight-related improvements 
	• Evaluate freight-related improvements 
	• Evaluate freight-related improvements 
	• Evaluate freight-related improvements 




	TR
	Transportation Alternative Program 
	Transportation Alternative Program 

	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects 




	TR
	Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Program 
	Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Program 

	• Add a new evaluation module for connected and autonomous vehicles in FITSEVAL 
	• Add a new evaluation module for connected and autonomous vehicles in FITSEVAL 
	• Add a new evaluation module for connected and autonomous vehicles in FITSEVAL 
	• Add a new evaluation module for connected and autonomous vehicles in FITSEVAL 




	TR
	Performance Measurement Program 
	Performance Measurement Program 

	• Produce performance measures that are required by MPO/TPO/TPA 
	• Produce performance measures that are required by MPO/TPO/TPA 
	• Produce performance measures that are required by MPO/TPO/TPA 
	• Produce performance measures that are required by MPO/TPO/TPA 




	TR
	Transportation Disadvantaged Program 
	Transportation Disadvantaged Program 

	• Add a new module in FITSEVAL to evaluate the benefits and costs of transportation disadvantaged projects 
	• Add a new module in FITSEVAL to evaluate the benefits and costs of transportation disadvantaged projects 
	• Add a new module in FITSEVAL to evaluate the benefits and costs of transportation disadvantaged projects 
	• Add a new module in FITSEVAL to evaluate the benefits and costs of transportation disadvantaged projects 




	PD&E Study 
	PD&E Study 
	PD&E Study 

	• Incorporate emission estimation for alternative projects 
	• Incorporate emission estimation for alternative projects 
	• Incorporate emission estimation for alternative projects 
	• Incorporate emission estimation for alternative projects 

	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects based on more detailed analysis such as Highway Capacity Manual procedures or simulation. 
	• Compare alternative improvements and prioritize projects based on more detailed analysis such as Highway Capacity Manual procedures or simulation. 




	FDOT Traffic Engineering and Operations (Focusing on planning for operations) 
	FDOT Traffic Engineering and Operations (Focusing on planning for operations) 
	FDOT Traffic Engineering and Operations (Focusing on planning for operations) 

	Traffic Service 
	Traffic Service 

	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements 
	• Estimate the impacts of alternative improvements 

	• Compare intersection control strategies 
	• Compare intersection control strategies 




	TR
	TSM&O 
	TSM&O 

	• Assess the benefits and costs of TSM&O strategies by adding additional evaluation modules 
	• Assess the benefits and costs of TSM&O strategies by adding additional evaluation modules 
	• Assess the benefits and costs of TSM&O strategies by adding additional evaluation modules 
	• Assess the benefits and costs of TSM&O strategies by adding additional evaluation modules 




	TR
	Traffic Incident Management/Commercial Vehicle Operations 
	Traffic Incident Management/Commercial Vehicle Operations 

	• Update the parameters for incident management evaluation module based on latest data 
	• Update the parameters for incident management evaluation module based on latest data 
	• Update the parameters for incident management evaluation module based on latest data 
	• Update the parameters for incident management evaluation module based on latest data 






	As required by MAP-21 and FAST Act, planning is moving towards a performance-based process. In each transportation plan, performance measures are specified for each goal and objective. These performance measures are related to the safety, mobility, environment, economy, preservation, to collaboration and agency management objectives.  The current version of FITSEVAL focuses on mobility, safety, and reliability.   FITSEVAL can be upgraded as needed in to estimate performance measures related to other measure
	It is also recommended to update FITSEVAL to allow it to read data from multiple sources to estimate the impacts.  As explained in this document, the range of the business processes of the FDOT and MPO/TPO/TPA that can be supported by FITSEVAL range from long range plans that require a very high-level analysis to more detailed analysis required in other business process.  Thus, it is recommended that the FITSEVAL is modified to base its analysis on other information sources, in addition to demand model outp
	Assessing the benefits and costs of transportation alternatives and prioritizing improvement project are important tasks conducted in the planning, planning for operation process, and PD&E studies. 13 ITS strategies can be evaluated in the previous version of FITSEVAL as follows: 
	  
	• Ramp Metering 
	• Ramp Metering 
	• Ramp Metering 

	• Incident Management Systems 
	• Incident Management Systems 

	• Highway Advisory Radio (HAR) and Dynamic Message Signs (DMS) 
	• Highway Advisory Radio (HAR) and Dynamic Message Signs (DMS) 

	• Advanced Travel Information Systems (ATIS) 
	• Advanced Travel Information Systems (ATIS) 

	• Managed Lane 
	• Managed Lane 

	• Signal Control 
	• Signal Control 

	• Emergency Vehicle Signal Preemption 
	• Emergency Vehicle Signal Preemption 

	• Smart Work Zone 
	• Smart Work Zone 

	• Road Weather Information Systems 
	• Road Weather Information Systems 

	• Transit Vehicle Signal Preemption 
	• Transit Vehicle Signal Preemption 

	• Transit Security Systems 
	• Transit Security Systems 

	• Transit Information Systems 
	• Transit Information Systems 

	• Transit Electronic Payment Systems 
	• Transit Electronic Payment Systems 


	As new experiences with the 13 ITS strategies become available, the evaluation methodology, parameters, and costs used for these strategies can be updated accordingly. Also, with the emerge of new technologies and management strategies that are being considered or will be considered in planning and planning for operations, new modules can be added to FITSEVAL to assess them. The following additional strategies can be considered in new versions of FITSEVAL. 
	 
	• Roadway capacity improvement for comparison purpose 
	• Roadway capacity improvement for comparison purpose 
	• Roadway capacity improvement for comparison purpose 

	• Lane control signals 
	• Lane control signals 

	• Hard shoulder running 
	• Hard shoulder running 

	• Variable speed limit 
	• Variable speed limit 

	• Automated, Connected, Electric, and Shared (ACES) vehicles  
	• Automated, Connected, Electric, and Shared (ACES) vehicles  

	• Emergency shoulder running 
	• Emergency shoulder running 

	• Transit-related strategies such as exclusive lanes, bus rapid transit, queue jumper, bus bulb-out, enhanced bus, fare pre-payment, and express transit on managed lanes 
	• Transit-related strategies such as exclusive lanes, bus rapid transit, queue jumper, bus bulb-out, enhanced bus, fare pre-payment, and express transit on managed lanes 

	• Commercial vehicle information system 
	• Commercial vehicle information system 


	• Bicycle facility and sidewalk improvement or dedicated bicycle/pedestrian facilities if bicycle and pedestrian data are available 
	• Bicycle facility and sidewalk improvement or dedicated bicycle/pedestrian facilities if bicycle and pedestrian data are available 
	• Bicycle facility and sidewalk improvement or dedicated bicycle/pedestrian facilities if bicycle and pedestrian data are available 

	• Complete street 
	• Complete street 

	• Advanced parking system 
	• Advanced parking system 


	Based on the analysis in this document, it appears like evaluating signal control, connected, and automated vehicles are high priority areas for transportation agencies in Florida.    
	  
	3. 
	3. 
	EXISTING PERFORMANCE FORECASTING AND ASSOCIATED TOOLS
	 

	Chapter 2 reviewed the agency business processes that are expected to benefit from the enhancements to FITSEVAL. This chapter starts with a review of the national and state guidance and practice on performance measurements, and then focuses on the methods and tools for calculating performance measures.    
	3.1 National Guidance and Practice On Performance Measurement 
	Transportation performance management has been defined by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) as “a strategic approach that uses system information to make investment and policy decisions to achieve national performance goals” (FHWA, 2017a). Recently, a strong emphasis has been placed on performance management through federal statutes and regulations. This section provides a detailed review of federal regulations and national experience with performance management. 
	3.1.1 MAP-21 and FAST Act 
	The Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) was signed into law in 2012. It aims at creating a performance- and outcome-based surface transportation program. The Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act was built upon MAP-21 and signed in 2015. It provides a long-term funding for surface transportation infrastructure planning and investment. The MAP-21 and FAST Act focus on seven areas. Table 3-1 lists these seven areas and the corresponding national goals. The national highway 
	 
	  
	Table 3-1 MAP-21 and FAST Act Focus Areas and National Goals (FHWA, 2013) 
	Goal Area 
	Goal Area 
	Goal Area 
	Goal Area 
	Goal Area 

	National Goal 
	National Goal 



	Safety 
	Safety 
	Safety 
	Safety 

	To achieve a significant reduction in traffic fatalities and serious injuries on all public roads 
	To achieve a significant reduction in traffic fatalities and serious injuries on all public roads 


	Infrastructure condition 
	Infrastructure condition 
	Infrastructure condition 

	To maintain the highway infrastructure asset system in a state of good repair 
	To maintain the highway infrastructure asset system in a state of good repair 


	Congestion reduction 
	Congestion reduction 
	Congestion reduction 

	To achieve a significant reduction in congestion on the National Highway System 
	To achieve a significant reduction in congestion on the National Highway System 


	System reliability 
	System reliability 
	System reliability 

	To improve the efficiency of the surface transportation system 
	To improve the efficiency of the surface transportation system 


	Freight movement and economic vitality 
	Freight movement and economic vitality 
	Freight movement and economic vitality 

	To improve the national freight network, strengthen the ability of rural communities to access national and international trade markets, and support regional economic development 
	To improve the national freight network, strengthen the ability of rural communities to access national and international trade markets, and support regional economic development 


	Environmental sustainability 
	Environmental sustainability 
	Environmental sustainability 

	To enhance the performance of the transportation system while protecting and enhancing the natural environment 
	To enhance the performance of the transportation system while protecting and enhancing the natural environment 


	Reduced project delivery delays 
	Reduced project delivery delays 
	Reduced project delivery delays 

	To reduce project costs, promote jobs and the economy, and expedite the movement of people and goods by accelerating project completion through eliminating delays in the project development and delivery process, including reducing regulatory burdens and improving agencies’ work practices 
	To reduce project costs, promote jobs and the economy, and expedite the movement of people and goods by accelerating project completion through eliminating delays in the project development and delivery process, including reducing regulatory burdens and improving agencies’ work practices 




	A total number of 18 measures as shown in Table 3-2 were specified in the new Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Title 23 Subchapter E Part 490 (23 CFR Part 490) (Cornell Law School, 2018). Table 3-2 also shows the applicability of these performance measures. State DOTs are required to establish performance target within one year from the effective date of the applicable final rules, and MPOs have 180 days to set their performance targets after the determination of state targets. State DOTs and MPOs need to 
	 
	Table 3-2 MAP-21 Focus Areas and National Goals (FHWA, 2013) 
	Area 
	Area 
	Area 
	Area 
	Area 

	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Applicability 
	Applicability 



	Safety 
	Safety 
	Safety 
	Safety 

	• Number of fatalities 
	• Number of fatalities 
	• Number of fatalities 
	• Number of fatalities 

	• Number of serious injuries 
	• Number of serious injuries 

	• Rate of fatalities per 100 million VMT 
	• Rate of fatalities per 100 million VMT 

	• Rate of serious injuries per 100 million VMT 
	• Rate of serious injuries per 100 million VMT 

	• Number of combined nonmotorized fatalities and nonmotorized serious injuries 
	• Number of combined nonmotorized fatalities and nonmotorized serious injuries 



	• All public roads covered by the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) 
	• All public roads covered by the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) 
	• All public roads covered by the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) 
	• All public roads covered by the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) 




	Pavement Condition 
	Pavement Condition 
	Pavement Condition 

	• % of interstate pavements in Good condition 
	• % of interstate pavements in Good condition 
	• % of interstate pavements in Good condition 
	• % of interstate pavements in Good condition 

	• % of interstate pavements in Poor condition 
	• % of interstate pavements in Poor condition 

	• % of non-interstate NHS pavements in Good condition 
	• % of non-interstate NHS pavements in Good condition 

	• % of non-interstate NHS pavements in Poor condition 
	• % of non-interstate NHS pavements in Poor condition 



	• Mainline highways on the Interstate System and on the non-Interstate NHS 
	• Mainline highways on the Interstate System and on the non-Interstate NHS 
	• Mainline highways on the Interstate System and on the non-Interstate NHS 
	• Mainline highways on the Interstate System and on the non-Interstate NHS 




	Bridge Condition 
	Bridge Condition 
	Bridge Condition 

	• % of NHS bridges by deck area classified in Good condition 
	• % of NHS bridges by deck area classified in Good condition 
	• % of NHS bridges by deck area classified in Good condition 
	• % of NHS bridges by deck area classified in Good condition 

	• % of NHS bridges by deck area classified in Poor condition 
	• % of NHS bridges by deck area classified in Poor condition 



	• Bridges carrying the NHS including on- and off-ramps that connect to the NHS and bridges crossing State borders 
	• Bridges carrying the NHS including on- and off-ramps that connect to the NHS and bridges crossing State borders 
	• Bridges carrying the NHS including on- and off-ramps that connect to the NHS and bridges crossing State borders 
	• Bridges carrying the NHS including on- and off-ramps that connect to the NHS and bridges crossing State borders 




	National Highway System 
	National Highway System 
	National Highway System 

	• % of reliable person-miles traveled on the interstate 
	• % of reliable person-miles traveled on the interstate 
	• % of reliable person-miles traveled on the interstate 
	• % of reliable person-miles traveled on the interstate 

	• % of reliable person-miles traveled on the non-interstate NHS 
	• % of reliable person-miles traveled on the non-interstate NHS 

	• % change in trailpipe emissions CO2 emissions on the NHS as compared to the calendar year 2017 (this measure is later repealed) 
	• % change in trailpipe emissions CO2 emissions on the NHS as compared to the calendar year 2017 (this measure is later repealed) 



	• Travel time reliability is applicable to all directional mainline highways on the interstate and non-interstate NHS 
	• Travel time reliability is applicable to all directional mainline highways on the interstate and non-interstate NHS 
	• Travel time reliability is applicable to all directional mainline highways on the interstate and non-interstate NHS 
	• Travel time reliability is applicable to all directional mainline highways on the interstate and non-interstate NHS 

	• The Greenhouse Gas (GHG) measure is applicable to all mainline highways on the interstate and non-interstate NHS (this measure is later repealed). 
	• The Greenhouse Gas (GHG) measure is applicable to all mainline highways on the interstate and non-interstate NHS (this measure is later repealed). 




	Freight Movement on the Interstate 
	Freight Movement on the Interstate 
	Freight Movement on the Interstate 

	• Truck travel time reliability index  
	• Truck travel time reliability index  
	• Truck travel time reliability index  
	• Truck travel time reliability index  



	• Freight movement on the interstate system 
	• Freight movement on the interstate system 
	• Freight movement on the interstate system 
	• Freight movement on the interstate system 






	Area 
	Area 
	Area 
	Area 
	Area 

	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Applicability 
	Applicability 



	CMAQ 
	CMAQ 
	CMAQ 
	CMAQ 

	• Traffic congestion 
	• Traffic congestion 
	• Traffic congestion 
	• Traffic congestion 

	• Annual hours of Peak Hour Excessive Delay (PHED) per capita 
	• Annual hours of Peak Hour Excessive Delay (PHED) per capita 

	• % of non-SOV travel 
	• % of non-SOV travel 

	• On-road mobile source emissions 
	• On-road mobile source emissions 

	• Total emission reductions 
	• Total emission reductions 



	• All urbanized areas that include NHS mileage and with a population greater than 1 million for the first performance period and with a population greater than 200,000 for the other performance periods and that are at least part of nonattainment or maintenance areas for ozone, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 National Ambient Air Quality Standards. 
	• All urbanized areas that include NHS mileage and with a population greater than 1 million for the first performance period and with a population greater than 200,000 for the other performance periods and that are at least part of nonattainment or maintenance areas for ozone, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 National Ambient Air Quality Standards. 
	• All urbanized areas that include NHS mileage and with a population greater than 1 million for the first performance period and with a population greater than 200,000 for the other performance periods and that are at least part of nonattainment or maintenance areas for ozone, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 National Ambient Air Quality Standards. 
	• All urbanized areas that include NHS mileage and with a population greater than 1 million for the first performance period and with a population greater than 200,000 for the other performance periods and that are at least part of nonattainment or maintenance areas for ozone, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 National Ambient Air Quality Standards. 






	The following sessions provide a detailed description of performance measures in each focus area. 
	3.1.1.1 Safety Performance Measures 
	The safety performance measures are used by the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) and for State DOTs to assess serious injuries and fatalities per Vehicle Mile Traveled (VMT) and number of serious injuries and fatalities. The serious injuries are the injuries classified as “A” on the KABCO scale by using the conversion tables developed by National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) before April 15, 2019 and are “suspected serious injury (A) as identified by the Model Minimum Uniform Crash
	Each of these measures is calculated based on a 5-year rolling average. The number of motorized/non-motorized fatalities or serious injuries are calculated by summing the number of fatalities or serious injuries for each of the 5 consecutive years, dividing by 5, and then rounding to the tenth decimal place. The rate of fatalities or serious injuries are calculated by first calculating the number of fatalities or serious injuries per 100 MVMT for each of the 5 consecutive years, averaging these 5 numbers, a
	The numbers of fatalities and serious injuries are obtained from the Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data. If Final FARS data is not available, the data from FARS Annual Report File (ARF) may be used.  The state VMT data is are calculated from the Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS) and the MPO VMT is calculated by MPO. 
	State DOTs are required to establish an annual performance target for each of performance measure for all the public roads within the state and report the targets in the HSIP annual report. The information of the 2018 safety performance targets for each state can be found in the FHWA website (https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/hsip/spm/state_safety_targets/). In addition to the statewide targets, additional targets can be established for portion of the state. MPOs need to establish performance targets by either ag
	The FHWA will evaluate whether a Sate DOT meets the performance targets first at the end of the calendar year after the targets are established and then annually. If at least four out of five safety performance measures met the targets or are better than the measures for the year prior to the establishment of the State’s targets, a State is considered to have met or made significant progress toward the safety performance targets.  
	3.1.1.2 Pavement Condition Performance Measures 
	As shown in Table 3-2, four national performance measures are specified to assess pavement conditions, that is, percentages of pavements of the interstate system in Good and Poor condition, and percentage of pavements of the non-interstate NHS in Good or Poor condition (Cornell Law School, 2018). In order to calculate these performance measures, State DOTs are required to collect data for the following four condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and cracking percent for p
	3.1.1.3 Bridge Condition Performance Measures 
	According to the final rules in 23 CFR Part 490, two performance measures are used to assess bridge conditions, including percentage of NHS bridges by deck area that classified as in Good condition, and percentage of NHS bridges by deck area classified as in Poor condition by deck area. Since the development of this project are not anticipated to deal with these measures, no further discussion of these measures are presented in this document. 
	3.1.1.4 National Highway System Performance Measures 
	According to the final rules in 23 CFR Part 490, three performance measures are used to assess National Highway System. Two of them (i.e., percentage of reliable person-miles traveled on the interstate and percentage of reliable person-miles traveled on the non-interstate NHS) are related to travel time reliability and another one is related to the GHG (the GHG measure was later repealed), as shown in Table 3-2. In order to estimate these performance measures, two performance metrics are needed, that is, th
	annual total tailpipe CO2 emissions. The LOTTR for each HPMS segment is calculated based on one-year 15-minute travel time data between January 1st and December 31st for all vehicles either from NPMRDS or equivalent data set. The units for travel time is in seconds and the numbers are rounded to the nearest integer. Missing travel time data should not be replaced, and the time periods with road closure are also excluded from the calculation of LOTTR. Four LOTTRs are reported annually for each of four time p
	100×∑𝑆𝐿𝑖×𝐴𝑉𝑖×𝑂𝐹𝑗𝑅𝑖=1∑𝑆𝐿𝑖×𝐴𝑉𝑖×𝑂𝐹𝑗𝑇𝑖=1       (3-1) 
	where R is the total number of reporting segments with a LOTTR less than 1.5 during all of the four time periods and T is the total number of reporting segments. SLi is the length of reporting segment i to the nearest thousandth of a mile. AV is the total annual traffic volume to the nearest single vehicle, which is calculated by Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) reported to HPMS in June of the reporting year multiplied by 365 days. OFj is occupancy factor for vehicles in a geographic area j. The occupanc
	3.1.1.5 Performance Measure for Freight Movement on the Interstate System 
	Truck Travel Time Reliability (TTTR) index, which is also referred to as the freight reliability measure, is specified in the final rules of 23 CFR Part 490 to assess freight movement on the interstate system. Truck travel time reliability is defined as 95th percentile travel time divided by normal truck travel time (that is, 50th percentile travel time). The travel time data used for the calculation of TTTR can be obtained from NPMRDS or equivalent data set at 15-minute intervals for each reporting segment
	∑𝑆𝐿𝑖×max𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑖𝑇𝑖=1∑𝑆𝐿𝑖𝑇𝑖=1          (3-2) 
	where T is total number of reporting segments and SLi is the segment length for segment i. max TTTRi is the maximum TTTR of five time periods for reporting segment i. The TTTR index is rounded to the nearest hundredth. 
	3.1.1.6 Performance Measures for Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Improvement Program – Traffic Congestion 
	Two measures are applied to evaluate traffic congestion based on the final rules in 23 CFR Part 490, including annual hours of Peak Hour Excessive Delay (PHED) per capita and percent of non-SOV travel.  The matric of PHED is required to be reported by State DOT by June 15th of each year starting from 2018. In order to calculate PHED metric, a speed threshold is selected by using the value of 20 mph or 60% of the posted speed limit, and the corresponding excessive delay threshold travel time is calculated as
	 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠=(𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑠)×3600       (3-3) 
	where s refers to a reporting segment.  
	The delay of a segment (i.e., Road Segment Delay, RSD) is then defined as the difference between the travel time at 15-minute intervals and the above excessive delay threshold travel time. The value of RSD is between 0 and 900 seconds as the maximum delay for a 15-minute calculation interval is 900 seconds. Converting RSD into the units of hour will produce the Excessive Delay measure. The total excessive delay for a one-year period between January 1st and December 31st can be calculated using the following
	𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑠=𝐴𝑉𝑂×∑∑∑(𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑠,𝑏,ℎ,𝑑×𝑇𝐵𝑏=1𝑇𝐻ℎ=1𝑇𝐷𝑑=1(ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑙𝑦 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒4)𝑠,ℎ,𝑑                                 (3-4) 
	where TD is total number of reporting days in one year between January 1st and December 31st . TH is total number of hour intervals in a day with only the hours within the peak periods are considered. TB is total number of 15-minute intervals. The 15-minute volume is approximated as the hourly volume divided by 4. AVO is the average vehicle occupancy, which is estimated according to Equation 3-5. 
	𝐴𝑉𝑂=(𝑝𝐶×𝐴𝑉𝑂𝑐)×(𝑝𝐵×𝐴𝑉𝑂𝐵)+(𝑝𝑇×𝐴𝑉𝑂𝑇)                                 (3-5) 
	where p refers to the percentage of share of AADT. AVO is average vehicle occupancy. The superscripts C, B, T represent cars, buses and trucks. Table 3-3 lists the latest values of the average vehicle occupancies published by FHWA (FHWA, 2018c). The annual hours of peak hour excessive delay per capita are calculated by summing the total excessive delays for all the reporting segments and divided by total population published by the U. S. Census, as shown in Equation 3-6. 
	𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎=∑𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑠𝑇𝑠=1𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛   (3-6) 
	Three methods can be applied to calculate the “percentage of non-SOV travel” measure. Method A relies on the American Community Survey and the percentage of non-SOV travel is calculated as 100% minus the percentage of SOV including cars, trucks, or vans. Method B is based on a local survey. Method C obtains this measure based on system use measurement by dividing the annual volume of person travel other than driving alone by the summation of annual volume of 
	person travel while driving alone and other than driving alone. The resulted percentage of non-SOV travel is rounded to the nearest tenth of a percent. 
	Table 3-3 Annual Average Vehicle Occupancy Factors for Cars, Buses, and Trucks for PHED Metrics (FHWA, 2018b) 
	 
	Figure
	3.1.1.7 Performance Measures for CMAQ Improvement Program – On-Road Mobile Source Emissions 
	Based on the final rules in 23 CFR Part 490, the performance measure to assess on-road mobile source emissions is total emissions reductions, which are calculated as the cumulative 2-year and 4-year emissions reductions for all projects funded by CMAQ funds for each pollutant of Nitrogen Oxide (NOx), Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs), Carbon Monoxide (CO), and particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10) with designated nonattainment or maintenance areas. The emission reduction data comes from the CMAQ Public Access
	 
	3.1.2 Transportation Performance Management (TPM) Guidebook 
	A TPM guidebook developed by FHWA provides a comprehensive view of transportation performance management principles and can be applied to assist agencies in implementing performance-based planning and programming (FHWA, 2018d). Figure 3-1 shows the ten components of TPM framework that are discussed in this guidebook, including 
	• Strategic direction 
	• Strategic direction 
	• Strategic direction 

	• Target setting 
	• Target setting 

	• Performance-based planning 
	• Performance-based planning 

	• Performance-based programming 
	• Performance-based programming 

	• Monitoring and adjustment 
	• Monitoring and adjustment 

	• Reporting and communication 
	• Reporting and communication 

	• Performance management organization and culture 
	• Performance management organization and culture 

	• External collaboration and coordination 
	• External collaboration and coordination 

	• Data management 
	• Data management 

	• Data usability and analysis 
	• Data usability and analysis 


	A detailed description of definitions, principles, classifying terminology, relationship to TPM components, regulatory resources, assessing risks, and implementation steps is provided to each of TPM component. 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 3-1 TPM Framework (Source: FHWA TPM Guidebook (FHWA, 2018d)) 
	Chapter 2 of the TPM Guidebook provides examples of analytical tools and methods that agencies can use to forecast future performance, which is summarized in Table 3-4.  
	Table 3-4 Examples of Tools and Methods for Forecasting Future Performance (Source: FHWA TPM Guidebook (FHWA, 2018d)) 
	Focus Area 
	Focus Area 
	Focus Area 
	Focus Area 
	Focus Area 

	Tools and Methods 
	Tools and Methods 



	Bridge 
	Bridge 
	Bridge 
	Bridge 

	• Bridge Management software (BrM) (formerly Pontis) 
	• Bridge Management software (BrM) (formerly Pontis) 
	• Bridge Management software (BrM) (formerly Pontis) 
	• Bridge Management software (BrM) (formerly Pontis) 

	• Deterioration models to predict future bridge condition based on past data and bridge age 
	• Deterioration models to predict future bridge condition based on past data and bridge age 

	• Algorithms to process National Bridge Inventory (NBI) and Element data to establish targets 
	• Algorithms to process National Bridge Inventory (NBI) and Element data to establish targets 

	• Forecasting tool that combines historic performance and historical funding level then predicts expected condition using expected funding target for the bridge program  
	• Forecasting tool that combines historic performance and historical funding level then predicts expected condition using expected funding target for the bridge program  

	• Full life cycle (75 year) analysis of bridge condition combined with revenue projections and construction inflations used to maximize the investment’s impact on bridge assets  
	• Full life cycle (75 year) analysis of bridge condition combined with revenue projections and construction inflations used to maximize the investment’s impact on bridge assets  

	• A deficit report based upon current investment and condition compared with future investment  
	• A deficit report based upon current investment and condition compared with future investment  




	Pavement 
	Pavement 
	Pavement 

	• Pavement Management System (PMS): model future pavement conditions on a set of criteria such as traffic levels, asset type, age of pavement, and resource constraints  
	• Pavement Management System (PMS): model future pavement conditions on a set of criteria such as traffic levels, asset type, age of pavement, and resource constraints  
	• Pavement Management System (PMS): model future pavement conditions on a set of criteria such as traffic levels, asset type, age of pavement, and resource constraints  
	• Pavement Management System (PMS): model future pavement conditions on a set of criteria such as traffic levels, asset type, age of pavement, and resource constraints  

	• GIS for data analysis and visualization  
	• GIS for data analysis and visualization  

	• Business Intelligence and visualization tools  
	• Business Intelligence and visualization tools  

	• The graph that shows the predicted pavement performance versus age from 2012 Pavement Condition Report 
	• The graph that shows the predicted pavement performance versus age from 2012 Pavement Condition Report 




	Safety 
	Safety 
	Safety 

	• Linear regression, rolling averages, best-fit regression analysis, non-linear regression, time-series analysis  
	• Linear regression, rolling averages, best-fit regression analysis, non-linear regression, time-series analysis  
	• Linear regression, rolling averages, best-fit regression analysis, non-linear regression, time-series analysis  
	• Linear regression, rolling averages, best-fit regression analysis, non-linear regression, time-series analysis  

	• Safety trend line based on 5-year and 10-year rolling average and superimposed with safety target (for example, the safety trend line for the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) fatality forecasting through 2030) 
	• Safety trend line based on 5-year and 10-year rolling average and superimposed with safety target (for example, the safety trend line for the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) fatality forecasting through 2030) 




	System Performance 
	System Performance 
	System Performance 

	• Travel demand models  
	• Travel demand models  
	• Travel demand models  
	• Travel demand models  

	• Highway Capacity Manual  
	• Highway Capacity Manual  

	• System transportation performance management systems  
	• System transportation performance management systems  

	• Model estimating the economic benefits infrastructure improvements (e.g., Highway Economic Requirement System (HERS), Transportation Economic Development Impact System (TREDIS))  
	• Model estimating the economic benefits infrastructure improvements (e.g., Highway Economic Requirement System (HERS), Transportation Economic Development Impact System (TREDIS))  

	• National Emissions Inventory (NEI), Air Quality System (AQS) and Mobile 6.2 
	• National Emissions Inventory (NEI), Air Quality System (AQS) and Mobile 6.2 






	  
	3.1.3 Performance Measures ATDM Recommended by FHWA  
	A set of performance measures (also referred to as measure of effectiveness) was recommended by FHWA to capture the impacts of Active Transportation and Demand Management (ATDM) strategies on travel and congestion (Dowling et al., 2013). Table 3-5 lists those performance measures and estimation methods. 
	Table  3-5 Performance Measures Recommended by FHWA to Quantify the Effectiveness of ATDM (FHWA, 2013) 
	Performance Measure 
	Performance Measure 
	Performance Measure 
	Performance Measure 
	Performance Measure 

	Estimation Method 
	Estimation Method 



	VMT-Demand 
	VMT-Demand 
	VMT-Demand 
	VMT-Demand 

	The sum of the products of the vehicle trips in the input Origin-Destination (OD) table with the shortest path between each OD 
	The sum of the products of the vehicle trips in the input Origin-Destination (OD) table with the shortest path between each OD 


	VMT-Served 
	VMT-Served 
	VMT-Served 

	The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest 
	The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest 


	Vehicle-Hours Traveled 
	Vehicle-Hours Traveled 
	Vehicle-Hours Traveled 

	The sum of the product of the total link volumes and the average link travel times. The delay to vehicle that cannot enter the network due to traffic control such as ramp metering is added to the above Vehicle Hour Traveled (VHT) and included in the VHT total 
	The sum of the product of the total link volumes and the average link travel times. The delay to vehicle that cannot enter the network due to traffic control such as ramp metering is added to the above Vehicle Hour Traveled (VHT) and included in the VHT total 


	Vehicle-Hours Delay 
	Vehicle-Hours Delay 
	Vehicle-Hours Delay 

	The difference between the VHT total and the VHT if all links are traversed at free-flow speed 
	The difference between the VHT total and the VHT if all links are traversed at free-flow speed 


	Average System Speed 
	Average System Speed 
	Average System Speed 

	The sum of the VMT-served for all the scenarios divided by the sum of VHT for all the scenarios including vehicle entry delay 
	The sum of the VMT-served for all the scenarios divided by the sum of VHT for all the scenarios including vehicle entry delay 


	Vehicle-Hours Delay/Vehicle-Trip 
	Vehicle-Hours Delay/Vehicle-Trip 
	Vehicle-Hours Delay/Vehicle-Trip 

	The summation of vehicle-hours delay over all scenarios divided by the sum of the number of vehicles trips in the OD tables for all the scenarios 
	The summation of vehicle-hours delay over all scenarios divided by the sum of the number of vehicles trips in the OD tables for all the scenarios 


	80th Percentile Travel Time Index 
	80th Percentile Travel Time Index 
	80th Percentile Travel Time Index 

	80th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	80th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 


	Planning Time Index (PTI) 
	Planning Time Index (PTI) 
	Planning Time Index (PTI) 

	95th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	95th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 




	3.2 Florida Statewide Guidance and Practices  
	This section provides a detailed review of FDOT and MPO guidance and practice on performance measurements. 
	3.2.1 FDOT Annual Performance Report 
	The FDOT Performance Program publishes performance report each year. The latest performance report covers five areas, including safety, preservation, mobility, economy, and environment (FDOT, 2016a). Figures 3-2 to 3-6 list the FTP goal, objectives, and related performance measures for each focus area. As shown in these figures, a set of core measures as well as supporting measures are listed for each focus area. These measures are reported for a time period that spans for the past 10 years if data is avail
	State Traffic Engineering Operations Office, etc.) and the previous statewide reports. The corresponding performance targets and a list of improvement strategies are also included in the performance report. The FDOT’s performance report also recommends potential measures that can be included into the future performance report. Below is a brief list of these potential measures: 
	• Safety 
	• Safety 
	• Safety 
	• Safety 
	o Complete street-related safety measures 
	o Complete street-related safety measures 
	o Complete street-related safety measures 

	o Transit performance-related safety measures 
	o Transit performance-related safety measures 

	o Pedestrian/bicycle related safety measures 
	o Pedestrian/bicycle related safety measures 




	• Preservation 
	• Preservation 
	• Preservation 
	o Consideration of vehicle condition and average fleet age for transit performance measures 
	o Consideration of vehicle condition and average fleet age for transit performance measures 
	o Consideration of vehicle condition and average fleet age for transit performance measures 

	o Bicycle and pedestrian facility that facilitates access to transit 
	o Bicycle and pedestrian facility that facilitates access to transit 

	o Bicycle and pedestrian facility maintenance measures 
	o Bicycle and pedestrian facility maintenance measures 

	o Percent system at risk/retrofitted for resiliency 
	o Percent system at risk/retrofitted for resiliency 




	• Mobility 
	• Mobility 
	• Mobility 
	o Measures for bicycle and pedestrian program impacts 
	o Measures for bicycle and pedestrian program impacts 
	o Measures for bicycle and pedestrian program impacts 

	o Customer stratification and usage measures for bicycle/pedestrian network 
	o Customer stratification and usage measures for bicycle/pedestrian network 

	o ITS coverage of system 
	o ITS coverage of system 

	o Automated vehicle technology usage measure 
	o Automated vehicle technology usage measure 

	o Average transit load factors 
	o Average transit load factors 

	o Transit access measures 
	o Transit access measures 

	o Measure for extent of telecommuting over time 
	o Measure for extent of telecommuting over time 

	o Measures for the benefits of complete streets 
	o Measures for the benefits of complete streets 




	• Economy 
	• Economy 
	• Economy 
	o Number of transportation technology companies located in Florida and doing business 
	o Number of transportation technology companies located in Florida and doing business 
	o Number of transportation technology companies located in Florida and doing business 

	o Travel time by mode 
	o Travel time by mode 

	o Delivery time trends 
	o Delivery time trends 

	o Shipping cost trends 
	o Shipping cost trends 

	o Transportation sector job growth 
	o Transportation sector job growth 

	o DEO and Florida Chamber Economic 
	o DEO and Florida Chamber Economic 

	o Connectivity measures including cost and time savings 
	o Connectivity measures including cost and time savings 

	o Expanded and improved Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) investments 
	o Expanded and improved Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) investments 

	o Freight bottlenecks reduction 
	o Freight bottlenecks reduction 




	• Environment 
	• Environment 
	• Environment 
	o Measures for community values and transportation preferences 
	o Measures for community values and transportation preferences 
	o Measures for community values and transportation preferences 

	o Standard walkable index 
	o Standard walkable index 

	o Commuting time and costs 
	o Commuting time and costs 

	o Percent of trips that are pedestrian and bicycles 
	o Percent of trips that are pedestrian and bicycles 

	o Percent of electric vehicles and autonomous vehicles 
	o Percent of electric vehicles and autonomous vehicles 

	o Percent of people that drive alone 
	o Percent of people that drive alone 

	o Measures for quality places in terms of transportation 
	o Measures for quality places in terms of transportation 
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	Figure 3-2 Safety-Related Performance Report Measures (Source: FDOT, 2016a) 
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	Figure 3-3 Preservation-Related Performance Report Measures (Source: FDOT, 2016a) 
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	Figure 3-4 Mobility-Related Performance Report Measures (Source: FDOT, 2016a) 
	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 3-5 Economy-Related Performance Report Measures (Source: FDOT, 2016a) 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 3-6 Environment-Related Performance Report Measures (Source: FDOT, 2016a) 
	3.2.2 FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan 
	The 2017 FDOT Transportation Systems Management & Operations (TSM&O) Strategic Plan sets three types of TSM&O program goals.  These include the goals applied to on-going operation and maintenance (O&M) performance of TSM&O system and strategies, the performance enhancement goals for the O&M of system that hasn’t reached the goals, and the project performance enhancement goals for outcomes of planned and future implemented TSM&O strategies and projects. Seven goals were specified for the on-going TSM&O syste
	Table 3-6 Goal and Performance Measures in the 2017 FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan (FDOT, 2017a) 
	Goal 
	Goal 
	Goal 
	Goal 
	Goal 

	Application 
	Application 

	Performance    Measures 
	Performance    Measures 

	Performance Goal 
	Performance Goal 

	Data Source 
	Data Source 



	Mobility – improve travel time reliability  
	Mobility – improve travel time reliability  
	Mobility – improve travel time reliability  
	Mobility – improve travel time reliability  

	• Limited access roadway segments managed from the district Regional Transportation Management Center (RTMC) 
	• Limited access roadway segments managed from the district Regional Transportation Management Center (RTMC) 
	• Limited access roadway segments managed from the district Regional Transportation Management Center (RTMC) 
	• Limited access roadway segments managed from the district Regional Transportation Management Center (RTMC) 

	• Non-controlled access arterials for which the districts are using Active Arterial Management and ASCT TSM&O strategies 
	• Non-controlled access arterials for which the districts are using Active Arterial Management and ASCT TSM&O strategies 

	• Other routes determined by the districts 
	• Other routes determined by the districts 



	• Perak period PTI (95th percentile) 
	• Perak period PTI (95th percentile) 
	• Perak period PTI (95th percentile) 
	• Perak period PTI (95th percentile) 

	• Throughput 
	• Throughput 

	• Delay reduction 
	• Delay reduction 

	• Other metrics selected by districts to supplement PTI  
	• Other metrics selected by districts to supplement PTI  



	• PTI ranges from  1.1 in rural areas to 4.0 or even higher in urban core areas by the end of FY 18/19 
	• PTI ranges from  1.1 in rural areas to 4.0 or even higher in urban core areas by the end of FY 18/19 
	• PTI ranges from  1.1 in rural areas to 4.0 or even higher in urban core areas by the end of FY 18/19 
	• PTI ranges from  1.1 in rural areas to 4.0 or even higher in urban core areas by the end of FY 18/19 



	• RITIS 
	• RITIS 
	• RITIS 
	• RITIS 

	• District probe-based travel time systems 
	• District probe-based travel time systems 

	• Traffic detectors 
	• Traffic detectors 




	Mobility – all lanes cleared 
	Mobility – all lanes cleared 
	Mobility – all lanes cleared 

	• Limited access roadway segments managed from the district RTMC 
	• Limited access roadway segments managed from the district RTMC 
	• Limited access roadway segments managed from the district RTMC 
	• Limited access roadway segments managed from the district RTMC 

	• Other routes determined by the districts 
	• Other routes determined by the districts 



	• All lanes cleared time 
	• All lanes cleared time 
	• All lanes cleared time 
	• All lanes cleared time 



	• A goal of 30 to 60 minutes for all lanes cleared time for FY 19/20 and beyond 
	• A goal of 30 to 60 minutes for all lanes cleared time for FY 19/20 and beyond 
	• A goal of 30 to 60 minutes for all lanes cleared time for FY 19/20 and beyond 
	• A goal of 30 to 60 minutes for all lanes cleared time for FY 19/20 and beyond 



	• SunGuide event log and database 
	• SunGuide event log and database 
	• SunGuide event log and database 
	• SunGuide event log and database 




	Mobility – throughput increase 
	Mobility – throughput increase 
	Mobility – throughput increase 

	NA* 
	NA* 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Mobility – delay reduction 
	Mobility – delay reduction 
	Mobility – delay reduction 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Goal 
	Goal 
	Goal 
	Goal 
	Goal 

	Application 
	Application 

	Performance    Measures 
	Performance    Measures 

	Performance Goal 
	Performance Goal 

	Data Source 
	Data Source 



	Safety – secondary crash rates 
	Safety – secondary crash rates 
	Safety – secondary crash rates 
	Safety – secondary crash rates 

	• Limited access roadway segments managed from the district RTMC 
	• Limited access roadway segments managed from the district RTMC 
	• Limited access roadway segments managed from the district RTMC 
	• Limited access roadway segments managed from the district RTMC 

	• Other routes determined by the districts 
	• Other routes determined by the districts 



	• Secondary crash rate 
	• Secondary crash rate 
	• Secondary crash rate 
	• Secondary crash rate 



	• Determination of possible goal ranges after analyzing existing conditions 
	• Determination of possible goal ranges after analyzing existing conditions 
	• Determination of possible goal ranges after analyzing existing conditions 
	• Determination of possible goal ranges after analyzing existing conditions 



	• SunGuide event log and database 
	• SunGuide event log and database 
	• SunGuide event log and database 
	• SunGuide event log and database 




	ITS/communication networks maintenance – district uptime availability 
	ITS/communication networks maintenance – district uptime availability 
	ITS/communication networks maintenance – district uptime availability 

	• Limited access roadway segments managed from the district RTMC 
	• Limited access roadway segments managed from the district RTMC 
	• Limited access roadway segments managed from the district RTMC 
	• Limited access roadway segments managed from the district RTMC 

	• Non-controlled access arterials for which the districts are using AAM, ASCT, or other TSM&O strategies 
	• Non-controlled access arterials for which the districts are using AAM, ASCT, or other TSM&O strategies 

	• Other routes determined by the districts 
	• Other routes determined by the districts 



	• Field equipment uptime availability in percentage 
	• Field equipment uptime availability in percentage 
	• Field equipment uptime availability in percentage 
	• Field equipment uptime availability in percentage 

	• RTMC equipment uptime availability in percentage 
	• RTMC equipment uptime availability in percentage 

	• Communication infrastructure and network uptime availability in percentage 
	• Communication infrastructure and network uptime availability in percentage 



	• Determination of possible goal ranges after analyzing existing conditions 
	• Determination of possible goal ranges after analyzing existing conditions 
	• Determination of possible goal ranges after analyzing existing conditions 
	• Determination of possible goal ranges after analyzing existing conditions 



	• District and/or maintenance contractor network and asset management systems 
	• District and/or maintenance contractor network and asset management systems 
	• District and/or maintenance contractor network and asset management systems 
	• District and/or maintenance contractor network and asset management systems 




	ITS/communication networks maintenance – statewide uptime availability 
	ITS/communication networks maintenance – statewide uptime availability 
	ITS/communication networks maintenance – statewide uptime availability 

	• Statewide ITS Wide-Area Network (WAN) 
	• Statewide ITS Wide-Area Network (WAN) 
	• Statewide ITS Wide-Area Network (WAN) 
	• Statewide ITS Wide-Area Network (WAN) 

	• Public-facing elements of FL 511 including website, phone system, and smartphone apps 
	• Public-facing elements of FL 511 including website, phone system, and smartphone apps 

	• Statewide data archival and analysis tools 
	• Statewide data archival and analysis tools 

	• Data Integration and Video Aggregation System (DIVAS) 
	• Data Integration and Video Aggregation System (DIVAS) 



	• Uptime availability in percentage 
	• Uptime availability in percentage 
	• Uptime availability in percentage 
	• Uptime availability in percentage 

	• Secondary metrics such as number of times and percent of time WAN was operating on a back-up communication path 
	• Secondary metrics such as number of times and percent of time WAN was operating on a back-up communication path 



	• Ranged from 95% to 99% before FY 18/19 
	• Ranged from 95% to 99% before FY 18/19 
	• Ranged from 95% to 99% before FY 18/19 
	• Ranged from 95% to 99% before FY 18/19 



	NA 
	NA 




	Notes:  
	* NA means not available. 
	 
	Table 3-7 Project-Performance Enhancement Goals (P-PEG) (FDOT, 2017a) 
	 
	Figure
	Appendix A of the TSM&O strategic plan provides a TSM&O strategy toolbox, which includes the definitions, performance metrics, and references for more than 50 TSM&O strategies or tools. Table 3-8 summarizes the performance metrics for the TSM&O strategies in this toolbox. As shown in this table, three categories of performance measures are commonly used to assess TSM&O strategies, that is, (1) safety measures of crash and secondary crashes; (2) mobility measures in terms of travel time, travel time reliabil
	Table 3-8 Performance Metrics Provided in FDOT TSM&O Toolbox (FDOT, 2017a) 
	Tool Type 
	Tool Type 
	Tool Type 
	Tool Type 
	Tool Type 

	Strategy/Tool 
	Strategy/Tool 

	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 



	Facility-Centric Safety and Congestion Tool  
	Facility-Centric Safety and Congestion Tool  
	Facility-Centric Safety and Congestion Tool  
	Facility-Centric Safety and Congestion Tool  

	Freeway Management Systems (FMS) 
	Freeway Management Systems (FMS) 

	• Safety – secondary crashes 
	• Safety – secondary crashes 
	• Safety – secondary crashes 
	• Safety – secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time reliability 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Traffic Incident Management (TIM) Program 
	Traffic Incident Management (TIM) Program 

	• Safety – secondary crashes 
	• Safety – secondary crashes 
	• Safety – secondary crashes 
	• Safety – secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Ramp Metering 
	Ramp Metering 

	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 




	TR
	Hard Shoulder Running (HSR) 
	Hard Shoulder Running (HSR) 

	• Safety – secondary crashes 
	• Safety – secondary crashes 
	• Safety – secondary crashes 
	• Safety – secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 




	TR
	Lane Control Signals (LCS) 
	Lane Control Signals (LCS) 

	• Safety – secondary crashes 
	• Safety – secondary crashes 
	• Safety – secondary crashes 
	• Safety – secondary crashes 

	• Mobility –travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility –travel time reliability, throughput 




	TR
	Variable Speed Limits (VSL) and Speed Harmonization 
	Variable Speed Limits (VSL) and Speed Harmonization 

	• Safety –crashes 
	• Safety –crashes 
	• Safety –crashes 
	• Safety –crashes 

	• Mobility –travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility –travel time reliability, throughput 






	Tool Type 
	Tool Type 
	Tool Type 
	Tool Type 
	Tool Type 

	Strategy/Tool 
	Strategy/Tool 

	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 



	TBody
	TR
	Countermeasures to Wrong Way Driving (WWD) 
	Countermeasures to Wrong Way Driving (WWD) 

	• Safety –crashes 
	• Safety –crashes 
	• Safety –crashes 
	• Safety –crashes 




	TR
	Express Lanes 
	Express Lanes 

	• Mobility –travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility –travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility –travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility –travel time reliability, throughput 




	TR
	Reversible Express Lanes 
	Reversible Express Lanes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Advanced Signal Control Technology (ASCT) 
	Advanced Signal Control Technology (ASCT) 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 




	TR
	Traffic Signal Interconnect or Traffic Signal Communication 
	Traffic Signal Interconnect or Traffic Signal Communication 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Traffic Signal Coordination 
	Traffic Signal Coordination 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 




	TR
	Transportation Management Center (TMC) 
	Transportation Management Center (TMC) 

	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Regional Transportation Management Center (RTMC) Operation 
	Regional Transportation Management Center (RTMC) Operation 

	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Road Ranger Service Patrol (RRSP) 
	Road Ranger Service Patrol (RRSP) 

	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 




	TR
	Center to Center (C2C) Communication  
	Center to Center (C2C) Communication  

	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Center to Infrastructure (C2I) Communication 
	Center to Infrastructure (C2I) Communication 

	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) Communication 
	Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) Communication 

	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 




	TR
	Intersection Collision Avoidance 
	Intersection Collision Avoidance 

	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 




	TR
	Routes of Significance (RoS) 
	Routes of Significance (RoS) 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 






	Tool Type 
	Tool Type 
	Tool Type 
	Tool Type 
	Tool Type 

	Strategy/Tool 
	Strategy/Tool 

	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 



	TBody
	TR
	Road Weather Information System (RWIS)  
	Road Weather Information System (RWIS)  

	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 




	TR
	Intersection System Detection 
	Intersection System Detection 

	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, throughput 




	Modal-Centric Tool 
	Modal-Centric Tool 
	Modal-Centric Tool 

	Freight Advanced Traveler Information System (FRATIS) 
	Freight Advanced Traveler Information System (FRATIS) 

	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 




	TR
	Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) 
	Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) 

	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time reliability, throughput 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Dynamic Ridesharing 
	Dynamic Ridesharing 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 




	TR
	Automated & Electronic Fare Collection (EFC) 
	Automated & Electronic Fare Collection (EFC) 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Transit Signal Priority (TSP) and Emergency Vehicle Preemption (EVP) 
	Transit Signal Priority (TSP) and Emergency Vehicle Preemption (EVP) 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 




	TR
	Active Parking Management 
	Active Parking Management 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO) 
	Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO) 

	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Virtual Weigh-In Motion (VWIM) 
	Virtual Weigh-In Motion (VWIM) 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Freight Tracking System 
	Freight Tracking System 

	• Mobility –travel time reliability 
	• Mobility –travel time reliability 
	• Mobility –travel time reliability 
	• Mobility –travel time reliability 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Walk Smart/Bike Smart 
	Walk Smart/Bike Smart 

	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time 
	• Mobility – travel time 




	TR
	Truck Parking Availability System (TPAS) 
	Truck Parking Availability System (TPAS) 

	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 




	TR
	Grade Crossing Notification System 
	Grade Crossing Notification System 

	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 




	Mobility-Centric Tool 
	Mobility-Centric Tool 
	Mobility-Centric Tool 

	SunGuide® Software  
	SunGuide® Software  

	• Safety –secondary crashes 
	• Safety –secondary crashes 
	• Safety –secondary crashes 
	• Safety –secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Data Integration Video Aggregation System (DIVAS) 
	Data Integration Video Aggregation System (DIVAS) 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 






	Tool Type 
	Tool Type 
	Tool Type 
	Tool Type 
	Tool Type 

	Strategy/Tool 
	Strategy/Tool 

	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 



	TBody
	TR
	FL511 
	FL511 

	• Safety –secondary crashes 
	• Safety –secondary crashes 
	• Safety –secondary crashes 
	• Safety –secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 




	TR
	Dynamic Detour System (DDS) 
	Dynamic Detour System (DDS) 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Active Arterial Management (AAM) 
	Active Arterial Management (AAM) 

	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Unified Payment System (UPS) 
	Unified Payment System (UPS) 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Integrated Corridor Management (ICM) 
	Integrated Corridor Management (ICM) 

	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 




	TR
	Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) 
	Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 




	TR
	 
	 
	Connected Vehicle Mobility Traffic Signals  
	 

	EVP Application 
	EVP Application 

	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 




	TR
	Freight Signal Priority (FSP) Application 
	Freight Signal Priority (FSP) Application 

	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 




	TR
	Intelligent Traffic Signal System (ISIG) Application 
	Intelligent Traffic Signal System (ISIG) Application 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 




	TR
	Pedestrian Mobility Application 
	Pedestrian Mobility Application 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 




	TR
	TSP Application  
	TSP Application  

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 




	TR
	Collision Avoidance Technology 
	Collision Avoidance Technology 

	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 
	• Safety – crashes, secondary crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability, throughput 




	TR
	Access Management 
	Access Management 

	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 
	• Safety – crashes 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 




	TR
	Dynamic Pricing 
	Dynamic Pricing 

	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 
	• Mobility – travel time, travel time reliability 

	• System/agency efficiency 
	• System/agency efficiency 






	The Regional Integrated Transportation Information System (RITIS) collects real-time point traffic detector data as well as real-time traffic data from a third party private sector vendor. It reports a set of performance measures, which are also introduced in the FDOT 2017 TSM&O strategic plan, as shown in Table 3-9. 
	Table 3-9 Performance Measures Used in the RITIS Performance Measurement Tools (FDOT, 2017a) 
	 
	Figure
	3.2.3 Florida Multimodal Mobility Performance Measures Source Book 
	The FDOT Transportation Statistics Office produced a multimodal mobility performance measures source book annually, which reports historical and current mobility performance measures results for state highway system including the strategic intermodal system (FDOT, 2016b). Four dimensions of mobility are considered, which are quantity, quality, accessibility, and utilization. 
	The FDOT Transportation Statistics Office produced a multimodal mobility performance measures source book annually, which reports historical and current mobility performance measures results for state highway system including the strategic intermodal system (FDOT, 2016b). Four dimensions of mobility are considered, which are quantity, quality, accessibility, and utilization. 
	Table 3-10 Multimodal Mobility Performance Measures Matrix (FDOT, 2016b)
	Table 3-10 Multimodal Mobility Performance Measures Matrix (FDOT, 2016b)

	 summarizes the performance measures included in this source book. 

	Table 3-10 Multimodal Mobility Performance Measures Matrix (FDOT, 2016b) 
	 
	Figure
	3.2.4 Florida MPO Handbook 
	One of the chapters in the FDOT MPO Handbook is performance management (FDOT, 2018b). In this chapter, a national transportation performance management framework as well as the national policies on state and MPO performance management are presented. States, MPOs, and public transportation providers must establish performance target for each performance measure identified by the final rules of the USDOT, reviewed earlier in Section 2 of this document. MPOs must include a description of the performance measur
	3.2.5 MPO/TPO/TPA Practice on Performance Measures  
	This section discusses how performance measures are used in the business processes of metropolitan planning organization/transportation planning organization/transportation planning agency (MPO/TPO/TPA). 
	3.2.5.1 FDOT/MPO Pilot for National Performance Measures 
	As a FDOT’s pilot effort to collaborate with MPO on performance measures, national performance measures for four MPOs (including Hillsborough MPO, Broward MPO, Gainesville MTPO, and India River County MPO) were calculated and added to the FDOT statewide annual performance measure report (FDOT, 2016c). The MAP 21 performance measures that have been calculated and not calculated in this pilot are shown in Figure 3-7. It is seen from this figure, the only measures that were not calculated are the ones for pave
	 
	Figure
	Figure 3-7 Measures in MPO Pilot (Source: FDOT, 2016c) 
	3.2.5.2 Miami-Dade TPO 
	Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) 
	Based on the national and state goals, eight goals were proposed for the Miami-Dade 2040 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) to maintain the County’s status as a top-100 global city, to improve the County’s transportation system, and to meet the transportation service needs with the expected growth of travel demand (Gannett Fleming, Inc. et al., 2014). A weight was given to each of these goals based on the ballots collected from 15 community workshops and meetings. Below is the list of those eight goals. 
	• Improve system and travel (25%) 
	• Improve system and travel (25%) 
	• Improve system and travel (25%) 

	• Improve safety (8%) 
	• Improve safety (8%) 

	• Improve security (3%) 
	• Improve security (3%) 

	• Support economic vitality (12%) 
	• Support economic vitality (12%) 

	• Preserve environment and quality of life (14%) 
	• Preserve environment and quality of life (14%) 

	• Improve connectivity (14%) 
	• Improve connectivity (14%) 

	• Employ sound investment strategies (12%) 
	• Employ sound investment strategies (12%) 

	• Preserve the existing system (12%) 
	• Preserve the existing system (12%) 


	To achieve the eight goals, 63 objectives were developed and a total number of 89 system measures were identified correspondingly. Table 3-11 lists these goals, objectives, and performance measures.  
	The identified performance measures are divided into two groups based on the scope of performance measurements: system-level performance measures and project-level performance measures. System-level performance measures assess the County’s transportation system as a whole and were applied to four system-level scenarios, including base year 2010, existing-plus-
	committed 2019, needs plan 2040, and cost-feasible plan 2014.  Project-level measures are used to prioritize improvement projects during the development of a cost feasible plan. The evaluation of each needs plan project was conducted using three steps: goal elements analysis, congestion coordination, and implementing agency coordination. In the step of goal elements analysis, the proposed improvements for each project were matched to the specific elements of the goals and objectives of the 2040 LRTP. Table 
	Table 3-11 Goals, Objectives, and Measures Identified in the Miami-Dade 2040 LRTP Plan (Gannett Fleming, Inc. et al., 2014) 
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	Table 3-12 Goal Elements and Performance Measures in the Miami-Dade 2040 LRTP Plan (Gannett Fleming, Inc. et al., 2014) 
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	Performance Management Program (PMP) 
	The Performance Management Program (PMP) of the Miami-Dade TPO follows the performance measure requirements specified by the USDOT and the State. The highway- performance measures that are considered by the PMP are related to the seven focus areas of the MAP-21 and FAST Act. The transit performance measures used by the PMP are based on the requirement of Transit Asset Management (TAM) (49 USC 5626), which are listed below. 
	• Percentage of non-revenue, supporting-service and maintenance vehicles that have either met or exceeded their useful life benchmark (ULB). 
	• Percentage of non-revenue, supporting-service and maintenance vehicles that have either met or exceeded their useful life benchmark (ULB). 
	• Percentage of non-revenue, supporting-service and maintenance vehicles that have either met or exceeded their useful life benchmark (ULB). 

	• Percentage of revenue vehicles within a particular asset class that have either met or exceeded their ULB. 
	• Percentage of revenue vehicles within a particular asset class that have either met or exceeded their ULB. 

	• Percentage of track segments with performance restrictions for rail fixed-guideway, track, signals, and systems. 
	• Percentage of track segments with performance restrictions for rail fixed-guideway, track, signals, and systems. 

	• Percentage of facilities within an asset class with a rating below condition 3 on the Transit Economic Requirements Model (TERM) scale. 
	• Percentage of facilities within an asset class with a rating below condition 3 on the Transit Economic Requirements Model (TERM) scale. 


	Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan 
	Five goals and 31 objectives were identified in the Miami-Dade 2040 Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan (Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc., 2013). Bicycle Level of Service (BLOS) and Pedestrian Level of Service (PLOS) were used as main performance measures to check the performance of bicycle and pedestrian travel on a given roadway network, respectively.  The methods to calculate the BLOS and PLOS are based on the FDOT Quality/Level of Service (QLOS) Handbook. The BLOS is calculated as follows. 
	𝐵𝐿𝑂𝑆=0.507ln(𝑉𝑜𝑙15𝐿)+0.199𝑆𝑃𝑡(1+10.38𝐻𝑉)2+7.066(1/𝑃𝑅5)2−0.005(𝑊𝑒)2+0.76     (3-7) 
	where Vol15 is motorized vehicle directional volume in the peak 15-minute time period. L is number of through lanes. HV is percentage of heavy vehicles. PR5 is the FHWA’s five-point pavement surface condition rating. We represents the average effective width of the outside through lane. SPt is an effective speed factor, which is defined as  
	𝑆𝑃𝑡=1.1199ln(𝑆𝑃𝑝−20)+0.81036                                     (3-8) 
	where SPp is posted speed limit as a surrogate for the average running speed.  
	Equation 3-9 gives the expression for the calculation of PLOS. 
	𝑃𝐿𝑂𝑆=−1.2276ln(𝑊𝑜𝑙+𝑊𝑙+𝑓𝑝×%𝑂𝑆𝑃+𝑓𝑏×𝑊𝑏+𝑓𝑆𝑊×𝑊𝑠)+0.0091(𝑉𝑜𝑙15𝐿)+     0.0004𝑆𝑃𝐷2+06.048                                                                                         (3-9) 
	where Wol is the width of outside lane, Wl is the width of shoulder or bicycle lane, fp is On-street parking effect coefficient with a default value of 0.20. %OSP represents the percent of segment with occupied on-street parking. fb is the buffer area barrier coefficient. The value of fb is 5.37 for trees spaced 20 feet on center. Wb is the buffer width in feet, which is the distance between 
	the edge of pavement and sidewalk. fsw is sidewalk presence coefficient, which is calculated as the difference between 6 and the sidewalk width multiplied by -0.3. SPD is the average running speed of the motorized vehicles traffic.  
	The safety-related performance measures used in the Miami-Dade 2040 Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan include the number of bicycle-related crashes per square mile, the number of pedestrian-related cashes per square mile, and the number of pedestrian or bicyclists injuries and fatalities for the past 12 years. The time period of 12 years was used because of data availability. 
	3.2.5.3 Broward County MPO 
	LRTP 
	The 2040 LRTP by Broward County MPO identified six strategic areas, including bicycle/pedestrian, public transportation, car, freight, air, and sea (Broward MPO, 2013). Three goals with measurable objectives were proposed for these areas, as shown in Table 3-13 to Table 3-15. The measures in these three tables can be classified either as objective measures based on facts or subjective measures depending on opinions. 
	Table 3-13 Objectives and Measures of Effectiveness for the Goal of Moving People in the Broward County 2040 LRTP (Broward MPO, 2013)   
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	Table 3-14 Objectives and Measures of Effectiveness for the Goal of Creating Jobs in the Broward County 2040 LRTP ((Broward MPO, 2013)   
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	Table 3-15 Objectives and Measures of Effectiveness for the Goal of Strengthening Communities in the Broward County 2040 LRTP ((Broward MPO, 2013)   
	 
	Figure
	Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) 
	Even though no specific performance measures have been mentioned in the Broward UPWP (Broward MPO, 2018a), the Broward UPWP listed the FDOT District 4 performance measurement/management-related activities in financial years 2018 to 2020, which include: 
	• Provide technical support to implement the performance-based planning and programming required by MAP-21 and Fast Act. 
	• Provide technical support to implement the performance-based planning and programming required by MAP-21 and Fast Act. 
	• Provide technical support to implement the performance-based planning and programming required by MAP-21 and Fast Act. 

	• Participate in the FDOT Mobility Performance Measures (MPM) program and maintain a district-level MPM program that address all modes. 
	• Participate in the FDOT Mobility Performance Measures (MPM) program and maintain a district-level MPM program that address all modes. 

	• Focuse on the use of performance measures by performing research, sharing information, and supporting collaboration. 
	• Focuse on the use of performance measures by performing research, sharing information, and supporting collaboration. 

	• Share knowledge of quality/LOS and other performance measures that agencies are currently use in their comprehensive plans. 
	• Share knowledge of quality/LOS and other performance measures that agencies are currently use in their comprehensive plans. 


	Performance Measurement Program (PMP) 
	A performance measurement framework was developed by the Broward MPO in 2015 and was used to assess the baseline performances of the Broward region’s transportation system (Broward MPO, 2015a). The development of such a framework considered the following factors. 
	• Broward MPO leadership focus 
	• Broward MPO leadership focus 
	• Broward MPO leadership focus 

	• New state and metropolitan performance-based planning requirements 
	• New state and metropolitan performance-based planning requirements 

	• New national performance measures program 
	• New national performance measures program 

	• FDOT performance measurement activities 
	• FDOT performance measurement activities 

	• Industry-wide adoption of performance practices 
	• Industry-wide adoption of performance practices 


	Based on the above factors, five sets of performance measures were proposed, which correspond to the five primary performance areas: mobility, connectivity and accessibility, asset management, safety, and project delivery. A performance scorecard was also created according to those measures as illustrated in Table 3-16. As shown in this table, the performance measures focus on not only vehicles but also multimodal transportations. 
	Congestion Management Process/Livability Planning 
	Congestion management aims at developing and implementing non-road widening strategies to improve road user safety and mobility while encouraging multimode transportation usage (Broward MPO, 2015b). The congestion management corridor/area studies are part of the congestion management process. Table 3-17 illustrates the project-level objectives and performance measures for the Hollywood/Pines Corridor study. The monitoring measures were applied to reflect how the project helps achieve the goals specified in 
	 
	Table 3-16 Performance Scorecard ((Broward MPO, 2015a)   
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	Table 3-17 Project Objectives and Performance Measures in Hollywood/Pines Corridor Project (Broward MPO, 2015b)   
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	Mobility Hub Program 
	An evaluation framework was developed for mobility hub programs in the Broward 2035 LRTP.  However, in the Broward 2040 LRTP, the mobility hub initiatives were not directly addressed but indirectly related to the goals (Broward MPO, 2018b). To reflect the current priorities of the Broward MPO for mobility hubs, a new methodology was developed by the Broward MPO, which is shown in Table 3-18.   
	Table 3-18 Mobility Hub Market and Network Readiness Criteria (Broward MPO, 2018b)   
	 
	Figure
	Complete Streets 
	Complete streets have been one of the most important focus areas for the Broward MPO. An evaluation framework as well as a toolkit were developed to assist the assessment of complete streets initiatives (Broward MPO, 2015c). The evaluation of complete streets can be conducted at two levels, corridor-level and program-level. Tables 3-19 and 3-20 present the goals, objectives, metrics, performance measures, and corresponding tools for corridor-level and program-level evaluation of complete streets, respective
	Table 3-19 Corridor-Level Complete Streets Evaluation Framework (Broward MPO, 2015c)   
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	Table 3-20 Program-Level Complete Streets Evaluation Framework (Broward MPO, 2015c)   
	 
	Figure
	3.2.5.4 Palm Beach County MPO 
	LRTP 
	Five goals and nineteen objectives were created in the Palm Beach 2040 LRTP (Palm Beach MPO, 2017a).   The performance measures are included as a part of the objectives of the Palm Beach 2040 LRTP, as shown in Table 3-21. It can also be seen in this table that the goals focus on multimodal transportations. The current values of those performance measures and the target values for year 2025 and 2040 are also clearly specified in this table. Based on the values in Table 3-16, a scoring procedure was developed
	In the Palm Beach 2040 LRTP, the future population in year 2040 was forecasted based on the controlled total population retrieved from the Bureau of Economic and Business Research (BEBR). A tool, Population Allocation Model, was used to distribute the controlled total population to each individual traffic analysis zone. The growth rate of population was then applied to employment data to predict the employment in year 2040 with the consideration of land use. The predicted values of population and employment
	The details of how the performance measures listed in Table 3-21 are calculated and the associated data sources can be found in the document of Palm Beach MPO Congestion Management Process (CMP) (Palm Beach MPO, 2016a). Figure 3-8 shows an example of the Palm Beach MPO CMP annual reporting card. 
	  
	Table 3-21 Palm Beach 2040 LRTP Goal, Objectives, and Targets (Palm Beach MPO, 2017a)   
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	Table 3-22 Priority Scoring Procedure Used in the Palm Beach 2040 LRTP (Palm Beach MPO, 2017a)   
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	Figure 3-8 Example of Palm Beach Congestion Management Process Annual Report Card (Source: Palm Beach County MPO, 2016b) 
	5-Year Strategic Plan 
	A 5-year strategic plan has been established by the Palm Beach MPO to be used as a guide toward achieving long-term vision and missions (Palm Beach MPO, 2017b). Aligned with the Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP), six goals were formed in this strategic plan, including: 
	• Administer the agency 
	• Administer the agency 
	• Administer the agency 

	• Engage the public 
	• Engage the public 

	• Plan the system 
	• Plan the system 

	• Prioritize funding 
	• Prioritize funding 

	• Improve the experience 
	• Improve the experience 

	• Collaborate with partners 
	• Collaborate with partners 


	The associated objectives and performance measures were identified for each goal. It should be pointed out that targets were also specified for each performance measure. An annual report card was developed to monitor the progress to achieve the goals. Figure 3-9 shows an example of such an annual report card. 
	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 3-9 Example of Palm Beach MPO Strategic Plan Annual Report Card (Source: Palm Beach County MPO, 2017b) 
	  
	Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Study 
	The Palm Beach MPO Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Study provides a list of countermeasures to reduce pedestrian and bicycle-related crashes (Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. 2017). In this document, the data sources for safety analysis include: 
	• Strava for pedestrian and cyclist information 
	• Strava for pedestrian and cyclist information 
	• Strava for pedestrian and cyclist information 

	• Florida Department of Health’s (FDOH) Florida Injury Surveillance Data System 
	• Florida Department of Health’s (FDOH) Florida Injury Surveillance Data System 

	• Florida Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles (DHSMV) Traffic Crash Facts Annual Report 
	• Florida Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles (DHSMV) Traffic Crash Facts Annual Report 

	• Palm Beach County crash system data 
	• Palm Beach County crash system data 

	• Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) Unified Basemap Repository (UBR) data 
	• Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) Unified Basemap Repository (UBR) data 


	The performance measures used are number of pedestrian/bicyclist fatalities or injuries by different categories, for example, year, month, day of week, time of day, lighting conditions, road surface condition, weather condition, age, etc. 
	US-1 Multimodal Corridor Study 
	Different from the traditional transportation studies, the US-1 multimodal corridor study utilized a Health Impact Assessment (HIA) evaluation procedure (Palm Beach TPA, 2018). This procedure consists of six steps: screening, scoping, assessment, recommendations, reporting, and monitoring and evaluation. It considered the impacts of proposed project on the health of a population and the distribution of these impacts within the population. Table 3-23 lists the performance indicators used in the HIA evaluatio
	Table 3-23 Performance Indicators Used in the US-1 Multimodal Corridor (Palm Beach MPO, 2017a)   
	Indicator 
	Indicator 
	Indicator 
	Indicator 
	Indicator 

	Performance Measure 
	Performance Measure 



	Access to health 
	Access to health 
	Access to health 
	Access to health 

	Transit travel time along US-1 corridor 
	Transit travel time along US-1 corridor 


	TR
	Transit travel time from low health care access locations to nearest hospital /health care clusters 
	Transit travel time from low health care access locations to nearest hospital /health care clusters 


	TR
	Number of food desert tracts within 1 mile of corridor 
	Number of food desert tracts within 1 mile of corridor 


	 
	 
	 
	Physical health 

	Percentage of adults with obesity (corridor-wide)  
	Percentage of adults with obesity (corridor-wide)  


	TR
	Percentage of adults with diabetes (corridor-wide)  
	Percentage of adults with diabetes (corridor-wide)  


	TR
	Percentage of adults with hypertension (corridor-wide)  
	Percentage of adults with hypertension (corridor-wide)  


	TR
	Percentage of adults with asthma (corridor-wide)  
	Percentage of adults with asthma (corridor-wide)  


	TR
	Percentage of adults with depression (corridor-wide)  
	Percentage of adults with depression (corridor-wide)  


	Bicycle and pedestrian safety 
	Bicycle and pedestrian safety 
	Bicycle and pedestrian safety 

	Bicycle crashes (last 5 years)  
	Bicycle crashes (last 5 years)  


	TR
	Pedestrian crashes (last 5 years)  
	Pedestrian crashes (last 5 years)  


	TR
	Bicycle and pedestrian fatalities (last 5 years)  
	Bicycle and pedestrian fatalities (last 5 years)  


	TR
	Bicycle and pedestrian fatalities occurring at night (last 5 years)  
	Bicycle and pedestrian fatalities occurring at night (last 5 years)  


	TR
	Workers commuting by public transportation, walking, or biking  
	Workers commuting by public transportation, walking, or biking  


	TR
	Pedestrian activity  
	Pedestrian activity  


	 
	 
	 

	Bicyclist activity  
	Bicyclist activity  


	Economic health 
	Economic health 
	Economic health 

	US-1 corridor population density  
	US-1 corridor population density  




	Table
	TBody
	TR
	Average taxable land value of properties immediately adjacent to the US-1 corridor  
	Average taxable land value of properties immediately adjacent to the US-1 corridor  


	TR
	Average taxable land value within one (1) mile of the US-1 corridor (excluding barrier island properties)  
	Average taxable land value within one (1) mile of the US-1 corridor (excluding barrier island properties)  


	TR
	Number of new businesses  
	Number of new businesses  


	TR
	Workers commuting by transit, walking, or bicycling  
	Workers commuting by transit, walking, or bicycling  


	TR
	Household units within inclusionary zoning boundaries or Community Land Trust  
	Household units within inclusionary zoning boundaries or Community Land Trust  




	3.2.5.5 MetroPlan Orlando 
	LRTP 
	The 2040 LRTP developed by the MetroPlan Orlando (the MPO for Greater Orlando, FL) consists of seven goals, 35 objectives, and 22 performance measures (MetroPlan Orlando, 2016a). Table 3-24 lists the goals, evaluation criteria, and performance measures in the MetroPlan Orlando 2040 LRTP. 
	Table 3-24 Goals, Evaluation Criteria, and Performance Measures in the MetroPlan Orlando 2040 LRTP   
	Goal 
	Goal 
	Goal 
	Goal 
	Goal 

	Evaluation Criteria 
	Evaluation Criteria 

	Performance Measure 
	Performance Measure 



	Safety 
	Safety 
	Safety 
	Safety 

	Evacuation capacity 
	Evacuation capacity 

	Lane miles of evacuation routes per thousand people 
	Lane miles of evacuation routes per thousand people 


	TR
	System safety 
	System safety 

	Crash rates (per million vehicle miles traveled) 
	Crash rates (per million vehicle miles traveled) 


	 
	 
	 
	Balanced multi-modal system 

	Miles of highway facilities 
	Miles of highway facilities 

	Lane miles 
	Lane miles 


	TR
	Lane miles per thousand people 
	Lane miles per thousand people 


	TR
	Vehicle miles traveled per capita 
	Vehicle miles traveled per capita 

	Vehicle miles traveled per capita 
	Vehicle miles traveled per capita 


	TR
	Vehicle hours traveled per capita 
	Vehicle hours traveled per capita 

	Vehicle hours traveled per capita 
	Vehicle hours traveled per capita 


	TR
	Miles of transit service 
	Miles of transit service 

	Transit service miles 
	Transit service miles 


	TR
	Transit service miles per thousand people 
	Transit service miles per thousand people 


	TR
	Transit hours of service 
	Transit hours of service 

	Revenue hours of service per thousand people 
	Revenue hours of service per thousand people 


	Integrated regional system 
	Integrated regional system 
	Integrated regional system 

	System resources designated for  
	System resources designated for  
	freight, goods, and services movement 

	Designated system lane miles/total system  
	Designated system lane miles/total system  
	lane miles 


	TR
	Transit system access 
	Transit system access 

	Percent of population within ¼  
	Percent of population within ¼  
	mile of transit service 


	TR
	Transit access to employment 
	Transit access to employment 

	Percent of employment within ¼ mile of  
	Percent of employment within ¼ mile of  
	transit service 


	TR
	Access to intermodal stations 
	Access to intermodal stations 

	Percent of population within five minute  
	Percent of population within five minute  
	commute of intermodal stations 




	Goal 
	Goal 
	Goal 
	Goal 
	Goal 

	Evaluation Criteria 
	Evaluation Criteria 

	Performance Measure 
	Performance Measure 



	TBody
	TR
	Access to activity centers 
	Access to activity centers 

	Percent of population within 10 
	Percent of population within 10 
	-minute travel time of activity centers 


	TR
	Access to international airports 
	Access to international airports 

	Percent of total employment within 30-minute commute from international  
	Percent of total employment within 30-minute commute from international  
	airports 


	Quality of life 
	Quality of life 
	Quality of life 

	Jobs-housing balance 
	Jobs-housing balance 

	Seminole (job/house ratio) 
	Seminole (job/house ratio) 


	TR
	Orange (job/house ratio) 
	Orange (job/house ratio) 


	TR
	Osceola (job/house ratio) 
	Osceola (job/house ratio) 


	TR
	Average speed during congested times  
	Average speed during congested times  
	(Mile Per Hour (MPH)) 

	Freeway congested speed 
	Freeway congested speed 


	TR
	Arterial congested speed 
	Arterial congested speed 


	TR
	Other roadways congested speed 
	Other roadways congested speed 


	TR
	All roadways congested  
	All roadways congested  
	speed (MPH) 


	TR
	Level of delay 
	Level of delay 

	Total daily hours of delay (vehicle hours) 
	Total daily hours of delay (vehicle hours) 


	TR
	Daily delay per capita (min/day) 
	Daily delay per capita (min/day) 


	TR
	Daily cost of delay per capita ($/day) 
	Daily cost of delay per capita ($/day) 


	Efficient and cost effective 
	Efficient and cost effective 
	Efficient and cost effective 

	Cost effectiveness 
	Cost effectiveness 

	Annual cost of congestion in billions of dollars (user costs only) 
	Annual cost of congestion in billions of dollars (user costs only) 


	TR
	Efficiency 
	Efficiency 

	Seminole (miles of roadways below standard) 
	Seminole (miles of roadways below standard) 


	TR
	Orange (miles of roadways below standard) 
	Orange (miles of roadways below standard) 


	TR
	Osceola (miles of roadways below standard) 
	Osceola (miles of roadways below standard) 


	TR
	Transit passenger miles 
	Transit passenger miles 

	Total transit passenger miles per capita 
	Total transit passenger miles per capita 


	TR
	Percent single  
	Percent single  
	occupancy vehicle 

	Percent of person trips by single  
	Percent of person trips by single  
	occupancy vehicle 


	TR
	System daily VMT 
	System daily VMT 

	Average VMT per dwelling 
	Average VMT per dwelling 


	Energy and environmental Stewardship 
	Energy and environmental Stewardship 
	Energy and environmental Stewardship 

	Air pollutants 
	Air pollutants 

	Total carbon monoxide (CO) emissions (kg) 
	Total carbon monoxide (CO) emissions (kg) 


	TR
	Total Hydrocarbon (HC) emissions (kg) 
	Total Hydrocarbon (HC) emissions (kg) 


	TR
	Total Nitrogen Oxide (NO) emissions (kg) 
	Total Nitrogen Oxide (NO) emissions (kg) 


	TR
	Fuel use 
	Fuel use 

	Daily gallons of fuel per capita 
	Daily gallons of fuel per capita 


	TR
	Percentage increase from base (2009) 
	Percentage increase from base (2009) 


	Economic vitality 
	Economic vitality 
	Economic vitality 

	Jobs created 
	Jobs created 

	Jobs created as a result of transportation investment 
	Jobs created as a result of transportation investment 


	TR
	Economic benefit 
	Economic benefit 

	Economic activity generated as a result  
	Economic activity generated as a result  
	of transportation funding investment (billions of dollars) 


	TR
	Cost feasible 
	Cost feasible 

	Plan is financially feasible 
	Plan is financially feasible 




	An updated congestion management process was included in the MetroPlan Orlando 2040 LRTP (MetroPlan Orlando, 2016a).  Figure 3-10 illustrates the steps used in the congestion 
	management process. As shown in this figure, the process consists of eight steps and the third step is to develop multimodal performance measures. Figure 3-11 shows the relationship between CMP performance measures and the identified objectives. It can be seen from this figure that the CMP performance measures cover the areas of mobility, safety, reliability, transit ridership and performance, shared ridership, bicycle/pedestrian facilities, signal retiming benefit/cost, and so on. 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 3-10 Congestion Management Process (Source: MetroPlan Orlando, 2016a) 
	 
	 
	Figure
	 Figure 3-11 Relationship between CMP Performance Measures and Objectives (Source: MetroPlan Orlando, 2016a) 
	ITS Master Plan 
	An ITS Master Plan was developed by the MetroPlan Orlando to identify applicable ITS strategies that improves efficiency, safety, reliability of the region’s multimodal transportation system (Gannett Fleming, Inc. et al., 2017). Table 3-25 lists the goals, evaluation criteria, and performance measures used in this ITS master plan. A survey was conducted to prioritize the ITS strategies that are applicable to the MetroPlan Orlando stakeholders. Table 3-26 shows the survey results. It is seen from this table 
	• Percent of vehicle travel in generally acceptable operating conditions (peak hour)  
	• Percent of vehicle travel in generally acceptable operating conditions (peak hour)  
	• Percent of vehicle travel in generally acceptable operating conditions (peak hour)  

	• Delay for vehicle 
	• Delay for vehicle 

	• Travel time reliability for vehicle 
	• Travel time reliability for vehicle 

	• Percent miles severely congested (based on Volume to Capacity (v/c) Ratio) 
	• Percent miles severely congested (based on Volume to Capacity (v/c) Ratio) 

	• Combination of truck travel time reliability  
	• Combination of truck travel time reliability  

	• Combination of truck delay  
	• Combination of truck delay  

	• Combination of truck percent miles severely congested truck 
	• Combination of truck percent miles severely congested truck 

	• Percent of congested roadway centerline miles with transit service transit 
	• Percent of congested roadway centerline miles with transit service transit 

	• On-time performance transit 
	• On-time performance transit 

	• Signal retiming cost/benefit  
	• Signal retiming cost/benefit  

	• Incident duration  
	• Incident duration  


	Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 
	The MetroPlan Orlando Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan focuses on three areas:1) providing connectivity and completing missing gaps in the existing bicycle and pedestrian network; 2) serving areas potentially with high demand of bicycle and pedestrian; and 3) identifying improvements that could expand the bicycle/pedestrian network and make the network more user-friendly for commuter trips (MetroPlan Orlando, 2016b). To prioritize bicycle and pedestrian projects, the following measures are used as the scoring cr
	• Non-motorized trip demand 
	• Non-motorized trip demand 
	• Non-motorized trip demand 

	• Type of accommodation 
	• Type of accommodation 

	• Connectivity 
	• Connectivity 

	• Intermodal 
	• Intermodal 

	• Local match 
	• Local match 

	• Local plans 
	• Local plans 

	• Project readiness 
	• Project readiness 


	Among these measures, the type of accommodation and connectivity have higher weights. 
	 
	Table 3-25 Goals, Evaluation Criteria, and Performance Measures in the MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan (Gannett Fleming, Inc. et al., 2017)   
	 
	Figure
	 
	Table 3-26 Goals, Evaluation Criteria, and Performance Measures in the MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan (Gannett Fleming, Inc. et al., 2017) (Con’t)   
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	Table 3-27 ITS Strategies Survey Results (Gannett Fleming, Inc. et al., 2017)   
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	3.2.5.6 Hillsborough MPO 
	LRTP 
	The Imagine 2040 LRTP was developed by the Hillsborough MPO, the MPO designated for the Tampa urbanized area (Atkins North America, 2018). A set of six goals and corresponding objectives and policies were specified in the Imagine 2040 LRTP. To achieve these goals, a list of performance measures was determined based on five categories of needs. Table 3-28 summarizes the needs categories and the corresponding performance measures listed in the Imagine 2040 LRTP. 
	Table 3-28 The Needs Category and Performance Measures in the Imagine 2040 LRTP   
	Needs Category 
	Needs Category 
	Needs Category 
	Needs Category 
	Needs Category 

	Subcategory 
	Subcategory 

	Performance Measure 
	Performance Measure 



	Preserve the system 
	Preserve the system 
	Preserve the system 
	Preserve the system 

	Pavement and bridges 
	Pavement and bridges 

	• Safety – wheelpath, rutting, friction 
	• Safety – wheelpath, rutting, friction 
	• Safety – wheelpath, rutting, friction 
	• Safety – wheelpath, rutting, friction 

	• Preservation – cracking, potholes, raveling, patching, depressions 
	• Preservation – cracking, potholes, raveling, patching, depressions 

	• Ride – rippling, faulting, public complaints 
	• Ride – rippling, faulting, public complaints 




	TR
	Transit fleet 
	Transit fleet 

	• Average vehicle age in fleet 
	• Average vehicle age in fleet 
	• Average vehicle age in fleet 
	• Average vehicle age in fleet 




	Minimize traffic for drivers and shippers 
	Minimize traffic for drivers and shippers 
	Minimize traffic for drivers and shippers 

	Congestion management for drivers 
	Congestion management for drivers 

	• Reliability – consistency or dependency in commute times through a travel time index 
	• Reliability – consistency or dependency in commute times through a travel time index 
	• Reliability – consistency or dependency in commute times through a travel time index 
	• Reliability – consistency or dependency in commute times through a travel time index 

	• Travel time index (mean travel time/free flow travel time) 
	• Travel time index (mean travel time/free flow travel time) 




	TR
	Freight congestion 
	Freight congestion 

	• Percent miles of congested freight routes 
	• Percent miles of congested freight routes 
	• Percent miles of congested freight routes 
	• Percent miles of congested freight routes 

	• Percent of freight hotspots mitigated 
	• Percent of freight hotspots mitigated 

	• Planning time index 
	• Planning time index 

	• Buffer index 
	• Buffer index 

	• Cost of freight delay 
	• Cost of freight delay 




	Reduce crashes and vulnerability 
	Reduce crashes and vulnerability 
	Reduce crashes and vulnerability 

	Safety: crash reduction 
	Safety: crash reduction 

	• Pedestrian death index 
	• Pedestrian death index 
	• Pedestrian death index 
	• Pedestrian death index 

	• Fatality by category 
	• Fatality by category 

	• Injury/fatality rate 
	• Injury/fatality rate 
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	Security: vulnerability reduction 
	Security: vulnerability reduction 

	• Travel time delay due to transportation network disruption 
	• Travel time delay due to transportation network disruption 
	• Travel time delay due to transportation network disruption 
	• Travel time delay due to transportation network disruption 

	• Lost trips due to transportation network disruption 
	• Lost trips due to transportation network disruption 

	• Economic losses due to storm in 2014 dollars 
	• Economic losses due to storm in 2014 dollars 




	Real choices when not driving 
	Real choices when not driving 
	Real choices when not driving 

	Transit/bus service 
	Transit/bus service 

	• Transit level of service based on number of buses per hour and wait time 
	• Transit level of service based on number of buses per hour and wait time 
	• Transit level of service based on number of buses per hour and wait time 
	• Transit level of service based on number of buses per hour and wait time 




	TR
	Transportation disadvantaged service 
	Transportation disadvantaged service 

	• Transportation disadvantaged living outside of bus service area 
	• Transportation disadvantaged living outside of bus service area 
	• Transportation disadvantaged living outside of bus service area 
	• Transportation disadvantaged living outside of bus service area 






	Needs Category 
	Needs Category 
	Needs Category 
	Needs Category 
	Needs Category 

	Subcategory 
	Subcategory 

	Performance Measure 
	Performance Measure 



	TBody
	TR
	Trails and sidepaths 
	Trails and sidepaths 

	• The number of residents and workers with access to excellent or good pedestrian level of service and bicycle level of service 
	• The number of residents and workers with access to excellent or good pedestrian level of service and bicycle level of service 
	• The number of residents and workers with access to excellent or good pedestrian level of service and bicycle level of service 
	• The number of residents and workers with access to excellent or good pedestrian level of service and bicycle level of service 




	Major investments for economic growth 
	Major investments for economic growth 
	Major investments for economic growth 

	Key Economic Spaces (KES) 
	Key Economic Spaces (KES) 

	• Number of jobs served 
	• Number of jobs served 
	• Number of jobs served 
	• Number of jobs served 

	• Delay reduced 
	• Delay reduced 




	TR
	Strategic intermodal system 
	Strategic intermodal system 

	NA* 
	NA* 


	TR
	Development based on needs 
	Development based on needs 

	NA 
	NA 


	TR
	Long range vision 
	Long range vision 

	NA 
	NA 




	Notes: 
	* NA means not available. 
	It should be pointed out that the types of improvement considered for congestion management of vehicles are as follows. 
	• Geometric improvement at intersections (for example, adding or extending turn lanes) 
	• Geometric improvement at intersections (for example, adding or extending turn lanes) 
	• Geometric improvement at intersections (for example, adding or extending turn lanes) 

	• Advanced coordinated signal control and management 
	• Advanced coordinated signal control and management 

	• Advanced traffic management system 
	• Advanced traffic management system 

	• Expansion of road ranger patrols and improved incident management 
	• Expansion of road ranger patrols and improved incident management 

	• Freeway operational movement such as variable speed limit, lane control, and ramp metering 
	• Freeway operational movement such as variable speed limit, lane control, and ramp metering 


	Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) 
	The Hillsborough MPO safety measures and targets were stated in its TIP, which are consistent with the national safety measures specified in MAP-21 and the state safety measures (Hillsborough MPO, 2018a). Table 3-29 lists these safety measures and the year 2018 targets for the State as well as the Hillsborough MPO. The safety targets for the Hillsborough MPO listed in this table were derived by using linear projection based on historical 5-year crash data on a rolling average.  
	Table 3-29 The Safety Measures and the Targets for the State and the Hillsborough MPO   
	Safety Measure 
	Safety Measure 
	Safety Measure 
	Safety Measure 
	Safety Measure 

	Calendar Year 2018 
	Calendar Year 2018 


	TR
	State 
	State 

	Hillsborough MPO 
	Hillsborough MPO 


	Number of Fatalities 
	Number of Fatalities 
	Number of Fatalities 

	0 
	0 

	184 
	184 


	Number of Serious Injuries 
	Number of Serious Injuries 
	Number of Serious Injuries 

	0 
	0 

	1,618 
	1,618 


	Nonmotorized Fatalities and Serious Injuries 
	Nonmotorized Fatalities and Serious Injuries 
	Nonmotorized Fatalities and Serious Injuries 

	0 
	0 

	243 
	243 


	Rate of Fatalities per 100M VMT 
	Rate of Fatalities per 100M VMT 
	Rate of Fatalities per 100M VMT 

	0 
	0 

	1.40 
	1.40 


	Rate of Serious Injuries per 100M VMT 
	Rate of Serious Injuries per 100M VMT 
	Rate of Serious Injuries per 100M VMT 

	0 
	0 

	12.35 
	12.35 




	In coordination with the Imagine 2040 LRTP, the TIP projects were prioritized by a list of criteria ((Hillsborough MPO, 2018a). The corresponding performance measures are as shown below. 
	• Preserve the system 
	• Preserve the system 
	• Preserve the system 
	• Preserve the system 
	o Bridge repair and replacement 
	o Bridge repair and replacement 
	o Bridge repair and replacement 

	o Road resurfacing 
	o Road resurfacing 

	o Transit vehicle replacement 
	o Transit vehicle replacement 

	o Total, fatal and bike/pedestrian crashes per centerline 
	o Total, fatal and bike/pedestrian crashes per centerline 

	o Recovery time and economic impacts from flooding or major storm surge 
	o Recovery time and economic impacts from flooding or major storm surge 

	o Travel time reliability on heavily congested arterials 
	o Travel time reliability on heavily congested arterials 

	o Peak period V/C ratio 
	o Peak period V/C ratio 

	o Density of jobs and population in 2040 within ¼ mile of proposed transit service 
	o Density of jobs and population in 2040 within ¼ mile of proposed transit service 

	o Density of jobs and population in 2040 within ¼ mile of proposed trail/sidepath 
	o Density of jobs and population in 2040 within ¼ mile of proposed trail/sidepath 

	o Key economic spaces (that is, clusters with more than 5,000 jobs) 
	o Key economic spaces (that is, clusters with more than 5,000 jobs) 

	o 2040 jobs served per mile of improvement 
	o 2040 jobs served per mile of improvement 

	o 2040 delay reduced per mile of improvement 
	o 2040 delay reduced per mile of improvement 





	• Reduce crashes and vulnerability 
	• Reduce crashes and vulnerability 
	• Reduce crashes and vulnerability 

	• Manage congestion for drivers and shippers. 
	• Manage congestion for drivers and shippers. 

	• Real choices when not driving 
	• Real choices when not driving 

	• Major infrastructure improvements 
	• Major infrastructure improvements 


	ITS Master Plan 
	An ITS Master Plan was developed by the Hillsborough MPO in 2013 (URS Inc. 2013). This plan focuses on 1) Transportation efficiency and quality; 2) Safety and security, 3) Accessibility and mobility; and 4) Reliable and coordinated operations. As a basis for future plan, the existing transportation and roadway conditions were first examined. The following performance measures were analyzed. 
	• Average incident duration per lane blocking incident 
	• Average incident duration per lane blocking incident 
	• Average incident duration per lane blocking incident 

	• Number and type of incidents 
	• Number and type of incidents 

	• Miles managed by ITS 
	• Miles managed by ITS 

	• Travel time index and buffer index 
	• Travel time index and buffer index 

	• Level of service 
	• Level of service 

	• Percentage of transit run delays caused by congestion 
	• Percentage of transit run delays caused by congestion 

	• Total number of bicycle crashes 
	• Total number of bicycle crashes 

	• Total number of pedestrian crashes 
	• Total number of pedestrian crashes 

	• Route location and associated multimodal element 
	• Route location and associated multimodal element 


	A stakeholder survey was conducted to prioritize ITS needs. Based on the survey results, a number of TSM&O and ITS strategies were proposed to meet these needs, as summarized in Table 3-30. Correspondingly, 28 ITS projects were identified. 
	 
	Table 3-30 Summary of the TSM&O and ITS Strategies proposed in the Hillsborough ITS Master Plan (Source: URS Inc., 2013) 
	Focus Area 
	Focus Area 
	Focus Area 
	Focus Area 
	Focus Area 

	Objectives 
	Objectives 

	Strategy 
	Strategy 


	Traffic management 
	Traffic management 
	Traffic management 

	Improve and implement strategies and technologies to mitigate congestion, improve travel flow and mobility  
	Improve and implement strategies and technologies to mitigate congestion, improve travel flow and mobility  

	Provide and/or expand arterial traffic management/traffic surveillance systems.  
	Provide and/or expand arterial traffic management/traffic surveillance systems.  


	TR
	Enhance and/or expand real-time traveler information. 
	Enhance and/or expand real-time traveler information. 


	TR
	Continued a proactive traffic signal timing optimization program  
	Continued a proactive traffic signal timing optimization program  


	TR
	Provide active traffic management (ATM) 
	Provide active traffic management (ATM) 


	TR
	Provide and/or enhance special event management capabilities  
	Provide and/or enhance special event management capabilities  

	Expand and provide ATMS capabilities along major event routes  
	Expand and provide ATMS capabilities along major event routes  


	TR
	Provide portable Intelligent Traffic Management System  
	Provide portable Intelligent Traffic Management System  


	TR
	Provide and enhance (optimize) traffic signal coordination and corridor system performance  
	Provide and enhance (optimize) traffic signal coordination and corridor system performance  

	Systematically re-time traffic signals on priority network  
	Systematically re-time traffic signals on priority network  


	TR
	Upgrade and interconnect signals on priority network  
	Upgrade and interconnect signals on priority network  


	TR
	Provide active monitoring of traffic signal systems  
	Provide active monitoring of traffic signal systems  


	TR
	Provide upgrades to signal hardware equipment  
	Provide upgrades to signal hardware equipment  


	TR
	Provide Integrated Corridor Management (ICM) strategies and support systems 
	Provide Integrated Corridor Management (ICM) strategies and support systems 

	Provide a regional ICM deployment plan  
	Provide a regional ICM deployment plan  


	TR
	Develop an inter-agency traffic control/ITS concept  
	Develop an inter-agency traffic control/ITS concept  


	TR
	Develop and implement traffic control measures to enhance the efficiency, mobility, safety, and/or reliability of the transportation system  
	Develop and implement traffic control measures to enhance the efficiency, mobility, safety, and/or reliability of the transportation system  
	 
	 
	 

	Evaluate a ramp metering program for interstate on-ramps  
	Evaluate a ramp metering program for interstate on-ramps  


	TR
	Implement congestion pricing programs, including HOT/managed plan  
	Implement congestion pricing programs, including HOT/managed plan  


	TR
	Evaluate the feasibility of implementing ATM systems along the interstates including the following techniques  
	Evaluate the feasibility of implementing ATM systems along the interstates including the following techniques  
	• Speed harmonization measures  
	• Speed harmonization measures  
	• Speed harmonization measures  

	• Queue warning systems  
	• Queue warning systems  

	• Hard shoulder running measures along the interstates  
	• Hard shoulder running measures along the interstates  




	TR
	Develop and implement advance parking management systems at major parking facilities  
	Develop and implement advance parking management systems at major parking facilities  


	TR
	Develop and expand TSP program  
	Develop and expand TSP program  


	TR
	Provide and/or expand EVP systems  
	Provide and/or expand EVP systems  


	TR
	Support measures to mitigate and track regional environmental impacts and EPA compliance 
	Support measures to mitigate and track regional environmental impacts and EPA compliance 
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	THead
	TR
	Preserve ITS/Traffic signal equipment and infrastructure investments  
	Preserve ITS/Traffic signal equipment and infrastructure investments  

	 
	 


	Incident/Emergency management and safety 
	Incident/Emergency management and safety 
	Incident/Emergency management and safety 

	Improve Incident detection and verification times  
	Improve Incident detection and verification times  

	Develop, implement and/or upgrade TMCs 
	Develop, implement and/or upgrade TMCs 


	TR
	Expand and upgrade ATMS/traffic surveillance systems  
	Expand and upgrade ATMS/traffic surveillance systems  
	 


	TR
	Provide the capability to share 911 and highway patrol Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) information with City/County TMCs  
	Provide the capability to share 911 and highway patrol Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) information with City/County TMCs  


	TR
	Improve incident response times  
	Improve incident response times  

	Provide and/or expand enhanced reference location signs  
	Provide and/or expand enhanced reference location signs  


	TR
	Provide AVL and identification for emergency vehicles/responders  
	Provide AVL and identification for emergency vehicles/responders  


	TR
	Provide the capability to share traffic information with emergency responders 
	Provide the capability to share traffic information with emergency responders 


	TR
	Evaluate and provide additional interstate median crossover points  
	Evaluate and provide additional interstate median crossover points  


	TR
	Improve incident clearance (duration) Times  
	Improve incident clearance (duration) Times  

	Provide freeway service patrol (road ranger) expansion and upgrades 
	Provide freeway service patrol (road ranger) expansion and upgrades 


	TR
	Develop policy and procedures to modify signal timings on detour routes and upgrade traffic controllers/field-to-center communication systems  
	Develop policy and procedures to modify signal timings on detour routes and upgrade traffic controllers/field-to-center communication systems  


	TR
	Identify and implement dynamic routing application for route diversions and evacuations  
	Identify and implement dynamic routing application for route diversions and evacuations  


	TR
	Reduce crash rates and improve safety at signalized intersections (including vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles) 
	Reduce crash rates and improve safety at signalized intersections (including vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles) 

	Provide and expand red light running programs at intersections with high crash rates  
	Provide and expand red light running programs at intersections with high crash rates  


	TR
	Provide, coordinate, and/or improve pedestrian/bicycle safety solutions  
	Provide, coordinate, and/or improve pedestrian/bicycle safety solutions  
	• Infrared Detectors 
	• Infrared Detectors 
	• Infrared Detectors 

	• Microwave Detectors  
	• Microwave Detectors  

	• Count-down signals  
	• Count-down signals  

	• In-pavement lights  
	• In-pavement lights  

	• The illuminated pushbutton  
	• The illuminated pushbutton  




	TR
	Improve mobility and reduce vehicle crash rates related to weather and other low visibility events  
	Improve mobility and reduce vehicle crash rates related to weather and other low visibility events  
	 
	 
	 

	Develop and deploy a RWIS  
	Develop and deploy a RWIS  
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	Improve safety and coordination of intermodal conflicts (highway-rail interface/crossings)  
	Improve safety and coordination of intermodal conflicts (highway-rail interface/crossings)  

	Provide crossing gate video enforcement  
	Provide crossing gate video enforcement  


	TR
	Upgrade signal interconnect with traffic signals  
	Upgrade signal interconnect with traffic signals  


	TR
	Provide an Active Advanced Warning System (AAWS) 
	Provide an Active Advanced Warning System (AAWS) 


	TR
	Evaluate and implement in-vehicle warning systems  
	Evaluate and implement in-vehicle warning systems  


	TR
	Identify and develop diversion routes and system strategies  
	Identify and develop diversion routes and system strategies  

	 
	 


	TR
	Identify and provide ITS strategies to support regional emergency evacuation plans and response  
	Identify and provide ITS strategies to support regional emergency evacuation plans and response  

	Review regional evacuation plan and disaster response and recovery plan 
	Review regional evacuation plan and disaster response and recovery plan 


	TR
	Expand and/or enhance the capability to provide regional emergency/traffic text alerts  
	Expand and/or enhance the capability to provide regional emergency/traffic text alerts  


	Traveler information dissemination 
	Traveler information dissemination 
	Traveler information dissemination 

	Provide and/or enhance multi-modal information dissemination and trip planning tools that may affect roadway users and travel choices across all modes  
	Provide and/or enhance multi-modal information dissemination and trip planning tools that may affect roadway users and travel choices across all modes  

	Provide real-time parking garage/lot space availability with map of Downtown Tampa as part of the 511 mobile app  
	Provide real-time parking garage/lot space availability with map of Downtown Tampa as part of the 511 mobile app  


	TR
	Provide commercial truck parking lot space availability as part of the 511 mobile app  
	Provide commercial truck parking lot space availability as part of the 511 mobile app  


	TR
	Provide and/or expand real-time travel-time data along arterials  
	Provide and/or expand real-time travel-time data along arterials  


	TR
	 
	 
	Expand and/or enhance en-route traveler information systems  
	 

	 
	 


	Inter-agency coordination and communications 
	Inter-agency coordination and communications 
	Inter-agency coordination and communications 

	Develop regional interagency operational and communications plan(s) 
	Develop regional interagency operational and communications plan(s) 

	Identify and enhance regional concept of operations, policies, and procedures involving transportation, emergency, and law enforcement stakeholders  
	Identify and enhance regional concept of operations, policies, and procedures involving transportation, emergency, and law enforcement stakeholders  




	Freight System Performance Measures for the Tampa Bay Region 
	After reviewing the national freight system performance measures as well as the existing freight-related performance measures for the Tampa Bay region, a list of potential freight performance measures were recommended by for the Tampa Bay region (FDOT District 7, 2014), as shown in Table 3-31. This table also shows the assessment of these performance measures in terms of understandability, usefulness, potential for forecasting, ease of data collection, and data quality. 
	 
	Table 3-31 Recommended and Potential Freight Performance Measures and Assessment for the Tampa Bay Region (Source: FDOT District 7, 2014) 
	 
	Figure
	 
	Figure
	  
	Roadway Level of Service Report 
	A 2015 level of service report for the city of Tampa and a 2017 roadway level of service report for the Hillsborough COUNTY wer produced by the Hillsborough MPO to reflect the current level of service of county roadways and state roadways within the area (Hillsborough MPO, 2017; Hillsborough MPO, 2018b). Below is a list of information contained in these report for each roadway section. 
	• Section description 
	• Section description 
	• Section description 

	• Jurisdiction 
	• Jurisdiction 

	• Strategic intermodal system 
	• Strategic intermodal system 

	• Number of lanes per direction 
	• Number of lanes per direction 

	• Length 
	• Length 

	• Current posted speed of the segment 
	• Current posted speed of the segment 

	• Standard level of service (that is, the level of service that shall be maintained) 
	• Standard level of service (that is, the level of service that shall be maintained) 

	• Local functional class 
	• Local functional class 

	• Average annual daily traffic  
	• Average annual daily traffic  

	• Peak hour peak direction volume that is calculated as the 100th highest hour traffic volume 
	• Peak hour peak direction volume that is calculated as the 100th highest hour traffic volume 

	• Maximum service volume (that is, daily capacity) 
	• Maximum service volume (that is, daily capacity) 

	• Peak hour peak direction maximum service volume 
	• Peak hour peak direction maximum service volume 

	• Volume to capacity ratio 
	• Volume to capacity ratio 

	• Current level of service as determined by using FDOT generalized LOS table 
	• Current level of service as determined by using FDOT generalized LOS table 


	State of the System Report 
	A 2016 State of the System Report was produced by Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. (2016) for the Hillsborough MPO to demonstrate how transportation system addresses community needs and satisfies the goals specified in the long range transportation plan. In this report, a number of performance measures were calculated and they are summarized in Table 3-32. 
	  
	Table 3-32 Performance Measures in the 2016 State of the System Report for Hillsborough MPO 
	Focus Area 
	Focus Area 
	Focus Area 
	Focus Area 
	Focus Area 

	Goal 
	Goal 

	Performance Measure 
	Performance Measure 


	System preservation 
	System preservation 
	System preservation 

	Maintain roadway pavement 
	Maintain roadway pavement 

	• Safety – wheelpath, rutting, friction 
	• Safety – wheelpath, rutting, friction 
	• Safety – wheelpath, rutting, friction 
	• Safety – wheelpath, rutting, friction 

	• Preservation – cracking, potholes, raveling, patching, depressions 
	• Preservation – cracking, potholes, raveling, patching, depressions 

	• Ride – rippling, faulting, public complaints 
	• Ride – rippling, faulting, public complaints 

	• Standardized Pavement Condition Index (PCI) 
	• Standardized Pavement Condition Index (PCI) 
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	Maintain and replace bridges 
	Maintain and replace bridges 

	• Total bridge counts and percentage of bridges in either good or poor condition 
	• Total bridge counts and percentage of bridges in either good or poor condition 
	• Total bridge counts and percentage of bridges in either good or poor condition 
	• Total bridge counts and percentage of bridges in either good or poor condition 
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	Preserve the transit fleet 
	Preserve the transit fleet 

	• Average age of fleet 
	• Average age of fleet 
	• Average age of fleet 
	• Average age of fleet 




	Minimize traffic 
	Minimize traffic 
	Minimize traffic 

	Reliable travel time for drivers and shippers 
	Reliable travel time for drivers and shippers 

	• Peak hour travel reliability 
	• Peak hour travel reliability 
	• Peak hour travel reliability 
	• Peak hour travel reliability 

	• Peak hour truck travel reliability 
	• Peak hour truck travel reliability 

	• Travel speed, delay, and travel time index during AM and PM peak hour 
	• Travel speed, delay, and travel time index during AM and PM peak hour 




	Safety and security 
	Safety and security 
	Safety and security 

	Reduce crashes 
	Reduce crashes 

	• Total number of crashes 
	• Total number of crashes 
	• Total number of crashes 
	• Total number of crashes 

	• Total number of fatalities 
	• Total number of fatalities 

	• Total number of injuries 
	• Total number of injuries 

	• Number of auto, pedestrian, bicyclist, and motorcycle fatal crashes 
	• Number of auto, pedestrian, bicyclist, and motorcycle fatal crashes 

	• Injury crashes per 100 million VMT 
	• Injury crashes per 100 million VMT 

	• Fatality crashes per 100 million VMT 
	• Fatality crashes per 100 million VMT 




	TR
	Improve resiliency 
	Improve resiliency 

	• Annual stormwater and flooding investment 
	• Annual stormwater and flooding investment 
	• Annual stormwater and flooding investment 
	• Annual stormwater and flooding investment 

	• Weeks of disruption 
	• Weeks of disruption 

	• Economic losses of a typical category 3 storm 
	• Economic losses of a typical category 3 storm 




	Real choices  
	Real choices  
	Real choices  

	People and jobs served by the bus system 
	People and jobs served by the bus system 

	• Passengers per revenue hour 
	• Passengers per revenue hour 
	• Passengers per revenue hour 
	• Passengers per revenue hour 

	• On-time performance (at time periods from -1 to 5+ minutes) 
	• On-time performance (at time periods from -1 to 5+ minutes) 

	• Countywide population and jobs within ¼ mile of frequent and somewhat frequent transit service 
	• Countywide population and jobs within ¼ mile of frequent and somewhat frequent transit service 




	TR
	• Transportation disadvantaged living outside of bus service area 
	• Transportation disadvantaged living outside of bus service area 
	• Transportation disadvantaged living outside of bus service area 
	• Transportation disadvantaged living outside of bus service area 




	TR
	People served by the trail network 
	People served by the trail network 

	• The miles of trails 
	• The miles of trails 
	• The miles of trails 
	• The miles of trails 

	• The percentage of residents with access to trail 
	• The percentage of residents with access to trail 




	Major investments  
	Major investments  
	Major investments  

	Jobs served 
	Jobs served 

	• Number of jobs 
	• Number of jobs 
	• Number of jobs 
	• Number of jobs 

	• Percentage of roads having traffic volume that is greater than capacity 
	• Percentage of roads having traffic volume that is greater than capacity 






	3.2.5.7 North Florida TPO 
	LRTP 
	The 2040 LRTP of the North Florida TPO consists of six goals that aim at enhancing economic competitiveness, livability, safety, mobility and accessibility, equity in decision making, and system preservation. Accordingly, a number of objectives and performance measures were proposed. Tables 3-33 to 3-37 list those objectives, performance measures, and benchmarks included in the North Florida MPO LRTP. 
	Table 3-33 Objectives and Performance Measures to Enhance Economic Competitiveness in the North Florida TPO 2040 LRTP (Source: North Florida TPO, 2014) 
	 
	Figure
	Table 3-34 Objectives and Performance Measures to Enhance Livability and Sustainability in the North Florida TPO 2040 LRTP (Source: North Florida TPO, 2014) 
	 
	Figure
	  
	Table 3-35 Objectives and Performance Measures to Enhance Safety in the North Florida TPO 2040 LRTP (Source: North Florida TPO, 2014) 
	 
	Figure
	Table 3-36 Objectives and Performance Measures to Enhance Mobility and Accessibility in the North Florida TPO 2040 LRTP (Source: North Florida TPO, 2014) 
	 
	Figure
	Table 3-37 Objectives and Performance Measures to Preserve the System in the North Florida TPO 2040 LRTP (Source: North Florida TPO, 2014) 
	 
	Figure
	As measures of effectiveness, the Northeast Regional Planning Model, NERPM-AB, together with other tools were used to quantify the performance measures for the Cost Feasible Plan compared to the base no-build scenario. Table 3-38 shows the measures and how these measures satisfy the benchmark requirement set by the LRTP. 
	Strategic Safety Plan 
	A strategic safety plan was developed by the HNTB Corp. for the North Florida TPO (HNTB Corp., 2015a). It set up three safety-related goals, that is,  
	• 5% reduction in fatality and injury crashes 
	• 5% reduction in fatality and injury crashes 
	• 5% reduction in fatality and injury crashes 

	• 5% reduction in crash rate 
	• 5% reduction in crash rate 

	• Advance safety funding for projects located on corridors and intersections with high priority. 
	• Advance safety funding for projects located on corridors and intersections with high priority. 


	These three goals were addressed by a number of strategies, which are quantified by the following performance measures. 
	• Crash rate 
	• Crash rate 
	• Crash rate 

	• Number of first responders who have participated in Time4Safety training or National Traffic Incident Management Training 
	• Number of first responders who have participated in Time4Safety training or National Traffic Incident Management Training 

	• Teen and distracted crash rate 
	• Teen and distracted crash rate 

	• Vulnerable roadway users’ fatal crash rate 
	• Vulnerable roadway users’ fatal crash rate 

	• Red light running crash rate 
	• Red light running crash rate 

	• Impaired driving crash rate 
	• Impaired driving crash rate 

	• Fatal crash rate 
	• Fatal crash rate 

	• Lane departure crash rate 
	• Lane departure crash rate 

	• Intersection crash rate 
	• Intersection crash rate 


	Table 3-38 Summary of Measure of Effectiveness for the North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan (Source: North Florida TPO, 2014) 
	 
	Figure
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	Congestion Management Process (CMP) 
	The congestion management process of the North Florida TPO follows the eight elements of FHWA CMP elements (HNTB Corp., 2015b). As shown in Figure 3-12, the development of multimodal performance measures is the third step of this process after developing regional objectives and CMP network. The performance measures used in the CMP are the same as those listed in Tables 3-33 to 3-37.  
	 
	Figure
	Figure 3-12 FHWA Congestion Management Process Element 
	To address the congestion problem, a list of strategies proposed in the CMP plan, which are as follows. 
	• TSM&O strategies 
	• TSM&O strategies 
	• TSM&O strategies 

	o Surveillance and incident management systems 
	o Surveillance and incident management systems 

	o Access management 
	o Access management 

	o Congestion pricing 
	o Congestion pricing 

	o Integrated corridor management 
	o Integrated corridor management 

	o Arterial management systems 
	o Arterial management systems 

	o Hard shoulder running 
	o Hard shoulder running 

	o Reversible lanes 
	o Reversible lanes 

	o One-way streets 
	o One-way streets 

	o Ramp metering 
	o Ramp metering 

	o Transit signal priority 
	o Transit signal priority 

	o Variable speed limits 
	o Variable speed limits 


	o Dynamic detours 
	o Dynamic detours 
	o Dynamic detours 

	o Queue warning systems 
	o Queue warning systems 

	o Traveler information systems 
	o Traveler information systems 

	• Traveler demand management strategies 
	• Traveler demand management strategies 

	o High-Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) incentives 
	o High-Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) incentives 

	o Park-and-ride lots 
	o Park-and-ride lots 

	o Multimodal transportation centers 
	o Multimodal transportation centers 

	o Commuter assistance service programs 
	o Commuter assistance service programs 

	• Transit improvements 
	• Transit improvements 

	o Local bus service improvements 
	o Local bus service improvements 

	o Express bus service improvements 
	o Express bus service improvements 

	o Bus rapid transit improvements 
	o Bus rapid transit improvements 

	o Light rail transit improvements 
	o Light rail transit improvements 

	o Commuter rail improvements 
	o Commuter rail improvements 

	• Capacity improvements 
	• Capacity improvements 

	• Add new lanes 
	• Add new lanes 

	• Add new managed lanes 
	• Add new managed lanes 

	• Intersection improvements 
	• Intersection improvements 

	• Interchange improvements 
	• Interchange improvements 

	• Add auxiliary lanes 
	• Add auxiliary lanes 


	It should be noted that high priority was given to TSM&O strategies and traveler demand management strategies, and less priority was assigned to capacity improvement projects. 
	Annual Mobility Report 
	An annual mobility report was produced by the North Florida TPO for year 2014 (HNTB, 2014). The mobility performance measures listed in Table 3-36 were reported on a five-year basis from 2008 to 2012 in this document. The data source is the FDOT Mobility Performance Measures database for the year 2012. The data are from the statewide telemetered traffic monitoring system (TTMS). 
	North Florida Regional ITS Master Plan 
	The North Florida MPO developed a regional ITS master plan in 2010. In this plan, the existing ITS deployments and programed ITS projects within the region were summarized. Priority corridors for ITS deployment were identified by stakeholders through a project kickoff meeting. The ITS needs and cost estimates were then developed for the existing and programmed ITS projects along the prioritized corridors. Since this ITS master plan was developed in 2010, performance measures were not considered in this plan
	3.3 Performance Measure Estimation Methods and Tools 
	3.3.1 Safety 
	3.3.1.1 Roadway Safety Data Dashboards 
	The office of Safety’s Roadway Safety Data Dashboards under the FHWA provides a web-based application that can create safety data dashboards at national, state, regional, and MPO levels (FHWA, 2018b). It is based on the data from NHSTA’s FARS database and the data has a range up to year 2015. The state and national VMT are obtained from the FHWA’s Highway Statistics Series, and MPO boundaries are derived from the FHWA’s HEPGIS tool. The tool allows users to select fatality type, collision type, collision lo
	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 3-13 Example of FHWA Roadway Safety Data Dashboard 
	3.3.1.2 Florida ITS Evaluation Tool 
	The Florida ITS Evaluation (FITSEVAL) is a sketch-planning tool that evaluates the benefits of ITS in the FSUTMS/Cube Environment (Hadi et al., 2008). The tool uses a predictive method to estimate crash rates similar to the one used in the ITS Deployment Analysis System (IDAS) Tool. Table 3-39 shows the crash rates of property damage only (PDO), injury and fatality for freeway and arterial segments used in FITSEVAL as a function of Volume to Capacity (V/C) ratio. The total number of crashes is then estimate
	Table 3-39 Crash Rates Table Used in FITSEVAL 
	V/C 
	V/C 
	V/C 
	V/C 
	V/C 

	Fatality 
	Fatality 

	Injury 
	Injury 

	PDO 
	PDO 



	TBody
	TR
	Freeway 
	Freeway 

	Arterial 
	Arterial 

	Freeway 
	Freeway 

	Arterial 
	Arterial 

	Freeway 
	Freeway 

	Arterial 
	Arterial 


	0.09 
	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.0004 
	0.0004 

	0.0072 
	0.0072 

	0.5156 
	0.5156 

	0.5757 
	0.5757 

	0.8551 
	0.8551 

	2.394 
	2.394 


	TR
	0.19 
	0.19 


	TR
	0.29 
	0.29 


	TR
	0.39 
	0.39 


	TR
	0.49 
	0.49 


	TR
	0.59 
	0.59 

	0.5757 
	0.5757 


	TR
	0.69 
	0.69 


	TR
	0.79 
	0.79 

	0.9953 
	0.9953 


	TR
	0.89 
	0.89 


	TR
	0.99 
	0.99 

	0.7392 
	0.7392 

	1.1591 
	1.1591 


	TR
	1.00 
	1.00 

	0.7329 
	0.7329 

	1.2737 
	1.2737 




	3.3.1.3 Florida Specific Safety Performance Function 
	Safety measures for past years can be directly calculated from historical crash data. However, for the future years, as data is not available, safety measures have to be estimated either from a crash rate look up table as describe in the previous section or from a safety performance function (SPF). SPF is defined in the Highway Safety Manual (HSM) as a regression model that can be applied to predict the average number of crashes on a roadway segment or at an intersection. Alluri et al. (2016) developed cali
	𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑=𝑒𝑎×𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑏                                                         (3-10) 
	where Npredicted is the number of predicted crashes per mile per year and AADT represents average annual daily traffic. a and b are regression coefficients. 
	Equation 3-11 presents the SPF functional form for an intersection. 
	𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑=𝑒𝑎×𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟𝑏×𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑐                                (3-11) 
	where AADTmajor and AADTminor represent the average annual daily traffic for the major and minor approaches of an intersection, respectively.  Symbols a, b, and c are regression coefficients. 
	Alluri et al. (2016) also calibrated the default SPFs used in Safety Analyst, an advanced safety analysis tool, by application a calibration factor C for Florida. Tables 3-40 to 3-43 summarize the results of this calibration for arterial streets, freeways, intersections, and ramps, respectively. 
	 
	Table 3-40 Florida-Specific SPFs for Arterial Streets (Alluri et al., 2016) 
	 
	Figure
	Table 3-41 Florida-Specific SPFs for Freeway Segments (Alluri et al., 2016) 
	 
	Figure
	 
	Table 3-42 Florida-Specific SPFs for Intersections (Alluri et al., 2016) 
	 
	Figure
	Table 3-43 Florida-Specific SPFs for Ramps (Alluri et al., 2016) 
	 
	Figure
	3.3.1.4 Safety Performance Functions and Crash Modification Factors Used in the SHRP2 C11 Post-Processor Tool  
	The SHRP2 C11 post-processor tool was developed by Cambridge Systematics, Inc. (2016) to produce travel time reliability measures and safety measures for future years. This tool was produced as part of an effort funded by a grant awarded to FDOT for the reliability data and analysis tools proof of concept pilot study under the fourth round of the SHRP2 implementation assistance program in November 2014. The SPF functions used in this tool was originally developed by the University of Central Florida (UCF). 
	Table 3-44 SPFs Developed by UCF and Used in the C11 Tool for Highway Segments (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2016) 
	Highway Type 
	Highway Type 
	Highway Type 
	Highway Type 
	Highway Type 

	SPF Equation (annual segment crashes) 
	SPF Equation (annual segment crashes) 



	2-lane undivided 
	2-lane undivided 
	2-lane undivided 
	2-lane undivided 

	exp[-4.2842 + 0.5933 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 
	exp[-4.2842 + 0.5933 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 


	Multi-lane undivided 
	Multi-lane undivided 
	Multi-lane undivided 

	exp[-2.8471 + 0.5292 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 
	exp[-2.8471 + 0.5292 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 


	Multi-lane divided 
	Multi-lane divided 
	Multi-lane divided 

	exp[-6.1612 + 0.8374 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 
	exp[-6.1612 + 0.8374 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 


	4-lane freeway 
	4-lane freeway 
	4-lane freeway 

	exp[-11.9299 + 1.3092 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 
	exp[-11.9299 + 1.3092 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 


	6-lane-freeway 
	6-lane-freeway 
	6-lane-freeway 

	exp[-7.9867 + 0.9627 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 
	exp[-7.9867 + 0.9627 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 


	8+lane freeway 
	8+lane freeway 
	8+lane freeway 

	exp[-9.4829 + 1.1258 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 
	exp[-9.4829 + 1.1258 * ln(AADT) + ln(Segment Length)] 




	Table 3-45 SPFs Developed by UCF and Used in the C11 Tool for Intersections (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2016) 
	Intersection Type 
	Intersection Type 
	Intersection Type 
	Intersection Type 
	Intersection Type 

	SPF Equation (annual intersection crashes) 
	SPF Equation (annual intersection crashes) 



	Signalized 
	Signalized 
	Signalized 
	Signalized 

	NO_SIGNALS * exp[-10.3764 + 0.8138 * ln(MEAN_AADT) +  
	NO_SIGNALS * exp[-10.3764 + 0.8138 * ln(MEAN_AADT) +  
	0.2606 * ln(MEAN_AADT/2)] 


	Other types 
	Other types 
	Other types 

	OTHER_INTERSECTION_COUNT * exp[-8.3872 +  0.5690 *  
	OTHER_INTERSECTION_COUNT * exp[-8.3872 +  0.5690 *  
	ln(MEAN_AADT) +  0.2189 * ln(MEAN_AADT/2)] 
	Where: 
	OTHER_INTERSECTION_COUNT = NO_LINKS/2 –  
	NO_SIGNALS 




	Table 3-46 Crash Modifications for Safety Improvements (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2016) 
	Improvement Type 
	Improvement Type 
	Improvement Type 
	Improvement Type 
	Improvement Type 

	CMF 
	CMF 

	Relevant Crash Types for Applying CMFs 
	Relevant Crash Types for Applying CMFs 



	Bike lanes 
	Bike lanes 
	Bike lanes 
	Bike lanes 

	0.99 
	0.99 

	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 
	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 


	Delineation 
	Delineation 
	Delineation 

	0.97 
	0.97 

	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 
	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 


	Lighting 
	Lighting 
	Lighting 

	0.93 
	0.93 

	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 
	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 


	Stop conversion to roundabout 
	Stop conversion to roundabout 
	Stop conversion to roundabout 

	0.65 
	0.65 

	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 
	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 


	Parking prohibition 
	Parking prohibition 
	Parking prohibition 

	0.90 
	0.90 

	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 
	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 


	Pedestrian crosswalks 
	Pedestrian crosswalks 
	Pedestrian crosswalks 

	0.96 
	0.96 

	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 
	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 




	Improvement Type 
	Improvement Type 
	Improvement Type 
	Improvement Type 
	Improvement Type 

	CMF 
	CMF 

	Relevant Crash Types for Applying CMFs 
	Relevant Crash Types for Applying CMFs 



	Pedestrian crosswalks + beacons 
	Pedestrian crosswalks + beacons 
	Pedestrian crosswalks + beacons 
	Pedestrian crosswalks + beacons 

	0.94 
	0.94 

	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 
	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 


	Add raised median  
	Add raised median  
	Add raised median  

	0.70 
	0.70 

	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 
	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 


	Road diet 
	Road diet 
	Road diet 

	0.80 
	0.80 

	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 
	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 


	Add turn lanes 
	Add turn lanes 
	Add turn lanes 

	0.75 
	0.75 

	Signal 
	Signal 


	Complete Streets 
	Complete Streets 
	Complete Streets 

	0.50 
	0.50 

	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 
	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 


	Ramp Metering 
	Ramp Metering 
	Ramp Metering 

	0.80 
	0.80 

	Segment  
	Segment  


	Dynamic Ramp Metering 
	Dynamic Ramp Metering 
	Dynamic Ramp Metering 

	0.80 
	0.80 

	Segment  
	Segment  


	Dynamic message signs 
	Dynamic message signs 
	Dynamic message signs 

	 
	 

	Segment  
	Segment  


	Variable Speed Limits 
	Variable Speed Limits 
	Variable Speed Limits 

	0.85 
	0.85 

	Segment  
	Segment  


	Incident Management (FSP, CCTV, detection) 
	Incident Management (FSP, CCTV, detection) 
	Incident Management (FSP, CCTV, detection) 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	Segment 
	Segment 


	Convert TWLTL to raised median 
	Convert TWLTL to raised median 
	Convert TWLTL to raised median 

	0.53 
	0.53 

	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 
	Segment/Signal/Other Intersection 




	3.3.2 Travel Time 
	3.3.2.1 Traffic Flow Models 
	A number of traffic flow models (TFMs) have been used in the planning studies to estimate travel time based on demand and capacity. Below is a description of the most commonly used TFMs. 
	Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) Curve 
	The BPR curve has been widely used in travel demand models to calculate link travel time. Equation 3-12 shows the expression of the BPR curve. 
	𝒕𝒊=𝒕𝟎[𝟏+𝜶(𝒗𝒄)𝜷]                                                             (3-12) 
	where ti is congested travel time and t0 is free-flow travel time for link i. v refers to traffic volume on link i and c is link capacity.  and  are the BPR coefficient and the BPR exponential coefficient, respectively, whose values vary with the function class of links and are usually calibrated for local conditions. 
	Akcelik Equation 
	The expression for Akcelik equation is shown in Equation 3-13. 
	𝒕𝒊=𝒕𝟎[𝟏𝒗𝟎+(𝒈𝒑𝒃×𝒈𝑻×((𝒗𝒄+𝒈𝑨𝒌𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒌𝑶𝒇𝒇𝒔𝒆𝒕−𝟏)+                                   √(𝒗𝒄+𝒈𝑨𝒌𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒌𝑶𝒇𝒇𝒔𝒆𝒕−𝟏)𝟐+(𝒈𝒑𝒂×𝒈𝑷×(𝒗𝒄+𝒈𝑨𝒌𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒌𝑶𝒇𝒇𝒔𝒆𝒕𝒄×𝒈𝑻))))]/(𝟏𝒗𝟎)  (3-13) 
	where v0 is free-flow speed in mph. gpb and gpa are facility specific parameters. gT is the length of the time period in hours. gAkcelikOffset is an Akcelik offset parameter, which contributes to the shape of the volume delay curve by shifting the base of the curve from a travel time ratio of 1.0. Akcelik equation has been used in the Express Lanes Time of Day (ELToD) model, a tool developed by the Florida Turnpike Enterprise (2012) to evaluate a tolled corridor at a sketch planning level. 
	Modified Greenshields Model 
	Modified Greenshields model has been applied in a number of Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) simulation tools including DynaSmart and DynusT. A single-regime modified Greenshields model is used for arterials, which is express as follows. 
	                                                     𝒔−𝒔𝟎 =(𝒗𝒇−𝒔𝟎 )(𝟏−𝒌𝒌𝒋)𝜶                                 (3-14) 
	where s is the speed. k symbolized the density and kj is the jam density. s0 represents the minimum speed, vf denotes the speed-intercept, and  is a coefficient in this model. For freeways, a dual-regime modified Greenshields model is used in DTA tools. The expression for the dual-regime modified Greenshields model is listed below: 
	𝒔=𝒔𝒇               𝟎≤𝒌≤𝒌𝒃𝒑 𝒔−𝒔𝟎 =(𝒗𝒇−𝒔𝟎 )(𝟏−𝒌𝒌𝒋)𝜶   𝒌>𝒌𝒃𝒑                                             (3-15) 
	where kbp is the density at the breakpoint for two modeling regimes, and sf is the free-flow speed.  The other variables are as defined above.  The speed given by the modified Greenshields model can be converted into travel time by using the segment length divided by the calculated speed. 
	A Piecewise Modified Davison Volume-Delay Function 
	A piecewise modified Daidson volume-delay function has been developed by Moses et al. (2013) in a study of SR 9/I-95 in Pompano Beach, Florida. This function was further used in the SHRP2 C11 post-processor tools (Cambridge Systematics, 2016). Equation 3-16 shows this volume-delay function. 
	𝑺= {    𝑺𝟎𝟏+𝑱𝑫(𝑽𝑪)𝟏−𝑽𝑪                                             𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑽𝑪≤𝝁𝑺𝟎𝟏+𝑱𝑫×𝝁𝟏−𝝁+𝑱𝑫(𝑽𝑪−𝝁)(𝟏−𝝁)𝟐                               𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑽𝑪>𝝁                                  (3-16) 
	where s is speed and s0 is free-flow speed. JD is a delay parameter. µ is saturation threshold parameter. 
	3.3.2.2 Highway Capacity Manual Computational Engine 
	Procedures have been included in the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) to calculate the time-dependent traffic conditions along freeway facilities and arterial streets. The corresponding computational engines are called FREEVAL (for freeways) and STREETVAL (for urban streets), respectively, in addition to the commercially available Highway Capacity software (HCS). In freeway facility analysis, a freeway facility is divided into four types of segments, including basic, merge, diverge, and weaving segments. When 
	In urban streets analysis, urban street facilities are coded as segments with boundary nodes that represent signalized or unsignalized intersections. The automobile mode performance of segments is determined by first analyzing the segment running time and through movement delay based on control type and segment free-flow speed, and then calculating the segment travel speed, stop rate, and level of service. The level of service of a signalized intersection is determined by control delay, which is a function 
	3.3.2.3 Macro-, Meso-, and Microsimulation Models 
	Macro-, meso-, and micro-level simulation models can be applied to obtain travel time along a segment or a route. However, these models vary in terms of the details of network and driving behaviors. Macroscopic models (for example, regional travel demand models) consider vehicles as a whole and utilize traffic flow model to determine the traffic condition on a link or section. Microscopic simulation provides a detailed modeling of road network. Individual vehicle movements are governed by car-following, lan
	macroscopic traffic flow models. The queuing and queue spillback are usually captured by considering the constraints of capacity and link storage.  Compared to microscopic simulation, mescopic simulation requires less effort to calibrate and has a faster running time. Examples of mesoscopic simulations are Dynasmart, DynusT, Direct, Cube Avenue, AIMSUN, VISSIM meso, and Dynameq. 
	3.3.3 Travel Time Reliability 
	3.3.3.1 SHRP 2 L02 Method 
	The SHRP2 L02 project provides a data-based travel time reliability estimation method (Institute for Transportation Research and Education et al., 2012). This method consists of three modules, that is, a data manager, a computational engine, and a report generator. The data manager assembles data from traffic sensors, weather data feeds, and incident reporting systems, and organizes them in a database. The computational engine classifies traffic into different regimes based on demand, incident, and weather.
	3.3.3.2 Highway Capacity Manual Computational Engine 
	FREEVAL-RL, STREETVAL-RL, and HCS reliability procedures apply modeling methods developed to estimate travel time reliability for freeway facilities and urban street facilities, as part of the SHRP 2 Reliability L08 project.   These tools have a scenario generator, which takes the input of demand, weather, incident, and work zone data, and generates a set of scenarios that represent different traffic conditions that are expected to occur within one year along the study facility. The impacts of incident, wea
	3.3.3.3 SHRP2 L07 Method 
	The SHRP2 L07 project developed a sketch planning-level tool for assessing the impacts of highway design treatments on travel time reliability (Potts et al., 2014). The method used in the L07 project was originally developed in the SHRP2 L03 project and updated in the L07 project to account for the effects of snow and ice. Equation 3-17 presents the general functional form developed in the SHRP2 L03. 
	                            𝑻𝑻𝑰𝒏%=𝒆(𝒋𝒏𝑳𝑯𝑳+𝒌𝒏𝒅𝒄𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕+𝒍𝒏𝑹𝟎.𝟎𝟓")                                            (3-17) 
	where TTIn% is nth percentile travel time index. Depending on the coefficients used in Equation 4-8, different percentile of travel time index can be estimated. LHL is the lane hour lost due to incidents and work zone. This value is calculated as the average number of lanes blocked per incident or work zone multiplied by the average duration of incident or work zone and the total number of incidents/work zones within the study time period and study time slice. dccrit represents the critical demand-to-capaci
	Table 3-47 Coefficients Used in SHRP2 L03 Project (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2016) 
	N (percentile) 
	N (percentile) 
	N (percentile) 
	N (percentile) 
	N (percentile) 

	𝒋𝒏 
	𝒋𝒏 

	𝒌𝒏 
	𝒌𝒏 

	𝒍𝒏 
	𝒍𝒏 



	10 
	10 
	10 
	10 

	0.07643 
	0.07643 

	0.00405 
	0.00405 

	0.00000 
	0.00000 


	50 
	50 
	50 

	0.29097 
	0.29097 

	0.01380 
	0.01380 

	0.00000 
	0.00000 


	80 
	80 
	80 

	0.52013 
	0.52013 

	0.01544 
	0.01544 

	0.00000 
	0.00000 


	95 
	95 
	95 

	0.63071 
	0.63071 

	0.01219 
	0.01219 

	0.04744 
	0.04744 


	99 
	99 
	99 

	1.13062 
	1.13062 

	0.01242 
	0.01242 

	0.00000 
	0.00000 


	Mean 
	Mean 
	Mean 

	0.27886 
	0.27886 

	0.01089 
	0.01089 

	0.02935 
	0.02935 




	The parameter R 0.05” in Equation 3-17 is the hours of rainfall with a precipitation greater than 0.05 inch during the time slice and study period. The remaining variables in Equation 3-17 are regression coefficients, whose values are listed in Table 3-47.  
	A study by Jia et al. (2014) found that the TTI produced by the above equations are more sensitive to the number of incidents and incident duration than other factors such as demand and weather. The predicted TTI value using Equation 3-17 also has a large difference from that calculated based on real-world data. Therefore, a similar regression procedure was utilized by Jia et al. (2014) to derive expressions for travel time indices based on data for I-95 in Miami, FL. Equation 3-18 shows the final expressio
	 𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑛%=𝑒𝑏1∗𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡+𝑏2∗𝐿𝐻𝐿+𝑏3∗𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛+𝑏4∗𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ+𝑏5+𝑏6                            (3-18) 
	Table 3-48 Coefficients Developed by Jia et al. (2014) 
	Percentile 
	Percentile 
	Percentile 
	Percentile 
	Percentile 

	R-square 
	R-square 

	𝐛𝟏 
	𝐛𝟏 

	𝐛𝟐 
	𝐛𝟐 

	𝐛𝟑 
	𝐛𝟑 

	𝐛𝟒 
	𝐛𝟒 

	𝐛𝟓 
	𝐛𝟓 

	𝐛𝟔 
	𝐛𝟔 



	10 
	10 
	10 
	10 

	0.581 
	0.581 

	0.500 
	0.500 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	0.013 
	0.013 

	-0.075 
	-0.075 

	-1.555 
	-1.555 

	0.749 
	0.749 


	50 
	50 
	50 

	0.864 
	0.864 

	17.445 
	17.445 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	-2.457 
	-2.457 

	-15.568 
	-15.568 

	1.071 
	1.071 


	80 
	80 
	80 

	0.825 
	0.825 

	14.865 
	14.865 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	-0.658 
	-0.658 

	-13.912 
	-13.912 

	1.072 
	1.072 


	95 
	95 
	95 

	0.827 
	0.827 

	10.477 
	10.477 

	0.029 
	0.029 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	-0.832 
	-0.832 

	-9.139 
	-9.139 

	1.105 
	1.105 


	99 
	99 
	99 

	0.814 
	0.814 

	5.481 
	5.481 

	0.049 
	0.049 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	-0.894 
	-0.894 

	-3.758 
	-3.758 

	1.105 
	1.105 


	Mean 
	Mean 
	Mean 

	0.884 
	0.884 

	14.020 
	14.020 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	-0.619 
	-0.619 

	-13.470 
	-13.470 

	1.058 
	1.058 




	3.3.3.4 SHRP2 C11 Method 
	The SHRP2 C11 post-processor was developed to provide the capability to estimate the impacts of different strategies on travel time reliability and crashes (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2016), as mentioned earlier. In this post-processor, travel time reliability measures are calculated as a function of the mean travel time index, as shown below. 
	For freeways, 
	𝑇𝑇𝐼50=  {10.4910−9.5867 × 𝑒(−0.0142 × 𝑋2.2367)  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋> 1.070.963𝑋 + 0.037                                               𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒}            (3-19) 
	𝑇𝑇𝐼80=  {7.3567−6.9965 × 𝑒(−0.0910 × 𝑋2.0185)  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋> 1.031.0                                                                      𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒}              (3-20) 
	𝑇𝑇𝐼95=  {11.7933−16.2178 × 𝑒(−0.3855 × 𝑋1.0336)  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋> 1.081.3737𝑋−0.3737                                              𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒}          (3-21) 
	where X is mean travel time index. TTI50, TTI80, and TTI95 are the 50th, 80th, and 95th travel time index, respectively. 
	For arterials, 
	𝑇𝑇𝐼50=  {0.9333 ×101.7049+12.887 ×𝑋2.403101.7049+ 𝑋2.403                   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋< 1.07𝑋                                                                     𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒}      (3-22) 
	𝑇𝑇𝐼80=  0.7266×26.26+9.6702 ×𝑋2.569826.26+ 𝑋2.5698                                                          (3-23) 
	𝑇𝑇𝐼95=  21.1669 × 𝑒−2.9506𝑋                                                                   (3-24) 
	Equations 3-19 to 3-24 were obtained by using regression analysis for the freeways and arterials in a number of counties in Florida based on the National Performance Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS) for years 2014 and 2015. 
	The expression for the calculation of the mean travel time index is given in Equation 3-25. 
	𝑋=  1 + (𝐹𝐹𝑆 ∗ (𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝐷𝑢))                         (3-25) 
	where FFS is free-flow speed. RecurringDelayRate is the recurring delay rate in hours per vehicle-mile, which is estimated as follows. 
	RecurringDelayRate  =  (1/Speed) – (1/FFS)                                         (3-26) 
	where Speed is the calculated link or segment speed based on the piecewise modified Davison equation. 
	Du is base nonrecurrent delay rate due to incidents. The following regression equations are applied to calculate Du. 
	𝐷𝑢 = −0.01111 −1471 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−6.8498 ∗𝑣𝑐) 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑠≤2               (4-20) 
	𝐷𝑢 =−0.00851 −1872 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−7.1381 ∗𝑣𝑐)  𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑠=3                (4-21) 
	𝐷𝑢 = −0.00681 −1827 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−7.1090 ∗𝑣𝑐) 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑠≥4               (4-22) 
	The implementation of an incident management strategy may reduce incident rate or duration, which results in a lower incident delay. The new incident delay rate Da is calculated as follows. 
	 𝐷𝑎 =𝐷𝑢 ×(1−𝑅𝑓)×(1−𝑅𝑑)                                              (4-23) 
	where Rf and Rd are the reductions in incident frequency and incident duration in fractions, respectively. 
	3.3.4 Energy Consumption and Emissions 
	3.3.4.1  MOVES 
	The Motor Vehicle Emission Simulator (MOVES) is an emission estimation tool released by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The MOVES model can estimate emissions at three different scales: national, county, and project levels (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2015). The national and county scales are usually used for a large or medium area while the project scale analysis is targeted for small to medium network. The project level is the finest level of vehicle emission estimation in MOVES.  It 
	3.3.4.2 MOVES Lite 
	As MOVES is a computational intensive emission estimation model requiring a large number of data input, Liu and Frey (2013) developed a simplified and light version of MOVES called MOVES Lite. In MOVES Lite, input parameters, such as temperature, humidity, air conditioning 
	load, fuel properties, and so on, are considered to be constant as modeling and simulation scenarios usually represent a short period of time on a typical day. Such an assumption greatly reduces the computation effort required by the full version of MOVES and leads to a simplified estimation of cycle average emission rates for different operating modes. MOVES Lite has been implemented in the dynamic traffic assignment tool, DTALite. Figure 3-14 illustrates the vehicle emission rates used in DTALite. 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 3-14 Snapshot of Vehicle Emission Rates Used in DTALite 
	3.4 Summary 
	This section provides a summary of performance measures that have been reviewed in this document. Tables 3-49 to 3-55 summarize these performance measures based on the categories of mobility, reliability, safety and security, fuel consumption and environment, system preservation, freight, and livability and sustainability, which correspond to the seven focus areas of MAP-21. Note that a large number of performance measures listed in these tables are reported by the State and MPOs, however, no detailed calcu
	 
	 
	Table 3-49 Summary of Mobility Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Source(s) Identified the Measure 
	Source(s) Identified the Measure 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita   
	Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita   
	Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita   
	Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita   

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 



	System 
	System 

	• The excess delay is calculated as the difference between travel time and a travel time threshold defined using a value of 20 mph or 60% of the post speed limit as speed threshold. 
	• The excess delay is calculated as the difference between travel time and a travel time threshold defined using a value of 20 mph or 60% of the post speed limit as speed threshold. 
	• The excess delay is calculated as the difference between travel time and a travel time threshold defined using a value of 20 mph or 60% of the post speed limit as speed threshold. 
	• The excess delay is calculated as the difference between travel time and a travel time threshold defined using a value of 20 mph or 60% of the post speed limit as speed threshold. 

	• The excessive delay for vehicles is then converted to personal excess delay by multiplying by the average vehicle occupancy. 
	• The excessive delay for vehicles is then converted to personal excess delay by multiplying by the average vehicle occupancy. 

	• The accumulated excessive delay over all segments and time periods is divided by total population to generate PHED per capita. 
	• The accumulated excessive delay over all segments and time periods is divided by total population to generate PHED per capita. 

	• The data sources are National Performance Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS) or equivalent data set 
	• The data sources are National Performance Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS) or equivalent data set 



	• Demand model/sketch planning 
	• Demand model/sketch planning 
	• Demand model/sketch planning 
	• Demand model/sketch planning 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Percent of non-SOV travel 
	Percent of non-SOV travel 
	Percent of non-SOV travel 

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Method A: 100% minus percentage of SOV including cars, trucks, or vans 
	• Method A: 100% minus percentage of SOV including cars, trucks, or vans 
	• Method A: 100% minus percentage of SOV including cars, trucks, or vans 
	• Method A: 100% minus percentage of SOV including cars, trucks, or vans 

	• Method B: local survey 
	• Method B: local survey 

	• Method C: annual volume of person travel other than driving alone divided by the total number of persons 
	• Method C: annual volume of person travel other than driving alone divided by the total number of persons 

	• The data source is survey. 
	• The data source is survey. 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Percent of commute by SOV 
	Percent of commute by SOV 
	Percent of commute by SOV 

	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP)  
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP)  
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP)  
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP)  



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Percent of person trips by SOV 
	Percent of person trips by SOV 
	Percent of person trips by SOV 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Number of registered carpools or vanpools 
	Number of registered carpools or vanpools 
	Number of registered carpools or vanpools 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Source(s) Identified the Measure 
	Source(s) Identified the Measure 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	VMT-demand 
	VMT-demand 
	VMT-demand 
	VMT-demand 

	• National (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National (FHWA ATDM Guide) 



	System 
	System 

	• The sum of the products of the vehicle trips in the input origin-destination (OD) table by the length of the shortest path between each OD 
	• The sum of the products of the vehicle trips in the input origin-destination (OD) table by the length of the shortest path between each OD 
	• The sum of the products of the vehicle trips in the input origin-destination (OD) table by the length of the shortest path between each OD 
	• The sum of the products of the vehicle trips in the input origin-destination (OD) table by the length of the shortest path between each OD 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 




	VMT-served 
	VMT-served 
	VMT-served 

	• National (MAP-21 and FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National (MAP-21 and FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National (MAP-21 and FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National (MAP-21 and FHWA ATDM Guide) 

	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, Palm Beach MPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando CMP, North Florida TPO LRTP, and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, Palm Beach MPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando CMP, North Florida TPO LRTP, and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Vehicle miles traveled per capita 
	Vehicle miles traveled per capita 
	Vehicle miles traveled per capita 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest divided by total population 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest divided by total population 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest divided by total population 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest divided by total population 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 




	Average VMT per dwelling 
	Average VMT per dwelling 
	Average VMT per dwelling 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest divided by total number of houses 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest divided by total number of houses 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest divided by total number of houses 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest divided by total number of houses 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Person-miles traveled 
	Person-miles traveled 
	Person-miles traveled 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book)  
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book)  
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book)  
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book)  

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP, and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP, and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Person miles traveled is determined by using vehicle traffic volume, segment length, and average vehicle occupancy for highway motor vehicles 
	• Person miles traveled is determined by using vehicle traffic volume, segment length, and average vehicle occupancy for highway motor vehicles 
	• Person miles traveled is determined by using vehicle traffic volume, segment length, and average vehicle occupancy for highway motor vehicles 
	• Person miles traveled is determined by using vehicle traffic volume, segment length, and average vehicle occupancy for highway motor vehicles 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Source(s) Identified the Measure 
	Source(s) Identified the Measure 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Vehicles per lane mile 
	Vehicles per lane mile 
	Vehicles per lane mile 
	Vehicles per lane mile 

	• State/MPO 
	• State/MPO 
	• State/MPO 
	• State/MPO 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The total number of vehicles divided by length 
	• The total number of vehicles divided by length 
	• The total number of vehicles divided by length 
	• The total number of vehicles divided by length 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Vehicle-hours traveled 
	Vehicle-hours traveled 
	Vehicle-hours traveled 

	• National (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National (FHWA ATDM Guide) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and the average link travel times. The delay to vehicle that cannot enter the network due to traffic control such as ramp metering is added to the above VHT and included in the VHT total 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and the average link travel times. The delay to vehicle that cannot enter the network due to traffic control such as ramp metering is added to the above VHT and included in the VHT total 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and the average link travel times. The delay to vehicle that cannot enter the network due to traffic control such as ramp metering is added to the above VHT and included in the VHT total 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and the average link travel times. The delay to vehicle that cannot enter the network due to traffic control such as ramp metering is added to the above VHT and included in the VHT total 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Vehicle-hours delay 
	Vehicle-hours delay 
	Vehicle-hours delay 

	• National  (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National  (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National  (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National  (FHWA ATDM Guide) 

	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP,  and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan*) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP,  and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan*) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The difference between the VHT total and the VHT if all links are traversed at free-flow speed (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• The difference between the VHT total and the VHT if all links are traversed at free-flow speed (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• The difference between the VHT total and the VHT if all links are traversed at free-flow speed (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• The difference between the VHT total and the VHT if all links are traversed at free-flow speed (FHWA ATDM Guide) 

	• Delay is the product of directional hourly volume and the difference between travel time at “threshold” speeds and travel time at the average speed. The thresholds are based on LOS B as defined by FDOT (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• Delay is the product of directional hourly volume and the difference between travel time at “threshold” speeds and travel time at the average speed. The thresholds are based on LOS B as defined by FDOT (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Person hours of delay 
	Person hours of delay 
	Person hours of delay 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Person hours of delay is calculated as the product of directional hourly volume, average vehicle occupancy and the difference between travel time at “threshold” speeds and travel time at the average speed. The thresholds are based on LOS B as defined by FDOT 
	• Person hours of delay is calculated as the product of directional hourly volume, average vehicle occupancy and the difference between travel time at “threshold” speeds and travel time at the average speed. The thresholds are based on LOS B as defined by FDOT 
	• Person hours of delay is calculated as the product of directional hourly volume, average vehicle occupancy and the difference between travel time at “threshold” speeds and travel time at the average speed. The thresholds are based on LOS B as defined by FDOT 
	• Person hours of delay is calculated as the product of directional hourly volume, average vehicle occupancy and the difference between travel time at “threshold” speeds and travel time at the average speed. The thresholds are based on LOS B as defined by FDOT 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Total daily hours of delay (vehicle hours) 
	Total daily hours of delay (vehicle hours) 
	Total daily hours of delay (vehicle hours) 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Source(s) Identified the Measure 
	Source(s) Identified the Measure 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Delay per capita 
	Delay per capita 
	Delay per capita 
	Delay per capita 

	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP and MetroPlan Orlando LRTP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP and MetroPlan Orlando LRTP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP and MetroPlan Orlando LRTP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP and MetroPlan Orlando LRTP and ITS Master Plan) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Average  vehicle delay 
	Average  vehicle delay 
	Average  vehicle delay 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report,  and North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report,  and North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report,  and North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report,  and North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Delay reduction per mile of improvement 
	Delay reduction per mile of improvement 
	Delay reduction per mile of improvement 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The summation of delay divided by the total number of miles of improvement 
	• The summation of delay divided by the total number of miles of improvement 
	• The summation of delay divided by the total number of miles of improvement 
	• The summation of delay divided by the total number of miles of improvement 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Average speed 
	Average speed 
	Average speed 

	• National  (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National  (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National  (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National  (FHWA ATDM Guide) 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan, Hillsborough MPO System Report, North Florida TPO LRTP, and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan, Hillsborough MPO System Report, North Florida TPO LRTP, and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The sum of the VMT-served for all the scenarios divided by the sum of VHT for all the scenarios including vehicle entry delay (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• The sum of the VMT-served for all the scenarios divided by the sum of VHT for all the scenarios including vehicle entry delay (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• The sum of the VMT-served for all the scenarios divided by the sum of VHT for all the scenarios including vehicle entry delay (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• The sum of the VMT-served for all the scenarios divided by the sum of VHT for all the scenarios including vehicle entry delay (FHWA ATDM Guide) 

	• Travel speeds are attained form a private vendor. Speeds are provided in 15-minute increments and gathered from fleet vehicles, Bluetooth signals, and navigational devices (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• Travel speeds are attained form a private vendor. Speeds are provided in 15-minute increments and gathered from fleet vehicles, Bluetooth signals, and navigational devices (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Peak-hour travel speed 
	Peak-hour travel speed 
	Peak-hour travel speed 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• Average speed during peak hour 
	• Average speed during peak hour 
	• Average speed during peak hour 
	• Average speed during peak hour 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Source(s) Identified the Measure 
	Source(s) Identified the Measure 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Average speed during congested times for freeways 
	Average speed during congested times for freeways 
	Average speed during congested times for freeways 
	Average speed during congested times for freeways 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• Average speed when speed is less than a given threshold for freeways 
	• Average speed when speed is less than a given threshold for freeways 
	• Average speed when speed is less than a given threshold for freeways 
	• Average speed when speed is less than a given threshold for freeways 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Average speed during congested times for arterials 
	Average speed during congested times for arterials 
	Average speed during congested times for arterials 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• Average speed when speed is less than a given threshold for arterials 
	• Average speed when speed is less than a given threshold for arterials 
	• Average speed when speed is less than a given threshold for arterials 
	• Average speed when speed is less than a given threshold for arterials 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Average speed during congested times for roadways other than freeway and arterials 
	Average speed during congested times for roadways other than freeway and arterials 
	Average speed during congested times for roadways other than freeway and arterials 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• Average speed when speed is less than a given threshold for roadways other than freeway and arterials 
	• Average speed when speed is less than a given threshold for roadways other than freeway and arterials 
	• Average speed when speed is less than a given threshold for roadways other than freeway and arterials 
	• Average speed when speed is less than a given threshold for roadways other than freeway and arterials 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Average speed during congested times 
	Average speed during congested times 
	Average speed during congested times 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• Average speed when speed is less than a given threshold  
	• Average speed when speed is less than a given threshold  
	• Average speed when speed is less than a given threshold  
	• Average speed when speed is less than a given threshold  



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Average travel time 
	Average travel time 
	Average travel time 

	• State (FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, Broward MPO LRTP, and MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, Broward MPO LRTP, and MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• Average travel time  
	• Average travel time  
	• Average travel time  
	• Average travel time  



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Average Home Base Work travel time 
	Average Home Base Work travel time 
	Average Home Base Work travel time 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	• Average travel time for home-based work trip  
	• Average travel time for home-based work trip  
	• Average travel time for home-based work trip  
	• Average travel time for home-based work trip  



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Source(s) Identified the Measure 
	Source(s) Identified the Measure 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Vehicle-hours delay/vehicle-trip 
	Vehicle-hours delay/vehicle-trip 
	Vehicle-hours delay/vehicle-trip 
	Vehicle-hours delay/vehicle-trip 

	• National (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National (FHWA ATDM Guide) 



	System 
	System 

	• The summation of vehicle-hours delay over all scenarios divided by the sum of the number of vehicles trips in the OD tables for all the scenarios 
	• The summation of vehicle-hours delay over all scenarios divided by the sum of the number of vehicles trips in the OD tables for all the scenarios 
	• The summation of vehicle-hours delay over all scenarios divided by the sum of the number of vehicles trips in the OD tables for all the scenarios 
	• The summation of vehicle-hours delay over all scenarios divided by the sum of the number of vehicles trips in the OD tables for all the scenarios 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Total hours of delay on highway facilities with transit service 
	Total hours of delay on highway facilities with transit service 
	Total hours of delay on highway facilities with transit service 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	• The product of volumes and the difference between travel and free-flow travel time for highway facilities with transit service 
	• The product of volumes and the difference between travel and free-flow travel time for highway facilities with transit service 
	• The product of volumes and the difference between travel and free-flow travel time for highway facilities with transit service 
	• The product of volumes and the difference between travel and free-flow travel time for highway facilities with transit service 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Hours heavily congested 
	Hours heavily congested 
	Hours heavily congested 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• The vehicle hours heavily congested is the total number of hours during which a segment operates at LOS E and F, weighted by lane-miles 
	• The vehicle hours heavily congested is the total number of hours during which a segment operates at LOS E and F, weighted by lane-miles 
	• The vehicle hours heavily congested is the total number of hours during which a segment operates at LOS E and F, weighted by lane-miles 
	• The vehicle hours heavily congested is the total number of hours during which a segment operates at LOS E and F, weighted by lane-miles 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 




	Total hours of delay on highway facilities 
	Total hours of delay on highway facilities 
	Total hours of delay on highway facilities 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	Sensor data or third part data 
	Sensor data or third part data 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 




	Delay on rural facilities 
	Delay on rural facilities 
	Delay on rural facilities 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	System 
	System 

	Sensor data or third party vendor 
	Sensor data or third party vendor 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 




	Number of 511 calls 
	Number of 511 calls 
	Number of 511 calls 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• 511 data 
	• 511 data 
	• 511 data 
	• 511 data 



	NA 
	NA 


	Number of www511 visits 
	Number of www511 visits 
	Number of www511 visits 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• 511 data 
	• 511 data 
	• 511 data 
	• 511 data 



	NA 
	NA 


	Person trips 
	Person trips 
	Person trips 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 




	Average trip time 
	Average trip time 
	Average trip time 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	System 
	System 

	May be estimated based on sensor data 
	May be estimated based on sensor data 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Source(s) Identified the Measure 
	Source(s) Identified the Measure 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Level of service 
	Level of service 
	Level of service 
	Level of service 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan and Level of Service Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan and Level of Service Report) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• Calculation based on highway capacity manual LOS definitions 
	• Calculation based on highway capacity manual LOS definitions 
	• Calculation based on highway capacity manual LOS definitions 
	• Calculation based on highway capacity manual LOS definitions 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Level of service on rural facilities 
	Level of service on rural facilities 
	Level of service on rural facilities 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• Calculation based on highway capacity manual LOS definitions 
	• Calculation based on highway capacity manual LOS definitions 
	• Calculation based on highway capacity manual LOS definitions 
	• Calculation based on highway capacity manual LOS definitions 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	% travel meeting LOS criteria  
	% travel meeting LOS criteria  
	% travel meeting LOS criteria  

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Summing the VMT on roadways operating acceptably and then diving by the total system VMT.  
	• Summing the VMT on roadways operating acceptably and then diving by the total system VMT.  
	• Summing the VMT on roadways operating acceptably and then diving by the total system VMT.  
	• Summing the VMT on roadways operating acceptably and then diving by the total system VMT.  

	• The term “acceptabley” is defined as LOS D (two-hour peak) for the urbanized areas of the 7 largest MPOs, LOS D (one-hour peak) for other urbanized areas, and LOS C (one-hour peak) everywhere else. 
	• The term “acceptabley” is defined as LOS D (two-hour peak) for the urbanized areas of the 7 largest MPOs, LOS D (one-hour peak) for other urbanized areas, and LOS C (one-hour peak) everywhere else. 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	% system heavily congested 
	% system heavily congested 
	% system heavily congested 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and Cost Feasible Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and Cost Feasible Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and Cost Feasible Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and Cost Feasible Plan) 



	System 
	System 

	Sensor data or third party vendor 
	Sensor data or third party vendor 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 




	Percent miles severely congested 
	Percent miles severely congested 
	Percent miles severely congested 

	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan) 



	System 
	System 

	• The percentage of miles heavily congested is determined by summing the miles of roadway operating at LOS E and F in the peak hour/peak period and then dividing by the total highway miles 
	• The percentage of miles heavily congested is determined by summing the miles of roadway operating at LOS E and F in the peak hour/peak period and then dividing by the total highway miles 
	• The percentage of miles heavily congested is determined by summing the miles of roadway operating at LOS E and F in the peak hour/peak period and then dividing by the total highway miles 
	• The percentage of miles heavily congested is determined by summing the miles of roadway operating at LOS E and F in the peak hour/peak period and then dividing by the total highway miles 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Source(s) Identified the Measure 
	Source(s) Identified the Measure 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	% travel heavily congested 
	% travel heavily congested 
	% travel heavily congested 
	% travel heavily congested 

	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	System 
	System 

	• The percentage of travel heavily congested is determined by summing the VMT on roadways operating at LOS E and F and then dividing it by the total system VMT 
	• The percentage of travel heavily congested is determined by summing the VMT on roadways operating at LOS E and F and then dividing it by the total system VMT 
	• The percentage of travel heavily congested is determined by summing the VMT on roadways operating at LOS E and F and then dividing it by the total system VMT 
	• The percentage of travel heavily congested is determined by summing the VMT on roadways operating at LOS E and F and then dividing it by the total system VMT 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Vehicles per lane mile 
	Vehicles per lane mile 
	Vehicles per lane mile 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The vehicles on a road segment divided by the number of lane miles on that segment 
	• The vehicles on a road segment divided by the number of lane miles on that segment 
	• The vehicles on a road segment divided by the number of lane miles on that segment 
	• The vehicles on a road segment divided by the number of lane miles on that segment 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Duration of congestion 
	Duration of congestion 
	Duration of congestion 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Sensor data or third party vendor 
	Sensor data or third party vendor 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Number of thoroughfare intersections with critical sum>1400 
	Number of thoroughfare intersections with critical sum>1400 
	Number of thoroughfare intersections with critical sum>1400 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Sensor data or third party vendor 
	Sensor data or third party vendor 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Average incident duration per lane blocking incident 
	Average incident duration per lane blocking incident 
	Average incident duration per lane blocking incident 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Average of incident duration for lane blocking incident 
	• Average of incident duration for lane blocking incident 
	• Average of incident duration for lane blocking incident 
	• Average of incident duration for lane blocking incident 



	NA 
	NA 


	Number of incidents by type 
	Number of incidents by type 
	Number of incidents by type 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Incident data 
	• Incident data 
	• Incident data 
	• Incident data 



	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Source(s) Identified the Measure 
	Source(s) Identified the Measure 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Peak period v/c ratio 
	Peak period v/c ratio 
	Peak period v/c ratio 
	Peak period v/c ratio 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• The ratio of volume to capacity for peak period 
	• The ratio of volume to capacity for peak period 
	• The ratio of volume to capacity for peak period 
	• The ratio of volume to capacity for peak period 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Vehicle hours traveled per capita 
	Vehicle hours traveled per capita 
	Vehicle hours traveled per capita 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link travel time for the time period of interest divided by total population 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link travel time for the time period of interest divided by total population 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link travel time for the time period of interest divided by total population 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link travel time for the time period of interest divided by total population 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 




	Percent of vehicle travel in generally acceptable operating conditions during peak hour 
	Percent of vehicle travel in generally acceptable operating conditions during peak hour 
	Percent of vehicle travel in generally acceptable operating conditions during peak hour 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan) 



	System 
	System 

	Sensor data 
	Sensor data 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Person throughput 
	Person throughput 
	Person throughput 

	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan and FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan and FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan and FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan and FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Increase in vehicle occupancy rate 
	Increase in vehicle occupancy rate 
	Increase in vehicle occupancy rate 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Transit travel time 
	Transit travel time 
	Transit travel time 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and Palm Beach MPO) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and Palm Beach MPO) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and Palm Beach MPO) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and Palm Beach MPO) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Transit travel time data 
	• Transit travel time data 
	• Transit travel time data 
	• Transit travel time data 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Transit travel time for key travel markets 
	Transit travel time for key travel markets 
	Transit travel time for key travel markets 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Transit travel time data 
	• Transit travel time data 
	• Transit travel time data 
	• Transit travel time data 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 






	Notes: 
	*NA: not available  **MOE: measure of effectiveness 
	Table 3-50 Summary of Reliability Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	% of reliable person-miles traveled on the interstate 
	% of reliable person-miles traveled on the interstate 
	% of reliable person-miles traveled on the interstate 
	% of reliable person-miles traveled on the interstate 

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The level of travel time reliability (LOTTR) is calculated as the 80th percentile travel time divided by the normal travel time (i.e. 50th percentile travel time) 
	• The level of travel time reliability (LOTTR) is calculated as the 80th percentile travel time divided by the normal travel time (i.e. 50th percentile travel time) 
	• The level of travel time reliability (LOTTR) is calculated as the 80th percentile travel time divided by the normal travel time (i.e. 50th percentile travel time) 
	• The level of travel time reliability (LOTTR) is calculated as the 80th percentile travel time divided by the normal travel time (i.e. 50th percentile travel time) 

	• The travel time reliability measure is calculated as the ratio of segments with LOTTR is less than 1.5 for all four time periods to the all segments in terms of multiplications of segment length, segment volume, and average occupancy 
	• The travel time reliability measure is calculated as the ratio of segments with LOTTR is less than 1.5 for all four time periods to the all segments in terms of multiplications of segment length, segment volume, and average occupancy 

	• The data sources are NPMRDS or equivalent data set 
	• The data sources are NPMRDS or equivalent data set 



	• SHRP 2 L03, L07, C11 products 
	• SHRP 2 L03, L07, C11 products 
	• SHRP 2 L03, L07, C11 products 
	• SHRP 2 L03, L07, C11 products 

	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure (SHRP 2 L08-based) 
	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure (SHRP 2 L08-based) 

	• Simulation-based SHRP 2 L04 
	• Simulation-based SHRP 2 L04 




	% of reliable person-miles traveled on the non-interstate NHS 
	% of reliable person-miles traveled on the non-interstate NHS 
	% of reliable person-miles traveled on the non-interstate NHS 

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The level of travel time reliability (LOTTR) is calculated as the 80th percentile travel time divided by the normal travel time (i.e. 50th percentile travel time) 
	• The level of travel time reliability (LOTTR) is calculated as the 80th percentile travel time divided by the normal travel time (i.e. 50th percentile travel time) 
	• The level of travel time reliability (LOTTR) is calculated as the 80th percentile travel time divided by the normal travel time (i.e. 50th percentile travel time) 
	• The level of travel time reliability (LOTTR) is calculated as the 80th percentile travel time divided by the normal travel time (i.e. 50th percentile travel time) 

	• The travel time reliability measure is calculated as the ratio of segments with LOTTR is less than 1.5 for all four time periods to the all segments in terms of multiplications of segment length, segment volume, and average occupancy 
	• The travel time reliability measure is calculated as the ratio of segments with LOTTR is less than 1.5 for all four time periods to the all segments in terms of multiplications of segment length, segment volume, and average occupancy 

	• The data sources are NPMRDS or equivalent data set 
	• The data sources are NPMRDS or equivalent data set 



	• SHRP 2 L03, L07, C11 products 
	• SHRP 2 L03, L07, C11 products 
	• SHRP 2 L03, L07, C11 products 
	• SHRP 2 L03, L07, C11 products 

	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure (SHRP 2 L08-based) 
	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure (SHRP 2 L08-based) 

	• Simulation-based SHRP 2 L04 
	• Simulation-based SHRP 2 L04 




	80th percentile travel time index 
	80th percentile travel time index 
	80th percentile travel time index 

	• National  (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National  (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National  (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National  (FHWA ATDM Guide) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• 80th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	• 80th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	• 80th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	• 80th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 



	• As in the above  
	• As in the above  
	• As in the above  
	• As in the above  






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Planning time index (PTI) (95% Travel Time Index) 
	Planning time index (PTI) (95% Travel Time Index) 
	Planning time index (PTI) (95% Travel Time Index) 
	Planning time index (PTI) (95% Travel Time Index) 

	• National  (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National  (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National  (FHWA ATDM Guide) 
	• National  (FHWA ATDM Guide) 

	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• 95th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	• 95th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	• 95th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	• 95th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 



	• As in the above  
	• As in the above  
	• As in the above  
	• As in the above  




	Mean travel time index 
	Mean travel time index 
	Mean travel time index 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• Mean travel time/free flow travel time 
	• Mean travel time/free flow travel time 
	• Mean travel time/free flow travel time 
	• Mean travel time/free flow travel time 



	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure  
	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure  
	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure  
	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure  

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Buffer index 
	Buffer index 
	Buffer index 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• The difference between the 95th percentile travel time and the average travel time, normalized by the average travel time 
	• The difference between the 95th percentile travel time and the average travel time, normalized by the average travel time 
	• The difference between the 95th percentile travel time and the average travel time, normalized by the average travel time 
	• The difference between the 95th percentile travel time and the average travel time, normalized by the average travel time 



	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure  
	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure  
	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure  
	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure  




	On-time arrival 
	On-time arrival 
	On-time arrival 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• For the urbanized areas of the 7 largest MPOs, on-time arrival is defined as the percentage of freeway trips traveling at least 45 mph.  
	• For the urbanized areas of the 7 largest MPOs, on-time arrival is defined as the percentage of freeway trips traveling at least 45 mph.  
	• For the urbanized areas of the 7 largest MPOs, on-time arrival is defined as the percentage of freeway trips traveling at least 45 mph.  
	• For the urbanized areas of the 7 largest MPOs, on-time arrival is defined as the percentage of freeway trips traveling at least 45 mph.  

	• For all others, on-time arrival is defined as the percentage of freeway trips traveling at greater than or equal to 5 mph below the posted speed limit. 
	• For all others, on-time arrival is defined as the percentage of freeway trips traveling at greater than or equal to 5 mph below the posted speed limit. 



	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure  
	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure  
	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure  
	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure  






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Travel time reliability 
	Travel time reliability 
	Travel time reliability 
	Travel time reliability 

	• State (FTP and FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan,  Hillsborough MPO LRTP, TIP, and System Report, and North Florida TPO LRTP and Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan,  Hillsborough MPO LRTP, TIP, and System Report, and North Florida TPO LRTP and Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	NA 
	NA 

	• SHRP 2 L03, L07, C11 products 
	• SHRP 2 L03, L07, C11 products 
	• SHRP 2 L03, L07, C11 products 
	• SHRP 2 L03, L07, C11 products 

	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure (SHRP 2 L08-based) 
	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure (SHRP 2 L08-based) 

	• Simulation-based SHRP 2 L04 
	• Simulation-based SHRP 2 L04 




	Percentage of interstate and freeways providing for peak hour reliable travel times 
	Percentage of interstate and freeways providing for peak hour reliable travel times 
	Percentage of interstate and freeways providing for peak hour reliable travel times 

	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot) 
	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot) 
	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot) 
	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• SHRP 2 L03, L07, C11 products 
	• SHRP 2 L03, L07, C11 products 
	• SHRP 2 L03, L07, C11 products 
	• SHRP 2 L03, L07, C11 products 

	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure (SHRP 2 L08-based) 
	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure (SHRP 2 L08-based) 

	• Simulation-based SHRP 2 L04 
	• Simulation-based SHRP 2 L04 






	Notes: 
	*NA: not available  **MOE: measure of effectiveness. 
	  
	Table 3-51 Summary of Safety and Security Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Number of fatalities 
	Number of fatalities 
	Number of fatalities 
	Number of fatalities 

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 

	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot, Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan, Hillsborough MPO LRTP, TIP, and System Report, and North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan and Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot, Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan, Hillsborough MPO LRTP, TIP, and System Report, and North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan and Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• 5-year rolling average (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data and FARS Annual Report File (ARF)) 
	• 5-year rolling average (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data and FARS Annual Report File (ARF)) 
	• 5-year rolling average (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data and FARS Annual Report File (ARF)) 
	• 5-year rolling average (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data and FARS Annual Report File (ARF)) 



	• Safety performance function 
	• Safety performance function 
	• Safety performance function 
	• Safety performance function 

	• Lookup table used in FITSEVAL 
	• Lookup table used in FITSEVAL 




	Number of serious injuries 
	Number of serious injuries 
	Number of serious injuries 

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 

	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot, Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan, Hillsborough MPO LRTP, TIP, and System Report, and North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot, Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan, Hillsborough MPO LRTP, TIP, and System Report, and North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• 5-year rolling average (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data and FARS Annual Report File (ARF)) 
	• 5-year rolling average (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data and FARS Annual Report File (ARF)) 
	• 5-year rolling average (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data and FARS Annual Report File (ARF)) 
	• 5-year rolling average (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data and FARS Annual Report File (ARF)) 



	• Safety performance function 
	• Safety performance function 
	• Safety performance function 
	• Safety performance function 

	• Lookup table used in FITSEVAL 
	• Lookup table used in FITSEVAL 




	Rate of fatalities per 100 million VMT 
	Rate of fatalities per 100 million VMT 
	Rate of fatalities per 100 million VMT 

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 

	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot, Broward MPO PMP, and Hillsborough MPO LRTP, TIP, and System Report) 
	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot, Broward MPO PMP, and Hillsborough MPO LRTP, TIP, and System Report) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Average of 5-year fatality rate (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data, FARS Annual Report File (ARF), Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS), and MPO VMT) 
	• Average of 5-year fatality rate (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data, FARS Annual Report File (ARF), Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS), and MPO VMT) 
	• Average of 5-year fatality rate (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data, FARS Annual Report File (ARF), Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS), and MPO VMT) 
	• Average of 5-year fatality rate (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data, FARS Annual Report File (ARF), Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS), and MPO VMT) 



	• Safety performance function 
	• Safety performance function 
	• Safety performance function 
	• Safety performance function 

	• Lookup table used in FITSEVAL 
	• Lookup table used in FITSEVAL 






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Rate of serious injuries per 100 million VMT 
	Rate of serious injuries per 100 million VMT 
	Rate of serious injuries per 100 million VMT 
	Rate of serious injuries per 100 million VMT 

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 

	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot, Broward MPO PMP, and Hillsborough MPO LRTP and TIP) 
	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot, Broward MPO PMP, and Hillsborough MPO LRTP and TIP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Average of 5-year serious injury rate (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data, FARS Annual Report File (ARF), Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS), and MPO VMT) 
	• Average of 5-year serious injury rate (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data, FARS Annual Report File (ARF), Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS), and MPO VMT) 
	• Average of 5-year serious injury rate (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data, FARS Annual Report File (ARF), Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS), and MPO VMT) 
	• Average of 5-year serious injury rate (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data, FARS Annual Report File (ARF), Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS), and MPO VMT) 



	• Safety performance function 
	• Safety performance function 
	• Safety performance function 
	• Safety performance function 

	• Lookup table used in FITSEVAL 
	• Lookup table used in FITSEVAL 




	Number of combined nonmotorized fatalities and nonmotorized serious injuries 
	Number of combined nonmotorized fatalities and nonmotorized serious injuries 
	Number of combined nonmotorized fatalities and nonmotorized serious injuries 

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 

	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot and Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot and Hillsborough MPO TIP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• 5-year rolling average (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data and FARS Annual Report File (ARF)) 
	• 5-year rolling average (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data and FARS Annual Report File (ARF)) 
	• 5-year rolling average (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data and FARS Annual Report File (ARF)) 
	• 5-year rolling average (The data sources are Final Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data and FARS Annual Report File (ARF)) 



	NA 
	NA 


	Number of fatalities involving lane departures 
	Number of fatalities involving lane departures 
	Number of fatalities involving lane departures 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash databases 
	Crash databases 

	Based on review of historical proportions 
	Based on review of historical proportions 


	Number of fatalities involving intersections 
	Number of fatalities involving intersections 
	Number of fatalities involving intersections 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash databases 
	Crash databases 

	Safety performance functions 
	Safety performance functions 


	Number of fatalities involving work zones 
	Number of fatalities involving work zones 
	Number of fatalities involving work zones 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 



	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 
	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 


	Number of fatalities involving impaired driving 
	Number of fatalities involving impaired driving 
	Number of fatalities involving impaired driving 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash databases 
	Crash databases 

	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 
	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 


	Number of fatalities involving speeding and aggressive driving 
	Number of fatalities involving speeding and aggressive driving 
	Number of fatalities involving speeding and aggressive driving 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 



	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 
	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Number of fatalities involving distracted driving 
	Number of fatalities involving distracted driving 
	Number of fatalities involving distracted driving 
	Number of fatalities involving distracted driving 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 

	• MPO 
	• MPO 



	Both 
	Both 

	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 



	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 
	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 


	Number of fatalities involving aging road users 
	Number of fatalities involving aging road users 
	Number of fatalities involving aging road users 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 
	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 


	Number of fatalities involving teen drivers 
	Number of fatalities involving teen drivers 
	Number of fatalities involving teen drivers 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 

	• MPO 
	• MPO 



	Both 
	Both 

	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 



	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 
	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 


	Number of fatalities involving pedestrians 
	Number of fatalities involving pedestrians 
	Number of fatalities involving pedestrians 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan, Broward MPO PMP and Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan, Broward MPO PMP and Hillsborough MPO System Report) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 



	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 
	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 


	Number of fatalities involving bicyclists 
	Number of fatalities involving bicyclists 
	Number of fatalities involving bicyclists 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan, Broward MPO PMP and Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan, Broward MPO PMP and Hillsborough MPO System Report) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 



	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 
	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 


	Number of fatalities involving motorcyclists 
	Number of fatalities involving motorcyclists 
	Number of fatalities involving motorcyclists 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 



	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 
	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 


	Number of fatalities involving commercial motor vehicles 
	Number of fatalities involving commercial motor vehicles 
	Number of fatalities involving commercial motor vehicles 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Number of fatalities involving rail 
	Number of fatalities involving rail 
	Number of fatalities involving rail 
	Number of fatalities involving rail 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash databases 
	Crash databases 

	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 
	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 


	Number of fatalities involving public transit 
	Number of fatalities involving public transit 
	Number of fatalities involving public transit 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash databases 
	Crash databases 

	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 
	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 


	Number of fatalities involving aviation 
	Number of fatalities involving aviation 
	Number of fatalities involving aviation 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash databases 
	Crash databases 

	NA 
	NA 


	Safety belt usage 
	Safety belt usage 
	Safety belt usage 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Based on state survey 
	• Based on state survey 
	• Based on state survey 
	• Based on state survey 



	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 
	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 


	Transit injuries 
	Transit injuries 
	Transit injuries 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 
	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 


	Transit accident per 100k miles of service 
	Transit accident per 100k miles of service 
	Transit accident per 100k miles of service 

	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The total number of transit-related accidents divided by 100,000 miles of service 
	• The total number of transit-related accidents divided by 100,000 miles of service 
	• The total number of transit-related accidents divided by 100,000 miles of service 
	• The total number of transit-related accidents divided by 100,000 miles of service 



	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 
	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 


	Transit revenue miles between safety incidents 
	Transit revenue miles between safety incidents 
	Transit revenue miles between safety incidents 

	• State (FTP)  
	• State (FTP)  
	• State (FTP)  
	• State (FTP)  



	Both 
	Both 

	• Number of total annual revenue miles divided by the number of revenue vehicle system failures. It is an indicator of the average frequency of delays because of a problem with the equipment 
	• Number of total annual revenue miles divided by the number of revenue vehicle system failures. It is an indicator of the average frequency of delays because of a problem with the equipment 
	• Number of total annual revenue miles divided by the number of revenue vehicle system failures. It is an indicator of the average frequency of delays because of a problem with the equipment 
	• Number of total annual revenue miles divided by the number of revenue vehicle system failures. It is an indicator of the average frequency of delays because of a problem with the equipment 



	• Demand model combined with the information of transit incidents. 
	• Demand model combined with the information of transit incidents. 
	• Demand model combined with the information of transit incidents. 
	• Demand model combined with the information of transit incidents. 




	Number of crashes 
	Number of crashes 
	Number of crashes 

	• State (FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 

	• MPO  (Hillsborough MPO System Report  and North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO  (Hillsborough MPO System Report  and North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash databases 
	Crash databases 

	• Safety performance function 
	• Safety performance function 
	• Safety performance function 
	• Safety performance function 


	Lookup table used in FITSEVAL 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Total crashes per centerline 
	Total crashes per centerline 
	Total crashes per centerline 
	Total crashes per centerline 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash databases 
	Crash databases 

	As above 
	As above 


	Number of crashes per centerline 
	Number of crashes per centerline 
	Number of crashes per centerline 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash databases 
	Crash databases 

	As above 
	As above 


	Number of crashes involving heavy vehicles 
	Number of crashes involving heavy vehicles 
	Number of crashes involving heavy vehicles 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash databases 
	Crash databases 

	Based on safety performance functions and historical proportions 
	Based on safety performance functions and historical proportions 


	Number of accidents involving elderly drivers 
	Number of accidents involving elderly drivers 
	Number of accidents involving elderly drivers 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 
	• 5-year rolling average over FARS data 



	As above 
	As above 


	Crash rate per million vehicle miles 
	Crash rate per million vehicle miles 
	Crash rate per million vehicle miles 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP and ITS Master Plan, North Florida TPO LRTP, and North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP and ITS Master Plan, North Florida TPO LRTP, and North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP and ITS Master Plan, North Florida TPO LRTP, and North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP and ITS Master Plan, North Florida TPO LRTP, and North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash databases 
	Crash databases 

	Safety performance function 
	Safety performance function 
	Lookup table used in FITSEVAL 


	Number of first responders who have participated in Times4Safety training or National Traffic Incident Management Training 
	Number of first responders who have participated in Times4Safety training or National Traffic Incident Management Training 
	Number of first responders who have participated in Times4Safety training or National Traffic Incident Management Training 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Vulnerable roadway users’ fatal crash rate 
	Vulnerable roadway users’ fatal crash rate 
	Vulnerable roadway users’ fatal crash rate 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Red light running crash rate 
	Red light running crash rate 
	Red light running crash rate 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash database 
	Crash database 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Red light running 
	Red light running 
	Red light running 
	Red light running 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 



	 
	 

	Crash database 
	Crash database 

	NA 
	NA 


	Impaired driving crash rate 
	Impaired driving crash rate 
	Impaired driving crash rate 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash database 
	Crash database 

	Historical data 
	Historical data 


	Lane departure crash rate 
	Lane departure crash rate 
	Lane departure crash rate 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash databases 
	Crash databases 

	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 
	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 


	Intersection crash rate 
	Intersection crash rate 
	Intersection crash rate 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Strategic Safety Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash databases 
	Crash databases 

	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 
	Safety performance function combined with historical proportions 


	Pedestrian death index 
	Pedestrian death index 
	Pedestrian death index 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	Calculated based on the rate of pedestrian deaths relative to the number of people driving to work in a given region 
	Calculated based on the rate of pedestrian deaths relative to the number of people driving to work in a given region 

	NA 
	NA 


	Number of bicycle crashes 
	Number of bicycle crashes 
	Number of bicycle crashes 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan and MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan and MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan and MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan and MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash database 
	Crash database 

	Historical data 
	Historical data 


	Number of bicycle crashes per centerline 
	Number of bicycle crashes per centerline 
	Number of bicycle crashes per centerline 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash database 
	Crash database 

	Historical data 
	Historical data 


	Number of pedestrian crashes 
	Number of pedestrian crashes 
	Number of pedestrian crashes 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan, and Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan, and Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan, and Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan, and Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash database 
	Crash database 

	Historical data 
	Historical data 


	Number of pedestrian crashes per centerline 
	Number of pedestrian crashes per centerline 
	Number of pedestrian crashes per centerline 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash database 
	Crash database 

	Historical data 
	Historical data 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Number of bike and pedestrian serious injuries 
	Number of bike and pedestrian serious injuries 
	Number of bike and pedestrian serious injuries 
	Number of bike and pedestrian serious injuries 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash database 
	Crash database 

	Historical data 
	Historical data 


	Number of bike and pedestrian fatalities 
	Number of bike and pedestrian fatalities 
	Number of bike and pedestrian fatalities 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan, and Broward MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan, and Broward MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan, and Broward MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan, and Broward MPO LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash database 
	Crash database 

	Historical data 
	Historical data 


	Average response time and clearance time for crashes 
	Average response time and clearance time for crashes 
	Average response time and clearance time for crashes 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash database 
	Crash database 

	Historical data 
	Historical data 


	Speed limit violation 
	Speed limit violation 
	Speed limit violation 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash database 
	Crash database 

	Historical data 
	Historical data 


	Preventable transit accidents per 100k miles of service 
	Preventable transit accidents per 100k miles of service 
	Preventable transit accidents per 100k miles of service 

	• MPO (Broward MPO) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO) 



	System 
	System 

	Crash database 
	Crash database 

	Historical data 
	Historical data 


	Secondary crashes 
	Secondary crashes 
	Secondary crashes 

	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan and FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan and FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan and FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan and FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Crash database 
	Crash database 

	Historical data and models 
	Historical data and models 




	 
	 
	 
	  
	Table 3-52 Summary of Fuel Consumption and Environmental Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Total emission reductions 
	Total emission reductions 
	Total emission reductions 
	Total emission reductions 

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Calculated as the cumulative 2-year and 4-year emissions reductions for all projects funded by CMAQ funds for each pollutant of NOx, VOCs, CO, and particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10) with designated nonattainment or maintenance areas. 
	• Calculated as the cumulative 2-year and 4-year emissions reductions for all projects funded by CMAQ funds for each pollutant of NOx, VOCs, CO, and particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10) with designated nonattainment or maintenance areas. 
	• Calculated as the cumulative 2-year and 4-year emissions reductions for all projects funded by CMAQ funds for each pollutant of NOx, VOCs, CO, and particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10) with designated nonattainment or maintenance areas. 
	• Calculated as the cumulative 2-year and 4-year emissions reductions for all projects funded by CMAQ funds for each pollutant of NOx, VOCs, CO, and particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10) with designated nonattainment or maintenance areas. 

	• The data source is CMAQ Public Access System 
	• The data source is CMAQ Public Access System 



	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 

	• MOVES Lite 
	• MOVES Lite 




	Emissions of HC 
	Emissions of HC 
	Emissions of HC 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando LRTP, and North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando LRTP, and North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando LRTP, and North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando LRTP, and North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 

	• MOVES Lite 
	• MOVES Lite 




	Emissions of NOx 
	Emissions of NOx 
	Emissions of NOx 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 

	• MOVES Lite 
	• MOVES Lite 




	Emissions of VOCx 
	Emissions of VOCx 
	Emissions of VOCx 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 

	• MOVES Lite 
	• MOVES Lite 




	Emissions of CO 
	Emissions of CO 
	Emissions of CO 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, Palm Beach MPO LRTP, and MetroPlan Orlando MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, Palm Beach MPO LRTP, and MetroPlan Orlando MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, Palm Beach MPO LRTP, and MetroPlan Orlando MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, Palm Beach MPO LRTP, and MetroPlan Orlando MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 

	• MOVES Lite 
	• MOVES Lite 




	Emissions of CO2 
	Emissions of CO2 
	Emissions of CO2 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• State carbon dioxide emission data 
	• State carbon dioxide emission data 
	• State carbon dioxide emission data 
	• State carbon dioxide emission data 



	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 

	• MOVES Lite 
	• MOVES Lite 




	Emissions of NO 
	Emissions of NO 
	Emissions of NO 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Based on roadside or mobile (on-board sensors) 
	Based on roadside or mobile (on-board sensors) 

	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 

	• MOVES Lite 
	• MOVES Lite 




	Percentage of fuel use from base year 
	Percentage of fuel use from base year 
	Percentage of fuel use from base year 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	Based on mobile (on-board sensors) 
	Based on mobile (on-board sensors) 

	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 
	• MOVES 

	• MOVES Lite 
	• MOVES Lite 






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Fuel consumption per capita 
	Fuel consumption per capita 
	Fuel consumption per capita 
	Fuel consumption per capita 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP, and MetroPlan Orlando LRTP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP, and MetroPlan Orlando LRTP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP, and MetroPlan Orlando LRTP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP, and MetroPlan Orlando LRTP and ITS Master Plan) 



	System 
	System 

	Based on mobile (on-board sensors) 
	Based on mobile (on-board sensors) 

	• MOVES combined with demand model 
	• MOVES combined with demand model 
	• MOVES combined with demand model 
	• MOVES combined with demand model 

	• MOVES Lite combined with demand model 
	• MOVES Lite combined with demand model 




	Capita greenhouse gas emission from mobile sources 
	Capita greenhouse gas emission from mobile sources 
	Capita greenhouse gas emission from mobile sources 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• MOVES combined with demand model 
	• MOVES combined with demand model 
	• MOVES combined with demand model 
	• MOVES combined with demand model 

	• MOVES Lite combined with demand model 
	• MOVES Lite combined with demand model 




	Tons of ozone precursors and CO2 produced that are less than those produced in 1990 
	Tons of ozone precursors and CO2 produced that are less than those produced in 1990 
	Tons of ozone precursors and CO2 produced that are less than those produced in 1990 

	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Recycled pavement 
	Recycled pavement 
	Recycled pavement 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Alternative fuel vehicles 
	Alternative fuel vehicles 
	Alternative fuel vehicles 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Miles of noise walls 
	Miles of noise walls 
	Miles of noise walls 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Designated scenic highways 
	Designated scenic highways 
	Designated scenic highways 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Roadside attractiveness 
	Roadside attractiveness 
	Roadside attractiveness 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Roadside kept litter free 
	Roadside kept litter free 
	Roadside kept litter free 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Water quality – wetland mitigation 
	Water quality – wetland mitigation 
	Water quality – wetland mitigation 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Wildlife crossings 
	Wildlife crossings 
	Wildlife crossings 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Transportation alternatives/transportation enhancement 
	Transportation alternatives/transportation enhancement 
	Transportation alternatives/transportation enhancement 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Transportation disadvantage trips 
	Transportation disadvantage trips 
	Transportation disadvantage trips 
	Transportation disadvantage trips 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Surface coverage of transportation system on acres of wetlands 
	Surface coverage of transportation system on acres of wetlands 
	Surface coverage of transportation system on acres of wetlands 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	 
	  
	Table 3-53 Summary of System Preservation Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 


	Pavement Conditions 
	Pavement Conditions 
	Pavement Conditions 



	% of interstate pavements in Good condition 
	% of interstate pavements in Good condition 
	% of interstate pavements in Good condition 
	% of interstate pavements in Good condition 

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 



	System 
	System 

	• Based on the combination of condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and Crasking_Percent, or Present Serviceability Rating depending on speed limit 
	• Based on the combination of condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and Crasking_Percent, or Present Serviceability Rating depending on speed limit 
	• Based on the combination of condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and Crasking_Percent, or Present Serviceability Rating depending on speed limit 
	• Based on the combination of condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and Crasking_Percent, or Present Serviceability Rating depending on speed limit 

	• The data is collected by state DOT 
	• The data is collected by state DOT 



	• Pavement Management System (PMS) 
	• Pavement Management System (PMS) 
	• Pavement Management System (PMS) 
	• Pavement Management System (PMS) 




	% of interstate pavements in Poor condition 
	% of interstate pavements in Poor condition 
	% of interstate pavements in Poor condition 

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 



	System 
	System 

	• Based on the combination of condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and Crasking_Percent, or Present Serviceability Rating depending on speed limit 
	• Based on the combination of condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and Crasking_Percent, or Present Serviceability Rating depending on speed limit 
	• Based on the combination of condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and Crasking_Percent, or Present Serviceability Rating depending on speed limit 
	• Based on the combination of condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and Crasking_Percent, or Present Serviceability Rating depending on speed limit 

	• The data is collected by state DOT 
	• The data is collected by state DOT 



	• Pavement Management System (PMS) 
	• Pavement Management System (PMS) 
	• Pavement Management System (PMS) 
	• Pavement Management System (PMS) 




	% of non-interstate NHS pavements in Good condition 
	% of non-interstate NHS pavements in Good condition 
	% of non-interstate NHS pavements in Good condition 

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 



	System 
	System 

	• Based on the combination of condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and Crasking_Percent, or Present Serviceability Rating depending on speed limit 
	• Based on the combination of condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and Crasking_Percent, or Present Serviceability Rating depending on speed limit 
	• Based on the combination of condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and Crasking_Percent, or Present Serviceability Rating depending on speed limit 
	• Based on the combination of condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and Crasking_Percent, or Present Serviceability Rating depending on speed limit 

	• The data is collected by state DOT 
	• The data is collected by state DOT 



	• Pavement Management System (PMS) 
	• Pavement Management System (PMS) 
	• Pavement Management System (PMS) 
	• Pavement Management System (PMS) 




	% of non-interstate NHS pavements in Poor condition 
	% of non-interstate NHS pavements in Poor condition 
	% of non-interstate NHS pavements in Poor condition 

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 



	System 
	System 

	• Based on the combination of condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and Crasking_Percent, or Present Serviceability Rating depending on speed limit 
	• Based on the combination of condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and Crasking_Percent, or Present Serviceability Rating depending on speed limit 
	• Based on the combination of condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and Crasking_Percent, or Present Serviceability Rating depending on speed limit 
	• Based on the combination of condition metrics, International Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, faulting, and Crasking_Percent, or Present Serviceability Rating depending on speed limit 

	• The data is collected by state DOT 
	• The data is collected by state DOT 



	• Pavement Management System (PMS) 
	• Pavement Management System (PMS) 
	• Pavement Management System (PMS) 
	• Pavement Management System (PMS) 




	Percent lane miles resurfaced 
	Percent lane miles resurfaced 
	Percent lane miles resurfaced 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	% of SIS roadway in good or better condition 
	% of SIS roadway in good or better condition 
	% of SIS roadway in good or better condition 
	% of SIS roadway in good or better condition 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	• The data is from FDOT condition rating system 
	• The data is from FDOT condition rating system 
	• The data is from FDOT condition rating system 
	• The data is from FDOT condition rating system 



	NA 
	NA 


	% of non-SIS roadways in good or better condition 
	% of non-SIS roadways in good or better condition 
	% of non-SIS roadways in good or better condition 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	• The data is from FDOT condition rating system 
	• The data is from FDOT condition rating system 
	• The data is from FDOT condition rating system 
	• The data is from FDOT condition rating system 



	NA 
	NA 


	Standardized pavement condition index 
	Standardized pavement condition index 
	Standardized pavement condition index 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percentage of highway miles meeting or exceeding standards 
	Percentage of highway miles meeting or exceeding standards 
	Percentage of highway miles meeting or exceeding standards 

	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP and PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP and PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP and PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP and PMP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Bridge Conditions 
	Bridge Conditions 
	Bridge Conditions 


	Percentage of bridges in good conditions 
	Percentage of bridges in good conditions 
	Percentage of bridges in good conditions 

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 

	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot and Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot and Hillsborough MPO System Report) 



	System 
	System 

	• Calculated from the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) Items including 58 – Deck, 59 – Superstructure, and 60 – Substructure or the NBI Item 62 – Culverts 
	• Calculated from the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) Items including 58 – Deck, 59 – Superstructure, and 60 – Substructure or the NBI Item 62 – Culverts 
	• Calculated from the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) Items including 58 – Deck, 59 – Superstructure, and 60 – Substructure or the NBI Item 62 – Culverts 
	• Calculated from the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) Items including 58 – Deck, 59 – Superstructure, and 60 – Substructure or the NBI Item 62 – Culverts 

	• The data source is NBI 
	• The data source is NBI 



	• Bridge Management software (BrM) (formerly Pontis) 
	• Bridge Management software (BrM) (formerly Pontis) 
	• Bridge Management software (BrM) (formerly Pontis) 
	• Bridge Management software (BrM) (formerly Pontis) 

	• Deterioration models 
	• Deterioration models 




	Percentage of bridges in poor conditions 
	Percentage of bridges in poor conditions 
	Percentage of bridges in poor conditions 

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 

	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot and Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot and Hillsborough MPO System Report) 



	System 
	System 

	• Calculated from the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) Items including 58 – Deck, 59 – Superstructure, and 60 – Substructure or the NBI Item 62 – Culverts 
	• Calculated from the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) Items including 58 – Deck, 59 – Superstructure, and 60 – Substructure or the NBI Item 62 – Culverts 
	• Calculated from the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) Items including 58 – Deck, 59 – Superstructure, and 60 – Substructure or the NBI Item 62 – Culverts 
	• Calculated from the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) Items including 58 – Deck, 59 – Superstructure, and 60 – Substructure or the NBI Item 62 – Culverts 

	• The data source is NBI 
	• The data source is NBI 



	• Bridge Management software (BrM) (formerly Pontis) 
	• Bridge Management software (BrM) (formerly Pontis) 
	• Bridge Management software (BrM) (formerly Pontis) 
	• Bridge Management software (BrM) (formerly Pontis) 

	• Deterioration models 
	• Deterioration models 




	Bridges with weight restriction 
	Bridges with weight restriction 
	Bridges with weight restriction 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Bridge that needs repair 
	Bridge that needs repair 
	Bridge that needs repair 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Bridge that needs replacement 
	Bridge that needs replacement 
	Bridge that needs replacement 
	Bridge that needs replacement 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP and North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP and North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Total bridge counts 
	Total bridge counts 
	Total bridge counts 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percentage of highway bridges meeting or exceeding standards 
	Percentage of highway bridges meeting or exceeding standards 
	Percentage of highway bridges meeting or exceeding standards 

	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Maintenance 
	Maintenance 
	Maintenance 


	Roadway maintenance 
	Roadway maintenance 
	Roadway maintenance 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Roadside maintenance 
	Roadside maintenance 
	Roadside maintenance 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Traffic service maintenance 
	Traffic service maintenance 
	Traffic service maintenance 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Drainage maintenance 
	Drainage maintenance 
	Drainage maintenance 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Vegetation aesthetics maintenance 
	Vegetation aesthetics maintenance 
	Vegetation aesthetics maintenance 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Transit System 
	Transit System 
	Transit System 


	Average fleet age 
	Average fleet age 
	Average fleet age 

	• State 
	• State 
	• State 
	• State 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP and System Report, and North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP and System Report, and North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Average age of transit fleet -bus 
	Average age of transit fleet -bus 
	Average age of transit fleet -bus 

	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Average age of transit fleet -rail 
	Average age of transit fleet -rail 
	Average age of transit fleet -rail 
	Average age of transit fleet -rail 

	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Transit state of good repair 
	Transit state of good repair 
	Transit state of good repair 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percentage of non-revenue, supporting-service and maintenance vehicles that have either met or exceeded their useful life benchmark (ULB) 
	Percentage of non-revenue, supporting-service and maintenance vehicles that have either met or exceeded their useful life benchmark (ULB) 
	Percentage of non-revenue, supporting-service and maintenance vehicles that have either met or exceeded their useful life benchmark (ULB) 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO PMP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percentage of revenue vehicles with a particular asset class that have either met or exceeded their useful life benchmark 
	Percentage of revenue vehicles with a particular asset class that have either met or exceeded their useful life benchmark 
	Percentage of revenue vehicles with a particular asset class that have either met or exceeded their useful life benchmark 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO PMP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percentage of track segments with performance restrictions for rail fixed-guideway, track, signals, and systems 
	Percentage of track segments with performance restrictions for rail fixed-guideway, track, signals, and systems 
	Percentage of track segments with performance restrictions for rail fixed-guideway, track, signals, and systems 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO PMP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Percentage of facilities within an asset class with a rating below condition 3 on the Transit Economic Requirements Model (TERM) scale 
	Percentage of facilities within an asset class with a rating below condition 3 on the Transit Economic Requirements Model (TERM) scale 
	Percentage of facilities within an asset class with a rating below condition 3 on the Transit Economic Requirements Model (TERM) scale 
	Percentage of facilities within an asset class with a rating below condition 3 on the Transit Economic Requirements Model (TERM) scale 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO PMP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Transit vehicle replacement 
	Transit vehicle replacement 
	Transit vehicle replacement 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Intelligent Transportation System 
	Intelligent Transportation System 
	Intelligent Transportation System 


	Miles managed by ITS 
	Miles managed by ITS 
	Miles managed by ITS 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Florida 511 touch-points 
	Florida 511 touch-points 
	Florida 511 touch-points 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	• 511 Data 
	• 511 Data 
	• 511 Data 
	• 511 Data 



	NA 
	NA 


	Road rangers service assists 
	Road rangers service assists 
	Road rangers service assists 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Lookup table for the number of road ranger service assists per VMT 
	• Lookup table for the number of road ranger service assists per VMT 
	• Lookup table for the number of road ranger service assists per VMT 
	• Lookup table for the number of road ranger service assists per VMT 




	State roadway clearance times 
	State roadway clearance times 
	State roadway clearance times 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Rapid incident scene clearance  (RISC) times 
	Rapid incident scene clearance  (RISC) times 
	Rapid incident scene clearance  (RISC) times 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Incident duration 
	Incident duration 
	Incident duration 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Incident response and clearance time 
	Incident response and clearance time 
	Incident response and clearance time 

	• MPO 
	• MPO 
	• MPO 
	• MPO 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	All lanes cleared time 
	All lanes cleared time 
	All lanes cleared time 

	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Percentage of traffic signals connected to the central control system by fiber optic network 
	Percentage of traffic signals connected to the central control system by fiber optic network 
	Percentage of traffic signals connected to the central control system by fiber optic network 
	Percentage of traffic signals connected to the central control system by fiber optic network 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percentage of principal arterials covered by closed circuit TV cameras 
	Percentage of principal arterials covered by closed circuit TV cameras 
	Percentage of principal arterials covered by closed circuit TV cameras 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Percentage of traffic signals with operable vehicle detection 
	Percentage of traffic signals with operable vehicle detection 
	Percentage of traffic signals with operable vehicle detection 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• NA 
	• NA 
	• NA 
	• NA 




	Managed lane miles 
	Managed lane miles 
	Managed lane miles 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	• The total number of managed lane miles 
	• The total number of managed lane miles 
	• The total number of managed lane miles 
	• The total number of managed lane miles 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Managed lane miles as a proportion of total lane mile improvement 
	Managed lane miles as a proportion of total lane mile improvement 
	Managed lane miles as a proportion of total lane mile improvement 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	• The total number of managed lane miles divided by the total lane miles for improvement 
	• The total number of managed lane miles divided by the total lane miles for improvement 
	• The total number of managed lane miles divided by the total lane miles for improvement 
	• The total number of managed lane miles divided by the total lane miles for improvement 



	• Demand model combined with signal optimization tool 
	• Demand model combined with signal optimization tool 
	• Demand model combined with signal optimization tool 
	• Demand model combined with signal optimization tool 

	• Mesoscopic simulation combined with signal optimization tool 
	• Mesoscopic simulation combined with signal optimization tool 




	Signal retiming cost/benefit 
	Signal retiming cost/benefit 
	Signal retiming cost/benefit 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model combined with signal optimization tool 
	• Demand model combined with signal optimization tool 
	• Demand model combined with signal optimization tool 
	• Demand model combined with signal optimization tool 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation combined with signal optimization tool 
	• Mesoscopic simulation combined with signal optimization tool 

	• Microscopic simulation combined with signal optimization tool 
	• Microscopic simulation combined with signal optimization tool 






	 
	Table 3-54 Summary of Freight Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Truck travel time reliability index 
	Truck travel time reliability index 
	Truck travel time reliability index 
	Truck travel time reliability index 

	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 
	• National (MAP-21) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Truck travel time reliability is defined as 95th percentile travel time divided by normal truck travel time (that is, 50th percentile travel time). 
	• Truck travel time reliability is defined as 95th percentile travel time divided by normal truck travel time (that is, 50th percentile travel time). 
	• Truck travel time reliability is defined as 95th percentile travel time divided by normal truck travel time (that is, 50th percentile travel time). 
	• Truck travel time reliability is defined as 95th percentile travel time divided by normal truck travel time (that is, 50th percentile travel time). 

	• Truck travel time reliability index is maximum of truck travel time reliability for four time periods weighted by segment length 
	• Truck travel time reliability index is maximum of truck travel time reliability for four time periods weighted by segment length 

	• The data sources are NPMRDS or equivalent data set 
	• The data sources are NPMRDS or equivalent data set 



	• SHRP 2 reliability procedures  
	• SHRP 2 reliability procedures  
	• SHRP 2 reliability procedures  
	• SHRP 2 reliability procedures  

	• Highway capacity manual reliability procedure 
	• Highway capacity manual reliability procedure 




	Percentage of reliable trucks travels during peak hour  
	Percentage of reliable trucks travels during peak hour  
	Percentage of reliable trucks travels during peak hour  

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• SHRP 2 reliability procedures  
	• SHRP 2 reliability procedures  
	• SHRP 2 reliability procedures  
	• SHRP 2 reliability procedures  

	• Highway capacity manual reliability procedure 
	• Highway capacity manual reliability procedure 




	Combination truck travel time reliability 
	Combination truck travel time reliability 
	Combination truck travel time reliability 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Highway capacity manual reliability procedure 
	• Highway capacity manual reliability procedure 
	• Highway capacity manual reliability procedure 
	• Highway capacity manual reliability procedure 

	• SHRP 2 reliability procedures  
	• SHRP 2 reliability procedures  




	Truck percent miles heavily congested 
	Truck percent miles heavily congested 
	Truck percent miles heavily congested 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• The percentage of miles heavily congested is determined by summing the miles of roadway operating at LOS E and F in the peak hour and then dividing it by the total highway miles. 
	• The percentage of miles heavily congested is determined by summing the miles of roadway operating at LOS E and F in the peak hour and then dividing it by the total highway miles. 
	• The percentage of miles heavily congested is determined by summing the miles of roadway operating at LOS E and F in the peak hour and then dividing it by the total highway miles. 
	• The percentage of miles heavily congested is determined by summing the miles of roadway operating at LOS E and F in the peak hour and then dividing it by the total highway miles. 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 




	Truck vehicles per lane mile 
	Truck vehicles per lane mile 
	Truck vehicles per lane mile 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The vehicles on a road segment divided by the number of lane miles on that segment 
	• The vehicles on a road segment divided by the number of lane miles on that segment 
	• The vehicles on a road segment divided by the number of lane miles on that segment 
	• The vehicles on a road segment divided by the number of lane miles on that segment 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Designated system lane miles for freight, goods, and service movements/total system  
	Designated system lane miles for freight, goods, and service movements/total system  
	Designated system lane miles for freight, goods, and service movements/total system  
	Designated system lane miles for freight, goods, and service movements/total system  
	lane miles 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	Real-World data 
	Real-World data 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percent miles of congested freight routes 
	Percent miles of congested freight routes 
	Percent miles of congested freight routes 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	Real-World data 
	Real-World data 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 




	Planning time index 
	Planning time index 
	Planning time index 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• 95th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	• 95th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	• 95th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	• 95th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 



	• SHRP 2 procedure 
	• SHRP 2 procedure 
	• SHRP 2 procedure 
	• SHRP 2 procedure 

	• Highway capacity manual reliability procedures 
	• Highway capacity manual reliability procedures 




	Buffer index 
	Buffer index 
	Buffer index 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• The difference between the 95th percentile travel time and the average travel time, normalized by the average travel time 
	• The difference between the 95th percentile travel time and the average travel time, normalized by the average travel time 
	• The difference between the 95th percentile travel time and the average travel time, normalized by the average travel time 
	• The difference between the 95th percentile travel time and the average travel time, normalized by the average travel time 



	• SHRP 2 procedure 
	• SHRP 2 procedure 
	• SHRP 2 procedure 
	• SHRP 2 procedure 

	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure  
	• HCM-based reliability analysis procedure  




	Percentage of facilities designated truck routes that exceed capacity (v/c>1) 
	Percentage of facilities designated truck routes that exceed capacity (v/c>1) 
	Percentage of facilities designated truck routes that exceed capacity (v/c>1) 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	• Based on v/c ratio 
	• Based on v/c ratio 
	• Based on v/c ratio 
	• Based on v/c ratio 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 




	Percentage of funding dedicated to SIS hubs, corridors, and connection by mode 
	Percentage of funding dedicated to SIS hubs, corridors, and connection by mode 
	Percentage of funding dedicated to SIS hubs, corridors, and connection by mode 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Combination truck miles traveled 
	Combination truck miles traveled 
	Combination truck miles traveled 
	Combination truck miles traveled 

	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 



	System 
	System 

	• The product of combination truck traffic volume and segment length 
	• The product of combination truck traffic volume and segment length 
	• The product of combination truck traffic volume and segment length 
	• The product of combination truck traffic volume and segment length 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 




	Truck miles traveled 
	Truck miles traveled 
	Truck miles traveled 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP, and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP, and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The product of a road’s VMT and the percentage of vehicles that are truck. 
	• The product of a road’s VMT and the percentage of vehicles that are truck. 
	• The product of a road’s VMT and the percentage of vehicles that are truck. 
	• The product of a road’s VMT and the percentage of vehicles that are truck. 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 




	Truck tonnage 
	Truck tonnage 
	Truck tonnage 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Freight tonnage carried by trucks. 
	• Freight tonnage carried by trucks. 
	• Freight tonnage carried by trucks. 
	• Freight tonnage carried by trucks. 

	• The Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) tonnage data is interpolated using a combination truck miles traveled factor and an average truck load factor to calculate truck tonnage. 
	• The Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) tonnage data is interpolated using a combination truck miles traveled factor and an average truck load factor to calculate truck tonnage. 



	• Demand model combined with truck load factor and cargo value data 
	• Demand model combined with truck load factor and cargo value data 
	• Demand model combined with truck load factor and cargo value data 
	• Demand model combined with truck load factor and cargo value data 




	Freight tonnage 
	Freight tonnage 
	Freight tonnage 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Truck value of freight 
	Truck value of freight 
	Truck value of freight 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The value of truck freight in dollar amount is obtained from the Freight Analysis Framework cargo value data, truck tonnage, and annual factors for CTMT and average truck load. 
	• The value of truck freight in dollar amount is obtained from the Freight Analysis Framework cargo value data, truck tonnage, and annual factors for CTMT and average truck load. 
	• The value of truck freight in dollar amount is obtained from the Freight Analysis Framework cargo value data, truck tonnage, and annual factors for CTMT and average truck load. 
	• The value of truck freight in dollar amount is obtained from the Freight Analysis Framework cargo value data, truck tonnage, and annual factors for CTMT and average truck load. 



	• Demand model combined with truck load factor and cargo value data 
	• Demand model combined with truck load factor and cargo value data 
	• Demand model combined with truck load factor and cargo value data 
	• Demand model combined with truck load factor and cargo value data 




	Combination truck ton miles traveled 
	Combination truck ton miles traveled 
	Combination truck ton miles traveled 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• The product of CTMT and average weight of the load 
	• The product of CTMT and average weight of the load 
	• The product of CTMT and average weight of the load 
	• The product of CTMT and average weight of the load 



	• Demand model combined with truck load factor 
	• Demand model combined with truck load factor 
	• Demand model combined with truck load factor 
	• Demand model combined with truck load factor 






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Travel time reliability 
	Travel time reliability 
	Travel time reliability 
	Travel time reliability 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• For the urbanized areas of the 7 largest MPOs, on-time arrival is defined as the percentage of freeway trips traveling at least 45 mph.  
	• For the urbanized areas of the 7 largest MPOs, on-time arrival is defined as the percentage of freeway trips traveling at least 45 mph.  
	• For the urbanized areas of the 7 largest MPOs, on-time arrival is defined as the percentage of freeway trips traveling at least 45 mph.  
	• For the urbanized areas of the 7 largest MPOs, on-time arrival is defined as the percentage of freeway trips traveling at least 45 mph.  

	• For all others, on-time arrival is defined as the percentage of freeway trips traveling at greater than or equal to 5 mph below the posted speed limit. 
	• For all others, on-time arrival is defined as the percentage of freeway trips traveling at greater than or equal to 5 mph below the posted speed limit. 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Combination truck hours of delay 
	Combination truck hours of delay 
	Combination truck hours of delay 

	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Delay is as calculated as the product of directional hourly volume and the difference between travel time at “threshold” speeds (at LOS B) and travel time at the average speed 
	• Delay is as calculated as the product of directional hourly volume and the difference between travel time at “threshold” speeds (at LOS B) and travel time at the average speed 
	• Delay is as calculated as the product of directional hourly volume and the difference between travel time at “threshold” speeds (at LOS B) and travel time at the average speed 
	• Delay is as calculated as the product of directional hourly volume and the difference between travel time at “threshold” speeds (at LOS B) and travel time at the average speed 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Combination truck average travel speed 
	Combination truck average travel speed 
	Combination truck average travel speed 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book ) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• Travel speeds are attained form a private vendor. Speeds are provided in 15-minute increments and gathered from fleet vehicles, Bluetooth signals, and navigational devices. The free-flow speed is assumed to be lower than that for passenger vehicles. 
	• Travel speeds are attained form a private vendor. Speeds are provided in 15-minute increments and gathered from fleet vehicles, Bluetooth signals, and navigational devices. The free-flow speed is assumed to be lower than that for passenger vehicles. 
	• Travel speeds are attained form a private vendor. Speeds are provided in 15-minute increments and gathered from fleet vehicles, Bluetooth signals, and navigational devices. The free-flow speed is assumed to be lower than that for passenger vehicles. 
	• Travel speeds are attained form a private vendor. Speeds are provided in 15-minute increments and gathered from fleet vehicles, Bluetooth signals, and navigational devices. The free-flow speed is assumed to be lower than that for passenger vehicles. 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 




	Combination truck cost of delay 
	Combination truck cost of delay 
	Combination truck cost of delay 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The monetization of combination truck cost of delay is based on combination truck hours of delay and the marginal cost of truck labor per hour. 
	• The monetization of combination truck cost of delay is based on combination truck hours of delay and the marginal cost of truck labor per hour. 
	• The monetization of combination truck cost of delay is based on combination truck hours of delay and the marginal cost of truck labor per hour. 
	• The monetization of combination truck cost of delay is based on combination truck hours of delay and the marginal cost of truck labor per hour. 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 

	• Highway capacity manual 
	• Highway capacity manual 

	• Mesoscopic simulation 
	• Mesoscopic simulation 

	• Microscopic simulation 
	• Microscopic simulation 






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Truck empty backhaul tonnage 
	Truck empty backhaul tonnage 
	Truck empty backhaul tonnage 
	Truck empty backhaul tonnage 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The Freight Analysis Framework tonnage data is interpolated using combination truck miles traveled data to calculate incoming and outgoing truck freight tonnage. An average capacity to average load ratio is calculated and applied to the difference between incoming and outgoing truck tonnage. 
	• The Freight Analysis Framework tonnage data is interpolated using combination truck miles traveled data to calculate incoming and outgoing truck freight tonnage. An average capacity to average load ratio is calculated and applied to the difference between incoming and outgoing truck tonnage. 
	• The Freight Analysis Framework tonnage data is interpolated using combination truck miles traveled data to calculate incoming and outgoing truck freight tonnage. An average capacity to average load ratio is calculated and applied to the difference between incoming and outgoing truck tonnage. 
	• The Freight Analysis Framework tonnage data is interpolated using combination truck miles traveled data to calculate incoming and outgoing truck freight tonnage. An average capacity to average load ratio is calculated and applied to the difference between incoming and outgoing truck tonnage. 



	• Freight/Demand model 
	• Freight/Demand model 
	• Freight/Demand model 
	• Freight/Demand model 




	Combination truck percent miles severely congested 
	Combination truck percent miles severely congested 
	Combination truck percent miles severely congested 

	• MPO (MetroPlan MPO CMP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan MPO CMP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan MPO CMP and ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan MPO CMP and ITS Master Plan) 



	System 
	System 

	Real-world data 
	Real-world data 

	• Various modeling tools 
	• Various modeling tools 
	• Various modeling tools 
	• Various modeling tools 




	Percentage of interstate and freeways providing for peak hour reliable truck travel times 
	Percentage of interstate and freeways providing for peak hour reliable truck travel times 
	Percentage of interstate and freeways providing for peak hour reliable truck travel times 

	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot) 
	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot) 
	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot) 
	• MPO (FDOT/MPO Pilot) 



	System 
	System 

	Real-world data 
	Real-world data 

	Various modeling tools 
	Various modeling tools 


	Cost of freight delay 
	Cost of freight delay 
	Cost of freight delay 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	Various modeling tools 
	Various modeling tools 


	Aviation tonnage 
	Aviation tonnage 
	Aviation tonnage 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• All air cargo handled by weight at public airports 
	• All air cargo handled by weight at public airports 
	• All air cargo handled by weight at public airports 
	• All air cargo handled by weight at public airports 



	Freight modeling 
	Freight modeling 


	Aviation value of freight 
	Aviation value of freight 
	Aviation value of freight 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• Values of air cargo are extracted from Freight Analysis Framework 
	• Values of air cargo are extracted from Freight Analysis Framework 
	• Values of air cargo are extracted from Freight Analysis Framework 
	• Values of air cargo are extracted from Freight Analysis Framework 



	Freight modeling 
	Freight modeling 


	Rail tonnage 
	Rail tonnage 
	Rail tonnage 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• Tons of freight carried by rail mode originated or terminated in Florida 
	• Tons of freight carried by rail mode originated or terminated in Florida 
	• Tons of freight carried by rail mode originated or terminated in Florida 
	• Tons of freight carried by rail mode originated or terminated in Florida 



	Freight modeling 
	Freight modeling 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Rail Active rail access 
	Rail Active rail access 
	Rail Active rail access 
	Rail Active rail access 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• Active rail access accounts for active rail serving intermodal logistic centers and seaports 
	• Active rail access accounts for active rail serving intermodal logistic centers and seaports 
	• Active rail access accounts for active rail serving intermodal logistic centers and seaports 
	• Active rail access accounts for active rail serving intermodal logistic centers and seaports 



	Freight modeling 
	Freight modeling 


	Seaport tonnage 
	Seaport tonnage 
	Seaport tonnage 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• International and domestic waterborne tons of cargo handled at both public and private terminals in port areas of Florida 
	• International and domestic waterborne tons of cargo handled at both public and private terminals in port areas of Florida 
	• International and domestic waterborne tons of cargo handled at both public and private terminals in port areas of Florida 
	• International and domestic waterborne tons of cargo handled at both public and private terminals in port areas of Florida 



	Freight modeling 
	Freight modeling 


	Seaport twenty-foot equivalent units 
	Seaport twenty-foot equivalent units 
	Seaport twenty-foot equivalent units 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• International and domestic waterborne cargo handled at both public and private terminals in port areas of Florida, expressed as twenty-foot equivalent units 
	• International and domestic waterborne cargo handled at both public and private terminals in port areas of Florida, expressed as twenty-foot equivalent units 
	• International and domestic waterborne cargo handled at both public and private terminals in port areas of Florida, expressed as twenty-foot equivalent units 
	• International and domestic waterborne cargo handled at both public and private terminals in port areas of Florida, expressed as twenty-foot equivalent units 



	Freight modeling 
	Freight modeling 


	Seaport value of freight 
	Seaport value of freight 
	Seaport value of freight 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• Value of international and domestic waterborne cargo handled at both public and private terminals in port areas of Florida 
	• Value of international and domestic waterborne cargo handled at both public and private terminals in port areas of Florida 
	• Value of international and domestic waterborne cargo handled at both public and private terminals in port areas of Florida 
	• Value of international and domestic waterborne cargo handled at both public and private terminals in port areas of Florida 



	Freight modeling 
	Freight modeling 


	Seaport active rail access 
	Seaport active rail access 
	Seaport active rail access 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• Seaport rail access accounts for the percentage of seaports served by an active railroad. An active railroad is determined by the presence of trains operating on the facility 
	• Seaport rail access accounts for the percentage of seaports served by an active railroad. An active railroad is determined by the presence of trains operating on the facility 
	• Seaport rail access accounts for the percentage of seaports served by an active railroad. An active railroad is determined by the presence of trains operating on the facility 
	• Seaport rail access accounts for the percentage of seaports served by an active railroad. An active railroad is determined by the presence of trains operating on the facility 



	Freight modeling 
	Freight modeling 


	Local centerline and lane miles of roadways with high truck volumes 
	Local centerline and lane miles of roadways with high truck volumes 
	Local centerline and lane miles of roadways with high truck volumes 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	• Real-world data 
	• Real-world data 
	• Real-world data 
	• Real-world data 



	transportation system models 
	transportation system models 




	 
	  
	Table 3-55 Summary of Livability and Sustainability Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 


	Jobs 
	Jobs 
	Jobs 



	Jobs within ½ mile of a congestion management system facility 
	Jobs within ½ mile of a congestion management system facility 
	Jobs within ½ mile of a congestion management system facility 
	Jobs within ½ mile of a congestion management system facility 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Number of jobs served 
	Number of jobs served 
	Number of jobs served 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP and System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP and System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP and System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP and System Report) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Jobs served per mile of improvement 
	Jobs served per mile of improvement 
	Jobs served per mile of improvement 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Job/house ratio 
	Job/house ratio 
	Job/house ratio 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Number of jobs within 30 minutes travel time by mode 
	Number of jobs within 30 minutes travel time by mode 
	Number of jobs within 30 minutes travel time by mode 

	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Number of jobs 
	Number of jobs 
	Number of jobs 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP and MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP and MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP and MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP and MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Job Accessibility 
	Job Accessibility 
	Job Accessibility 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	System 
	System 

	• Job accessibility reflects the total amount of jobs reachable by auto within a 30-minute travel time threshold.  
	• Job accessibility reflects the total amount of jobs reachable by auto within a 30-minute travel time threshold.  
	• Job accessibility reflects the total amount of jobs reachable by auto within a 30-minute travel time threshold.  
	• Job accessibility reflects the total amount of jobs reachable by auto within a 30-minute travel time threshold.  

	• It is calculated for each census block and the results are aggregated to provide a statewide average. 
	• It is calculated for each census block and the results are aggregated to provide a statewide average. 

	• The calculation assumes a departure time of 8:00 am in order to represent job accessibility during the morning peak period. 
	• The calculation assumes a departure time of 8:00 am in order to represent job accessibility during the morning peak period. 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 






	  
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 


	Transit 
	Transit 
	Transit 



	¼ mile walk accessibility to transit stops 
	¼ mile walk accessibility to transit stops 
	¼ mile walk accessibility to transit stops 
	¼ mile walk accessibility to transit stops 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Households within 5 miles of major transit centers or park and ride lots 
	Households within 5 miles of major transit centers or park and ride lots 
	Households within 5 miles of major transit centers or park and ride lots 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Annual boarding per vehicle revenue mile 
	Annual boarding per vehicle revenue mile 
	Annual boarding per vehicle revenue mile 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Annual boarding per vehicle revenue hour 
	Annual boarding per vehicle revenue hour 
	Annual boarding per vehicle revenue hour 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report  and North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report  and North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report  and North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report  and North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Passenger trips per revenue hour 
	Passenger trips per revenue hour 
	Passenger trips per revenue hour 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Passenger trips per revenue mile 
	Passenger trips per revenue mile 
	Passenger trips per revenue mile 

	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP, and MetroPlan Orlando) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP, and MetroPlan Orlando) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The ratio of annual transit passenger trips to total annual transit revenue miles of service 
	• The ratio of annual transit passenger trips to total annual transit revenue miles of service 
	• The ratio of annual transit passenger trips to total annual transit revenue miles of service 
	• The ratio of annual transit passenger trips to total annual transit revenue miles of service 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Transit ridership 
	Transit ridership 
	Transit ridership 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando CMP, North Florida TPO LRTP, and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando CMP, North Florida TPO LRTP, and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando CMP, North Florida TPO LRTP, and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP, MetroPlan Orlando CMP, North Florida TPO LRTP, and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Percentage of transit run delays caused by congestion 
	Percentage of transit run delays caused by congestion 
	Percentage of transit run delays caused by congestion 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO ITS Master Plan) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Percentage of transportation disadvantaged living outside of bus service area 
	Percentage of transportation disadvantaged living outside of bus service area 
	Percentage of transportation disadvantaged living outside of bus service area 
	Percentage of transportation disadvantaged living outside of bus service area 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP and System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP and System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP and System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP and System Report) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	The number of residents and workers with access to excellent or good pedestrian level of service and bicycle level of service 
	The number of residents and workers with access to excellent or good pedestrian level of service and bicycle level of service 
	The number of residents and workers with access to excellent or good pedestrian level of service and bicycle level of service 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Density of jobs within ¼ mile of transit service 
	Density of jobs within ¼ mile of transit service 
	Density of jobs within ¼ mile of transit service 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Density of population within ¼ mile of transit service 
	Density of population within ¼ mile of transit service 
	Density of population within ¼ mile of transit service 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando and Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando and Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando and Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando and Hillsborough MPO TIP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percent of population within ¼  
	Percent of population within ¼  
	Percent of population within ¼  
	mile of transit service 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percent of employment within ¼ mile of  
	Percent of employment within ¼ mile of  
	Percent of employment within ¼ mile of  
	transit service 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Percent of population within five minute  
	Percent of population within five minute  
	Percent of population within five minute  
	commute of intermodal stations 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percent of population within 10 
	Percent of population within 10 
	Percent of population within 10 
	-minute travel time of activity centers 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Percent of total employment within 30-minute commute from international  
	Percent of total employment within 30-minute commute from international  
	Percent of total employment within 30-minute commute from international  
	Percent of total employment within 30-minute commute from international  
	airports 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Transit coverage 
	Transit coverage 
	Transit coverage 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Transit load factor 
	Transit load factor 
	Transit load factor 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Transit on-time performance  
	Transit on-time performance  
	Transit on-time performance  

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan, and  Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan, and  Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan, and  Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP and ITS Master Plan, and  Hillsborough MPO System Report) 



	both 
	both 

	• Defined as time periods from -1 to 5+ minutes 
	• Defined as time periods from -1 to 5+ minutes 
	• Defined as time periods from -1 to 5+ minutes 
	• Defined as time periods from -1 to 5+ minutes 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	On-time transit trips 
	On-time transit trips 
	On-time transit trips 

	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 



	both 
	both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	On-time rail trips 
	On-time rail trips 
	On-time rail trips 

	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 



	both 
	both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Transit level of service 
	Transit level of service 
	Transit level of service 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Based on number of buses per hour and wait time 
	• Based on number of buses per hour and wait time 
	• Based on number of buses per hour and wait time 
	• Based on number of buses per hour and wait time 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Transit service miles 
	Transit service miles 
	Transit service miles 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Transit service miles per thousand people 
	Transit service miles per thousand people 
	Transit service miles per thousand people 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Transit passenger miles per capita 
	Transit passenger miles per capita 
	Transit passenger miles per capita 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Percentage of transit commuter mode choice 
	Percentage of transit commuter mode choice 
	Percentage of transit commuter mode choice 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Number of park-n-ride spaces/multimodal facilities 
	Number of park-n-ride spaces/multimodal facilities 
	Number of park-n-ride spaces/multimodal facilities 
	Number of park-n-ride spaces/multimodal facilities 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Number of park-n-ride spaces 
	Number of park-n-ride spaces 
	Number of park-n-ride spaces 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Average ratio of transit travel time to auto travel time for fixed route system 
	Average ratio of transit travel time to auto travel time for fixed route system 
	Average ratio of transit travel time to auto travel time for fixed route system 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Transit revenue hours 
	Transit revenue hours 
	Transit revenue hours 

	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Transit revenue hours of service per thousand people 
	Transit revenue hours of service per thousand people 
	Transit revenue hours of service per thousand people 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Transit headway 
	Transit headway 
	Transit headway 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• Calculated based on transit schedule 
	• Calculated based on transit schedule 
	• Calculated based on transit schedule 
	• Calculated based on transit schedule 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Average peak service frequency 
	Average peak service frequency 
	Average peak service frequency 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Calculated based on transit schedule 
	• Calculated based on transit schedule 
	• Calculated based on transit schedule 
	• Calculated based on transit schedule 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Transit service route miles within ¼ miles of major healthcare, reaction, education, employment, and cultural facilities 
	Transit service route miles within ¼ miles of major healthcare, reaction, education, employment, and cultural facilities 
	Transit service route miles within ¼ miles of major healthcare, reaction, education, employment, and cultural facilities 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Transit service route miles in corridors of regional significance 
	Transit service route miles in corridors of regional significance 
	Transit service route miles in corridors of regional significance 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Transit service route miles within ¼ miles of tourist attractions 
	Transit service route miles within ¼ miles of tourist attractions 
	Transit service route miles within ¼ miles of tourist attractions 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Transit service route miles within 0.5 miles of redevelopment areas 
	Transit service route miles within 0.5 miles of redevelopment areas 
	Transit service route miles within 0.5 miles of redevelopment areas 
	Transit service route miles within 0.5 miles of redevelopment areas 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Transit service route miles within 0.5 miles of major activity center 
	Transit service route miles within 0.5 miles of major activity center 
	Transit service route miles within 0.5 miles of major activity center 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Transit service route miles  within the urban infill area 
	Transit service route miles  within the urban infill area 
	Transit service route miles  within the urban infill area 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Non fossil fuel burning daily transit service route miles 
	Non fossil fuel burning daily transit service route miles 
	Non fossil fuel burning daily transit service route miles 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Transit route miles per highway centerline miles 
	Transit route miles per highway centerline miles 
	Transit route miles per highway centerline miles 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Percent of congested roadway centerline with transit service 
	Percent of congested roadway centerline with transit service 
	Percent of congested roadway centerline with transit service 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Weekday span of service 
	Weekday span of service 
	Weekday span of service 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• It is determined by computing the number of hours between the time service begins and the time service ends for an average weekday. 
	• It is determined by computing the number of hours between the time service begins and the time service ends for an average weekday. 
	• It is determined by computing the number of hours between the time service begins and the time service ends for an average weekday. 
	• It is determined by computing the number of hours between the time service begins and the time service ends for an average weekday. 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Passenger miles traveled 
	Passenger miles traveled 
	Passenger miles traveled 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 






	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Transit passenger trips 
	Transit passenger trips 
	Transit passenger trips 
	Transit passenger trips 

	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Annual number of passenger trips on the transit vehicles. A trip is counted each time a passenger boards a transit vehicle. If a passenger has to transfer between buses to reach a destination, the passenger is counted as making two passenger trips. 
	• Annual number of passenger trips on the transit vehicles. A trip is counted each time a passenger boards a transit vehicle. If a passenger has to transfer between buses to reach a destination, the passenger is counted as making two passenger trips. 
	• Annual number of passenger trips on the transit vehicles. A trip is counted each time a passenger boards a transit vehicle. If a passenger has to transfer between buses to reach a destination, the passenger is counted as making two passenger trips. 
	• Annual number of passenger trips on the transit vehicles. A trip is counted each time a passenger boards a transit vehicle. If a passenger has to transfer between buses to reach a destination, the passenger is counted as making two passenger trips. 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Access to transit 
	Access to transit 
	Access to transit 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	System 
	System 

	• The percentage of the population within a half-mile of fixed route transit 
	• The percentage of the population within a half-mile of fixed route transit 
	• The percentage of the population within a half-mile of fixed route transit 
	• The percentage of the population within a half-mile of fixed route transit 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Fixed route major transit incidents 
	Fixed route major transit incidents 
	Fixed route major transit incidents 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Bicycle and Pedestrian 
	Bicycle and Pedestrian 
	Bicycle and Pedestrian 


	Lane mile with bicycle and pedestrian facilities at the quality of service standard 
	Lane mile with bicycle and pedestrian facilities at the quality of service standard 
	Lane mile with bicycle and pedestrian facilities at the quality of service standard 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	% miles bicycle accommodations 
	% miles bicycle accommodations 
	% miles bicycle accommodations 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	% miles pedestrian accommodations 
	% miles pedestrian accommodations 
	% miles pedestrian accommodations 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percentage of pedestrian commuter mode choice 
	Percentage of pedestrian commuter mode choice 
	Percentage of pedestrian commuter mode choice 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percentage of bicycle commuter mode choice 
	Percentage of bicycle commuter mode choice 
	Percentage of bicycle commuter mode choice 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Centerline mileage of buffered bike lanes 
	Centerline mileage of buffered bike lanes 
	Centerline mileage of buffered bike lanes 
	Centerline mileage of buffered bike lanes 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Centerline mileage of 10-ft or wider shared use pathways 
	Centerline mileage of 10-ft or wider shared use pathways 
	Centerline mileage of 10-ft or wider shared use pathways 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Centerline mileage of designated bike lanes 
	Centerline mileage of designated bike lanes 
	Centerline mileage of designated bike lanes 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Centerline mileage of priority bike network operating at LOS C or better 
	Centerline mileage of priority bike network operating at LOS C or better 
	Centerline mileage of priority bike network operating at LOS C or better 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percentage of thoroughfare mileage near transit hubs that provides dedicated bicycle facilities (within 3 miles) 
	Percentage of thoroughfare mileage near transit hubs that provides dedicated bicycle facilities (within 3 miles) 
	Percentage of thoroughfare mileage near transit hubs that provides dedicated bicycle facilities (within 3 miles) 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percentage of thoroughfare mileage near transit hubs that provides dedicated pedestrian facilities (within 1 mile) 
	Percentage of thoroughfare mileage near transit hubs that provides dedicated pedestrian facilities (within 1 mile) 
	Percentage of thoroughfare mileage near transit hubs that provides dedicated pedestrian facilities (within 1 mile) 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Miles of new bike and pedestrian facilities 
	Miles of new bike and pedestrian facilities 
	Miles of new bike and pedestrian facilities 

	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO PMP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Changes in bicycle counts 
	Changes in bicycle counts 
	Changes in bicycle counts 

	• MPO (Broward MPO Complete Street Evaluation) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO Complete Street Evaluation) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO Complete Street Evaluation) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO Complete Street Evaluation) 



	System 
	System 

	• Pedestrian and Bicyclist Counts Field Data Collection and Worksheet Tools 
	• Pedestrian and Bicyclist Counts Field Data Collection and Worksheet Tools 
	• Pedestrian and Bicyclist Counts Field Data Collection and Worksheet Tools 
	• Pedestrian and Bicyclist Counts Field Data Collection and Worksheet Tools 



	NA 
	NA 


	Changes in pedestrian count 
	Changes in pedestrian count 
	Changes in pedestrian count 

	• MPO (Broward MPO Complete Street Evaluation) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO Complete Street Evaluation) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO Complete Street Evaluation) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO Complete Street Evaluation) 



	System 
	System 

	• Pedestrian and Bicyclist Counts Field Data Collection and Worksheet Tools 
	• Pedestrian and Bicyclist Counts Field Data Collection and Worksheet Tools 
	• Pedestrian and Bicyclist Counts Field Data Collection and Worksheet Tools 
	• Pedestrian and Bicyclist Counts Field Data Collection and Worksheet Tools 



	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Bicycle level of service 
	Bicycle level of service 
	Bicycle level of service 
	Bicycle level of service 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• The summation of miles of each LOS letter grade 
	• The summation of miles of each LOS letter grade 
	• The summation of miles of each LOS letter grade 
	• The summation of miles of each LOS letter grade 



	• Demand model integrated with the calculation method of bicycle LOS. 
	• Demand model integrated with the calculation method of bicycle LOS. 
	• Demand model integrated with the calculation method of bicycle LOS. 
	• Demand model integrated with the calculation method of bicycle LOS. 




	Pedestrian level of service 
	Pedestrian level of service 
	Pedestrian level of service 

	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan) 



	Corridor 
	Corridor 

	• The summation of miles of each pedestrian LOS letter grade 
	• The summation of miles of each pedestrian LOS letter grade 
	• The summation of miles of each pedestrian LOS letter grade 
	• The summation of miles of each pedestrian LOS letter grade 



	• Demand model integrated with the calculation method of pedestrian LOS. 
	• Demand model integrated with the calculation method of pedestrian LOS. 
	• Demand model integrated with the calculation method of pedestrian LOS. 
	• Demand model integrated with the calculation method of pedestrian LOS. 




	Bicycle and pedestrian facilities 
	Bicycle and pedestrian facilities 
	Bicycle and pedestrian facilities 

	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Multimodal level of service 
	Multimodal level of service 
	Multimodal level of service 

	• MPO (Broward MPO Complete Street Evaluation) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO Complete Street Evaluation) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO Complete Street Evaluation) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO Complete Street Evaluation) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	• MMLOS Worksheet Tool 
	• MMLOS Worksheet Tool 
	• MMLOS Worksheet Tool 
	• MMLOS Worksheet Tool 




	Number of walking and biking trips 
	Number of walking and biking trips 
	Number of walking and biking trips 

	• MPO (Broward MPO Complete Street Evaluation) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO Complete Street Evaluation) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO Complete Street Evaluation) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO Complete Street Evaluation) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Pedestrian and Bicyclist Counts Field Data Collection and Worksheet Tools 
	• Pedestrian and Bicyclist Counts Field Data Collection and Worksheet Tools 
	• Pedestrian and Bicyclist Counts Field Data Collection and Worksheet Tools 
	• Pedestrian and Bicyclist Counts Field Data Collection and Worksheet Tools 



	NA 
	NA 


	Number of bicycle trips 
	Number of bicycle trips 
	Number of bicycle trips 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Number of walking trips 
	Number of walking trips 
	Number of walking trips 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Number of gaps in the sidewalk and bike lane network 
	Number of gaps in the sidewalk and bike lane network 
	Number of gaps in the sidewalk and bike lane network 

	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Number of bicycle lane miles/number of roadway miles 
	Number of bicycle lane miles/number of roadway miles 
	Number of bicycle lane miles/number of roadway miles 
	Number of bicycle lane miles/number of roadway miles 

	• MPO (Broward MPO  LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO  LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO  LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO  LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Number of miles of sidewalk miles/number of roadway miles 
	Number of miles of sidewalk miles/number of roadway miles 
	Number of miles of sidewalk miles/number of roadway miles 

	• MPO (Broward MPO  LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO  LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO  LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO  LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Number of non-motorized facilities 
	Number of non-motorized facilities 
	Number of non-motorized facilities 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Miles of non-motorized facilities 
	Miles of non-motorized facilities 
	Miles of non-motorized facilities 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percentage of population within 1 mile of bike lane and shared-use path 
	Percentage of population within 1 mile of bike lane and shared-use path 
	Percentage of population within 1 mile of bike lane and shared-use path 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• Ratio of population within one mile of bike lanes and shared-use paths to Florida’s total population. The bike lane and shared-use path miles include those on the SHS and a limited number of non-SHS miles deemed of interest to FDOT 
	• Ratio of population within one mile of bike lanes and shared-use paths to Florida’s total population. The bike lane and shared-use path miles include those on the SHS and a limited number of non-SHS miles deemed of interest to FDOT 
	• Ratio of population within one mile of bike lanes and shared-use paths to Florida’s total population. The bike lane and shared-use path miles include those on the SHS and a limited number of non-SHS miles deemed of interest to FDOT 
	• Ratio of population within one mile of bike lanes and shared-use paths to Florida’s total population. The bike lane and shared-use path miles include those on the SHS and a limited number of non-SHS miles deemed of interest to FDOT 



	• Demand model updated with information of bike lane and shared-use path 
	• Demand model updated with information of bike lane and shared-use path 
	• Demand model updated with information of bike lane and shared-use path 
	• Demand model updated with information of bike lane and shared-use path 




	Percentage of sidewalk coverage 
	Percentage of sidewalk coverage 
	Percentage of sidewalk coverage 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percentage of bike lane and shoulder coverage 
	Percentage of bike lane and shoulder coverage 
	Percentage of bike lane and shoulder coverage 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percent of congested roadway centerline miles with pedestrian facilities 
	Percent of congested roadway centerline miles with pedestrian facilities 
	Percent of congested roadway centerline miles with pedestrian facilities 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percent of congested roadway centerline with bicycle facilities 
	Percent of congested roadway centerline with bicycle facilities 
	Percent of congested roadway centerline with bicycle facilities 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando CMP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	  
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 


	Trail and Sidepath 
	Trail and Sidepath 
	Trail and Sidepath 



	Density of jobs within ¼ mile of trail/sidepath 
	Density of jobs within ¼ mile of trail/sidepath 
	Density of jobs within ¼ mile of trail/sidepath 
	Density of jobs within ¼ mile of trail/sidepath 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Density of population within ¼ mile of trail/sidepath 
	Density of population within ¼ mile of trail/sidepath 
	Density of population within ¼ mile of trail/sidepath 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO TIP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	The percentage of residents with access to trail 
	The percentage of residents with access to trail 
	The percentage of residents with access to trail 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	The miles of trails 
	The miles of trails 
	The miles of trails 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Sidewalks and trail miles per highway centerline miles 
	Sidewalks and trail miles per highway centerline miles 
	Sidewalks and trail miles per highway centerline miles 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Aviation 
	Aviation 
	Aviation 


	Aviation passenger boardings 
	Aviation passenger boardings 
	Aviation passenger boardings 

	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• The total number of revenue passengers who board an aircraft at a Florida Airport. If a passenger has to transfer between planes to reach a destination, the passenger is counted as making two passenger boardings. 
	• The total number of revenue passengers who board an aircraft at a Florida Airport. If a passenger has to transfer between planes to reach a destination, the passenger is counted as making two passenger boardings. 
	• The total number of revenue passengers who board an aircraft at a Florida Airport. If a passenger has to transfer between planes to reach a destination, the passenger is counted as making two passenger boardings. 
	• The total number of revenue passengers who board an aircraft at a Florida Airport. If a passenger has to transfer between planes to reach a destination, the passenger is counted as making two passenger boardings. 



	NA 
	NA 


	Departure reliability 
	Departure reliability 
	Departure reliability 

	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• Departure is deemed reliable if the flight departs within 15 minutes after the scheduled time shown in the carrier’s Computerized Reservation Systems (CRS). 
	• Departure is deemed reliable if the flight departs within 15 minutes after the scheduled time shown in the carrier’s Computerized Reservation Systems (CRS). 
	• Departure is deemed reliable if the flight departs within 15 minutes after the scheduled time shown in the carrier’s Computerized Reservation Systems (CRS). 
	• Departure is deemed reliable if the flight departs within 15 minutes after the scheduled time shown in the carrier’s Computerized Reservation Systems (CRS). 



	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Demand to capacity ratio 
	Demand to capacity ratio 
	Demand to capacity ratio 
	Demand to capacity ratio 

	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• The ratio of the annual operational demand to annual service volume. Annual service volume is determined by the quantity of airports’ runwasy and taxiways. 
	• The ratio of the annual operational demand to annual service volume. Annual service volume is determined by the quantity of airports’ runwasy and taxiways. 
	• The ratio of the annual operational demand to annual service volume. Annual service volume is determined by the quantity of airports’ runwasy and taxiways. 
	• The ratio of the annual operational demand to annual service volume. Annual service volume is determined by the quantity of airports’ runwasy and taxiways. 



	NA 
	NA 


	Highway adequacy (LOS) 
	Highway adequacy (LOS) 
	Highway adequacy (LOS) 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• The ratio of the annual operational demand to annual service volume. Annual service volume is determined by the quantity of airports’ runwasy and taxiways. 
	• The ratio of the annual operational demand to annual service volume. Annual service volume is determined by the quantity of airports’ runwasy and taxiways. 
	• The ratio of the annual operational demand to annual service volume. Annual service volume is determined by the quantity of airports’ runwasy and taxiways. 
	• The ratio of the annual operational demand to annual service volume. Annual service volume is determined by the quantity of airports’ runwasy and taxiways. 



	NA 
	NA 


	Rail 
	Rail 
	Rail 


	Rail passenger trips 
	Rail passenger trips 
	Rail passenger trips 

	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• Annual number of revenue paying rail passengers. Rail passengers include those riding on Amtrack, SunRail, and Tri-Rail.  
	• Annual number of revenue paying rail passengers. Rail passengers include those riding on Amtrack, SunRail, and Tri-Rail.  
	• Annual number of revenue paying rail passengers. Rail passengers include those riding on Amtrack, SunRail, and Tri-Rail.  
	• Annual number of revenue paying rail passengers. Rail passengers include those riding on Amtrack, SunRail, and Tri-Rail.  



	NA 
	NA 


	Departure reliability 
	Departure reliability 
	Departure reliability 

	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FTP and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	• A train is considered on-time if arrival at endpoint is within a specified threshold timeframe of scheduled arrival time. The threshold timeframe varies based on the trip length. 
	• A train is considered on-time if arrival at endpoint is within a specified threshold timeframe of scheduled arrival time. The threshold timeframe varies based on the trip length. 
	• A train is considered on-time if arrival at endpoint is within a specified threshold timeframe of scheduled arrival time. The threshold timeframe varies based on the trip length. 
	• A train is considered on-time if arrival at endpoint is within a specified threshold timeframe of scheduled arrival time. The threshold timeframe varies based on the trip length. 



	NA 
	NA 


	Highway adequacy (LOS) 
	Highway adequacy (LOS) 
	Highway adequacy (LOS) 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Seaports 
	Seaports 
	Seaports 


	Seaport passenger trips 
	Seaport passenger trips 
	Seaport passenger trips 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	• Annual number of passengers embarking on cruise ships at Florida’s seven cruise ports. 
	• Annual number of passengers embarking on cruise ships at Florida’s seven cruise ports. 
	• Annual number of passengers embarking on cruise ships at Florida’s seven cruise ports. 
	• Annual number of passengers embarking on cruise ships at Florida’s seven cruise ports. 



	 
	 


	Highway adequacy (LOS) 
	Highway adequacy (LOS) 
	Highway adequacy (LOS) 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 


	Congestion Costs and Highway System 
	Congestion Costs and Highway System 
	Congestion Costs and Highway System 



	Transportation costs per capita 
	Transportation costs per capita 
	Transportation costs per capita 
	Transportation costs per capita 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  

	• Mesoscopic model 
	• Mesoscopic model 




	Overall cost of travel 
	Overall cost of travel 
	Overall cost of travel 

	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Broward MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	• Travel time * value of time+operating cost+maintenance cost)/(person miles of travel +truck miles of travel) 
	• Travel time * value of time+operating cost+maintenance cost)/(person miles of travel +truck miles of travel) 
	• Travel time * value of time+operating cost+maintenance cost)/(person miles of travel +truck miles of travel) 
	• Travel time * value of time+operating cost+maintenance cost)/(person miles of travel +truck miles of travel) 



	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  

	• Mesoscopic model 
	• Mesoscopic model 




	Cost of congestion 
	Cost of congestion 
	Cost of congestion 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Delay reduced per mile of improvement 
	Delay reduced per mile of improvement 
	Delay reduced per mile of improvement 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percent of corridors managed and monitored 
	Percent of corridors managed and monitored 
	Percent of corridors managed and monitored 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percentage of roads having traffic volume that is greater than capacity 
	Percentage of roads having traffic volume that is greater than capacity 
	Percentage of roads having traffic volume that is greater than capacity 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  

	• Mesoscopic model 
	• Mesoscopic model 




	Travel time delay due to transportation disruption 
	Travel time delay due to transportation disruption 
	Travel time delay due to transportation disruption 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Daily cost of delay per capita 
	Daily cost of delay per capita 
	Daily cost of delay per capita 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  

	• Mesoscopic model 
	• Mesoscopic model 




	Annual cost of congestion 
	Annual cost of congestion 
	Annual cost of congestion 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  

	• Mesoscopic model 
	• Mesoscopic model 




	Lost trips due to transportation network disruption 
	Lost trips due to transportation network disruption 
	Lost trips due to transportation network disruption 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Proximity to major transportation hubs 
	Proximity to major transportation hubs 
	Proximity to major transportation hubs 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Highway lane miles 
	Highway lane miles 
	Highway lane miles 
	Highway lane miles 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  




	Highway lane miles per thousand people 
	Highway lane miles per thousand people 
	Highway lane miles per thousand people 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Highway centerline miles on SIS connectors 
	Highway centerline miles on SIS connectors 
	Highway centerline miles on SIS connectors 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  




	Miles of roadway below standard 
	Miles of roadway below standard 
	Miles of roadway below standard 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  
	• Demand model  

	• Mesoscopic model 
	• Mesoscopic model 




	Highway lane and center line miles within ¼ miles of major healthcare, recreation, education, employment, and cultural facilities 
	Highway lane and center line miles within ¼ miles of major healthcare, recreation, education, employment, and cultural facilities 
	Highway lane and center line miles within ¼ miles of major healthcare, recreation, education, employment, and cultural facilities 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Highway lane and center line miles in corridors of regional significance 
	Highway lane and center line miles in corridors of regional significance 
	Highway lane and center line miles in corridors of regional significance 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Highway lane and center line miles within 0.5 miles of major activity centers 
	Highway lane and center line miles within 0.5 miles of major activity centers 
	Highway lane and center line miles within 0.5 miles of major activity centers 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Highway lane and center line miles within 0.5 miles of redevelopment areas 
	Highway lane and center line miles within 0.5 miles of redevelopment areas 
	Highway lane and center line miles within 0.5 miles of redevelopment areas 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Highway lane and center line miles within 0.5 miles of rural activity centers 
	Highway lane and center line miles within 0.5 miles of rural activity centers 
	Highway lane and center line miles within 0.5 miles of rural activity centers 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Highway lane miles within 1/4 miles of tourist attractions 
	Highway lane miles within 1/4 miles of tourist attractions 
	Highway lane miles within 1/4 miles of tourist attractions 
	Highway lane miles within 1/4 miles of tourist attractions 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Highway lane and center miles within the urban infill area 
	Highway lane and center miles within the urban infill area 
	Highway lane and center miles within the urban infill area 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	New highway lane miles within historic site/district 
	New highway lane miles within historic site/district 
	New highway lane miles within historic site/district 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Highway lane miles within 0.5 miles of major freight origins and destinations 
	Highway lane miles within 0.5 miles of major freight origins and destinations 
	Highway lane miles within 0.5 miles of major freight origins and destinations 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Highway lane and centerline miles within the 100-year flood plain 
	Highway lane and centerline miles within the 100-year flood plain 
	Highway lane and centerline miles within the 100-year flood plain 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Time spent commuting 
	Time spent commuting 
	Time spent commuting 

	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• State (FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The percentage of auto commuters with drive time less than 30 minutes 
	• The percentage of auto commuters with drive time less than 30 minutes 
	• The percentage of auto commuters with drive time less than 30 minutes 
	• The percentage of auto commuters with drive time less than 30 minutes 

	• Data source: U.S. Census Bureau – American Community Survey 
	• Data source: U.S. Census Bureau – American Community Survey 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Commuting times greater than 30 minutes 
	Commuting times greater than 30 minutes 
	Commuting times greater than 30 minutes 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	Both 
	Both 

	• The percentage of auto commuters with drive time greater than 30 minutes 
	• The percentage of auto commuters with drive time greater than 30 minutes 
	• The percentage of auto commuters with drive time greater than 30 minutes 
	• The percentage of auto commuters with drive time greater than 30 minutes 

	• Data source: U.S. Census Bureau – American Community Survey 
	• Data source: U.S. Census Bureau – American Community Survey 



	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Percentage of facilities  that accommodate two feet sea level rise 
	Percentage of facilities  that accommodate two feet sea level rise 
	Percentage of facilities  that accommodate two feet sea level rise 

	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Palm Beach MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Field equipment uptime availability in percentage 
	Field equipment uptime availability in percentage 
	Field equipment uptime availability in percentage 

	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 



	Both 
	Both 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	RTMC equipment uptime availability in percentage 
	RTMC equipment uptime availability in percentage 
	RTMC equipment uptime availability in percentage 
	RTMC equipment uptime availability in percentage 

	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Communication infrastructure and network uptime availability in percentage 
	Communication infrastructure and network uptime availability in percentage 
	Communication infrastructure and network uptime availability in percentage 

	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Number of times WAN was operating on a back-up communication path 
	Number of times WAN was operating on a back-up communication path 
	Number of times WAN was operating on a back-up communication path 

	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Percent of times WAN was operating on a back-up communication path 
	Percent of times WAN was operating on a back-up communication path 
	Percent of times WAN was operating on a back-up communication path 

	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Global Economic Competitiveness 
	Global Economic Competitiveness 
	Global Economic Competitiveness 


	Return on investment 
	Return on investment 
	Return on investment 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP and North Florida TPO Cost Feasible Plan MOE) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Construction projects completed on-time 
	Construction projects completed on-time 
	Construction projects completed on-time 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Capacity funds for the SIS 
	Capacity funds for the SIS 
	Capacity funds for the SIS 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Florida-originating exports 
	Florida-originating exports 
	Florida-originating exports 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Florida share of US trade 
	Florida share of US trade 
	Florida share of US trade 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Florida value of freight 
	Florida value of freight 
	Florida value of freight 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 
	Performance Measures 

	Sources 
	Sources 

	Scale (System or Corridor) 
	Scale (System or Corridor) 

	Calculation Method Based on Data 
	Calculation Method Based on Data 

	Potential Modeling Method 
	Potential Modeling Method 



	Florida jobs by transportation-intensive sectors 
	Florida jobs by transportation-intensive sectors 
	Florida jobs by transportation-intensive sectors 
	Florida jobs by transportation-intensive sectors 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Florida visitors 
	Florida visitors 
	Florida visitors 

	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 
	• State (FTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	System/agency efficiency 
	System/agency efficiency 
	System/agency efficiency 

	• State (FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 
	• State (FDOT TSM&O Toolbox) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Special Events 
	Special Events 
	Special Events 


	Economic losses due to storm in 2014 dollars 
	Economic losses due to storm in 2014 dollars 
	Economic losses due to storm in 2014 dollars 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Weeks of disruption due to storm water and flooding 
	Weeks of disruption due to storm water and flooding 
	Weeks of disruption due to storm water and flooding 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Economic loss due to a typical category 3 storm 
	Economic loss due to a typical category 3 storm 
	Economic loss due to a typical category 3 storm 

	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 
	• MPO (Hillsborough MPO System Report) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Lane miles of evacuation routes per thousand people 
	Lane miles of evacuation routes per thousand people 
	Lane miles of evacuation routes per thousand people 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Reduction in clearance times for evacuations 
	Reduction in clearance times for evacuations 
	Reduction in clearance times for evacuations 

	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (North Florida TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Reduction in evacuation clearance times during emergency events 
	Reduction in evacuation clearance times during emergency events 
	Reduction in evacuation clearance times during emergency events 

	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 
	• MPO (MetroPlan Orlando ITS Master Plan) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 


	Total lane miles within evacuation travel corridors 
	Total lane miles within evacuation travel corridors 
	Total lane miles within evacuation travel corridors 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 
	• Demand model 




	Percentage of funding allocated to maintenance and rehabilitation of evacuation corridors 
	Percentage of funding allocated to maintenance and rehabilitation of evacuation corridors 
	Percentage of funding allocated to maintenance and rehabilitation of evacuation corridors 

	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 
	• MPO (Miami-Dade TPO LRTP) 



	System 
	System 

	NA 
	NA 

	NA 
	NA 




	 
	3.5 Conclusions and Recommendations 
	Based on the literature review presented in this chapter, it can be concluded that there are a large number of metrics that have been identified and utilized at the national level, by FDOT departments, and by various MPO/TPO/TPA in Florida, as listed in Table 3-49 to 3-55.  Some of these measures will be calculated in the initial version of the updated FITSEVAL.  Others, will be calculated in future versions as needed.   Specifically, the following can be concluded: 
	 
	• A wide range of performance measures have been selected, calculated, and reported by different FDOT departments for different purposes.  These measures will be considered to be calculated by the developed tool.  Examples of the measures are those identified in the FDOT Florida Transportation Plan (FTP), FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan, and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• A wide range of performance measures have been selected, calculated, and reported by different FDOT departments for different purposes.  These measures will be considered to be calculated by the developed tool.  Examples of the measures are those identified in the FDOT Florida Transportation Plan (FTP), FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan, and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 
	• A wide range of performance measures have been selected, calculated, and reported by different FDOT departments for different purposes.  These measures will be considered to be calculated by the developed tool.  Examples of the measures are those identified in the FDOT Florida Transportation Plan (FTP), FDOT TSM&O Strategic Plan, and FDOT Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book) 

	• Metropolitan planning organization/transportation planning organization/transportation planning agency (MPO/TPO/TPA) in Florida have included performance management into their planning process. The performance measures used by MPOs/TPOs/TPAs vary with their specific goals and objectives. The safety performance measures are more consistent among MPO/TPO/PTAs, while there is a large variation in other performance measures. There is no standard regarding what performance measures should be reported. A number
	• Metropolitan planning organization/transportation planning organization/transportation planning agency (MPO/TPO/TPA) in Florida have included performance management into their planning process. The performance measures used by MPOs/TPOs/TPAs vary with their specific goals and objectives. The safety performance measures are more consistent among MPO/TPO/PTAs, while there is a large variation in other performance measures. There is no standard regarding what performance measures should be reported. A number

	• The final rule of the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) MAP-21 have clearly specified the national performance measures in seven focus areas that need to be calculated by state and MPOs. The calculation method, data source, and reporting date for those performance measures are also provided in detail.   
	• The final rule of the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) MAP-21 have clearly specified the national performance measures in seven focus areas that need to be calculated by state and MPOs. The calculation method, data source, and reporting date for those performance measures are also provided in detail.   

	• As MPOs/TPOs/TPAs place more emphasis on multimodal transportation system, it is recommended not only to calculate automobile-related performance measures, but also multimodal performance measures that are related to transit, trucks, pedestrians, and bicycles. The developed tool should be updated to allow the calculation of multimodal performance measures based on modeling, where possible. 
	• As MPOs/TPOs/TPAs place more emphasis on multimodal transportation system, it is recommended not only to calculate automobile-related performance measures, but also multimodal performance measures that are related to transit, trucks, pedestrians, and bicycles. The developed tool should be updated to allow the calculation of multimodal performance measures based on modeling, where possible. 

	• A number of methods have been identified to calculate safety, mobility, reliability, and emission performance measures. These methods can be either data-based or model-based.   
	• A number of methods have been identified to calculate safety, mobility, reliability, and emission performance measures. These methods can be either data-based or model-based.   


	 
	  
	4. 
	4. 
	PERFORMANCE MEASURE ESTIMATION FOR BASE CONDITION
	 

	Different methods are reviewed in this study for potential use in FITSEVAL to estimate the mobility, reliability, and safety performance for the base conditions before implementing advanced technologies.  The estimation can be based on real-world data, utilizing different analytical models or simulation.  Methods to estimate travel time and travel time reliability are assessed in this study by comparing the resulting estimates from applying these methods to those estimated based on real-world data.    
	4.1 Mobility Performance Measure Estimation 
	Mobility is the most important widely used performance measurement category considered in planning studies. Examples of mobility performance measures include annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita and the percent of non-SOV travel as specified by MAP-21 (FHWA, 2017), vehicle mile traveled (VMT), vehicle hour traveled (VHT), average speed, average travel time, throughput, level of service, and so on.  Many of the mobility measures can be derived based on travel time and volume estimates.
	4.1.1 Estimation of Mobility Performance Measures based on Data 
	This section presents a review the definition of the measures and methods of commonly used to estimate the mobility measures for the existing conditions based on data before moving onto the forecasting of these measures.  Table 4-1 presents this review. 
	  
	Table 4-1: Mobility Measure Estimation Methods based on Data 
	Mobility Measure 
	Mobility Measure 
	Mobility Measure 
	Mobility Measure 
	Mobility Measure 

	Calculation Method 
	Calculation Method 

	Data Requirement 
	Data Requirement 



	Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita 
	Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita 
	Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita 
	Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita 

	MAP-21(FHWA, 2017): 
	MAP-21(FHWA, 2017): 
	• Annual hours of PHED is calculated as the total excessive delay divided by the total population. 
	• Annual hours of PHED is calculated as the total excessive delay divided by the total population. 
	• Annual hours of PHED is calculated as the total excessive delay divided by the total population. 

	• The total excessive delay is the summation of each 15-minute excessive delay multiplied by the average vehicle occupancy.  
	• The total excessive delay is the summation of each 15-minute excessive delay multiplied by the average vehicle occupancy.  

	• Excessive delay is defined as the difference between the travel time at 15-minute intervals and the excessive delay thresholds travel time. 
	• Excessive delay is defined as the difference between the travel time at 15-minute intervals and the excessive delay thresholds travel time. 

	• The threshold for excessive delay will be based on the travel time at 20 miles per hour or 60% of the posted speed limit travel time, whichever is greater, and will be measured in 15-minute intervals. 
	• The threshold for excessive delay will be based on the travel time at 20 miles per hour or 60% of the posted speed limit travel time, whichever is greater, and will be measured in 15-minute intervals. 


	 

	• 15-minute travel time 
	• 15-minute travel time 
	• 15-minute travel time 
	• 15-minute travel time 

	• Population 
	• Population 


	 


	Vehicle hours delay 
	Vehicle hours delay 
	Vehicle hours delay 

	Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book (FDOT, 2017b): 
	Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book (FDOT, 2017b): 
	• Delay is the product of directional hourly volume and the difference between travel time at “threshold” speeds and travel time at the average speed. The thresholds are based on Level of Service (LOS) B as defined by FDOT. 
	• Delay is the product of directional hourly volume and the difference between travel time at “threshold” speeds and travel time at the average speed. The thresholds are based on Level of Service (LOS) B as defined by FDOT. 
	• Delay is the product of directional hourly volume and the difference between travel time at “threshold” speeds and travel time at the average speed. The thresholds are based on Level of Service (LOS) B as defined by FDOT. 


	FHWA ATDM Guide (Dowling et al., 2013): 
	• The difference between the VHT total and the VHT if all links are traversed at free-flow speed 
	• The difference between the VHT total and the VHT if all links are traversed at free-flow speed 
	• The difference between the VHT total and the VHT if all links are traversed at free-flow speed 



	• Hourly directional volume 
	• Hourly directional volume 
	• Hourly directional volume 
	• Hourly directional volume 

	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 


	 


	Vehicle hour traveled (VHT) 
	Vehicle hour traveled (VHT) 
	Vehicle hour traveled (VHT) 

	FHWA ATDM Guide (Dowling et al., 2013): 
	FHWA ATDM Guide (Dowling et al., 2013): 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and the average link travel times.  
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and the average link travel times.  
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and the average link travel times.  

	• The delay of vehicles that cannot enter the network due to traffic control such as ramp metering is added to the above VHT and included in the VHT total 
	• The delay of vehicles that cannot enter the network due to traffic control such as ramp metering is added to the above VHT and included in the VHT total 



	• Volume 
	• Volume 
	• Volume 
	• Volume 

	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 


	 


	Vehicle mile traveled (VMT) 
	Vehicle mile traveled (VMT) 
	Vehicle mile traveled (VMT) 

	FHWA ATDM Guide (Dowling et al., 2013) 
	FHWA ATDM Guide (Dowling et al., 2013) 
	and Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book (FDOT, 2017b): 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest 
	• The sum of the product of the total link volumes and link length for the time period of interest 



	• Volume 
	• Volume 
	• Volume 
	• Volume 

	• Road segment length 
	• Road segment length 


	 




	Mobility Measure 
	Mobility Measure 
	Mobility Measure 
	Mobility Measure 
	Mobility Measure 

	Calculation Method 
	Calculation Method 

	Data Requirement 
	Data Requirement 



	Percentage of non-SOV travel 
	Percentage of non-SOV travel 
	Percentage of non-SOV travel 
	Percentage of non-SOV travel 

	MAP-21(FHWA, 2017): 
	MAP-21(FHWA, 2017): 
	• Method A: 100% minus the percentage of Single Occupancy Vehicle (SOV) including cars, trucks, or vans 
	• Method A: 100% minus the percentage of Single Occupancy Vehicle (SOV) including cars, trucks, or vans 
	• Method A: 100% minus the percentage of Single Occupancy Vehicle (SOV) including cars, trucks, or vans 

	• Method B: a local survey 
	• Method B: a local survey 

	• Method C: annual volume of person travel other than driving alone divided by the total number of persons 
	• Method C: annual volume of person travel other than driving alone divided by the total number of persons 


	Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book (FDOT, 2017b): 
	• Non-SOV travel including travel via carpool, van, public transportation, commuter rail, walking or bicycling as well as telecommuting divided by total travel within Florida using the data from U.S. Census Bureau-American Community Survey 
	• Non-SOV travel including travel via carpool, van, public transportation, commuter rail, walking or bicycling as well as telecommuting divided by total travel within Florida using the data from U.S. Census Bureau-American Community Survey 
	• Non-SOV travel including travel via carpool, van, public transportation, commuter rail, walking or bicycling as well as telecommuting divided by total travel within Florida using the data from U.S. Census Bureau-American Community Survey 



	• Non-SOV travels and total travels 
	• Non-SOV travels and total travels 
	• Non-SOV travels and total travels 
	• Non-SOV travels and total travels 




	Person Trips 
	Person Trips 
	Person Trips 

	• Number of persons traveled 
	• Number of persons traveled 
	• Number of persons traveled 
	• Number of persons traveled 



	• Number of person trips 
	• Number of person trips 
	• Number of person trips 
	• Number of person trips 




	Average speed 
	Average speed 
	Average speed 

	Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book (FDOT, 2017b): 
	Multimodal Mobility Performance Measure Source Book (FDOT, 2017b): 
	• Speeds are provided in 15-minute increments and gathered from private sector vendor based on fleet vehicles, Bluetooth readers, and other probe data. 
	• Speeds are provided in 15-minute increments and gathered from private sector vendor based on fleet vehicles, Bluetooth readers, and other probe data. 
	• Speeds are provided in 15-minute increments and gathered from private sector vendor based on fleet vehicles, Bluetooth readers, and other probe data. 


	FHWA ATDM Guide (Dowling et al., 2013): 
	• The sum of the VMT-served for all the scenarios divided by the sum of VHT for all the scenarios including vehicle entry delay. 
	• The sum of the VMT-served for all the scenarios divided by the sum of VHT for all the scenarios including vehicle entry delay. 
	• The sum of the VMT-served for all the scenarios divided by the sum of VHT for all the scenarios including vehicle entry delay. 



	• Speed  
	• Speed  
	• Speed  
	• Speed  

	• Travel time  
	• Travel time  

	•  volume 
	•  volume 




	Average travel time 
	Average travel time 
	Average travel time 

	Average travel time 
	Average travel time 

	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 




	Level of service 
	Level of service 
	Level of service 

	Calculated based on the highway capacity manual LOS definitions 
	Calculated based on the highway capacity manual LOS definitions 

	• Density for freeways  
	• Density for freeways  
	• Density for freeways  
	• Density for freeways  

	• Speed or travel time for arterials 
	• Speed or travel time for arterials 






	4.1.2 Forecasting Mobility Performance Measures  
	This section provides a detailed review of methods that have been used for forecasting travel time in the literature.  
	4.1.2.1 Traffic Flow Models 
	As shown in Table 4-1, all the mobility performance measures listed in this table are derived from the travel time or speed values, which are usually obtained based on a traffic flow model (TFM) in travel demand models. A number of TFMs have been used in the planning studies to estimate travel time based on demand and capacity. Below is a description of the most commonly used TFMs. 
	Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) Curve 
	As part of the 1965 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) developed a relationship between speed and flow commonly referred to as the BPR curve.   This relationship has been widely used in travel demand models, including those in Florida, as a link capacity-based Volume-Delay Function (VDF). The curve suggests that if volume (or flow) increases relative to the capacity, the speed would decrease (or the travel time would increase). By definition, the BPR curve defines delay as a fun
	In Florida, the BPR curve is widely used in the FSUTMS (Florida Standard Urban Transportation Model Structure) models to produce the congested time (or speed) in a capacity restraint route choice assignment.   Although the BPR curves are very popular in static route choice assignment as part of demand forecasting, it is often criticized for underperforming in congested traffic conditions where demand exceeds capacity. For instances, the Treasure Coast Regional Planning Model (TCRPM) used BPR curve to determ
	Equation 4-1 shows the expression of the standard BPR curve. 
	𝑡𝑖=𝑡0[1+𝛼(𝑣𝑐)𝛽]                                                             (4-1) 
	where ti is congested travel time and t0 is free-flow travel time for link i. v refers to traffic volume on link i and c is practical capacity.  and  are the BPR coefficient and the BPR exponential coefficient, respectively, whose values vary with the function class of links and are usually calibrated for local conditions. The traditional value for  and  are 0.15 and 4 (Martin, 1998). However, the value of  could vary from 0.1 to 1.0 and value of  could vary from 4 to 11 (Dowling, 1997). Different stu
	(Dowling, 1997).  In this study the base 𝛼 and 𝛽 parameter values were obtained from a well-calibrated regional model in Florida (e.g. the South East Regional Planning Model (SERPM)).  
	Modified Davison Function 
	Davidson (1966) developed a flow-travel time relationship based on the queuing theory concept. It was a widely accepted model in the late 1970s and the 1980s.  The main drawback of the Davidson model was that it does not work for oversaturated condition. Therefore, Akcelik (1978) has proposed a Modified Davidson Function, as shown in Equation 4-2. 
	𝑆= {    𝑆01+𝐽𝐷(𝑉𝐶)1−𝑉𝐶                                             𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑉𝐶≤𝜇𝑆01+𝐽𝐷×𝜇1−𝜇+𝐽𝐷(𝑉𝐶−𝜇)(1−𝜇)2                               𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑉𝐶>𝜇                                  (4-2) 
	where s is speed and s0 is free-flow speed. JD is a delay parameter and µ is saturation threshold parameter. Note that, these parameters are location specific. Proper calibration need to be performed before using it for a local condition.  The Modified Davidson function was also further used in the SHRP2 C11 post-processor tools (Cambridge Systematics, 2016). 
	Akcelik’s Equation 
	Akcelik (1991,1996) further modified Davidson’s function as mentioned earlier and proposed a new equation is shown in Equation 4-3. 
	𝑡=𝑡0{1+0.25𝑇𝑡0[(𝑥−1)+√(𝑥−1)2+8𝐽𝐴𝑐𝑇]}                          (4-3)                      
	where, t and t0 are the average and free-flow travel time per unit distance, T is the flow period (typically 1 hour), x is the degree of saturation (v/c ratio), c is the capacity and JA is the delay parameter.  
	Akcelik equation has been adopted by Florida Turnpike Enterprise (2012) as the traffic flow model used in the Express Lanes Time of Day (ELToD) model.  ELToD is used to evaluate a tolled corridor at a sketch planning level. It is also used to estimate travel time for freeway oversaturated conditions in the FDOT Multimodal Mobility Measures Source Book (FDOT, 2017b). The modified form of Akcelik equation that has been used in ELToD is show in Equation (4-4) 
	𝑡𝑖=𝑡0[1𝑣0+(𝑔𝑝𝑏×𝑔𝑇×((𝑣𝑐+𝑔𝐴𝑘𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡−1)+                                   √(𝑣𝑐+𝑔𝐴𝑘𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡−1)2+(8×𝑔𝑃×(𝑣𝑐+𝑔𝐴𝑘𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑐×𝑔𝑇))))]/(1𝑣0)        (4-4) 
	where v0 is free-flow speed in mph, gT is the Akcelik T, gpb is the constant multiplied by the Akcelik T value to calibrate the curve to observed traffic condition, gP is the facility specific parameter, v/c is the volume to capacity ratio, and gAkcelikOffset contributes to the shape of the volume delay curve by shifting the base of the curve from a travel time ratio of 1.   
	Conical Delay Function 
	The Conical Delay function was developed by Spiess (1990) focusing on overcoming the inherent drawbacks of the BPR function. A typical form of Conical delay function is shown in Equation 4-5. 
	                                  𝑡=𝑡0(2+√𝑏2∗(1−𝑥)2+𝑎2−𝑏∗(1−𝑥)−𝑎)                        (4-5) 
	Where t is the travel time, t0 is the free flow travel time, a is a calibration parameter (< 1), x is the v/c ratio, and a = (2b-1)/(2b-2).  The Conical Delay function is computationally efficient and overcome the limitation of BPR curve (Dowling, 1997).  
	4.1.2.2 Calibrated Models for Florida  
	As part of a FDOT research project conducted by Florida State University (FSU) (Moses et al., 2013), different volume delay function has been calibrated in order to better utilize the travel forecasting models. Four different volume delay functions (VDFs), namely the Modified BPR, Modified Davidson, Akcelik, and Conical functions were calibrated for three different area types (rural, urban, and residential) of two different facilities (uninterrupted and interrupted flow facilities). For the uninterrupted fa
	Table 4-2: Summary of different Traffic Flow models 
	Facility Type 
	Facility Type 
	Facility Type 
	Facility Type 
	Facility Type 

	Area Type 
	Area Type 

	Fitted BPR 
	Fitted BPR 

	Conical 
	Conical 

	Modified Davidson 
	Modified Davidson 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 



	TBody
	TR
	𝜶 
	𝜶 

	𝜷 
	𝜷 

	𝒃 
	𝒃 

	𝒂 
	𝒂 

	J 
	J 

	μ 
	μ 

	J 
	J 


	Freeway 
	Freeway 
	Freeway 

	Urban 
	Urban 

	0.263 
	0.263 

	6.869 
	6.869 

	18.390 
	18.390 

	1.029 
	1.029 

	0.009 
	0.009 

	0.950 
	0.950 

	0.100 
	0.100 


	TR
	Residential 
	Residential 

	0.286 
	0.286 

	5.091 
	5.091 

	18.390 
	18.390 

	1.029 
	1.029 

	0.009 
	0.009 

	0.949 
	0.949 

	0. 101 
	0. 101 


	TR
	Rural 
	Rural 

	0.150 
	0.150 

	5.610 
	5.610 

	15.064 
	15.064 

	1.036 
	1.036 

	0.010 
	0.010 

	0.951 
	0.951 

	0.099 
	0.099 


	Toll Road 
	Toll Road 
	Toll Road 

	Urban 
	Urban 

	0.162 
	0.162 

	6.340 
	6.340 

	18.390 
	18.390 

	1.029 
	1.029 

	0.008 
	0.008 

	0.940 
	0.940 

	0.110 
	0.110 


	TR
	Residential 
	Residential 

	0.250 
	0.250 

	7.900 
	7.900 

	15.064 
	15.064 

	1.036 
	1.036 

	0.010 
	0.010 

	0.952 
	0.952 

	0.098 
	0.098 


	TR
	Rural 
	Rural 

	0.320 
	0.320 

	6.710 
	6.710 

	15.064 
	15.064 

	1.036 
	1.036 

	0.010 
	0.010 

	0.940 
	0.940 

	0.097 
	0.097 


	HOV/HOT 
	HOV/HOT 
	HOV/HOT 

	Residential 
	Residential 

	0.320 
	0.320 

	8.400 
	8.400 

	18.550 
	18.550 

	1.028 
	1.028 

	0.009 
	0.009 

	0.950 
	0.950 

	0.090 
	0.090 


	TR
	Urban 
	Urban 

	0.330 
	0.330 

	8.600 
	8.600 

	18.700 
	18.700 

	1.028 
	1.028 

	0.009 
	0.009 

	0.947 
	0.947 

	0.080 
	0.080 


	Divided Arterial - Signalized, <35 MPH 
	Divided Arterial - Signalized, <35 MPH 
	Divided Arterial - Signalized, <35 MPH 

	Residential 
	Residential 

	0.215 
	0.215 

	8.135 
	8.135 

	1.029 
	1.029 

	18.390 
	18.390 

	0.008 
	0.008 

	0.945 
	0.945 

	0.105 
	0.105 


	TR
	Urban 
	Urban 

	0.240 
	0.240 

	7.895 
	7.895 

	1.033 
	1.033 

	16.599 
	16.599 

	0.010 
	0.010 

	0.951 
	0.951 

	0.099 
	0.099 




	Divided Arterial - Signalized, >40MPH 
	Divided Arterial - Signalized, >40MPH 
	Divided Arterial - Signalized, >40MPH 
	Divided Arterial - Signalized, >40MPH 
	Divided Arterial - Signalized, >40MPH 

	Residential 
	Residential 

	0.250 
	0.250 

	8.460 
	8.460 

	1.028 
	1.028 

	18.550 
	18.550 

	0.009 
	0.009 

	0.950 
	0.950 

	0.090 
	0.090 


	TR
	Urban 
	Urban 

	0.260 
	0.260 

	8.650 
	8.650 

	1.028 
	1.028 

	18.700 
	18.700 

	0.009 
	0.009 

	0.947 
	0.947 

	0.080 
	0.080 


	Undivided Arterial - Signalized, <35 MPH 
	Undivided Arterial - Signalized, <35 MPH 
	Undivided Arterial - Signalized, <35 MPH 

	Residential 
	Residential 

	0.215 
	0.215 

	8.135 
	8.135 

	1.029 
	1.029 

	18.390 
	18.390 

	0.008 
	0.008 

	0.945 
	0.945 

	0.105 
	0.105 


	TR
	Urban 
	Urban 

	0.240 
	0.240 

	7.895 
	7.895 

	1.033 
	1.033 

	16.599 
	16.599 

	0.010 
	0.010 

	0.951 
	0.951 

	0.099 
	0.099 


	Undivided Arterial - Signalized, >40MPH 
	Undivided Arterial - Signalized, >40MPH 
	Undivided Arterial - Signalized, >40MPH 

	Residential 
	Residential 

	0.250 
	0.250 

	8.460 
	8.460 

	1.028 
	1.028 

	18.550 
	18.550 

	0.009 
	0.009 

	0.950 
	0.950 

	0.090 
	0.090 


	TR
	Urban 
	Urban 

	0.260 
	0.260 

	8.650 
	8.650 

	1.028 
	1.028 

	18.700 
	18.700 

	0.009 
	0.009 

	0.947 
	0.947 

	0.080 
	0.080 




	4.1.2.3 Highway Capacity Manual Procedures 
	Procedures have been included in the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) to calculate the time-dependent traffic conditions along freeway facilities and arterial streets. Examples of the corresponding computational engines are called FREEVAL (for freeways) and STREETVAL (for urban streets), respectively, in addition to the commercially available Highway Capacity Software (HCS), which has procedures for both types of facilities. In freeway facility analysis, a freeway facility is divided into four types of segment
	In urban streets analysis, urban street facilities are coded as segments with boundary nodes that represent signalized or unsignalized intersections. The performance of segments is determined by first analyzing the segment running time and through movement delay based on the signal control information and segment free-flow speed, and then calculating the segment travel speed, stop rate, and level of service. The level of service of a signalized intersection is determined based on the control delay. The trav
	4.1.2.4 Simulation Modeling 
	Macro-, meso-, and micro-level simulation models can be applied to obtain travel time along a segment or a route. However, these models vary in terms of the details of network and driving behaviors, data requirements, and the effort required to develop and more importantly to calibrate the models. Macroscopic models (for example, regional travel demand models) consider vehicles as a whole and utilize traffic flow model to determine the traffic condition on a link or section. Microscopic simulation provides 
	mescopic simulation requires less effort to calibrate and has a faster running time. Examples of mesoscopic simulations are Dynasmart, DynusT, Direct, Cube Avenue, AIMSUN, VISSIM meso, and Dynameq. 
	4.1.2.5 Queuing Theory 
	Queuing occurred when the number of arriving vehicle (e.g. demand flow rate) becomes greater than the roadway segment capacity within a particular time period. Queuing measures such as queue lengths and associated delays can be estimated using analytical models such as queuing theory based on the cumulative volume and shockwave theory. When comparing queuing and shock wave analysis, queuing analysis is used more widely to identify congestion impacts due to its simplicity. A study by Rakha and Zhang (2005) d
	The number of vehicles in queue can be estimated using Equation 4-6.   
	(4-6) 
	𝑁𝑞𝑖=𝑉𝑎𝑖−𝑉𝑑𝑖+𝑁𝑞(𝑖−1)               
	𝑁𝑞𝑖=𝑉𝑎𝑖−𝑉𝑑𝑖+𝑁𝑞(𝑖−1)               

	where Nqi is the number of queued vehicles at the end of period i. Vai is the number of arriving vehicles during period i. Vdi is the roadway segment capacity, and Nq(i-1) is the number of vehicles queued at the end of period (i-1).   
	To estimate the queuing delay, there is a need to estimate the difference between demand and capacity for each time period where queue exists. Next, the average vehicle delay for each time period can be identified from the ratio between the area formed by cumulative demand vs. cumulative capacity curve and actual volume for that time period (a simple example is shown in Figure 4-1). Finally, the queuing delay can be accounted for to estimate actual travel time (or speed) for each time period.  
	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-1: Queuing Delay Estimation Approach 
	4.1.3 Comparison of Traffic Flow Models for Travel Time Estimation 
	Different methods to estimate travel time and travel time reliability were assessed by comparing the resulting estimates from applying these methods to those estimated based on real-world data.   Two corridors were used as case studies for assessing the accuracy of the estimates for freeways and urban arterial streets, respectively, as follows:  
	• I-95 northbound between NW 32nd Street and NW 103rd Street in Miami-Dade County, FL (used as a freeway case study) 
	• I-95 northbound between NW 32nd Street and NW 103rd Street in Miami-Dade County, FL (used as a freeway case study) 
	• I-95 northbound between NW 32nd Street and NW 103rd Street in Miami-Dade County, FL (used as a freeway case study) 

	• Sunrise Blvd. between US 441 and US 1 in Broward County, FL (used as an urban street case study) 
	• Sunrise Blvd. between US 441 and US 1 in Broward County, FL (used as an urban street case study) 


	4.1.3.1 The Freeway Case Study 
	A 4.73 mile (24,977 feet) long freeway roadway segment along the I-95 Northbound (NB) was selected for use as a freeway case study. This segment is instrumented with six microwave point detection stations, starting from NW 32nd Street to NW 103rd Street, as shown in Figure 4-2. Prior studies suggest that NW 103rd Street on-ramp merge is a bottleneck to the I-95 NB traffic.  Thus, this location was selected as the downstream capacity constrained location.  The study corridor was selected such that the detect
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-2 Detector Locations and Coverage Along the I-95 NB (Freeway Corridor) 
	4.1.3.2 The Arterial Street Case Study 
	Sunrise Blvd. from US 441 up to US 1 in the Eastbound (EB) direction was selected as the arterial case study.   The length of this segment is around 5.3 miles and includes seven detection stations that provide volume and speed measurements. Figure 4-3 shows the detector number (green color) and the distance covered by each detector. As shown in the figure, Detector No. 9 is located near US 441 and Detector No. 15 is located near US 1. The traffic flow direction is eastbound, from US 441 to US 1.   Bluetooth
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-3: Detector Location and Coverage Along the Sunrise Blvd. (Arterial Corridor) 
	4.1.3.3 Data Collection and Preparation 
	This study performed extensive data analysis to measure mobility and reliability based on real-world data for comparison with the different utilized methods. To do that, one-year worth of volume and speed/travel time data were gathered for both the freeway and arterial facilities. Traffic incident and weather condition data for the corresponding year were also obtained for both facilities. 
	Overview of Freeway Data 
	Three important freeway parameters were required for this study to estimate the mobility measures based on data for the freeway case study, as follows: 
	• Traffic parameters (volume and speed data), 
	• Traffic parameters (volume and speed data), 
	• Traffic parameters (volume and speed data), 

	• weather data, and 
	• weather data, and 

	• incident data.  
	• incident data.  


	Volume data was needed for this study to measure demand, while speed data was required to estimate travel time. This study gathered volume and speed data from the RITIS data warehouse (Regional Integrated Transportation Information System) website.  The weather data (rainfall intensity) was used in the estimation of reliability based on modeling.  The rainfall intensity information was collected from NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration). 
	This study also obtained incident data for utilization in the estimation of reliability. Detail incident data were collected from the FDOT District Six database to calculate the number of incidents during a time slice, average number of lane blockage per incident, and average duration of each incident.   
	For this study locations, three different time periods have been included in the analysis: 
	• AM Peak (07:00 AM – 09:30 AM),  
	• AM Peak (07:00 AM – 09:30 AM),  
	• AM Peak (07:00 AM – 09:30 AM),  

	• Mid-Day (12:00 PM– 02:30 PM), and  
	• Mid-Day (12:00 PM– 02:30 PM), and  

	• PM Peak (02:30 PM – 04:30 PM) 
	• PM Peak (02:30 PM – 04:30 PM) 


	Overview of Arterial Street Data 
	To estimate different mobility measures, the following traffic measurements were obtained in this study: 
	• Volume data from microwave point detectors (MVDS), 
	• Volume data from microwave point detectors (MVDS), 
	• Volume data from microwave point detectors (MVDS), 

	• Travel time data based on Bluetooth readers installed by FDOT District 4 and two private sector vendors (Inrix and HERE), 
	• Travel time data based on Bluetooth readers installed by FDOT District 4 and two private sector vendors (Inrix and HERE), 


	• Turning movement counts from a previously well calibrated VISSIM network for use as inputs to the HCM procedure,  
	• Turning movement counts from a previously well calibrated VISSIM network for use as inputs to the HCM procedure,  
	• Turning movement counts from a previously well calibrated VISSIM network for use as inputs to the HCM procedure,  

	• Traffic signal timing data from the well-calibrated network, and 
	• Traffic signal timing data from the well-calibrated network, and 

	• Incident data.  
	• Incident data.  


	Similar to the freeway, this study also estimated reliability utilizing incident data. Detail incident data were collected from the FDOT District 4 SunGuide system to determine the number of incident during a time slice, average number of lane blockage per incident, and average duration of each incident.   The incident data was used as an input to the HCM procedure and to estimate the LHL required for SHRP2 L03 and SHRP2 L07 projects. 
	Three different time period has been also considered for arterial corridor analysis: 
	• AM Peak (07:00 AM – 09:00 AM),  
	• AM Peak (07:00 AM – 09:00 AM),  
	• AM Peak (07:00 AM – 09:00 AM),  

	• Mid-Day (11:00 AM – 01:00 PM), and  
	• Mid-Day (11:00 AM – 01:00 PM), and  

	• PM Peak (04:00 PM – 07:00 PM) 
	• PM Peak (04:00 PM – 07:00 PM) 


	Volume and Speed/Travel Time Data 
	Volume and Speed/travel time data were collected from the RITIS website for the selected freeway corridor.   For the freeway segment, the downloaded RITIS data includes volume, speed, and occupancy measurements using point detectors and travel time using HERE data.  For the arterial segment, travel time data from Bluetooth readers and two private sector data vendors (HERE and Inrix), in addition to volumes from microwave detectors, were also downloaded from RITIS. 
	The investigation of forecasting travel times using different models was based on data for the period between January 1st, 2017 and December 31st, 2017. On the freeways (I-95 NB), only measurements based on the detectors on general-purpose lane and nly weekdays were used in the analysis.  Data for incident days was also collected but removed from the database when estimating mobility for recurrent conditions.    Incident day comparison was also conducted later.  For the analysis purpose, this study aggregat
	For reliability estimation on the freeway, the speed and volume data were gathered for the same freeway corridor from an earlier period (1st January 2012 – 31st December 2012) SHRP2 pilot test project and also for the Year 2017.   The reason for selecting the earlier period is that it was used for a detailed investigation of reliability estimation as part of a SHRP2 project conducted by the authors.   Like mobility, only weekday data was considered for reliability estimation. Incident day data was also incl
	 
	 
	Weather Condition Data 
	This study requires weather condition data (e.g. rainfall intensity) to measure reliability. Rainfall intensity information was obtained from NOAA for the year 2012 as this study utilized 2012 data for reliability estimation and also for 2017.    
	Traffic Incident Data 
	Traffic incident data is also required in this study to estimate reliability. Since this study measured reliability for both freeway and arterial segments, incident data were collected for both facilities.  
	Traffic incident data for the I-95 NB facility was collected from the FDOT District Six and RITIS website.  The traffic incident data for the arterial segment (Sunrise Blvd.) was collected from the FDOT District 4 SunGuide system database. Incident data was gathered for the same periods as those, for which the traffic and weather data were collected. The FDOT traffic incident data provides detailed incident information for every incident. From the incident database, the following information was extracted a
	• Number of incidents  
	• Number of incidents  
	• Number of incidents  

	• Average number of lanes blocked per incident 
	• Average number of lanes blocked per incident 

	• Average duration of incidents 
	• Average duration of incidents 


	Since this study analyzed data in 3 specific time slices (AM, Mid-Day, and PM), each of the above information was estimated for each time slice.  
	Traffic Signal and Capacity Data 
	This study estimated mobility and reliability on arterial for which traffic signal timing and capacity data were needed.  A previously well-calibrated VISSIM network for Sunrise Blvd. was utilized in this study to obtain turning movement volume and traffic signal timing information (offset, green time, and cycle length). Traffic signal timing information for each of the intersection along the EB Sunrise Blvd. corridor was extracted from the VISSIM network. The cycle length was found to be 180 sec. for all i
	                             𝐶apacity= Effectice Green TimeCycle Length x 1700                                                        (4-7)                           
	Five different capacity was used in the traffic flow functions (BPR curve, Akcelic equation, etc.) as follows: 
	• 900 vehicles per hour per lane – this is the value used in the SERPM demand model for the Sunrise Blvd. 
	• 900 vehicles per hour per lane – this is the value used in the SERPM demand model for the Sunrise Blvd. 
	• 900 vehicles per hour per lane – this is the value used in the SERPM demand model for the Sunrise Blvd. 


	• 880 vehicles per hour per lane -  This value was obtained from Equation (4-7) by taking the minimum value of the effective green time to cycle length ratio among all the intersections along the EB direction of Sunrise Blvd. 
	• 880 vehicles per hour per lane -  This value was obtained from Equation (4-7) by taking the minimum value of the effective green time to cycle length ratio among all the intersections along the EB direction of Sunrise Blvd. 
	• 880 vehicles per hour per lane -  This value was obtained from Equation (4-7) by taking the minimum value of the effective green time to cycle length ratio among all the intersections along the EB direction of Sunrise Blvd. 

	• 1,120 vehicles per hour per lane – This value was obtained from the Equation (4-7) by taking the average value of the effective green time to cycle length ratio among all the intersections along the EB direction of Sunrise Blvd. 
	• 1,120 vehicles per hour per lane – This value was obtained from the Equation (4-7) by taking the average value of the effective green time to cycle length ratio among all the intersections along the EB direction of Sunrise Blvd. 

	• 1,370 vehicles per hour per lane -  This value was obtained from the Equation (4-7) by taking the maximum value of the effective green time to cycle length ratio among all the intersections along the EB direction of Sunrise Blvd. 
	• 1,370 vehicles per hour per lane -  This value was obtained from the Equation (4-7) by taking the maximum value of the effective green time to cycle length ratio among all the intersections along the EB direction of Sunrise Blvd. 


	4.1.3.4 Freeway Recurrent Conditions Analysis Results 
	The accuracy of the following functions to estimate speed/travel time were assessed based on comparison with data-based estimates of travel time: 
	• Bureau of Public Road (BPR) Curve with the parameters extracted from SERPM 
	• Bureau of Public Road (BPR) Curve with the parameters extracted from SERPM 
	• Bureau of Public Road (BPR) Curve with the parameters extracted from SERPM 

	• Akcelik Equation with the parameters extracted from the ELTOD software developed for managed lane toll assessment 
	• Akcelik Equation with the parameters extracted from the ELTOD software developed for managed lane toll assessment 

	• BPR Curve with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by Florida State University (FSU) 
	• BPR Curve with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by Florida State University (FSU) 

	• Akcelik Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 
	• Akcelik Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

	• Modified Davidson Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 
	• Modified Davidson Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

	• Conical Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 
	• Conical Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

	• Freeway and urban street Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) procedures 
	• Freeway and urban street Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) procedures 


	Figures 4-4 to 4-6 present the speed estimates for the AM Peak period, which is a non-congested peak since the northbound traffic is the non-peak direction. The figures provide a comparison between the estimates obtained using different mobility estimation methods compared to real-world measurements using detector data (referred to as Detector Speed in the figures) and HERE data (referred to as Prob Speed in the figures).   Please, note that a disadvantage with the probe data is that it does not differentia
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-4: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods - Travel Speed (Freeway, AM Peak, Day 01) 
	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-5: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods - Travel Speed (Freeway, AM Peak, Day 02) 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-6: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods - Travel Speed (Freeway, AM Peak, Day 03) 
	 
	Table 4-3: Speed Estimation Accuracy with Different Methods (Freeway, AM Peak) Compared to Detector Data 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	MAE (mph) 
	MAE (mph) 

	MAPE 
	MAPE 

	RMSE (mph) 
	RMSE (mph) 



	TBody
	TR
	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 

	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 

	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 


	19th January 
	19th January 
	19th January 

	3.43 
	3.43 

	3.43 
	3.43 

	3.13 
	3.13 

	3.05 
	3.05 

	6.23 
	6.23 

	3.18 
	3.18 

	3.61 
	3.61 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	4.51 
	4.51 

	4.35 
	4.35 

	4.13 
	4.13 

	4.17 
	4.17 

	7.38 
	7.38 

	4.12 
	4.12 

	4.51 
	4.51 


	7thFebruary 
	7thFebruary 
	7thFebruary 

	5.30 
	5.30 

	1.74 
	1.74 

	4.56 
	4.56 

	4.13 
	4.13 

	7.96 
	7.96 

	3.06 
	3.06 

	5.03 
	5.03 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.03 
	0.03 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.13 
	0.13 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	5.72 
	5.72 

	2.37 
	2.37 

	4.93 
	4.93 

	4.45 
	4.45 

	8.41 
	8.41 

	3.36 
	3.36 

	5.09 
	5.09 


	30th March 
	30th March 
	30th March 

	8.64 
	8.64 

	5.41 
	5.41 

	7.64 
	7.64 

	7.48 
	7.48 

	12.41 
	12.41 

	6.11 
	6.11 

	6.94 
	6.94 

	0.14 
	0.14 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	0.20 
	0.20 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	8.94 
	8.94 

	5.81 
	5.81 

	7.87 
	7.87 

	7.73 
	7.73 

	12.94 
	12.94 

	6.28 
	6.28 

	6.96 
	6.96 


	10th April 
	10th April 
	10th April 

	7.52 
	7.52 

	3.99 
	3.99 

	6.79 
	6.79 

	6.38 
	6.38 

	10.19 
	10.19 

	5.32 
	5.32 

	7.23 
	7.23 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.16 
	0.16 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	7.77 
	7.77 

	4.31 
	4.31 

	7.00 
	7.00 

	6.57 
	6.57 

	10.51 
	10.51 

	5.48 
	5.48 

	7.26 
	7.26 


	9th May 
	9th May 
	9th May 

	6.58 
	6.58 

	3.06 
	3.06 

	5.61 
	5.61 

	5.33 
	5.33 

	10.12 
	10.12 

	3.99 
	3.99 

	4.93 
	4.93 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.17 
	0.17 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	6.93 
	6.93 

	3.67 
	3.67 

	5.88 
	5.88 

	5.65 
	5.65 

	10.67 
	10.67 

	4.26 
	4.26 

	4.98 
	4.98 


	22nd_June 
	22nd_June 
	22nd_June 

	6.25 
	6.25 

	2.58 
	2.58 

	5.37 
	5.37 

	4.92 
	4.92 

	9.35 
	9.35 

	3.68 
	3.68 

	4.95 
	4.95 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.16 
	0.16 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	6.65 
	6.65 

	2.92 
	2.92 

	5.69 
	5.69 

	5.16 
	5.16 

	9.78 
	9.78 

	3.87 
	3.87 

	4.99 
	4.99 


	20th July 
	20th July 
	20th July 

	5.37 
	5.37 

	1.69 
	1.69 

	4.54 
	4.54 

	4.07 
	4.07 

	8.27 
	8.27 

	2.90 
	2.90 

	4.36 
	4.36 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.03 
	0.03 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.14 
	0.14 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	5.65 
	5.65 

	2.00 
	2.00 

	4.77 
	4.77 

	4.25 
	4.25 

	8.61 
	8.61 

	3.04 
	3.04 

	4.41 
	4.41 


	17th august 
	17th august 
	17th august 

	4.30 
	4.30 

	1.59 
	1.59 

	3.54 
	3.54 

	3.21 
	3.21 

	7.12 
	7.12 

	2.29 
	2.29 

	3.61 
	3.61 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.03 
	0.03 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	4.78 
	4.78 

	1.93 
	1.93 

	3.98 
	3.98 

	3.61 
	3.61 

	7.64 
	7.64 

	2.54 
	2.54 

	3.79 
	3.79 


	6th December 
	6th December 
	6th December 

	4.98 
	4.98 

	1.33 
	1.33 

	4.18 
	4.18 

	3.74 
	3.74 

	7.82 
	7.82 

	2.61 
	2.61 

	4.24 
	4.24 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.02 
	0.02 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.13 
	0.13 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	5.28 
	5.28 

	1.97 
	1.97 

	4.42 
	4.42 

	3.98 
	3.98 

	8.22 
	8.22 

	2.81 
	2.81 

	4.26 
	4.26 


	12th December 
	12th December 
	12th December 

	4.77 
	4.77 

	1.33 
	1.33 

	3.96 
	3.96 

	3.51 
	3.51 

	7.64 
	7.64 

	2.36 
	2.36 

	4.26 
	4.26 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.02 
	0.02 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.13 
	0.13 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	5.10 
	5.10 

	1.70 
	1.70 

	4.24 
	4.24 

	3.75 
	3.75 

	8.02 
	8.02 

	2.58 
	2.58 

	4.42 
	4.42 


	Average 
	Average 
	Average 

	5.71 
	5.71 

	2.61 
	2.61 

	4.93 
	4.93 

	4.58 
	4.58 

	8.71 
	8.71 

	3.55 
	3.55 

	4.92 
	4.92 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.15 
	0.15 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	6.28 
	6.28 

	3.37 
	3.37 

	5.43 
	5.43 

	5.09 
	5.09 

	9.36 
	9.36 

	4.01 
	4.01 

	5.18 
	5.18 




	 
	 
	 
	 
	  
	Table 4-4: Speed Estimation Accuracy with Different Methods (Freeway, AM Peak) Compared to Probe Data 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	MAE (mph) 
	MAE (mph) 

	MAPE 
	MAPE 

	RMSE (mph) 
	RMSE (mph) 



	TBody
	TR
	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 

	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 

	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 


	19th January 
	19th January 
	19th January 

	4.27 
	4.27 

	5.26 
	5.26 

	4.28 
	4.28 

	4.40 
	4.40 

	5.52 
	5.52 

	4.79 
	4.79 

	4.53 
	4.53 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	5.18 
	5.18 

	6.44 
	6.44 

	5.08 
	5.08 

	5.39 
	5.39 

	7.31 
	7.31 

	5.68 
	5.68 

	5.09 
	5.09 


	7thFebruary 
	7thFebruary 
	7thFebruary 

	4.03 
	4.03 

	1.90 
	1.90 

	3.35 
	3.35 

	2.90 
	2.90 

	6.42 
	6.42 

	2.27 
	2.27 

	3.49 
	3.49 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.03 
	0.03 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	5.07 
	5.07 

	2.89 
	2.89 

	4.38 
	4.38 

	3.95 
	3.95 

	7.49 
	7.49 

	3.15 
	3.15 

	4.20 
	4.20 


	30th March 
	30th March 
	30th March 

	3.75 
	3.75 

	5.41 
	5.41 

	7.64 
	7.64 

	7.48 
	7.48 

	12.41 
	12.41 

	6.11 
	6.11 

	6.94 
	6.94 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	0.20 
	0.20 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	4.08 
	4.08 

	5.81 
	5.81 

	7.87 
	7.87 

	7.73 
	7.73 

	12.94 
	12.94 

	6.28 
	6.28 

	6.96 
	6.96 


	10th April 
	10th April 
	10th April 

	4.11 
	4.11 

	3.99 
	3.99 

	6.79 
	6.79 

	6.38 
	6.38 

	10.19 
	10.19 

	5.32 
	5.32 

	7.23 
	7.23 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.16 
	0.16 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	4.45 
	4.45 

	4.31 
	4.31 

	7.00 
	7.00 

	6.57 
	6.57 

	10.51 
	10.51 

	5.48 
	5.48 

	7.26 
	7.26 


	9th May 
	9th May 
	9th May 

	3.05 
	3.05 

	1.83 
	1.83 

	2.14 
	2.14 

	1.89 
	1.89 

	6.49 
	6.49 

	1.30 
	1.30 

	1.40 
	1.40 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.03 
	0.03 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.03 
	0.03 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	0.02 
	0.02 

	0.02 
	0.02 

	3.57 
	3.57 

	2.17 
	2.17 

	2.61 
	2.61 

	2.56 
	2.56 

	7.24 
	7.24 

	1.71 
	1.71 

	1.83 
	1.83 


	22nd_June 
	22nd_June 
	22nd_June 

	3.93 
	3.93 

	1.07 
	1.07 

	3.04 
	3.04 

	2.60 
	2.60 

	7.02 
	7.02 

	1.40 
	1.40 

	2.63 
	2.63 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.02 
	0.02 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	0.02 
	0.02 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	4.40 
	4.40 

	1.35 
	1.35 

	3.47 
	3.47 

	2.96 
	2.96 

	7.49 
	7.49 

	1.77 
	1.77 

	2.82 
	2.82 


	20th July 
	20th July 
	20th July 

	3.00 
	3.00 

	1.01 
	1.01 

	2.17 
	2.17 

	1.71 
	1.71 

	5.91 
	5.91 

	0.71 
	0.71 

	2.08 
	2.08 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.02 
	0.02 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.03 
	0.03 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.01 
	0.01 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	3.39 
	3.39 

	1.08 
	1.08 

	2.54 
	2.54 

	2.01 
	2.01 

	6.24 
	6.24 

	1.07 
	1.07 

	2.37 
	2.37 


	17th august 
	17th august 
	17th august 

	2.71 
	2.71 

	2.85 
	2.85 

	2.31 
	2.31 

	2.28 
	2.28 

	4.53 
	4.53 

	2.09 
	2.09 

	1.94 
	1.94 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.03 
	0.03 

	3.49 
	3.49 

	3.26 
	3.26 

	2.94 
	2.94 

	2.77 
	2.77 

	5.88 
	5.88 

	2.51 
	2.51 

	2.24 
	2.24 


	6th December 
	6th December 
	6th December 

	3.27 
	3.27 

	2.76 
	2.76 

	2.67 
	2.67 

	2.20 
	2.20 

	5.44 
	5.44 

	1.91 
	1.91 

	2.07 
	2.07 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.03 
	0.03 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	4.04 
	4.04 

	3.03 
	3.03 

	3.41 
	3.41 

	3.08 
	3.08 

	6.46 
	6.46 

	2.63 
	2.63 

	2.88 
	2.88 


	12th December 
	12th December 
	12th December 

	4.89 
	4.89 

	6.29 
	6.29 

	4.88 
	4.88 

	4.89 
	4.89 

	5.21 
	5.21 

	5.55 
	5.55 

	4.78 
	4.78 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.13 
	0.13 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	6.11 
	6.11 

	7.93 
	7.93 

	6.29 
	6.29 

	6.44 
	6.44 

	6.18 
	6.18 

	7.00 
	7.00 

	6.09 
	6.09 


	Average 
	Average 
	Average 

	4.53 
	4.53 

	3.24 
	3.24 

	3.93 
	3.93 

	3.67 
	3.67 

	6.91 
	6.91 

	3.15 
	3.15 

	3.71 
	3.71 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	5.50 
	5.50 

	4.39 
	4.39 

	4.91 
	4.91 

	4.75 
	4.75 

	8.06 
	8.06 

	4.26 
	4.26 

	4.60 
	4.60 




	 
	  
	Figures 4-7 to 4-9 present the speed estimation accuracy for the mid-day period, which is uncongested period.   As with the AM period, the figures present the results for three days of the selected 10 days. Tables 4-5 and 4-6 present goodness of fit statistics to illustrate the performance of different methods.  The accuracy analysis results in the mid-day appear to be very similar to that in the AM period, with most function perform relatively well.  The Conical model did not perform well.  The FSU-calibra
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-7: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Speed (Freeway, Mid-Day, Day 01) 
	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-8: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Speed (Freeway, Mid-Day, Day 02) 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-9: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Speed (Freeway, Mid-Day, Day 03) 
	 
	Table 4-5: Speed Estimation Accuracy with Different Methods (Freeway, Mid-day) Compared to Detector Data 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	MAE (mph) 
	MAE (mph) 

	MAPE 
	MAPE 

	RMSE (mph) 
	RMSE (mph) 



	TBody
	TR
	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 

	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 

	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 


	19th January 
	19th January 
	19th January 

	5.68 
	5.68 

	2.17 
	2.17 

	4.35 
	4.35 

	4.30 
	4.30 

	10.56 
	10.56 

	2.56 
	2.56 

	2.98 
	2.98 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.14 
	0.14 

	0.21 
	0.21 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	5.89 
	5.89 

	2.55 
	2.55 

	4.63 
	4.63 

	4.44 
	4.44 

	10.65 
	10.65 

	2.77 
	2.77 

	3.16 
	3.16 


	7thFebruary 
	7thFebruary 
	7thFebruary 

	5.38 
	5.38 

	1.70 
	1.70 

	4.33 
	4.33 

	3.79 
	3.79 

	9.43 
	9.43 

	2.44 
	2.44 

	3.61 
	3.61 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.19 
	0.19 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	5.67 
	5.67 

	2.02 
	2.02 

	4.56 
	4.56 

	4.03 
	4.03 

	9.58 
	9.58 

	2.58 
	2.58 

	3.61 
	3.61 


	30th March 
	30th March 
	30th March 

	3.90 
	3.90 

	5.90 
	5.90 

	4.60 
	4.60 

	12.49 
	12.49 

	11.23 
	11.23 

	5.25 
	5.25 

	6.31 
	6.31 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.03 
	0.03 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.16 
	0.16 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	4.27 
	4.27 

	7.00 
	7.00 

	5.18 
	5.18 

	15.08 
	15.08 

	15.71 
	15.71 

	6.37 
	6.37 

	6.94 
	6.94 


	10th April 
	10th April 
	10th April 

	7.88 
	7.88 

	4.47 
	4.47 

	6.56 
	6.56 

	8.12 
	8.12 

	13.72 
	13.72 

	5.18 
	5.18 

	4.82 
	4.82 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.13 
	0.13 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	0.32 
	0.32 

	0.30 
	0.30 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	0.15 
	0.15 

	8.02 
	8.02 

	5.17 
	5.17 

	6.66 
	6.66 

	10.33 
	10.33 

	15.08 
	15.08 

	5.76 
	5.76 

	4.85 
	4.85 


	9th May 
	9th May 
	9th May 

	4.94 
	4.94 

	2.74 
	2.74 

	3.96 
	3.96 

	5.35 
	5.35 

	10.33 
	10.33 

	2.78 
	2.78 

	2.86 
	2.86 

	0.13 
	0.13 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	0.14 
	0.14 

	0.24 
	0.24 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	6.06 
	6.06 

	3.62 
	3.62 

	4.78 
	4.78 

	10.01 
	10.01 

	12.80 
	12.80 

	4.01 
	4.01 

	3.67 
	3.67 


	22nd_June 
	22nd_June 
	22nd_June 

	3.99 
	3.99 

	1.15 
	1.15 

	3.51 
	3.51 

	2.64 
	2.64 

	7.44 
	7.44 

	1.94 
	1.94 

	3.79 
	3.79 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	0.22 
	0.22 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	4.30 
	4.30 

	1.75 
	1.75 

	3.67 
	3.67 

	2.78 
	2.78 

	7.57 
	7.57 

	2.07 
	2.07 

	4.35 
	4.35 


	20th July 
	20th July 
	20th July 

	2.83 
	2.83 

	4.20 
	4.20 

	3.09 
	3.09 

	12.79 
	12.79 

	14.62 
	14.62 

	3.76 
	3.76 

	17.67 
	17.67 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.02 
	0.02 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.13 
	0.13 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	3.76 
	3.76 

	4.89 
	4.89 

	3.73 
	3.73 

	16.84 
	16.84 

	18.72 
	18.72 

	4.96 
	4.96 

	20.07 
	20.07 


	17th august 
	17th august 
	17th august 

	4.90 
	4.90 

	3.17 
	3.17 

	4.03 
	4.03 

	6.25 
	6.25 

	9.20 
	9.20 

	3.51 
	3.51 

	3.95 
	3.95 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.32 
	0.32 

	0.36 
	0.36 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.36 
	0.36 

	5.08 
	5.08 

	4.65 
	4.65 

	4.53 
	4.53 

	9.21 
	9.21 

	11.54 
	11.54 

	4.64 
	4.64 

	4.74 
	4.74 


	6th December 
	6th December 
	6th December 

	4.06 
	4.06 

	2.53 
	2.53 

	3.82 
	3.82 

	4.36 
	4.36 

	7.38 
	7.38 

	2.30 
	2.30 

	3.84 
	3.84 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.14 
	0.14 

	0.19 
	0.19 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	4.21 
	4.21 

	4.00 
	4.00 

	4.23 
	4.23 

	6.24 
	6.24 

	8.75 
	8.75 

	3.70 
	3.70 

	4.63 
	4.63 


	12th December 
	12th December 
	12th December 

	4.00 
	4.00 

	1.17 
	1.17 

	2.90 
	2.90 

	2.50 
	2.50 

	7.63 
	7.63 

	1.33 
	1.33 

	1.37 
	1.37 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.15 
	0.15 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	4.17 
	4.17 

	1.81 
	1.81 

	3.06 
	3.06 

	2.74 
	2.74 

	8.14 
	8.14 

	1.66 
	1.66 

	1.63 
	1.63 


	Average 
	Average 
	Average 

	4.76 
	4.76 

	2.92 
	2.92 

	4.11 
	4.11 

	6.26 
	6.26 

	10.16 
	10.16 

	3.25 
	3.25 

	5.12 
	5.12 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.02 
	0.02 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.14 
	0.14 

	0.02 
	0.02 

	0.02 
	0.02 

	5.29 
	5.29 

	4.09 
	4.09 

	4.60 
	4.60 

	9.45 
	9.45 

	12.36 
	12.36 

	4.75 
	4.75 

	7.59 
	7.59 




	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Table 4-6: Speed Estimation Accuracy with Different Methods (Freeway, Mid-day Peak) Compared to Probe Data 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	MAE (mph) 
	MAE (mph) 

	MAPE 
	MAPE 

	RMSE (mph) 
	RMSE (mph) 



	TBody
	TR
	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 

	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 

	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 


	19th January 
	19th January 
	19th January 

	5.81 
	5.81 

	2.43 
	2.43 

	4.48 
	4.48 

	4.43 
	4.43 

	10.69 
	10.69 

	2.69 
	2.69 

	2.74 
	2.74 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.14 
	0.14 

	0.21 
	0.21 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	5.95 
	5.95 

	2.80 
	2.80 

	4.65 
	4.65 

	4.61 
	4.61 

	10.86 
	10.86 

	2.91 
	2.91 

	2.89 
	2.89 


	7thFebruary 
	7thFebruary 
	7thFebruary 

	5.36 
	5.36 

	1.76 
	1.76 

	4.17 
	4.17 

	3.78 
	3.78 

	9.41 
	9.41 

	2.27 
	2.27 

	2.87 
	2.87 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.19 
	0.19 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	5.51 
	5.51 

	2.05 
	2.05 

	4.34 
	4.34 

	3.98 
	3.98 

	9.61 
	9.61 

	2.48 
	2.48 

	3.14 
	3.14 


	30th March 
	30th March 
	30th March 

	1.61 
	1.61 

	5.90 
	5.90 

	4.60 
	4.60 

	12.49 
	12.49 

	11.23 
	11.23 

	5.25 
	5.25 

	6.31 
	6.31 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.03 
	0.03 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.16 
	0.16 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	2.06 
	2.06 

	7.00 
	7.00 

	5.18 
	5.18 

	15.08 
	15.08 

	15.71 
	15.71 

	6.37 
	6.37 

	6.94 
	6.94 


	10th April 
	10th April 
	10th April 

	3.04 
	3.04 

	4.47 
	4.47 

	6.56 
	6.56 

	8.12 
	8.12 

	13.72 
	13.72 

	5.18 
	5.18 

	4.82 
	4.82 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.13 
	0.13 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	0.32 
	0.32 

	0.30 
	0.30 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	0.15 
	0.15 

	3.34 
	3.34 

	5.17 
	5.17 

	6.66 
	6.66 

	10.33 
	10.33 

	15.08 
	15.08 

	5.76 
	5.76 

	4.85 
	4.85 


	9th May 
	9th May 
	9th May 

	7.21 
	7.21 

	4.67 
	4.67 

	5.79 
	5.79 

	7.90 
	7.90 

	13.11 
	13.11 

	4.79 
	4.79 

	3.81 
	3.81 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	0.14 
	0.14 

	0.24 
	0.24 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	10.50 
	10.50 

	8.11 
	8.11 

	9.05 
	9.05 

	15.17 
	15.17 

	17.78 
	17.78 

	8.86 
	8.86 

	6.44 
	6.44 


	22nd_June 
	22nd_June 
	22nd_June 

	3.89 
	3.89 

	0.93 
	0.93 

	2.79 
	2.79 

	2.73 
	2.73 

	7.86 
	7.86 

	1.25 
	1.25 

	2.62 
	2.62 

	0.13 
	0.13 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	0.15 
	0.15 

	0.24 
	0.24 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	4.06 
	4.06 

	1.19 
	1.19 

	3.08 
	3.08 

	3.17 
	3.17 

	8.24 
	8.24 

	1.58 
	1.58 

	2.94 
	2.94 


	20th July 
	20th July 
	20th July 

	2.60 
	2.60 

	4.73 
	4.73 

	2.75 
	2.75 

	13.03 
	13.03 

	14.43 
	14.43 

	4.44 
	4.44 

	18.69 
	18.69 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.02 
	0.02 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	0.14 
	0.14 

	0.02 
	0.02 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	3.57 
	3.57 

	5.13 
	5.13 

	3.52 
	3.52 

	17.03 
	17.03 

	18.81 
	18.81 

	5.09 
	5.09 

	20.07 
	20.07 


	17th august 
	17th august 
	17th august 

	3.98 
	3.98 

	2.91 
	2.91 

	3.12 
	3.12 

	5.41 
	5.41 

	9.19 
	9.19 

	2.81 
	2.81 

	2.07 
	2.07 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.32 
	0.32 

	0.35 
	0.35 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.39 
	0.39 

	4.72 
	4.72 

	4.23 
	4.23 

	3.59 
	3.59 

	10.69 
	10.69 

	12.82 
	12.82 

	4.56 
	4.56 

	2.64 
	2.64 


	6th December 
	6th December 
	6th December 

	3.29 
	3.29 

	2.33 
	2.33 

	2.29 
	2.29 

	4.31 
	4.31 

	8.79 
	8.79 

	2.14 
	2.14 

	1.92 
	1.92 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	0.18 
	0.18 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	3.76 
	3.76 

	2.88 
	2.88 

	2.64 
	2.64 

	8.61 
	8.61 

	11.33 
	11.33 

	3.05 
	3.05 

	2.29 
	2.29 


	12th December 
	12th December 
	12th December 

	3.58 
	3.58 

	3.67 
	3.67 

	3.24 
	3.24 

	3.12 
	3.12 

	5.31 
	5.31 

	3.14 
	3.14 

	2.52 
	2.52 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.17 
	0.17 

	0.04 
	0.04 

	0.03 
	0.03 

	3.88 
	3.88 

	4.72 
	4.72 

	3.75 
	3.75 

	3.77 
	3.77 

	6.32 
	6.32 

	4.33 
	4.33 

	3.86 
	3.86 


	Average 
	Average 
	Average 

	4.75 
	4.75 

	3.38 
	3.38 

	3.98 
	3.98 

	6.53 
	6.53 

	10.38 
	10.38 

	3.29 
	3.29 

	4.84 
	4.84 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.05 
	0.05 

	5.82 
	5.82 

	4.79 
	4.79 

	4.99 
	4.99 

	10.51 
	10.51 

	13.25 
	13.25 

	4.45 
	4.45 

	7.55 
	7.55 




	Figures 4-10 to 4-12 present the speed estimation accuracy for the PM peak period, which is a congested period.   As with the AM period, the figures present the results for three days of the selected 10 days. Tables 4-7 and 4-8 present goodness of fit statistics to illustrate the performance of different methods.  The figures and tables indicate that it is more difficult to predict the travel time accurately in the PM congested period.  Some of the tested functions produced high errors.    The functions tha
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-10: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Speed (Freeway, PM Peak, Day 01) 
	 
	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-11: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Speed (Freeway, PM Peak, Day 02) 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-12: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Speed (Freeway, PM Peak, Day 03) 
	 
	Table 4-7: Speed Estimation Accuracy with Different Methods (Freeway, PM Period) Compared to Detector Data 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	MAE (mph) 
	MAE (mph) 

	MAPE  
	MAPE  

	RMSE (mph) 
	RMSE (mph) 



	  
	  
	  
	  

	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 

	Queueing Theory 
	Queueing Theory 

	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 

	Queueing Theory 
	Queueing Theory 

	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 

	Queueing Theory 
	Queueing Theory 


	19th January 
	19th January 
	19th January 

	4.83 
	4.83 

	5.34 
	5.34 

	4.36 
	4.36 

	12.27 
	12.27 

	13.45 
	13.45 

	4.17 
	4.17 

	2.61 
	2.61 

	4.86 
	4.86 

	0.24 
	0.24 

	0.22 
	0.22 

	0.24 
	0.24 

	0.63 
	0.63 

	0.68 
	0.68 

	0.31 
	0.31 

	0.18 
	0.18 

	0.31 
	0.31 

	5.65 
	5.65 

	6.49 
	6.49 

	5.43 
	5.43 

	14.47 
	14.47 

	15.25 
	15.25 

	5.57 
	5.57 

	4.10 
	4.10 

	5.39 
	5.39 


	7thFebruary 
	7thFebruary 
	7thFebruary 

	3.47 
	3.47 

	3.52 
	3.52 

	2.03 
	2.03 

	21.20 
	21.20 

	22.55 
	22.55 

	3.85 
	3.85 

	5.43 
	5.43 

	8.90 
	8.90 

	0.16 
	0.16 

	0.20 
	0.20 

	0.15 
	0.15 

	0.49 
	0.49 

	0.52 
	0.52 

	0.15 
	0.15 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.18 
	0.18 

	4.25 
	4.25 

	4.09 
	4.09 

	2.47 
	2.47 

	21.73 
	21.73 

	23.11 
	23.11 

	4.12 
	4.12 

	6.45 
	6.45 

	9.65 
	9.65 


	30th March 
	30th March 
	30th March 

	8.14 
	8.14 

	10.04 
	10.04 

	10.50 
	10.50 

	12.77 
	12.77 

	14.46 
	14.46 

	7.62 
	7.62 

	3.32 
	3.32 

	6.84 
	6.84 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	0.14 
	0.14 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.72 
	0.72 

	0.77 
	0.77 

	0.13 
	0.13 

	0.18 
	0.18 

	0.33 
	0.33 

	10.31 
	10.31 

	11.39 
	11.39 

	12.65 
	12.65 

	13.78 
	13.78 

	15.24 
	15.24 

	9.38 
	9.38 

	4.16 
	4.16 

	7.58 
	7.58 


	10th April 
	10th April 
	10th April 

	5.39 
	5.39 

	2.35 
	2.35 

	3.59 
	3.59 

	20.08 
	20.08 

	21.95 
	21.95 

	3.27 
	3.27 

	7.06 
	7.06 

	7.85 
	7.85 

	0.38 
	0.38 

	0.46 
	0.46 

	0.49 
	0.49 

	0.53 
	0.53 

	0.61 
	0.61 

	0.36 
	0.36 

	0.14 
	0.14 

	0.29 
	0.29 

	6.34 
	6.34 

	3.12 
	3.12 

	4.30 
	4.30 

	20.41 
	20.41 

	22.28 
	22.28 

	3.73 
	3.73 

	7.69 
	7.69 

	9.08 
	9.08 


	9th May 
	9th May 
	9th May 

	6.73 
	6.73 

	4.78 
	4.78 

	5.17 
	5.17 

	20.73 
	20.73 

	22.01 
	22.01 

	4.68 
	4.68 

	8.19 
	8.19 

	10.42 
	10.42 

	0.20 
	0.20 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.14 
	0.14 

	0.68 
	0.68 

	0.73 
	0.73 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.23 
	0.23 

	0.30 
	0.30 

	9.20 
	9.20 

	5.73 
	5.73 

	7.90 
	7.90 

	21.45 
	21.45 

	22.75 
	22.75 

	6.04 
	6.04 

	9.96 
	9.96 

	11.29 
	11.29 


	22nd_June 
	22nd_June 
	22nd_June 

	5.60 
	5.60 

	2.54 
	2.54 

	4.62 
	4.62 

	20.00 
	20.00 

	21.43 
	21.43 

	2.06 
	2.06 

	6.57 
	6.57 

	9.13 
	9.13 

	0.24 
	0.24 

	0.18 
	0.18 

	0.18 
	0.18 

	0.74 
	0.74 

	0.78 
	0.78 

	0.16 
	0.16 

	0.26 
	0.26 

	0.40 
	0.40 

	6.73 
	6.73 

	2.76 
	2.76 

	5.54 
	5.54 

	20.07 
	20.07 

	21.49 
	21.49 

	2.62 
	2.62 

	6.71 
	6.71 

	10.16 
	10.16 


	20th July 
	20th July 
	20th July 

	10.64 
	10.64 

	5.89 
	5.89 

	8.51 
	8.51 

	22.26 
	22.26 

	22.44 
	22.44 

	6.98 
	6.98 

	7.69 
	7.69 

	12.04 
	12.04 

	0.20 
	0.20 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.16 
	0.16 

	0.71 
	0.71 

	0.76 
	0.76 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.23 
	0.23 

	0.34 
	0.34 

	12.49 
	12.49 

	7.17 
	7.17 

	10.77 
	10.77 

	23.17 
	23.17 

	23.91 
	23.91 

	8.29 
	8.29 

	8.72 
	8.72 

	13.47 
	13.47 


	17th august 
	17th august 
	17th august 

	8.51 
	8.51 

	5.51 
	5.51 

	8.45 
	8.45 

	19.20 
	19.20 

	20.33 
	20.33 

	6.02 
	6.02 

	5.43 
	5.43 

	10.06 
	10.06 

	0.34 
	0.34 

	0.17 
	0.17 

	0.27 
	0.27 

	0.72 
	0.72 

	0.74 
	0.74 

	0.21 
	0.21 

	0.25 
	0.25 

	0.41 
	0.41 

	9.99 
	9.99 

	6.80 
	6.80 

	9.31 
	9.31 

	19.94 
	19.94 

	21.01 
	21.01 

	6.45 
	6.45 

	6.38 
	6.38 

	10.76 
	10.76 


	6th December 
	6th December 
	6th December 

	7.35 
	7.35 

	8.26 
	8.26 

	9.11 
	9.11 

	16.18 
	16.18 

	17.36 
	17.36 

	6.99 
	6.99 

	2.58 
	2.58 

	8.61 
	8.61 

	0.33 
	0.33 

	0.25 
	0.25 

	0.35 
	0.35 

	0.73 
	0.73 

	0.77 
	0.77 

	0.25 
	0.25 

	0.20 
	0.20 

	0.42 
	0.42 

	8.98 
	8.98 

	8.88 
	8.88 

	9.67 
	9.67 

	17.17 
	17.17 

	18.24 
	18.24 

	7.50 
	7.50 

	3.60 
	3.60 

	9.06 
	9.06 


	12th December 
	12th December 
	12th December 

	2.70 
	2.70 

	5.51 
	5.51 

	4.03 
	4.03 

	8.80 
	8.80 

	10.79 
	10.79 

	4.04 
	4.04 

	4.20 
	4.20 

	1.45 
	1.45 

	0.31 
	0.31 

	0.40 
	0.40 

	0.41 
	0.41 

	0.68 
	0.68 

	0.73 
	0.73 

	0.33 
	0.33 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.38 
	0.38 

	3.80 
	3.80 

	6.29 
	6.29 

	5.36 
	5.36 

	10.56 
	10.56 

	12.52 
	12.52 

	4.63 
	4.63 

	5.17 
	5.17 

	2.24 
	2.24 


	Average 
	Average 
	Average 

	6.34 
	6.34 

	5.37 
	5.37 

	6.04 
	6.04 

	17.35 
	17.35 

	18.68 
	18.68 

	4.97 
	4.97 

	5.31 
	5.31 

	8.02 
	8.02 

	0.25 
	0.25 

	0.22 
	0.22 

	0.25 
	0.25 

	0.66 
	0.66 

	0.71 
	0.71 

	0.21 
	0.21 

	0.18 
	0.18 

	0.34 
	0.34 

	7.77 
	7.77 

	6.27 
	6.27 

	7.34 
	7.34 

	18.28 
	18.28 

	19.58 
	19.58 

	5.83 
	5.83 

	6.29 
	6.29 

	8.87 
	8.87 


	Std. Deviation 
	Std. Deviation 
	Std. Deviation 

	2.42 
	2.42 

	2.39 
	2.39 

	2.85 
	2.85 

	4.59 
	4.59 

	4.35 
	4.35 

	1.84 
	1.84 

	2.07 
	2.07 

	3.04 
	3.04 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	0.13 
	0.13 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	2.85 
	2.85 

	2.61 
	2.61 

	3.22 
	3.22 

	4.11 
	4.11 

	3.99 
	3.99 

	2.13 
	2.13 

	2.09 
	2.09 

	3.17 
	3.17 




	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Table 4-8: Speed Estimation Accuracy with Different Methods (Freeway, AM Peak) Compared to Probe Data 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	MAE (mph) 
	MAE (mph) 

	MAPE 
	MAPE 

	RMSE (mph) 
	RMSE (mph) 



	  
	  
	  
	  

	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 

	Queueing Theory 
	Queueing Theory 

	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 

	Queueing Theory 
	Queueing Theory 

	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 

	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 

	Queueing Theory 
	Queueing Theory 


	19th January 
	19th January 
	19th January 

	5.21 
	5.21 

	6.90 
	6.90 

	5.53 
	5.53 

	11.67 
	11.67 

	12.87 
	12.87 

	5.63 
	5.63 

	3.43 
	3.43 

	4.28 
	4.28 

	0.27 
	0.27 

	0.23 
	0.23 

	0.25 
	0.25 

	0.66 
	0.66 

	0.70 
	0.70 

	0.32 
	0.32 

	0.24 
	0.24 

	0.36 
	0.36 

	6.80 
	6.80 

	7.80 
	7.80 

	6.81 
	6.81 

	14.63 
	14.63 

	15.31 
	15.31 

	6.93 
	6.93 

	4.44 
	4.44 

	4.77 
	4.77 


	7thFebruary 
	7thFebruary 
	7thFebruary 

	4.94 
	4.94 

	3.93 
	3.93 

	2.79 
	2.79 

	22.68 
	22.68 

	24.02 
	24.02 

	4.52 
	4.52 

	6.48 
	6.48 

	10.37 
	10.37 

	0.18 
	0.18 

	0.28 
	0.28 

	0.22 
	0.22 

	0.47 
	0.47 

	0.51 
	0.51 

	0.22 
	0.22 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	0.16 
	0.16 

	6.10 
	6.10 

	4.81 
	4.81 

	3.97 
	3.97 

	23.34 
	23.34 

	24.71 
	24.71 

	5.54 
	5.54 

	7.42 
	7.42 

	10.95 
	10.95 


	30th March 
	30th March 
	30th March 

	2.19 
	2.19 

	10.04 
	10.04 

	10.50 
	10.50 

	12.77 
	12.77 

	14.46 
	14.46 

	7.62 
	7.62 

	3.32 
	3.32 

	6.84 
	6.84 

	0.15 
	0.15 

	0.14 
	0.14 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.73 
	0.73 

	0.78 
	0.78 

	0.14 
	0.14 

	0.21 
	0.21 

	0.36 
	0.36 

	2.63 
	2.63 

	11.39 
	11.39 

	12.65 
	12.65 

	13.78 
	13.78 

	15.24 
	15.24 

	9.38 
	9.38 

	4.16 
	4.16 

	7.58 
	7.58 


	10th April 
	10th April 
	10th April 

	2.04 
	2.04 

	2.35 
	2.35 

	3.59 
	3.59 

	20.08 
	20.08 

	21.95 
	21.95 

	3.27 
	3.27 

	7.06 
	7.06 

	7.85 
	7.85 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.46 
	0.46 

	0.49 
	0.49 

	0.53 
	0.53 

	0.61 
	0.61 

	0.36 
	0.36 

	0.14 
	0.14 

	0.29 
	0.29 

	2.26 
	2.26 

	3.12 
	3.12 

	4.30 
	4.30 

	20.41 
	20.41 

	22.28 
	22.28 

	3.73 
	3.73 

	7.69 
	7.69 

	9.08 
	9.08 


	9th May 
	9th May 
	9th May 

	9.95 
	9.95 

	7.74 
	7.74 

	8.27 
	8.27 

	23.68 
	23.68 

	24.96 
	24.96 

	8.17 
	8.17 

	11.14 
	11.14 

	12.89 
	12.89 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.08 
	0.08 

	0.14 
	0.14 

	0.68 
	0.68 

	0.73 
	0.73 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.23 
	0.23 

	0.30 
	0.30 

	12.23 
	12.23 

	8.61 
	8.61 

	10.52 
	10.52 

	25.05 
	25.05 

	26.37 
	26.37 

	9.57 
	9.57 

	13.73 
	13.73 

	13.33 
	13.33 


	22nd_June 
	22nd_June 
	22nd_June 

	6.56 
	6.56 

	2.21 
	2.21 

	4.92 
	4.92 

	22.18 
	22.18 

	23.62 
	23.62 

	3.18 
	3.18 

	8.17 
	8.17 

	10.58 
	10.58 

	0.30 
	0.30 

	0.26 
	0.26 

	0.26 
	0.26 

	0.75 
	0.75 

	0.79 
	0.79 

	0.25 
	0.25 

	0.31 
	0.31 

	0.45 
	0.45 

	8.03 
	8.03 

	2.59 
	2.59 

	6.05 
	6.05 

	22.30 
	22.30 

	23.72 
	23.72 

	4.06 
	4.06 

	8.27 
	8.27 

	11.51 
	11.51 


	20th July 
	20th July 
	20th July 

	12.60 
	12.60 

	7.20 
	7.20 

	10.25 
	10.25 

	24.22 
	24.22 

	24.41 
	24.41 

	8.63 
	8.63 

	9.59 
	9.59 

	14.00 
	14.00 

	0.23 
	0.23 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.16 
	0.16 

	0.73 
	0.73 

	0.77 
	0.77 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.27 
	0.27 

	0.37 
	0.37 

	14.08 
	14.08 

	8.00 
	8.00 

	11.98 
	11.98 

	25.52 
	25.52 

	26.39 
	26.39 

	9.66 
	9.66 

	9.90 
	9.90 

	15.12 
	15.12 


	17th august 
	17th august 
	17th august 

	9.55 
	9.55 

	6.47 
	6.47 

	9.00 
	9.00 

	20.48 
	20.48 

	21.61 
	21.61 

	7.06 
	7.06 

	6.71 
	6.71 

	11.34 
	11.34 

	0.38 
	0.38 

	0.20 
	0.20 

	0.31 
	0.31 

	0.73 
	0.73 

	0.74 
	0.74 

	0.24 
	0.24 

	0.29 
	0.29 

	0.45 
	0.45 

	11.03 
	11.03 

	7.31 
	7.31 

	10.03 
	10.03 

	21.46 
	21.46 

	22.53 
	22.53 

	7.43 
	7.43 

	7.93 
	7.93 

	11.70 
	11.70 


	6th December 
	6th December 
	6th December 

	12.63 
	12.63 

	8.87 
	8.87 

	11.11 
	11.11 

	26.78 
	26.78 

	27.96 
	27.96 

	10.13 
	10.13 

	12.13 
	12.13 

	19.21 
	19.21 

	0.35 
	0.35 

	0.27 
	0.27 

	0.36 
	0.36 

	0.74 
	0.74 

	0.78 
	0.78 

	0.28 
	0.28 

	0.22 
	0.22 

	0.45 
	0.45 

	15.22 
	15.22 

	10.13 
	10.13 

	13.33 
	13.33 

	27.93 
	27.93 

	29.03 
	29.03 

	11.55 
	11.55 

	13.36 
	13.36 

	19.66 
	19.66 


	12th December 
	12th December 
	12th December 

	7.16 
	7.16 

	8.68 
	8.68 

	7.93 
	7.93 

	14.81 
	14.81 

	14.58 
	14.58 

	7.60 
	7.60 

	8.49 
	8.49 

	6.89 
	6.89 

	0.34 
	0.34 

	0.26 
	0.26 

	0.32 
	0.32 

	0.77 
	0.77 

	0.81 
	0.81 

	0.29 
	0.29 

	0.34 
	0.34 

	0.57 
	0.57 

	8.53 
	8.53 

	10.84 
	10.84 

	9.30 
	9.30 

	15.81 
	15.81 

	15.65 
	15.65 

	9.98 
	9.98 

	10.22 
	10.22 

	8.37 
	8.37 


	Average 
	Average 
	Average 

	7.28 
	7.28 

	6.44 
	6.44 

	7.39 
	7.39 

	19.94 
	19.94 

	21.04 
	21.04 

	6.58 
	6.58 

	7.65 
	7.65 

	10.43 
	10.43 

	0.24 
	0.24 

	0.23 
	0.23 

	0.26 
	0.26 

	0.68 
	0.68 

	0.72 
	0.72 

	0.23 
	0.23 

	0.24 
	0.24 

	0.38 
	0.38 

	8.69 
	8.69 

	7.46 
	7.46 

	8.89 
	8.89 

	21.02 
	21.02 

	22.12 
	22.12 

	7.78 
	7.78 

	8.71 
	8.71 

	11.21 
	11.21 


	Std. Deviation 
	Std. Deviation 
	Std. Deviation 

	3.84 
	3.84 

	2.73 
	2.73 

	2.99 
	2.99 

	5.14 
	5.14 

	5.20 
	5.20 

	2.34 
	2.34 

	2.91 
	2.91 

	4.30 
	4.30 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	0.10 
	0.10 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.11 
	0.11 

	4.45 
	4.45 

	3.08 
	3.08 

	3.42 
	3.42 

	4.86 
	4.86 

	5.05 
	5.05 

	2.68 
	2.68 

	3.21 
	3.21 

	4.20 
	4.20 




	 
	Based on the results presented in this section, the functions that produced the best results for all three periods for the ten days are the FSU-calibrated Modified Davidson model, the Akcelik function used in ELTOD, and the HCM-based freeway facility procedure.   The SERPM BPR relationship worked well for congested conditions but was somewhat less accurate than other methods for uncongested conditions.   The other tested models were less accurate.  In general, the estimation is much more accurate for less c
	4.1.3.5 Calculation of Other Mobility Measures based on Travel Time Estimates (Freeway) 
	Mobility measurements listed in Table 4-1, as required by national and state guidance and procedures can be calculated based on travel time estimates calculated as described above combined with demand model output. Table 4-9 provides a summary of such measurements for the I-95 corridor segment used as a freeway case study segment in this project.  
	Table 4-9: Additional Mobility Measures Estimated for the Freeway Case Study Segment 
	Mobility Measure 
	Mobility Measure 
	Mobility Measure 
	Mobility Measure 
	Mobility Measure 

	AM Period Value 
	AM Period Value 

	MD Period 
	MD Period 
	Value 

	PM Period 
	PM Period 
	Value 



	Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita 
	Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita 
	Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita 
	Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita 

	0.00 
	0.00 

	0.00 
	0.00 

	0.00 
	0.00 


	Vehicle hours delay 
	Vehicle hours delay 
	Vehicle hours delay 

	0.12 
	0.12 

	0.43 
	0.43 

	2.98 
	2.98 


	Vehicle hour traveled (VHT) 
	Vehicle hour traveled (VHT) 
	Vehicle hour traveled (VHT) 

	38.94 
	38.94 

	81.71 
	81.71 

	131.76 
	131.76 


	Vehicle mile traveled (VMT) 
	Vehicle mile traveled (VMT) 
	Vehicle mile traveled (VMT) 

	112,870 
	112,870 

	224,281 
	224,281 

	206,068 
	206,068 


	Percentage of non-SOV travel 
	Percentage of non-SOV travel 
	Percentage of non-SOV travel 

	79.81 
	79.81 

	74.60 
	74.60 

	80.31 
	80.31 


	Person trips 
	Person trips 
	Person trips 

	15,947 
	15,947 

	32,406 
	32,406 

	29,508 
	29,508 


	Average speed 
	Average speed 
	Average speed 

	45.25 
	45.25 

	42.79 
	42.79 

	24.85 
	24.85 


	Average travel time 
	Average travel time 
	Average travel time 

	9.26 
	9.26 

	9.79 
	9.79 

	16.87 
	16.87 




	4.1.3.6 Freeway Incident Conditions Analysis Results 
	This study further investigated the predictive ability of the different methods in presence of an incident during the AM peak, which is uncongested in the NB direction of the freeway study segment during recurrent conditions.   A real-world incident that occurred on March between 08:00 AM to 08:30 AM near NW 103rd Street was used in the comparison. The capacity due to the incident was adjusted accordingly based on the HCM procedure. Table 4-10 presents the performance summary of mobility estimation methods 
	Table 4-10: Performance Summary of Mobility Methods during an Incident 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	MAE (mph) 
	MAE (mph) 

	MAPE (%) 
	MAPE (%) 

	RMSE (mph) 
	RMSE (mph) 



	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 
	BPR Curve 

	8.86 
	8.86 

	22 
	22 

	12.75 
	12.75 


	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 
	Akcelik 

	5.06 
	5.06 

	12 
	12 

	7.15 
	7.15 


	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	8.04 
	8.04 

	20 
	20 

	11.83 
	11.83 


	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	9.08 
	9.08 

	23 
	23 

	14.33 
	14.33 


	FSU Conical 
	FSU Conical 
	FSU Conical 

	12.50 
	12.50 

	29 
	29 

	16.05 
	16.05 


	FSU Davidson 
	FSU Davidson 
	FSU Davidson 

	5.74 
	5.74 

	14 
	14 

	8.02 
	8.02 


	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 
	FREEVAL 

	10.63 
	10.63 

	20 
	20 

	13.73 
	13.73 


	Queueing Theory 
	Queueing Theory 
	Queueing Theory 

	12.65 
	12.65 

	26 
	26 

	15.58 
	15.58 




	According to the Table 4-10, the lowest error was observed when using the ELTOD Akcelik model and the FSU-Calibrated Davidson model.    The HCM procedure predicted higher travel time compared with the real-world measures. This model performs well for the PM congested conditions.  Further examination indicates that the traffic in the HCM-based procedure takes longer time to recover from congestion caused by the incident.  This could be due to not considering diverted traffic in the analysis.     
	It should be noted her that all models, except the Queueing Analysis and HCM-based procedure show that the delay occurs during the incident lane blockage duration and do not include the additional delay during queue dissipation (recovery) after incident lane-blockage clearance (see Figure 4-13).  However, both the Queueing Analysis and HCM-based procedure overestimates the time it takes for the queue to recover.   This may be due to underestimation of the queue discharge rate or an error in the incident dur
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-13: Incident Impact on Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods (Near 103rd Street) 
	4.1.3.7 Arterial Recurrent Conditions Analysis Results 
	For arterial recurrent condition analysis, the eastbound direction of Sunrise Blvd. in Broward County from I-95 intersection to US1 was used as a case study location for the analysis. A year worth of traffic data was utilized to generate the results.  Real-world travel time data from a private sector data provider (HERE) was used as the ground truth for evaluating the estimation performance of different predictive models. 
	The free flow speed (Sf) for an entire corridor was calculated following the procedure mentioned by Dowling, R. (1997). The free flow speed (Sf) is a function of length of the analysis segment (L), posted speed limit (Sp), Number of signalized intersections along the corridor (N), and total signal delay per vehicle (D).  
	𝑆𝑓= 𝐿𝐿𝑆𝑚𝑏+𝑁∗(𝐷3600)                        (4-8) 
	𝑆𝑚𝑏=0.79∗𝑆𝑝+12          (4-9) 
	𝐷=𝐷𝐹∗0.5∗𝐶(1−𝑔/𝐶)2       (4-10) 
	where, C is the cycle length, g/C is the critical effective green time, cycle length ratio with a default value of 0.45, and DF is the delay adjustment factor (DF) which has the following default values: 
	Uncoordinated traffic with actuated signals = 0.9 
	Uncoordinated traffic with fixed time signal = 1.0 
	Coordinated traffic with unfavorable progression = 1.2 
	Coordinated traffic with favorable progression = 0.9 
	Coordinated traffic with highly favorable progression = 0.6 
	The capacity is calculated using following equation: 
	Capacity (vph) = Ideal Sat *N*Fw*FHV*PHF*Fpark*Fba*FCBD*g/C*Fc   (4-11) 
	FHV = 1/(1+HV)          (4-12) 
	where, Ideal Sat is the ideal saturation flow rate. Dowling R. (1997) recommended a value of 1900 for urban interrupted flow facilities. N is the total number of lanes. Fw is lane width factor which has a value of 0.93 for lanes width less than 12 ft otherwise 1. FHV is heavy vehicle adjustment factor, HV is the percentage of heavy vehicle, PHF is the peak hour factor with a default value of 0.9. Fpark is the adjustment factor (0.9) for on-street parking presence, Fbay is the adjust factor (1.1) for excusiv
	For this study location, the corridor has posted speed limit of 45 mph, length of the corridor is 1.8 mile and the traffic is coordinated with unfavorable progression. It has three through lanes with a lane width of 11ft, no presence of on-street parking and exclusive left turning lanes. Therefore, the equations provide a free flow speed of 28.3 mph and capacity of 662.6 vphpl.   This is lower than the default capacity used in the SERPM model, which was 900 vphpl. 
	Figures 4-14 to 4-16 presents the travel time estimates for the AM Peak. Mid-Day, and PM Peak period for the urban street case study used in this project.  Table 4-11 presents the goodness of fit statistics that illustrate the performance of different methods. The figures and tables suggest that for the arterial street segment, the FSU-calibrated Modified Davidson model produced the most accurate results for the AM and PM peak periods. However, the BPR function in the SERPM model works better for the Mid-Da
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-14: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Time (Arterial, AM Peak, Capacity 662 vphpl) 
	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-15: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Time (Arterial, Mid-Day, Capacity 662 vphpl) 
	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-16: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods - Travel Time (Arterial, PM Peak, Capacity 662 vphpl) 
	Table 4-11: Accuracy of Different Travel Time Estimation Methods 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	SERPM BPR Curve 
	SERPM BPR Curve 

	FSU BPR Curve 
	FSU BPR Curve 

	ELTOD 
	ELTOD 
	Akcelik 

	FSU Akcelik 
	FSU Akcelik 

	FSU Conical Delay 
	FSU Conical Delay 

	FSU Modified Davidson 
	FSU Modified Davidson 



	AM Peak 
	AM Peak 
	AM Peak 
	AM Peak 

	MAPE (x100) 
	MAPE (x100) 

	0.230 
	0.230 

	0.252 
	0.252 

	0.225 
	0.225 

	0.215 
	0.215 

	1.495 
	1.495 

	0.202 
	0.202 


	TR
	MAE (min) 
	MAE (min) 

	0.759 
	0.759 

	0.836 
	0.836 

	0.756 
	0.756 

	0.714 
	0.714 

	5.129 
	5.129 

	0.662 
	0.662 


	TR
	RMSE (min) 
	RMSE (min) 

	0.953 
	0.953 

	1.002 
	1.002 

	0.870 
	0.870 

	0.859 
	0.859 

	7.926 
	7.926 

	0.761 
	0.761 


	Mid-Day 
	Mid-Day 
	Mid-Day 

	MAPE (x100) 
	MAPE (x100) 

	0.101 
	0.101 

	0.142 
	0.142 

	0.194 
	0.194 

	0.216 
	0.216 

	0.276 
	0.276 

	0.145 
	0.145 


	TR
	MAE (min) 
	MAE (min) 

	0.288 
	0.288 

	0.419 
	0.419 

	0.569 
	0.569 

	0.630 
	0.630 

	0.817 
	0.817 

	0.424 
	0.424 


	TR
	MAPE 
	MAPE 

	0.400 
	0.400 

	0.510 
	0.510 

	0.637 
	0.637 

	0.696 
	0.696 

	1.808 
	1.808 

	0.511 
	0.511 


	PM Peak 
	PM Peak 
	PM Peak 

	MAPE (x100) 
	MAPE (x100) 

	0.178 
	0.178 

	0.131 
	0.131 

	0.163 
	0.163 

	0.184 
	0.184 

	0.987 
	0.987 

	0.129 
	0.129 


	TR
	MAE (min) 
	MAE (min) 

	0.522 
	0.522 

	0.391 
	0.391 

	0.491 
	0.491 

	0.549 
	0.549 

	2.959 
	2.959 

	0.382 
	0.382 


	TR
	RMSE (min) 
	RMSE (min) 

	0.668 
	0.668 

	0.503 
	0.503 

	0.556 
	0.556 

	0.621 
	0.621 

	4.498 
	4.498 

	0.472 
	0.472 




	The estimated capacity (662 vphpl) is much lower than value used as default in the SERPM model (900 vphpl). Therefore, the above procedure was repeated utilizing the capacity of 900 vphpl. Figure 4-17 to 4-19 shows the actual travel time and model estimation travel time for the AM, PM, and Mid-Day periods. All the figures show that the use of 900 vphpl capacity under-estimate the travel time especially during congestion. This appears to be mostly true when the 
	corridor is long with multiple signalized intersection within it.  The use of lower capacity accounts for the arrival on red.  Thus, the use of the lower capacity value of 662 vphpl is recommended. 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-17: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Time (Arterial, AM Peak, Capacity 900 vphpl) 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-18: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods -Travel Time (Arterial, Mid-Day, Capacity 900 vphpl) 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-19: Predictive Ability of Different Mobility Estimation Methods - Travel Time (Arterial, PM Peak, Capacity 900 vphpl) 
	4.1.3.8 Calculation of Other Mobility Measures based on Travel Time Estimates (Arterial) 
	Mobility measurements listed in Table 4-1, as required by national and state guidance and procedures can be calculated based on travel time estimates calculated as described above combined with demand model output. Table 4-12 provides a summary of such measurements for the Sunrise Blvd. segment used as an urban street case study segment in this project.  
	Table 4-12: Summary of Mobility Measures from Demand Model (Arterial, AM Peak) 
	Mobility Measure 
	Mobility Measure 
	Mobility Measure 
	Mobility Measure 
	Mobility Measure 

	AM Peak Value 
	AM Peak Value 

	MD Peak Value 
	MD Peak Value 

	PM Peak Value 
	PM Peak Value 



	Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita 
	Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita 
	Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita 
	Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay (PHED) per capita 

	0.00 
	0.00 

	0.00 
	0.00 

	0.00 
	0.00 


	Vehicle hours delay 
	Vehicle hours delay 
	Vehicle hours delay 

	0.20 
	0.20 

	0.06 
	0.06 

	0.1 
	0.1 


	Vehicle hour traveled (VHT) 
	Vehicle hour traveled (VHT) 
	Vehicle hour traveled (VHT) 

	15.74 
	15.74 

	16.76 
	16.76 

	13.84 
	13.84 


	Vehicle mile traveled (VMT) 
	Vehicle mile traveled (VMT) 
	Vehicle mile traveled (VMT) 

	23,857 
	23,857 

	31,732 
	31,732 

	24,231 
	24,231 


	Percentage of non-SOV travel 
	Percentage of non-SOV travel 
	Percentage of non-SOV travel 

	83 
	83 

	74.78 
	74.78 

	76.6 
	76.6 


	Person trips 
	Person trips 
	Person trips 

	7,374 
	7,374 

	10,280 
	10,280 

	9,714 
	9,714 


	Average speed 
	Average speed 
	Average speed 

	25.35 
	25.35 

	31.38 
	31.38 

	29.02 
	29.02 


	Average travel time 
	Average travel time 
	Average travel time 

	8.86 
	8.86 

	7.15 
	7.15 

	7.68 
	7.68 




	4.2 Reliability Performance Measure   
	The travel time reliability measures reflect day-to-day variation in congestion levels due to contributing factors such as demand and capacity stochasticity, incidents, adverse weather, and work zones.   This section describes different reliability measures, the methods utilized to estimate them, and presents a comparison of these method accuracy based on the project case study data.  
	Table 4-13 presents the commonly used reliability measures. These measures are estimated based on travel time data.  The data should be for at least one-year period.  The contributing factors to the unreliability of the system requires the collection of volume, incident, weather, and work zone data.  Reliability can also be estimated based on models that range from simple equations to HCM-based procedures to simulation-based procedures.  The methods to estimate reliability based on data and models are descr
	Table 4-13: Reliability Measure Calculation Methods 
	Reliability Measure 
	Reliability Measure 
	Reliability Measure 
	Reliability Measure 
	Reliability Measure 

	Calculation Method 
	Calculation Method 

	Data Requirement 
	Data Requirement 



	Level of travel time reliability (LOTTR) 
	Level of travel time reliability (LOTTR) 
	Level of travel time reliability (LOTTR) 
	Level of travel time reliability (LOTTR) 

	• 80th percentile travel time divided by 50th percentile travel time 
	• 80th percentile travel time divided by 50th percentile travel time 
	• 80th percentile travel time divided by 50th percentile travel time 
	• 80th percentile travel time divided by 50th percentile travel time 



	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 




	80th percentile travel time index 
	80th percentile travel time index 
	80th percentile travel time index 

	• 80th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	• 80th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	• 80th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	• 80th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 



	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 




	Planning time index (PTI) (95% Travel Time Index) 
	Planning time index (PTI) (95% Travel Time Index) 
	Planning time index (PTI) (95% Travel Time Index) 

	• 95th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	• 95th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	• 95th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 
	• 95th percentile travel time divided by free-flow travel time 



	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 


	 


	Mean travel time index 
	Mean travel time index 
	Mean travel time index 

	• Mean travel time/free flow travel time 
	• Mean travel time/free flow travel time 
	• Mean travel time/free flow travel time 
	• Mean travel time/free flow travel time 



	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 




	Buffer index 
	Buffer index 
	Buffer index 

	• The difference between the 95th percentile travel time and the average travel time, normalized by the average travel time 
	• The difference between the 95th percentile travel time and the average travel time, normalized by the average travel time 
	• The difference between the 95th percentile travel time and the average travel time, normalized by the average travel time 
	• The difference between the 95th percentile travel time and the average travel time, normalized by the average travel time 



	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 


	 


	On time Arrival 
	On time Arrival 
	On time Arrival 

	• Percentage of freeway trips travelling at least 45 mph 
	• Percentage of freeway trips travelling at least 45 mph 
	• Percentage of freeway trips travelling at least 45 mph 
	• Percentage of freeway trips travelling at least 45 mph 



	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 
	• Travel time 






	In this study, the forecasting of reliability measures was compared with reliability estimations for both the freeway case study (I-95 in Miami-Dade County) and the arterial segment (Sunrise Blvd. in Broward County) based on real-world data from Bluetooth vendors and two data vendors (HERE and INRIX).  The followings are the tested reliability forecasting methods in this project, all of which developed as part of the Reliability Program of the Strategic Highway Research Program 2 (SHRP2): 
	• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Poor Procedure 
	• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Poor Procedure 
	• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Poor Procedure 

	• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Rich Procedure 
	• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Rich Procedure 

	• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure with Default Parameters 
	• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure with Default Parameters 

	• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure Calibrated for Miami by Florida International University as part of the SHRP2 L38 project 
	• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure Calibrated for Miami by Florida International University as part of the SHRP2 L38 project 


	• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure 
	• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure 
	• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure 

	• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure Calibrated for the Tampa Bay Region as part of a federal grant 
	• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure Calibrated for the Tampa Bay Region as part of a federal grant 

	• SHRP 2 L08 procedures as adopted in the HCM and implemented in FREEVAL and HCS. 
	• SHRP 2 L08 procedures as adopted in the HCM and implemented in FREEVAL and HCS. 


	4.2.1 Forecasting of Reliability Performance Measures 
	4.2.1.1 SHRP 2 L02 Method 
	The Strategic Highway Research Program 2 (SHRP2) SHRP2 L02 project provides a framework and guidance for a data-based travel time reliability estimation method (Institute for Transportation Research and Education et al., 2012). The framework consists of three components, that is, a data manager, a computational engine, and a report generator. The data manager assembles data from traffic sensors, weather data feeds, and incident reporting systems, and organizes them in a database. The computational engine cl
	4.2.1.2 Highway Capacity Manual Procedure  
	The SHRP 2 Project L08 developed reliability assessment methods and tools based on the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) freeway and urban street facility procedures and computational engines (Kittleson & Associates et al. 2012).   These procedures were used a basis for reliability estimation in the latest version of the HCM.  The FREEVAL-RL, STREETVAL-RL, and Highway Capacity Software (HCS) apply the above mentioned developed procedures to estimate travel time reliability.   These tools have a scenario generat
	4.2.1.3  SHRP2 L03 Method 
	As a foundational study, the product of the SHRP2 L03 project defined reliability, presented recommended reliability measures derived from travel time distributions, highlighted the causes of congestion, explained how to build a database for estimating reliability prediction models, conducted before and after studies of operations and capacity improvements, and developed two sets of prediction models based on empirical data from numerous metropolitan areas (Cambridge Systematics et al., 2013). SHRP2 L03 gat
	Data-Poor Model 
	The SHRP2 L03 produced a highly practical set of relationships to predict reliability, known as ‘data-poor’ model. The data-poor model is a simpler model that can be applied in an environment with limited data. The calculation equations are provided below.  
	Overall mean TTI= 1.0274*RecurringMeanTTI1.2204                      (4-13) 
	95th Percentile TTI = mean TTI1.8834                                                            (4-14) 
	90th Percentile TTI = mean TTI1.6424                                                             (4-15) 
	80th Percentile TTI = mean TTI1.365                  (4-16) 
	Median TTI = mean TTI0.8601              (4-17) 
	10th Percentile TTI = mean TTI0.1524                                      (4-18) 
	The above equations work when the mean TTI is less than 2. However, in many cases, the mean TTI may exceed 2. Equation 4-19 to Equation 4-21 should be used for mean TTI greater than 2.  
	95th percentile TTI = 1+3.6700 *ln (Mean TTI)                                                (−) 
	90th percentile TTI = 1+2.7809 *ln (Mean TTI)                                                (−) 
	80th percentile TTI = 1+2.1406 *ln (Mean TTI)                                                (−) 
	Data-Rich Model 
	The project L03 quantifies the impact of incidents and work zones on reliability with respect to three key variables; a) lane hours lost, b) critical demand-to-capacity ratio, and c) hours of rainfall exceeding 0.05 inch. The relationship is provided below. 
	                            𝑻𝑻𝑰𝒏%=𝒆(𝒋𝒏𝒅𝒄𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕+𝒌𝒏𝑳𝑯𝑳+𝒍𝒏𝑹𝟎.𝟎𝟓")                                            (4-22) 
	where TTIn% is nth percentile travel time index. Depending on the coefficients used in Equation 4-22, different percentile of travel time index can be estimated. LHL is the lane hour lost due to incidents and work zone. This value is calculated as the average number of lanes blocked per incident or work zone multiplied by the average duration of incident or work zone and the total 
	number of incidents/work zones within the study time period and study time slice. dccrit represents the critical demand-to-capacity ratio. Two methods were recommended to calculate demand. In the first method, when there is no congestion, the 30th-highest volume count during one-year weekdays is used as the demand. However, as traffic detectors measure volume counts instead of demand during the congested periods, a demand has to be either estimated by using a cumulative volume-based method proposed by the L
	The parameter R 0.05” in Equation 4-22 is the hours of rainfall with a precipitation greater than 0.05 inch during the time slice and study period. The remaining variables in Equation 4-22 are regression coefficients, whose values are listed in Table 4-14.  
	Table 4-14 Coefficients Used in SHRP2 L03 Project (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2013) 
	N (percentile) 
	N (percentile) 
	N (percentile) 
	N (percentile) 
	N (percentile) 

	𝒋𝒏 
	𝒋𝒏 

	𝒌𝒏 
	𝒌𝒏 

	𝒍𝒏 
	𝒍𝒏 


	For Peak Hour 
	For Peak Hour 
	For Peak Hour 



	10 
	10 
	10 
	10 

	0.07643 
	0.07643 

	0.00405 
	0.00405 

	0.00000 
	0.00000 


	50 
	50 
	50 

	0.29097 
	0.29097 

	0.01380 
	0.01380 

	0.00000 
	0.00000 


	80 
	80 
	80 

	0.52013 
	0.52013 

	0.01544 
	0.01544 

	0.00000 
	0.00000 


	95 
	95 
	95 

	0.63071 
	0.63071 

	0.01219 
	0.01219 

	0.04744 
	0.04744 


	99 
	99 
	99 

	1.13062 
	1.13062 

	0.01242 
	0.01242 

	0.00000 
	0.00000 


	Mean 
	Mean 
	Mean 

	0.27886 
	0.27886 

	0.01089 
	0.01089 

	0.02935 
	0.02935 


	For Peak Period 
	For Peak Period 
	For Peak Period 


	10 
	10 
	10 

	0.01180 
	0.01180 

	0.00145 
	0.00145 

	0.00000 
	0.00000 


	50 
	50 
	50 

	0.09335 
	0.09335 

	0.00932 
	0.00932 

	0.00000 
	0.00000 


	80 
	80 
	80 

	0.13992 
	0.13992 

	0.01118 
	0.01118 

	0.01271 
	0.01271 


	95 
	95 
	95 

	0.23233 
	0.23233 

	0.01222 
	0.01222 

	0.01777 
	0.01777 


	99 
	99 
	99 

	0.33477 
	0.33477 

	0.01235 
	0.01235 

	0.02531 
	0.02531 


	Mean 
	Mean 
	Mean 

	0.09677 
	0.09677 

	0.00862 
	0.00862 

	0.00904 
	0.00904 




	4.2.1.4 SHRP2 L07 Method 
	The SHRP2 L07 project developed a sketch planning-level tool for assessing the impacts of highway design treatments on travel time reliability (Potts et al., 2014). The product of the SHRP 2 L07 is a design guide, consisting of a compendium of design treatments likely to affect non-recurring congestion plus an Excel-based tool that designers can use to evaluate the effects of such treatments on delay, safety, travel time reliability, and lifecycle benefits and costs (Potts et al., 2014).   As stated earlier
	𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑛={𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑁𝑃,𝑛∗𝑒(𝑐𝑛𝑅05"+𝑑𝑛𝑆01")          𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑐⁄≤0.8𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑁𝑃,𝑛𝑁𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠∗[𝑁𝑁𝑃+𝑉𝐹𝐹(𝑅05"𝑐1𝑛𝑉𝐹𝐹+𝑐2𝑛𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑁𝑃,𝑛+𝑆01"𝑑1𝑛𝑉𝐹𝐹+𝑑2𝑛𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑁𝑃,𝑛)]𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑐⁄>0.8     (4-23) 
	Table 4-15: Default co-efficient for L07 data-rich model 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	d/c < 0.8 
	d/c < 0.8 

	d/c > 0.8 
	d/c > 0.8 



	N (percentile) 
	N (percentile) 
	N (percentile) 
	N (percentile) 

	an 
	an 

	bn 
	bn 

	cn 
	cn 

	dn 
	dn 

	an 
	an 

	bn 
	bn 

	c1n 
	c1n 

	c2n 
	c2n 

	d1n 
	d1n 

	d2n 
	d2n 


	10 
	10 
	10 

	0.014 
	0.014 

	0.00099 
	0.00099 

	0.00015 
	0.00015 

	0.00037 
	0.00037 

	0.07643 
	0.07643 

	0.00405 
	0.00405 

	1.364 
	1.364 

	-28.34 
	-28.34 

	0.178 
	0.178 

	15.55 
	15.55 


	50 
	50 
	50 

	0.07 
	0.07 

	0.00495 
	0.00495 

	0.00075 
	0.00075 

	0.00184 
	0.00184 

	0.29097 
	0.29097 

	0.0138 
	0.0138 

	0.966 
	0.966 

	-6.74 
	-6.74 

	0.345 
	0.345 

	3.27 
	3.27 


	80 
	80 
	80 

	0.11214 
	0.11214 

	0.00793 
	0.00793 

	0.0012 
	0.0012 

	0.0031 
	0.0031 

	0.52013 
	0.52013 

	0.01544 
	0.01544 

	0.63 
	0.63 

	6.89 
	6.89 

	0.233 
	0.233 

	5.24 
	5.24 


	95 
	95 
	95 

	0.19763 
	0.19763 

	0.01557 
	0.01557 

	0.00197 
	0.00197 

	0.01056 
	0.01056 

	0.63071 
	0.63071 

	0.01219 
	0.01219 

	0.639 
	0.639 

	5.04 
	5.04 

	0.286 
	0.286 

	1.67 
	1.67 


	99 
	99 
	99 

	0.47282 
	0.47282 

	0.0417 
	0.0417 

	0.003 
	0.003 

	0.02293 
	0.02293 

	1.13062 
	1.13062 

	0.01242 
	0.01242 

	0.607 
	0.607 

	5.27 
	5.27 

	0.341 
	0.341 

	-0.55 
	-0.55 




	A study by Jia et al. (2014) found that the Travel Time Index (TTI) produced by the above equations are more sensitive to the number of incidents and incident duration than other factors such as demand and weather. The predicted TTI value using Equation 4-23 also has a large difference from that calculated based on real-world data. Therefore, a similar regression procedure was utilized by Jia et al. (2014) to derive expressions for travel time indices based on data for I-95 in Miami, FL. Equation 4-24 shows
	 𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑛%=𝑒𝑏1∗𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡+𝑏2∗𝐿𝐻𝐿+𝑏3∗𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛+𝑏4∗𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ+𝑏5+𝑏6                               (4-24) 
	Table 4-16 Coefficients Developed by Jia et al. (2014) 
	 Percentile 
	 Percentile 
	 Percentile 
	 Percentile 
	 Percentile 

	R-square 
	R-square 

	𝐛𝟏 
	𝐛𝟏 

	𝐛𝟐 
	𝐛𝟐 

	𝐛𝟑 
	𝐛𝟑 

	𝐛𝟒 
	𝐛𝟒 

	𝐛𝟓 
	𝐛𝟓 

	𝐛𝟔 
	𝐛𝟔 



	10 
	10 
	10 
	10 

	0.581 
	0.581 

	0.500 
	0.500 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	0.013 
	0.013 

	-0.075 
	-0.075 

	-1.555 
	-1.555 

	0.749 
	0.749 


	50 
	50 
	50 

	0.864 
	0.864 

	17.445 
	17.445 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	-2.457 
	-2.457 

	-15.568 
	-15.568 

	1.071 
	1.071 


	80 
	80 
	80 

	0.825 
	0.825 

	14.865 
	14.865 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	-0.658 
	-0.658 

	-13.912 
	-13.912 

	1.072 
	1.072 


	95 
	95 
	95 

	0.827 
	0.827 

	10.477 
	10.477 

	0.029 
	0.029 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	-0.832 
	-0.832 

	-9.139 
	-9.139 

	1.105 
	1.105 


	99 
	99 
	99 

	0.814 
	0.814 

	5.481 
	5.481 

	0.049 
	0.049 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	-0.894 
	-0.894 

	-3.758 
	-3.758 

	1.105 
	1.105 


	Mean 
	Mean 
	Mean 

	0.884 
	0.884 

	14.020 
	14.020 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	0.000 
	0.000 

	-0.619 
	-0.619 

	-13.470 
	-13.470 

	1.058 
	1.058 




	4.2.1.5 SHRP2 C11 Method 
	The SHRP2 C11 aimed at improving the state of the practice in assessing the wider economic benefits of transportation capacity projects. Three classes of project benefits were addressed in project C11; a) travel time reliability benefits, b) intermodal connectivity benefits, and c) market access benefits.  The travel time reliability benefits were estimated in the SHRP2 C11 using the following steps: 
	Step 01: Free Flow Speed Estimation 
	For freeways and rural two-lane highways, 
	𝑭𝒓𝒆𝒆 𝑭𝒍𝒐𝒘 𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅=(𝟎.𝟖𝟖∗𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅 𝑳𝒊𝒎𝒊𝒕)+𝟏𝟒                                      (4-25) 
	For signalized highways, 
	𝑭𝒓𝒆𝒆 𝑭𝒍𝒐𝒘 𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅=(𝟎.𝟕𝟗∗𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅 𝑳𝒊𝒎𝒊𝒕)+𝟏𝟐                                      (4-26) 
	Step 02: Travel Time per Unit Distance (Travel Rate) for the Current and Forecast Years 
	𝒕={(𝟏+(𝟎.𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟓∗(𝒗𝒄)⁄𝟖)))}𝑭𝒓𝒆𝒆 𝑭𝒍𝒐𝒘 𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅,⁄,𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝒗𝒄⁄≤𝟏.𝟒𝟎        (4-27) 
	where, t is the travel rate (hours per mile), v is hourly volume; and c is the capacity. Please not that, the v/c value is capped at 1.4.  
	 
	 

	Step 03: Delay Due to Incidents (Incident Delay Rate) in Hours per Mile 
	  𝐷𝑎−𝐷𝑢∗(1−𝑅𝑓)∗(1−𝑅𝑑)2                                                               (4-28) 
	where, Da is the Adjusted delay (hours of delay per mile); Du is Unadjusted (base) delay (hours of delay per mile, from the incident rate tables); Rf is Reduction in incident frequency expressed as a fraction (with Rf = 0 meaning no reduction, and Rf =0.30 meaning a 30% reduction in incident frequency), Rd is Reduction in incident duration expressed as a fraction (with Rd = 0 meaning no reduction, and Rd = 0.30 meaning a 30% reduction in incident duration). 
	Step 04: Compute the Overall Mean Travel Time Index (𝑻𝑻𝑰𝒎)  
	𝑇𝑇𝐼𝑚=1+𝐹𝐹𝑆∗(𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒+𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒)     (4-29) 
	 
	 𝑻𝑻𝑰𝟗𝟓=𝟏+𝟑.𝟔𝟕𝟎𝟎∗𝐥𝐧 (𝑻𝑻𝑰𝒎)                                                                  (4-30) 
	 
	  𝑻𝑻𝑰𝟓𝟎=𝟒.𝟎𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟒{(𝟏+𝒆(𝟏.𝟕𝟒𝟏𝟕−𝟎.𝟗𝟑𝟔𝟕𝟕∗𝑻𝑻𝑰𝒎))(𝟏𝟎.𝟖𝟐𝟕𝟒𝟏)⁄⁄}                         (4-31) 
	 
	 𝑻𝑻𝑰𝟖𝟎=𝟓.𝟑𝟕𝟒𝟔{(𝟏+𝒆(−𝟏.𝟓𝟕𝟖𝟐−𝟎.𝟖𝟓𝟖𝟔𝟕∗𝑻𝑻𝑰𝒎))(𝟏𝟎.𝟎𝟒𝟗𝟓𝟑)⁄⁄}                          (4-32) 
	The SHRP2 C11 Project reliability models predicts reliability measures as a function of the Mean Travel Time Index (MTTI) for a segment.  
	Later, a SHRP2 C11 Post-Processor tool was developed under a Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2016) contract in conjunction with the Hillsborough County MPO in Tampa, Florida. To develop reliability prediction equations for Florida, the C11 Post-Processor tool mentioned above obtained travel data for the Tampa region from the National Performance Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS) for 2014 and 2015. In the analysis, the segments were defined based on the Traffic M
	The following equations were derived for Travel Time Index (TTI) for freeways:  
	            𝑇𝑇𝐼50=  10.4910−9.5867 × 𝑒(−0.0142 × 𝑋2.2367)  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋> 1.07 
	                           =  0.963𝑋 + 0.037  𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                        (4-33) 
	            𝑇𝑇𝐼80=  7.3567−6.9965 × 𝑒(−0.0910 × 𝑋2.0185)  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋> 1.03 
	                            =  1.0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                                               (4-34)     
	            𝑇𝑇𝐼95=  11.7933−16.2178 × 𝑒(−0.3855 × 𝑋1.0336)  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋> 1.08 
	                          =  1.3737𝑋−0.3737  𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                          (4-35) 
	where, X is Mean Travel Time Index (MTTI); TTI50 TTI80, and TTI95 are 50th percentile, 80th percentile, and 95th percentile TTI respectively.  
	The following equations were used to derive TTI for signalized arterials:  
	            𝑇𝑇𝐼50=  0.9333 ×101.7049+12.887 ×𝑋2.403101.7049+ 𝑋2.403  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋<1.07 
	           =  𝑋  𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                                          (4-36)  
	            𝑇𝑇𝐼80=  0.7266×26.26+9.6702 ×𝑋2.569826.26+ 𝑋2.5698                                                     (4-37) 
	            𝑇𝑇𝐼95= 21.1669 × 𝑒−2.9506𝑋                                                                 (4-38) 
	The following steps were used to calculate the MTTI: 
	Step 01: Assign Free Flow Speed (FFS) 
	Free Flow Speed (FFS) for freeway in Tampa was set at 60 mph, for arterial streets at 45 mph, for collectors at 35 mph, and for other types of road at 30mph.  
	Step 02: Calculate the Recurring Delay Rate (hours per vehicle-mile) 
	Recurring Delay Rate = (1/Speed) – (1/FFS)                                                               (4-39) 
	Step 03: Calculate the Base Incident-Related Delay Rate (hours per vehicle-mile) 
	Number of lanes <= 2:  
	Du = -0.0111/(1 -1471 * exp(-6.8498 * v/c))                          (4-40) 
	Number of lanes = 3:    
	Du = -0.0085/(1 -1872 * exp(-7.1381 * v/c))                          (4-41) 
	Number of lanes >= 4:  
	Du = -0.0068/(1 -1827 * exp(-7.1090 * v/c))                          (4-42) 
	Where,  Du is the base incident delay rate and v/c = volume-to-capacity ratio. 
	Step 04: Calculate the MTTI 
	MTTI = 1 + (FFS * (Recurring Delay Rate + Du))                                                      (4-43) 
	4.2.2 Comparison of Reliability Measure Calculation Methods 
	This section provides the results of the application of the SHRP2 products (L03, L07, C11, and HCM-based procedure) to estimate reliability measures (e.g. travel time index) for both freeway and arterial facilities. The study considered three forms of the travel time index as reliability measures: the 80th percentile, the 90th percentile, and 95th percentile travel time indexes. This section also includes a comparison of these estimated reliability measures and the reliability measures estimated based on re
	4.2.2.1 Freeway Reliability 
	Figures 4-20 to 4-22 and Table 4-17 present the reliability measures (e.g. travel time index) for the freeway case study corridor during the AM Peak, Mid-Day, and PM Peak periods. As mentioned before, the study estimated three set of reliability measures (the 50th percentile TTI, 80th Percentile TTI, and 95th percentile TTI) and compared the estimated measures with real-world measures, as shown in the figures. As presented in the figures, the estimated reliability measures were found to be very close to the
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-20: Reliability Measures on Freeways for AM Peak 
	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-21: Reliability Measures on Freeways for Mid-Day 
	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-22: Reliability Measures on Freeways for PM Peak 
	Table 4-17: Comparison of Reliability Forecasts of the Freeway Case Study  Using Different Methods and Estimates Based on Real-World Data 
	 
	Figure
	4.2.2.2 Arterial Reliability 
	Figures 4-23 to 4-25 and Table 4-18 present the reliability measures (e.g. travel time index) for the arterial street case study corridor during the AM Peak, Mid-Day, and PM Peak periods. As with the freeway case study, the study estimated three set of reliability measures (the 50th percentile TTI, 80th Percentile TTI, and 95th percentile TTI) and compared the estimated measures with real-world measures, as shown in the figures. When considering the three peaks, the model that produced the best forecasts of
	  
	Figure
	Figure 4-23: Reliability Measures on Arterial for AM Peak 
	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-24: Reliability Measures on Arterial for Mid-Day 
	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 4-25: Reliability Measures on Arterial for PM Peak 
	Table 4-18: Comparison of Reliability Forecasts of the Arterial Case Study Using Different Methods and Estimates Based on Real-World Data 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	AM Peak 
	AM Peak 

	MD Period 
	MD Period 

	PM Peak 
	PM Peak 



	  
	  
	  
	  

	TTI50 
	TTI50 

	TTI80 
	TTI80 

	TTI95 
	TTI95 

	TTI50 
	TTI50 

	TTI80 
	TTI80 

	TTI95 
	TTI95 

	TTI50 
	TTI50 

	TTI80 
	TTI80 

	TTI95 
	TTI95 


	C11 Calibrated 
	C11 Calibrated 
	C11 Calibrated 

	1.33 
	1.33 

	1.39 
	1.39 

	2.33 
	2.33 

	1.38 
	1.38 

	1.39 
	1.39 

	2.33 
	2.33 

	1.38 
	1.38 

	1.40 
	1.40 

	2.33 
	2.33 


	C11 Original 
	C11 Original 
	C11 Original 

	1.02 
	1.02 

	1.07 
	1.07 

	1.18 
	1.18 

	1.02 
	1.02 

	1.07 
	1.07 

	1.18 
	1.18 

	1.02 
	1.02 

	1.07 
	1.07 

	1.18 
	1.18 


	L03 Data Poor 
	L03 Data Poor 
	L03 Data Poor 

	1.73 
	1.73 

	2.33 
	2.33 

	3.15 
	3.15 

	1.47 
	1.47 

	1.81 
	1.81 

	2.23 
	2.23 

	1.54 
	1.54 

	1.94 
	1.94 

	2.47 
	2.47 


	L03 Data Rich 
	L03 Data Rich 
	L03 Data Rich 

	1.86 
	1.86 

	2.31 
	2.31 

	3.22 
	3.22 

	1.53 
	1.53 

	1.82 
	1.82 

	2.49 
	2.49 

	1.46 
	1.46 

	1.72 
	1.72 

	2.34 
	2.34 


	L07 Original 
	L07 Original 
	L07 Original 

	2.12 
	2.12 

	2.69 
	2.69 

	2.81 
	2.81 

	2.02 
	2.02 

	2.48 
	2.48 

	2.55 
	2.55 

	2.28 
	2.28 

	3.01 
	3.01 

	3.23 
	3.23 


	L07 Calibrated 
	L07 Calibrated 
	L07 Calibrated 

	1.10 
	1.10 

	1.90 
	1.90 

	2.00 
	2.00 

	1.07 
	1.07 

	1.86 
	1.86 

	2.08 
	2.08 

	1.07 
	1.07 

	1.86 
	1.86 

	2.12 
	2.12 


	HERE 
	HERE 
	HERE 

	2.47 
	2.47 

	2.80 
	2.80 

	3.15 
	3.15 

	2.16 
	2.16 

	2.35 
	2.35 

	2.74 
	2.74 

	2.21 
	2.21 

	2.39 
	2.39 

	2.63 
	2.63 


	INRIX 
	INRIX 
	INRIX 

	2.46 
	2.46 

	2.80 
	2.80 

	3.15 
	3.15 

	2.16 
	2.16 

	2.35 
	2.35 

	2.74 
	2.74 

	2.21 
	2.21 

	2.39 
	2.39 

	2.63 
	2.63 




	4.3 Safety Performance Measure Estimation 
	Two methods can be used to estimate the safety performance for the base conditions: the Lookup Table method and the Florida Safety Performance Functions (SPF). As described later in this document, the updated version of FITSEVAL allows the user to estimate the safety for the base conditions using one of these two methods or based on real-world crash data.  
	4.3.1 Lookup Table 
	The first method to predict the number of crashes is the Lookup Table along a corridor method, which is based on the same method used in the original version of FITSEVAL (Hadi et al., 2008). Table 4-19 shows the crash rates per Million Vehicle Miles Traveled (MVMT) of 
	property damage only (PDO), injury, and fatality for freeway and arterial segments as a function of Volume to Capacity (V/C) ratio, utilized in the method. The total number of crashes is then estimated by multiplying the crash rate by the MVMT (which is a multiplication of segment volume and length).  The advantage of this method is that it can be directly applied to any period in the day as long as we know the average V/C ratio, the segment length, and the volume for the period.  The disadvantage is that t
	Table 4-19: Crash Rates per MVMT Used in FITSEVAL 
	V/C 
	V/C 
	V/C 
	V/C 
	V/C 

	Fatality 
	Fatality 

	Injury 
	Injury 

	PDO 
	PDO 



	TBody
	TR
	Freeway 
	Freeway 

	Arterial 
	Arterial 

	Freeway 
	Freeway 

	Arterial 
	Arterial 

	Freeway 
	Freeway 

	Arterial 
	Arterial 


	0.09 
	0.09 
	0.09 

	0.0004 
	0.0004 

	0.0072 
	0.0072 

	0.5156 
	0.5156 

	0.5757 
	0.5757 

	0.8551 
	0.8551 

	2.394 
	2.394 


	TR
	0.19 
	0.19 


	TR
	0.29 
	0.29 


	TR
	0.39 
	0.39 


	TR
	0.49 
	0.49 


	TR
	0.59 
	0.59 

	0.5757 
	0.5757 


	TR
	0.69 
	0.69 


	TR
	0.79 
	0.79 

	0.9953 
	0.9953 


	TR
	0.89 
	0.89 


	TR
	0.99 
	0.99 

	0.7392 
	0.7392 

	1.1591 
	1.1591 


	TR
	1.00 
	1.00 

	0.7329 
	0.7329 

	1.2737 
	1.2737 




	4.3.2 Florida Safety Performance Function 
	The second method utilizes calibrated SPFs developed for Florida based on roadway inventory data and crash data (Alluri et al., 2016). Equation 4-44 presents the general form of the SPF function used for roadway segments and ramps. 
	𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑=𝑒𝑎×𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑏                                       (4-44) 
	where Npredicted is the number of predicted crashes per mile per year and AADT represents average annual daily traffic. a and b are regression coefficients. 
	Equation 4-45 presents the SPF functional form for intersections. 
	𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑=𝑒𝑎×𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟𝑏×𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑐                                                           (4-45) 
	where AADTmajor and AADTminor represent the average annual daily traffic for the major and minor approaches of an intersection, respectively.  Symbols a, b, and c are regression coefficients. 
	Tables 4-20 to 4-23 present the coefficients of the calibrated SPF functions to estimate the total number of crashes and to estimate fatal plus injury crashes (F+I) for arterial streets, freeways, intersections, and ramps, respectively.  The actual number of crashes are calculated by multiplying the results with crash modification factors that account for various segment or intersection attributes.   The advantage of this method is that i is that these relationship have been 
	fully and formally calibrated for Florida. The disadvantage is that the SPFs are functions of the AADT and thus does not account for the vriations in volumes during the day.  In the FITSEVAL application, a method was used to caculate the AADT based on the hourly volumes to allow the use of the SPFs as decribed next.   Please note that in the first version of FITSEVAL produced as part of this project, the SPFs are applied without utilizing location specific crah modification factors to account for the attrib
	Table 4-20: Florida-Specific SPFs for Arterial Streets (Alluri et al., 2016) 
	 
	Figure
	Table 4-21: Florida-Specific SPFs for Freeway Segments (Alluri et al., 2016) 
	 
	Figure
	Table 4-22: Florida-Specific SPFs for Intersections (Alluri et al., 2016) 
	 
	Figure
	Table 4-23: Florida-Specific SPFs for Ramps (Alluri et al., 2016) 
	 
	Figure
	  
	To be able to use Equation 4-44, the AADT needs to be calculated from the link traffic hourly volume before utilizing the SPF equation. The user will have to provide a ratio of the analysis hour volume to the AADT (Rvolume/AADT) and directional factor (D), which is the ratio of traffic in the peak direction as inputs. The AADT is then calculated from the link volume using Equation 4-41. 
	𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇= 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒(𝑅𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒/𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇)∗𝐷                    (4-46)  
	The number of crashes on the intersections along the corridor is calculated using Equation 4-45.   Since cross street volumes are difficult to obtain based on Cube outputs, the updated version of FITSEVAL has defaults for the cross street AADT as percentages of the main street AADT.  These defaults can be overridden by the user to calculate intersection crashes.  The following are the required variables: 
	Total number of major signalized intersections on the segment  (two major streets intersecting each other’s) 
	Total number of major signalized intersections on the segment  (two major streets intersecting each other’s) 
	Total number of major signalized intersections on the segment  (two major streets intersecting each other’s) 
	Total number of major signalized intersections on the segment  (two major streets intersecting each other’s) 
	Total number of major signalized intersections on the segment  (two major streets intersecting each other’s) 

	= 
	= 

	Imajor-sig 
	Imajor-sig 



	Total number of minor signalized intersections on the segment (one major street intersecting a minor street)  
	Total number of minor signalized intersections on the segment (one major street intersecting a minor street)  
	Total number of minor signalized intersections on the segment (one major street intersecting a minor street)  
	Total number of minor signalized intersections on the segment (one major street intersecting a minor street)  

	= 
	= 

	 Iminor-sig 
	 Iminor-sig 


	Total number of un-signalized intersections 
	Total number of un-signalized intersections 
	Total number of un-signalized intersections 

	= 
	= 

	Iunsig 
	Iunsig 


	Percentage of Cross Street AADT to Main Street AADT  for the Major Intersections (default 40%) 
	Percentage of Cross Street AADT to Main Street AADT  for the Major Intersections (default 40%) 
	Percentage of Cross Street AADT to Main Street AADT  for the Major Intersections (default 40%) 

	= 
	= 

	AADT_Ratiomajor-signalized 
	AADT_Ratiomajor-signalized 


	Percentage of Cross Street AADT to Main Street AADT  for the Minor Intersections (default 20%)  
	Percentage of Cross Street AADT to Main Street AADT  for the Minor Intersections (default 20%)  
	Percentage of Cross Street AADT to Main Street AADT  for the Minor Intersections (default 20%)  

	= 
	= 

	AADT_Ratiominor-signalized 
	AADT_Ratiominor-signalized 


	Percentage of Cross Street AADT to Main Street AADT  for the Minor Intersections (default 10%)  
	Percentage of Cross Street AADT to Main Street AADT  for the Minor Intersections (default 10%)  
	Percentage of Cross Street AADT to Main Street AADT  for the Minor Intersections (default 10%)  

	= 
	= 

	AAD-Ratiounsignalized 
	AAD-Ratiounsignalized 




	𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡_𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟_𝑠𝑖𝑔, 𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡_𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟_𝑠𝑖𝑔, and 𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡−𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑔 are the predicted number of crashes for the three types of intersections calculated using Equation 4-45.  Finally, the total number of crashes along the corridor is calculated utilizing Equation 4-47. 
	             𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡−𝑐𝑜𝑟=  ∑𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡_𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘+ 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟_𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑘𝑖=1∗𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑔+𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟−𝑠𝑖𝑔∗              𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡_𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟_𝑠𝑖𝑔+𝐼𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑔∗𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡−𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑔                                                                    (4-47)  
	The predicted number of crashes from the SPFs is for the whole day and both direction. Therefore, the peak hour directional crush number is calculated using Equation 4-48. 
	           𝑁𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟= 𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡−𝑐𝑜𝑟∗  𝑅𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒/𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇∗𝐷                       (4-48)  
	4.4 Summary  
	Different methods to estimate travel time and travel time reliability were assessed in this by comparing the resulting estimates from applying these methods to those estimated based on real-world data.   Two corridors were used as case studies for assessing the accuracy of the estimates for freeways and urban arterial streets, respectively, as follows:  
	• I-95 northbound between NW 32nd Street and NW 103rd Street in Miami-Dade County, FL (used as a freeway case study) 
	• I-95 northbound between NW 32nd Street and NW 103rd Street in Miami-Dade County, FL (used as a freeway case study) 
	• I-95 northbound between NW 32nd Street and NW 103rd Street in Miami-Dade County, FL (used as a freeway case study) 

	• Sunrise Blvd. between US 441 and US 1 in Broward County, FL (used as an urban street case study) 
	• Sunrise Blvd. between US 441 and US 1 in Broward County, FL (used as an urban street case study) 


	The accuracy of the following functions to forecast speed/travel time were assessed based on comparison with data-based estimates of travel time: 
	• Bureau of Public Road (BPR) Curve with the parameters extracted from SERPM 
	• Bureau of Public Road (BPR) Curve with the parameters extracted from SERPM 
	• Bureau of Public Road (BPR) Curve with the parameters extracted from SERPM 

	• Akcelik Equation with the parameters extracted from the ELTOD software developed for managed lane toll assessment 
	• Akcelik Equation with the parameters extracted from the ELTOD software developed for managed lane toll assessment 

	• BPR Curve with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by Florida State University (FSU) 
	• BPR Curve with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by Florida State University (FSU) 

	• Akcelik Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 
	• Akcelik Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

	• Modified Davidson Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 
	• Modified Davidson Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

	• Conical Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 
	• Conical Equation with the parameters calibrated in a study conducted by FSU 

	• Freeway and urban street Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) procedures 
	• Freeway and urban street Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) procedures 


	Based on the results presented in this study, the functions that produced the best results for all three periods are the FSU-calibrated Modified Davidson model, the Akcelik function used in ELTOD, and the HCM-based freeway facility procedure.   The SERPM BPR relationship worked well for congested conditions but was somewhat less accurate than other methods for uncongested conditions.   The other tested models were less accurate.  In general, the estimation is much more accurate for less congested conditions
	The functions were also tested to estimate travel times during an incident condition.  The lowest error again was observed when using the ELTOD Akcelik model and the FSU-Calibrated Davidson model.    The HCM procedure predicted higher travel time compared to the real-world measures. This model, however, performs well for the PM congested conditions, which raises questions on why this high delay is estimated during incident conditions.  Further examination indicates that the traffic in the HCM-based procedur
	The findings from this chapter suggest that the travel time forecasting methods are able to forecast travel time more accurately for freeways compared to arterial street facilities and for less congested periods, as reflected by the MAPE values.  For the arterial street segment, the FSU-calibrated Modified Davidson model produced the most accurate results for the AM and PM peak periods. However, the BPR function in the SERPM model works better for the Mid-Day period.  Overall, it appears that, for the arter
	The HCM procedures have the advantage of considering the temporal and spatial impacts of congestion since they consider the spillbacks between the roadway segments including ramps and the extended queue from one period to the next.  However, these procedures require more time to prepare and fine-tune the model and the use of a software like FREEVAL, STREETVAL, or Highway Capacity Software (HCS).  
	Reliability Forecasting 
	In this study, the forecasted reliability measures were compared with reliability estimated for both the freeway case study (I-95 in Miami-Dade County) and the arterial segment (Sunrise Blvd. in Broward County) based on real-world data.  The followings are the tested reliability forecasting methods in this project, all of which were developed as part of the Reliability Program of the Strategic Highway Research Program 2 (SHRP2): 
	• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Poor Procedure 
	• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Poor Procedure 
	• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Poor Procedure 

	• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Rich Procedure 
	• SHRP2 L03 Project Data-Rich Procedure 

	• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure with Default Parameters 
	• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure with Default Parameters 

	• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure Calibrated for Miami by Florida International University as part of the SHRP2 L38 project 
	• SHRP2 L07 Project Procedure Calibrated for Miami by Florida International University as part of the SHRP2 L38 project 

	• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure 
	• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure 

	• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure Calibrated for the Tampa Bay Region as part of a federal grant 
	• SHRP2 C11 Project Procedure Calibrated for the Tampa Bay Region as part of a federal grant 

	• SHRP 2 L08 procedures as adopted in the HCM and implemented in FREEVAL and HCS. 
	• SHRP 2 L08 procedures as adopted in the HCM and implemented in FREEVAL and HCS. 


	When considering the three peaks, the models that produced the best forecasts of reliability compared to data-based reliability estimation for the freeway segment is the SHRP2 C11 model calibrated for the Tampa Bay Area and the SHRP2 L03 Data Poor Model.   The model that produced the best forecasts of reliability compared to data-based reliability estimation for the urban arterial study segment is the SHRP2 L03 Data Rich model.   It should be noted that the overall reliability of the arterial test corridor 
	  
	5. 
	5. 
	ASSESSING THE IMPACTS OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
	 

	This chapter describes methods to estimate the impacts of the transportation system management and operations (TSM&O) and intelligent transportation systems (ITS) applications that are implemented in the updated version of the FITSEVAL tool, produced as part of this project.  These applications include adaptive signal control, transit signal priority, freight signal priority, Connected Vehicles (CV)-based support of speed adjustment to support arrival on green, CV-based support of signalized safety, CV-base
	5.1 Evaluation of Advanced Applications 
	ITS evaluation tools require three types of parameters: 1) Outcome Performance Modification Parameters, 2) cost parameters, and 3) benefit dollar values.   The original FITSEVAL development effort as part of the original FDOT research project that resulted in the development of FITSEVAL (Hadi et al. 2008) identified methods to evaluate different ITS applications, based on an extensive review of literature.  Default benefit, cost, and dollar value parameters were identified for use in the conjunction with th
	• Incident management  
	• Incident management  
	• Incident management  

	• Ramp metering 
	• Ramp metering 

	• Advanced traveler information systems 
	• Advanced traveler information systems 

	• Smart work zones 
	• Smart work zones 

	• Road weather information systems 
	• Road weather information systems 

	• Managed lanes 
	• Managed lanes 

	• Signal control 
	• Signal control 

	• Emergency vehicle signal preemption 
	• Emergency vehicle signal preemption 

	• Transit vehicle signal priority 
	• Transit vehicle signal priority 

	• Advanced public transit system 
	• Advanced public transit system 

	• Highway advisory radio (HAR) and dynamic message signs (DMS) 
	• Highway advisory radio (HAR) and dynamic message signs (DMS) 

	• Transit information system 
	• Transit information system 

	• Transit security systems 
	• Transit security systems 

	• Transit electronic payment systems 
	• Transit electronic payment systems 


	As stated earlier, a different set of ITS implementations are included in the updated version of FITSEVAL to focus the development effort as it is implemented in a new platform.   A strong focus in the updated version is on the impacts of connected vehicles (CV) and automated vehicles (AV).  However, the assessment of additional applications can be added to the tool as needed.  The following are the applications evaluated in the new version: 
	• Adaptive signal control with and without connected vehicle (CV) support  
	• Adaptive signal control with and without connected vehicle (CV) support  
	• Adaptive signal control with and without connected vehicle (CV) support  

	• Transit signal priority with and without CV support 
	• Transit signal priority with and without CV support 

	• Freight Signal priority with and without CV support 
	• Freight Signal priority with and without CV support 

	• Speed adjustment of CV to support arrival on green 
	• Speed adjustment of CV to support arrival on green 

	• CV applications to support of signalized intersection safety 
	• CV applications to support of signalized intersection safety 

	• CV applications to support unsignalized intersection safety 
	• CV applications to support unsignalized intersection safety 

	• CV applications to support hazard warning 
	• CV applications to support hazard warning 

	• Vehicle automation 
	• Vehicle automation 


	Please, note that the above list should be considered as an initial list and other applications can be included by the FDOT in future efforts. 
	5.1.1 Outcome Performance Modification Parameters 
	Where applicable, the benefit parameters used in the original version of FITSEVAL are used as a starting point in this project.  These parameters were updated in this document based on the following resources: 
	• A review of CV-based application benefits for arterials streets has been conducted, as part of an on-going research project conducted for the FDOT by the research team.  The review conducted as part of that project (Project BDV29 977-41, entitled “Connected Vehicle to Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Support of Active Traffic Management”) provides additional important inputs regarding the benefits of the ITS applications. 
	• A review of CV-based application benefits for arterials streets has been conducted, as part of an on-going research project conducted for the FDOT by the research team.  The review conducted as part of that project (Project BDV29 977-41, entitled “Connected Vehicle to Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Support of Active Traffic Management”) provides additional important inputs regarding the benefits of the ITS applications. 
	• A review of CV-based application benefits for arterials streets has been conducted, as part of an on-going research project conducted for the FDOT by the research team.  The review conducted as part of that project (Project BDV29 977-41, entitled “Connected Vehicle to Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Support of Active Traffic Management”) provides additional important inputs regarding the benefits of the ITS applications. 

	• The benefit data reported in the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) Joint Program Office (JPO) benefit database (USDOT, 2019). 
	• The benefit data reported in the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) Joint Program Office (JPO) benefit database (USDOT, 2019). 

	• The benefit data utilized in the TOPS-BC tool developed by the FHWA (Sallman et al., 2013) 
	• The benefit data utilized in the TOPS-BC tool developed by the FHWA (Sallman et al., 2013) 

	• The parameters reported as part of FDOT District 5 FITSEVAL Phase 2 Effort (FDOT, 2016) 
	• The parameters reported as part of FDOT District 5 FITSEVAL Phase 2 Effort (FDOT, 2016) 


	Gaps in the available information was identified and additional review is conducted as part of this project with focus on AV applications since the impacts of the CV-based arterial applications has already been reviewed as part of the project mentioned above and AV applications.  
	The parameters needed to assess the impacts of TSM&O/ITS application on mobility and reliability measures are required to modify the values calculated for the base conditions with no ITS applications.  These parameters are referred to as mobility modification factors (MMF) and reliability modification factors (RMF) and obtained based on the resources mentioned earlier.  In general, these parameters can be classified into: 
	• Modification factors that are the proportion improvements in the mobility and reliability outcome measures.  The impacts of ITS in this case are calculated as the multiplication of the factors and the values of performance measures calculated using the procedures discussed in Chapter 3 including using speed-flow relationships, highway capacity procedure, reliability estimation equations, real-world data, and possibly simulation modeling. 
	• Modification factors that are the proportion improvements in the mobility and reliability outcome measures.  The impacts of ITS in this case are calculated as the multiplication of the factors and the values of performance measures calculated using the procedures discussed in Chapter 3 including using speed-flow relationships, highway capacity procedure, reliability estimation equations, real-world data, and possibly simulation modeling. 
	• Modification factors that are the proportion improvements in the mobility and reliability outcome measures.  The impacts of ITS in this case are calculated as the multiplication of the factors and the values of performance measures calculated using the procedures discussed in Chapter 3 including using speed-flow relationships, highway capacity procedure, reliability estimation equations, real-world data, and possibly simulation modeling. 


	• Modification factors that are applied to the inputs of the analytical models that allow calculating the outcome measures rather than to the calculated the measures themselves.  Examples of these measures can be the reduction in incident duration, percentage capacity drop due to incidents and work zones, lane-hour lost due to incidents, and capacity increase due to automated vehicles.  This type of factors is preferred, if information is available to support it. 
	• Modification factors that are applied to the inputs of the analytical models that allow calculating the outcome measures rather than to the calculated the measures themselves.  Examples of these measures can be the reduction in incident duration, percentage capacity drop due to incidents and work zones, lane-hour lost due to incidents, and capacity increase due to automated vehicles.  This type of factors is preferred, if information is available to support it. 
	• Modification factors that are applied to the inputs of the analytical models that allow calculating the outcome measures rather than to the calculated the measures themselves.  Examples of these measures can be the reduction in incident duration, percentage capacity drop due to incidents and work zones, lane-hour lost due to incidents, and capacity increase due to automated vehicles.  This type of factors is preferred, if information is available to support it. 


	With regard to safety, the crash modification factors (CMF) of ITS applications are also obtained based on the resources mentioned above.  These factors multiply the crash frequency for the highway segment with the base conditions assuming no ITS to obtain the crash frequency with ITS.   As described earlier, the crash frequency with no ITS can be calculated using based on real-world data, safety performance functions, or the look-up table.   It should be noted that, depending on ITS applications, the CMF m
	The ITS impact modification factors discussed in this document and as implemented in the updated version of FITSEVAL should be considered as initial values and should be updated when additional information become available.   An on-going FDOT research center project is expected to provide recommendations for mobility and crash modification factors for TSM&O/ITS. The ITS impact parameters reported in previous evaluation studies, the benefit data reported in the USDOT JPO benefit database, and the results of 
	The modification factors of different ITS applications as recommended in different sources and the values recommended for use as default in the new version of FITSEVAL are presented in the individual ITS Application sections, later in this document.  Please, note all default values can be overridden by the user if better information is available. 
	5.1.2 Cost Parameters 
	Cost estimation is another required component of benefit-cost analysis.  The cost estimation must consider the number and types of equipment required for each type of evaluated ITS deployment.  FITSEVAL includes initial cost, operation and maintenance cost, estimated interest rate, and equipment life-time.   The cost information also includes low, high, and average values for each item.  
	The study team reviewed the following cost data sources: 
	• The cost data reported in the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) Joint Program Office (JPO) benefit database (USDOT, 2019). 
	• The cost data reported in the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) Joint Program Office (JPO) benefit database (USDOT, 2019). 
	• The cost data reported in the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) Joint Program Office (JPO) benefit database (USDOT, 2019). 

	• The cost data utilized in the TOPS-BC tool developed by the FHWA (Sallman et al., 2013). 
	• The cost data utilized in the TOPS-BC tool developed by the FHWA (Sallman et al., 2013). 


	• The parameters reported as part of FDOT District 5 FITSEVAL Phase 2 Effort (FDOT, 2016). 
	• The parameters reported as part of FDOT District 5 FITSEVAL Phase 2 Effort (FDOT, 2016). 
	• The parameters reported as part of FDOT District 5 FITSEVAL Phase 2 Effort (FDOT, 2016). 

	• The CV deployment cost used in the Near-Term V2I Transition and Phasing Analysis Life Cycle Cost Model tool (USDOT, 2015). 
	• The CV deployment cost used in the Near-Term V2I Transition and Phasing Analysis Life Cycle Cost Model tool (USDOT, 2015). 

	• Other data sources 
	• Other data sources 


	The cost values of different ITS applications as recommended in different sources are presented in the individual ITS Application sections in this document.  It should be pointed out that there is a lot of uncertainty in the cost of emerging technologies like those associated with CV and automated vehicle (AV)-based applications.  Thus, the provided values should be considered as a starting point and further information should be used if more accurate costs can be estimated.  
	5.1.3 Conversion to Dollar Values 
	An important component of benefit-cost analysis is to convert ITS impacts to dollar values. The original version of FITSEVAL has default parameters to convert the mobility, safety, emission, and fuel consumption to dollar values.  The FDOT District 5 FITSEVAL effort recommended updates to these parameters.   The transportation Benefit-Cost Analysis wiki (B-C Wiki) that is sponsored by the TRB Committee on Transportation Economics (http://bca.transportationeconomics.org/) presents a detailed set of recommend
	In addition to travel time cost, measures of reliability or variability has been used some times as part of the benefit dollar values.   The standard deviation of travel time and other measures such as the differences of percentiles.  The difference between the 80th percentile and median is used in this study.    Previous research has estimated the ratio of the dollar value of travel time reliability to the dollar value of travel time referred to as travel time reliability value ratio to be between 0.8 and 
	Table 5-1 shows the dollar values of mobility, reliability, and safety; recommended in different sources and the values recommended for use as defaults in the new version of FITSEVAL. 
	  
	Table 5-1: Dollar Values of Mobility, Reliability, and Safety 
	Parameter 
	Parameter 
	Parameter 
	Parameter 
	Parameter 

	Source 
	Source 

	General Traffic ($/person-hr) 
	General Traffic ($/person-hr) 

	Freight Traffic ($/veh-hr) 
	Freight Traffic ($/veh-hr) 



	Travel Time 
	Travel Time 
	Travel Time 
	Travel Time 

	FITSEVAL  
	FITSEVAL  

	13.45 
	13.45 

	71.05 
	71.05 


	TR
	TOPS-BC 
	TOPS-BC 

	14 
	14 

	28 
	28 


	TR
	2015 Urban Mobility Report (Schrank et al., 2015) 
	2015 Urban Mobility Report (Schrank et al., 2015) 

	17.67 
	17.67 

	94.04 
	94.04 


	TR
	District 5 Update 
	District 5 Update 
	(Based on Urban Mobility Report) 

	17.67 
	17.67 

	94.04 
	94.04 


	TR
	Default Values for the C11 reliability tool 
	Default Values for the C11 reliability tool 

	19.86 
	19.86 

	36.05 
	36.05 


	TR
	TRB B-C Wiki 
	TRB B-C Wiki 

	According to Litman (2009) unit time value for commuters are calculated as 50% of average wage under level-of-service (LOS) A-C, but increase to 67% at LOS D, 84% at LOS E and 100% at LOS F. For non-commuters, San Francisco planning analysis use 0.32 of wage rate 
	According to Litman (2009) unit time value for commuters are calculated as 50% of average wage under level-of-service (LOS) A-C, but increase to 67% at LOS D, 84% at LOS E and 100% at LOS F. For non-commuters, San Francisco planning analysis use 0.32 of wage rate 

	Various studies reported different values ranging from $36 to $196 
	Various studies reported different values ranging from $36 to $196 


	TR
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	17.67 
	17.67 
	More detailed values can be derived locally based on the method presented in the TRB-BC Wiki 

	$94 
	$94 


	Reliability 
	Reliability 
	Reliability 

	TRB B-C Wiki 
	TRB B-C Wiki 

	Travel time reliability value ratio between 0.8 and 1.3  
	Travel time reliability value ratio between 0.8 and 1.3  
	(B-C wiki, 2019) 

	Travel time reliability value ratio between 0.8 and 1.3  
	Travel time reliability value ratio between 0.8 and 1.3  
	(B-C wiki, 2019) 


	TR
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	0.8 multiplying the difference between the 80th percentile and median 
	0.8 multiplying the difference between the 80th percentile and median 

	0.8 multiplying the difference between the 80th percentile and median 
	0.8 multiplying the difference between the 80th percentile and median 


	Safety 
	Safety 
	Safety 

	FITSEVAL 
	FITSEVAL 

	Urban Street Fatal $2,771,48, Injury $66,397, PDO $1,776 
	Urban Street Fatal $2,771,48, Injury $66,397, PDO $1,776 
	Urban freeway $3,079,351, $73,390, $1,776 


	TR
	District 5 Update 
	District 5 Update 

	1 Fatal [K] $10,230,000 
	1 Fatal [K] $10,230,000 
	2 Incapacitating [A] $580,320 
	3 Non-Incapacitating [B] $157,170 
	4 Possible or Minor [C] $97,650 
	5 Property Damage Only [O] $7,600 




	Table
	TBody
	TR
	TOPS-BC 
	TOPS-BC 

	Fatality Cost - $6,500,00 
	Fatality Cost - $6,500,00 
	Injury Cost - $67,000 
	PDO - $2,300 


	TR
	TRB B-C Wiki 
	TRB B-C Wiki 

	Blincoe, et al. state that the value of a fatality lies in the range of $2-7 million, and assign a “working value” of $3,366,388. This suggests that a reasonable range is from about 40% lower to about 200% higher than their assigned values, at least for crashes involving significant non-market (quality of life) damages 
	Blincoe, et al. state that the value of a fatality lies in the range of $2-7 million, and assign a “working value” of $3,366,388. This suggests that a reasonable range is from about 40% lower to about 200% higher than their assigned values, at least for crashes involving significant non-market (quality of life) damages 


	TR
	Highway Safety Manual 
	Highway Safety Manual 

	1 Fatal [K] $4,008,900 
	1 Fatal [K] $4,008,900 
	2 Disabling Injury [A] $216,000 
	3 Evident Injury [B] $79,000 
	4 Fatal/Injury [K/A/B] $158,200 
	5 Possible Injury [C] $44,900 
	6 Property Damage Only [O] $7,400 


	TR
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	$3,300,000, $75,000, $3,000 for fatal, injury, and PDO crashes; respectively 
	$3,300,000, $75,000, $3,000 for fatal, injury, and PDO crashes; respectively 




	5.1.4 Considering Uncertainty  
	Benefit–cost analyses of ITS alternatives produce point estimates of the return on investment of ITS deployments. These analyses used default or user input values of the cost, benefit, and dollar values of the benefits.    However, there is a great amount of uncertainty associated with these parameters.  The values of the parameters as reported in previous evaluation studies vary widely. Decision makers may not be willing to accept an alternative that has an acceptable average or median benefit–cost ratio b
	Sensitivity analyses: This type of analysis involves separately varying the individual values of key input parameters of the return-on-investment analyses. This approach, however, does not allow the analyst to identify confidence limits and probabilities for the results of the analysis.  To apply this approach, a range is established for each input variable based on previous studies.    The high, low, and most likely values are identified.   The next step is to calculate the benefit-cost measures using the 
	Risk analyses:  Risk analyses have been used to account for uncertainty in return on investment by expressing the input parameters as probability distributions rather than as fixed values.   Usually, Monte Carlo simulation procedure is used as part of the risk analysis to vary the input parameters and identify probability distributions for each resulting performance measure such as the benefit-cost ratio or net worth value. An issue with this approach is that the distributions is that the distributions of t
	been used in estimating the evaluation of the benefits and costs in the project decision-making process.  In a previous study conducted by the FIU research team (Yang et al., 2007), a general procedure was used to perform risk analysis in the evaluation of ITS benefits and costs. The procedure utilized lognormal distribution as part of Monte Carlo simulation process to describe the random variations in the input parameter values.   The parameters of the lognormal distributions were estimated based on the hi
	The method recommended for the updated version of FITSEVAL is based on the risk analysis method described in Yang et al. (2007) paper.  The first version of FITSEVAL does not include this feature but this will be included in a future effort. 
	5.2 Adaptive Signal Control with and without CV Support 
	Adaptive Traffic Signal Control (ATSC) allows better control of the intersection allowing green time adjustment based on the arrival traffic pattern. Due to stochastic nature of traffic arrival, the green time needs to be adjusted from cycle to cycle. ATSC will be able to make this adjustment, providing improvement in system performance.  ATSC is one of the focus area for FDOT Statewide Arterial Management Program (STAMP) and the FDOT Transportation System Management and Operations (TSM&O) program. 
	There are some limitations with existing ATSC systems.  In addition to the additional needs for sensors, these systems utilize aggregate traffic data from point detectors such as volumes and occupancies.    Existing adaptive systems and associated algorithms are still constrained by the low fidelity of data available from current point detection technologies.   These constraints limit the system awareness of the state of the traffic, which reduces the performance of adaptive signal control.  Thus additional
	The following is a brief description of the method used to estimate the benefits of ATSC. 
	Mobility:  A MMF is selected for the reduction in travel time and multiplied by the travel time estimated based on flow-speed relationship, HCM-based method, simulation, or real-world data.     The MMF utilized previously and used in the updated version of FITSEVAL are shown in Table 5-2.  Please, note that it assumes that the ATSC systems will provide more improvements in understated conditions. Also, please note that it is assumed that the benefits of adaptive signal control increases linearly with the in
	Reliability:  The reliability is calculated utilizing SHRP 2 L03 data poor model.  This is because the SHRP 2 L03 data poor model is a function of the recurring mean travel time that is estimated with and without ATSC when estimating the mobility impacts.    Therefore, the L03 model allows direct estimation of the reliability impact of the ATSC.   
	Safety: 17% reduction in property damage only crashes based on a previous study as shown in Table 5-2.  This benefit is assumed to increase linearly to 27%, as the market penetration of CV increases from 0% to 100%, if CV-based information is used to improve the control system. 
	Table 5-2: The Benefit Parameters of ATSC 
	Outcome Measure 
	Outcome Measure 
	Outcome Measure 
	Outcome Measure 
	Outcome Measure 

	Source 
	Source 

	Congested Conditions 
	Congested Conditions 

	Uncongested Conditions 
	Uncongested Conditions 



	Mobility 
	Mobility 
	Mobility 
	Mobility 

	Existing FITSEVAL  
	Existing FITSEVAL  

	10% 
	10% 


	TR
	On-Going FDOT Project Recommendation 
	On-Going FDOT Project Recommendation 
	(BDV28 TWO 977-41) 

	-5% without CV. 
	-5% without CV. 
	-15% with 100% CV MP  
	-Linear interpolation between 5% and 15% for lower market penetration  

	-10% without CV 
	-10% without CV 
	-25% with 100% CV MP.  
	-Linear interpolation between 10% and 25% for lower market penetration 


	TR
	10th Street Corridor in Greeley, Colorado Evaluation (Sprague and Archambeau 2012) 
	10th Street Corridor in Greeley, Colorado Evaluation (Sprague and Archambeau 2012) 

	9% improvement in travel time 
	9% improvement in travel time 


	TR
	HCM Urban STREET ATDM Procedure Document (Hale et al., 2017) 
	HCM Urban STREET ATDM Procedure Document (Hale et al., 2017) 

	5.1% to 13.5% increase in speed on the major road (average 10.2 mph) 
	5.1% to 13.5% increase in speed on the major road (average 10.2 mph) 
	1.2% to 5.4% increase in speed on minor road (average 4%) 


	TR
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Same as BDV28 TWO 977-41 
	Same as BDV28 TWO 977-41 

	Same as BDV28 TWO 977-41 
	Same as BDV28 TWO 977-41 


	Safety 
	Safety 
	Safety 

	Fontaine et al. (2015) 
	Fontaine et al. (2015) 

	17 percent reduction in total intersection crashes, although no significant change in fatal or injury crashes occurred. 
	17 percent reduction in total intersection crashes, although no significant change in fatal or injury crashes occurred. 


	 
	 
	 

	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	17 percent of PDO crashes 
	17 percent of PDO crashes 
	 




	Table 5-3 shows the cost parameters of ATSC in previous studies and what is utilized in the updated version of FITSEVAL. 
	Table 5-3: The Cost Parameters of ATSC 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 

	Estimated Cost (Dollars) per intersection 
	Estimated Cost (Dollars) per intersection 



	TBody
	TR
	Capital 
	Capital 

	O&M per year 
	O&M per year 


	Existing FITSEVAL  
	Existing FITSEVAL  
	Existing FITSEVAL  

	38,000  
	38,000  

	6,000 
	6,000 


	TOPS-BC 
	TOPS-BC 
	TOPS-BC 

	78,770  
	78,770  

	12,540 
	12,540 


	USDOT Cost Database 
	USDOT Cost Database 
	USDOT Cost Database 

	8,000 – 60,000 based on system (Curtis E., 2011) 
	8,000 – 60,000 based on system (Curtis E., 2011) 

	- 
	- 


	Utilized value 
	Utilized value 
	Utilized value 

	$75,000 per intersection without CV 
	$75,000 per intersection without CV 
	$100,000 per intersection with CV 

	$12,000 per intersection without CV 
	$12,000 per intersection without CV 
	$20,000 per intersection with CV 




	5.3 Transit and Freight Signal Priority with and without CV Support 
	Transit Signal Priority (TSP) and Freight Signal Priority (FSP) uses technology to realize approaching high priority vehicles and alter signal timings to provide priority control to transit/freight vehicles. The priority provisions are classified into two categories: conditional and unconditional. To get conditional priority, when detected, the transit/freight vehicle must meet the specified conditions, such as the number of passengers, freight category, route schedule adherence, or the time since last prio
	CV-equipped vehicles can be tracked at a relatively long distance upstream of the intersection.   This allows downstream signals to recognize the need to provide the priority earlier than what can be done with existing distributed priority implementations.  This allows the controller to better prepare for the priority such as serves the phases with non-priority calls to reduce the delays for the vehicles served by these faces. Another example of the benefits of CV-based priority application is that it allow
	The following is a brief description of the method used to estimate the benefits of TSP and FSP. 
	Mobility: MMF of the impacts of signal priority on transit or fright vehicles is multiplied by the travel time estimated based on flow-speed relationship, HCM-based method, simulation, or real-time data.  Additional delay is added to the cross street vehicles, as indicated in Table 5-4.  The agency may decide not to implement priority on all intersections.  In addition, the agency may decide to implement conditional priority (such as schedule adherence, number of bus passengers, type of freight shipment, an
	𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ−𝑇𝑆𝑃= 𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡−𝑇𝑆𝑃∗(1−% 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑇𝑇∗%𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠∗𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑛 𝑏𝑒 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑)                                                (5-1) 
	For TSP, the saving in travel time is converted to passenger hour saving per year based on the number of passengers per bus.  For freight, the saving in travel time is converted to truck-hour savings per year and then converted to dollar values considering the higher values of truck delays.   
	Reliability:   The reliability is calculated utilizing SHRP 2 L03 data poor model.  This is because the SHRP 2 L03 data poor model is a function of the recurring mean travel time that is estimated with and without TSP when estimating the mobility impacts.    Therefore, the L03 model allows direct estimation of the reliability impact of the TSP.   
	Safety: CMF is applied to transit PDO crashes based on a previous study, as shown in Table 5-4. 
	Table 5-5 shows the cost parameters of priority implementation in previous studies and what is utilized in the updated version of FITSEVAL. 
	Table 5-4: Benefit Parameters of Priority Implementation  
	Outcome Measure 
	Outcome Measure 
	Outcome Measure 
	Outcome Measure 
	Outcome Measure 

	Source 
	Source 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	With CV 
	With CV 



	Mobility 
	Mobility 
	Mobility 
	Mobility 

	Existing FITSEVAL  
	Existing FITSEVAL  

	12% reduction in travel time applied to buses that are not on time.  Increase in cross street delay by 6-15 seconds per vehicle depending on congestion levels 
	12% reduction in travel time applied to buses that are not on time.  Increase in cross street delay by 6-15 seconds per vehicle depending on congestion levels 


	TR
	On-Going FDOT Project 
	On-Going FDOT Project 
	(BDV28 TWO 977-41) 

	12% decrease in bus travel time with increase in cross street delay by 6-15 seconds per vehicle depending on congestion levels 
	12% decrease in bus travel time with increase in cross street delay by 6-15 seconds per vehicle depending on congestion levels 

	15% to 25% decrease in bus travel time depending on CV market penetration. Increase in cross street delay by 6-15 seconds per vehicle depending on congestion levels 
	15% to 25% decrease in bus travel time depending on CV market penetration. Increase in cross street delay by 6-15 seconds per vehicle depending on congestion levels 


	TR
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Same as BDV28 TWO 977-41 
	Same as BDV28 TWO 977-41 

	Same as BDV28 TWO 977-41 
	Same as BDV28 TWO 977-41 


	Safety 
	Safety 
	Safety 

	Song 
	Song 
	Song 
	and Noyce
	and Noyce

	 Study (2019)  

	 

	Reduction in property-damage-only crashes of 10.0 percent 
	Reduction in property-damage-only crashes of 10.0 percent 


	TR
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	10% reduction in transit PDO crashes 
	10% reduction in transit PDO crashes 




	 
	Table 5-5: Cost Parameters of Priority Implementation  
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 

	Estimated Cost per intersection 
	Estimated Cost per intersection 
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	TR
	Capital 
	Capital 

	O&M per year 
	O&M per year 


	Existing FITSEVAL  
	Existing FITSEVAL  
	Existing FITSEVAL  

	7,000 
	7,000 

	2,800 
	2,800 


	TOPS-BC 
	TOPS-BC 
	TOPS-BC 

	$33,000 
	$33,000 

	$1,800 
	$1,800 


	District 5 Study 
	District 5 Study 
	District 5 Study 

	$20,000 per intersection 
	$20,000 per intersection 

	$7,000 
	$7,000 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Infrastructure Unit $25,000 per intersection.  On-Board Unit 7,000 per bus or truck 
	Infrastructure Unit $25,000 per intersection.  On-Board Unit 7,000 per bus or truck 

	$7,000  
	$7,000  




	5.4 Speed Adjustment to Support Arrival on Green 
	Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory (GLOSA) is a CV-based application that involves providing information and guidance to drivers as they approach traffic signals to allow them to adjust their speeds to reduce the probability of stopping at downstream intersection. The speeds are calculated based on the vehicle’s location and Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) messages and communicated to the vehicle using dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) or cellular communications. A more advanced application, referre
	The following is a brief description of the method used to estimate the benefits of GLOSA and Glide Path 
	Mobility:  The travel time of connected vehicles is multiplied by a MMF factor that reflect the impact of the specific application (GLOSA or Glide Path), as shown in Table 5-6.   The market penetration growth rate that is a user input determines the number of connected vehicles for each year in the future.   A default growth rate is included in the tool based on Iqbal et al. (2018). 
	Reliability: The reliability is calculated utilizing SHRP 2 L03 data poor model.  This is because the SHRP 2 L03 data poor model is a function of the recurring mean travel time that is estimated with and without the GLOSA and Glide Path applications when estimating the mobility impacts.    Therefore, the L03 model allows direct estimation of the reliability impact of the GLOSA and Glide Path.   
	Safety:  It is assumed that the PDO of CV with this application is reduced by the same proportion of the improvement in mobility. 
	Table 5-6: The Benefit Parameters of GLOSA and Glide Path 
	Outcome Measure 
	Outcome Measure 
	Outcome Measure 
	Outcome Measure 
	Outcome Measure 

	Source 
	Source 

	GLOSA 
	GLOSA 

	Glide Path 
	Glide Path 



	Mobility 
	Mobility 
	Mobility 
	Mobility 

	On-Going FDOT Project (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
	On-Going FDOT Project (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 

	5% of CV travel time 
	5% of CV travel time 

	15% of CV travel time 
	15% of CV travel time 


	TR
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	3%-10% of CV travel time 
	3%-10% of CV travel time 

	10%-20% of CV travel time  
	10%-20% of CV travel time  




	Table 5-7 shows the cost parameters of GLOSA and Glide Path utilized in the updated version of FITSEVAL. 
	Table 5-7:  The Cost Parameters of GLOSA and Glide Path 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 

	Application 
	Application 

	Estimated Cost per intersection 
	Estimated Cost per intersection 
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	TR
	Capital ($) 
	Capital ($) 

	O&M per year ($) 
	O&M per year ($) 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Infrastructure Unit $40,000 per intersection.  On-Board Unit 7,000 per bus or truck 
	Infrastructure Unit $40,000 per intersection.  On-Board Unit 7,000 per bus or truck 

	$7,000 
	$7,000 




	  
	5.5 CV Application Support of Signalized Intersection Safety 
	CV-based applications have been proposed to provide solutions to address transportation safety concerns. A number of these applications have been suggested to support signalized intersection safety including Signalized Left Turn Assist (SLTA), Red Light Violation Warning (RLVW), and Pedestrian in Signalized Crosswalk Warning (PCW). 
	The benefits of these applications are calculated as follows: 
	Mobility:  Some safety applications, particularly the non-CV solutions may have adverse impacts on mobility.  For example, protecting a left turn to increase its safety will result in increase in intersection delay.  This adverse impacts can be calculated based on HCM-based or simulation-based analysis. 
	Reliability:  The reduction in crashes will increase the reliability of the traffic stream due to the reduction of non-recurrent delay.  The SHRP 2 L03 model cannot account for this since it does not account for the reduction in non-recurrent delay.  Thus, the SHRP 2 C11 model reliability model that estimate travel time reliability based on AADT and non-recurrent delay will be used.  The non-recurrent delay in this model accounts for the reduction in the number of incidents due the safety applications. 
	Safety: The base number of crashes for the evaluated intersection without the application is calculated based on actual real-world data, utilizing the table look-up method, or the Florida SPF functions. CMF were estimated for CV-based solutions and non-CV based solutions to the safety issues based on a review of what is available in the literature.   The base crash frequency is then multiplied by these CMF the predicted number of crashes with different safety applications. A summary of the identified CMF ar
	Table 5-8: Summary of the Identified CMF for Safety Applications to Signalized Intersections 
	Function 
	Function 
	Function 
	Function 
	Function 

	Application 
	Application 

	CRF (%) 
	CRF (%) 

	Crash Type 
	Crash Type 



	Left Turn  Assist 
	Left Turn  Assist 
	Left Turn  Assist 
	Left Turn  Assist 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	Change from permissive only to flashing yellow arrow permissive only (Simpson and Troy, 2015) 
	Change from permissive only to flashing yellow arrow permissive only (Simpson and Troy, 2015) 

	10.8 - 31.1 
	10.8 - 31.1 

	All 
	All 


	TR
	50.2 - 65.1 
	50.2 - 65.1 

	Left turn 
	Left turn 


	TR
	Change from permissive only to protected with permissive (Simpson and Troy, 2015) 
	Change from permissive only to protected with permissive (Simpson and Troy, 2015) 

	6.50 - 34.6 
	6.50 - 34.6 

	All 
	All 


	TR
	40.2 - 40.8 
	40.2 - 40.8 

	Left turn 
	Left turn 


	TR
	Change from permitted or permitted-protected to protected on major approach 
	Change from permitted or permitted-protected to protected on major approach 
	(Davis and Aul, 2007) 

	99 
	99 

	Angle 
	Angle 


	TR
	42 
	42 

	All 
	All 


	TR
	Change permissive left-turn phasing to protected only 
	Change permissive left-turn phasing to protected only 

	55 
	55 

	All 
	All 


	TR
	51 
	51 

	Rear end 
	Rear end 




	Table
	TBody
	TR
	(Chen et al., 2015) 
	(Chen et al., 2015) 

	77 
	77 

	Left turn 
	Left turn 


	TR
	64 
	64 

	HO/SS 
	HO/SS 


	TR
	With  CV 
	With  CV 

	Signalized Left Turn Assist (SLTA) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
	Signalized Left Turn Assist (SLTA) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 

	36 - 70 
	36 - 70 

	All 
	All 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	10- 35 
	10- 35 

	All 
	All 


	TR
	With CV 
	With CV 

	36 - 70 
	36 - 70 

	All 
	All 


	Right Turn Assist 
	Right Turn Assist 
	Right Turn Assist 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	Prohibit right-turn-on-red (HSM, 2010) 
	Prohibit right-turn-on-red (HSM, 2010) 

	2 
	2 

	All 
	All 


	TR
	Install offset right turn lane (Maze et al., 2010) 
	Install offset right turn lane (Maze et al., 2010) 

	6.15 
	6.15 

	All 
	All 


	TR
	With  CV 
	With  CV 

	Signalized Right Turn Assist (SRTA) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
	Signalized Right Turn Assist (SRTA) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 

	25 - 50 
	25 - 50 

	All 
	All 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	2 - 5 
	2 - 5 

	All 
	All 


	TR
	With CV 
	With CV 

	25- 50 
	25- 50 

	All 
	All 


	Red Light Violation 
	Red Light Violation 
	Red Light Violation 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	Implement automated red light running enforcement cameras 
	Implement automated red light running enforcement cameras 

	Hallmark et al., 2010; Haque et al., 2010; Persaud et al., 2005 
	Hallmark et al., 2010; Haque et al., 2010; Persaud et al., 2005 

	20 - 40 
	20 - 40 

	All 
	All 


	TR
	Persaud et al., 2005; Shin and Washington, 2007 
	Persaud et al., 2005; Shin and Washington, 2007 

	-24 to -45 
	-24 to -45 

	Rear end 
	Rear end 


	TR
	Walden, 2011 
	Walden, 2011 

	24 
	24 

	Angle 
	Angle 


	TR
	 
	 
	Installation of fixed combined speed and red light cameras 
	(De Pauw et al., 2014) 

	14 - 28 
	14 - 28 

	All 
	All 


	TR
	11 
	11 

	Angle/left turn 
	Angle/left turn 


	TR
	With  CV 
	With  CV 

	Red-Light Violation Warning (RLVW) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
	Red-Light Violation Warning (RLVW) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 

	25 - 50 
	25 - 50 

	All 
	All 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	15- 40 
	15- 40 

	All 
	All 


	TR
	With CV 
	With CV 

	25 - 50 
	25 - 50 

	All 
	All 


	Pedestrian Support 
	Pedestrian Support 
	Pedestrian Support 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon (RRFB) 
	Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon (RRFB) 
	(Monsere et al., 2018) 

	7 
	7 

	All 
	All 


	TR
	Install pedestrian countdown timer 
	Install pedestrian countdown timer 
	(Kitali et al., 2017) 

	4.8 – 8.8 
	4.8 – 8.8 

	All 
	All 


	TR
	70 
	70 

	Veh/pedestrian 
	Veh/pedestrian 


	TR
	Implement Barnes Dance (Chen et al., 2012) 
	Implement Barnes Dance (Chen et al., 2012) 

	-10 
	-10 

	All 
	All 


	TR
	Install a pedestrian hybrid beacon (PHB or HAWK) 
	Install a pedestrian hybrid beacon (PHB or HAWK) 
	(Fitzpatrick and Park, 2010) 

	15- 29 
	15- 29 

	All  
	All  


	TR
	Increase cycle length for pedestrian crossing (Chen et al., 2012) 
	Increase cycle length for pedestrian crossing (Chen et al., 2012) 

	45 
	45 

	All 
	All 


	TR
	With  CV 
	With  CV 

	Pedestrian in Signalized Crosswalk (PSCW) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
	Pedestrian in Signalized Crosswalk (PSCW) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 

	50 - 100 
	50 - 100 

	All 
	All 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	5- 45 
	5- 45 

	All 
	All 


	TR
	With CV 
	With CV 

	50 - 100 
	50 - 100 

	All 
	All 




	The cost parameters of the safety applications to signalized intersection are presented in Table 5-9. 
	Table 5-9: Summary of the Cost Parameters of the Safety Applications to Signalized Intersections 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 

	Application 
	Application 

	Estimated Cost per intersection 
	Estimated Cost per intersection 
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	TR
	Capital ($) 
	Capital ($) 

	O&M per year ($) 
	O&M per year ($) 


	Life Cycle Cost Model  (LCCM) 
	Life Cycle Cost Model  (LCCM) 
	Life Cycle Cost Model  (LCCM) 

	Red Light Violation Warning - DSRC (RLVW) 
	Red Light Violation Warning - DSRC (RLVW) 

	$85,000 including RSU and integration 
	$85,000 including RSU and integration 

	$5,500 
	$5,500 


	TR
	Pedestrian in Signalized Crosswalk Warning - DSRC (PSCWT) 
	Pedestrian in Signalized Crosswalk Warning - DSRC (PSCWT) 

	$240,000 including pedestrian detection and integration 
	$240,000 including pedestrian detection and integration 

	$20,000 
	$20,000 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Based on the above 
	Based on the above 




	 
	5.6 CV Application Support of Unsignalized Intersection Safety 
	There are non-CV applications that can be used to increase the safety of un-signalized intersection safety. For example, flashing beacons can be used to warn drivers of a stop sign ahead. Another example is the modification of unsignalized intersection to J-turn intersection to increase the intersection safety.  
	Reliability: The reduction in crashes will increase the reliability of the traffic stream due to the reduction of non-recurrent delay.  The SHRP 2 L03 model cannot account for this since it does not account for the reduction in non-recurrent delay.  Thus, the SHRP 2 C11 model reliability model that estimate travel time reliability based on AADT and non-recurrent delay will be used.  The non-recurrent delay in this model accounts for the reduction in the number of incidents due the safety applications. 
	Safety: The introduction of CV technology can provide safety benefits for unsignalized intersections. Two such applications have been suggested: Stop Sign Violation Warning (SSVW), and Stop Sign Gap Assistance (SSGA).   SSVW warns the vehicle driver if the vehicle is predicted to violate a stop sign.  This application will reduce crashes with the cross-street traffic and may also reduce the number of rear-end.  The SSGA provides advisory information to cross-street drivers at a stop-sign controlled intersec
	The cost parameters of the safety applications to unsignalized intersection are presented in Table 5-11.  
	Table 5-10: Summary of the Identified CMF for Safety Applications to Unignalized Intersections 
	Function 
	Function 
	Function 
	Function 
	Function 

	Application 
	Application 

	CRF (%) 
	CRF (%) 



	Stop Sign Violation Warning 
	Stop Sign Violation Warning 
	Stop Sign Violation Warning 
	Stop Sign Violation Warning 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	Add centerline and STOP bar, replace 24-inch with 30-inch stop signs (ITE, 1993) 
	Add centerline and STOP bar, replace 24-inch with 30-inch stop signs (ITE, 1993) 

	67 
	67 


	TR
	Increase retro reflectivity of STOP signs (Persaud et al., 2007) 
	Increase retro reflectivity of STOP signs (Persaud et al., 2007) 

	9.4 
	9.4 


	TR
	Install double stop signs (ITE, 1993) 
	Install double stop signs (ITE, 1993) 

	55 
	55 


	TR
	Provide flashing beacons at stop controlled intersections (Srinivasan et al., 2008) 
	Provide flashing beacons at stop controlled intersections (Srinivasan et al., 2008) 

	13 
	13 


	TR
	flashing LED stop sign (Xiong and Davis, 2012)  
	flashing LED stop sign (Xiong and Davis, 2012)  

	41.1 
	41.1 


	TR
	With  CV 
	With  CV 

	Stop Sign Violation Warning (SSVW) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
	Stop Sign Violation Warning (SSVW) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 

	50 - 100 
	50 - 100 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	10- 60 
	10- 60 


	TR
	With CV 
	With CV 

	50- 100 
	50- 100 


	Stop Sign Gap Assist 
	Stop Sign Gap Assist 
	Stop Sign Gap Assist 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	- 
	- 

	- 
	- 


	TR
	With  CV 
	With  CV 

	Stop Sign Gap Assist (SSGA) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
	Stop Sign Gap Assist (SSGA) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 

	28 
	28 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	- 
	- 


	TR
	With CV 
	With CV 

	28 
	28 




	Table 5-11: Summary of the Cost Parameters of the Safety Applications to Unsignalized Intersections 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 

	Application 
	Application 

	Estimated Cost per intersection 
	Estimated Cost per intersection 



	TBody
	TR
	Capital ($) 
	Capital ($) 

	O&M per year ($) 
	O&M per year ($) 


	Life Cycle Cost Model  (LCCM) 
	Life Cycle Cost Model  (LCCM) 
	Life Cycle Cost Model  (LCCM) 

	Stop Sign Gap Assist - DSRC (SSGA) 
	Stop Sign Gap Assist - DSRC (SSGA) 

	$260,000 including detection, integration, RSU, and DMS 
	$260,000 including detection, integration, RSU, and DMS 

	$15,000 
	$15,000 


	TR
	Stop Sign Violation Warning - DSRC (SSVW) 
	Stop Sign Violation Warning - DSRC (SSVW) 

	$160,000 including road weather detection, small DMS, roadside unit and integration 
	$160,000 including road weather detection, small DMS, roadside unit and integration 

	$9,000 
	$9,000 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Based on the above 
	Based on the above 




	 
	  
	5.7 Hazard Warning 
	Existing safety solutions that assist drivers along a roadway segment includes warning drivers of unsafe speeds/ unsafe speeds on curves, warnings drivers of oversize vehicles, warning drivers of bad weather and pavement conditions, and railroad crossing warning. Different CV applications that assist driver on hazard warning are Reduced Speed Zone Warning (RSZW), Curve Speed Warning (CSW), Oversize Vehicle Warning (OVW), Spot Weather Information Warning (SWIW), and Railroad Crossing Violation Warning (RCVW)
	Reliability: The reduction in crashes will increase the reliability of the traffic stream due to the reduction of non-recurrent delay.  The SHRP 2 L03 model cannot account for this since it does not account for the reduction in non-recurrent delay.  Thus, the SHRP 2 C11 model reliability model that estimate travel time reliability based on AADT and non-recurrent delay will be used.  The non-recurrent delay in this model accounts for the reduction in the number of incidents due the safety applications. 
	Safety: The number of crashes without hazard warning is calculated based on real-world, utilizing the table lookup method or the Florida SPF functions.  CMFs are then multiplied by these numbers to predict the number of crashes with hazard warning.  The identified CMF for the hazard warning applications are shown in Table 5-12. 
	The cost parameters of the safety applications to unsignalized intersection are presented in Table 5-13. 
	Table 5-12: Summary of the Identified CMF for Safety Applications for Hazard Warning 
	Function 
	Function 
	Function 
	Function 
	Function 

	Application 
	Application 

	CRF (%) 
	CRF (%) 



	Speed Warning 
	Speed Warning 
	Speed Warning 
	Speed Warning 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	Implement automated speed enforcement cameras (HSM, 2010) 
	Implement automated speed enforcement cameras (HSM, 2010) 

	17 
	17 


	TR
	Individual changeable speed warning signs (Elvik and Vaa, 2004) 
	Individual changeable speed warning signs (Elvik and Vaa, 2004) 

	41 
	41 


	TR
	Install Variable Speed Limits (Pu et al., 2017) 
	Install Variable Speed Limits (Pu et al., 2017) 

	29 
	29 


	TR
	Install dynamic speed feedback sign (Hallmark et al., 2015) 
	Install dynamic speed feedback sign (Hallmark et al., 2015) 

	5 
	5 


	TR
	Implement mobile automated speed enforcement system (Li et al., 2015) 
	Implement mobile automated speed enforcement system (Li et al., 2015) 

	14.5 
	14.5 


	TR
	With  CV 
	With  CV 

	Reduced Speed Zone Warning (RSZW) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
	Reduced Speed Zone Warning (RSZW) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 

	50 
	50 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	5- 40 
	5- 40 


	TR
	With CV 
	With CV 

	50 
	50 


	Curve Speed Warning 
	Curve Speed Warning 
	Curve Speed Warning 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	Changeable Curve Speed Warning signs (Tribbett et al., 2000) 
	Changeable Curve Speed Warning signs (Tribbett et al., 2000) 

	2 
	2 


	TR
	With  CV 
	With  CV 

	Curve Speed Warning (CSW) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
	Curve Speed Warning (CSW) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 

	20-30 
	20-30 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	2 
	2 


	TR
	With CV 
	With CV 

	20-30 
	20-30 




	Oversize Vehicles Warning 
	Oversize Vehicles Warning 
	Oversize Vehicles Warning 
	Oversize Vehicles Warning 
	Oversize Vehicles Warning 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	Oversize Load signs 
	Oversize Load signs 

	 - 
	 - 


	TR
	With  CV 
	With  CV 

	Oversize Vehicle Warning (OVW) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
	Oversize Vehicle Warning (OVW) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 

	75- 90 
	75- 90 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	- 
	- 


	TR
	With CV 
	With CV 

	75-90 
	75-90 


	Spot Weather Information Warning 
	Spot Weather Information Warning 
	Spot Weather Information Warning 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	Improving Roadway Condition (Zeng et al., 2014) 
	Improving Roadway Condition (Zeng et al., 2014) 

	15 
	15 


	TR
	With  CV 
	With  CV 

	Spot Weather Information Warning (SWIW) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
	Spot Weather Information Warning (SWIW) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 

	50 
	50 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	15 
	15 


	TR
	With CV 
	With CV 

	50 
	50 


	Railroad Crossing Warning 
	Railroad Crossing Warning 
	Railroad Crossing Warning 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	Install flashing lights and sound signals (Elvik and Vaa, 2004) 
	Install flashing lights and sound signals (Elvik and Vaa, 2004) 

	50 
	50 


	TR
	Automatic gates (Elvik and Vaa, 2004) 
	Automatic gates (Elvik and Vaa, 2004) 

	45 
	45 


	TR
	With  CV 
	With  CV 

	Railroad Crossing Violation Warning (RCVW) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 
	Railroad Crossing Violation Warning (RCVW) (BDV28 TWO 977-41) 

	50 
	50 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Without CV 
	Without CV 

	45 - 50 
	45 - 50 


	TR
	With CV 
	With CV 

	50 
	50 




	Table 5-13: Summary of the Cost Parameters of the Safety Applications to Unsignalized Intersections 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 
	Source 

	Application 
	Application 

	Estimated Cost per intersection 
	Estimated Cost per intersection 



	TBody
	TR
	Capital 
	Capital 

	O&M per year 
	O&M per year 


	Use the values from the FHWA Life Cycle Cost Model  (LCCM) tool as a basis) 
	Use the values from the FHWA Life Cycle Cost Model  (LCCM) tool as a basis) 
	Use the values from the FHWA Life Cycle Cost Model  (LCCM) tool as a basis) 

	Curve Speed Warning - DSRC (CSW) 
	Curve Speed Warning - DSRC (CSW) 

	$200,000 including Road weather information sensor, small dynamic message sign (DMS), RSU, and software integration 
	$200,000 including Road weather information sensor, small dynamic message sign (DMS), RSU, and software integration 

	$10,000 
	$10,000 


	TR
	Oversize Vehicle Warning - DSRC (OVW) 
	Oversize Vehicle Warning - DSRC (OVW) 

	$150,000 including small DMS, RSU, and software integration 
	$150,000 including small DMS, RSU, and software integration 

	$7,000 
	$7,000 


	TR
	Spot Weather Impact Warning - DSRC (SWIW) 
	Spot Weather Impact Warning - DSRC (SWIW) 

	$200,000 
	$200,000 

	$10,000 
	$10,000 


	TR
	Reduced Speed-Work Zone Warning - DSRC (RSWZW) 
	Reduced Speed-Work Zone Warning - DSRC (RSWZW) 

	$200,000 
	$200,000 

	$10,000 
	$10,000 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Based on the above 
	Based on the above 




	 
	5.8 Effect of Automation 
	Automated Vehicle (AV) will play an important role both for increasing mobility and safety of the roadway. The updated version of FITSEVAL also incorporates the effect of automation on roadway as part of FITSEVAL tool.  The introduction of different levels of automation will allow the reduction of crashes and the severity of injuries and will improve mobility, reliability, and accessibility of the transportation systems. In this study, we have reviewed the reported mobility and safety impacts for these leve
	A technical report (Smith et. al., 2015) published by the USDOT titled “Benefits Estimation Framework for Automated Vehicle Operations” summarized a list of the following autonomous vehicle applications as shown in Table 5-14. 
	Table 5-14: List of Automated Vehicle Applications (Source: Smith et al. 2015) 
	Automation level 
	Automation level 
	Automation level 
	Automation level 
	Automation level 

	AV function 
	AV function 



	Level 0 
	Level 0 
	Level 0 
	Level 0 

	Forward Collision Warning (FCW), 
	Forward Collision Warning (FCW), 
	Intersection Movement Assist (IMA), 
	Blind Spot Warning (BSW) / Lane Change Warning (LCW)/ Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM), 
	Road Departure Crash Warning (RDCW), 
	Alcohol Detection Technology, 
	Backup Assistant Systems (BAS), 
	Lane Departure Warning (LDW), 
	Pre-Crash Brake Assist (PBA),  
	Pre-Crash Braking (PB);  


	Level 1 
	Level 1 
	Level 1 

	Automated Roadwork Assistance 1 
	Automated Roadwork Assistance 1 
	Automatic Parking 1 
	Pedestrian Crash Avoidance and Mitigation 
	Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) 
	Electronic Stability Control (ESC) 
	Automated Emergency Braking (AEB)/ Emergency Braking System (EBS) 


	Level 2 
	Level 2 
	Level 2 

	Automated Roadwork Assistance 2 
	Automated Roadwork Assistance 2 
	Automatic Parking 2 
	Traffic Jam Assist 
	Lane keep/change/merge 


	Level 3 
	Level 3 
	Level 3 

	Automatic Parking 3 
	Automatic Parking 3 
	Platooning 
	Emergency Stopping Assist 


	Level 4 
	Level 4 
	Level 4 

	Automatic Parking 4 
	Automatic Parking 4 
	Automated taxi/shuttle 




	 
	Reliability: The reduction in crashes will increase the reliability of the traffic stream due to the reduction of non-recurrent delay.  The SHRP 2 L03 model cannot account for this since it does not account for the reduction in non-recurrent delay.  Thus, the SHRP 2 C11 model reliability model that estimate travel time reliability based on AADT and non-recurrent delay will be used.  The non-recurrent delay in this model accounts for the reduction in the number of incidents due the safety applications. 
	Safety: CMF was identified based on reviewing previous studies as shown in Table 5-15.  Such CMF can be used to multiply the base crash frequency estimated based on the real-world, lookup table, or SPF functions. Cooperative automated vehicles will also impact on the roadway capacity. A summary of the capacity improvement with different autonomous vehicle application is provided in Table 5-16. 
	Table 5-15: Safety Benefits of Vehicle Automation 
	Level of Automation 
	Level of Automation 
	Level of Automation 
	Level of Automation 
	Level of Automation 

	Application 
	Application 

	CRF (%) /Safety Benefits 
	CRF (%) /Safety Benefits 



	Level 0  
	Level 0  
	Level 0  
	Level 0  
	 

	BSM  (Jermakian, 2012) 
	BSM  (Jermakian, 2012) 

	22,000 tractor-trailer crashes annually 
	22,000 tractor-trailer crashes annually 


	TR
	IIHS (2010) 
	IIHS (2010) 

	33% of annual crashes 
	33% of annual crashes 


	TR
	LDW ( Kusano et al. (2014)) 
	LDW ( Kusano et al. (2014)) 

	29.4 % of all road departure crashes 
	29.4 % of all road departure crashes 


	TR
	LDW ( Blower 2014) 
	LDW ( Blower 2014) 

	11 – 13 % Fatal and 2 – 9% Injury 
	11 – 13 % Fatal and 2 – 9% Injury 


	TR
	FCW (Kusano et. al., 2012) 
	FCW (Kusano et. al., 2012) 

	3.2% 
	3.2% 


	TR
	FCW in heavy vehicles (Fitch et. al., 2008) 
	FCW in heavy vehicles (Fitch et. al., 2008) 

	21 % of rear-end crashes 
	21 % of rear-end crashes 


	TR
	FCW (Anderson et. al., 2012) 
	FCW (Anderson et. al., 2012) 

	20 – 40 % of all fatal crashes 
	20 – 40 % of all fatal crashes 
	30 – 50 % of all injury crashes 


	TR
	LWD (Penmetsa et. al., 2018) 
	LWD (Penmetsa et. al., 2018) 

	2.7% of all lane departure crashes by (2020) and 16.4% by (2045) 
	2.7% of all lane departure crashes by (2020) and 16.4% by (2045) 


	TR
	FCW + LDW ( Kuehn et al., 2009) 
	FCW + LDW ( Kuehn et al., 2009) 

	25% of all crashes 
	25% of all crashes 


	TR
	BSW/LCW + FCW ( Jermakian,2011) 
	BSW/LCW + FCW ( Jermakian,2011) 

	395,000 and 1.2 million crashes annually 
	395,000 and 1.2 million crashes annually 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Based on the above 
	Based on the above 


	Level 1 
	Level 1 
	Level 1 
	 

	IIHS (2010) 
	IIHS (2010) 

	33% of annual crashes 
	33% of annual crashes 


	TR
	ESC (Blower, 2013) 
	ESC (Blower, 2013) 

	7% in all crashes 
	7% in all crashes 


	TR
	FCW + PBA (Kusano et. al., 2012) 
	FCW + PBA (Kusano et. al., 2012) 

	3.6% 
	3.6% 


	TR
	ESC (Farmer, 2010) 
	ESC (Farmer, 2010) 

	33 – 20 % of all fatal multiple Vehicle crashes, 49% for single vehicle crashes, 35% for SUVs, 30% for cars 
	33 – 20 % of all fatal multiple Vehicle crashes, 49% for single vehicle crashes, 35% for SUVs, 30% for cars 


	TR
	Speed Harmonization (Dowling et. al., 2016) 
	Speed Harmonization (Dowling et. al., 2016) 

	Reduced the 95th percentile highest speed difference up to 30 – 50 % 
	Reduced the 95th percentile highest speed difference up to 30 – 50 % 


	TR
	FCW + AEB ( Sugimoto et al., 2005)) 
	FCW + AEB ( Sugimoto et al., 2005)) 

	44% of fatal rear-end collisions 
	44% of fatal rear-end collisions 


	TR
	FCW + AEB, Adaptive headlights (Moore et al., 2007) 
	FCW + AEB, Adaptive headlights (Moore et al., 2007) 

	10 - 14 % reduction in claims 
	10 - 14 % reduction in claims 


	TR
	EBS (Cicchino, 2016) 
	EBS (Cicchino, 2016) 

	41 % of rear-end crashes 
	41 % of rear-end crashes 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Based on the above 
	Based on the above 




	Level 2  
	Level 2  
	Level 2  
	Level 2  
	Level 2  
	 

	FCW + PBA + PB (Kusano et. al., 2012) 
	FCW + PBA + PB (Kusano et. al., 2012) 

	7.7% of all rear-end crashes 
	7.7% of all rear-end crashes 


	TR
	FCW, ACC, and AEB ( Batelle, 2007) 
	FCW, ACC, and AEB ( Batelle, 2007) 

	23–28 percent of rear-end crashes 
	23–28 percent of rear-end crashes 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Based on the above 
	Based on the above 


	Level 3 
	Level 3 
	Level 3 
	 

	Banerjee et al., 2018 
	Banerjee et al., 2018 

	20 to 4000 times worse 
	20 to 4000 times worse 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Based on the above 
	Based on the above 


	Level 4 
	Level 4 
	Level 4 
	 

	Morando et al., 2018 
	Morando et al., 2018 

	20% to 65% (Signalized Intersections) 
	20% to 65% (Signalized Intersections) 
	29% to 64% (roundabouts) 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	20% - 65% 
	20% - 65% 


	Level 5 
	Level 5 
	Level 5 
	 

	NHTSA (nde) 
	NHTSA (nde) 

	94% 
	94% 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	94% 
	94% 




	Table 5-16: Capacity Benefits of Vehicle Automation 
	Author 
	Author 
	Author 
	Author 
	Author 

	Automated Application 
	Automated Application 

	Capacity Benefits 
	Capacity Benefits 



	Shladover et al., 2012 
	Shladover et al., 2012 
	Shladover et al., 2012 
	Shladover et al., 2012 

	Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) 
	Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) 

	50% and 80% increase in capacity at 80% and 100% market penetration, respectively  
	50% and 80% increase in capacity at 80% and 100% market penetration, respectively  


	Tientrakool et al., 2018 
	Tientrakool et al., 2018 
	Tientrakool et al., 2018 

	FCW 
	FCW 

	43% at 100% market penetration 
	43% at 100% market penetration 


	TR
	FCW + V2V Communication 
	FCW + V2V Communication 

	273% at 100% market penetration 
	273% at 100% market penetration 


	Oila et al., 2018 
	Oila et al., 2018 
	Oila et al., 2018 

	CACC 
	CACC 

	300% at 100% market penetration 
	300% at 100% market penetration 


	Wang et al., 2017 
	Wang et al., 2017 
	Wang et al., 2017 

	CACC 
	CACC 

	150% at 70% market penetration 
	150% at 70% market penetration 


	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 
	Utilized Values 

	Based on the above 
	Based on the above 




	 
	 
	  
	5.9 FITSEVAL Update 
	The original version of FITSEVAL was produced utilizing the Script language of Cube.  It works only as a processor to cube provided input and output files, in addition to analyst supplied parameters utilizing the user interface.   The new version of FITSEVAL is a standalone desktop tool that reads files from multiple sources as long as it is provided in an acceptable format.  The currently acceptable format are Cube files and Highway Capacity Software (HCS) file format.  The source of the data can be any mo
	Figure 5-1 shows the assessment of the base condition mobility based on demand model outputs (FSUTMS model).  The user has the option to utilize the travel time estimated by the demand model or to override the travel times utilizing previously calibrated travel time-volume/capacity equations that were found in this study to perform well compared to other equations.  The volume and capacity used in these equation will be based on the demand model outputs.   The individual link performance is presented in tab
	• Speed 
	• Speed 
	• Speed 

	• Excess delay 
	• Excess delay 

	• Vehicle-mile traveled 
	• Vehicle-mile traveled 

	• Vehicle-hour traveled 
	• Vehicle-hour traveled 

	• Vehicle-hour delayed 
	• Vehicle-hour delayed 

	• Vehicles per lane-mile 
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	• Percentage of Non-SOV 
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	Figure
	Figure 5-1: Mobility Performance Metric Estimation based on Demand Forecasting Models 
	Figure 5-2 shows the same type of assessment but based on the HCS outputs.  Somewhat different metrics are calculated based on the outputs from the HCS model due to the availability of different types of information, as shown in Figure 5-2.  The metrics estimated based on the demand model outputs are: 
	• Speed 
	• Speed 
	• Speed 

	• Excess delay 
	• Excess delay 

	• Vehicle-mile traveled 
	• Vehicle-mile traveled 

	• Vehicle-hour traveled 
	• Vehicle-hour traveled 

	• Vehicle-hour delayed 
	• Vehicle-hour delayed 

	• Vehicles per lane-mile 
	• Vehicles per lane-mile 

	• Through Delay 
	• Through Delay 

	• Stop rate 
	• Stop rate 

	• Running Time 
	• Running Time 


	A powerful feature is that the user can put two or more different assessments side-by-side for comparison purpose.  For example, in Figure 5-3, the mobility performance based on the HCS and that based on the demand model are compared.  If the mobility assessment is also dome based on real-world data, the comparison can also be made with this assessment.  Figure 5-4 shows a comparison of the assessment of mobility with and without CV-based adaptive signal control.   Figures 5-5 and 5-6 show the reliability e
	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 5-2: Mobility Performance Metric Estimation based on the Highway Capacity Software (HCS) 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 5-3: Comparison of Mobility Assessment based on Demand Model and HCS 
	 
	Figure
	Figure 5-4: Comparison of Mobility with and without CV –based Adaptive Signal Control 
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	Figure 5-5: Reliability Estimation based on Demand Model Output 
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	Figure 5-6: Reliability Estimation based on HCS Output 
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	Figure 5-7: Safety Estimation based on Demand Model Output 
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	Figure 5-8: Safety Estimation Based on HCS Output 
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